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Foreword
The Future Agenda programme provides an open
forum for discussion about how to address the
major challenges which society faces over the next
ten years, offering the opportunity for all to share
ideas and potential solutions so that ultimately we
can together inspire change.
We began this discussion by identifying a range of
issues that we believed were the most important
for the next decade. We then invited a number of
experts from academia and industry to offer an initial
TIVWTIGXMZI[LMGL[ITYFPMWLIHSRPMRIERHMRFSSOPIX
JSVQ;ILEZIWTIRXXLITEWXX[IPZIQSRXLWXEPOMRK
to other experts and professionals across a wide
ZEVMIX] SJ ½IPHW ERH EWOIH XLIQ XS GLEPPIRKI XLEX
initial point of view and build the debate. Overall we
LEZIXEPOIHHMVIGXP]XSQSVIXLERTISTPIEGVSWW
many countries, from Australia and New Zealand to
'LMRE ERH -RHME +IVQER] ERH 7TEMR XLI 9/ ERH
XLI 97 -R EHHMXMSR QER] TISTPI LEZI EHHIH XLIMV
comments to our website or followed the debate on
8[MXXIV ;IEVIKVEXIJYPXSEPPXLSWI[LSXSSOTEVX
in this project and who were prepared to voice an
opinion and challenge the status quo.
8LMWFSSOMWXLIPEXIWXWXITMRXLINSYVRI]ERHSJJIVW
an overview of the discussions we have shared to
date. The aim has been to articulate the complex
challenges we face and understand how we can learn

from the ways they are being addressed in different
societies. On some occasions there has been heated
debate, particularly over issues such as climate change
and the future provision of healthcare, and in some
instances the problems have seemed almost too
intractable to manage but perseverance has paid off;
the debate has moved on and opportunities have
FIIRMHIRXM½IH
;ILSTI]SY[MPP½RHWSQIXLMRK[LMGL[MPPMRWTMVI
you to question the status quo and consider the
possibility of change. All those who have participated
so far have had important things to say that should
be of interest to anyone concerned with creating a
sustainable future for us all.
1SFMPIXIGLRSPSK]GERSJJIVQER]FIRI½XWFYX-XLMRO
XLIQSWXWMKRM½GERXGSRXVMFYXMSRXLEXXLIMRHYWXV]-
[SVOMRGERTVSZMHIMWXLITS[IVXSEPPS[TISTPIXS
communicate. Never has a global conversation been
more important: we hope that our contribution will
be a stimulus to others to continue.

Vittorio Colao, CEO Vodafone Group
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Preface
0MOI QER] MRRSZEXMSRW XLI *YXYVI%KIRHE TVSNIGX
began with a number of questions and a rough idea
of how to answer them. We wanted to provide
E JSVYQ JSV HMWGYWWMSR SJ XLI QSWX WMKRM½GERX
challenges we face as a society over the next ten
]IEVWERHXLMROEFSYX[E]WMR[LMGLGSPPIGXMZIP][I
can address them.
Over the following twelve months, this largely
experimental activity built up momentum. We have
MHIRXM½IHXLIOI]GLEPPIRKIWERHTVSFEFPIGLERKIW
that will occur across many different areas, and we
have also explored some of the main arenas in which
these changes will be played out. We have engaged
with a global audience and tried to build a bridge
between the traditionally separate areas of foresight
ERH MRRSZEXMSR -R WLSVX [I LEZI GVIEXIH E KPSFEP
open foresight initiative.
Our aim for the Future Agenda programme is to
provide a lens through which organisations can
identify major innovation opportunities. Many
MRJSVQIHTISTPIJVSQSZIVGSYRXVMIWLEZIFIIR
involved in the discussions and their contribution
has helped us to highlight the big issues for the
next decade and identify where they will have most
impact. We hope it has also provided them and the
organisations they represent with new provocations
and insights that will guide their activities in new
HMVIGXMSRWERHWXMQYPEXIJVIWLXLMROMRK

Why not global open foresight?
8EOMRK XLI PSRK ZMI[ LEW RIZIV FIIR IEW] *EGIH
with rapid technological advances, shifting political
movements, rising economic powerhouses in Asia and
societal change at a faster pace than ever previously
experienced, it has become increasingly challenging.
-HIRXMJ]MRKXLIFMKMWWYIWSJXLIJYXYVILS[IZIVMWOI]
to ensuring the long-term sustainability of business
ERH WSGMIX] -X MW ZMXEP JSV SVKERMWEXMSRW XS WII XLI
future early so that they can both prepare for it and
TYXTPERWMRTPEGIXSXEOIEHZERXEKISJMX6EXLIVXLER
VIP]SRWGMIRGI½GXMSR MRXIVREXMSREPFSHMIWWYGLEW
XLI922%83ERHXLI3)'(LEZIRS[IWXEFPMWLIH
long-term projections on such issues as population
growth, military power and economic development
WSXLEXXLI]LEZIMRWMKLXWYTSR[LMGLXLI]GERQEOI
OI]WXVEXIKMGHIGMWMSRW
At the same time, some commercial companies are
EPWSXEOMRKXLIPSRKZMI[8LI6ERH'SVTSVEXMSRPIH
XLI[E]MRWGIREVMSWXLMROMRKERHXLMWXIGLRMUYI[EW
UYMGOP]HIZIPSTIHF]WYGLGSQTERMIWEW7LIPP[LSWI
KPSFEP WGIREVMSW VETMHP] FIGEQI XLI FIRGLQEVO
Alongside these institutional views of the emerging
PERHWGETI RYQIVSYW EGEHIQMG ERH RSRTVS½X
SVKERMWEXMSRW[IVIJSYRHIHQSWXRSXEFP]XLI-RWXMXYXI
JSVXLI*YXYVI -*8* MR4EPS%PXS[LMGLMWRS[SZIV
JSVX]]IEVWSPH9WMRKEZEVMIX]SJHMJJIVIRXXIGLRMUYIW
the success of these varied groups lay not actually in
predicting the future but in differentiating between
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the possible and the probable.This led them, and their
GYWXSQIVW XS[EVHW QEOMRK MRGVIEWMRKP] MRJSVQIH
HIGMWMSRW XLEX IMXLIV VIHYGIH VMWO SV MRGVIEWIH
opportunity, and made them better prepared in the
face of unfolding events.
Over the past decade or so, governments and
SXLIV GSQTERMIW LEZI NSMRIH MR 8LI 9/ VYRW E
*SVIWMKLX,SVM^SR7GERRMRK'IRXVIXLIKSZIVRQIRX
SJ 7MRKETSVI IRXLYWMEWXMGEPP] IRKEKIW WGIREVMS
XLMROMRK XLI ;SVPH )GSRSQMG *SVYQ LEW E LYKI
JSVIWMKLX TVSKVEQQI -&1 VYRW E LMKLP] WYGGIWWJYP
+PSFEP -RRSZEXMSR 3YXPSSO TVSKVEQQI 7MIQIRW
LEW E HIHMGEXIH*YXYVIW +VSYT %VYT LEW E [MHIP]
VIWTIGXIH *SVIWMKLX8IEQ 4VSGXIV  +EQFPI LEW
E *YXYVI;SVOW KVSYT 4LMPMTW (IWMKR LEW E [IPP
VIKEVHIH TIVWSREW ETTVSEGL XS JYXYVIW XLMROMRK
2SOME ERH )VMGWWSR FSXL VYR VIKYPEV JYXYVIW
TVSNIGXW 0MOI[MWI MRHYWXV]FSHMIWLEZIJSGYWIHSR
WTIGM½G MWWYIW WYGL EW QEXIVMEPW WYTTP] XLI MQTEGX
of the digital world, health changes, and so on, and
a plethora of commercial futures consultancies have
been formed that provide their clients with services
PSSOMRKEXFSXLWLSVXXIVQERHQEGVSXVIRHWEW[IPP
as offering more long-term foresight.
As a consequence of all this activity and partial
sharing of summary insights by some of the above,
one could argue that we are now more informed
EFSYX XLI PMOIP] JYXYVI XLER [I LEZI IZIV FIIR
As such, the governments and companies involved
WLSYPH FI QEOMRK XLI VMKLX HIGMWMSRW EZSMHMRK FMK
WYVTVMWIWERHQEOMRKWSQITVIXX]WYGGIWWJYPFIXWSR
XLIJYXYVI-RWSQIGEWIWXLMWMWXVYIWSQIGSYRXVMIW
were better prepared than others for the global
½RERGMEPGVMWMWXLI92*%3LEWEGPIEVZMI[SRXLI
global actions required to rebalance food supply
and demand; Apple proactively saw the business

STTSVXYRMX]MR[LEXFIGEQIM8YRIW SRXLIFEGOSJ
MXW 8IGLRSPSK] *YXYVIW TVSKVEQQI 7LIPP LEW
invested in second and third generation bio-fuels; as
EOI]HIZIPSTQIRXJVSQMXW+PSFEP-RRSZEXMSR
3YXPSSO -&1 PEYRGLIH MXW ;EXIV 1EREKIQIRX
FYWMRIWW MR  ERH WYTTSVXIH F] MRWMKLXW JVSQ
XLIMV*YXYVI;SVOWKVSYTXLIPMOIWSJ4 +LEZIFIIR
steering towards the convergence of healthcare and
cosmetics. All of these successes are good news for
the organisations involved, as they have acted on the
insights that were available to them and made bold
yet informed decisions.
However, one concern that some involved in these
programmes have been sharing is whether they
are missing something. Although they all developed
TVSKVEQQIW XLEX PSSO ELIEH ½ZI XIR SV X[IRX]
years, and try to encompass a broad view of the
future, many are run with a single-industry or singleMWWYI JSGYW ;LMPI QER] PSSO EX XLIMV WIGXSV ERH
MQQIHMEXI EHNEGIRGMIW SRP] E JI[ WYGL EW 2SOME´W
;MPHGEVHWTVSKVEQQI WIIOXSIRGSQTEWWE[MHIV
WGSTI -R EHHMXMSR EPXLSYKL XLI] EPP LEZI E GPIEVIV
understanding about the future, the commercial and
societal value is only gained from the decisions they
XEOISRXLIFEGOSJXLIWIMRWMKLXW -RWMKLXWMRXSXLI
WXEXISJXLI[SVPHMR½ZISVXIR]IEVWGERVEVIP]FI
WIIRXSFIGSR½HIRXMEPEWXLI]EVIPEVKIP]VI¾IGXMSRW
of multiple views from outside the organisation. Lastly,
[LMPI E JI[ SVKERMWEXMSRW WYGL EW XLI 92 3)'(
7MIQIRW 7LIPP -&1ERH-*8*TYFPMWLERIHMXIHZMI[
SJLS[XLI]WIIXLIRI\XHIGEHISVWS QSWXOIIT
the raw data to themselves. As a result of this we
wondered whether there was a way in which these
organisations could better pool their views of the
future. While there are a few online commercially
focused communities, there was no open repository
JSVIZIV]SRI´WZMI[W
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8LMWPIHXSYWEWO;L]GER´X[IGVIEXIEXVERWTEVIRX
vehicle through which the views of the future can
FI WLEVIH ERH FYMPX YTSR# ;L] GER´X [I FVMRK
together perspectives from a broad range of areas
XSLMKLPMKLXGSQQSREPMXMIW#;L]GER´X[IXEOIXLI
principles of open innovation upstream into the
world of foresight? Or to put it another way: Why
can’t we create a global open foresight platform? The
XIGLRSPSK]MWGPIEVP]EZEMPEFPIERH EW[IORS[ERH
LEZI[SVOIH[MXLQER]SJXLISVKERMWEXMSRWEPVIEH]
WIIREWXLIPIEHIVWMRXLI½IPH[IWLSYPHFIEFPIXS
bring all parties together. What is more, if we adopt
XLI³STIR´ TLMPSWSTL] ERH WS IRGSYVEKI IZIV]SRI
XS YWI IEGL SXLIV´W MRWMKLXW XLIR IZIV]SRI WLSYPH
be able to gain a wider, more informed view of the
JYXYVIERHWSFIEFPIXSQEOIFIXXIVHIGMWMSRW

How do we engage the unusual suspects?
One of the criticisms of many existing futures
programmes is that they are full of the usual suspects
– a group of experts whose views and opinions are
WIIR EW MRGVIEWMRKP] GVSWWPMROIH 8LI] GSRXVMFYXI
a lot as they are routinely consulted by businesses
or invited to participate in cross-government and
corporate initiatives, but they are all largely white,
%RKPS7E\SRQMHHPIEKIHQMHHPIGPEWWQIR7SMJ[I
continue to engage primarily with these recognised
experts, will we really get as clear a view of the
future as we could? While it is important to have
their views in the mix, should we not try to engage
with a broader church? What we wanted was to get
½VWXLERH ZMI[W JVSQ E JEV [MHIV VERKI SJ PIEHMRK
EGEHIQMGW ERH MRHYWXVMEPMWXW [MXL HIIT ORS[PIHKI
SJ WTIGM½G XSTMGW ;I [ERXIH RSR;IWXIVR ZMI[W
from the countries that are probably the centres
of action for the next decade. And we wished to

engage the younger generation who will be leading
the world forward. Another challenge was to bring
all these varied views together. Hence our second
question: How can we engage the unusual suspects?
-J[ILEZIEKPSFEPTPEXJSVQERHGER[SVO[MXLXLI
organisations and communities that connect directly
XS QER] WXEOILSPHIVW XLIR [I WLSYPH FI EFPI XS
bring together a wider range of views, from multiple
GSYRXVMIWJVSQEFVSEHTSVXJSPMSSJFEGOKVSYRHWERH
with different views of the ways things are going.

The initial idea
(MWGYWWMRKXLIWIX[SUYIWXMSRW[MXLGSPPIEKYIW [I
came to the conclusion that, given the technology,
contacts and relationships in place, there was a good
chance we could bring our idea to life.
We live in a world where increasingly ubiquitous
connectivity means that over one-third of the
[SVPH´W TSTYPEXMSR LEW EGGIWW XS XLI MRXIVRIX
Consequently, more of us are engaging in two-way
HMEPSKYI XLVSYKL WSGMEP RIX[SVOW ERH FPSKW ERH
there are growing numbers of people around the
world who actively engage in debate who could be
encouraged to participate in an open programme
XLEX KEZI XLIQ WSQIXLMRK MRXIVIWXMRK XS XEGOPI -R
EHHMXMSR MJ[IWIXXLIXMQILSVM^SRSRVEXLIV
XLERNYWX³XLIJYXYVI´XLEX[SYPHKMZIYWEWSPMHTSMRX
JSVHMWGYWWMSR¯SRIXLEXRSXSRP]I\XIRHWWYJ½GMIRXP]
beyond the short-term horizon, so that we are not
WMQTP]XEPOMRKEFSYXLS[GYVVIRXXVIRHW[MPPTPE]SYX
but also one that is not so far out that we enter the
[SVPHSJWGMIRGI½GXMSR[LIR½PQWWYGLEWMinority
Report, Blade Runner and I, RobotFIKMRXSMR¾YIRGI
the strands of debate.
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We also thought that rather than starting with a
FPERO WLIIX SJ TETIV ¯ SV QSVI EGGYVEXIP] NYWX E
series of questions on a blog – if we started with
some points of view to challenge and build upon, we
could get further and faster. People could build on
the initial views, highlight the areas that they agree
with and propose alternative positions to those
that they disagreed with. At the same time, if all
comments were openly accessible on the website
from the start then anyone could use the insights
straight away, without having to wait six months for
XLIW]RXLIWMWXSFIYRHIVXEOIRERHWLEVIH0EWXP]MJE
[IPPORS[RKPSFEPSVKERMWEXMSRGSYPHFIMRXIVIWXIH
in becoming involved in this, to both better inform
its view of the future and also act as a sponsor, but
importantly not the client for a programme, then
XLIGLERGIWSJKEMRMRKXVEGXMSRMROI]GSQQYRMXMIW
would be increased.
7S EJXIVNYWXEJI[[IIOWSJHMWGYWWMSRW XLI*YXYVI
Agenda programme was born. A standard blog
TPEXJSVQ [SYPH FI YWIH PEYRGLMRK MR 7ITXIQFIV
XSIRGSYVEKIEXLVIIQSRXLKPSFEPHIFEXISR
some of the big issues for the coming decade. We
thought that we would have a multitude of different
views from around the world by the end of the year
and so be able to share a unique view of the world
SJ  EX XLI WXEVX SJ  ,MKLP] WMKRM½GERXP]
:SHEJSRI +VSYT XLI KPSFEP GSQQYRMGEXMSRW
company, agreed to sponsor the programme and
help build the momentum through its connections
ERHRIX[SVOWMRQER]SJXLIWIZIRX]½ZIGSYRXVMIW
in which it provides mobile services.

The kick-off
;IWXEVXIH[MXL½JX]GERHMHEXIXSTMGWERHVIHYGIH
them down to sixteen on the basis of them being
unique, and so covering different areas, open for
WMKRM½GERX GLERKI SZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI ERH EPWS
focused on subjects around which there would
PMOIP]FIHMJJIVIRGIWSJSTMRMSRWSQEOMRKXLIQVMTI
for debate. These sixteen topics were the future
of authenticity, choice, cities, connectivity, currency,
data, energy, food, health, identity, migration, money,
XVERWTSVX[EWXI[EXIVERH[SVO
-R%YKYWXVIGSKRMWIHI\TIVXWMRIEGLXSTMGJVSQ
across the academic, commercial and government
arenas were invited to answer a number of common
questions on the future.These were then edited and
put into a standard format to ease navigation and to
IRWYVIEGSQQSRWXVYGXYVI%QM\SJI\TIVXWOMRHP]
shared their personal views about the next decade.
These were each grouped into four sections –
namely, the global challenges, options and possibilities,
the way forward, and impacts and implications. The
intention from the start was not only to get views
for each topic on what the future would be, but also
to get perspectives on which way we should go, why
and with what consequences.
At the beginning of October, all sixteen initial
TIVWTIGXMZIW[IVIEHHIHXSXLIWMXI THJ½PIW[IVI
created for sharing and the programme was launched
with a host of people around the world invited to
add their views to the mix. The response was very
XLSYKLXTVSZSOMRK FYX WSQI[LEX YRI\TIGXIH
%GGSVHMRK XS XLI +SSKPI EREP]XMGW SR XLI WMXI MR
XLI½VWXJI[[IIOWXLIVI[IVISZIVLMXWJVSQ
GSYRXVMIW-RXIVIWXMRKP]EPSRKWMHIXLI97ERH9/
the other top countries from which people were
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EGGIWWMRKXLIWMXI[IVI-RHMEERH)K]TX¯[IPPELIEHSJ
SXLIV)YVSTIERREXMSRW-REHHMXMSRSXLIVGSYRXVMIW
MRXLIXSTX[IRX]MRGPYHIH4EOMWXER XLI4LMPMTTMRIW
8LEMPERH -RHSRIWME 7MRKETSVI 7EYHM %VEFME ERH
Vietnam, so clearly the audience was global and the
programme was engaging a broad community. From
a topic perspective, the most popular ones in terms
of initial visits were food, health, authenticity, cities,
connectivity and energy. The challenge was that
only a hundred or so people were actually adding to
the blog.

Future Agenda v2
8EPOMRK XS E WEQTPI SJ TISTPI [LS LEH EGGIWWIH
the site, who were enthusiastic about the idea and
[LS[IVIOIIRXSGSRXVMFYXIVIZIEPIHX[STMZSXEP
MRWMKLXW½VWXXLIMRMXMEPTIVWTIGXMZIW[IVIWIIRXSFI
so authoritative that not many were ready to add
alternative views and, second, even if they wanted to,
few were actually willing to blog. Although individuals
in academia, government and the corporate sector
[IVIEPPZIV]OIIRXSWLEVIXLIMVTIVWTIGXMZIW[MXL
the programme, doing so via a blog was culturally,
GSQQIVGMEPP] ERH TSPMXMGEPP] HMJ½GYPX GMZMP WIVZERXW
are largely restricted from giving opinions in public;
academics still largely prefer real debate to virtual
discussion; and, although people in companies have
views to share, if their employers have no readyQEHI WTIGM½G TIVWTIGXMZI SR E XSTMG XLIR ER]
comments from a .com email address would have
to go for internal approval prior to sharing. The
whole premise upon which we had based the
programme – that people are ready to engage in
online discussions – was clearly wrong. While lots of
YW EVIFPSKKMRK XLIQIHMEEVIXEPOMRKEFSYXMXERH
[IEVIEPPQIERXXSFIGSQJSVXEFPIMRXLI;IF

world, the programme was plainly pushing too hard
against pre-existing constraints.
;LEX [EW RSXEFPI [EW LS[ UYMGOP] TISTPI GEQI
up with suggestions as to how we could get around
the problems.
Q

± 0IXQIQEOIQ]ZMI[ERSR]QSYW²¯XLIVIJSVI
[I XSSO HS[R ER] RIIH XS WLS[ [LS [EW
adding comments to the blog and this started to
build some momentum.

Q

± +MZI QI E LEVH GST] - GER VIEH SR XLI XVEMR
ERH-[MPPWIRH]SYQ]XLSYKLXW²¯WS[ITVMRXIH
 GSTMIW SJ XLI MRMXMEP TIVWTIGXMZIW *SV
such rich topics, people wanted to have a hard
GST] MR XLIMV LERHW ERH [I UYMGOP] WXEVXIH XS
KIX GSQQIRXW FEGO PEVKIP] EW IQEMP FYX IZIR
XLVSYKL XLI QEMP 3RI FSSO GEQI FEGO XS YW
GSZIVIHMRWXMGO]RSXIW

Q

± 'SQIERHLEZIEGLEXERH-[MPPXIPP]SY[LEX-
XLMRO²¯XLMWPIHXSETMZSXEPGLERKIMRETTVSEGL
6EXLIVXLERYWIXLIWMXIEWXLITVMQEV]QIERW
of insight gathering we would offer organisations
LEPJHE] [SVOWLSTW XS HMWGYWW WTIGM½G XSTMGW
GSRHYGXIHYRHIV'LEXLEQ,SYWI6YPIWERHXLIR
WLEVIXLIZMI[W XEKKIHEW³[SVOWLSTJIIHFEGO´
-R SXLIV [SVHW WXMGO [MXL E QSVI XVEHMXMSREP
vehicle for debate that people are used to, one
that allows them to interact with others in the
WEQIWTEGIERHWSFYMPHSRIEGLSXLIV´WZMI[W

These suggestions changed the nature of the Future
%KIRHE TVSKVEQQI WMKRM½GERXP] ¯ FYX RSX MXW
TLMPSWSTL] SV EQFMXMSR 6EXLIV XLER FIMRK WMQTP]
a three-month online debate it became a global
RMRIQSRXLTVSKVEQQISJEVSYRH½JX][SVOWLSTW
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IRKEKMRK SZIV  TISTPI JEGI XS JEGI 7SQI SJ
these were within single organisations but many
brought together different expertise from many
HMJJIVIRX EZIRYIW 7SQI XSSO TPEGI MR GSVTSVEXI
conference facilities, some in hotels and restaurants
ERHSXLIVWMRZMPPEKITYFW¯[LEXIZIV[SVOIHFIWX
-R PSGEXMSRW EVSYRH XLI [SVPH MRGPYHMRK FSXL XLI
I\TIGXIH 0SRHSR 2I[ =SVO &VYWWIPW 7]HRI]
7LERKLEM 1EHVMH 6SQI &EVGIPSRE 1YQFEM (IPLM
3\JSVH IXG  EW [IPP EW XLI YRI\TIGXIH WYGL EW E
ZMPPEKIMR3\JSVHWLMVI KVSYTWSJTISTPIJVSQQER]
cultures, of varied ages and with many different
TIVWTIGXMZIW WLEVIH XLIMV ZMI[W 7YTTSVXIH F]
GSQQIRXWJIHFEGOEJXIVEVSYRHHS[RPSEHW
SJXLIMRMXMEPTIVWTIGXMZIWMRHMJJIVIRXGSYRXVMIW
although not as originally designed, the Future
Agenda programme became a platform for global
open foresight that engaged the usual and the
unusual suspects.

Programme outcomes
7MRGI XLI PEYRGL SJ XLI MRMXMEP FPSK [IFWMXI XLI
Future Agenda programme has provided a series of
both planned and unplanned outcomes.
*MVWXERHJSVIQSWXXLMWFSSOMR]SYVLERHWTVSZMHIW
a synthesis of what the Future Agenda programme
LEW VIZIEPIH )\EQMRMRK XLI OI] MWWYIW LMKLPMKLXIH
F] XLI QYPXMTPI [SVOWLSTW ERH SRPMRI HMWGYWWMSRW
it explores what is certain about the next decade,
what are probable changes, what are seen as the
moderators of the future and what are the main
implications for governments, companies and
individuals. There is a more detailed explanation
FIPS[SJLS[XLIFSSOMWWXVYGXYVIHERHLS[]SY
might wish to use it.

7IGSRHP] the accompanying futureagenda.org website
allows anyone to access the insights gained from the
programme in an interactive and dynamic manner,
[MXLPMROEKIWRSXSRP]FIX[IIRXLIZEVMIHXSTMGWERH
issues but also to the source materials, be they the
initial perspectives, the raw comments received from
participants or reports and documents shared as part
of the programme.This website provides a snapshot of
XLIMRWMKLXWERHMRXIVHITIRHIRGMIWMHIRXM½IHXSHEXI
Thirdly, many of the organisations which participated
in the programme have already used the insights that
they gained and shared about the future to inform
ERHHMVIGXWSQISJXLIMVTVMSVMXMIW7SQIGSQTERMIW
LEZI MHIRXM½IHRI[ STTSVXYRMX]EVIEWERHEPVIEH]
started developing new products and services to
meet associated needs. Other organisations have
KEMRIH E HIITIV YRHIVWXERHMRK SJ OI] MWWYIW XLEX
were previously not on their radar and now have
not only a better recognition of how they might
be affected in the future but also an improved
understanding of how they may need to respond
differently. Numerous academics participating in the
programme have found new areas for research and
ETTPMGEXMSR SJ XLIMV ORS[PIHKI -R EHHMXMSR WIZIVEP
government bodies have used the insights both
to validate existing assumptions and to challenge
SXLIVW;ILSTIXLEXXLIFSSOERHXLI[IFWMXI[MPP
help to stimulate more actions such as these.
The intention of the Future Agenda programme was
never just to share, challenge and collate as many
HMJJIVIRXZMI[WEWTSWWMFPISJXLIOI]GLEPPIRKIWJSV
the next decade and provide synthesised generic
outputs for individuals and organisations to use. That
MWMRHIIHXLI½VWXWXIT FYXXLITVMQEV]JSGYWMWXS
do so while simultaneously providing a platform for
new and higher levels of innovation.
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1ER]SJXLIFVIEOXLVSYKLWXLEX[IRIIHMRXLIJYXYVI
[MPP NYWXEWXLSWIMRXLITEWX QSWXPMOIP]IQIVKIEX
the intersections between different areas. While
innovations in a few arenas, such as pharmaceutical
development, do occur largely within one discipline,
many others occur from the convergence of
challenges and opportunities in several separate
WIGXSVW*SVI\EQTPIWMKRM½GERXHIGMWMSRWEFSYXXLI
future of food need to factor in the impacts and
implications of water and waste; those relating to
the issues of identity are increasingly driven by such
topics as choice, data and connectivity; and the way
in which we choose to go about designing our cities
MWWMKRM½GERXP]TVIHMGEXIHSRGLERKIWXLEXEVIPMOIP]
XSSGGYVMRXVERWTSVXQMKVEXMSRERH[SVO
-R GVIEXMRK GLSVISKVETLMRK VYRRMRK ERH VITSVXMRK
on the Future Agenda programme, we have seen
many opportunities for positive change being

WYKKIWXIH HMWGYWWIH EWWIWWIH ERH VI½RIH XS E
point at which they can now start to stimulate new
MHIEW¯MHIEWEFSYXLS[XSXEGOPIWSQISJXLIFMK
challenges we face in such areas as climate change,
sustainable health and food supply; ideas about how
XSYWITSPMG]XSFIWXMR¾YIRGIGLSMGIERHWXIIVXLI
right path over the next decade; and ideas for new
products, services and business models that will
ensure the legacy of the past does not become a
burden on the future.
;I [SYPH PMOI XS XLERO EPP XLSWI [LS LEZI
GSRXVMFYXIHXSXLITVSGIWWXLMWFSSOGSYPHSRP]LEZI
been written with their support and thoughtfulness.
;ILSTIXLEX]SY½RHMXYWIJYP XLSYKLXTVSZSOMRK
stimulating and, ultimately, a source of new insights
PIEHMRKXSMRRSZEXMSRMR]SYVS[R½IPH
Tim Jones and Caroline Dewing, November 2010
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2EZMKEXMRKXLMWFSSO
8LI *YXYVI%KIRHE TVSKVEQQI OMGOIH SJJ WM\XIIR
parallel discussions. As views on these were shared
and built upon, it became clear that as well as the
vertical conversations within each topic, there were a
host of issues bubbling to the surface that cut across
WIZIVEP EVIEW 7SQI SJ XLIWI EVI GVMXMGEP HVMZIVW SJ
the future; some are issues that will moderate how
the future unfolds. As such, in the synthesis of the
insights from the programme, we have sought to
highlight these issues and group them accordingly
so that you, the reader, can see how they interrelate,
and can therefore also choose which chapters of the
FSSO]SY[MPP½RHQSWXMRXIVIWXMRK
-R4EVX [IHIXEMP[LEX[IWIIEWXLIJSYVQEGVS
scale certainties for the next decade – the things
that, unless there is an unexpected, massive and
JYRHEQIRXEPKPSFEPWLMJX[MPPQSWXHI½RMXIP]SGGYVERH
so are the certitudes upon which everything else is
built. These certainties are:
Q
Q
Q
Q

a continued imbalance in population growth
QSVIGSRWXVEMRXWSROI]VIWSYVGIW
an accelerating shift of economic power to Asia
universal data access.

)EGLSJXLIWIMWGSZIVIHWITEVEXIP]WSXLEX]SYGERKEMR
a good understanding of why these macro-drivers of
change are occurring, what the core characteristics of
XLIWIWLMJXWEVIERHXLIVIJSVILS[XLI][MPPMR¾YIRGI
XLI[SVPHFIX[IIRXSHE]ERH

4EVX  I\TPSVIW WSQI SJ XLI OI] MRWMKLXW [I LEZI
gained into how the world and our lives will
probably change over the next decade. These are
XLIOI]GLERKIWLMKLPMKLXIHF]XLITVSKVEQQIXLEX
[MPPSGGYVMRQER]HMJJIVIRXEVIEW WSQIMR¾YIRGIH
by just one of the four certainties, others by two or
more. These changes are detailed by providing both
the signals from today that give evidence to support
the direction of change and the future implications
over the next ten years. They are grouped into six
clusters – health, wealth, happiness, mobility, security
and locality – which seem to encompass all the
MWWYIW LMKLPMKLXIH )EGL GLERKI XLEX MW HITMGXIH MR
XLMW TEVX MW ZEVMSYWP] PMROIH XS E RYQFIV SJ SXLIVW
and so we have used margin indicators to help you
WIIXLIWIPMROWGPIEVP]ERHWSQSZIJVSQSRIXSTMG
to another. This navigation replicates in a somewhat
limited printed form some of the more dynamic
interactions that can be found between these topics
on the accompanying website.
-R4EVX[IPSSOEXJSYVXLIQIWXLEXLEZIGSQIYT
MRQER]SJXLIHMWGYWWMSRWEWXLIOI]QSHIVEXSVWSJ
XLIJYXYVI8LIWIEVIRSXWTIGM½GMWWYIW[LIVIXLIVI
[MPPFIEGPIEVGLERKIFIX[IIRERHFYX
EVI XLI XLIQIW XLEX [MPP QSWX PMOIP] MR¾YIRGI XLI
I\XIRXXS[LMGLXLIGLERKIWHIXEMPIHMR4EVXXEOI
place. These four themes – trust, privacy, choice and
global/local action – are themselves interrelated and
so, as well as sharing perspectives on them in isolation,
XLMWTEVXEPWSWLS[WLS[XLIWIMRXIVVIPEXMSRW[SVO

2EZMKEXMRKXLMWFSSO`\ZMM

LS[XLI]TVSZMHIEQSHIVEXMRKMR¾YIRGIXLEXQE]
either accelerate or decelerate change; and how
their interrelationships allow us to see a number of
alternative scenarios in the future.
4EVXXLIRKSIWMRXSQSVIHIXEMPSRXLIMQTEGXWERH
implications of outcomes from the Future Agenda
TVSKVEQQI 0MROMRK XSKIXLIV QER] SJ XLI IEVPMIV
certainties, probable changes and moderators of
the future, it brings together some conclusions and
questions for the next decade. These have been
KVSYTIHMRXSXLVIIEVIEW¯XLSWIXLEX[MPPQSWXPMOIP]
concern governments and so provide questions for
future policy and regulation; those that will potentially
relate to organisations and so provide stimuli for

innovation and change in approach at that level; and
lastly those that raise questions for us as individuals
in how we see our role in the future and how and
[LIVI[IQE][MWLXSI\IVXMR¾YIRGI -XMWXLI³WS
[LEX#´JVSQXLITVSKVEQQIERHLSTIJYPP]TVSZSOIW
as many questions as it provides answers.
Finally, there is a section giving resources and
references which brings together some of the
multiple sources of information that have been
shared and used in the Future Agenda programme.
=SYQE][IPP½RHXLIWIYWIJYPXS]SYMRI\TPSVMRK
some of the issues raised in more detail or on a
continuing basis.
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PART 1

The four certainties

Context
-R ER] PSSO JSV[EVH MR XMQI [I EVI HIEPMRK [MXL
HMJJIVIRGIWXLEXQE]SVQE]RSXFITVIHMGXEFPI-J[I
PSSO XS RI\X ]IEV [I GER YWYEPP] MHIRXMJ] E RYQFIV
of things that will be largely the same, such as the
JSSHEZEMPEFPIJSVYWXSIEX XLIREXYVISJSYV[SVO
SV[LIVI[IGLSSWIXSPMZI)UYEPP]XLIVIEVIWIZIVEP
aspects of life that we can pretty well guarantee will
change slightly, for example by being faster, slower,
smaller or bigger than today: faster computers, slower
XVEJ½G WQEPPIVGEVWERHFMKKIVRIX[SVOW%PPSJXLIWI
are relatively predictable – in fact, almost certain.
One of the core assumptions of many futures
programmes is that there are certainties and
uncertainties, so, assuming you can identify what they
are, it should be perfectly possible to build alternative
views of the future based on combinations of these.
%W[IPSSOJYVXLIVSYX XS WE] X[SXSXLVII]IEVW
we can see a range of trends that might have an
increasing impact in the world. These are things that
are emerging or accelerating today and may become
QSVI MR¾YIRXMEP EW XLI] FIGSQI QEMRWXVIEQ
alternatively, of course, they may give way to the next
JEHSV MHISPSK] %PXLSYKL XLIWI EVIQSVI³TSWWMFPI´
XLER ³KYEVERXIIH´ JYXYVIW XLI] EVI I\XVETSPEXMSRW
of the world today and so we can be reasonably
GSR½HIRXXLEXXLI][MPPGSQIEFSYX
8LIGLEPPIRKIMRPSSOMRKJYVXLIVSYXWE]XSXLIJYXYVI
MR½ZIXSXIR]IEVW´XMQIMWXLEXQER]SJXLIGLERKIW
XLEXGSYPHXEOITPEGIQE]FIWMKRM½GERXHITEVXYVIW
JVSQXSHE]´WVIEPMX]ERHWSRSXSRSYVGSPPIGXMZIVEHEV

%WWYGLSYVGSR½HIRGIMR[LEXXLSWIGLERKIWQMKLX
FI PIXEPSRIXLIMVMQTEGX GSYPHFIUYMXIPS[8LMRO
FEGO XS  ERH EWO LS[ QER] WE[ [LEX IJJIGX
XLI VIGIRXP] PEYRGLIH +SSKPI [SYPH LEZI SR XLI
MRXIVRIX RIZIVQMRHXLIEHZIRXSJWSGMEPRIX[SVOW
3VGSRWMHIVLS[³KVIIR´[ILEZIRS[FIGSQIERH
observe how sustainability is now a hygiene factor
for us all rather than a niche issue for some.
All in all, there are a host of changes that we need
XS XLMRO EFSYX [LIR GSRWMHIVMRK XLI RI\X XIR
]IEVW 7SQIEVIMRGVIQIRXEPIZSPYXMSRW¯WSQIEVI
radical revolutions. The big challenge in any foresight
programme is in differentiating these and gaining
a clear understanding of which changes are most
PMOIP]

`8LIJSYVGIVXEMRXMIW

³YRORS[RORS[RW´ ¯XLSWIXLMRKWXLEXEVIHI½RMXIP]
occurring but the impact of which we do not
fully understand, such as, perhaps, a shift in values
or another environmental impact of our actions
alongside CFCs and carbon. These are the nuggets
XLEXQER]JYXYVIWTVSKVEQQIWWIIOXSYRGSZIVF]
FVMRKMRK XSKIXLIV HMJJIVIRX ZMI[W ERH QEOMRK RI[
GSRRIGXMSRW %W MJ XLMW [EWR´X GSQTPMGEXIH IRSYKL
[I ½REPP] GSQI XS XLI³YRORS[R YRORS[RW´ ¯ XLI
IZIRXWXLEX[MPPXEOIYWEPPF]WYVTVMWIERH[LMGL[I
XLIVIJSVI½RHHMJ½GYPXXSTVITEVIJSV%PPSJXLMW[EW
JEQSYWP]LMNEGOIHF](SREPH6YQWJIPHMRLMW2%83
WTIIGLMR8LITVMRGMTPILS[IZIVMWWXMPPGPIEV
Knowns vs unknowns

-RSVHIVXSHMWXMRKYMWL[LEXQER]XIVQXLI³TVSFEFPI
JYXYVIW´JVSQXLI³TSWWMFPIJYXYVIW´JYXYVIWTVSKVEQQIW
WYGL EW XLI -*8*´W 1ET SJ XLI (IGEHI -&1´W +PSFEP
-RRSZEXMSR3YXPSSOYWIEVERKISJHMJJIVIRXXIGLRMUYIW
to highlight developments in which there is more
GSPPIGXMZIGSR½HIRGIVEXLIVXLERXLSWIGSRWMHIVIHPIWW
predictable, and group them accordingly. For example,
2SOME´W;MPHGEVHWTVSKVEQQIPSSOWWTIGM½GEPP]EXXLI
PS[ TVSFEFMPMX] IZIRXW XLEX GSYPH LEZI E WMKRM½GERX
impact while other scenario programmes, such as
XLSWIYRHIVXEOIRF]XLIPMOIWSJ+&2WIIOXSI\TPSVI
possible outcomes of the interaction of certainties
and uncertainties and the implications for the world, a
QEVOIXSVEFYWMRIWW
%RSXLIV WGLSSP SJ XLSYKLX PSSOW EX XLI JYXYVI SR
E ORS[R ZIVWYW YRORS[R HMQIRWMSR 7S [I LEZI
³ORS[R ORS[RW´ ¯ XLMRKW PMOI TSTYPEXMSR KVS[XL ¯
that we can predict quite clearly, and then we have
³ORS[RYRORS[RW´ ¯WYGLEWXLIJYXYVITVMGISJSMP
The interesting bit comes when we consider the

The intention of the Future Agenda project is to
GPEVMJ][LMGLMWWYIW½XMRXSXLIWIX]TIWSJGEXIKSVMIW
&]HSMRKWS [I[ERXXSIREFPITISTPI GSQTERMIW
ERHKSZIVRQIRXWXSQEOIQSVIMRJSVQIHGLSMGIW
and place more intelligent bets. However, although
MXMWIEW]XSTYXGIVXEMRXMIWMRXSXLI³ORS[RORS[R´
group, the problem is that we have to challenge
ourselves as to which issues really are certain.
We believe that it is a pivotal issue to get the
certainties for the future clear up front. Once we have
GPEVMX]SRXLI³ORS[RORS[RW´ [IGERFYMPHEFIXXIV
understanding of the options and possibilities that exist
on top of these. Of course, the process is problematic.
*SVI\EQTPI [IXIRHXSLEZIKVIEXIVGSR½HIRGIMR
XLSWI XLMRKW LETTIRMRK [MXLMR SYV MRHYWXV] SV ½IPH
of expertise and could quite possibly discount events
or developments from other areas. We have tried to
avoid this by using the varied initial perspectives on
the different topics and the subsequent discussions
around these to help us highlight, test, challenge and
validate the themes that participants from around the
world agree are the driving forces of how the world
will develop over the coming decade.

'SRXI\X`

8LMW ½VWX TEVX SJ XLI FSSO XLIVIJSVI HIXEMPW [LEX
from the programme, we see as the four macroGIVXEMRXMIW JSV XLI RI\X HIGEHI 9RPIWW XLIVI MW E
massive and fundamental global shift that we have
not anticipated, these are the things that will most
HI½RMXIP]SGGYV8LI]EVIXLIVIJSVIXLSWIGIVXEMRXMIW
YTSR[LMGLIZIV]XLMRKIPWIMWFYMPX 7MKREPWSJXLIWI
global trends can be seen today and are already
being factored into plans and strategic approaches
by some governments, institutions and businesses.

The four certainties are:
Q
Q
Q
Q

a continued imbalance in population growth
QSVIGSRWXVEMRXWSROI]VIWSYVGIW
an accelerating shift of economic power to Asia
universal data access.

`*YXYVI%KIRHE

-QFEPERGIHTSTYPEXMSRKVS[XL
By 2020, we will add another 750M people to the planet, most in places least
able to accommodate them.
Over the next ten years, improvements in health,
education and living standards will continue to
drive population growth. Longer life expectancy
will offset the trend towards having fewer children,
[LMGLQIERWXLEXF]XLIVI[MPPFIQSVISJYW
ERH QSVI SJ YW [MPP FI SPHIV 6IKMSREP HMJJIVIRGIW
in growth rates will result in a larger proportion of
TISTPIPMZMRKMR%WME-REHHMXMSRGSRXMRYIHQMKVEXMSR
from rural areas means that a greater number of us
will live in cities than ever before.
This suggests that, as long as there are no disasters on
a huge scale – natural or man-made – over the next
decade, demographic changes are much more certain
than many other long-term predictions. The macrotrends are clear: the human population has grown
massively over the past century or so. All things being
IUYEPXLMWKVS[XLXVIRHPSSOWWIXXSGSRXMRYI
-X´WIEW]XSWYKKIWXXLEXXLIVIEVINYWXXSSQER]SJYW
around these days and that this has put unsustainable
pressure on the resources available, but this is not
strictly true. The questions that matter are not only
around general growth but also around balance. Are
TISTPI MR XLI VMKLX TPEGIW# (S [I LEZI XLI VMKLX
WOMPPW# 'ER [I VIHYGI GLMPH QSVXEPMX] MR IQIVKMRK
IGSRSQMIW#(S[ILEZIIRSYKLTISTPISJ[SVOMRK
age to support economic growth? As the population
ages, are there enough people to support the old?
,S[GER[IGPSWIXLIKETFIX[IIRXLI³LEZIW´ ERH
³LEZIRSXW´#8LIWI EVI EPPMQTSVXERX UYIWXMSRW XLEX

we need to address in order to understand the
TVMQEV]MQTPMGEXMSRWJSVXLI[SVPHMR
8SWXEVX[MXL PIX´WXEOIEGPSWIVPSSOEXXLISZIVEPP
TSTYPEXMSRRYQFIVW;IGVSWWIHXLIFMPPMSRQEVO
in the mid-nineteenth century to reach 1.6 billion at
XLIWXEVXSJXLIX[IRXMIXLGIRXYV];ILMXFMPPMSR
EXXLIIRHSJXLI7IGSRH;SVPH;EVERHJVSQXLIR
on the global population has been increasing at
EVSYRHQMPPMSRTIVERRYQ &] [IXSXEPPIH
FMPPMSRERHRS[ MR [IEVIETTVSEGLMRK
FMPPMSR[MXL'LMREEGGSYRXMRKJSVSZIVFMPPMSRERH
-RHME JSV SZIV  FMPPMSR8LMW QIERW XLEX F] 
XLIVI [MPP FI EVSYRH  FMPPMSR TISTPI PMZMRK SR
)EVXL 1SWXPMOIP][I[MPPFIWTPMXFIX[IIREVSYRH
FMPPMSRMRIEGLSJ'LMREERH-RHME QMPPMSRMR
)YVSTI ERH  QMPPMSR MR XLI 97 -R XLI EFWIRGI
of major pandemics, global natural disasters or
QYPXMVIKMSREP [EVW SVKERMWEXMSRW WYGL EW XLI 92
ERH3)'(IWXMQEXIXLEXXLI[SVPHTSTYPEXMSR[MPP
VIEGLEVSYRHFMPPMSRTISTPIMRERHTIEOEX
EVSYRHFMPPMSRMR8EOIREXXLMWPIZIPERI\XVE
QMPPMSRSJYWMRXLIRI\XHIGEHIERHERI\XVE
billion in the next forty years inevitably means a more
crowded world with ever more of us competing for
the same resources.
On top of this, child mortality rates are declining and
more of us are living longer. Today, our average life
I\TIGXERG]EGVSWWXLIKPSFIMWEXFMVXL3JGSYVWI
this varies from region to region, with North Americans
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This has huge social and economic implications and is
GIVXEMRP]FEHRI[WJSVXLSWI[LSLEZMRK[SVOIHJSV
XLI XVEHMXMSREP JSVX] ]IEVW [IVI PSSOMRK JSV[EVH XS
a long and happy retirement. Pension providers will
LEZIXSVIIZEPYEXIXLIMVFYWMRIWWQSHIP-RVIPEXMZIP]
recent times, people who retired at 65 did so, on
average, only a few years short of their life expectancy.
-J XLI GYVVIRX XLVIWLSPH WXE]W MR TPEGI SYV GLMPHVIR
GER VIEWSREFP] I\TIGX XS PMZI MR³VIXMVIQIRX´ JSV ER
EHHMXMSREP]IEVW-X´WETMX]XLEXXLIMVTIRWMSRJYRHW
EVIYRPMOIP]XSFIEFPIXSTE]JSVXLMW QSWXTIRWMSRW
have been designed to accommodate an upper
quartile life expectancy where retirement age is ‘death
QMRYWXIR´-XPSSOWPMOIXLIVIMWRSEPXIVREXMZI¯[I[MPP
EPPLEZIXS[SVOPSRKIVXLERSYVTEVIRXW

Our children can expect to live on
average to celebrate 97 years, and from
2030 onwards it will not be surprising if
life expectancy reaches 106.
FSEWXMRK  ]IEVW EW STTSWIH XS ER EZIVEKI SJ 
MR%JVMGE &YX [LIVIZIV ]SY EVI I\TIGX XS FI LIVI
EXPIEWXXIR]IEVWPSRKIVXLER]SYVTEVIRXW 0SSOMRK
forward, our children can expect to live on average
XSGIPIFVEXI]IEVWERHJVSQSR[EVHWMX[MPP
RSXFIWYVTVMWMRKMJPMJII\TIGXERG]VIEGLIW;LEX
is clear is that if, as predicted, the proportion of the
world population aged 65 years or older increases
by a third and the average number of people who
live for more than a century increases ninefold, the
GSRGITXSJ³SPHEKI´[MPPLEZIXSFIVIHI½RIH-RQER]
developed economies, 55 is already the new middle
age and we can clearly see a future where what used
to be the average age of retirement becomes the
mid-point of the average adult life.

On the other side of the coin, an overall increase in
XLI[SVOMRKTSTYPEXMSRGSYPHEPWSVIWYPXMRMRGVIEWMRK
RYQFIVWSJTISTPI½RHMRKXLIQWIPZIWYREFPIXS½RH
a job as the decade progresses, the global recession
bites, and economies adapt to changing technologies,
resource constraints and different methods of
[SVOMRK8LMW LEW XLI TSXIRXMEP XS PIEH XS E WIRWI
of frustration and exclusion amongst those who are
YREFPIXS½RH[SVO[LMGLMRXYVR[MPPLEZIWMKRM½GERX
TSPMXMGEP ERH WSGMEP VEQM½GEXMSRW TEVXMGYPEVP] MR XLI
QSVI ZYPRIVEFPI IGSRSQMIW ¯ TVSFEFP] MR )YVSTI
and the West.
Overall, while the macro-trend around global
population increase is clear, four factors shape the
balance of the growth both in terms of scale and
PSGEXMSR8LI] IEGL LEZI MR¾YIRGI ERH EVI WLMJXMRK
future projections. These four factors are:
Q
Q
Q
Q

changing fertility rates
decreasing child mortality
people living longer
international and urban migration.

-QFEPERGIHTSTYPEXMSRKVS[XL`

Fertility
We are currently experiencing an extraordinary
fertility decline. The fertility rate represents the
RYQFIV SJ GLMPHVIR ER EZIVEKI [SQER MW PMOIP] XS
LEZI HYVMRK LIV GLMPHFIEVMRK ]IEVW ¯ 8EOMRK
typical averages into account, the natural replacement
VEXIF][LMGLETSTYPEXMSRWXE]WPIZIPMWGLMPHVIR
TIV[SQER 7S EVEXISJFIPS[MWXLITSMRXEX
which population growth begins to slow or even fall.
+PSFEPP][I[MPPVIEGLXLEXTSMRXF]EVSYRHJSV
XLI½VWXXMQI 7QEPP[SRHIV XLIVIJSVI XLEXJIVXMPMX]
has become a primary focus for local political parties
and national governments as well as transnational
and global agencies.
-X´W[SVXLVIQIQFIVMRKXLEXEHIGPMRIMRJIVXMPMX]HSIW
not mean a decline in population, which can continue
to rise while fertility goes down. For example, high
fertility in an earlier generation can lead to an
increased number of women of childbearing age all
having fewer children but together increasing the
SZIVEPPRYQFIVSJGLMPHVIR8LMWMW[L]XLI92ERH
3)'( WII E TIEO TSTYPEXMSR EGGVYMRK EVSYRH 
years after we reach the natural replacement rate
MR
There are several reasons for the decline in overall
fertility. There is, for example, clear evidence to suggest
that as we get richer we want smaller families.This trend
[EW ½VWX RSXMGIH MR RMRIXIIRXLGIRXYV] MRHYWXVMEPMWIH
&VMXEMRERHMWJEMVP][IPPIWXEFPMWLIH%WTSSVGSYRXVMIW
now race to catch up and more of us are becoming
VMGLIV XLI KPSFEP TSTYPEXMSR PSSOW WIX JSV E VIPEXMZIP]
speedy decline – so much so, in fact, that the transition
MRJIVXMPMX]VEXIJVSQ½ZIGLMPHVIRXSX[S [LMGLXSSO
TPEGISZIV]IEVWMR&VMXEMR ¯ LETTIRIH
MR NYWX X[IRX] ]IEVW ¯  MR 7SYXL /SVIE -R

&ERKPEHIWLXLIJIVXMPMX]VEXIHVSTTIHJVSQ½ZIXSXLVII
MRX[IRX]]IEVW ¯ ERHMR1EYVMXMYWMXXSSO
XIR ¯  7SQI GSYRXVMIW EVI I\TIVMIRGMRK ER
IZIR QSVI HVEQEXMG GLERKI8EOI -VER JSV I\EQTPI
[LIVIXLIREXMSREPJIVXMPMX]VEXIHVSTTIHJVSQMR
XSMRERHMR8ILVERMXLEWRS[HVSTTIH
to a mere 1.5.
7YGLHIGPMRIWMRJIVXMPMX]EXSRIPIZIPLEZIEPSXXSHS
with the movement of people from the countryside
to the towns and cities: tilling the land is generally
labour intensive and an extra pair of hands to help is
[IPGSQIFYXMX´WEHMJJIVIRXQEXXIVEPXSKIXLIVMRXLI
restricted space of the city where the cost of feeding
ERH LSYWMRK E PEVKIV JEQMP] MW SJXIR TVSLMFMXMZI -X´W
a simple matter of economics and living standards.
+IRIVEPP]WTIEOMRKJIVXMPMX]WXEVXWXSHVST[LIRXLI
ERRYEPMRGSQITIVTIVWSRMW¯ERHJEPPW
YRXMP MX VIEGLIW XLI VITPEGIQIRX PIZIP EX ¯
4SSVIVEKVMGYPXYVEPVIKMSRWSJXIRLEZILMKLIV
JIVXMPMX]VEXIWWSMX´WRSXWYVTVMWMRKXLEXEPXLSYKL-RHME´W

`8LIJSYVGIVXEMRXMIW

EZIVEKI JIVXMPMX] VEXI MR  [EW  MXW TSSVIWX
WXEXI&MLEVLEHEJIVXMPMX]VEXISJ[LMPIMX´WVMGLIWX
MRGPYHMRK%RHLVE4VEHIWL+SEERH8EQMP2EHYLEZI
VEXIWSJSRP]
Fertility is also falling because more women are better
IHYGEXIHERHEVIXLIVIJSVIQSVIPMOIP]XSKSSYXXS
[SVO ERH HIQERH GSRXVEGITXMSR ERH PIWW PMOIP] XS
want large families. The impact of female education
SR JIVXMPMX] MW TIVLETW QSWX IZMHIRX MR -VER [LIVI
MR  SRP]   SJ VYVEP [SQIR EKIH FIX[IIR
ERH[IVIPMXIVEXI8LEXWLEVIMWRS[ %W
more women become literate, so their economic
roles and societal views change, and the desire for
JI[IVGLMPHVIRMRGVIEWIW-REHHMXMSRXLI[MHIWTVIEH
availability and use of contraception has also played
a fundamental role in changing fertility trends.
Family planning has helped many people reduce the
number of children they have – and research even
suggests that fertility in some countries would be
even lower if family planning services were more
widely available. The impact of female education
and use of contraception in controlling population
growth highlights why both issues are so high on the
EKIRHEW SJ XLI PMOIW SJ XLI 92 ERH WIZIVEP QENSV
2+3WEW[IPPEWQER]REXMSREPKSZIVRQIRXW
Over the next ten years we can expect to see
further declines in fertility to a point where nearly

Fertility is also falling because more
women are better educated and are
therefore more likely to go out to work
and demand contraception and less
likely to want large families.

all major economies are below the replacement level
SJ  GLMPHVIR TIV [SQER +IVQER JIVXMPMX] HMTTIH
FIPS[ VITPEGIQIRX MR  ERH MW WXMPP PS[ -R XLI
PMOIWSJ*VERGI /SVIEERH6YWWME ELSWXSJMRGIRXMZI
programmes are already under way to encourage
JEQMPMIW XSKVS[8LMWMWHVMZMRK WSQI GLERKI¯XEOI
France, for example, where the fertility rate is now
 GLMPHVIR TIV [SQER EJXIV LEZMRK FIIR EW PS[
EWMRXLIQMHW8LI97WIIQWXSLEZIFIIR
most successful in encouraging its population to grow
– it is the only rich country that, having fallen below
XLIVITPEGIQIRXVEXILEWVMWIRFEGOEFSZIMX
-RKIRIVEP MXMWMRQER]HIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIW[LIVI
the more stable fertility rates will continue to be
found over the next decade, and so where the rates
SJTSTYPEXMSRKVS[XL[MPPFILMKLIWX7SQIGSYRXVMIW
particularly those with little or no infrastructure
because of war or low living standards, will continue
XSLEZILMKLJIVXMPMX]VEXIW¯XLMROSJ1EPE[M9KERHE
%RKSPE 'LEH 1EPM ERH 7MIVVE 0ISRI [LMGL EVI
GYVVIRXP]VYRRMRKEXSZIV%WWSGMEXIHTSTYPEXMSR
KVS[XLVEXIWJSVXLIWIGSYRXVMIWVERKIJVSQ XS
 8LMWQIERWXLEXEVSYRHQMPPMSRTISTPI[MPP
be added to the African population over the next
HIGEHI ¯ SZIV X[MGI XLI VEXIW MR %WME ERH 7SYXL
%QIVMGE'SQTEVIXLMW[MXLTVSNIGXMSRWJSV)YVSTI
[LMGL EVI PEVKIP] ¾EX ERH 2SVXL %QIVMGE [LIVI
XLITSTYPEXMSRKVS[XLMWI\TIGXIHXSFIEVSYRH 
over the decade. To put it another way, one-third
of the net global population growth between today
ERH[MPPXEOITPEGIMR%JVMGE
The main problem with all of this is that, because
fertility rates decline as standards of living rise, it
[SYPH WIIQ GPIEV XLEX XLI QENSVMX] SJ XLI [SVPH´W
population growth will occur in the nations least able
to sustain it. Furthermore, as fertility falls it changes
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the structure of the population by increasing the size
SJXLI[SVOJSVGIVIPEXMZIXSXLIRYQFIVSJGLMPHVIR
ERHSPHTISTPI1SVI[SQIRGER[SVOERHFIGEYWI
there are fewer dependants, they have more money
XSWTIRH8LEXWEMHGSRWMHIVLS[UYMGOP]JIVXMPMX]VEXIW
in some high-population developing economies such
EW-RHMEERH-RHSRIWMEEVIJEPPMRKERHLS[PS[XLI]
are going. This could lead to change that will shift
XLI[SVPH´WPSRKXIVQTSTYPEXMSRKVS[XLMREQSVI
sustainable direction.

Infant mortality
8LI¾MTWMHISJXLIMR¾YIRGISJJIVXMPMX]SRTSTYPEXMSR
growth is that of infant mortality – which is
essentially measured by the number of infant deaths
TIV  FMVXLW ;MXL EHZERGIW MR TYFPMG LIEPXL
and wider availability of medical support, some of
the primary causes of infant mortality have been
WMKRM½GERXP]GSRXVSPPIHSZIVVIGIRX]IEVW(YVMRKXLI
past half century, average infant mortality has been
GYXJVSQXSERHFEWIHSRXLI92GSRWXERX
JIVXMPMX] WGIREVMS MW I\TIGXIH XS JEPP XS EVSYRH 
F]ERHF] ,S[IZIV XLIWXSV]ZEVMIW
WMKRM½GERXP]JVSQVIKMSRXSVIKMSR
-R;IWXIVR)YVSTIMRJERXQSVXEPMX]MWEPVIEH]HS[R
XSJSYVHIEXLWTIV FYXMR0EXMR%QIVMGEERH
'LMRE MX MW GYVVIRXP] EX  ERH MR QER] TEVXW SJ
Central Africa it is not expected to drop much below
SZIVXLIRI\XHIGEHI)WWIRXMEPP]XLMWQIERWXLEX
a child born in a developing country is over thirteen
XMQIW QSVI PMOIP] XS HMI [MXLMR XLI ½VWX ½ZI ]IEVW
of life than a child born in an industrialised country.
Although reducing child mortality by two-thirds
JVSQXSMWSRISJXLI92´W1MPPIRRMYQ
(IZIPSTQIRX +SEPW MX PSSOW LMKLP] YRPMOIP] XLEX MX
will be achieved.

On a positive note, there is rising investment from
KPSFEPEKIRGMIWERHTLMPERXLVSTMGZIRXYVIW PMOIXLI
+EXIW*SYRHEXMSR[LMGLEVI[SVOMRKLEVHXSVIHYGI
the incidence of the leading causes of childhood
deaths, such as measles, malaria and diarrhoea,
which are the scourge of the young and vulnerable.
However, success is patchy: mortality rates are higher
for children from rural and poor families and whose
QSXLIVWPEGOEFEWMGIHYGEXMSR
&]  XLI SZIVEPP MQTEGX SJ VIHYGMRK MRJERX
mortality on the global population may not, in
MWSPEXMSR FI WMKRM½GERX FYX GSQFMRIH [MXL XLI
possibility of decreasing fertility rates in the regions
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Although reducing child mortality by
two-thirds from 1990 to 2015 is one
of the UN’s Millennium Development
Goals, it looks highly unlikely that it will
be achieved.
of continued high child mortality, such as found in
Central Africa, some have argued that we could see
a reduction in the rate of local population growth
combined with a decrease in child mortality that will
help improve the quality of life of millions.
8EOIRXSKIXLIV HIGPMRMRKJIVXMPMX]ERHMRJERXQSVXEPMX]
rates have great potential to slow, if not immediately
halt, population growth in some important regions.
While getting the world as a whole to below the
REXYVEP VITPIRMWLQIRX VEXI PSSOW TVSFEFPI MR XLI
next decade or so, the big challenge is really in the
EVIEW[LIVIXLMWMWXEOMRKTPEGIWPS[P]MJEXEPP *SVEPP
the obvious reasons relating to sustainability, food
availability and economic growth, Africa is always
high on the agenda of many organisations when the
topic of imbalanced population growth is discussed,
but other countries with high fertility rates, such as
4EOMWXERWLSYPHRSXFIMKRSVIH

People living longer
Of course, reductions in fertility and increases in the
life expectancy of children are not going to solve
the problem of there being too many people on the
TPERIX-XVIEPP]MWEUYIWXMSRSJFEPERGI)\XVIQIWEX
XLISXLIVIRHSJXLIWTIGXVYQEVIEPVIEH]WMKRM½GERX
cause for concern.
-R QSWX QENSV IGSRSQMIW SJ XLI [SVPH XLI
population is getting older. The percentage of the
population over 65 has been rising steadily in all
3)'( GSYRXVMIW ERH XSHE]   SJ XLI [SVPH´W
TSTYPEXMSR MW SZIV  &]  XLMW ½KYVI [MPP FI
 %XXLIQSQIRXXLIHIZIPSTIH[SVPHMWEXXLI
JSVIJVSRX SJ XLMW HIQSKVETLMG VIZSPYXMSR F] 
92 WXEXMWXMGW WYKKIWX XLEX TIRWMSRIVW MR XLI ³VMGL
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By 2020, the dependency ratio is
expected to be above 50% in Finland,
Italy and Japan.
[SVPH´[MPPGSQTVMWISRIXLMVHSJXLITSTYPEXMSRERH
SRIXIRXL[MPPFISZIV&YXIQIVKMRKIGSRSQMIW
EVIRSXJEVFILMRH XEOI1I\MGSJSVI\EQTPIMR
XLIEZIVEKI1I\MGER[EW]IEVWSPH XSHE] LIMW
  1ER] KSZIVRQIRXW RS[ LEZI XS GSRXIQTPEXI
the prospect of slowing growth and low productivity,
rising public spending – particularly on healthcare –
and labour shortages.
From an economic perspective, this mass ageing
MW EPVIEH] TVSHYGMRK WMKRM½GERX TVIWWYVI ERH KSMRK
forward, many see it as a time bomb for healthcare,
pensions, taxation and wider social dynamics. The
OI]QIEWYVIJSVXLMWMWXLIHITIRHIRG]VEXMS¯XLI
portion of population which is inactive in relation to
the total labour force. This is equal to the number
SJ GMXM^IRW EKIH FIPS[  SV EFSZI  HMZMHIH F]
XLIRYQFIVSJMRHMZMHYEPWEKIHXS ERHWSMW
I\TVIWWIHEWETIVGIRXEKI8LILMKLIVXLI½KYVIXLI
greater the economic burden on the state and hence
XLIPEFSYVJSVGI &] XLIHITIRHIRG]VEXMSMW
I\TIGXIHXSFIEFSZI MR*MRPERH-XEP]ERH.ETER
7S JSV IZIV] IPHIVP] MREGXMZI TIVWSR XLIVI [MPP FI
less than two people in the labour force – they are
the people paying the taxes to support the elderly.
&] QSWXSJXLI[SVPH[MPPLEZIVIEGLIHXLMW
TSMRXERHMRXLIPMOIWSJ7TEMR-XEP].ETERERH/SVIE
where the dependency ratios will have passed the
  QEVO XLIVI [MPP FI RIEVP] SRI TIRWMSRIV JSV
IZIV][SVOIV;LIVIEWWSQIIGSRSQMIWWYGLEWXLI
Nordics, are used to high taxation in order to provide

high levels of social support, in most countries where
PS[XE\EXMSRLEWFIIREOI]TSPMXMGEPJSYRHEXMSRMR
XLITEWXXLIVI[MPPRIIHXSFIWMKRM½GERXGLERKIWMR
opinion in order to cope with higher dependency.
8SHE]´WWQEPPIVJEQMPMIW[MPP½RHMXLEVHIVXSGEVIJSV
elderly relatives and public healthcare and pensions
will have to adapt.This is bad news when many global
IGSRSQMIW EVI WXMPP LEZMRK XS GSTI [MXL ½RERGMEP
crises and existing debt.
Living longer is, of course, a cause for much celebration
rather than despair, particularly as we are also living
better.The active elderly are out and about and doing
many of the things that governments would otherwise
LEZIXSXEOIGEVISJJSVMRWXERGIZSPYRXEV][SVOERH
JEQMP]HYXMIWWYGLEWPSSOMRKEJXIVKVERHGLMPHVIR7YGL
YRTEMH [SVO MW HMJ½GYPX XS QIEWYVI FYX MX GIVXEMRP]
QEOIWETSWMXMZIHMJJIVIRGIXSKSZIVRQIRX½RERGIW
-REHHMXMSRTISTPIEVIWXE]MRKLIEPXLMIVJSVPSRKIVWS
XLI³GSQTVIWWMSRSJQSVFMHMX]´XLITIVMSHSJMPPLIEPXL
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that precedes death, has got shorter – mainly because
we are living more healthily and have access to better
healthcare services. However, there is no getting away
from the fact that, at some time or other, the elderly
HS RIIH QSVI PSSOMRK EJXIV XLER ]SYRK TISTPI
mainly because they tend to suffer from long-term,
chronic conditions that are, unfortunately, expensive
to treat (eg, diabetes, high blood pressure and heart
GSRHMXMSRW 
Most pensions currently operate on a pay-as-you-go
TVMRGMTPI [LIVIF] XSHE]´W [SVOIVW TE] JSV XSHE]´W
pensioners. They are based on the understanding
XLEX XSQSVVS[´W [SVOIVW [MPP HS XLI WEQI JSV
them when their time comes. However, given the
increasing number of pensioners dependent on a
HIGVIEWMRK RYQFIV SJ [SVOIVW XLI TIRWMSR TSX MR
QER]IGSRSQMIWMWFIKMRRMRKXSPSSOVEXLIVIQTX]
ERHXLITSWWMFMPMX]SJ½PPMRKMXGLEPPIRKMRK9RTSTYPEV
decisions will have to be made regarding the system –
including raising the age of retirement and increasing
the amount we contribute.
1ER]EKVIIXLEXKIXXMRKTISTPIXS[SVOJSVEJI[QSVI
years would solve a lot of the problems associated
[MXL EKIMRK TSTYPEXMSRW +MZIR XLI MQTEGXW SJ XLI
VIGIRXKPSFEP½RERGMEPGVMWMW QER]KSZIVRQIRXWEVI
already planning increases in the retirement age; an
EZIVEKISJF]MWGSRWMHIVIHLMKLP]PMOIP]F]
QER]MRXLI)9 &]GEVV]MRKSR[SVOMRKIMXLIVJYPP
or part time, people will not only save government
expenditure by not drawing a pension but they
will also feed the public purse by continuing to pay
taxes and social security contributions; so, from
a government perspective, those extra years are
doubly valuable. Those who today are in their early
sixties and getting ready to become pensioners may,
of course, not see things the same way.

Most of this international migration,
however, is occurring within regions,
albeit from one country to another.
Add an increasingly ageing (and arguably economically
RSRTVSHYGXMZI TSTYPEXMSRSRXSTSJXLIHIGVIEWMRK
number of young people in many countries and it
is easy to see why concern about the dependency
ratio is such a major concern for many government
EKIRHEW )ZIR [MXLSYX SZIVEPP KVS[XL MR RYQFIVW
the fundamental age imbalance of the population
[MXLMR GSYRXVMIW WYGL EW .ETER +IVQER] ERH -XEP]
MWEPVIEH]TVSZSOMRKTSPMXMGEPEGXMSRW 0SSOMRKELIEH
XS EWXLMWMQFEPERGIMRGVIEWIW XLIHIWMVIJSV
companies to remain economically competitive is
driving further changes in attitudes and priorities for
population growth.
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International migration
8LIMQTEGXSJQMKVERX[SVOIVWSRXLIPEFSYVJSVGIMW
FIKMRRMRKXSFIETTEVIRXXSEPP(IWTMXIXLIGYVVIRX
global recession, many countries, especially those in
)YVSTIEVILIEHMRKJSVETIVMSHSJPEFSYVWLSVXEKIW
%WJEVFEGOEW EWXYH]F]XLI-RWXMXYXIJSVXLI
+IVQER)GSRSQ]MR'SPSKRIMHIRXM½IHEWLSVXEKI
SJ EFSYX  IRKMRIIVW [LMGL [EW   YT SR
XLITVIZMSYW]IEV8LISFZMSYWTPEGIXSPSSOXS½PP
WYGL KETW MW EQSRK [IPPUYEPM½IH SPHIV TISTPI
ERHMRHIIHXLI-RWXMXYXIJSYRHXLEXGSQTERMIWLEH
WXITTIHYTXLIMVVIGVYMXQIRXSJIRKMRIIVWSZIV
,S[IZIV MRXLIEFWIRGISJWYJ½GMIRXPSGEP[SVOIVW
MQQMKVERXW LEZI FIIR ½PPMRK XLI KETW MR RYQIVSYW
GSYRXVMIW -QQMKVEXMSR MR XLI HIZIPSTIH [SVPH MW
XLILMKLIWXMXLEWIZIVFIIR ERHMWQEOMRKEYWIJYP
HMJJIVIRGI -R QER] EVIEW SJ WXMPPJIVXMPI %QIVMGE
MX GYVVIRXP] EGGSYRXW JSV EFSYX   SJ XSXEP
population growth.
3RXLIJEGISJMXMQQMKVEXMSRWIIQWPMOIEKSSHMHIE
XLEX FIRI½XW IZIV]SRI 1ER] HIZIPSTMRK GSYRXVMIW
have lots of young people in need of jobs; many rich
GSYRXVMIWRIIH[SVOIVWXSFSSWXXE\VIZIRYIWERH
QEMRXEMR IGSRSQMG KVS[XL &YX SZIV XLI RI\X JI[
decades, labour forces in developed countries are set
XSWLVMROWSQYGLXLEXMR¾S[WSJMQQMKVERXW[SYPH
have to increase enormously to compensate – to at
PIEWXX[MGIXLIMVGYVVIRXWM^IMR;IWXIVR)YVSTI´WQSWX
youthful countries, and three times in the older ones.
This has cultural and political implications, with public
opinion polls clearly showing that people in most rich
GSYRXVMIWEPVIEH]XLMROXLEXMQQMKVEXMSRMWXSSLMKL
The migration issue does cause a lot of agitation but
the truth is not as alarming as some would suggest.

8SHE]XLIVIEVISZIVQMPPMSRMRXIVREXMSREPQMKVERXW
[LMGLMWIUYMZEPIRXXS SJXLI[SVPHTSTYPEXMSR3J
XLIWI QMPPMSREVIGPEWWM½IHF]XLI92EWVIJYKIIW
WS NYWX YRHIV  QMPPMSR GER FI WIIR EW IGSRSQMG
QMKVERXW )EGL ]IEV  QMPPMSR TISTPI EVI QSZMRK
JVSQ XLI HIZIPSTMRK XS XLI HIZIPSTIH [SVPH 
QMPPMSR MRXS )YVSTIER GSYRXVMIW ERH  QMPPMSR MRXS
North American countries. Most of this international
migration, however, is occurring within regions, albeit
JVSQSRIGSYRXV]XSERSXLIV;MXLMR)YVSTIXLIJVII
¾S[SJIGSRSQMGQMKVERXWJVSQ)EWXXS;IWXERHFEGO
again has been a visible social and political issue for the
TEWXHIGEHI-RMR%WMERIXERRYEPQMKVEXMSRSYX
SJ'LMRE[EWEVSYRHJVSQ-RHMEERH
JVSQXLI4LMPMTTMRIWEVSYRH
Although a real and tangible challenge for many
border authorities in the West and an emotional and
political issue for many receiving countries – especially
XLI 97 ¯ XEOIR EW E [LSPI [LIR GSQTEVIH [MXL
natural rising populations, international migration is
not a major driver of population growth.

By 2015, 32 people an hour will be
moving into Shanghai, 39 into Kinshasa
and Jakarta, 42 into Mumbai and
Karachi, 50 into Dhaka and 58
into Lagos.
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0EKSW 'SQTEVIXLEX[MXLMRXS2I[=SVO MRXS
0SRHSR ERH ^IVS MRXS &IVPMR ERH MX MW GPIEV XLEX
again the places of major change are to be found in
%JVMGEERH%WME&]XLIVI[MPPFIGMXMIW[MXL
TSTYPEXMSRW SZIV  QMPPMSR ¯ XLI WSGEPPIH QIKE
GMXMIW&YXXLIVI[MPPEPWSFIGMXMIW[MXLQSVIXLER
5 million people.
The primary driver of this increasingly urban world
is evidently economic migration and this is a global
phenomenon. Whether internal migration within
-RHME 'LMREERH2MKIVMESVMRXVEVIKMSREPQMKVEXMSR
MR )YVSTI TISTPI KIRIVEPP] QSZI MR WIEVGL SJ E
better life. As long as they believe that this can be
JSYRH MR GMXMIW XLI] [MPP WIIO XS VIPSGEXI -R QER]
EVIEW WYGL EW 'EMVS 1YQFEM ERH 2I[=SVO XLMW
will continue to involve the relocation of the whole
JEQMP]FYX MR SXLIVW MX[MPPFINYWXXLI [SVOIVW 7S
EW LEW LETTIRIH MR XLI TEWX HIGEHI MR TPEGIW PMOI
Nairobi and Mexico City, a good proportion of
QMKVERXW [MPP FI SRP] XLSWI WIIOMRK [SVO ERH XLI
family will, initially at least, be left behind.

Urban migration
;LEXMWKPSFEPP]QSVIWMKRM½GERXXLERGVSWWFSVHIV
migration is the continued shift from rural to urban
IRZMVSRQIRXW  [EW RSXEFP] XLI ]IEV [LIR
on average, more of us lived in cities than in rural
areas. Over the past decade, the shift of people into
'LMRE´WGMXMIWLEWFIIRGMXIHEWXLIPEVKIWXTIEGIXMQI
QSZIQIRXSJTSTYPEXMSRMRLMWXSV]&] SJ
us will be living in cities.
The speed of urban change can be clearly measured
by the number of people added to cities every
LSYV &]   TISTPI ER LSYV [MPP FI QSZMRK
MRXS7LERKLEM MRXS/MRWLEWEERH.EOEVXE MRXS
1YQFEM ERH /EVEGLM  MRXS (LEOE ERH  MRXS

The imbalance
;I GER GPIEVP] WII E [SVPH MR  [LIVI RSX
SRP] EVI XLIVI ERSXLIV  QMPPMSR TISTPI SR XLI
TPERIXFYXEPWS QSVIWMKRM½GERXP] XLI]LEZIQSWXP]
been added into cities and developing economies.
+PSFEPP]TSTYPEXMSRKVS[XLMWEHI½RMXIGIVXEMRX]JSV
the next ten years and probably for the next forty.
Although the rate of growth is gradually decreasing
EWPS[IVJIVXMPMX]VEXIWLEZIERMQTEGXXLII\XVE
million Africans added over the decade will most
PMOIP] FI ER IGSRSQMG FYVHIR MR XLI WLSVX XIVQ
7YGLEKISKVETLMGMQFEPERGISJTSTYPEXMSRKVS[XL
is clearly a strain on the impacted regions but it also
affects us all.
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Globally, population growth is a
certainty for the next ten years and
probably for the next forty.
+MZIR HIGPMRMRK JIVXMPMX] VEXIW KPSFEPP] ERH XLI
increasing life expectancy of the growing older
proportion of the population, the major imbalance
that we will all experience is that of the demographic
shift towards an ageing population and increasing
HITIRHIRG] VEXMSW;MXLSYX WMKRM½GERX MRGVIEWIW MR

the number of children being born – which would
only add to the growing population problem anyhow
¯QSWXGSYRXVMIW[MPP½RHXLMWIGSRSQMGMQFEPERGI
FIX[IIR XLI VIXMVIH ERH XLI [SVOIVW E QEWWMZI
problem.
-R EHHMXMSR [LMPI RIX IGSRSQMG QMKVEXMSR JVSQ
%JVMGE %WME ERH 'IRXVEP%QIVMGE MRXS )YVSTI ERH
North America will in some way help to adjust the
country-to-country population growth differences,
most international migration will be added to the
cities, and so merely compound the problem created
by internal urban migration.

/I]VIWSYVGIGSRWXVEMRXW
We will see economic, physical and political shortages of key materials that
will result in major changes in our perspectives.
-R  XLI [SVPH [MPP FI HIQERHMRK ERH
GSRWYQMRKQSVISJREXYVI´W½RMXIVIWSYVGIW(IPE]W
in investment in infrastructure and the inability of
legacy infrastructure to cope with changing demand
[MPP VIWYPX MR WYTTP] ERH HIQERH KETW QEVOIX
opportunities and price volatility. Countries will no
longer be concerned just about energy security
but also about resource security – land, food, water,
metals and so on. While resources will not yet have
TL]WMGEPP]VYRSYXXLITIVGITXMSRSJ³TIEO´VIWSYVGIW
will drive political and commercial behaviour.
The sad news is that resource supply over the short
XIVQ MW JEMVP] MRIPEWXMG GSQTEVIH [MXL HIQERH &]
 XLMW[MPPVIWYPXMRWYTTP]WXVYKKPMRKXSOIITYT
with demand, increasing supply security concerns
and higher prices. This will be particularly relevant
as the trend towards urbanisation increases because
GMXMIWVIUYMVIVIWSYVGIWXSFI³MQTSVXIH´ PIEHMRKXS
greater demand on the existing infrastructure.
)GSRSQMG KVS[XL MW GSYTPIH XS VIWSYVGI
consumption – as people become more wealthy they
use more energy (eg, for air conditioning, heating,
GSQTYXMRKQSFMPMX] IEXERH[EWXIQSVIJSSH8LI]
EPWSYWIQSVI[EXIV XLMROSJEPPXLSWIXLMVWX]KSPJ
GSYVWIW  7S JEV QER] IJ½GMIRG] KEMRW LEZI FIIR
SJJWIXF]³XLIVIFSYRHIJJIGX´[LIVIXLIMQTVSZIQIRXW
have led to greater consumption. For example,
MQTVSZIQIRXW MR JYIP IJ½GMIRG] LEZI FIIR SJJWIX
because we now drive further or faster than before.

8LI XVSYFPI MW XLEX MX LEW XEOIR XLI MRHYWXVMEPMWIH
world over a century to develop the infrastructure
to supply natural resources to the point of use
TMTIPMRIW WI[EKI JEVQW TSVXW VEMP ERH VSEH PMROW
IPIGXVMGMX] KVMHW  ERH QEOMRK WMKRM½GERX GLERKIW
XS XLMW MRJVEWXVYGXYVI [MPP XEOI HIGEHIW 8LMW MW
particularly true because resources tend to be
geographically concentrated – often in areas that
EVI³HMJ½GYPX´MRXIVQWSJTL]WMGEPEGGIWWMFMPMX]SVIEWI
of doing business.
The situation will be made worse by the fact that
the resources that were easier to get at have already
been greatly depleted and those that are left are
more technically challenging and expensive to
EGUYMVI -R XYVR FYWMRIWW MRZIWXQIRX MR XLI WYTTP]
WMHI VIUYMVIW GSR½HIRGI MR XLI ½RERGMEP VIXYVRW
particularly because projects are highly capital
MRXIRWMZIERHVIUYMVIWTIGM½GWOMPPWXSHIZIPST[LMGL
EVI SJXIR MR WLSVX WYTTP] *YVXLIVQSVI XLI VMWO SJ
JEMPYVI MW WMKRM½GERX TEVXMGYPEVP] KMZIR XLEX TVMGI
volatility regularly leads to on/off investment cycles.
As with many things, there is a high level of
interdependence between resources and a rising
TVMGI SJ SRI VIWSYVGI LEW ORSGOSR IJJIGXW *SV
example, the energy industry is resource intensive,
using large quantities of steel for construction of oil
VMKW VI½RIVMIW ERH TMTIPMRIW ERH MX EPWS YWIW PEVKI
quantities of water. Higher steel prices therefore
drive up the costs of producing energy; as aluminium
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production from bauxite requires large amounts of
energy, the higher steel prices in turn increase the
cost of aluminium. And even when those challenges
are overcome, there are also very real concerns
about the long-term availability.
+VS[MRK TSTYPEXMSRW ERH IGSRSQMIW EVI TPEGMRK
increasing pressure on many natural resources
as we collectively consume more and need more
food, water, materials and land. This is placing major
demands on the system with some areas now well
VIGSKRMWIHEWTMZSXEP¯XLMROSJSMP[EXIVERHEVEFPI
land. An increasing number of experts believe that
within the next twenty years some of what are now
considered basic supplies will either have run out
or be politically or economically beyond the reach
SJ QER] 'VIHMFPI TISTPI EVI QEOMRK HITVIWWMRK
TVIHMGXMSRW *SV MRWXERGI .SLR &IHHMRKXSR &VMXEMR´W
GLMIJ WGMIRXM½G EHZMWIV JSVIGEWXW XLEX F]  XLI
[SVPH´WTSTYPEXMSRGSYPHVMWIF]YTXSEXLMVHHIQERH
for food and energy will rise by half and demand for
JVIWL [EXIV [MPP MRGVIEWI F]  8S QEOI QEXXIVW
worse, the spectre of climate change looms, with
all its associated challenges, and furthermore some
TSSVP]XLSYKLXSYXKSZIVRQIRXTSPMGMIWEVIQEOMRK
XLIWMXYEXMSRIZIRQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSQEREKI

The US currently consumes around
22% of the world’s oil and 20% of the
world’s gas.

)ZIR XLSWI [LS [IVI TVIZMSYWP] WGITXMGW
EGORS[PIHKI XLEX XLI GVYRGL [MPP GSQI ERH XLEX
we cannot continue on the current consumption
KVS[XL XVENIGXSV] ;LIR ]SY GSRWMHIV XLEX &,4
&MPPMXSR IWXMQEXIW XLEX XLI [SVPH GSYPH GSRWYQI
more copper, aluminium and steel in the next
X[IRX]½ZI]IEVWXLERMXLEWHSRIXLVSYKLSYXLMWXSV]
XLMW ZMI[TSMRX EPQSWX JIIPW PMOI E WXEXIQIRX SJ XLI
obvious. The question is, of course, what should be
done to mitigate the damage?
Who can blame emerging nations, which for years
have suffered from relative poverty, when they
embrace economic development? How can the
GSYRXVMIWXLEXLEZIEPVIEH]TVS½XIHJVSQI\TPSMXMRK
global resources now try to curtail the use of the
same resources by the next generation of growth
IGSRSQMIW# 8LI ERW[IV WYVIP] MW XLEX XLI] GER´X
8LI KVS[MRK IGSRSQMG TS[IV SJ 'LMRE ERH -RHME
XLI [SVPH´W QSWX TSTYPSYW GSYRXVMIW LEW FVSYKLX
millions of people increased wealth and an improved
quality of life which previous generations could
SRP] HVIEQ SJ &YX XLMW RI[JSYRH TVSWTIVMX] LEW
ORSGOSRIJJIGXWSRXLIHIQERHJSVVIWSYVGIW ERH
especially for the countries that are traditionally the
big consumers.
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Energy
)RIVK]LEWFIIRXSTSJQER]TSPMXMGEPEKIRHEWJSVXLI
past century and, in many eyes, has been the resource
SZIV[LMGL[ILEZIFIIR½KLXMRKQER]SJXLIVIGIRX
[EVW-RXIVQWSJSMPXLI97GYVVIRXP]GSRWYQIWSRI
XLMVHQSVIXLERXLI[LSPISJXLI)YVSTIER9RMSR
around twice the volume of China and seven times as
QYGLEWIEGLSJ-RHMEERH6YWWME )UYEPP] JSVREXYVEP
KEW 97GSRWYQTXMSRGYVVIRXP]SYXTEGIWXLEXSJXLI
[LSPISJXLI)9 MW KVIEXIVXLERXLEXSJ6YWWME
and is eight times that of China. No question, then, as
to which country is the big oil and gas consumer: the
97 GYVVIRXP] GSRWYQIW EVSYRH   SJ XLI [SVPH´W
SMP ERH   SJ XLI [SVPH´W KEW %PSRKWMHI XLI RS[
widely recognised obvious issue of unsustainable
GSRWYQTXMSR MR MXWIPJ XLIVI EVI X[S OI] TVSFPIQW
here. First, overall global oil and gas demand is growing
faster than new reserves are being found and, second,
QSWXSJXLISMPMWMRXLI1MHHPI)EWXERHQSWXSJXLI
KEW MW MR XLI 1MHHPI )EWX )YVSTI ERH 6YWWME8SHE]
97 IRIVK] HIQERH MW [IPP SYXTEGMRK MXW HSQIWXMG
supply and so it is hugely dependent on imports.
+SMRKJSV[EVH YRPIWWFILEZMSYVWWLMJXJYRHEQIRXEPP]
or policies on arctic and offshore drilling are changed,
XLI97[MPPGSRXMRYIXSRIIHXSXV]XSWIGYVIQSVI
of an increasingly constrained resource. Add in
increasing demand from China, never mind other
growing economies, and the geopolitics of oil and gas
are all too evident. Oil, which quite literally drives the
world forward, is in crisis, with the chief economist of
XLI-RXIVREXMSREP)RIVK]%KIRG] -)% TVIHMGXMRKXLEX
³XLISYXTYXSJGSRZIRXMSREPSMP[MPPTIEOMRMJSMP
HIQERHWKVS[SREFYWMRIWWEWYWYEPFEWMW´ +PSFEPP]
oil and gas supplies are both physically and politically
constrained resources. Or, to put it another way, in
the language of the energy sector, the ‘days of easy oil
EVISZIV´ERHJVSQRS[SRMXKIXWQSVIHMJ½GYPX8LIVI

EVI QSVI ORS[R VIWSYVGIW SYX XLIVI FYX XLI] EVI
in deeper waters, in more environmentally sensitive
areas, in more complex geological structures and in
PIWW WIGYVI VIKMSRW SJ XLI [SVPH &YX XLEX LEW RSX
stopped our increasing demand.
-R XIVQW SJ SXLIV IRIVK] WSYVGIW XLI RI\X FMK SRI
SRXLIPMWXMWGSEP ,IVIXLI97JEGIWPIWWSJEWYTTP]
TVSFPIQEWMXLEWEVSYRH SJXLI[SVPH´WVIWIVZIW
GSQTEVIH [MXL 6YWWME´W   'LMRE´W   ERH
%YWXVEPME´W -RXLIGSEPEVIREJEGIH[MXLPMQMXIHSMP
and gas supplies, it is China which is already the No
 GSRWYQIV ERH MXW GSRWYQTXMSR MW KVS[MRK UYMGOP]
-R  'LMRE TVSHYGIH ERH GSRWYQIH SZIV  
SJXLI[SVPH´WGSEP GSQTEVIH[MXL MRXLI97 
8LISRIXLMRKXLI97LEWTPIRX]SJEXGYVVIRXVEXIWSJ
consumption is coal – the problem is that it is a very
dirty fuel and a major source of carbon emissions.
You can see the important role of coal in China when
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XLER ;LMPIXLIVIEVIRS[EPEVKIRYQFIVSJ
projects under way to construct new dams and new
reactors around the world, the timescales required
to construct and commission many of these facilities
EVI XSS PSRK XS LEZI E WMKRM½GERX MQTEGX SZIV XLI
RI\X HIGEHI -X MW XVYI XLEX PSSOMRK ½JX] ]IEVW SYX
XLIIRIVK]WGIREVMSWQETTIHSYXF]XLIPMOIWSJXLI
-)%ERH7LIPPVI¾IGXEKVIEXIVWLEVIJSVVIRI[EFPI
supplies, but right now the view is that energy supply
is still primarily fossil fuel based and hence under
MRGVIEWMRK RSX HIGVIEWMRK GSRWXVEMRXW %W &4 ERH
others state: ‘Although renewable energy continues
XSTPE]SRP]EWQEPPVSPIMRXLI[SVPH´WIRIVK]QM\
the share is rising rapidly in some countries and
XLIVI EVI XLI FIKMRRMRKW SJ E QEXIVMEP MQTEGX´ %W
highlighted shortly, bio-fuels are evidently also on
the increase, but, at the moment, not without some
serious stresses on the food chain.
]SYPSSOEXIPIGXVMGMX]GSRWYQTXMSREWXLMWMWEREVIE
where China is already using more than anyone else.
%X XLI QSQIRX QSWX SJ 'LMRE´W TS[IV MW GSQMRK
JVSQGSEP +SMRKJSV[EVHXLMWLEWXSGLERKIFYXXLMW
is a problem given the steadily increasing demand.
%GGSVHMRK XS XLI )GSRSQMWX -RXIPPMKIRGI 9RMX ERH
&4 [LMPIXLI97EGGSYRXWJSV SJXSXEPTVMQEV]
IRIVK]GSRWYQTXMSR%WMEMWEPVIEH]GSRWYQMRK 
SJXLI[SVPH´WSZIVEPPIRIVK] YTJVSQ MR 
and has accounted for two-thirds of the increase in
[SVPHIRIVK]HIQERHWMRGI
There are clearly alternatives – renewable energy
from hydro, geothermal, wind, wave and solar
generation, and also nuclear power. However, over
the next ten years, the challenges of scaling these up
XSQEOIEWMKRM½GERXGSRXVMFYXMSREVIGSRWMHIVEFPI
,]HVSIPIGXVMGMX]EGGSYRXWJSVPIWWXLER SJXLI
[SVPH´W GYVVIRX IRIVK] WYTTP] ERH RYGPIEV JSV PIWW

0SSOMRKELIEHXS IRIVK]HIQERHERHWYTTP]
from fossil fuels are clearly going to be stressing the
system.There are a number of well-regarded scenarios
for the future of energy, some of which factor in action
SRGPMQEXIGLERKIWSQIRSX7SQIQEOIEWWYQTXMSRW
about huge investments and government subsidies
MR VIRI[EFPI IRIVK] WGLIQIW ERH SXLIVW QEOI
assumptions about the speed at which, for example,

Over the next twenty years, global
energy demand will increase by around
40% – so an average of 1.5% a year
– with the vast majority of the growth
coming from non-OECD countries such
as China, India etc.
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the world will shift to electric mobility. To ground our
views in a more probable world, the best place to
WIIXLIFEWIPMRIZMI[SJXLIJYXYVIMWXLI-RXIVREXMSREP
)RIVK]%KIRG]´W6IJIVIRGI7GIREVMS
8LI -)% 6IJIVIRGI 7GIREVMS TVSTSWIW XLEX SZIV
the next twenty years, global energy demand will
MRGVIEWIF]EVSYRH ¯WSEREZIVEKISJ E
year – with the vast majority of the growth coming
JVSQ RSR3)'( GSYRXVMIW WYGL EW 'LMRE -RHME
etc. Oil will remain the largest single fuel, providing
 SJXLIXSXEPIRIVK]QM\ [MXLQSVIERHQSVI
XVERWTSVXEGGSYRXMRKJSV SJXLIMRGVIEWIMRMXW
YWI +EW WYTTP] [MPP EPWS MRGVIEWI F] EVSYRH  
F]XSTVSZMHINYWXSZIVE½JXLSJXLI[SVPH´W
energy needs. World electricity demand will grow at
EREZIVEKISJ E]IEVEHHMRKEWYTTP]IUYMZEPIRX
XSEVSYRH½ZIXMQIWXLIGYVVIRXGETEGMX]SJXLI97
-R  ¯  SJ XLI [SVPH´W IPIGXVMGMX] GEQI
from nuclear power and its use is expected to
KVS[ MR QSWX VIKMSRW I\GITX )YVSTI ,S[IZIV MXW
overall share of electricity generation is expected to
fall. That said, technical innovations around nuclear
fusion might mean that different sources of nuclear
energy become commercially available in the future.
-REFWSPYXIXIVQW LS[IZIV XLIFMKKIWXMRGVIEWIWMR
demand will be met by coal-based power generation.
The growing use of renewable energies – wind, wave,
WSPEV L]HVS ERH KISXLIVQEP ¯ [MPP WXEVX XS QEOI
an impact but, in comparison to the other energy
sources, their individual shares of the mix will still be
MRWMRKPI½KYVIWEXXLIIRHSJXLMWHIGEHI
To provide all of this extra capacity will require
LYKIGETMXEPMRZIWXQIRX¯EVSYRHXVMPPMSR¯ERH
over half of this will occur in developing countries.
8LI ½RERGMRK SJ XLMW F] XLI IRIVK] WIGXSV ERH
governments is, therefore, not straightforward and

XLI GSWX SJ IRIVK] [MPP GSRXMRYI XS VMWI -R XIVQW
SJWTIRHMRKSRIRIVK]MQTSVXW 'LMRE[MPPSZIVXEOI
XLI97EVSYRH[LMPI-RHME[MPPXEOISZIVJVSQ
.ETEREWXLI[SVPH´WXLMVHPEVKIWXMQTSVXIVF]
-J[IXLMROIRIVK]MWERMWWYIRS[NYWXMQEKMRI[LEX
MX[MPPFIPMOIMR
Associated with this type of view, there is a continued
VMWIMRGEVFSRIQMWWMSRW&]EREHHMXMSREP
million tonnes will be being emitted annually,and double
XLEXF]7S[MXLSYXEQEWWMZIERHJYRHEQIRXEP
global shift in energy consumption behaviour, any
chance of slowing CO emissions is years away. While
XLI97ERH)YVSTILEZI½REPP]WXEVXIHXSXEPOEFSYX
levelling off, if not reducing, carbon emissions, the
challenges elsewhere are considerable. For instance,
MRXLIGSQFMRIHIQMWWMSRWJSV'LMREERH-RHME
EGGSYRXIHJSV SJXLI[SVPH´WXSXEPERHFIGEYWI
XLI]EVIXLI[SVPH´WJEWXIWXKVS[MRKIGSRSQMIWXLIMV
IQMWWMSRW [MPP GSRXMRYI XS VMWI QEVOIHP] -R 
RSR3)'(TVMQEV]IRIVK]GSRWYQTXMSRI\GIIHIH
3)'( GSRWYQTXMSR JSV XLI ½VWX XMQI ERH JYVXLIV
KVS[XLSJ GERFII\TIGXIHF]¯SJ[LMGL
'LMRE[MPPEGGSYRXJSV 
%PXLSYKL 'STIRLEKIR JEMPIH XS KIX ER] WMKRM½GERX
agreement on climate change, it is clear that, over
the next decade, new agreements on climate
protection will variously come into place, whether
VIKMSREPP] SV KPSFEPP] %GGSVHMRK XS XLI -)% 
7GIREVMS XSPMQMXXLITVSFEFMPMX]SJEKPSFEPEZIVEKI
XIQTIVEXYVIVMWISJ'IZIRXSEFIXVIUYMVIW
EPP3)'(GSYRXVMIWXSXEOISRIQMWWMSRVIHYGXMSR
GSQQMXQIRXWJVSQ[MXLIZIV]SRIIPWINSMRMRK
in by the end of the decade. This impetus to reduce
carbon emissions will place another restraint on the
use of oil, gas and coal and so add to the constrained
supply of these fundamental energy resources.
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Between now and 2030 we will
consume more copper, more aluminium
and more steel than we have in history.
Metals
Alongside energy, the growth in consumption of
QER]SJXLI[SVPH´WQEMRQIXEPWMWEPWSSRXLIVMWI
%W QIRXMSRIH EFSZI EGGSVHMRK XS &,4 &MPPMXSR
TVSNIGXMSRWFIX[IIRRS[ERH[I[MPPGSRWYQI
more copper, more aluminium and more steel than
[ILEZIMRLMWXSV] &YX[LS[MPPFIVIWTSRWMFPIJSV
what consumption? Today China consumes around
  SJ XLI [SVPH´W VI½RIH GSTTIV   SJ XLI
[SVPH´W RMGOIP   SJ XLI [SVPH´W EPYQMRMYQ ERH
  SJ XLI [SVPH´W MVSR SVI 7S MR GSQTEVMWSR XS
other economies, China is already consuming eight
XMQIWEWQYGLVI½RIHGSTTIVERHWXIIPEWXLI97
ERHEPQSWXJSYVXMQIWEWQYGLWXIIPEWXLI)9
With all the construction under way and planned,
as well as increased production of vehicles and
HSQIWXMG ETTPMERGIW 'LMRE´W HIQERH JSV WXIIP MW
I\TIGXIHXSHSYFPIF]XLIW[LMPIMR-RHMEXLI
KSZIVRQIRX´W XEVKIX JSV WXIIP TVSHYGXMSR MR 
MWJSYVXMQIWXLIPIZIPWSJ (VMZIRF]HIQERH
from the construction industry, global cement supply
MWEPWSSRXLIYTVMWMRKEXNYWXSZIV E]IEVHIWTMXI
XLI VIGIWWMSR -RHME XLI [SVPH´W WIGSRH PEVKIWX
GIQIRX QEVOIX MW I\TIGXMRK ³WSQI SJ XLI QSWX
VETMHEHZERGIWSJER]GSYRXV]MRXLI[SVPH´ 3XLIV
JEWXKVS[MRKQEVOIXWJSVGIQIRXMR%WMEMRGPYHIXLI
Philippines,Taiwan and Vietnam, all with growth rates
I\GIIHMRK TIV]IEV

7SJEV[ILEZIRSXWXEVXIHXSVIEGLTIEOTVSHYGXMSR
of these core metals but, given the escalating growth in
demand, current reserves will not last for ever. Although
MRHYWXV]I\TIVXWIWXMQEXIXLEXXLIVIMWERSXLIV
]IEVW´[SVXLSJEPYQMRMYQEZEMPEFPIEVSYRHXLI[SVPH
JSVRMGOIP[IEVIXEPOMRKEFSYX]IEVWERHJSVGSTTIV
XLI TVSNIGXMSR MW HS[R XS SRP]  ]IEVW;LIR ]SY
consider the large amounts of copper required in each
wind turbine as well as in connections between wind
farms, this starts to place growth constraints on some
renewable energy options.
The difference between metals and hydrocarbons,
however, is that metals can be recycled and reused.
&YXLMWXSVMGEPP][IEPXL]IGSRSQMIWEVIRSXZIV]KSSH
EX VIG]GPMRK8EOI EPYQMRMYQ EW ER I\EQTPI )ZIV]
three months, Americans discard enough aluminium
to completely rebuild every single commercial
EMVGVEJXMRXLI97%%PYQMRMYQGERFIVIG]GPIHSZIV
ERHSZIV[MXLSYXPSWWSJTIVJSVQERGI-RXLISV][I
have an inexhaustible supply of it in circulation right
RS[ -R JEGX MJ [I VIG]GPIH EPP SYV EPYQMRMYQ [I´H
RIZIVLEZIXSQEOIQSVI
Compared with primary production, recycling
EPYQMRMYQ VIUYMVIW SRP]   SJ XLI IRIVK] ERH
TVSHYGIWSRP] SJXLI'3 emissions as well as
VIHYGMRKXLI[EWXIKSMRKXSPERH½PP%PYQMRMYQMWEPWS
XLIQSWXGSWXIJJIGXMZIQEXIVMEPXSVIG]GPI 7MQMPEVP]
IZIV]XSRRISJWXIIPTEGOEKMRKVIG]GPIHQEOIWXLI
following environmental savings: 1.5 tonnes of iron
SVIXSRRIWSJGSEP SJXLI[EXIVVIUYMVIHMR
TVSHYGXMSR SJXLIIRIVK]RIIHIHXSQEOIWXIIP
JVSQ ZMVKMR QEXIVMEPW  XSRRIW SJ WSPMH [EWXI
VIHYGXMSRSJEMVIQMWWMSRWF] ERHVIHYGXMSRSJ
[EXIVTSPPYXMSRF] 
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Other metals such as copper, gold, silver and brass
EVI PIWW JVIUYIRXP] WIRX XS PERH½PP EW XLIMV ZEPYI MW
more generally recognised and consequently the
recycling infrastructure is more developed. That said,
handling large quantities of electronic equipment
in order to recover precious metals has led to
the exporting of equipment to places where little
VIKEVH MW TEMH XS XLI LIEPXL SJ [SVOIVW ERH XLI
environmental consequences of poor treatment of
this waste stream.

Rare metals
While the increasing focus on climate change is, in
itself, proving problematic for many concerned with
resource supply and demand, the focus on green
XIGLRSPSKMIWLEWQIERXXLEX[IQE]LEZISZIVPSSOIH
other equally important and increasingly scarce
GSQQSHMXMIW8EOIJSVI\EQTPI[SVPH[MHIHIQERH
JSV VEVI IEVXL QMRIVEPW GSZIVMRK ½JXIIR IPIQIRXW
SRXLITIVMSHMGXEFPI9RPIWWQENSVRI[TVSHYGXMSR
WSYVGIWEVIHIZIPSTIHERHXLIVIMWEWMKRM½GERXWLMJX
MR XLI KPSFEP FEPERGI XLI 97 +ISPSKMGEP 7YVZI]
I\TIGXWHIQERHXSI\GIIHWYTTP]F]WSQI
tonnes per year within the next decade.This matters
not only because they are vital to the production
of advanced electronics equipment – cell phones,
batteries, plasma screens – but also because they
EVITEVXSJXLI³KVIIRXIGLRSPSK]VIZSPYXMSR´ FIMRK
essentials in the construction of hybrid cars and
wind turbines.Thus, for companies focusing on green
technology, securing a supply of rare earth metals – or
developing replacement materials or technologies –
MWGVYGMEP-RXLIWEQI[E]EWQER]TISTPILEZIFIIR
JSGYWIH SR XLI HEXI SJ³TIEO SMP´ SXLIVW EVI RS[
WXEVXMRKXSXEPOEFSYX³TIEOQMRIVEPW´ EWXLIWYTTP]
demand balance is tipped more towards constraint.

As another example, consider platinum. As well as
being used for jewellery, platinum is also a primary
material for catalytic converters and fuel cells for
GEVW8LI QENSVMX]   SJ XLI [SVPH´W TPEXMRYQ MW
TVSHYGIHF]NYWXX[SQMRIWMR7SYXL%JVMGEERHQSWX
SJXLIVIWXGSQIWJVSQEWMRKPIQMRIMR6YWWME4PEXMRYQ
MWVIGSZIVIHEXEVEXISJEFSYXXSRRIWTIV]IEV
7E][I[ERXIHXSYWIEPPSJMXXSMRGVIEWIXLIRYQFIV
of cars powered by fuel cells, then this is only enough
XSTVSHYGIQMPPMSRWYGLZILMGPIWF] [LMGLMW
SRP]EVSYRH SJXLI[SVPH´WGYVVIRXGEV¾IIX 7S
given the growth in demand for transport, as well as
competing requirements for platinum, any major plans
for the mass introduction of vehicles running on fuel
GIPPW EVI WMKRM½GERXP] GSRWXVEMRIH RSX NYWX F] PEGO SJ
investment and political will, but more fundamentally
by a limited supply of a pivotal material.
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Water
9RPMOI QSWX SJ XLI VIWSYVGIW [I GSRWYQI XLIVI
MWRSEPXIVREXMZIJSV[EXIV%W+(4TIVGETMXEVMWIW
WSHSIW[EXIVHIQERHERHF]X[SXLMVHWSJ
XLI[SVPH´WTSTYPEXMSREVII\TIGXIHXSFIPMZMRKMR
water-stressed regions. This problem is not new, as
over 1 billion people currently experience water
WGEVGMX] LEZMRK PIWW XLER XLI QMRMQYQ  PMXVIW E
HE] VIGSQQIRHIH F] XLI 92 -R )YVSTI [I YWI
EVSYRHPMXVIWEHE]ERHXLIEZIVEKI97GMXM^IR
consumes twice that.
Over the next ten years, industry will have to
change its water use; agriculture will have to adapt;
ERH KSZIVRQIRXW [MPP LEZI XS [SVO SYX [E]W SJ
ensuring the general public are more aware of the
problem. To be fair, major steps have already been
XEOIR 0IH F] XLI PMOIW SJ%YWXVEPME ERH 7MRKETSVI
national governments have been paying increasing
attention to their water supply and use and, in
doing so, several are now implementing major
[EXIVWXVEXIKMIW 7MRKETSVI [MXLEGPIEVVIEWSRJSV
reducing its dependency on neighbouring Malaysia
JSV[EXIV MWJSGYWIHSRJSYVXEWOW  MRGVIEWMRKXLI
[EXIV EZEMPEFPI JVSQ XLI PSGEP GEXGLQIRX EVIE  
reclaiming and treating waste water so that it can
FIVIYWIHF]MRHYWXV]  QEREKMRKXLIMQTSVXEXMSR
SJ [EXIV ERH   FYMPHMRK RI[ HIWEPMREXMSR TPERXW
-R WSQI GSYRXVMIW [LIVI [EXIV WXVIWW MW EPVIEH]
evident, regulation concerning water usage is coming
into force to limit fresh water consumption, shift
some primary users from blue to grey water and
MRGVIEWI SZIVEPP [EXIV VIG]GPMRK )QIVKMRK HIWMKR
WXERHEVHW EVI WIIOMRK XS QSZI KSZIVRQIRX ERH
corporate facilities towards water-neutral status and
so preserve precious resources.

;MXL   SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR FYX SRP]   SJ KPSFEP
water supplies, China is particularly vulnerable. The
;SVPH &ERO VITSVXW XLEX LEPJ SJ 'LMRE´W  GMXMIW
WYJJIV JVSQ [EXIV WLSVXEKIW EJJIGXMRK  QMPPMSR
TISTPI ;SVWI MX WIIQW XLEX EFSYX   SJ GMXMIW´
KVSYRH[EXIVERH SJXLIVMZIVWERHPEOIWEVIEPWS
TSPPYXIH7QEPP[SRHIVXLEX'LMRELEWEWXVSRKMRXIVIWX
MR8MFIXXLIWSYVGISJXIRSJ%WME´WPEVKIWXVMZIVW
Water issues are also becoming increasingly political.
(ER 7QMXL XLI 7IGVIXEV]+IRIVEP SJ XLI &VMXMWL
FEWIHTIEGIFYMPHMRKSVKERMWEXMSR-RXIVREXMSREP%PIVX
WEMH³;EXIVMWEFEWMGGSRHMXMSRJSVPMJI-XWEZEMPEFMPMX]
and quality is fundamental for all societies, especially
in relation to agriculture and health.There are places
¯;IWX%JVMGEXSHE] XLI+ERKIW&VELQETYXVEVMZIV
W]WXIQ MR 2ITEP &ERKPEHIWL ERH -RHME ERH 4IVY
within ten years – where major changes in the rivers
KIRIVEXI E WMKRM½GERX VMWO SJ ZMSPIRX GSR¾MGX +SSH
[EXIVQEREKIQIRXMWTEVXSJTIEGIFYMPHMRK´
Water scarcity is not only a social challenge but a
GSQQIVGMEPSRI 1EXIVMEPWGSQTERMIWWYGLEW(S[
(Y4SRX%PGERERH'SVYWEVIXLIVIJSVIEPPPSSOMRKEX
ways in which they can innovate more in relation to the
water they use as part of their production processes.
)UYEPP] XLI EYXSQSXMZI MRHYWXV] XLI -8 WIGXSV ERH
XLI JSSH ERH HVMROW MRHYWXV] EVI EPWS GSRGIVRIH
EFSYXFSXLJYXYVI³WIGYVMX]SJWYTTP]´ MWWYIWEW[IPP
EW IQIVKMRK GSRWYQIV WIRXMQIRX )ZIV]XLMRK XLEX
people have been worried about regarding energy
can evidently be applied to water – price, security
SJWYTTP]ERHWGEVGMX] -RXLIWIGSQTERMIW GSRGIVR
about managing water use is seen as a priority for
FSXLMRXIVREPVIWSYVGIVMWOERHI\XIVREPVITYXEXMSR
VMWO8LI] EVI FYW] KIXXMRK EGGYVEXI ZMI[W SJ XLIMV
individual water footprints so that they have the data
XSXVEGOERHKYMHIMQTVSZIQIRXWKSMRKJSV[EVH
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8LITVMGISJ[EXIVHSIWRSXVI¾IGXMXW
true economic value in most countries,
which distorts our understanding.

0SSOMRK ELIEH FIXXIV IHYGEXMSR ERH YRHIVWXERHMRK
will be critical. While consumers are easily able to see
XLI[EXIV[IYWIJSVHVMROMRKGSSOMRKERH[EWLMRK[I
are often less aware of the water used throughout the
supply chain to produce the goods and services that
[I GSRWYQI )\TIGX XS WII QSVI E[EVIRIWWHVMZIR
initiatives such as water footprinting and labelling in the
future. When you consider that Ford, on average, uses
PMXVIWSJ[EXIVXSQEOIIEGLSJMXWGEVWERHXLI
QERYJEGXYVISJEOMPSKVEQSJQMGVSGLMTW [LMGLVIUYMVI
GSRWXERXGPIERMRKXSVIQSZIGLIQMGEPW GSRWYQIWEFSYX
PMXVIW]SYGERFIXXIVYRHIVWXERHXLITVSFPIQ
(IWTMXIEPPSJXLIFEHRI[W [EXIVMWWXMPPLS[IZIV
a renewable resource: we are not running out of
MX%WMKRM½GERXTEVXSJXLITVSFPIQMWXLILYKIERH
SJXIRHIITP]MRIJ½GMIRXYWISJ[EXIV¯XLI9/PSWIW
EFSYXFMPPMSRPMXVIWSJGPIER[EXIVEHE]XLVSYKL
PIEOEKIJSVI\EQTPI8LEROJYPP]QYGLSJXLMW[MPPFI
returned in various forms to the system – although
not necessarily in the right location or in a quality
XLEXGERFIIJJIGXMZIP]VIYWIH-REHHMXMSRXLVSYKLSYX
QER]TEVXWSJXLI[SVPHVEMRJEPPERHVMZIV¾S[WEVI
strongly seasonal, with too much water arriving
during monsoon periods followed by maybe seven
or eight months of water scarcity. Climate change
will exacerbate this and we ‘will increasingly get the
wrong water in the wrong places and the wrong
XMQIWSJ]IEV´8SEHHVIWWXLIWGEVGMX]TVSFPIQWYTTP]
can often be increased through storage during wet
periods or the use of technology – drilling boreholes

XSEGGIWWKVSYRH[EXIVJSVI\EQTPI6IWIVZSMVWERH
big dams have their opponents, but they can also aid
development and store monsoon runoff.
3RIPEWXTSMRXEFSYX[EXIVMX´WEJEGXXLEXXLITVMGI
SJ [EXIV HSIW RSX VI¾IGX MXW XVYI IGSRSQMG ZEPYI
in most countries, which distorts our understanding.
+SZIVRQIRX WYFWMHMIW EVI XLIVIJSVI GVIEXMRK XLI
[VSRK FILEZMSYVW 3RI SRP] LEW XS PSSO EX GMXMIW
WYGL EW 0EW:IKEW SV (YFEM XS VIEPMWI XLMW GERRSX
continue long term.

Land and food
To a certain extent, government interventions are
also having a negative effect on food supplies. While
KVS[MRK¯ERHQSVIWTIGM½GEPP]WYTTP]MRK¯JSSHXS
feed ever more people is in itself a major challenge
that has already led to riots and government changes
in places such as Madagascar, the bigger immediate
challenge concerns bio-fuels and associated
regulations that have been passed in recent years.
8LI [SVWX I\EQTPI SJ XLMW MW TIVLETW %QIVMGE´W
support programme for home-grown corn ethanol,
which is coupled with tariffs on cheaper sugar-cane
IXLERSPJVSQ&VE^MP8LITVSKVEQQILEWVEMWIHKPSFEP
food prices and consequently increased malnutrition
EQSRKXLI[SVPH´WTSSVIWX-XLEWEPWSXEVRMWLIHXLI
reputation of policies to cut carbon emissions – and
GYX PMXXPI GEVFSR8LI )9´W HIGMWMSR XS WIX E XEVKIX
JSVFMSJYIPWXSQEOIYT SJEPPXVERWTSVXJYIPW
F]  MW TVSZMRK IUYEPP] HMWEWXVSYW JSV XLI TSSV
7YFWMWXIRGIJEVQIVWMRGSYRXVMIWWYGLEW&ERKPEHIWL
can barely support a household and have little if
any extra production to sell, which means they do
RSXFIRI½XJVSQLMKLIVTVMGIWJSVGSVRSV[LIEX-R
EHHMXMSR TSSV WPYQH[IPPIVW MR (IPLM ERH 2EMVSFM
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for instance, produce no food at all and need to
WTIRHEWQYGLEW SJXLIMVQIEKVILSYWILSPH
incomes just to eat.
In March 2009 there was a coup in Madagascar where
it was announced that South Korea’s Daewoo Logistics
would lease half the island’s arable land from the
government to grow food.The deal was that the company
would get the land rent-free; existing farmers would not
be compensated; all the food would be exported. When
news of this seeped out, the reaction gave impetus to
a surge of opposition that swept the government from
TS[IV8LI RI[ TVIWMHIRX´W ½VWX EGX [EW XS UYEWL XLI
deal. It was a salutary lesson, as other parts of Africa and
Asia have signed similar deals. (The Economist)
8LI KSSH RI[W MW [I EVI [I EVI EPVIEH][SVOMRK
on solutions, including improvements in farming
IJ½GMIRG] ERH RI[ JYIPW %WLSO +YPEXM SJ XLI
-RXIVREXMSREP *SSH 4SPMG] 6IWIEVGL -RWXMXYXI TSMRXW
out that an additional rupee spent on agricultural
VIWIEVGL]MIPHWVYTIIWSJSYXTYX&IXXIVWXSVEKI
and transport facilities would also allow farmers to
TVS½X JVSQ KVS[MRK JVYMX ZIKIXEFPIW ERH ¾S[IVW
These offer better prospects than staple cereals,
PMOI[LIEXERHVMGI [LMGLTVISGGYT]TSPMG]QEOIVW
%GGSVHMRKXSXLI;SVPH&EROXVERWTSVXMRKKVETIWXS
XLI2IXLIVPERHWJVSQ-RHMEGSWXWQSVIXLERX[MGIEW
much as transporting them from Chile, even though
Chile is twice as far away.

As economies grow, the demand for
energy, food, protein, water and metals
all pretty well scale linearly: increasing
GDP per capita is largely directly linked
to per capita resource consumption.
The constraints
7S [LIXLIVIRIVK] QIXEPW [EXIVSVJSSH XLIRI\X
decade is clearly a challenging time for management
SJWSQISJXLIOI]VIWSYVGIWXLEXOIITXLI[SVPH
going. While there are real physical shortages of
some resources discussed above, the reasons for
apparent shortages of the majority of resources –
shortages that will have an impact on commodity
prices around the world – are more geographical,
economic and political.The main resource constraints
in the next ten years are largely the result of a
RYQFIV SJ MR¾YIRXMEP GSYRXVMIW [ERXMRK XS WIGYVI
their own supplies, or continue to use above their
IUYMXEFPI WLEVI E RYQFIV SJ MR¾YIRXMEP GSQTERMIW
WIIOMRK XS IMXLIV TVS½X JVSQ LMKLIV TVMGIW SV IPWI
ensure that they control the supply of resources in
HIQERHERHQSWXWMKRM½GERXP]ELYKIRYQFIVSJYW
wanting more.
As economies grow, the demand for energy, food,
protein, water and metals all pretty well scale linearly:
MRGVIEWMRK +(4 TIV GETMXE MW PEVKIP] HMVIGXP] PMROIH
XSTIVGETMXEVIWSYVGIGSRWYQTXMSR -J]SYLEZIRS
money, you can access few resources. However, once
you, whether an individual or a country, start to create
more wealth, then you can spend it and this is usually
on food, homes, transport and possessions. As you

/I]VIWSYVGIGSRWXVEMRXW`

continue to grow, you continue to want more and
XLMWVIPEXMSRWLMTOIITWSRKSMRK 3JGSYVWI XLIFMK
challenge going forward is to decouple resource use
from economic growth by essentially using less and
yet continuing to allow economies to grow. This is
where innovation will have an essential role. Already
some countries have levelled off demand – as with
EZIVEKIIRIVK]GSRWYQTXMSRTIVGETMXEMR.ETERERH
)YVSTI¯FYXMRQSWXERHJSVQSWXVIWSYVGIWXLMW
has yet to occur. As in other areas, such as mobile

QSRI]TIVLETWXLI½VWXTPEGIWXSHIPMZIVVIEPGLERKI
will be in emerging economies unencumbered by
I\MWXMRK MRJVEWXVYGXYVIW ERH MRHYWXV] QSHIPW -R ER
expanding world with more people and increasing
economic growth, our demands are already pushing
hard against supply limits. As we move forward over
the next decade, some of these resource constraints
EVIKSMRKXSKIRIVEXIELSWXSJTVSFPIQW;IHSR´X
ORS[I\EGXP][LIRERH[LIVIFYX[IHSORS[MXMW
a question of when, not if.

Asian wealth shift
The centre of gravity of global wealth shifts east with decreasing
LQȤXHQFHIRUWKH86DQG(XURSH
-XMWHMJ½GYPXXSQEOIKIRIVEPMWEXMSRWJSVEGSRXMRIRX
SJ  FMPPMSR TISTPI [MXL E [MHI WSGMEP TSPMXMGEP
and cultural diversity. However, given the much
anticipated economic dominance of Asia over the
next ten years, it is certainly worth trying to do so.
-X MW GPIEV XLEX XLI [SVPH´W GIRXVI SJ KVEZMX] LEW
gradually been sliding eastwards for a while now.
Over the past ten years, Asia has accounted for
LEPJ XLI [SVPH´W +(4 KVS[XL ERH JVSQ ER %WMER
TIVWTIGXMZI XLMRKWEVIPSSOMRKTVIXX]KSSHJSVXLI
JYXYVI %X XLI IRH SJ  %WME´W +(4 [EW NYWX
YRHIV97XVMPPMSR¯VSYKLP]XLIWEQIEWXLI97
– and all indications are that its growth will continue
XSSYXTEGI)YVSTIERHXLI97EW[ILIEHMRXSXLI
next decade.
7SQI IQIVKMRK GSYRXVMIW FEVIP] RSXMGIH XLI
recession while developed countries continue to
WXVYKKPI -RXLIPEWXUYEVXIVSJ8LEMPERHKVI[
EXERERRYEPVEXISJ ERH8EM[EREX 1ER]
IGSRSQMWXWI\TIGXKVS[XLMRIQIVKMRKQEVOIXWXS
be four percentage points higher than growth in the
VMGL [SVPH JSV EX PIEWX XLI RI\X ½ZI ]IEVW -RHIIH
XLEROW XS VETMH EHZERGIW QER] %WMER GSQTERMIW
have established their place in the global economy.
8EOI JSV I\EQTPI -RHME´W%VGIPSV1MXXEP XLI [SVPH´W
largest steel company, or Lenovo, the China-based
computer technology company which did not exist
MR  FSYKLX -&1´W TIVWSREP GSQTYXIV FYWMRIWW

½ZI]IEVWEKSERHMWRS[XLI[SVPH´WJSYVXLPEVKIWX
4'QEOIVEJXIV,I[PIXX4EGOEVH%GIVERH(IPP
2MVQEP]E/YQEVSJXLI0SRHSR&YWMRIWW7GLSSPWE]W
that the combination of rapid growth and extensive
internal restructuring has left many Asian companies
[MXLTPIRX]SJGEWLMRXLIMVTSGOIXW 4VS½XQEVKMRW
SJ   EVI GSQQSR ¯ HSYFPI XLI EZIVEKI MR XLI
West. And, because ownership is concentrated,
GSQTERMIW ½RH MX IEWMIV XS XEOI VMWOW )ZIR EW
Western companies were reeling from the recent
VIGIWWMSR IQIVKMRKQEVOIX KMERXW [IVI WLSTTMRK
-RHME´W8EXE 'SRWYPXERG] 7IVZMGIW FSYKLX 'MXMKVSYT
+PSFEP 7IVZMGIW XLI SYXWSYVGMRK HMZMWMSR SJ XLI
%QIVMGER FERO JSV  QMPPMSR MR 3GXSFIV 
HCL, the Taiwanese technology group, snapped up
&VMXEMR´W%\SR+VSYTJSVQMPPMSRX[SQSRXLW
PEXIV 6IPMERGI -RHYWXVMIW ERSXLIV -RHMER GSQTER]
MW TYVWYMRK 0]SRHIPP&EWIPP -RHYWXVMIW E GLIQMGEP
GSQTER] MR E  FMPPMSR FMH ERH &LEVXM %MVXIP
LIEHUYEVXIVIHMR2I[(IPLMLEWKSFFPIHYT>EMRE
PIEHMRK%JVMGERXIPIGSQWGSQTER]JSVFMPPMSR
0SSOMRKQSVIGPSWIP][IQMKLXLEZIYRHIVIWXMQEXIH
%WME´W KVS[XL EPVIEH] +(4 ½KYVIW GSRZIVXIH EX
QEVOIXI\GLERKIVEXIWGERYRHIVWXEXIVIEPI\TERWMSR
FIGEYWIXLI]HSR´XXEOIMRXSGSRWMHIVEXMSRXLEXXLI
price of many domestic products, food, clothes,
electronic goods and so on are always cheaper in
PS[MRGSQI GSYRXVMIW 8LEMPERH 'LMRE -RHSRIWME
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important to consider consumer spending in dollar
XIVQW 3ZIV XLVII½JXLW SJ XLI [SVPH´W TSTYPEXMSR
live in Asia and their purchasing power accounts for
EPMXXPISZIVSRI½JXLSJKPSFEPTVMZEXIGSRWYQTXMSR
Although, overall, Asia is still a poor continent, with
QSVIXLER SJTISTPIPMZMRKSRPIWWXLEREHSPPEV
a day, Asian consumers are clearly growing richer,
with average earnings in many countries doubling
MR XLI TEWX ½ZI ]IEVW %WMERW EVI RS[ EFPI XS YWI
their newly acquired disposable incomes to buy
IZIV]XLMRKJVSQQSFMPITLSRIW  SJEPPWEPIWEVI
RS[ XS%WMER GSRWYQIVW  XS GEVW   SJ EPP GEV
WEPIWPEWX]IEV[IVIMR%WME 

-RHMEIXG 8LMWQIERWXLEXXLIEZIVEKILSYWILSPHW
in Asia do not need to spend as much money
buying goods as their Western counterparts. Also,
many Asian currencies are still recovering from the
HVEQEXMGXYQFPIXLI]XSSOHYVMRKXLI½RERGMEPGVMWMW
SJXLIPEXIWERH.ETERLEWEPWSLEHXSHIEP[MXL
ETIVMSHSJHI¾EXMSR+MZIRXLMWWSQIEVKYIXLEXMXMW
much better to measure growth through purchasing
TS[IV TEVMX] 444  [LMGL XEOIW PS[IV TVMGIW MRXS
account. Through this lens, it is even clearer that
Asia has done pretty well over the past couple of
HIGEHIW -XWWLEVISJXLI[SVPHIGSRSQ]LEWVMWIR
WXIEHMP]JVSQ MRXS MRERH 
MR  ERH EPP XLMRKW FIMRK IUYEP %WMER 444 [MPP
TVSFEFP] I\GIIH XLI GSQFMRIH WYQ SJ %QIVMGE´W
ERH )YVSTI´W [MXLMR JSYV ]IEVW8LMW MWR´X WYVTVMWMRK
[LIR ]SY GSRWMHIV XLEX XLVII SJ XLI [SVPH´W JSYV
FMKKIWXIGSRSQMIWF]444 'LMRE .ETERERH-RHME 
are Asian.
We must tread carefully, however, because another
school of thought suggests that PPP measures
exaggerate the numbers and it is much more

%WME´W KVS[XL LEW FIIR FYMPX TVMQEVMP] SR
Western consumption – or, more accurately, overGSRWYQTXMSR )\TSVXPIH HIZIPSTQIRX LEW PMJXIH
WMKRM½GERX QEVOIXW SYX SJ TSZIVX] MR JEGX XLI TIV
GETMXEMRGSQISJTISTPIMRXLI³8MKIV´ IGSRSQMIWSJ
,SRK/SRK7MRKETSVI7SYXL/SVIEERH8EM[ERRS[
VMZEPSVMRWSQIGEWIWI\GIIHXLEXSJQER])YVSTIER
countries. This is by no means a new phenomenon.
% GIRXYV] EKS .ETER [EW XLI ½VWX XS YRHIVWXERH
XLI;IWX´WEPQSWXMRWEXMEFPIHIWMVIJSVMQTSVXWERH
FIKER[MXLEJSGYWSRPMKLXKSSHW WYGLEWVE[WMPO
and pottery, before moving on to heavier industrial
QEXIVMEPWPMOIWXIIPERHGLIQMGEPW%WIEVP]EW
EPQSWX E UYEVXIV SJ XLI [SVPH´W GSXXSR ERH ]EVR
I\TSVXW [IVI JVSQ .ETER -R XLI W 7MRKETSVI
,SRK/SRK8EM[ERERH7SYXL/SVIEMQMXEXIH.ETER
ERH¾SYVMWLIH

Asia’s growth has been built primarily
on Western consumption – or, more
accurately, over-consumption.
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China also boomed after opening up its economy
MR -XW³7TIGMEP)GSRSQMG>SRIW´ [IVIHIWMKRIH
XS EXXVEGX JSVIMKR GETMXEP XS FYMPH JEGXSVMIW XS QEOI
³WXYJJ ´ JSV XLI;IWXIVR QEVOIX 1MPPMSRW SJ TVSHYGXW
[IVIUYMXIPMXIVEPP]³QEHIMR'LMRE´ ERHXLIRWLMTTIH
SJJXSWLSTWMR0SRHSR4EVMWERH2I[=SVO1EPE]WME
8LEMPERH-RHSRIWMEERHPEXIV:MIXREQEPPJSVKIHWMQMPEV
export-led paths to growth, so much so that the past
XIR]IEVWLEZIWIIR%WME´WI\TSVXWEWEWLEVISJMXW
+(4KVS[JVSQ XS  3JGSYVWI XLIWXSV]
MWRSXXLIWEQIIZIV][LIVI 7MRKETSVI´WI\TSVXWLMX
  SJ +(4 MR  [LMPI -RHSRIWME´W [IVI PIWW
XLER 7SQIGSYRXVMIWQEMRP]JSVTSPMXMGEPVIEWSRW
have not jumped on the bandwagon – Myanmar and
2SVXL/SVIEJSVI\EQTPIVIQEMRTSSV
The export model has helped Asian countries
MQTVSZI XLIMV PMZMRK WXERHEVHW UYMGOP] )ZMHIRGI
WYKKIWXW XLEX 'LMRE LEW FIRI½XIH QSWX JVSQ XLMW
EVVERKIQIRX [MXL E UYEHVYTPMRK SJ +(4 ERH ER
MRGVIEWI MR I\TSVXW F] E JEGXSV SJ ½ZI SZIV XLI
past decade, not to mention the ability to attract
Western technology and expertise and the creation
SJ QMPPMSRW SJ QERYJEGXYVMRK NSFW JSV XLI TSSV -X
has been a dramatic shift in industry and the sheer
speed of change has made it particularly challenging
to maintain cheap and competitive manufacturing
PEFSYVQEVOIXWERH]IXIRWYVIEGGITXEFPIWXERHEVHW
SJPMZMRKJSVXLI[SVOIVW&YXWSPSRKEWMRGSQIWEVI
increasing, both government and the people have
FIIRGSRXIRXXSMKRSVIXLMRKWPMOIWSGMEPWIVZMGIWERH
good governance – privileges that Western societies
XEOIJSVKVERXIH8LIQEMRTVSFPIQ TIVLETW MWXLEX
XLI ³IEW] QSRI]´ SFXEMRIH XLVSYKL I\TSVXW LEW
tempted some governments to put off other areas
of economic development, the encouragement of
domestic demand being a prominent example.

9RXMPZIV]VIGIRXP]XLMWTVSHYGXMSRSJKSSHWMR%WME
for Western consumers proved very satisfactory
for all involved and Asian economies have grown
SR XLI FEGO SJ XLI WIIQMRKP] MRWEXMEFPI ;IWXIVR
ETTIXMXI JSV GLIET GPSXLIW IPIGXVSRMGW ERH XS]W -R
their discussion of this, economic historians Niall
*IVKYWSR ERH 1SVMX^ 7GLYPEVMGO LEZI GSMRIH XLI
XIVQ³'LMQIVMGE´ FIGEYWI FSXL XLI 97 ERH 'LMRE
have played pivotal roles in the unfolding drama.
China, in particular, has used its exports to build up
MXWGYVVIRG]VIWIVZIWXSERYRTVIGIHIRXIHLMKL -R
 MX [EW SJ XLI SVHIV SJ 97 FMPPMSR SV
WPMKLXP]QSVIXLER SJ+(4&]MX[EW97
XVMPPMSRIUYMZEPIRXXSQSVIXLER SJ'LMRE´WERRYEP
output – or, to put it another way, enough to buy
X[SXLMVHW SJ EPP XLI 2%7(%5UYSXIH GSQTERMIW
'LMREMWEPWSXLI[SVPH´WWIGSRHPEVKIWXRIXGVIHMXSV
EJXIV.ETER XLIRIXGVIHMXTSWMXMSRXEOIWEGGSYRXSJ
IUYMXMIWEW[IPPEWHIFX %QIVMGESRXLISXLIVLERH
simply consumed more and saved less, but, because
the Chinese currency was pegged to the dollar, it still
maintained low interest rates and a stable rate of
MRZIWXQIRX-RVIXVSWTIGXMX[EWGPIEVP]YRWYWXEMREFPI
EWSZIVGSRWYQTXMSRQIERXXLEXFIX[IIRERH
XLI97SYXWTIRXMXWREXMSREPMRGSQI%GGSVHMRK
XS ,IPQYX 6IMWIR LIEH SJ VIWIEVGL SJ XLI 3)'(
(IZIPSTQIRX 'IRXVI XSXEP 97 WTIRHMRK SZIV XLI
TIVMSH[EW LMKLIVXLERXSXEPMRGSQI¯ERHE
third of this consumption was imports from China.
0MOIEPPFYFFPIWXLMWPIZIPSJKVS[XL[EWYRWYWXEMREFPI
MRXLIPSRKXIVQERHXLI½RERGMEPERHIGSRSQMGGVMWMW
SJXSLEWQIERXXLEXIZIRXLI%QIVMGER
thirst for buying now and paying later has ground
to a halt under the pressure of toxic loans and bad
HIFX2SXKSSHJSVXLI97FYXIUYEPP]RSXKSSHJSV
Asia, dependent as it is on foreign buyers.
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&YX[LEXLETTIRWRI\X#%WMERIGSRSQMIW EPXLSYKL
not in themselves built on debt, have been buoyed
up along with all the other assets including American
houses and shares during the credit bubble of the past
HIGEHI8LIQEVOIXWEVIGPIEVP]MRXIVGSRRIGXIH8LI
%WMER(IZIPSTQIRX&EROIWXMQEXIWXLEXFIGEYWISJ
the amount that is exported to the West, a decline
SJ SRI TIVGIRXEKI TSMRX MR%QIVMGE´W KVS[XL VEXI
ORSGOWSJETIVGIRXEKITSMRXSJJ%WME´W
7S FIGEYWIXLISRGITVS¾MKEXI;IWXIVRGSRWYQIV
is now saving – or, at least, not spending as much –
%WME RIIHW E RI[ QEVOIX8LMW RI[ QEVOIX QMKLX
[IPP FI%WME´W S[R TSTYPEXMSR8VEHI [MXLMR%WME MW
already growing at roughly twice the pace of trade
with the outside world. From almost nothing twenty
]IEVWEKS'LMREMWRS[-RHME´WFMKKIWXXVEHMRKTEVXRIV
[MXLFMPEXIVEPXVEHIXLEXQE]XSTFMPPMSRXLMW]IEV
'IRXVEP%WME´WXVEHI[MXL'LMRENYQTIHJVSQ
QMPPMSRMRXSFMPPMSRMR %RH'LMREMW
now the biggest merchandise exporter to the Middle
)EWX-RJEGXSZIVXLITEWXJI[]IEVW'LMRELEWFIIR
exemplary in using bilateral trade agreements to
FYMPH YT E WXVSRK RIX[SVO SJ TEVXRIVW XLEX LIPTW
drive sustained export growth.
However, for now, Asia as a whole also needs to
QEREKIMXW½RERGIW-XMWMREKSSHTSWMXMSRFIGEYWI
its foreign assets have provided a cushion against
the vicissitudes of the recession. As Asian growth
GSRXMRYIWXSSYXWXVMTXLEXSJXLI97 MXKIXWLEVHIV
JSV %WME´W I\TSVXIVW FSXL XS OIIT I\TSVXMRK MR
ZSPYQI ERH XS OIIT MQTSVXMRK XLI KVIIRFEGO -R
XVYXLXLIEZIVEKI%WMERI\TSVXIVWHSR´XRIGIWWEVMP]
want their currency to strengthen because a strong
currency effectively raises their prices abroad and
VIHYGIWXLIMVGSQTIXMXMZIEHZERXEKI -XMWXLIVIJSVI
YRHIVWXERHEFPIXLEXTPEGIWPMOI'LMRE[SYPHPMOIXS

GSRXMRYIXSOIITXLI]YERYRHIVZEPYIHXSIRWYVIMX
retains Western buyers for its myriad product ranges.
-XMWEWMXYEXMSRXLEX*IVKYWSRERH7GLYPEVMGOEVKYI
‘would introduce new and dangerous distortion to
XLIKPSFEPIGSRSQ]´
On top of this, although increasing numbers of Asian
consumers have developed a taste for shopping,
private consumption currently accounts for only
EFSYX LEPJ SJ%WME´W +(4 GSQTEVIH [MXL   MR
XLI97  WSXLIVIMWGSRWMHIVEFPIVSSQJSVKVS[XL
Three billion Asians currently spend a little less than
97 XVMPPMSR SR GSRWYQIV KSSHW MR GSQTEVMWSR
 QMPPMSR%QIVMGERW WTIRH YT XS 97 XVMPPMSR
Today China has 55 million middle-class households:
F]XLMWMWI\TIGXIHXSQSVIXLERUYEHVYTPIXS
RIEVP]QMPPMSR%WTVSWTIVMX]½PXIVWXLVSYKLERH
the middle classes become big spenders, there is the
I\TIGXEXMSR XLEX XLI VIKMSR´W IQIVKMRK IGSRSQMIW
could soon grow enough to offset falling consumption
MRXLI97ERHXLI)97SEW%QIVMGERERH)YVSTIER
belts tighten, expect the Asian consumers to drive
XLIRI[QEVOIXWSJXLIRI\XHIGEHI
China is, of course, the movie star of Asia, with
exponential growth potential. China now has a
QEVOIXSVMIRXEXIH IGSRSQ] [MXL E ¾SYVMWLMRK
private sector and it has an increasing presence on the
international stage – goodbye collective agriculture;
LIPPS PMFIVEPMWIH TVMGIW ½WGEP HIGIRXVEPMWEXMSR
MRGVIEWIHEYXSRSQ]JSVWXEXIIRXIVTVMWIWHMZIVWM½IH
FEROMRK W]WXIQW WXSGO QEVOIXW ERH TIVLETW QSWX
importantly, foreign trade and investment. As a
VIWYPXMXLEWUYEHVYTPIHMXW+(4WMRGI VEMWIH
I\TSVXWF]EJEGXSVSJ½ZIERHLEWRS[SZIVXEOIR
+IVQER] XS FIGSQI XLI [SVPH´W PEVKIWX I\TSVXIV
Chinese exports, which jumped ahead after WTO
EGGIWWMSRMR EVIKIRIVEXMRKLMKLIVERHLMKLIV
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China is already well on the way to
becoming the world’s biggest market for
pretty much anything you can think of.

trade surpluses. Not bad for a country which not so
long ago had a centrally planned economy and was
closed to international trade.
-X MW HMJ½GYPX JSV QER] TISTPI MR XLI ;IWX XS
GSQTVILIRH'LMRE´WWM^IERHWGEPI'LMREMWRS[XLI
[SVPH´WFMKKIWXQEVOIXJSVQER]LSYWILSPHTVSHYGXW
MRGPYHMRK8:W VIJVMKIVEXSVW ERH EMV GSRHMXMSRIVW -X
tops the world car sales charts despite car ownership
currently resting at fewer than fourteen vehicles per
XLSYWERH GMXM^IRW GSQTEVIH [MXL QSVI XLER 
TIVXLSYWERHMRXLI97  -XLEWQMPPMSRMRXIVRIX
YWIVW GSQTEVIH [MXL %QIVMGE´W  QMPPMSR ERH
-RHME´W  QMPPMSR %RH XLI 'LMRIWI QEVOIX MW SRP]
KSMRKXSKIXFMKKIV -RJEGX 'LMREMWEPVIEH][IPPSR
XLI[E]XSFIGSQMRKXLI[SVPH´WFMKKIWXQEVOIXJSV
TVIXX]QYGLER]XLMRK]SYGERXLMROSJ
Of course, this growth is not without its problems.The
Chinese government faces numerous development
challenges, including reducing its high domestic
savings rate and correspondingly low domestic
HIQERHGVIEXMRKNSFWJSVETTVS\MQEXIP]QMPPMSR
rural labourers and their families as they relocate
JVSQXLIGSYRXV]WMHIXSXLIXS[RW  SJTISTPI
WXMPP PMZI SR PIWW XLER  E HE]  ERH GSRXEMRMRK XLI
IRZMVSRQIRXEPHEQEKIVIWYPXMRKJVSQXLIIGSRSQ]´W
VETMHXVERWJSVQEXMSR -XEPWSWMXWSREHIQSKVETLMG
XMQIFSQFEWEGSRWIUYIRGISJXLI³SRIGLMPH´TSPMG]
which means that China is now one of the most
rapidly ageing countries in the world.The government

MR&IMNMRKMWHSMRKMXWFIWXXS½RHWSPYXMSRWXSXLIWI
SRIVSYWTVSFPIQWERHMWEPWSEGXMZIP]WIIOMRKXSEHH
energy production from sources other than coal and
SMP,S[IZIVPMOIIZIV]XLMRKMR'LMREXLIWSPYXMSRWMX
needs are enormous in scale.
+MZIR 'LMRE´W TVSFPIQW MX MW [SVXL HMWGYWWMRK XLI
SXLIVHVMZIVWSJ%WMER[IEPXL8EOI-RHMEJSVI\EQTPI
which is second only to China as a fast-growing large
IGSRSQ] 9RPMOI XLI KMERX I\TSVXHVMZIR 'LMRIWI
IGSRSQ] -RHME LEW IQIVKIH VIPEXMZIP] ³YRWGEXLIH´
by the global economic downturn according to
XLI %WMER (IZIPSTQIRX &ERO (YVMRK XLI TEWX
two decades, it has moved away from its former
³GSQQERHERHGSRXVSP´TSPMGMIWXSFIGSQIEQEVOIX
FEWIHIGSRSQ] 0MOI'LMREMXLEWEPEVKIHSQIWXMG
QEVOIX [MXL WYFWXERXMEP RYQFIVW SJ TSSV TISTPI
,S[IZIVYRPMOIQER]SJMXW%WMERGSYRXIVTEVXW-RHME
has a limited reliance on exports, which account for
PIWWXLER SJKVSWWHSQIWXMGTVSHYGX-RJEGXXLI
resilience of the economy rests on a huge domestic
QEVOIX ERH IZIR FIXXIV -RHME´W HSQIWXMG HIQERH
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SRI SJ XLI GSYRXV]´W PIEHMRK IPIEVRMRK XIGLRSPSK]
platforms, has welcomed over 1 million students to
the various courses that it hosts for both academic
institutions and corporate universities. The thirst for
ORS[PIHKIMWWXVSRKP]WYTTSVXIHF]XLIWXEXI-RHMER
legislation ensures that a government or public sector
IQTPS]II[LSIEVRWERSRPMRIHIKVII[MPPFIRI½X
from an increase in both pay scale and pension.

[EW PEVKIP] YRMRXIVVYTXIH F] XLI ½RERGMEP GVMWMW
7SQI I\TSVX WIGXSVW HMH WYJJIV XLSYKL MRGPYHMRK
textiles, but are now recovering.
-RHME´WJEWXKVS[MRKIGSRSQ] [MXLMXWWXVSRKMRXIVREP
JSGYW EPWS LEW KPSFEP EQFMXMSR -RHME MW MRGVIEWMRKP]
a leading source of process and business model
innovations. For example, the launch of the Tata Nano,
XLI [SVPH´W GLIETIWX GEV E GSYTPI SJ ]IEVW EKS LEW
HSRIEPSXXSTSWMXMSRXLI-RHMEREYXSQSXMZIMRHYWXV]
as the centre for low-cost innovation, particularly in
small vehicles. The industrial sector is also on the rise,
currently expanding at a double-digit rate, and the
WIVZMGIWWIGXSVMWRS[EX SJ+(43RP]EKVMGYPXYVI
EGGSYRXMRK JSV   SJ +(4 MW YRHIVTIVJSVQMRK
curtailed as it is by poor harvests and low rainfall.
)HYGEXMSR ERH ORS[PIHKI LEZI TPE]IH E OI] TEVX
MR-RHME´WKVS[XL-RHMETVSHYGIWQMPPMSRKVEHYEXIW
a year and about twice as many engineering and
computing graduates as America, counting those with
FEGLIPSV´WSVQEWXIV´WHIKVIIW -REHHMXMSR TEVXMEPP]
FIGEYWISJMREHIUYEXITL]WMGEPMRJVEWXVYGXYVI-RHMEMW
also witnessing some of the fastest rates of adoption
JSV HMWXERGI PIEVRMRK 7MRGI  \ 0IEVRMRK

%]SYRK  SJXLIFMPPMSRTSTYPEXMSRMWYRHIV
  IHYGEXIH[SVOJSVGILEWEXXVEGXIHXLILMXIGLW
WYGL EW ,4 -&1 1MGVSWSJX ERH %GGIRXYVI +PSFEP
HVYKKMERXWWYGLEW2SZEVXMW+7/)PM0MPP]4½^IVERH
%WXVE>IRIGELEZIEPPFIKYRXYVRMRKXS-RHMEEWEFEWI
JSV6 (ERH-RHMERFSVRGSQTERMIWEVIMRGVIEWMRKP]
carrying out original research themselves – at much
PS[IV GSWX XLER IPWI[LIVI 8SHE] -RHME LEW WSQI
 HVYK QERYJEGXYVMRK JEGMPMXMIW ETTVSZIH F] XLI
97 *SSH ERH (VYKW %HQMRMWXVEXMSR %PXLSYKL XLI
HVYKHMWGSZIV]FYWMRIWWMWYRPMOIP]XSVIEGLXLIWM^I
SJXLIGSYRXV]´W-8ERHWSJX[EVIMRHYWXV]XLIQEVOIX
JSV GSRXVEGX TLEVQEGIYXMGEP [SVO MW EFSYX 97
billion so the opportunities for well-educated, hard[SVOMRK-RHMERTVSJIWWMSREPWEVIGSRWMHIVEFPI
,S[IZIV EPXLSYKL -RHME´W KVS[XL VEXI LEW FIIR
among the highest in the world, it remains a lowincome country, with inadequate infrastructure being
E WMKRM½GERX FEVVMIV XS HIZIPSTQIRX TEVXMGYPEVP] MR
VYVEPEVIEW LSQIXS SJ-RHME´WTSTYPEXMSRERH
XLI SJXLI[SVOJSVGIXLEXMWTVMQEVMP]IRKEKIH
in agriculture and related activities. Any development
strategy will need to contend with the harsh realities
of low productivity in the countryside, a massive
QSZIQIRX SJ TISTPI XS XLI GMXMIW -RHME´W YVFER
population is expected to double over the next two
HIGEHIW XS  QMPPMSR  ERH I\XIRWMZI TSZIVX] MR
FSXL VYVEP ERH YVFER EVIEW -RHME TPERW VSYKLP] XS

%WMER[IEPXLWLMJX`

HSYFPIMRZIWXQIRXMRMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXSFMPPMSR
SZIVXLIRI\X½ZI]IEVW SVEFSYX SJ+(4IEGL
]IEV [MXL TVMZEXI MRZIWXSVW GSRXVMFYXMRK   SJ
the total, not only to expand capacity but also to
MQTVSZIXLIUYEPMX]SJWIVZMGI -RHME´WWXEXIHEMQMW
XSKVS[MRGPYWMZIP] [LMGLQIERWXLEXMXQE]XEOIE
PMXXPIPSRKIVXLERSXLIVREXMSRW1ERQSLER7MRKLXLI
TVMQI QMRMWXIV QE] LEZI TYX LMW ½RKIV SR MX ³-X MW
probably true that we are a slow-moving elephant
but it is equally true that with each step forward we
leave behind a deep imprint. There is a price that we
pay in trying to carry all sections of our people along
-XMWTIVLETWETVMGI[SVXLTE]MRK´
No discussion about Asia can be complete without
GSRWMHIVMRKXLIMQTEGXXLEX.ETERGSRXMRYIWXSLEZI
SRIGSRSQMGKVS[XL(IWTMXIFIMRKEXXLIJSVIJVSRX
SJMRRSZEXMSRERHXVEHIMRXLITSWX;;--IVE.ETER
was one of the hardest hit countries during the
KPSFEP ½RERGMEP GVMWMW -X MW HSMRK MXW FIWX XS EHHVIWW
XLMWF]½RHMRKRI[HSQIWXMGQEVOIXWERHQEVOIXW
GPSWIVXSLSQI¯REQIP] MR'LMRE¯FYX.ETERLEW
HIITWIEXIH TVSFPIQW SJ HI¾EXMSR LYKI TYFPMG
debt, ugly demographics and, worst of all, indecisive
PIEHIVWLMT 9RPIWW XLMRKW GLERKI VEHMGEPP] .ETER´W
HMJ½GYPXMIW QE] [IPP LSPH FEGO IGSRSQMG VIGSZIV]
for years to come.
8LI ½RERGI QMRMWXIVW SJ XLI %WWSGMEXMSR SJ
7SYXLIEWX %WMER 2EXMSRW %7)%2 GSQTVMWMRK E
monarchy, a military dictatorship, communist states
ERHHIQSGVEGMIW EVISRP]WPMKLXP]PIWWIFYPPMIRXXLER
XLIMVGSYRXIVTEVXWMR%WME´WQENSVTPE]IVWTVIHMGXMRK
XLEXXLIVIKMSR´WIGSRSQ]MWI\TIGXIHXSI\TERHF]
FIX[IIR ERH MRXLIRI\X]IEV-RGVIQIRXEPP]
XLIMV VIWSYVGIVMGL VIKMSR SJ  QMPPMSR TISTPI

[MXL E GSQFMRIH KVSWW HSQIWXMG TVSHYGX SJ 
trillion, is stitching together an economic community,
even if their political and security harmony is more
SJ E TMTI HVIEQ EX XLI QSQIRX %7)%2 PIEHIVW
have already agreed to coordinate policies, including
rate cuts, credit support and government spending
after their export-orientated economies fell into a
WLEVTFYXWLSVXVIGIWWMSRHYVMRKXLIKPSFEP½RERGMEP
crisis. Maintaining a positive economic relationship
with Myanmar, however, is an obvious challenge that
[MPPXIWX%7)%2´WTSPMXMGEPGSLIWMZIRIWW8LIREXMSR´W
military rulers face criticism from some members
over its new election laws because of its treatment
of political detainees, notably democracy icon Aung
7ER7YY/]M

The shift
Given all of the above, it is evident that, as a whole,
Asian economic growth will continue to outpace that
of the West. Led by the sheer scale of growth in India
ERH 'LMRE FYX EPWS MR¾YIRGIH LIEZMP] F] XLI PMOIW SJ
Japan, South Korea, Indonesia and Vietnam, the centre
of wealth generation is clearly shifting eastwards. The
point at which China’s economy eclipses that of the US
in absolute terms is, according to varied forecasts, just
a few years out beyond 2020, but there is little doubt
that, given the importance of the GDP PPP view, China
itself will already be the centre of gravity for the future
world economy at the end of the decade. Add in the
rest of the ASEAN countries and it is clear why our third
certainty looking forward is that there will be a steady
and increasing shift of wealth to Asia from Europe and
the US. The shift of economic power to Asia is pretty
much a safe bet for 2020.

9RMZIVWEPHEXEEGGIWW
:HZLOOEHFRQQHFWHGHYHU\ZKHUHǾHYHU\WKLQJWKDWFDQEHQHȣWIURPD
network connection will have one.
The internet is one of the transformational
technologies to emerge from the twentieth
century. Another is the mobile phone. These two
platforms are now coming together and, as they do
so, are bringing with them more opportunities for
transformation. Certainly their convergence means
that global connectivity – for many, the great goal
SJ VIGIRX ]IEVW ¯ MW EPQSWX YTSR YW -X´W IEW] XS
see the attraction of this given that the ability to
communicate and interact with billions of people
has the potential to, quite literally, redesign society.
Today, it is perfectly possible to envisage a world
[LIVI[I[MPPEPPFI³GSRRIGXIH´ ¯[I[MPPFIEFPI
to communicate with anybody and everybody,
anywhere they and we might be. Through these
universal interconnections, we will train and learn,
educate and entertain, buy and sell, trade and barter.
As well as being connected to each other, we will
have remote access to our machines (computers,
IPIGXVMGEP KSSHW FSMPIVW [EXIV TYQTW ERH WS SR 
-RHIIH XLI [LSPI³QEGLMRIXSQEGLMRI´ GSRGITX MW
about to hit the big time – smart systems have the
potential to reduce the overall impact we have on the
environment by helping to regulate the temperature
MRSYVLSQIW QSRMXSVYXMPMXMIW QEREKIXVEJ½G¾S[
and myriad other applications that will both reduce
costs and increase sustainability. We will probably go
on to do all sorts of other things via the internet that
have not yet even been considered.

8IR]IEVWEKSXLIVI[IVIEVSYRHQMPPMSRQSFMPI
HIZMGIW QSWXSJ[LMGLHMHR´XGSRRIGXXSXLI;SVPH
;MHI;IF  QMPPMSR TISTPI LEH EGGIWW XS XLI
MRXIVRIX ERH XLI PMOIW SJ +SSKPI MRGSVTSVEXIH
  ERH *EGIFSSO   [IVI FEVIP] KEXLIVMRK
QSQIRXYQ SV YRORS[R 8LIVI EVI RS[ EVSYRH
 FMPPMSR QSFMPI HIZMGIW [SVPH[MHI QER] SJ
which do connect to the internet (mobile internet
WYFWGVMTXMSRW LEZI EPVIEH] SZIVXEOIR ½\IHPMRI
FVSEHFERH  ERH MRXIVRIX TIRIXVEXMSR LEW KVS[R XS
 MRXLI97  MR)YVSTIERHQER]IQIVKMRK
IGSRSQMIW EVI GEXGLMRK YT UYMGOP] 'SRWMHIV 'LMRE
for example, where internet penetration has grown
JVSQ MRXS MR8SHE]´W'LMRERSX
SRP]LEWQMPPMSR½\IHPMRIWYFWGVMFIVWERHQSVI
XLER  QMPPMSR QSFMPI WYFWGVMFIVW FYX EPWS LEW
SZIVQMPPMSRMRXIVRIXYWIVWERHLEWFIGSQIXLI
[SVPH´WFMKKIWXMRXIVRIXQEVOIXIEWMP]SZIVXEOMRKFSXL
XLI97ERHXLI[LSPISJ;IWXIVR)YVSTI -RXIVRIX
EGGIWWMR7SYXL%QIVMGEMWEPWSSRXLIVMWI[MXL&VE^MP
RS[LEZMRKQSVIMRXIVRIXYWIVWXLERER])YVSTIER
country. Without a doubt, connectivity is a global
phenomenon.
%PPMREPPEVSYRHFMPPMSRTISTPIRS[LEZIEGGIWWXS
XLIMRXIVRIX -XLEWFIGSQIEWSYVGISJMRJSVQEXMSR
and, increasingly importantly, entertainment.
%PXLSYKL MRXLI;IWX EGGIWWMWTVMQEVMP]ZME½\IH
PMRI FVSEHFERH GSRRIGXMSRW EX LSQI SV EX [SVO
XLI FYVKISRMRK XEOIYT SJ QSFMPI FVSEHFERH
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PIEWXLSYVWSJZMHISSRXS=SY8YFIIZIV]QMRYXI
8LIKVIEXREQISJXLIKEQIMWXSTVS½XJVSQXLMW¯
alongside time, the amount of money spent online
is set to increase.

GSRRIGXMZMX]MWXVERWJSVQMRKXLIPERHWGETIERHQEOMRK
access more convenient. This means that time spent
online is growing substantially – to some extent at
the expense of other, more traditional media. This is
IQTLEWMWIH MR E +IVQER WXYH] XLEX WYKKIWXIH XLI
MRXIVRIX´WWLEVISJQIHMEGSRWYQTXMSRXMQI[SYPH
KVS[JVSQ MRXS F]
As the internet is now being used for an increasing
VERKI SJ IZIV]HE] EGXMZMXMIW JVSQ WLSTTMRK  
SJ TISTPI MR XLI 97 EVI VITSVXIH XS LEZI FSYKLX
TVSHYGXW SRPMRI MR   XS FEROMRK XS WLEVMRK
photos and watching TV, a host of interesting statistics
EFSYRH*SVI\EQTPI+SSKPIGYVVIRXP]VYRWSZIV
million servers in data centres around the world, and
processes over 1 billion search requests and twenty
petabytes of user-generated data every day. The rise
ERH VMWI SJ WSGMEP RIX[SVOMRK GSRXMRYIW XS EQE^I
WMRGI MXW PEYRGL *EGIFSSO LEW FYMPX YT QSVI XLER
QMPPMSREGXMZIYWIVWERHMRGVIHMFP] SJEPPXMQI
SRPMRIMWGYVVIRXP]WTIRXSRXLEX[IFWMXIEPSRI -X´W
no longer just the written word being shared: selfKIRIVEXIHZMHISGSRXIRXMWLEZMRKE½IPHHE]ERH[I
EVIEPPOIIRXSWLEVISYVGVIEXMSRWWS[IYTPSEHEX

1SFMPIHIZMGIWEVIFIGSQMRKEOI]QIERWXSEGGIWW
the internet, driven by the availability and increasing
affordability of smart phones as well as high-speed
HEXEQSHIQWERH97&HSRKPIWXLEXTVSZMHIMRXIVRIX
access for laptops.This trend is expected to continue,
with growth for smart phones projected to increase
JVSQQMPPMSRXSHE]XSQMPPMSRMR[LMGL
[MPPMRGVIEWIGSRWYQIVW´GLSMGIEWXSLS[XLI]EGGIWW
XLIMRXIVRIX 4IVLETWQSVIWMKRM½GERXP] XLSYKL MXMW
MRGVIEWMRKP] PMOIP] XLEX XLI ½VWX MRXIVRIX I\TIVMIRGI
for the majority of people who live in an emerging
economy will be through a mobile rather than a PC.
&]  XLI ZEWX QENSVMX] SJ YW [MPP LEZI MRXIVRIX
EGGIWWXSQYGLSJXLI[SVPH´WHEXEERHQSWXSJXLMW
will be via mobile.
.IJJVI] 7EGLW (MVIGXSV SJ XLI )EVXL -RWXMXYXI EX
'SPYQFME 9RMZIVWMX] LEW HIWGVMFIH XLI QSFMPI
phone as ‘the single most transformative tool for
HIZIPSTQIRX´ERHMXGIVXEMRP]WIIQWXSFIXLIGEWI
Mobiles do not have the same barriers to access
as PCs – they are inexpensive and relatively simple
to use, so standard voice and text messaging has

Jeffrey Sachs, Director of the Earth
Institute at Columbia University, has
described the mobile phone as ‘the
single most transformative tool for
development.

9RMZIVWEPHEXEEGGIWW`

been able to transform the way people in the
HIZIPSTMRK[SVPHGSQQYRMGEXI PSSOJSV[SVO WXE]
in touch with friends and family, send and receive
information and even save money. The impact of
XLMWSRIGSRSQMGKVS[XLMWWMKRM½GERXP]PEVKIVXLER
that seen in more developed economies, which
already had a well-established communications
MRJVEWXVYGXYVI )WWIRXMEPP] QSFMPIWEVIXEOMRKSRXLI
WEQIGVYGMEPVSPITPE]IHF]½\IHXIPITLSR]MRVMGLIV
IGSRSQMIWHYVMRKXLIWERHW-RTEVXMGYPEV
Africa, despite its poverty, has become a centre for
both growth and innovation in mobile use – for
I\EQTPI14)7%XLI[SVPH´WPIEHMRKQSFMPIQSRI]
XVERWJIVTE]QIRXWIVZMGI[EWPEYRGLIHMR/IR]E7S
³GSRRIGXMZMX]´ MR IQIVKMRK IGSRSQMIW VIEPP] QIERW
³QSFMPIGSRRIGXMZMX]´
One of the main reasons for this is that the pre-pay
charging model has ensured that even the poorest
can now choose to have access to a mobile. The
pre-pay model began by facilitating the spread of
mobile phones among Western teenagers in the late
WFYXQSVIMQTSVXERXP]MXLEWEPWSHVEQEXMGEPP]
I\TERHIH XLI QEVOIX JSV QSFMPI TLSRIW MR
TSSV GSYRXVMIW 8LI +VEQIIR QSHIP SJ QMGVS
entrepreneurship built on this to enable ‘telephone
PEHMIW´ XS FI WIX YT [MXL QSFMPIW MR VYVEP EVIEW
essentially establishing themselves as living public
telephone facilities for fellow villagers. Alongside all
of this, the fact that the price of handsets has been
WXIEHMP]JEPPMRK¯JVSQEVSYRHMRXSPIWW
XLERXSHE]¯LEWGIQIRXIHXLIQSFMPITLSRI
as the main vehicle for connectivity.
=SYHSR´XLEZIXSPSSOJEVXSWIIXLIMQTEGXSJXLMW
WMQTPI GSRZIRMIRX XIGLRSPSK] -RHME JSV I\EQTPI
has one of the fastest-growing telecommunication
WIVZMGIWMRXLI[SVPH SREZIVEKIQMPPMSRRI[

Globally, some predictions suggest that
we will reach 6.5 billion mobile phone
subscribers by the end of 2014 –
IUYMZEPIRXXSE TIRIXVEXMSRVEXI
mobile connections are made every month. The
GYVVIRXIWXMQEXIMWXLEXXLIVIEVIQMPPMSR-RHMER
QSFMPITLSRIYWIVWGSQTEVIH[MXLQMPPMSR½\IH
PMRIWYFWGVMFIVW ERHF]XLIXMQIXLMWFSSOKSIWXS
TVIWW ]SY GER TVSFEFP] EHH ERSXLIV  QMPPMSR
+PSFEPP]WSQITVIHMGXMSRWWYKKIWXXLEX[I[MPPVIEGL
6.5 billion mobile phone subscribers by the end of
 ¯ IUYMZEPIRX XS E   TIRIXVEXMSR VEXI8LI
reason for this is that mobiles are helping to drive
KVS[XLMRXLIIGSRSQ] -R XLI-RHMER'SYRGMP
JSV 6IWIEVGL SR -RXIVREXMSREP )GSRSQMG 6IPEXMSRW
-'6-)6 JSYRHGPIEVIZMHIRGIXSWYKKIWXXLEX-RHMER
WXEXIW[MXLE LMKLIVQSFMPITLSRITIRIXVEXMSR
IRNS] ER ERRYEP EZIVEKI KVS[XL VEXI   KVIEXIV
than states with a lower teledensity.
The numbers are impressive but perhaps the best
MPPYWXVEXMSRWXSKMZIEVII\EQTPIWSJVIEPWGIREVMSW8EOI
JSVMRWXERGI EQMKVERX[SVOIVVIGIRXP]EVVMZIHJVSQ
XLIGSYRXV]WMHI MJTSXIRXMEPIQTPS]IVWGER´XGSRXEGX
him because he has nowhere permanent to live, then
LMWGLERGIWSJKIXXMRK[SVOEVIVIHYGIH%PWS [LIR
the alternative to a phone call is a time-consuming
journey along poor and possibly dangerous roads,
XLI ZEPYI SJ GSRRIGXMZMX] MW KVIEXIV 7S MJ ]SY PMZI MR
a remote rural community and you need to go to
the nearest town to buy or sell some goods, a simple
phone call, or text message, can tell you immediately if
the journey will be worth while, thus saving you time
and money on unnecessary trips.
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Connectivity can also help build businesses – small or
PEVKI6ERNIIX+YTXEER-RHMERLIRREEVXMWXMWEKSSH
case in point. His speciality is decorating the hands
and feet of brides in preparation for their wedding
HE],IGEQIXS(IPLMJVSQXLIGSYRXV]WMHIMR
and began plying his trade on a pavement, preparing
FVMHIWJVSQXLITSSVIWXJEQMPMIW-RLIFSYKLX
a mobile phone and was then able to prepare brides
from slightly richer families, who he could visit in
their own homes. He was also then able to order
dry henna over the phone rather than having to go
to a shop to buy it. As time and privacy became less
SJ E TVSFPIQ GYWXSQIVW EWOIH JSV QSVI MRXVMGEXI
designs and his decorative repertoire grew. He next
went on to buy a camera phone and used that as a
TSVXJSPMSXSWLS[LMWHIWMKRWXSGYWXSQIVW&YMPHMRK
SR LMW WYGGIWW 6ERNIIX [EW EFPI XS FY] ERSXLIV
camera phone which he gave to his son who lives
[MXL XLI QEMR JEQMP] MR E ZMPPEKI SYXWMHI (IPLM ,MW
son has now started training to become a henna
artist using the different designs sent to him by his
JEXLIV 1SFMPI GSRRIGXMZMX] LEW EPPS[IH 6ERNIIX XS
QEOIEPMZIPMLSSHMREWMXYEXMSR[LIVIXLIQSHIWXP]
educated and relatively poor often struggle.
As already noted, connectivity does not have to
FINYWXFIX[IIRTISTPI -RXLIJYXYVI XLIRYQFIV
of machines that will be connected remotely is
expected to increase considerably. Machine-toQEGLMRI 11 XIGLRSPSK]MWWIXXSFIYWIHMRXLI
battle against one of the most pressing challenges
JEGMRKWSGMIX]¯REQIP]GPMQEXIGLERKI)\TIGXEXMSRW
SJ XLI FIRI½XW SJ XLMW EVI LMKL % VIGIRX NSMRX
VITSVXF]%GGIRXYVIERH:SHEJSRIWYKKIWXIH11
GSRRIGXMZMX]GSYPHGYX)YVSTI´WERRYEPIRIVK]FMPPF]
EXPIEWXºFMPPMSRERHIJJIGXEVIHYGXMSRMRERRYEP
KVIIRLSYWI KEW IQMWWMSRW F] EX PIEWX  QMPPMSR
tonnes COIF]8LMWVITVIWIRXW SJXLI

9/´WERRYEP'3ISYXTYXMRERHETTVS\MQEXIP]
  SJ I\TIGXIH )9 IQMWWMSRW MR  'PIEVP]
however, these predictions come with many provisos
– most importantly, to be successful they can only be
realised if industry and governments are prepared to
collaborate.
'SRRIGXMZMX] FI XLEX QSFMPI SV ½\IHPMRI ERH
MRXIVRIXGSRRIGXMZMX] GERSRP]XEOIYWWSJEV 7MV8MQ
&IVRIVW0II JSYRHIV SJ XLI MRXIVRIX IRZMWEKIH E
world of global collaboration, where people could
WLEVIERHFYMPHMHIEW[MXLSYXXLIGSR½RIWSJXMQI
ERH TPEGI 8[IRX]½ZI ]IEVW SR XLMW MW EPQSWX E
reality. The internet was born on a PC but its natural
home is on the more personalised ‘always available,
EP[E]WGSRRIGXIH´ QSFMPIHIZMGI -XMWLIVIXLEXXLI
internet comes alive, offering not only access to
information but also interaction with information.
Mobiles have given people, from all corners of the
world, who would not otherwise have access, the
GLERGI XS NSMR MR -RHIIH XLI GSRGITX SJ WIRHMRK
and receiving information via mobile has acted as
EWXITTMRKWXSRIJSVQER]TISTPIEWXLI]QEOIXLI
transition from two-way conversations to receiving
text-based information via their handsets. The next
MXIVEXMSRMWSJGSYVWIWSGMEPRIX[SVOMRK[LMGLFYVWX
SRXSXLIWGIRIEFSYX½ZI]IEVWEKSERH[LMGL[MPP
again fundamentally change the way that people

Over the next ten years, expect that
JEWXIJ½GMIRXGSRRIGXMZMX][MPPJEGMPMXEXI
the growing trend towards virtual
companies as knowledge workers
increasingly become free agents.

9RMZIVWEPHEXEEGGIWW`

relate to one another, as well as with businesses and
governments.
7SGMEP RIX[SVOMRK LEW KMZIR YW EPP XLI EFMPMX] XS
host global interactive debates on anything with
ER]SRI [MXL XLI WMQTPI GPMGO SJ E QSYWI SV XSYGL
SJEWGVIIR -XLEWQEHIXLIWLEVMRKSJMHIEWIEW] -X
EPWSQIERWXLEXQER]SJYWRS[PMZIMRE
[SVPH [LIVI MX MW TSWWMFPI XS XEPO IQEMP SV IZIR
video call wherever we are, whenever we want with
whomever we want. Not so long ago, this would
have been possible for only a few highly technical,
well-funded institutions. We can create a global
discussion – such as that of the Future Agenda – for
anyone to join in. Although this is exciting and has
LYKIFIRI½XWMRFVIEOMRKHS[RFEVVMIVW;IFMW
EPWSERSMW][SVPHERH HIWTMXIXLIEFMPMX]XSQEOI
MRJSVQEXMSR TYFPMG XLI ¾YVV] SJ STMRMSR [IFWMXIW
blogs and personal pages does not necessarily mean
that amongst the clamour it is any easier to sort fact
JVSQ½GXMSR %PWS LS[HS]SY[SVOSYX[LS]SY
should trust in a world where millions of people use
multiple identities?
-RGVIEWMRKP] MRJSVQEXMSR RS PSRKIV LEW ZEPYI FYX
understanding information and analysing what it
QIERWWXMPPHSIW8LSWITISTPI[LSEVIEFPIXSXEOI
this understanding and connect with others across
FSVHIVW FIXLI]REXMSREPTVSJIWWMSREPSVWSGMEP [MPP
FIEFPIXSFYMPHSRXLIMVORS[PIHKIERHGVIEXIXLIMV
S[RRIX[SVOW8LMW[MPPTVIWIRXMRXIVIWXMRKGLEPPIRKIW
as businesses come to terms with a world in which
collaboration, open innovation and crowd sourcing
QE]QEOIXLIXVEHMXMSREPGSVTSVEXIWXVYGXYVIWIIQ
very outdated. Over the next ten years, expect that
JEWX IJ½GMIRX GSRRIGXMZMX] [MPP JEGMPMXEXI XLI KVS[MRK
XVIRH XS[EVHW ZMVXYEP GSQTERMIW EW ORS[PIHKI
[SVOIVW MRGVIEWMRKP] FIGSQI JVII EKIRXW ;LEX MW

GPIEV MW XLEX XLI FEVVMIVW FIX[IIR [SVO ERH TPE]
are continuing to crumble and busy executives will
now have to manage the blurring of what used to be
UYMXIHMWXMRGXMZIEVIEW-X[MPPRSPSRKIVFIEUYIWXMSR
SJ[SVO¯PMJIFEPERGIFYXQSVIEUYIWXMSRSJ[SVO¯
life integration.
All of this sounds relentlessly upbeat but there is a
HEVOIV WMHI XS XLMW YRMZIVWEP HEXE EGGIWW 3ZIV XLI
GSYVWI SJ XLI [SVOWLSTW [I LEZI FIIR VYRRMRK
three clear themes have emerged and have
IZSOIH GSRWMHIVEFPI HIFEXI 6SYKLP] WTIEOMRK
they can be characterised as content, contact and
commercialism.
The increasing wealth of information available means
that more and more individuals will be left to judge
what to believe and what to trust. Consider those
who want to reach out to others in community
chat rooms and in so doing get help and support at
XMQIWSJRIIH [IFWMXIWWYGLEWTEXMIRXWPMOIQIGSQ
which provides a way for people with life-changing
diseases to share experiences and learn from others
with similar conditions, are great examples of how
WSGMEPRIX[SVOMRKGER[SVOXSXLIFIRI½XSJSXLIVW
&YXWMXIWPMOIXLMWEVINY\XETSWIH[MXLWMXIWXLEXEVI
HIWMKRIHXSQMWMRJSVQSVYRHIVQMRI-X[MPPFIPIJXXS
the user to decide what is accurate and to respond
accordingly and decisions around this will become
QSVIHMJ½GYPXEWXLIEQSYRXSJMRJSVQEXMSREZEMPEFPI
increases.
-R TEVXMGYPEV TEVIRXW [MPP LEZI XS HIEP [MXL XLI
challenges of ensuring their children do not have
access to inappropriate information, be that of a
sexual, violent or otherwise offensive nature. This
[MPP FI MRGVIEWMRKP] HMJ½GYPX FIGEYWI QER] EHYPXW
will continue to struggle with technology that

`8LIJSYVGIVXEMRXMIW

seems almost second nature to their children. There
have been many discussions around the grooming
SJ GLMPHVIR MR GLEX VSSQW FYX EW SRI [SVOWLST
participant pointed out,‘one of the biggest challenges
QE]FIJVSQXLIPSGEPGSQQYRMX]´-RXLITEWXWGLSSP
bullying generally stopped at the front door of a
GLMPH´W LSQI FYX MRGVIEWMRKP] WSTLMWXMGEXIH QSFMPI
devices mean that not only can a child receive
abusive messages, but also their location, who they
are with and what they are doing will be shared with
others at the mere press of a button. All of this could
LETTIR[MXLSYXXLIMVTEVIRXW´ORS[PIHKISVGSRXVSP
Not only that, but there is also the need to address
the dramatic increase in child pornography driven
by the ability of the internet to connect those with
common but morally unacceptable tastes.
The abuse of content extends across all sectors and
is currently most visible as a threat to the creative
industries as data is shared indiscriminately and without
cost. As Chris Meyer said in his initial perspective,
³)RXIVTVMWI  LEW VIHYGIH XLI QEVKMREP GSWX SJ -4
XSIWWIRXMEPP]^IVS´.SYVREPMWQXLIQSZMIFYWMRIWWERH
the music industry have been wrestling with ways
in which to retain their value, derived as it is from
XLI WLEVMRK SJ MRJSVQEXMSR .SYVREPMWQ MW TEVXMGYPEVP]
vulnerable as YouTube, Twitter and any wealth of
FPSKWQEOIWVITSVXIVWSJYWEPPERHYRHIVQMRIWXLI
traditional business model. Already, many publications
feel obliged to provide online content free of charge.
(IWTMXIXLIEXXIQTXWSJ2I[W-RXIVREXMSREPXSLEPXMX
XLMWXVIRHWIIQWWIXXSGSRXMRYI -RXLIWLSVXXIVQ
XLIQIHMEQE][IPPGSRXMRYIXSQEOIETVS½XFSXL

Enterprise 2.0 has reduced the
marginal cost of IP to essentially zero.

through sales and advertising spend as, at the time of
writing, it is still more convenient to read a traditional
TETIV¯SRXLIXVEMRJSVI\EQTPI¯VEXLIVXLERPSSO
EXXLIRI[WXLVSYKLEGSQTYXIVWGVIIR &YXEWRI[
HIZMGIW WYGLEWXLIM4EHERHXLI/MRHPI GSRXMRYIXS
improve their functionality and become more widely
available, this may well change and business models
will have to change too.
The commercial challenge is not faced just by
journalists. Although internet shopping may well be
more convenient for some over the next ten years,
it will also have a huge impact on our high streets
as the demand for a physical space in which to buy
FSSOW GPSXLIW ERH JSSH HIGPMRIW *YVXLIVQSVI XLI
number of people necessary to manage a warehouse
MWWMKRM½GERXP]PIWWXLERXLIRYQFIVVIUYMVIHXSWXEJJE
WLSTWSI\TIGXWMKRM½GERXGLERKIWMR[SVOMRKTEXXIVRW
in the retail industry.This will reduce job prospects for
RSX SRP] XLI ]SYRK FYX EPWS XLI TSSVP] UYEPM½IH -X
may also have an impact on local communities, leaving
XLI WMGO ERH XLI SPH [LS JVIUYIRXP] YWI WLSTTMRK
VSYXMRIW EW E [E] SJ OIITMRK MR XSYGL [MXL WSGMIX]
with fewer options for interaction with others.
Finally, problems are looming with regard to how to
IRWYVIXLIRI\XKIRIVEXMSRSJRIX[SVOWQEREKIXS
support the increased demand from its users. Millions
of people are now accessing data, buying goods,
browsing websites, sending emails, downloading and
swapping music, catching up on television shows,
watching movies, or playing video games online. This
MWTYXXMRKTVIWWYVISRXLIRIX[SVOGETEGMX]
3ZIVXLIRI\XXIR]IEVW OI]HIGMWMSRW[MPPLEZIXS
FIQEHIEVSYRHLS[RIX[SVOWEVIQEREKIHWSXLEX
EWQER]TISTPIEWTSWWMFPIEVIEFPIXSFIRI½XJVSQ
the internet. The current view is that messages must
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queue up to be delivered and, the more demand
XLEXMWTPEGIHSRXLIRIX[SVOXLIPSRKIVERHWPS[IV
the queue gets for everyone. This means that a large
ZMHIS ½PI [MPP VIHYGI XLI WTIIH EX [LMGL ERSXLIV
WLSVX IQEMP EVVMZIW EX MXW HIWXMREXMSR )JJIGXMZIP] EPP
ETTPMGEXMSRWEVIXVIEXIHEPMOIERHRIX[SVOSTIVEXSVW
do not interfere with the data they send or receive –
with the important exceptions of prioritising calls to
XLIIQIVKIRG]WIVZMGIWERHFPSGOMRKMPPIKEPGSRXIRX
such as child pornography. However, this means that
those people who do not wish to use high bandwidth
services are forced to queue alongside those who
HS-XMWFIGSQMRKMRGVIEWMRKP]MQTSVXERXXSMHIRXMJ]E
[E]MR[LMGLRIX[SVOWGERFIQSRIXMWIHERHXLSWI
who need to use more capacity can do so.The most
contentious decision will be over who should have
priority when demand is high and the system is put
under pressure.
Finally, during the next ten years, increasing
GSRRIGXMZMX] QIERW XLEX [LIXLIV [I PMOI MX SV
not, we will all have a virtual presence. As a result,
individuals will have to decide the amount and value
of the data we produce and who it is we should
WLEVIMX[MXL;I[MPPLEZIXSFEPERGIXLIFIRI½XW
of sharing our personal information – around our
health, for example – with concern for our privacy.
There is a gradual public realisation that faster search

results and the convenience of tailored information
come at a price and that price is sharing personal
information with organisations. Already today many
TISTPIEVIXEOMRKMRJSVQEXMSRSJJXLIMV*EGIFSSOERH
1]7TEGITVS½PIWERHVIWXVMGXMRK[LEXHEXEMWSTIR
XSXLITYFPMG+SMRKJSV[EVH[IGERSRP]I\TIGXXLMW
to increase as the private data/public data balance
GLERKIW-X´WRSXEPPHSSQERHKPSSQLS[IZIVEWXLI
younger generation, which has matured alongside
XLIMRXIVRIXMWPMOIP]XS½RHXLIRIKSXMEXMSRFIX[IIR
public and private online lives much easier.

Universal access
So, expect the majority of the world’s population to be
connecting to the internet via a mobile device by 2020,
with the major share of new users coming from China
and India. Universal data access will be here: imagine
a world where there may be as many as 50 billion
devices all connected to each other, offering new types
of services and opportunity for people, business and
government. Of course, as well as opportunity there will
be challenges – interception, the right to privacy, the
HMJ½GYPXMIW MR HMWXMRKYMWLMRK JEGX JVSQ ½GXMSR ¯ FYX MR
a world that will be constrained in almost every other
area – food, health, resources and so on – perhaps it is
here that we have most reason to be optimistic.

PART 2

Drivers of change:
key insights

Whereas Part 1 examined four certainties for the
next decade that everybody agrees about, here
[IPSSOEXXLITVSFEFPIGLERKIWXLEXGSYPHSGGYV
FIX[IIRRS[ERH8LIWIEVIIZIRXWERH
WLMJXWEGVSWWQER]HMJJIVIRXEVIEWGSRWMHIVIHPMOIP]
to happen by the thousands of people engaged as
TEVXSJXLI*YXYVI%KIRHETVSKVEQQI[SVOWLSTW
and online discussions. However, they are not
GIVXEMRXMIW7SQIJEGXSVWQEOIXLIWIGLERKIW
appear highly probable but, because of their
XIGLRSPSK]HITIRHIRGMIWERHPMROWXSYRTVIHMGXEFPI
social trends, political will and regulation, there is a
chance that they will not play out as expected. For
each of the forty-eight probable futures outlined
here we have therefore sought to explain the

GSRXI\XERHXLIPMOIP]GLERKIWF]FYX
have also indicated some of the variations that
QE]SGGYVERHPMOIP]GSRWIUYIRGIW-REHHMXMSR
as many of these are interconnected or share
common issues, we have highlighted in the
margins which other topics each one connects
to so that you can navigate your way through.
We have grouped the forty-eight probable
futures into six of what we have called clusters,
each of which contains eight insights that
address similar themes. These clusters are health,
wealth, happiness, mobility, security and locality
and, as we address each in turn, we hope that
the connections and dependencies are clear.

`*YXYVI%KIRHE

The future of health

The world of health and nutrition is one in which
XLIVIEVIQER]WMKRM½GERXXIGLRSPSKMGEPERHWSGMEP
changes on the horizon. For instance, stem cell
research and more detailed use of the information we
have on the human genome are providing a plethora
SJRI[HIZIPSTQIRXSTTSVXYRMXMIW)UYEPP][MXLE
KIRIVEPP]PEVKIVSPHIVJEXXIVTSTYPEXMSRSRXLI
horizon, there are a number of major policy decisions
around food supply, health funding and even end-ofPMJIQEREKIQIRXXLEX[MPPHIQERHEXXIRXMSR7SQI
of these will be more relevant to certain countries
than others. At the same time, we must not forget
that there are some fundamental global issues that
GSRRIGXYWEPPWYGLEWXLIPMOIPMLSSHSJRI[KPSFEP
pandemics. New business models will also move
VETMHP]EVSYRHXLI[SVPHXSQEOILIEPXLGEVIQSVI
IJ½GMIRX
The many discussions that we held focusing on
the future of health highlighted a host of issues
and possible changes for the next decade, as
well as some things that will stay the same. We
LEZIGLSWIRIMKLXXLEXRSXSRP]WTEVOIHEPSXSJ
debate but also were felt to be some of the most
WMKRM½GERXTVSFEFPIGLERKIWMRXLMWEVIE8LI]VERKI
from the inevitable to the controversial and provide
an interesting view of how this important area may
evolve over the next decade.

The topics covered in the following pages are:
Automated people-care
Clinical enhancement
(MEFIWMX]
+PSFEPTERHIQMGW
,EPXMRK%P^LIMQIV´W
Mass medical tourism
Pharma foods
7]WXIQMGIYXLEREWME

Automated people-care
Robotic assisted care and remote monitoring provide economically viable
support for the sick and elderly so people can stay home for longer.
3RISJXLIOI]GLEPPIRKIWJSVLIEPXLGEVITVSZMHIVW
is to provide ongoing medical support of the elderly
ERHXLIGLVSRMGEPP]WMGOEXLSQI +MZIRXLEXTISTPI
are living longer and the costs of hospital-based care
are so great, or, as in the case of many emerging
economies, simply not available, many countries
are increasingly focused on providing solutions that
help people within their own space. The traditional
approach to this has been through using carers who
either live with patients or visit them on a regular
timetable to monitor their health, advise on diet and
I\IVGMWI ERHEPPIZMEXIMWSPEXMSRERHPSRIPMRIWW -XLEW
been argued consistently that supporting people
in this way avoids, or at least delays, the need to
admit them into primary or secondary healthcare
YRMXW[LMGLWEZIWFSXLXLIWSGMEPERH½RERGMEPGSWXW
of entering hospitals or care homes. Many cultures
and societies traditionally encourage long-term
family cohesion and recognise home-care to be
far better for the individual than the institutional
alternatives. However, with escalating costs,
increasing dependency ratios and the mushrooming
of the populations over 65 in many countries, this
is fast becoming economically unsustainable. As
SRI [SVOWLST TEVXMGMTERX I\TPEMRIH ³;I GER RS
longer afford to provide our elders with the level of
personal support they have traditionally had but we
EPWSRIIHXSOIITXLIQSYXSJLSWTMXEPWJSVPSRKIV´
7MQMPEVPIZIPWSJWYTTSVXEVIEPWSTVSZMHIHXSXLSWI
MR ]SYRKIV EKI FVEGOIXW [LS WYJJIV JVSQ PSRK

term chronic diseases such as diabetes, asthma,
LIEVX GSRHMXMSRW ERH ,-: ERH %-(7 8LI PEXXIV MW
TEVXMGYPEVP] TIVXMRIRX XS 7SYXL %JVMGE [LIVI ER
IWXMQEXIHQMPPMSRTISTPIEVIGYVVIRXP]PMZMRK[MXL
the condition. These diseases typically require daily
monitoring and diagnosis coupled with informed
WYTTSVX -R VIWTSRWI E LSWX SJ TVSKVEQQIW EVI
currently being designed which will not only allow
LIEPXLGEVI[SVOIVWXSLEZIEGGIWWXSQSVIHIXEMPIH
MRJSVQEXMSRERHWSKMZIFIXXIVWYTTSVXMRXLI½IPH
but will also help patients to manage their condition
independently.
Over the next decade, many predict that automated
people-care, where assistance is provided either
remotely or by technology-enabled products within
the home, will be a major focus of attention for many
HMJJIVIRXWIGXSVW &I]SRHTYVILIEPXLGEVITVSZMHIVW
automated people-care has become an increasingly
attractive arena for telecoms companies, software
HIZIPSTIVW ERH -8 LEVH[EVI QERYJEGXYVIVW -R XLI
9/ SRI SJ XLI PEWX TMIGIW SJ PIKMWPEXMSR TEWWIH F]
XLISYXKSMRK0EFSYVEHQMRMWXVEXMSRMR[EWXLI
4IVWSREP'EVI&MPP[LMGLIRWYVIHJVIITIVWSREPGEVI
EXLSQIJSVEVSYRHTISTPI[MXLXLIKVIEXIWX
RIIHW+MZIRXLIIGSRSQMGGSRWMHIVEXMSRWXLMWPIZIP
SJ WYTTSVX GER SRP] FI EGLMIZIH [MXL WMKRM½GERX
XIGLRSPSKMGEP MRTYX -R 7SYXL %JVMGE XLI LSTI MW
XLEX³ILIEPXL´ [MPPLIPTXSMRGVIEWITYFPMGEGGIWWXS
XLI PMQMXIH RYQFIV SJ LIEPXLGEVI [SVOIVW ERH MR
particular, give people access to health information

`8LIJYXYVISJLIEPXL

so that they are better prepared to manage their
conditions.
Today, growing numbers of public and private
organisations have moved on from basic systems of
nurse visits and are already providing telehealth-based
WYTTSVXXSQSRMXSVZMXEPWMKRWXLVSYKLHEXEPMROW KMZI
advice over the phone and even allow remote imaging.
Text-based support of multiple patients has proved
highly effective from both therapeutic and economic
perspectives in many countries – from the Philippines
ERH &VE^MP XS +IVQER] ERH 7SYXL %JVMGE WIVZMGIW
LEZI FIIR PEYRGLIH XS LIPT HMEFIXIW 8& ,-: ERH
%P^LIMQIV´W TEXMIRXW EW [IPP EW XS MQTVSZI XLI QSVI
HE]XSHE] GLIGOYTW +MZIR XLI MQTEGX XLEX GER FI
EGLMIZIH1G/MRWI]IWXMQEXIWXLIXIPILIEPXLSVQLIEPXL
MRHYWXV]XSFI[SVXLSZIVFMPPMSRF]XLIIRHSJXLI
HIGEHI %PSRKWMHIXLIQSFMPITLSRIRIX[SVOW ½VQW
PMOI+) 4LMPMTWERH7MIQIRWEVIEPPTPEGMRKFMKFIXWMR
this area. Telemedicine connectivity will therefore soon
FI TVSZMHMRK [MHIWTVIEH  QIHMGEP HEXE WLEVMRK
between patients and healthcare professionals. Over
the next couple of years, additional services planned
JSVVSPPSYXMRGPYHIXLIYWISJZMHISPMROWJYPP][IEVEFPI
monitoring equipment as well as in-home sensors to
XVEGO QSZIQIRX FSH] XIQTIVEXYVI ERH SXLIV ZMXEP
WMKRW-REHHMXMSRVIQSXIHMWTIRWMRKERHQSRMXSVMRKSJ
drugs is on the cards for many conditions.

Text-based support of multiple
patients has proved highly effective
from both therapeutic and economic
perspectives in many countries – from
the Philippines and Brazil to Germany
and South Africa.

One interesting development in this area is the
combination and integration of telecare, remote
QSRMXSVMRK ZMVXYEP WYTTSVX ERH VSFSXMGW M6SFSX
E GSQTER] ORS[R IUYEPP] JSV XLI 6SSQFE
robotic vacuum cleaner and the bomb-disposal
VIQSXI KYMHIH ZILMGPIW YWIH MR QER] FEXXPI½IPH
IRZMVSRQIRXW MWEPWSEGXMZIMRTISTPIGEVI -R
M6SFSX IWXEFPMWLIH E LIEPXLGEVI FYWMRIWW YRMX ERH
launched its prototype robotic telepresence nurse:
“iRobot believes that next-generation practical robots
have the potential to help caregivers perform critical work
and extend the time that people can live independently.
Robots may be capable of assisting in senior care in a
variety of real-life situations, including household chores
and the on-time administration of medication. This could
ultimately lower the cost of care.”
With advances such as these, many see that the
EWWMWXIHPMZMRKEVIRE[MPPFISRISJWMKRM½GERXMRRSZEXMSR
ERHMRZIWXQIRX -RXLI97 GYVVIRXLIEPXLGEVIGSWXW
EVIEVSYRH SJ+(4 SVSZIVXVMPPMSRHSPPEVW
a year. As such, and with the increasingly ageing
population, any solutions that act to both reduce and
TVIZIRXXLISRWIXSJWMKRM½GERXLIEPXLGEVIWYTTSVX
requirements are being embraced by government,
,13WERHLIEPXLGEVIMRWYVERGIGSQTERMIWEPMOI
%VIGIRXWXYH]F]4PYQ'SRWYPXMRKUYERXM½IHWSQI
SJXLIOI]EVKYQIRXWERHGSRGPYHIHXLEXXLIEKIMRK
TSTYPEXMSRMRXLI9/[MPPMRGVIEWIHIQERHJSVWSGMEP
GEVI F] RIEVP]   SZIV XLI RI\X X[IRX] ]IEVW
while the supply of informal carers will hardly have
GLERKIH +MZIR XLI LMKLIV HITIRHIRG] VEXMSW XLI
WXEXMWXMGWEVIIZIRQSVIGLEPPIRKMRKMRGSYRXVMIWPMOI
.ETER/SVIEERH-XEP];MXLGSRXMRYMRKMQTVSZIQIRX
in price/performance of electronic devices and the
KVS[MRK YFMUYMX] SJ EP[E]WSR ½\IH ERH [MVIPIWW
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broadband communications, over the next decade
we can expect to see strong demand for assistedliving services. These will include telehealth services,
which use a combination of sensors, hubs and remote
WIVZIVW XS TVSZMHI FIXXIV ERH QSVI GSWXIJ½GMIRX
management of chronic conditions; telecare services,
which provide continuous lifestyle monitoring of
older and disabled people in the home; augmented
reality services for those with cognitive disabilities,
and services to locate dementia sufferers who
wander and become lost; and digital participation
services, which will connect, engage, stimulate and
entertain people with disabilities and the elderly in
their homes.
Many of the enabling technologies are already
EZEMPEFPIFYXVETMHXEOIYTSJWYGLWIVZMGIWMWF]RS
means guaranteed: the way in which organisations
delivering health and social care respond to options
for change will be crucial. Whether funded through
insurance-based schemes or directly by government,
there are several hurdles ahead. These include the
need for large-scale, controlled trials (some of which

EVIRS[FIMRKWGLIHYPIH  XVEMRMRKERHFYMPHMRKYT
expertise; and, most critically, the rollout of integrated
IPIGXVSRMG TEXMIRX GEVI VIGSVHW XLEX LIPT XS QEOI
everything function.
&]  MRHYWXV] I\TIVXW WII XLEX MR QER]
economies, ‘we will have an advanced integrated
W]WXIQ SJ EYXSQEXIH TISTPIGEVI MR TPEGI´ %W E
consequence, patients will be enabled to retain
their independent lives for longer and so better
enjoy life outside the mainstream care system. Many
commentators therefore envisage a slow-down in
the recent growth of nursing homes as a greater
share of the elderly remain living at home. While
for some this could mean greater physical isolation,
the ambition for many in the healthcare sector is to
YWIXIGLRSPSK]XSTVIZIRXTISTPIJIIPMRKMWSPEXIH-R
a world where, on average, family support for the
older generation will continue to decline and the
cost of providing personal carers will continue to
rise, patients with long-term chronic diseases and
XLIIPHIVP]EVIMRGVIEWMRKP]PMOIP]XSWIIWSQIWXIT
changes in support over the next few years.

6IPEXIH
insights
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Clinical enhancement
Enhanced functionality will shift from an external add-on to an integrated
capability to provide the option for superhuman performance.
%TSXIRXMEPP]GSRXVSZIVWMEPXSTMGVEMWIH[LIRPSSOMRK
at the future relates to the advances being made
MR VITPEGIQIRX SVKERW ERH PMQFW (MJJIVIRX TISTPI
have varied perspectives on where this is going
ERH[LEXXLIQEWWMQTEGXW[MPPFI 7SQITSMRXXS
XLI LMKLXIGL HIZIPSTQIRXW XLEX LEZI XEOIR TPEGI
in prosthetics over the past few years, which have
allowed people to regain near full limb movement.
7SQIXEOIXLMWJYVXLIVMREQMPMXEV]GSRXI\XERHQM\
MRXLIXSTMGSJI\SWOIPIXSRWEWETSWWMFPISTXMSRJSV
IRLERGIH FEXXPI½IPH TIVJSVQERGI 8LIR XLIVI EVI
EPWSHIZIPSTQIRXWPMOIXLSWIEX9'0%[LIVIHMKMXEP
GEQIVEWLEZIFIIRLEVH[MVIHMRXSXLIFEGOSJXLI
VIXMRE SJ ZMWYEPP] MQTEMVIH TEXMIRXW XS TVSZMHI ½VWX
FPEGOERH[LMXIERHRS[GSPSYVMQEKIVIGSKRMXMSR
-R XLI [SVPH SJ GSWQIXMG WYVKIV] WSQI I\TIVXW
EVI XEPOMRK EFSYX WMKLX ERH LIEVMRK IRLERGIQIRX
FIMRKSJJIVIHMROI]GPMRMGW[MXLMRXLIRI\XHIGEHI
-J [I GER VITPEGI ZMXEP SVKERW ERH PMQFW [L] GER´X
TIVJSVQERGIFIX[IEOIHXSELMKLIVWXERHEVH[MXL
embedded technologies? Higher frequency ranges
of hearing and infra-red vision are often mentioned
MR XLMW GSRXI\X ;LMPI XLMW QE] WSYRH PMOI WGMIRGI
½GXMSRXSWSQI ERYQFIVSJVIGIRXHIZIPSTQIRXW
are bringing enhanced performance closer to the
QEVOIXXLER]SYQMKLXXLMRO
*SV WSQI GSRXI\X MR PSSOMRK EX LS[ UYMGOP] XLI
world of clinical enhancement is changing, it is worth
GSRWMHIVMRKXLIQEWWMZIKVS[XLXLEXLEWXEOIRTPEGI
MR GSWQIXMG WYVKIV] SZIV VIGIRX ]IEVW -R XLI 97

alone, the number of cosmetic treatments has more
than doubled in the past decade to reach over 11
QMPPMSRE]IEV-RXIVQWSJWYVKMGEPSTIVEXMSRWEVSYRH
half a million breast augmentations and liposuction
STIVEXMSRW ERH SZIV  XYQQ] XYGOW EVI
YRHIVXEOIR IEGL ]IEV -R RSRWYVKMGEP XVIEXQIRXW
&SXS\EGGSYRXWJSVRIEVP]QMPPMSRE]IEVERH[IPP
over 1 million laser hair removal and hyaluronic
EGMH TVSGIHYVIW EVI GEVVMIH SYX -R XSXEP MR 
%QIVMGERW WTIRX EPQSWX  FMPPMSR SR GSWQIXMG
procedures and, interestingly, men accounted for
RIEVP] SRI MR XIR SJ XLIWI +PSFEPP] TEVXMGYPEVP] EW
'LMRE´WMRGVIEWMRKETTIXMXIJSVIRLERGIQIRXKVS[W
it is estimated that the cosmetic surgery industry
GSYPHFI[SVXLSZIVFMPPMSRE]IEVF]-X´W
hardly surprising, therefore, that many countries have
been setting themselves up as centres of excellence
¯JVSQ7[MX^IVPERHXS&VE^MPXS7SYXL%JVMGE¯ERH
the expectation is that frequent cosmetic changes
to the body will become commonplace as more
people search for physical perfection.
8LIHIWMVIJSVXLI³YPXMQEXIPSSO´MWFIMRKVITPMGEXIHF]
EWMQMPEVEQFMXMSRJSV³YPXMQEXIEFMPMX]´EWTISTPIWIIO
to improve their physical and mental performance.
-RWTSVX XLIYWISJHVYKWXSIRLERGITIVJSVQERGI
is a long-standing problem that, despite all the bad
publicity and shame that comes from being caught
out, is still a big issue in almost all disciplines from
cycling and weightlifting to running and football.
Outside the professional sports arena and into
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The cosmetic surgery industry could be
worth over $200 billion a year by 2020.
the world of body-building, the use of steroids to
enhance muscle structure has long been widespread.
-RTEVEPPIP[MXLXLMWXLIVIMWEPWSQSQIRXYQFYMPHMRK
around drugs that can provide improved mental
performance. New lifestyle drugs and the wider use
of cogniceuticals are giving us the ability to manage
XLI³LMKLWERHPS[W´2SXSRP]GERMRHMZMHYEPWGSRXVSP
their emotions and senses with pharmaceutical
products but they can also get by with less sleep.
At the start of the Future Agenda programme in
 ER EVXMGPI MR 7GMIRXM½G %QIVMGER on ‘turboGLEVKMRK XLI FVEMR´ TVSZMHIH E KSSH SZIVZMI[ SJ
some of the drugs that have been designed for one
purpose and have proven to demonstrate cognitive
enhancement as a side effect. Methylphenidate,
EQTLIXEQMRIW QSHE½RMP ERH HSRITI^MP [IVI EPP
cited as medicines that have been approved for
neurological disorders but also ‘have the potential to
MQTVSZI QIRXEP JYRGXMSRMRK MR YRMQTEMVIH TISTPI´
The article also suggested that some drugs that are
FIMRK HIZIPSTIH XS EHHVIWW ERH PMQMX %P^LIMQIV´W
ERH 4EVOMRWSR´W ERH GSYRXIVEGX HIQIRXME ERH
%(,( EXXIRXMSRHI½GMX L]TIVEGXMZMX] HMWSVHIV 
might be used by healthy people to enhance their
cognitive performance. Although students, the
QMPMXEV] ERH SPHIV TISTPI [LS HSR´X WYJJIV JVSQ
HIQIRXMEEVIXLITVMQEV]QEVOIXWXLITSXIRXMEPJSV
mass enhancement of capability when it is needed
is just around the corner. How far this will go is a
OI]UYIWXMSRFYXWIZIVEPGSQTERMIWWYGLEW,IPMGSR
Therapeutics and Cephalon are already nudging the
enhanced performance agenda forward.

-RXIVIWXMRKP] WMKRM½GERX EHZERGIW EVI XEOMRK
place in the military arena that may soon scale
YT XS XLI GSQQIVGMEP [SVPH 7XEVXMRK [MXL XLI
improvements achieved in areas such as prosthetics
EW E GSRWIUYIRGI SJ MRNYVMIW WYWXEMRIH MR -VEU ERH
%JKLERMWXER XLI 97 QMPMXEV] MR TEVXMGYPEV LEW FIIR
trying not only to repair the damage but also to go
WIZIVEPWXITWJYVXLIVXS[EVHWEGLMIZMRK³WYTIVLYQER´
TIVJSVQERGI (%64% XLI 97 (IJIRGI%HZERGIH
6IWIEVGL 4VSNIGXW %KIRG]  LEW FIIR QEOMRK
WMKRM½GERX MRZIWXQIRX MR XLI EVIE SJ I\SWOIPIXSRW
and has already invested in the development of an
I\SWOIPIXSR WYMX JSV KVSYRH XVSSTW8LMW [IEVEFPI
robotic system could give soldiers the ability to run
faster, carry heavier weapons and leap over large
SFWXEGPIW ;MXLMR XLI RI\X JI[ ]IEVW I\SWOIPIXEP
systems are expected to give soldiers augmented
strength and speed as well as increased endurance;
and they will also have built-in computers to help
troops navigate through foreign terrains.
On top of this, enhanced sight and hearing is also
EHZERGMRKUYMGOP]&YMPHMRKSRWSQISJXLITMSRIIVMRK
[SVOYRHIVXEOIRMRXLITEWXHIGEHIEXMRWXMXYXMSRW
WYGL EW 9'0% [LMGL LEW FIIR LEVH[MVMRK HMKMXEP
GEQIVEWXSVIXMREWXSVIWXSVIWMKLXMRFPMRHTISTPI 
the same technologies are now being applied
TL]WMGEPP]ERHZMVXYEPP]SRXLIFEXXPI½IPH9RHIVWYGL
TVSKVEQQIWEW³*YXYVI7SPHMIV´ XLI97%VQ]
MWMRZIWXMRKLIEZMP]MRQEOMRKXLIMHIESJXLIWSPHMIV
as a system a reality. Alongside such advances as

7MKRM½GERXEHZERGIWEVIXEOMRKTPEGIMR
the military arena that may soon scale
up to the commercial world.
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RIYVEPTVSWXLIXMGWERHIQFIHHMRKQEKRIXWMR½RKIV
tips to enhance sensing, one fast-developing area is
that of providing augmented reality vision and data.
-RXIKVEXMRKQER]SJXLIIWXEFPMWLIHHEXETVSNIGXMSR
XIGLRMUYIW YWIH MR ½KLXIV TPERIW MRJSVQEXMSR
VIPEXIH XS [LIVI XLI I]I MW PSSOMRK MW MRGVIEWMRKP]
being provided to pilots and soldiers. Whether this
[MPP FI REZMKEXMSREP IRZMVSRQIRXEP ³JVMIRH SV JSI´
MHIRXM½GEXMSRSVNYWXPE]IVIHGSRXI\XYEPMRJSVQEXMSR
SR FYMPHMRKW ERH PERHQEVOW XLVSYKL KPEWWIW ERH
EGXMZI GSRXEGX PIRWIW SV QSVI IQFIHHIH PMROEKIW
what you see could be enhanced both in terms of
data and also in terms of the visible spectrum as
infra-red sight becomes an added function.

By 2020, permanent rather than just
temporary change of capability from
drugs, doping, implants or surgery will
be available.

-XMWGPIEVXLEXERMRGVIEWMRKRYQFIVSJTISTPIWII
that the next decade will be one where more and
QSVISJYWWIIOXSXEOIXLISTXMSRSJMQTVSZMRKSYV
RSVQEPLYQERTIVJSVQERGI8LIW]QFSP,MWYWIH
by some futurists to denote an enhanced version of
humanity and for an increasing proportion of the
TSTYPEXMSR XLMW MW JEWX FIGSQMRK E VIEPMX] &] 
permanent rather than just a temporary change of

The ethical debate surrounding mass enhancement
capability is still wide open and, as yet, it is unclear
how the regulatory bodies might respond. However,
those with the will and the resources will certainly
have access to clinical enhancement, created
for restorative surgery and then applied to the
GSQQIVGMEP QEMRWXVIEQ 8LI [SVPH SJ XLI ³&MSRMG
QER´MW ½REPP] RSXWSJEVE[E]

capability from drugs, doping, implants or surgery will
FIEZEMPEFPI)\TIVXWTVIHMGXXLEXPIHF]XLIEHZERGIW
XEOMRK TPEGI MR XLI QMPMXEV] [IEVEFPI VSFSXMGW [MPP
become increasingly embedded in humans and
providing this to the mainstream will become part
of everyday cosmetic surgery.
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(MEFIWMX]
With diabetes consuming 5% of GDP, a combination of fat taxation, patient data
mining and personal budgets play a role in stabilising the obesity epidemic.
(MEFIXIWMWXLI[SVPH´WQSWXGSWXP]ITMHIQMG 3ZIV
the next ten years there will be an increasing number
of technical solutions to help manage the condition
but few expect this to counter its growth, particularly
XLI IWGEPEXMSR SJ X]TI  HMEFIXIW [LMGL MW QSWXP]
caused by a high-calorie diet and sedentary lifestyle.
-J KSZIVRQIRXW ERH TYFPMG LIEPXLGEVI W]WXIQW EVI
XS QEREKI XLI HMVIGX ERH MRHMVIGX GSWXW WMKRM½GERX
action to change behaviour is critical.
8LI ;SVPH (MEFIXIW *SYRHEXMSR IWXMQEXIW XLEX
 QMPPMSR TISTPI ¯ GSVVIWTSRHMRK XS   SJ
XLI [SVPH´W EHYPX TSTYPEXMSR ¯ EPVIEH] WYJJIV JVSQ
HMEFIXIW8LEXRYQFIVMWI\TIGXIHXSKVS[XS
QMPPMSRF]GSVVIWTSRHMRKXS SJXLIEHYPX
TSTYPEXMSR -R )YVSTI EPSRI ETTVS\MQEXIP] 
QMPPMSREHYPXWEVIWYJJIVMRKJVSQXLIHMWIEWI -XMWRS
PSRKIVEVMGLREXMSRTVSFPIQEWSZIV SJTISTPI
with diabetes now live in low- and middle-income
GSYRXVMIW MR7ELEVER%JVMGE MXMWTVSNIGXIHXLEXXLI
RYQFIVSJWYJJIVIVW[MPPHSYFPI VIEGLMRKQMPPMSR
F]8]TIHMEFIXIW[LMGLEJJIGXWSZIV SJ
XLIHMEFIXMGTSTYPEXMSRMWXLIFMKKVS[XLGLEPPIRKI-X
EPVIEH]EJ¾MGXWQMPPMSREHYPXWMR'LMREERHSZIV
 SJXLITSTYPEXMSRSJGSYRXVMIWWYGLEWXLI97
1EPE]WMEERH-RHSRIWMEEVII\TIGXIHXSFIHMEFIXMG
F]
8LIGYVVIRXGSWXSJQEREKMRKXLIHMWIEWIMR)YVSTIMW
around €15 billion per year, with associated medical

GSQTPMGEXMSRWEGGSYRXMRKJSVYTXS SJXLIXSXEP
LIEPXLFYHKIX -RXLIRI\XXIR]IEVW VSYKLP] SJ
KPSFEP+(4ERHSZIV SJQER]TYFPMGLIEPXLGEVI
budgets across the world will be spent on dealing
with its consequences. Furthermore the problem is
EJJIGXMRKXLI[SVOMRKTSTYPEXMSR8LIEZIVEKIEKISJ
MQTEGX JSV X]TI  HMEFIXIW LEW EPVIEH] JEPPIR JVSQ
XSFYXKSMRKJSV[EVHXLMWMWI\TIGXIHXSHVST
JYVXLIV &]  XLI FILEZMSYV GLERKI RIIHIH XS
reduce the impact of diabetes in society will be
EQSRKTISTPI[LSEVIXSHE]FIX[IIRERH
As well as the direct costs of treating diabetes, there
EVISXLIVLMHHIRGSWXW *SVXLITEXMIRX WMKRM½GERXP]
higher insurance premiums are common in
HIZIPSTIHWSGMIXMIW ERHMRGSYRXVMIWWYGLEW-RHME
  XS   SJ ER EZIVEKI LSYWILSPH MRGSQI GER
be required to cover treatment. Add on the impacts
of increased susceptibility to other conditions as
[IPP EW QSVI HE]W SJJ [SVO IEVP] VIXMVIQIRX ERH
below average productivity and the hidden costs
SJ HMEFIXIW IWGEPEXI JYVXLIV +PSFEPP] F]  MX MW
expected that the direct costs of diabetes to society
[MPPFIºFRRIEVP]HSYFPIXSHE]´W½KYVI%HHSR
XLIMRHMVIGXGSWXWERHIWXMQEXIWJSVXLIFYVHIR
EVIMRXLISVHIVSJºFR
-RXLIRI\XXIR]IEVWRI[RSRMRZEWMZIXIGLRSPSKMIW
improved low-cost business models and more hardhitting public health campaigns will have all been
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MR¾YIRGIGMXM^IRGLSMGIERHFIXXIVQEREKIXLIVMWOW
associated with diabetes.
*VSQ HMWGYWWMSRW MR SYV [SVOWLSTW MR XLI 9/
XLI 97 ERH 7TEMR XLIVI EVI WIZIVEP EVIEW [LIVI
action is seen as highly probable and potentially
IJJIGXMZI -RTEVXMGYPEV XLIVI[EWWXVSRKWYTTSVXJSV
the introduction of fat taxes, the improved use of
TEXMIRX HEXE ERH ER MRGVIEWI MR MRHMZMHYEPW XEOMRK
responsibility for their own healthcare costs.

deployed around the world in various ways to try
to mitigate the impact, manage the consequences
ERH GSRXVSP XLI VMWI SJ X]TI  HMEFIXIW 4SXIRXMEP
XIGLRSPSKMGEPFVIEOXLVSYKLW WYGLEWHVYKWXLEXEMH
weight loss and inoculations for type 1 diabetics,
have already yielded positive results in animals but
MX[MPPFIJSYVXS½ZI]IEVWFIJSVIGPMRMGEPXVMEPWEVI
GSQTPIXIERHLYQERWGERWXEVXXSFIRI½X 1IHMGEP
developments are now focused around non-invasive
devices which provide alternatives to needles
and syringes. This means that the introduction of
implants, to change the dynamics of testing, and
patch-based systems for blood glucose monitoring
are all on the horizon. However, the problem is
that the scale, cost and timing of the introduction
of many of these solutions will have little overall
impact in the short to medium term. Any effective
changes will be concentrated around government
and regional policies to control food consumption,

+MZIRXLEXLMKLIVXE\IWSRGMKEVIXXIWTVSZIHXSFI
SRI SJ XLI FIWX [E]W XS VIHYGI WQSOMRK VEXIW E
parallel approach is now on the agenda for obesity.
*SVI\EQTPI XLI1E]SVSJ2I[=SVO'MX] 1MGLEIP
&PSSQFIVK MW TPERRMRK XS XEGOPI XLI %QIVMGER
JSRHRIWWJSV½^^]HVMROW[MXLEWSGEPPIH³WSHEXE\´
;MXLTSXIRXMEPVIKYPEXMSREXER)9PIZIPGSQMRKF]
the middle of the decade, many are now predicting
XLI [MHIWTVIEH YWI SJ ½RERGMEP PIZMIW SR IMXLIV
OI] TVSHYGXW ½^^] HVMROW WYKEV] WREGOW ERH WS
SR SVXLIMVQERYJEGXYVIVWEWERSTXMSRXLEXQER]
KSZIVRQIRXW [MPP TYVWYI 7SQI GSYRXVMIW WYGL EW
New Zealand, are also experimenting with incentives
to encourage people to eat more fresh fruit and
ZIKIXEFPIWFYXQSWXTSPMG]QEOIVW[IWTSOIXSWE]
XLI STXMSR SJ QEOMRK YRLIEPXL] LMKLGEPSVMI JSSHW
more expensive will have a greater impact and is
easier to implement and manage.
*VSQ ERSXLIV ZMI[ XLIVI MW EPWS TSXIRXMEP XS QEOI
better use of patient data.Tech-savvy diabetic sufferers
EPVIEH] FIRI½X JVSQ E KVS[MRK RYQFIV SJ QSFMPI
TLSRIETTPMGEXMSRWXLEXGERLIPTXSVIGSVHERHXVEGO
individual measures, diet and performance and there
are increasing numbers of systems that allow the
sharing of data between patients and their doctors.
&YMPHMRK SR XLMW WIZIVEP SVKERMWEXMSRW WYTTSVX XLI

(MEFIWMX]`

Globally, by 2025, it is expected that
the direct costs of diabetes to society
will be €300bn, nearly double today’s
½KYVI
notion that peer-to-peer and expert patient groups
QE]LEZIEWQYGLMR¾YIRGISRMRHMZMHYEPFILEZMSYVEW
the more traditional patient–healthcare professional
VIPEXMSRWLMT7SI\TIGXXSWIITEXMIRXHEXEFIGSQMRK
more visible and more shareable across platforms and
systems in the years to come.
-QTVSZIQIRXW MR HEXE GSPPIGXMSR [MPP RSX SRP]
allow improved relative comparisons between one
individual and another, but will also facilitate more
predictive data analysis. One outcome of this will be
more transparency around future patient scenarios
ERHVMWOWSXLEXHMEFIXMGWYJJIVIVWGERWIILS[XLIMV
GSRHMXMSRMWPMOIP]XSIZSPZIVIPEXMZIXSSXLIVWYJJIVIVW´
experience and they will also be able to predict the
PMOIP]VMWOSJWMHIIJJIGXWWYGLEWPMQFPSWW FPMRHRIWW
or additional incapacity.
-R KIRIVEP TYFPMG YRHIVWXERHMRK SJ HMEFIXIW MW PS[
compared to other diseases and there is a pressing
need to address this. The media are already broadly
IRKEKIH KMZIR MXW PMRO XS SFIWMX] WSQI LEZI

GLVMWXIRIHXLIMWWYIXLI³HMEFIWMX]HIFEXI´ FYXQER]
see the need for increased public awareness as the
third component for behaviour change alongside
taxation and data use, particularly as individuals may
[IPP½RHXLIQWIPZIWSFPMKIHXSXEOIKVIEXIVTIVWSREP
responsibility for their healthcare costs.
Across many countries the notion of providing
½RERGMEPVI[EVHWJSVVIHYGMRKXLIFYVHIRSRTYFPMG
health is gaining momentum. For example, some
regulators are considering recovering above average
healthcare costs from patients either through an
increase in income tax for the employed, or by
VIHYGMRKFIRI½XWJSVXLSWISYXSJ[SVO;LMPIXLIWI
may seem politically contentious, they do signal
the level of action that economically pressured
governments are proposing in order to contain the
mounting healthcare budgets.
8LI HMEFIWMX] GLEPPIRKI MW VIEP ERH XERKMFPI -J ER
epidemic is to be avoided, many say that drastic action
MW VIUYMVIH JEWX -RJSVQIH LIEPXLGEVI I\TIVXW WII
that ‘many economies have a diabetes time bomb to
deal with, one that requires concerted approaches
EGVSWWQER]JVSRXW´ 3ZIVXLIRI\XHIGEHI MXPSSOW
PMOI XE\EXMSR SR LMKLGEPSVMI JSSHW XS MR¾YIRGI
individual choice, improved sharing of personal data
to support this choice, and the increased personal
responsibility for healthcare costs to reward this
choice are pivotal in gaining control.
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+PSFEPTERHIQMGW
We are likely to see two to three major pandemics start in regions with limited
public healthcare and rapidly spread globally and so demand fast response.
7MRGI XLI 7TERMWL *PY TERHIQMG SJ  [LMGL OMPPIH
SZIVQMPPMSRTISTPIERHMRJIGXIHQMPPMSRSXLIVW
REXMSREPKSZIVRQIRXWLEZILEHERI]ISRXLIVMWOWJVSQ
[MHIWTVIEH TERHIQMGW ;MXL XLI EHZIRX SJ 7%67 E
HIGEHIEKSXLIEZMER¾YTERHIQMGMR%WMEMRERH
XLIW[MRI¾Y ,2 TERHIQMGXLEXWXEVXIHMR1I\MGS
MR XLIMRGMHIRGIERHMQTEGXWSJWYGLIZIRXWEVI
causing more and more concern at international levels.
8LIVIEWSRWJSVXLMWEVIXLVIIJSPH XLIWTIIHEX[LMGL
TERHIQMGWGERWTVIEHEVSYRHXLI[SVPHLEWWMKRM½GERXP]
EGGIPIVEXIH HYI XS MRGVIEWMRK QEWW EMV XVEZIP   XLI
GSRWIUYIRXMEP XMQI EZEMPEFPI XS XVEGO XLI WSYVGI ERH
MRMXMEPTVSKVIWWMWHIGVIEWMRKERH XLIGETEFMPMX]XSKIX
the right drugs into the right place at the right time is not
necessarily up to the challenge.
To understand the implications of future pandemics,
we need to be clear on what the difference is
FIX[IIRETERHIQMGERITMHIQMGERHERSYXFVIEO
8LI 'IRXIV JSV (MWIEWI 'SRXVSP ERH 4VIZIRXMSR
'(' MRXLI97HI½RIWERSYXFVIEOEWWMQTP]XLI
start of an infection in a localized geographic area.
An epidemic occurs when a large geographic area
is involved and which has a higher than expected
QSVXEPMX] VEXI % TERHIQMG MW E KPSFEP SYXFVIEO
XLEX I\GIIHW XLI³RSVQEP´ PIZIPW SJ QSVXEPMX] ERH
MRJIGXMSR PIZIPW JSV X]TMGEP HMWIEWIW8LI OI] [SVH
LIVI MW³KPSFEP´8LIVI EVI X[S QENSV JEGXSVW XLEX
IJJIGX [LIXLIV SV RSX ER SYXFVIEO [MPP PIEH XS E
pandemic: pathogenesis and virulence. Pathogenesis
refers to how a virus will cause disease and how

IEWMP]MXMWWTVIEH8LIZMVYPIRGIVIJIVWXSLS[WMGO
EGIVXEMRZMVYW[MPPQEOIXLILSWXERHLS[IEWMP]MX
can cause death.
The World Health Organisation maps out a
pandemic based on six distinct phases. Phase 1 is
when non-human infections are spreading and there
MW RS ERMQEPXSLYQER XVERWQMWWMSR -R 4LEWI 
ER ERMQEP MR¾YIR^E ZMVYW [LMGL MW ORS[R XS LEZI
caused infections in humans, circulates among nonLYQER ERMQEPW 4LEWI  WIIW ERMQEPXSLYQER
transmission but no person-to-person transmission
under normal conditions – when this is seen, the
VMWOSJTERHIQMGVMWIW 4LEWISGGYVW[LIRXLIVI
MWORS[RLYQERXSLYQERXVERWQMWWMSRSJXLIZMVYW
8LMWEPPS[WSYXFVIEOWXLIRITMHIQMGWXSSGGYVERH
IZIRJYVXLIVMRGVIEWIWVMWOSJETERHIQMG-RTLEWI
human-to-human spread is documented in at least
two countries in one WHO region and may well
indicate that a pandemic is imminent. Phase 6, the
TERHIQMGTLEWI MWGLEVEGXIVM^IHF]SYXFVIEOWMREX
least one other country in a different WHO region
MREHHMXMSRXSXLIX[SSVQSVIGSYRXVMIWHI½RIHMR
TLEWI  (IWMKREXMSR SJ XLMW TLEWI MRHMGEXIW XLEX E
global pandemic is under way.
A core problem with pandemics is that ‘they often
arise in regions with low levels of public health
and they rapidly spread across the world to more
EHZERGIH GSYRXVMIW´ -X MW LMKLP] YRYWYEP JSV SRI XS
WXEVXMR WE] XLI97SV)YVSTI -RXVEGMRKXLIGEYWI
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one of the fastest-growing sectors of the global
pharmaceuticals industry, many see that current vaccines
will not help in the future. A critical issue here is that the
rate at which a virus variant can develop is faster than
the speed at which new vaccines can be developed:
YRPMOIQER]SXLIVHMWIEWIW[LIVIEORS[RGSRHMXMSR
already has an established therapy in place, pandemics
are often caused by new strains of virus and so need a
new antiviral vaccine.Typically, creating the new vaccine
XEOIWEVSYRHWM\QSRXLWERHWSXLIVIMWEWMKRM½GERXKET
FIX[IIRTERHIQMGSYXFVIEOERHXVIEXQIRXEZEMPEFMPMX]
1YGLLSTIMWFIMRKTMRRIHSR(2%FEWIHZEGGMRIW
[LIVI(2%VEXLIVXLERHIEHZMVYWTEVXMGPIWKVS[RMR
eggs is used as the base for developing new vaccines.
8LIWISJJIVXLITSXIRXMEPJSVUYMGOIVVIWTSRWIWERHWS
enable faster global distribution.

of a pandemic, it is therefore vital to focus on
³TEXMIRX^IVS´ ¯XLI½VWXTIVWSREPXSFIGSQIMPP 7S
JSV I\EQTPI XLI  W[MRI ¾Y TERHIQMG WXEVXIH
in Mexico and H1N1 patient zero was found in the
ZMPPEKISJ0E+PSVME:IVEGVY^RI\XXSEPEVKIMRHYWXVMEP
TMKJEVQ2SXEFP]XLMWLMKLPMKLXIHXLIVMWMRKVMWOJVSQ
people and animals in many parts of the world
increasingly sharing the same limited water sources.
%PXLSYKLXLITERHIQMG[EWMRWSQI[E]WE
false alarm, as mortality rates were not excessive,
it is seen in many circles as a good model for how
global health authorities will need to cooperate in
the future when more lethal strains of virus spread.

-R XLI RI\X HIGEHI QER] LIEPXLGEVI SVKERMWEXMSRW
EKVII[MXL.EGO0SVH´WMRMXMEPZMI[XLEX³[I[MPPWIIX[S
SVXLVIIQENSVTERHIQMGWXLEX[MPPLEZIEWMKRM½GERX
KPSFEPMQTEGX´+MZIRXLEX7TERMWL¾YOMPPIHEVSYRH 
SJ XLI [SVPH´W TSTYPEXMSR EX XLI XMQI ERH MRJIGXIH
around a third, the consequences of a similar event
XSHE]EVIQEWWMZI-JJSVI\EQTPIERI[WXVEMRSJEZMER
¾Y[IVIXSWTVIEHUYMGOP]JVSQMXWWSYVGIKPSFEPP]XLIR
WSQIIWXMQEXIXLEXEWQER]EWFMPPMSRTISTPIGSYPH
FIMRJIGXIH[MXLMRX[IPZIQSRXLW-JXLIVMKLXZEGGMRIW
EVIRSXHIZIPSTIHERHHMWXVMFYXIHUYMGOP]SRIMR½ZI
of these could die within the year. As was highlighted
MR SRI [SVOWLST³-R QER] [E]W E KPSFEP TERHIQMG
has to be seen as a greater threat to us than nuclear
XIVVSVMWQERHKPSFEP[EVQMRKGSQFMRIH´

8LIW[MRI¾YTERHIQMGEPWSLMKLPMKLXIHXLITVSFPIQW
in availability of suitable vaccines – both in terms of
the right drugs and their global distribution. Although
XLI VIIQIVKIRGI SJ MR¾YIR^E EW E TERHIQMG XLVIEX
LEW WXMQYPEXIH XLI MR¾YIR^E ZEGGMRIW QEVOIX XS FI

8LIVIMWXLIVIJSVIEWMKRM½GERXKPSFEPJSGYWSRIRWYVMRK
global cooperation between health authorities and
on improved monitoring of populations. The WHO
LEW EPVIEH] XEOIR E PIEH MR XLI JSVQIV EVIE ERH EW
WLS[R [MXL W[MRI ¾Y QER] SJ XLI TVSGIWWIW EVI

+PSFEPTERHIQMGW`

In many ways, a global pandemic
has to be seen as a greater threat to
us than nuclear terrorism and global
warming combined.
now in place and are being built upon. Potential
KPSFEP LSX WTSXW EVI GSRXMRYSYWP] FIMRK MHIRXM½IH
XS LMKLPMKLX IQIVKMRK ZMVYW SYXFVIEOW ERH TVIZIRX
future pandemics from reaching their full potential.
)QIVKMRKMRJIGXMSYWHMWIEWIMHIRXM½GEXMSRMWWIIREW
a major area for healthcare investment and is a top
priority for public health systems globally.
-R XIVQW SJ QSRMXSVMRK WIZIVEP SVKERMWEXMSRW FIPMIZI
XLEXXLMWMW[LIVI[I[MPPRS[WIIEWMKRM½GERXMRGVIEWI
in investment. Already several countries have advanced
ETTVSEGLIW MR TPEGI 1SWX RSXEFP] 7MRKETSVI LEW
developed a highly integrated system that ranges
from detailed public information through to advanced
WYVZIMPPERGI 7MRKETSVI´W ³5YEVERXMRI 7]WXIQ´ [EW
HIZIPSTIHHYVMRKXLI7%67SYXFVIEOERHTISTPI[LS
had come into contact with infected persons were
TPEGIH SR LSQI UYEVERXMRI JSV ½ZI SV QSVI HE]W
Thermometers were issued to all citizens and daily
reporting to a centralised system ensured that early
rises in body temperatures were noted as an indication
SJPMOIP]MRJIGXMSRWSXLEXUYEVERXMRMRKGSYPHXEOITPEGI
)QIVKMRK IGSRSQMIW ½RH XLI QSRMXSVMRK ERH
XVEGOMRKSJHMWIEWITEVXMGYPEVP]GLEPPIRKMRK8LI]EVI
hindered by several core obstacles, among them a
KPSFEP WLSVXEKI SJ LIEPXLGEVI [SVOIVW %GGSVHMRK
XS XLI;,3 EQSRK  GSYRXVMIW QSWXP] MR XLI
developing world, there is a critical shortfall in
LIEPXLGEVI [SVOIVW VITVIWIRXMRK E XSXEP HI½GMX SJ

QMPPMSRLIEPXLGEVI[SVOIVW[SVPH[MHI -R7SYXL
%JVMGE [LIVI [I LIPH E [SVOWLST XLIVI EVI JSYV
RYVWIW TIV  TISTPI E ½KYVI [LMGL EPXLSYKL
high for an African country, pales in comparison
with a developed country such as Norway where
XLIVI EVI WM\XIIR RYVWIW TIV  8LMW LYQER
VIWSYVGIWGSRWXVEMRXMRXIRWM½IWXLIEPVIEH]MRGVIEWMRK
pressure on developing-world health systems as
not only must they cope with the need to contain
the spread of communicable diseases associated
with extreme poverty, they must also contend with
the growing incidence of chronic diseases, such as
diabetes and heart disease, an effect of new-found
VIPEXMZI EJ¾YIRGI%WEVIWYPXMRWSQIMRWXERGIWXLI
wherewithal to monitor disease is extremely limited.
Moving forward, many countries expect to roll
out more sophisticated systems for full population
QSRMXSVMRK +PSFEPFMSWYVZIMPPERGIMRMXMEXMZIWEVIMR
place to, for example, enable enhanced monitoring
EXFSVHIVGVSWWMRKWERHOI]XVERWTSVXLYFW WYGLEW
airports, as these are the primary areas where crossinfection can occur and spread the virus. At a wider
level, mass monitoring of vital signs is also under way
in some countries where, for example, daily infrared satellite images are being cross-referenced with
location of mobile phones so that the individual
body temperature of each member of a population
GERFIQSRMXSVIHERH EXXLI½VWXWMKRSJWMKRM½GERX
MRGVIEWINYWXEWMR7MRKETSVI[MXL7%67XLI]GERFI
contacted and quarantined.
+PSFEPTERHIQMGW[MPPLETTIRMRXLIRI\XHIGEHIXLI
TVSFPIQMWXLEX[IHSR´XORS[JVSQI\EGXP][LIVI
XLI] [MPP IQIVKIERH[LEXJSVQ XLI] [MPP XEOI %W
WYGLXLIOI]GLEPPIRKIWEVIMRXLIJEWXERHIJJIGXMZI
VIWTSRWI XS XLI MRMXMEP SYXFVIEO ERH IRWYVMRK XLEX
epidemics do not become pandemics.
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,EPXMRK%P^LIMQIV´W
Stopping mental degradation from Alzheimer’s makes quality ageing
more possible by improving cognition and slowing the rate of decline.
-RSYVHMWGYWWMSRWSRISJXLIFMKFIXWJSVXLIJYXYVI
in the health arena that many are focused on is
FIMRK EFPI XS LEPX XLI VMWI SJ %P^LIMQIV´W HMWIEWI
This disease is a physical condition affecting the brain
and is the most common cause of dementia. Today,
[SVPH[MHI QMPPMSRTISTPILEZI%P^LIMQIV´WERH
as the ageing demographic shift has greater impact,
XLMWMWTVSNIGXIHXSVMWIXSQMPPMSRF]
8LIVI MW GYVVIRXP] RS GYVI JSV%P^LIMQIV´W HMWIEWI
However, drug treatments are available that can
alleviate the symptoms and even slow down the
HMWIEWI´WTVSKVIWWMSRMRWSQITEXMIRXW%PXLSYKLXLI
exact causes of the disease are still being investigated,
TISTPI [MXL %P^LIMQIV´W EVI ORS[R XS LEZI E
shortage of the chemical acetylcholine in their brains.
(VYKWEZEMPEFPIXSTISTPIMRXLIQSHIVEXIWXEKIWSJ
HIQIRXMEWYGLEW%VMGITX)\IPSRERH6IQMR]P[SVO
by maintaining existing supplies of acetylcholine,
the chemical compound which activates muscles.
Another drug, the only one that is suitable for use
in people in the middle to later stages of dementia,
MW GEPPIH )FM\E ERH [SVOW MR E HMJJIVIRX [E] ď MX
prevents the excess entry of calcium ions into brain
GIPPW)\GIWWGEPGMYQMRXLIFVEMRGIPPWHEQEKIWXLIQ
and prevents them from receiving messages from
other brain cells. These drugs are not a cure for
%P^LIMQIV´WEWXLI]LEZIRSIJJIGXSRXLIYRHIVP]MRK
degenerative process of the disease, but they can
stabilise some of the symptoms for a limited period
of time.

*MRHMRK E [E] JSV[EVH JSV%P^LIMQIV´W MW E FYVRMRK
MWWYIIWTIGMEPP]MRXLI97[LIVIXLIVIEVIGYVVIRXP]
5.5 million patients and the direct and indirect costs
SJXLIHMWIEWIEQSYRXXSSZIVFMPPMSRERRYEPP]
-REHHMXMSR XLIHMWIEWIMW[IPPVIGSKRMWIHEWTPEGMRK
heavy economic and social burdens on caregivers.
&]  [MXL QSVI TISTPI PMZMRK PSRKIV ERH WS E
greater percentage of the population susceptible to
XLI HMWIEWI XLI 97 MW JSVIGEWX XS LEZI  QMPPMSR
TISTPI [MXL %P^LIMQIV´W ERH XLI FYVHIR SR XLI
LIEPXLGEVIW]WXIQGSYPHFIEWLMKLEWFMPPMSR
;LMPI ½RHMRK E GYVI JSV %P^LIMQIV´W QE] XEOI
PSRKIV XLER SYV  LSVM^SR E GETEFMPMX] SJ
WXSTTMRKHIKVEHEXMSRMWLMKLP]TVSFEFPI-RJEGXSZIV
the past few years, there have been some major
HIZIPSTQIRXW[LMGLKMZILSTI/I]XSQER]SJXLIWI
is the use of adult stem cells as a base for developing

By 2050, with more people living longer
and so a greater percentage of the
population susceptible to the disease,
the US is forecast to have 14 million
people with Alzheimer’s and the burden
on the healthcare system could be as
high as $500 billion.
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new healthy brain cells. As was highlighted during
the Future Agenda programme, ‘several treatments
in development are designed either to improve
GSKRMXMSRSVXSWPS[XLIVEXISJHIGPMRI´ ERHWSQI
of the most promising avenues of research being
YRHIVXEOIR EX YRMZIVWMXMIW MRGPYHMRK &IVOIPI] JSGYW
SRVIHYGMRK³EQ]PSMHFIXE´PIZIPW
An increasingly accepted hypothesis about
%P^LIMQIV´WMWXLEXMXMRZSPZIWXLIEGGYQYPEXMSRSJE
TEVXMGYPEVTVSXIMRORS[REWEQ]PSMHFIXE[LMGLMWE
TITXMHISJEVSYRHJSVX]EQMRSEGMHW -R%P^LIMQIV´W
patients, two enzymes, beta secretase and gamma
secretase, effectively cut amyloid beta segments out

Several treatments in development are
designed either to improve cognition or
to slow the rate of decline.

of larger, normal parent molecules. These segments
damage neurons and synapses and, as they build up,
either in soluble form or clumped into plaques, cause
XLIIEVP]SRWIXSJ%P^LIMQIV´W7SQISJXLITVSGIWWIW
YRHIV HIZIPSTQIRX EVI JSGYWIH WTIGM½GEPP] SR
preventing amyloid beta from being formed in the
½VWXTPEGIERHEPWSXV]XSWXSTXLIQSPIGYPIWJVSQ
attaching to one another if they do form. Once the
W]QTXSQWSJ%P^LIMQIV´W WYGLEWQIQSV]PSWW EVI
evident, a great deal of neurological damage has
already been done. Therefore, by monitoring and
measuring amyloid beta levels in healthy people
before any degradation, the onset of the disease
can be detected in advance and remedies applied.
Others suggest that ‘a broader strategy is needed,
SRI XLEX MRGSVTSVEXIW XLI VSPI SJ RI[P] MHIRXM½IH
genes and even the chemical processes responsible
JSVOMPPMRKRIVZIGIPPW´
&]  XLIWI ERH SXLIV RI[ HIZIPSTQIRXW MR
genetics and biotechnology are expected to ‘slow
the progression of the disease and further alleviate
MXW FILEZMSYVEP ERH TW]GLSPSKMGEP IJJIGXW´ %W E
consequence, those diagnosed and treated in the
IEVP] WXEKIW SJ %P^LIMQIV´W [MPP TVSFEFP] IRNS] JEV
KVIEXIVWIPJWYJ½GMIRG]XLERMWTSWWMFPIXSHE]
-R E WMQMPEV ZIMR MX MW MRGVIEWMRKP] TVSFEFPI XLEX F]
 [I [MPP EPWS FI EFPI XS LEPX XLI HIGPMRI SJ
TEXMIRXW [MXL 4EVOMRWSR´W HMWIEWI XLI HIKIRIVEXMZI
disorder of the central nervous system that impairs
XLIWYJJIVIV´WQSXSVWOMPPWWTIIGLERHSXLIVJYRGXMSRW
2IEVP]  QMPPMSR TISTPI MR XLI 97 EVI PMZMRK [MXL
4EVOMRWSR´W HMWIEWI MR  EKEMR [MXL RS ORS[R
cure but medication or surgery providing relief from
XLIW]QTXSQW &] LIEPXLJSVIGEWXWTVIHMGXYT
XS  QMPPMSR TEXMIRXW KPSFEPP] [MXL EVSYRH LEPJ SJ
these in China. Following recent campaigns, including

,EPXMRK%P^LIMQIV´W`

IWTIGMEPP] XLI SRI PIH F] XLI EGXSV 1MGLEIP . *S\
there has been increased investment and focus on
this disease.The big hope here is that stem cell-based
techniques will play a big part. One approach being
TYVWYIHMR7[IHIRMRZSPZIWXLIVIQSZEPERHGPSRMRK
of adult neural cells and coaxing them to become
dopamine-producing neurons for subsequent reimplantation into patients. Another study under way
EX 3\JSVH 9RMZIVWMX] MW YWMRK MRHYGIH TPYVMTSXIRX
WXIQGIPPWXEOIRJVSQETEXMIRX´WWOMRXSKVS[RI[
brain neurons. These and similar studies could well
be the next step in cell replacement therapy for
4EVOMRWSR´WHMWIEWI

-RXLIEVIEWSJFSXL%P^LIMQIV´WERH4EVOMRWSR´WXLI
new developments on the horizon open the door
JSVIZIRPSRKIVERHQSVITVSHYGXMZIPMZIW-RFVMRKMRK
mental degradation under the same control as
physical, this could provide an end to the increasingly
common situation of the mind degrading faster than
the body – and certainly delay the onset of decline.

It is increasingly probable that by 2020
we will also be able to halt the decline
of patients with Parkinson’s disease.
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Mass medical tourism
Medical tourism goes mainstream as low-cost cardiac surgery and broader
healthcare provision join dentistry and cosmetic surgery to have global impact.
7[MX^IVPERHLEWPSRKFIIREGIRXVIJSVQIHMGEPLSPMHE]W
– a place where the rich have gone for relaxation and
treatment. Over the past few decades, it also became
a centre for more surgical vacations, often focused on
TVSZMHMRKGSWQIXMGIRLERGIQIRXJSVMXWGYWXSQIVW-R
EWMQMPEVZIMRFSXL7SYXL%JVMGEERH&VE^MPEVIEPWS[IPP
ORS[REWTPEGIWXSKSXSKIXKSSHUYEPMX]GSWQIXMG
surgery. London, LA and Miami are also renowned as
centres of cosmetic excellence. Today, new locations
WYGL EW (YFEM:IRI^YIPE8LEMPERH .EQEMGE ERH XLI
Philippines all variously compete in respective niches
EW XLI TPEGIW JSV XLI X[S[IIO LSPMHE] [MXL ER
MRGPYWMZI XYQQ] XYGO SV FVIEWX IRLERGIQIRX8LI]
have all been recruiting leading plastic surgeons and
building hotels-cum-hospitals to provide cosmetic
services at competitive prices.
While cosmetic surgery has largely paved the way,
other areas of medicine have followed suit over the
past few years, as high-quality services have been
QEHI EZEMPEFPI MR OI] PSGEXMSRW EX PS[ GSWX ERH WS
have become attractive destinations for people from
HMJJIVIRX GSYRXVMIW (IRXMWXV] LEW FIIR E TVMQEV]
area here: Hungary fast became a centre for dental
XSYVMWQMR)YVSTIEWLEW&ERKOSOMR%WME'SWXE6MGE
)P7EPZEHSVERH4EREQELEZIEPPTPE]IHEWMQMPEVVSPI
MR'IRXVEP%QIVMGE-RXLIWIEVIEWLMKLUYEPMX]HIRXEP
[SVOEXVIPEXMZIP]PS[GSWXMREXXVEGXMZIHIWXMREXMSRW
is provided for those with the money and the desire
XS XVEZIP -R  SZIV  9/ VIWMHIRXW [IRX
EFSEVHJSVQIHMGEPXVIEXQIRX SJ[LMGL WSYKLX

HIRXEP TVSGIHYVIW ERH   [IRX JSV GSWQIXMG
surgery. The average spend for such trips was just
YRHIVTIVLIEH
Today there is a shift happening, not just in quality
and cost but also in the complexity of operations
being made available and, going forward, the niche
activity of medical tourism will go increasingly
mainstream as low-cost cardiac surgery and broader
healthcare provision are added into the mix. New
business models and new areas of focus are creating
new destinations.
-RQER]GEWIW MXMW-RHMEXLEXMWPIEHMRKXLI[E] 1SWX
WMKRM½GERXP]EX½VWX[IVIXLIEHZERGIWQEHIF]%VEZMRH
)]I ,SWTMXEPW [MXL GEXEVEGX STIVEXMSRW %HSTXMRK
TVSGIWWXIGLRMUYIWJVSQXLIJEWXJSSHMRHYWXV] (V+
:IROEXEW[EQ] JSYRHIV SJ%VEZMRH )]I 'EVI 7]WXIQ
has pioneered change in the speed, scale and cost of
STIVEXMSRW 4VMQEVMP] EMQIH EX QEOMRK PMJIGLERKMRK
I]I WYVKIV] EZEMPEFPI XS E [MHI VERKI SJ XLI -RHMER
TSTYPEXMSR XLI ½ZI %VEZMRH )]I ,SWTMXEPW MR -RHME
GSRHYGX SZIV  STIVEXMSRW E ]IEV GSWXMRK SR
EZIVEKIVEXLIVXLERXLIYWYEP8SHE] EWXLI
WYGGIWWSJXLIFYWMRIWWQSHIPWGEPIWYT -RHMEMWEPWS
becoming a centre for medical tourism as patients

In many cases, it is India that is leading
the way.

`8LIJYXYVISJLIEPXL

Public health systems in Europe and
healthcare insurance companies in the
US are all ramping up plans to formally
take advantage of the economics
associated with this movement.
quality at this price difference, it is not surprising that
there are already around 1 million medical tourists
KSMRK JVSQ XLI 97 XS -RHME IEGL ]IEV ERH F] 
XLMWMWI\TIGXIHXSVMWIXSSZIVQMPPMSR &]
XLI-RHMEQIHMGEPXSYVMWQQEVOIXMWI\TIGXIHXSFI
[SVXLQSVIXLERFMPPMSR
JVSQXLI97ERH)YVSTI¾]MRJSVERSTIVEXMSRXLEXMW
done as well as anywhere at a fraction of the price.
%PWS MR -RHME XLI 2EVE]ERE ,VYHE]EPE]E ,SWTMXEP
MR &ERKEPSVI MW EPVIEH] TIVJSVQMRK SZIV  LIEVX
STIVEXMSRWE[IIO¯IMKLXXMQIWXLIEZIVEKIEXSXLIV
-RHMERLSWTMXEPWERHXLILMKLIWXMRXLI[SVPH;LEXMW
WMKRM½GERXEFSYXXLIWII\EQTPIWMWRSXNYWXXLIZSPYQI
nor that the quality of the surgery and success rates
are as good as anywhere in the world, but, due to the
nature of the business model and process innovation,
XLI GSWXW EVI WMKRM½GERXP] PS[IV 2EVE]ERE GLEVKIW
NYWX  JSV STIRLIEVX WYVKIV] GSQTEVIH [MXL
FIX[IIRERHMRXLI97;MXLLMKL

Narayana charges just $2,000 for
open-heart surgery compared with
between $20,000 and $100,000 in
the US.

The Narayana Hrudayalaya Hospital is the centre
of the rapidly developing Narayana Health City in
&ERKEPSVI 8LMW GEQTYW [MPP GSRWMWX SJ IMKLX SXLIV
hospitals and research institutes, ranging from a
FIHGERGIVLSWTMXEPXSEFIHI]ILSWTMXEP
to institutes for neuroscience and thrombosis.
Over the next decade, the organisation plans to
recreate a similar health city and medical university
in partnership with the government of the Cayman
-WPERHW XLEX [MPP³VIZSPYXMSRM^I XIVXMEV] LIEPXLGEVI´ MR
the islands, providing medical procedures at half the
GSWXSJ97JEGMPMXMIW%RMRMXMEPFIHJEGMPMX][MPPSTIR
MRERHXLMW[MPPIZIRXYEPP]HIZIPSTMRXSE
bed centre.
7MQMPEVMRMXMEXMZIWEVIYRHIV[E]MRSXLIVGSYRXVMIWEW
[IPP(YFEMMWEMQMRKEXFIMRK³+18´GIRXVISJGEVHMEG
surgery and, as well as attracting the best surgeons, is
also building more dedicated hospital hotels, which
MRGPYHITSWXSTIVEXMZIWYTTSVX8YVOI]MWTPERRMRKJSV
more revenue from medical tourism than the ‘sun and

1EWWQIHMGEPXSYVMWQ`

WERH´X]TIXLI1I\MGERJIHIVEPKSZIVRQIRX´W8SYVMWQ
7IGVIXEVMEX LEW E RI[ MRMXMEXMZI XS KVS[ QIHMGEP
tourism in the country, with the expectation of
ZMWMXSVW[LS[MPPWTIRHQMPPMSRE]IEVF]
ERHMR7SYXL/SVIE[LIVILMKLUYEPMX]QIHMGEP
XVIEXQIRXMWEVSYRH SJXLITVMGIMRXLI97ERH
EVSYRH SJXLEXMR.ETER FMKTPERWJSVI\TERWMSR
EVIEPWSXEOMRKWLETI XEVKIXMRKQMPPMSRTEXMIRXWF]
 -R EHHMXMSR TYFPMG LIEPXL W]WXIQW MR )YVSTI

ERHLIEPXLGEVIMRWYVERGIGSQTERMIWMRXLI97EVIEPP
VEQTMRKYTTPERWXSJSVQEPP]XEOIEHZERXEKISJXLI
economics associated with this movement. Overall,
XLIQIHMGEPXSYVMWQQEVOIXMWI\TIGXIHXSFI[SVXL
 FMPPMSR F]  ERH GPSWI XS  FMPPMSR F]
%XXLMWWGEPI[LEX[EWSRGIERMGLISTXMSRSRP]
for the very rich will be a mainstream activity, and one
that will increasingly become a credible option for the
majority in many developed economies.
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Pharma foods
More customised foods blur the line between pharmaceuticals and food as
QXWULJHQRPLFVDOORZLQGLYLGXDOLVHGGLHWVWRȣWJHQHWLFSURȣOHV
As awareness of advances in biotechnology is
increasing, a growing area of interest is in the use of
foods for medical purposes. There is a long-standing
tradition in many cultures of using natural herbs
ERH JSSHW XS XVIEX EMPQIRXW -R VIGIRX ]IEVW WS
GEPPIH³WYTIVJSSHW´LEZIWXEVXIHXSVIGIMZIMRGVIEWMRK
EXXIRXMSR TEVXMGYPEVP] MR XLI QIHME -RXIVIWX MW RS[
rapidly expanding to foods with clinically enhanced
properties. Probiotics, prebiotics, functional foods,
GPMRMGEPJSSHWERHRYXVEGIYXMGEPWEVIEPPXEPOIHEFSYX
and promoted as being good for you either in general
SV F] WTIGM½GEPP] XEVKIXMRK E FSHMP] JYRGXMSR WYGL
as improving digestion, bone density and so on. As
technology evolves and more is understood about
LS[XSXEMPSVJSSHERHHVYKGSQFMREXMSRWXSFIXXIV½X
individual needs, the opportunities for tailored foods
XLEXYWIMQTVSZIHKIRIXMGTVS½PMRKEVIFYVKISRMRK
&]  QER] MR XLI TLEVQEGIYXMGEPW ERH JSSH
industries predict biotechnical advances to combine
JSSHWKVS[RMRXLI½IPHERHHVYKWHIZIPSTIHMRXLI
PEF-RXLIRI\XHIGEHI[IGERI\TIGXXSWIIEWLMJX
MRWSQISJSYVFEWMGWJVSQXVEHMXMSREP³JEVQIVJSSHW´
XSQSVIWSTLMWXMGEXIH³TLEVQEJSSHW´
The term nutraceuticals, which comes from a
combination of nutrition and pharmaceuticals, is
used to describe ‘food, or a part of a food, that
TVSZMHIW QIHMGEP SV LIEPXL FIRI½XW MRGPYHMRK XLI
TVIZIRXMSR ERHSV XVIEXQIRX SJ E HMWIEWI´ 7S SRI
TIVWSR´W JYRGXMSREP JSSH GER FI ERSXLIV TIVWSR´W
RYXVEGIYXMGEP +MZIR XLEX XLI] EVI GLIETIV XLER

pharmaceutical products and can sometimes
TVSZMHI WSQI SJ XLI FIRI½XW RYXVEGIYXMGEPW EVI E
growth sector attracting pharmaceutical and biotech
GSQTERMIWMRGPYHMRKXLIPMOIWSJ1SRWERXS(Y4SRX
%FFSXX .SLRWSR .SLRWSR 2SZEVXMWERH+IR^]QI
Transgenic. Clinical foods, or medical foods, are by
GSRXVEWX WTIGM½GEPP] JSVQYPEXIH XS QIIX GIVXEMR
RYXVMXMSREP VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ TISTPI [MXL WTIGM½G
illnesses.They are regulated and therefore prescribed
by physicians. Nutraceuticals are, therefore, not
clinical foods.
While these products have been appearing on the
QEVOIX MR VIGIRX ]IEVW XLI RI\X WXIT RS[ SR XLI
LSVM^SRMWMRJSSHWGVIEXIHJSVQIHMGEPFIRI½X8LI
FMK GLERKI MW XLI PMRO FIX[IIR JSSH TVITEVEXMSR
and nutrigenomics, which is applying the sciences
of genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and
metabolomics to human nutrition. Nutrigenomics is
a relatively new science and is the application of highthroughput genomic tools in nutrition research: now
that human genes have been sequenced and we can
YRHIVWXERHQSVIEFSYXSYVQEOIYTRYXVMKIRSQMGW
is essentially the science that allows us to tailor food
XS½XSYVKIRIXMGTVS½PIW

The big change is the link between food
preparation and nutrigenomics.

`8LIJYXYVISJLIEPXL

A salmon can be raised in half the
normal time, have less fat, more meat
and include extra nutrients.
4LEVQEJSSHW³FMSTLEVQEGIYXMGEPW´SV³JEVQEGIYXMGEPW´
are one outcome of this and are compounds produced
JVSQ KIRIXMGEPP] QSHM½IH GVSTW SV ERMQEPW 8LI]
provide higher than usual amounts of various nutrients
that can be consumed as foods. What distinguishes
them from functional foods, nutraceuticals and their
PMOI EVI XLEX XLI] EVI RSX REXYVEPP] SGGYVVMRK8LI]
EVI IRKMRIIVIH XS TVSZMHI WTIGM½G LIEPXL FIRI½XW
JSVMRWXERGI KIRI³TLEVQMRK´ EPPS[WWGMIRXMWXWXSEPXIV
ER ERMQEP´W (2% F] GSQFMRMRK MX [MXL (2% JVSQ
ERSXLIV WTIGMIW 8LI VIWYPXMRK KIRIXMGEPP] QSHM½IH
ERMQEPW ¯ XVERWKIRMG ½WL GEXXPI WLIIT KSEXW ERH
GLMGOIRW¯EVIXEMPSVIHXSTVSZMHIIQFIHHIHHVYKW
and proteins for human consumption. Proponents,
WYGLEWXLI&MSXIGLRSPSK]-RHYWXV]3VKERM^EXMSRWII
that transgenic animals can not only be provided with
traits that will improve disease resistance, but also that
they can accelerate growth and increase proteins,
provider leaner meats, increased muscle mass and
MQTVSZIHRYXVMXMSREPUYEPMX]7SJSVI\EQTPIEWEPQSR
can be raised in half the normal time, have less fat,
more meat and include extra nutrients. Although
RS TVSHYGXW EVI GYVVIRXP] SR XLI QEVOIX XLI 97
2EXMSREP%GEHIQ]SJ7GMIRGIYRHIVXSSOEWXYH]XLEX
did not identify any food safety concerns. Alongside
the ethical issues of blurring the difference between
different species, issues around environmental impact
and animal welfare are, however, raised by those
against this sort of development.

Plant-made pharmaceuticals are produced by
using similar technology in plants: transgenic plants
are engineered to have resistance to pests and
harsh conditions as well as improved shelf life and
RYXVMXMSREP ZEPYI 1SHM½IH TSXEXSIW LEZI FIIR
IRLERGIH [MXL TVSXIMR ERH MR  WGMIRXMWXW
altered a carrot so that it would produce calcium
and become a possible cure for osteoporosis.
8LIVILEWEPWSFIIRHMWGYWWMSRSJXLIFIRI½XXLEX
GER FI KEMRIH JSV ZMXEQMR % HI½GMIRG] JVSQ XLI
consumption of golden rice, which was developed by
XLI-RXIVREXMSREP6MGI6IWIEVGL-RWXMXYXIXSEPPIZMEXI
QMGVSRYXVMIRXHI½GMIRGMIWMRHIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIW
As a group, such pharma foods have been a
GSRXVSZIVWMEP MWWYI *SV I\EQTPI FEGO MR 
WIZIVEPJSSHGSQTERMIWPSFFMIHXLI97(ITEVXQIRX
of Agriculture against the introduction of pharma
foods due to ‘concerns about their negative impacts
SR JSSH WEJIX] SR QEVOIXW JSV JSSH GVSTW ERH SR
XLIMRXIKVMX]SJXLI[MHIVJSSHWYTTP]´4ITWM'SWE[
XLEX³XLI WMKRM½GERX VMWOSJ GVSTGSRXEQMREXMSRXLEX
is present when plant-made pharmaceuticals are
produced in food and/or feed crops leads us to
the conclusion that the only way to prevent such
E GSRXEQMREXMSR MW XS TVSLMFMX XLIMV TVSHYGXMSR´ -R
MXW  'SVTSVEXI 7SGMEP 6IWTSRWMFMPMX] VITSVX
addressing concern about the testing of plant-made
TLEVQEGIYXMGEPW +IRIVEP 1MPPW WXEXIH XLEX³XS JYPP]
ensure the safety of world production via plants
ERHKVEMRW +IRIVEP1MPPWGYVVIRXP]STTSWIWQSZMRK
XS TVSHYGXMSR SJ ER] WSGEPPIH³TLEVQEJSSH´ XLEX
would use a food crop or food grain to grow or
TVSHYGITPERXQEHITLEVQEGIYXMGEPW´
However, despite this reticence, and given the
increasingly populous and hungry world, many
companies are now progressing with the development

4LEVQEJSSHW`

SJTLEVQEJSSHW-RLMWMRMXMEPTIVWTIGXMZISRXLIJYXYVI
SJJSSH .MQ/MVO[SSHLMKLPMKLXIHXLISTTSVXYRMXMIW
and challenges:

REXYVEPJSSHHIPMZIVIHTVIZIRXEXMZILIEPXLFIRI½XWERH
begin to provide natural, food-delivered disease state
MQTVSZIQIRXFIRI½XW[MXLSYXJSSHFIGSQMRKEHVYK²

“Pharma-foods, the intersection between food and
pharmaceuticals, is an area of growing opportunity
for many in the food sector. As consumers demand
QSVI XIGLRSPSKMGEPP] WSTLMWXMGEXIH JSSHW [MXL YRMUYI
GSQTPI\LIEPXLFIRI½XW JSSHGSQTERMIW[MPPRIIHXS
respond. We now understand more about individuals’
disease propensities from the human genome.Therefore
nutrigenomic determination of diet becomes technically
possible.Technology is advancing and as natural bioactive
components are better understood, the line between
pharma and food will blur: The challenge will be how
XS GSRXMRYI XS ½RH RI[ [E]W XS GSRXMRYI XS TVSZMHI

-R E 2I[=SVO [SVOWLST XLMW ZMI[ KEMRIH GPIEV
support. As well as the wider recognition of the
global need for more proteins and nutrients,
TEVXMGMTERXW WE[ XLEX³KIRIXMG TVS½PMRK MW EHZERGMRK
ZIV]UYMGOP]ERHMWRS[EGGITXIHEWEKSSHXLMRK´
‘business models in the pharmaceuticals sector
EVI IRGSYVEKMRK WMKRM½GERX MRZIWXQIRX MR XLI EVIE´
and that ‘nutrigenomics will fundamentally change
consumer healthcare as nutritional screening
FIGSQIW E WXERHEVH TEVX SJ LIEPXL GLIGOYTW ERH
GSRWYQIVW VIEHMP] TVSZMHI XLIMV KIRIXMG TVS½PI´
%PXLSYKLEGSRXVSZIVWMEPWYFNIGXKMZIRXLIFIRI½XWXS
be gained, the fast pace of technology development
and a shift in government regulation on the horizon,
the advent of widespread availability of pharma
JSSHWF]PSSOWMRGVIEWMRKP]PMOIP] 'YWXSQMWIH
JSSHW XLEX QEXGL QIHMGEP FIRI½X XS ]SYV KIRIXMG
TVS½PI[MPPFIMR]SYVWLSTTMRKFEWOIXWSSR

+IRIXMGTVS½PMRKMWEHZERGMRKZIV]
UYMGOP]ERHMWRS[EGGITXIHEWE
good thing.
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7]WXIQMGIYXLEREWME
The escalating economic and social cost of supporting the aged beyond
natural lifecycles leads to wider acceptance of assisted suicide.
+MZIR XLI GIVXEMRX] SJ MQFEPERGIH TSTYPEXMSR
growth and the increasingly ageing population, some
claim that there are people born today who, if they
[MWLGSYPHPMZIJSVSZIV]IEVW;MXLXLIGYVVIRX
VIGSVH EX  ERH E LSWX SJ TISTPI EPVIEH] PMZMRK
past 115, there is little doubt that, with technology
EHZERGMRKEWUYMGOP]EWMXMWTL]WMGEPP]EHHMRKERSXLIV
]IEVWSVWSMWPSSOMRKTSWWMFPI;LIXLIVSVRSX
mental capacity can be sustained for that long may
be a greater challenge, but the world will certainly
KIXYWIHXSQSVIERHQSVIGIRXIREVMERW-RXLI9/
EPSRIXLIVIEVISZIVSJXLIQXSHE]
While this may be all well and good at an individual
level, many see that, from a societal perspective,
the ageing population is presenting us with a major
½RERGMEP FYVHIR IWTIGMEPP] KMZIR XLEX GYVVIRX
pensions were not really designed for people living
QYGL FI]SRH  ;MXL MRGVIEWMRK HITIRHIRG]
ratios in many nations and escalating healthcare
costs across the board, some people have been
EWOMRKXLIVEXLIVHMJ½GYPXUYIWXMSRWEVSYRH[LIXLIV
we can continue to cope with this level of mass
long-term ageing.
An increasing number of healthcare professionals
see that life-sustaining treatment is frequently not
GSWXIJJIGXMZI-RXLI97EGYXILSWTMXEPGEVIEGGSYRXW
JSV SZIV LEPJ   SJ XLI WTIRHMRK JSV 1IHMGEVI
FIRI½GMEVMIW MR XLI PEWX X[S ]IEVW SJ PMJI -R QER]
other countries, the high costs of surgery, intensive

%VIGIRXWXYH]MR&VE^MPGSR½VQIHXLEX
over 70% of total healthcare costs occur
in the twelve months before death.
care and life-extending drugs used towards the end
SJ E TEXMIRX´W PMJI EHHW YT XS RIEVP]   SJ XSXEP
LIEPXLGEVIGSWXW%VIGIRXWXYH]MR&VE^MPGSR½VQIH
XLEX SZIV   SJ XSXEP LIEPXLGEVI GSWXW SGGYV MR
the twelve months before death. And a story on
&PSSQFIVK E GSYTPI SJ ]IEVW EKS LMKLPMKLXIH XLI
GEWI SJ SRI 97 VIWMHIRX [LSWI LIEPXLGEVI GSWXW
XSXEPPIH  EPQSWX X[SXLMVHW SJ MX JSV XLI
½REPX[IRX]JSYVQSRXLWERH EGGSVHMRKXSLMW[MJI
‘much of it for treatments that no one can say for
WYVILIPTIHI\XIRHLMWPMJI´
+MZIRWYGLTVIHMGXEFPIXVIRHWEUYIWXMSRMRGVIEWMRKP]
being raised in governments and medical policy
groups is whether we should continue to put in all
these resources and effort, in many cases only to
HIPE]XLIMRIZMXEFPIF]EJI[QSRXLW-RE97JYXYVI
SJLIEPXL[SVOWLST XLIUYIWXMSR[EWEWOIH³;LIR
[MPP XLI 97 EHSTX XLI (S 2SX 6IWYWGMXEXI TSPMG]
YWIHF]XLI2EXMSREP,IEPXL7IVZMGIMRXLI9/#´ %
(26SVHIVSRETEXMIRX´W½PIQIERWXLEXEHSGXSV
is not required to resuscitate a patient if his or her
heart stops and is designed to prevent unnecessary
suffering.This is used when a patient is in hospital and

`8LIJYXYVISJLIEPXL

When will the US adopt the Do Not
Resuscitate policy used by the National
Health Service in the UK?
TL]WMGMEREWWMWXIHWYMGMHISVIYXLEREWME ,S[IZIVMR
most countries, despite a number of legal challenges,
assisted suicide for the terminally ill remains illegal –
albeit rarely prosecuted. Acceptance of the concept
MW RSX [MHIWTVIEH ERH WSQI [SVOWLSTW QSWX
RSXMGIEFP]MR7SYXL%JVMGE VINIGXIHXLIGSRGITXJSV
religious reasons. Nevertheless, recent attention
MR XLI;IWXIVR TVIWW LEW WTIGM½GEPP] FIIR JSGYWIH
on the growing popularity of clinics such as those
VYR F] (MKRMXEW ERH )<-8 MR 7[MX^IVPERH 7MRGI MXW
JSYRHEXMSR MR  (MKRMXEW LEW EWWMWXIH EVSYRH
 TISTPI XS HMI   SJ XLIQ JVSQ +IVQER]
ERH JVSQXLI9/
XLIFIRI½XWSJXVIEXQIRXEVIWIIRXSFISYX[IMKLIH
F]XLIFYVHIRWSJJYXYVIUYEPMX]SJPMJI7SQIVIKEVH
XLMWEWEJSVQSJTEWWMZIIYXLEREWME%XXLI[SVOWLST
MX[EWEVKYIHXLEX³MJXLI97[IVIXSEHSTXXLIWEQI
policy, the savings to the healthcare budget would
be enormous and unnecessary suffering of patients
who had little hope of long-term recovery would be
EZSMHIH´ ,S[IZIV XLMWMWNYWXSRIWXITERHSXLIVW
EVITVSTSWMRKIZIRQSVIWMKRM½GERXGLERKIW
Over the past few years, euthanasia and physicianassisted suicide for the terminally ill have become
prominent medical and social issues. There are
legal and ethical constraints on euthanasia in many
countries, but not in all. Physician-assisted suicide
and euthanasia are legal in, for example, Colombia,
&IPKMYQ ERH XLI 2IXLIVPERHW MR    SJ
all deaths in the Netherlands were as a result of

-R QEVOIXW WYGL EW XLI 97 [LIVI XLI LIEPXLGEVI
W]WXIQMWPEVKIP]JSGYWIHSROIITMRKTISTPIEPMZIJSV
EW PSRK EW TSWWMFPI EWWMWXIH WYMGMHI ERH (26 EVI
LMKLP] GSRXVSZIVWMEP XSTMGW )ZIR [MXL MRGVIEWMRKP]
public debate, such as the plea from author Terry
Pratchett, who has called for tribunals to give sufferers
from incurable diseases the right to medical help to
end their lives, wider acceptance of euthanasia is still
MRXLIQMRSVMX]&YXMXMWKVS[MRK
-RXIR]IEVWQER]XLMROXLEXQSVIERHQSVITISTPI
[MPPWXEVXXSWIIXLEXPMJIHSIWR´XRIIHXSKSSRJSV
ever, especially since the option to live for longer in
reasonable comfort is really only a luxury for wealthier
nations where the healthcare systems, insurance
policies and private wealth enable increased levels
of support.The argument is that systemic euthanasia

7]WXIQMGIYXLEREWME`

should be introduced. Moreover, this should not be
limited just to those who have a proven terminal
illness but should be an option available to all.
With the economic burdens evident and the trends
clear, the rational side of the case is increasingly
EGGITXIH FYXMRQER]MR¾YIRXMEPGMVGPIWXLIIXLMGEP
emotional and political perspectives are also shifting.
7SQI WII XLEX STIRMRK XLI HSSV JSV IYXLEREWME
beyond those with terminal illness is a slippery slope
leading to a point where individuals who would not
SXLIV[MWIGSRWMHIVMXQE]FITVIWWYVMWIHMRXSEWOMRK
for assisted suicide by interested parties; others see
XLEXXLISTXMSRXSTVSEGXMZIP]GLIGOSYXSJPMJI[LIR

The rational side of the case is increasingly
EGGITXIHFYXMRQER]MR¾YIRXMEPGMVGPIW
the ethical, emotional and political
perspectives are also shifting.

enough is enough is a sign of a more balanced society.
2SHSYFXXLIHIFEXI[MPPGSRXMRYIERHTMGOYTTEGI
EW QSVI GSYRXVMIW QEOI EWWMWXIH WYMGMHI PIKEP ERH
JSV XLSWI XLEX HSR´X XLI RYQFIVW XVEZIPPMRK EGVSWW
borders for the service may well increase.
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The future of wealth

How wealth is created, valued, shared and used
over the next decade is subject to a number of
TSWWMFPIGLERKIW+PSFEPMWEXMSRLEWGSRRIGXIHQER]
of us in ways we never conceived of that allow new
ideas to be shared and innovations to accelerate.
-XLEWEPWSPMROIHYWXSKIXLIVMR[E]WXLEXQIER
WLSGOWMRSRIVIKMSRGERUYMGOP]FIXVERWJIVVIH
XSERSXLIV%¾EXXIV[SVPHMRTEVXWMWTVSZMHMRK
opportunities for those with talent to leapfrog
ahead of others, but at the same time there is a
growing imbalance between the haves and the
have-nots in society. The next decade will see new
technologies that will drive new business models
that will, in turn, change how wealth is created and
shared, but it will also see political and social needs
drive other changes in how we manage and use the
wealth and resources that we have available. There
MWEPWSGPIEVP]WMKRM½GERXMR¾YIRGIMRXLMWEVIEJVSQ
the certain shift in the centre of gravity to Asia and
the consequences that this will have for wealth
creation, trading and even currencies. As with the
health cluster, we have chosen eight of the most
WMKRM½GERXTVSFEFPIGLERKIWXLEXGEQIYTMRXLI
discussions, some of which have global relevance
whereas others have a very local impact.

The topics covered in the following pages are:
(MJJIVIRXMEXIHORS[PIHKI
(]REQMGTVMGMRK
Lease everything
Less energy
Local currency
Mobile money
6MGLIVTSSVIV
Third global currency

(MJJIVIRXMEXIHORS[PIHKI
As information is shared globally and insight is commoditised, the best returns
go to those who can produce non-standard, differentiated knowledge.
-R LMW VIGIRX FSSOW The World is Flat and Hot, Flat
and Crowded, Thomas Friedman, New York Times
columnist and three-time Pulitzer Prize winner, did an
I\GIPPIRXNSFSJWLEVMRKLS[XLI¾EXXIRIH[SVPHSJ
XLITEWXHIGEHILEWFIIRHVMZIRF]UYMGOIVERHIEWMIV
ORS[PIHKI WLEVMRK 8LVSYKL LMW QYPXMTPI I\EQTPIW
JVSQ-RHMEERH'LMREMRTEVXMGYPEVLILMKLPMKLXIHLS[
the alignment of increasing globalisation, high-speed
internet connections and new business models all
LIPTIHXLIPMOIWSJ-RJSW]W;MTVSERH8EXEXSFIGSQI
ORS[PIHKI IRKMRIW %W SYXWSYVGMRK SJ GEPPGIRXVIW
to lower cost economies merged with offshoring
SJ OI] HEXEMRXIRWMZI XEWOW XS E WMQMPEV KVSYT SJ
GSYRXVMIW ORS[LS[ [EW WXIEHMP] XVERWJIVVIH JVSQ
the developed to the developing world.

SJ I\GIPPIRGI MR XLIMV S[R VMKLX 1MGVSWSJX´W PEF MR
&IMNMRK MW SRI SJ MXW QSWX EHZERGIH MR XLI [SVPH
-RJSW]WHIWMKRWIRKMRIWJSV+1ERH[MRKWJSV%MVFYW
and much of the pharmaceutical industry is shifting
GETEFMPMX] XS 'LMRE ERH -RHME 1IER[LMPI XLI SPH
IGSRSQMIWEVI½RHMRKMXQSVIERHQSVIHMJ½GYPXXS
OIITTEGI 2I[ORS[PIHKIGVIEXMSRLEWXLIVIJSVI
been the common focus for many and the idea of
FYMPHMRKORS[PIHKIIGSRSQMIWLEWFIIRXLITSPMG]
reactions of many countries which have seen their
value-creating manufacturing capabilities disappear.

%W ,EVZEVH´W 'PE]XSR 'LVMWXIRWIR EYXLSV SJ
RYQIVSYW FSSOW SR HMWVYTXMZI MRRSZEXMSR LEW EPWS
highlighted through his stories about the changes in
XLI4'MRHYWXV]SYXWSYVGMRKHVMZIWORS[PIHKIWLEVMRK
and value creation. He focused on the way in which
97GSQTYXIVGSQTERMIWWYGLEW'SQTEUERH(IPP
shifted parts manufacture, then assembly and then,
½REPP] HIWMKR XS 'LMRE ERH8EM[ER %W E VIWYPX LI
WLS[WLS[XLIPMOIWSJ%GIV0IRSZSERH,8'[IVI
able to build up their expertise to a point where they
themselves have now become the new incumbent
GSQTIXMXMSRERHXLI[SVPH´WPIEHMRKFVERHW

“To achieve recovery, Britain has no choice but to create a
balanced and sustainable knowledge economy by 2020
and therefore must devise new ways of intervention to
EGLMIZI GLERKI8LI UYIWX MW SR JSV TSPMG] PIZIVW XLEX
can deliver changed behaviour as effectively but more
cheaply.”

Today, the fast-growth economies are no longer
fast-followers but have become global centres

-RXLI9/XLI;SVO*SYRHEXMSRVIGIRXP]TYFPMWLIHE
VITSVXSR³-RRSZEXMSR'VIEXMZMX]ERH)RXVITVIRIYVWLMT
MR´[LMGLMRLIEHPMRIEVKYIWXLEX

The fast-growth economies are no
longer fast-followers but have become
global centres of excellence in their
own right.

`8LIJYXYVISJ[IEPXL

As the half-life of knowledge continues
to shrink, 2020 will see greater
commoditisation of knowledge.
%WWYGLXSFYMPHRI[ORS[PIHKIYRMZIVWMXMIWEVSYRH
the world have been increasing their status as
ORS[PIHKILYFW &YXNYWXEWQER]MRWXMXYXMSRWLEZI
been trying to create exclusive content. Leaders such
EW1-8JSVMRWXERGILEZITYXEPPXLIMVGSYVWIQEXIVMEPW
online free of charge through the OpenCourseWare
TPEXJSVQ7SLS[GERSXLIVWGSQTIXI#
8LIJYXYVIGLEPPIRKILIVIMWXLEXJSVER]ORS[PIHKI
IGSRSQ]XSVIEPP][SVO MXMWEQEXXIVSJFSXLWGEPI
ERHHMJJIVIRXMEXMSR-RXLIMRMXMEPTSMRXSJZMI[SRXLI
JYXYVISJ[SVO'LVMW1I]IVEVKYIHXLIGEWIXLEX³EW
XLILEPJPMJISJORS[PIHKIGSRXMRYIWXSWLVMRO 
[MPPWIIKVIEXIVGSQQSHMXMWEXMSRSJORS[PIHKI´ ,I
sees that, over the next decade, ‘the industrialization
SJMRJSVQEXMSR[SVOMWGIVXEMRERH[MPPEJJIGXTVIXX]
QYGL IZIV] FYWMRIWW´ %HH MRXS XLI QM\ E QEWWMZI
MQFEPERGI FIX[IIR XLI 97 ERH 'LMRE MR XIVQW SJ
KVEHYEXIWERHXLI97ERH-RHMEMRXIVQWSJIRKMRIIVW
ERHMXMWIEW]XSWIIESRI[E]WLMJXXEOMRKTPEGI
A fundamental issue embedded in this topic is the
IRH SJ MRXIPPIGXYEP TVSTIVX] -4  %PXLSYKL XLMW LEW
been on the cards in some sectors for several years,
it has now become a more widespread concern.
.YWXEW-4MRXLIQYWMGERHIHYGEXMSRMRHYWXVMIWLEW
been challenged by new business models, many
WII XLEX VIKYPEXMSR [MPP JEMP XS OIIT YT [MXL HMKMXEP
collaborative platforms for innovation. With the
growth of the creative commons and open source
movements, core components of corporate and

MRWXMXYXMSREP ORS[PIHKI [MPP MRGVIEWMRKP] FI WLEVIH
without restriction and, in the eyes of some, result in
XLIJYVXLIVHIGPMRISJGST]VMKLXERH[IEOIVTEXIRXW
%W'LVMW1I]IVEWOIHEXXLIWXEVXSJXLITVSKVEQQI
³MJ-8LEWVIHYGIHXLIQEVKMREPGSWXSJ-4XSIWWIRXMEPP]
^IVS LS[ [MPP MRGIRXMZIW JSV GVIEXMZI [SVO GLERKI
to recognise these two powerful economic shifts?
Will the open innovation movement evolve to a
TSMRX [LIVI ORS[LS[ ERH GETEFMPMX] VEXLIV XLER
TYVI-4MRXLIXVEHMXMSREPWIRWIMWXLIGYVVIRG]#-JWS
LS[ [MPP SVKERMWEXMSRW QSRIXMWI GSPPEFSVEXMSR#´ %R
increasing selection of commentators are predicting
XLEXGSQQSHMXMWIHORS[PIHKIQE]IZIRWPS[HS[R
innovation.
However, there is an alternative view – that of
GVIEXMRK HMJJIVIRXMEXIH GSQQSHMXMWIH ORS[PIHKI
+EV] ,EQIP VIGIRXP] GSQQIRXIH XLEX³MR E [SVPH
SJ GSQQSHMXMWIH ORS[PIHKI XLI VIXYVRW KS XS
the companies who can produce non-standard
ORS[PIHKI´ %TTPI ½IVGIP] TVSXIGXMZI SJ MXW -4 MW
often cited as a company whose sales and margins
EVI FSXL E VI¾IGXMSR SJ MXW YRMUYI ORS[PIHKI ERH
ORS[LS[;LMPIGPIEVEXEGSQTER]PIZIPXLIWXSV]
is less strong at a national level: this view suggests
that at a large/global scale, the competition is on to
be the differentiated sources of insight. At a national
economy scale, where one cannot have everyone
TVSHYGMRK RSRWXERHEVH ORS[PIHKI XLI GLEPPIRKI
MW QSVI EFSYX WTIIH ERH IJ½GMIRG] SJ ORS[PIHKI
development and sharing at a broader scale.
Furthermore, another recent development adds
GSQTPI\MX] XS XLI EVKYQIRX 'SQTERMIW PMOI 7ER
*VERGMWGSFEWIH 1EZIR 6IWIEVGL SV +0+ +VSYT
are scaling up and positioning themselves as
intermediaries for sharing of expertise – namely,
HMJJIVIRXMEXIHGSQQSHMXMWIHORS[PIHKI

(MJJIVIRXMEXIHORS[PIHKI`

“Maven is the Global Knowledge Marketplace. We
connect knowledge seekers with knowledgeable
individuals for the rapid exchange of expertise,
perspective, and opinion. Our Members (‘Mavens’)
include individuals from all professional backgrounds,
geographies, and functional roles. Mavens are paid to
participate in short telephone consultations and custom
surveys conducted by other professionals who seek to
learn from their knowledge.”

QSVI WTIGMEPMWEXMSR SJ ORS[PIHKI [MXLMR FSYXMUYI
consulting companies where it is more about what
you do with the insight rather than the accessing of
it; probably faster migration up the scale from novice
to expert; and possibly further erosion of developing
GSYRXVMIW´ PIEH MR OI] EVIEW EW XLI GLERRIPW JSV
TIVWSREPP] TVS½XEFPI HMWWIQMREXMSR SJ ORS[LS[
SZIVVMHIXLIIGSRSQMGEPP]WMKRM½GERXVIXIRXMSRERH
HIZIPSTQIRXSJRSRWXERHEVHORS[PIHKI

7S LIVIMWEHIZIPSTQIRXXLEXMWJYVXLIVWIIOMRKXS
GSQQSHMXMWI ORS[PIHKI F] GSRRIGXMRK MRHMZMHYEPW
within companies, academia, governments – in fact,
anyone with insight – to people and organisations
TVITEVIHXSTE]JSVXLEXMRWMKLX -XMWIEVP]HE]WJSV
Maven but, in principle, this is a good disruption to the
ORS[PIHKIFEWIH GSRWYPXMRK ERH VIWIEVGL WIGXSVW
that erodes differentiation. What are the implications
for the future as more programmes such as Maven
ramp up and begin to have a major impact, especially
MR JEWXHIZIPSTMRK ORS[PIHKI IGSRSQMIW# 4VSFEFP]

With the evident rebalancing of economic power –
and, with it, associated expertise – it is clear that, by
 XLI ORS[PIHKI GVIEXSVW [MPP FI E WMKRM½GERXP]
HMJJIVIRX WIX XLER XLI] [IVI MR  &I XLI]
individuals, companies or countries, those that rise
EFSZIXLIQIPII[MPPMRXLIMVS[R[E]WLEZI[SVOIH
SYXRSXSRP]LS[XSGVIEXIRSRWXERHEVHORS[PIHKI
that others value, but they will have also been able to
sustain this so that it continues to be differentiated.
8LI]QE][IPPLEZIQSZIHFI]SRHXLI-4JVEQI[SVOW
designed to protect ideas to operate in a truly open
RIX[SVOSJMRJSVQEXMSRI\GLERKI[LIVI-4MWRSXXLI
IWWIRXMEPXVEHEFPIEWWIX8LI[MRRIVWMR[MPPFI
the ones that manage the delicate balance of new
ORS[PIHKI GVIEXMSR ERH KPSFEP WLEVMRK MR E [E] MR
which, even if there is less formal protection available
JSVMRXIPPIGXYEPTVSTIVX]XLIZEPYISJXLIORS[LS[MW
in itself not given away.

It is clear that, by 2020, the knowledge
GVIEXSVW[MPPFIEWMKRM½GERXP]HMJJIVIRX
set than they were in 2000.
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(]REQMGTVMGMRK
Pervasive smart meters and ubiquitous tracking services create platforms for
the dynamic pricing of resources, access and travel to manage demand.
Most of us today are used to the price of goods
and services remaining largely stable. The cost of a
loaf of bread, a pair of jeans or a bottle of water
varies little if at all. Where there is variation because
of competing suppliers and retailers changing their
TVMGIWXLMWMWPEVKIP]QEVKMREPERHSGGYVWSRE[IIO
XS[IIOSVQSRXLXSQSRXLFEWMW;LMPIXLITVMGIW
SJOI]GSQQSHMXMIWJVSQWYKEVERHGSJJIIXSSMPERH
WXIIPHSZEV]QMRYXIF]QMRYXISRXLIKPSFEPWXSGO
exchanges, this volatility is not immediately passed
on through the supply chain but instead is absorbed
F] XVEHIVW MRXIVQIHMEVMIW ERH [LSPIWEPIVW )ZIR
[LIRXLIVIEVIWTMOIWMR[LSPIWEPITVMGIWGEYWIHF]
heightened resource constraints resulting from the
supply/demand imbalance of rice, wheat or gas, for
instance, we as consumers are largely insulated from
them. All in all, the vast majority of areas currently
I\TIVMIRGI E TVIXX] WXEFPI QEVOIX [LIVI EZIVEKI
prices are reactive and lag the supply-side costs by
at least a month or so.
Where we do experience price variation on a
standard product or service, it is largely predictable
ERHGPIEVP]GSQQYRMGEXIHMREHZERGI3JJTIEOERH
TIEOXMQI XMGOIXMRK SR TYFPMG XVERWTSVX MW E [MHIP]
adopted mechanism for trying to balance out
consumer use of trains, trams and buses in many
countries so that those who are able to might decide
to save money by travelling outside of rush hour
TIVMSHW SV F] FY]MRK XMGOIXW MR EHZERGI SV MR FYPO
The same principle is applied on many toll roads.

Also in the transport sector, airline seat costs vary
not only during the day using a more segmented
TIEOSJJTIEO QSHIP FYX EPWS XLVSYKL WMKRM½GERX
HMWGSYRXW JSV FSSOMRK IEVP] -R ER MRHYWXV] [LIVI
XLIVI MW PMQMXIH GETEGMX] XLI EMVPMRIW EVI OIIR XS
maximise passenger loading, using variable pricing to
attract the majority of customers early and maximise
VIZIRYI JSV PEWXQMRYXI SV ¾I\MFPI FSSOMRKW 3ZIV
recent years the varied pricing models adopted by
XLIPS[GSWXEMVPMRIW JVSQ7SYXL[IWXMRXLI97XS
6]ER%MVMR)YVSTIERH7TMGI.IXMR-RHME EVIE[IPP
recognised area of variable pricing understood by
GYWXSQIVW ERH VI½RIH EW E GSVI GSQTIXIRGI F]
competing operators.
-R E JI[ SXLIV EVIEW [I EVI EPWS I\TIVMIRGMRK
tiered or variable pricing for different experiences.
From the timing of a visit to the cinema and the
choice of seats at a concert to paying a premium
to watch live sport on TV, across the entertainment
sector many of us are already used to the concept
of paying different fees to experience an identical
product depending on the time of day or distance
JVSQ XLI WXEKI -R EHHMXMSR MR WSQI GSYRXVMIW [I
EVIEPWSYWIHXSXLIGSRGITXSJTIEOERHSJJTIEO
energy use – for domestic as well as industrial users.
While these examples are long established in their
respective areas, to date they have shown limited
variation and none has yet varied in real time. With
the widespread introduction and adoption of a
RYQFIV SJ OI] XIGLRSPSKMIW VERKMRK JVSQ WQEVX

`8LIJYXYVISJ[IEPXL

meters to mobile-based location, things are about
XSGLERKI -RVIWTSRWIXSVMWMRKGSRWXVEMRIHWYTTP]
of some core resources and in a desire to more
½RIP] XYRI GSRWYQIV FILEZMSYV MR ER MRGVIEWMRKP]
proactive manner, the advent of dynamic pricing
models is on the horizon.
7XEVXMRK SJJ MR XLI YXMPMXMIW WIGXSV QER] GSYRXVMIW
are currently passing regulations to introduce smart
meters that will allow real-time monitoring of
electricity, gas and water use. At a basic level, remote
reading of utility consumption allows the industry to
have a better view of demand and so match supply
and, at the same time, enables individual domestic and
MRHYWXVMEPGYWXSQIVWXSXVEGOXLIMVGSRWYQTXMSRERH
associated cost. However, as highlighted in several of
XLI*YXYVI%KIRHE[SVOWLSTWXLIWEQIXIGLRSPSK]
also allows far more sophisticated interaction.
+MZIRXLEX[EXIVWYTTP]ZEVMIWSREWIEWSREPFEWMWERH
consumption on an hourly if not minute-by-minute
basis, with increasing physical and economic water
stress prevalent in many countries, the capability to use
smart meters to introduce dynamic pricing is being
MRGVIEWMRKP] HMWGYWWIH -R 7MRKETSVI E GSYRXV] [IPP
recognised for its water scarcity, individual households
are already given a set quota of basic water supply
on a daily basis and a higher price is charged for
EHHMXMSREPGSRWYQTXMSR )YVSTIERVIKYPEXSVWEVIRS[
preparing the way for a similar approach but with more
WIKQIRXIHHMJJIVIRXMEXMSR³)ZIV]LSYWILSPH[MPPKIXE
HEMP]EPPS[ERGISJ[EXIVWYJ½GMIRXJSVXLIIWWIRXMEPWFYX
additional use will be charged at different rates that
ZEV] HITIRHMRK SR XLI XMQI SJ HE] ERH WIEWSR´ 7S
customers will be able to see the immediate cost of
having a bath rather than a shower, using their washing
QEGLMRIWEXTIEOVEXLIVXLERSJJTIEOXMQIWEW[IPPEW
the price of cleaning their cars or watering their lawns.

Customers can, for example, see the
cost of catching a train, but also the
saving that can be made by waiting half
an hour for the next one.
&] YWMRK H]REQMG TVMGMRK XS QEOI WYTTP]HIQERH
MQFEPERGI FSXL ZMWMFPI ERH ½RERGMEPP] WMKRM½GERX XS
customers, utilities companies aim at better managing
XLISZIVEPPW]WXIQ -RWSQIQEVOIXWXLIVIQE]FIER
MRMXMEPGLEPPIRKIJVSQGSRWYQIVW[LSQMKLXXEOIXMQIXS
come to terms with and trust the new technology, but
once it has been accepted the same principles apply to
electricity and gas with a view to both better managing
and better communicating individual and collective use.
The concept of reverse charging is also gaining traction
whereby individuals who generate their own electricity
[MPPFIEFPIXSWIPPXLIMVI\GIWWFEGOMRXSXLIREXMSREP
grid. This inverts the smart meter model as customers
can become net contributors as well as net consumers.
-RXIVIWXMRKP] SRISJXLI6'%TVSNIGXWI\TPSVIHLS[
this might be manifested for electricity supply through
WMQTPIGPIEVVIEPXMQIJIIHFEGOEXIEGLWSGOIX +MZIR
that the introduction of smart meters is now a legal
VIUYMVIQIRXJSVMRQER]GSYRXVMIWXLMWTPEXJSVQ
for dynamic pricing is clearly being put in place.
&EGOMRXLIXVERWTSVXWIGXSV XVERWMXW]WXIQWEGVSWW
XLI [SVPH JVSQ .ETER XS -RHME XS )YVSTI EVI EPWS
on the verge of introducing more dynamic pricing
– mostly enabled by location-based mobile services.
%W TE]QIRX KSIW XMGOIXPIWW [I [MPP MRGVIEWMRKP] FI
charged directly when our mobile phone gets on and
off a train or bus. Contactless payment systems are
EPVIEH]MRTPEGIMRXVERWMXW]WXIQWMRTPEGIWPMOI,SRK
/SRKERH0SRHSRERHEVIVETMHP]WLMJXMRKJVSQGEVH

(]REQMGTVMGMRK`

XSQSFMPI+MZIRXLIEFMPMX]SJQSFMPITLSRIWXSFI
TSWMXMSRIH[MXLMREVEHMYWSJGQXLI[MHIWTVIEH
use of this platform for transport charging has long
been advocated and is now being introduced. Again,
as with smart meters, this provides a basic platform
upon which more sophisticated pricing systems can
FIMRXVSHYGIH7SJSVI\EQTPIEWXVERWTSVXW]WXIQ
STIVEXSVWWIIOXSFIXXIVQEREKITEWWIRKIVPSEHMRK
and avoid congestion, they can implement real-time
increases or decreases of the cost of travel on a
XVEMRF]XVEMR SV NSYVRI]F]NSYVRI] FEWMW -RWXIEH
SJWMQTP]LEZMRKTIEOERHSJJTIEOGSWXWXVYGXYVIW
they can introduce a far more granular segmented
model. Customers can, for example, see the cost of
catching a train, but also the saving that can be made
by waiting half an hour for the next one; they can see
the relative real-time costs of alternative transport
options to get to the same destination and so decide
XS XEOI E FYW VEXLIV XLER E XVEMR ERH MX MW EVKYIH
XLI] GER QEOI ZEPYIFEWIH NYHKIQIRXW SR XLI
speed/cost of travel to best suit their requirements.
7YGLH]REQMGW]WXIQW[MPPTVSZMHIKVIEXIVZMWMFMPMX]
of loading and so allow the use of variable pricing to
RYHKITEWWIRKIVWMRXSQEOMRKEPXIVREXMZIGLSMGIWERH
WSMQTVSZIXLIIJ½GMIRG]SJXLISZIVEPPRIX[SVO
Also, in the arena of road pricing, the introduction of
similar technologies is planned to allow passenger and

6IEPXMQITVIHMGXMZIXVEJ½GJSVIGEWXMRKMW
already possible.
freight vehicles to also experience dynamic changes.
Pay-as-you-drive insurance systems have already been
trialled by companies such as Aviva to encourage and
VI[EVHGYWXSQIVWJSVXVEZIPPMRKHYVMRKSJJTIEOLSYVW
ERH SR UYMIXIV VSYXIW )UYEPP] VSEH LEYPEKI ½VQW
EPVIEH] FIRI½X JVSQ GLSSWMRK [LIXLIV SV RSX XS
YWIXSPPVSEHWERHEX[LEXXMQISJHE]XSQEOIXLIMV
SZIVEPPNSYVRI]FSXLXMQIERHGSWXIJ½GMIRX;MXLXLI
introduction of systems such as those offered by the
PMOIWSJ%MVWEKI8SQ8SQERH7IRWI2IX[SVOW VIEP
XMQITVIHMGXMZIXVEJ½GJSVIGEWXMRKMWEPVIEH]TSWWMFPI
Match that with dynamic pricing and a host of
STTSVXYRMXMIWMWYRPSGOIH8EOIXLMWMRXSEVIEWWYGLEW
QIHMEGSRWYQTXMSRERHEWMKRM½GERXGLERKIMWSRXLI
horizon.
While the prices of staple products such as bread,
jeans and bottled water, as well as more expensive
KSSHW PMOI PETXSTW ERH8:W [MPP TVSFEFP] VIQEMR
largely stable, it is clear that in the areas where
ZEVMEFMPMX]SJGSWXGERPIEHXSIJ½GMIRG]MQTVSZIQIRXW
ERH MR¾YIRGI SJ GSRWYQIV FILEZMSYV H]REQMG
TVMGMRK[MPPXEOILSPHSZIVXLIRI\XHIGEHI
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Lease everything
Rising sustainability imperatives and increasing cost of ownership shift the
balance from ownership to access and we prefer to rent than buy.
The concept of ownership is core to many cultures,
FYXRSXEPP-XLEWEPWSFIIRWIIRXSETTP]MRHMJJIVIRX
ways to different things. Owning your own home
rather than renting it has, for example, been higher
SR XLI EKIRHE MR XLI 97 ERH XLI 9/ XLER MR WE]
+IVQER][LIVIVIRXMRKMWQSVI[MHIP]EGGITXIHERH
housing is seen less as an investment. That said, even
MRXLI97 XLIVMGLLEZIXVEHMXMSREPP]LEHXLIPY\YV]
of home ownership but the poor have had to lease.
;LMPIXLIWYFTVMQIFYFFPIMRXLI97XIQTSVEVMP]
KEZIERMR¾EXIHTIVGITXMSRSJS[RIVWLMTEW1MGLEIP
0I[MW UYSXIW MR LMW VIGIRX FSSO The Big Short, ‘A
LSQI[MXLSYXIUYMX]MWNYWXEVIRXEP[MXLSYXHIFX´
With declining values and increasing mortgage
defaults, the ambition of owing our own homes has
become less important to many in the developed
world, just as it is becoming an increasingly possible
option for the growing middle classes in the
developing world. Overall, many see that, given the
alternatives, with such a high-value, high-cost item as
TVSTIVX] EWLMJXMWRS[XEOMRKTPEGIXS[EVHWQSVI
[MHIWTVIEHPIEWMRKSJ¾EXWERHLSYWIW8LMWQSZIMW
however, not restricted to property and is becoming
increasingly prevalent in other areas.
-RXLIXVERWTSVXEVIREXLIEPXIVREXMZISJPIEWMRKVEXLIV
than buying a car has been a widespread option for
QER]]IEVW8LIORS[RQSRXLP]GSWXSJLEZMRKYWISJ
a car for, say, three years is more attractive than buying
XLIZILMGPI¯XSFSXLXLIGYWXSQIVERHXLI½RERGMEP

The aspiration for car ownership can
potentially be better met for some by
the ability to have temporary access.
services companies facilitating this arrangement.
)UYEPP] JSV WLSVXXIVQ YWI XLI STXMSR SJ VIRXMRK
a vehicle is a long-standing need and a successful
business model for companies such as Avis, Hertz and
XLIMVPMOI;LEXLEWEPWSFIIRRSXEFPIMRVIGIRX]IEVW
has been the success of short-term, hour-by-hour,
rental of vehicles from companies such as Zipcar.com
ERH WXVIIXGEVGSYO )WTIGMEPP] MR HIZIPSTIH YVFER
environments, the ability to have access to a vehicle
[LIR ]SY RIIH XS QEOI E NSYVRI] XLEX ]SY GER´X
easily do on public transport, or when you need to
transport furniture etc, has been increasingly popular.
+SMRKJSV[EVHQER]GSQTERMIWEVIOIIRXSWIILS[
this model can be applied to other urban centres such
EW1YQFEM7LERKLEMERH0EKSW[LIVIXLIEWTMVEXMSR
for car ownership can potentially be better met for
some by the ability to have temporary access. The
same principles are being increasingly widely adopted
for bicycle rental. With headline moves starting off in
GMXMIWWYGLEW4EVMWXLIQSZIQIRXLEWUYMGOP]WTVIEH
XS0SRHSR &YGLEVIWX 7ER*VERGMWGS 1EVVEOIGLERH
Mexico City, and is now on the to-do lists of many
QENSVGMXMIW´EHQMRMWXVEXMSRW

`8LIJYXYVISJ[IEPXL

Within the home environment, furniture
and domestic appliance rental is on the
MRGVIEWIJSVWMKRM½GERXWIGXMSRWSJXLI
population who may only be in need of
temporary use.

on international secondment are increasingly being
SJJIVIH XLI STXMSR XS PIEWI RSX FY] OMX WYGL EW
washing machines, sofas and beds. While some see
this as a return to the days of the hire purchase
EKVIIQIRXWTVIZEPIRXMRXLITSWX;;--]IEVW XLI
difference is that the intention of ultimate ownership
is not there. This is about temporary access for a
limited period with the recognition that, as you
move on, the product can be returned.

1ER]GEREVKYIXLEXGEVWEVIPMOILSYWIWMRXLEXXLI]
are high-value items that lend themselves to leasing
QSHIPW[LIVIGYWXSQIVWWIIXLIFIRI½XJVSQEGSWX
of capital perspective. However, what is becoming
more evident is how, as we shift from ownership to
access, renting is growing as an alternative to buying
even for low-cost items. Although, in consumer
product areas, ownership has become increasingly
important throughout many nations, leasing is gaining
traction.The music industry has, somewhat unwillingly,
clearly been at the forefront of this, as Napster, iTunes
ERH7TSXMJ]LEZIEPPZEVMSYWP]WLMJXIHSYVTIVGITXMSR
of ownership from having physical product to having
temporary or more long-term access to digital
ZIVWMSRW )UYEPP] MR XLI QSFMPI GSQQYRMGEXMSRW
sector, for many customers ownership of the phone
itself has become a by-product of a monthly contract
to provide the service.

% WMKRM½GERX HVMZIV MR XLMW QSZIQIRX MW XLI
WYWXEMREFMPMX]EKIRHE 6IHYGMRK[EWXIMWGPIEVP]ELMKL
priority for many industries and local governments so
the encouragement of new practices to encourage
reuse of products that involve high resource use is
ERMRGVIEWMRKMQTIVEXMZI:SPYRXEV]RIX[SVOWWYGLEW
Freecycle have a role but more fundamental shifts in
how products are made available to customers are
also in play. Again the automotive industry is playing
a leading role here. As lifecycle management has
extended into product reuse, the introduction of
GEVWWYGLEWXLIRI[ VIG]GPEFPI6IREYPX8[MRKS
LEW QEHI MRGVIEWMRKP] JIEWMFPI XLI TSWWMFMPMX] SJ OI]
components and materials being leased from, not
WSPH F] XLI WSYVGI QERYJEGXYVIV -J XLI IGSRSQMGW
[SVO XLIRMX[SYPHFITSWWMFPIXSPIEWI RSXWIPP WE]
an air conditioning unit or even the steel for a car that
will be in use for ten years. As long as the components
VIXYVRFEGOXSXLIMVSVMKMREPWSYVGIJSVVIG]GPMRKEXIR
year rental arrangement is increasingly practical.

With these as a reference points, more and more
MRHYWXVMIWEVIQEOMRKQSZIWXSWLMJXJVSQS[RIVWLMT
XS EGGIWW .I[IPPIV] ERH JEWLMSR EGGIWWSVMIW EVI
frequently leased for the night or a special occasion.
Within the home environment, furniture and
domestic appliance rental is on the increase for
WMKRM½GERX WIGXMSRW SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR [LS QE]
SRP]FIMRRIIHSJXIQTSVEV]YWI 7XYHIRXW YVFER
migrants, newly married couples and professionals

8EOMRK XLI WEQI TVMRGMTPIW MRXS SXLIV EVIEW XLI
concept of leasing, not buying, clothing is also

%WMKRM½GERXHVMZIVMRXLMWQSZIQIRXMW
the sustainability agenda.

0IEWIIZIV]XLMRK`

KEMRMRK XVEGXMSR JSV X[S OI] VIEWSRW *MVWXP] KMZIR
the resources used in manufacture, the ability to
VIG]GPI MW LMKLP] EXXVEGXMZI +MZIR XLI EQSYRX SJ
GSXXSR MRZSPZIH  PMXVIW SJ [EXIV EVI YWIH MR
the production of the average pair of jeans, so being
able to reuse cotton is therefore just as attractive
for the fashion industry as recycling aluminium cans
MW JSV XLI HVMROW MRHYWXV] 7IGSRHP] MR XLMW MRHYWXV]
fashion clearly changes and the products go out
SJWX]PIPSRKFIJSVIXLI]EVI[SVRSYX 7S I\TIGX
XS WII HIZIPSTQIRXW [LIVI OI] FVERHW SJJIV
customers the option of, say, a three month lease
JSVXLIMVGPSXLIW)UYEPP]XLIWEQIVIYWEKITVMRGMTPIW
ETTP] XS GSQTYXIVW [LIVI JSV I\EQTPI 7EQWYRK
WIIWXLI³4'FIGSQMRKEGSQQSHMX]MXIQ´KMZIRXLI
forthcoming regulations on electronic waste, expect
also to be offered PC rental instead of purchase.

&]I\TIGXXSWIIXLEXXLIGSRGITXSJS[RIVWLMT
in sectors such as housing, cars, white goods and
GPSXLMRKLEWFIIRVITPEGIHF]XLEXSJEGGIWW -RXLI
end, perhaps it will only be items such as gifts and
WSYZIRMVWXLEXEVIOITXJSVEPMJIXMQI

Samsung sees the ‘PC becoming a
commodity item’: given the forthcoming
regulations on electronic waste, expect
also to be offered PC rental instead of
purchase.
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Less energy
&RQVXPHUVDUHLQFHQWLYLVHGWRXVHVLJQLȣFDQWO\OHVVHQHUJ\DVHVFDODWLQJ
growth in carbon emissions forces utilities to change their business models.
As highlighted previously, one of the four main
certainties about the next ten years is that we will
I\TIVMIRGI OI] VIWSYVGI GSRWXVEMRXW 3RI SJ XLI
QSWX WMKRM½GERX MWWYIW LIVI MW GPIEVP] IRIVK] ERH
with our continued over-dependency on fossil
fuels and the increasing global susceptibility to the
impacts of climate change, momentum for change
is building. However, we are not yet at a stage
[LIVI IMXLIV KPSFEP EKVIIQIRXW [MPP XEOI IJJIGX SV
[LIVIXIGLRSPSKMGEPFVIEOXLVSYKLW[MPPTVSZMHIRI[
solutions; nor are there credible alternative pathways
on the table for developing economies.
Few now doubt that the earth is warming,
nor that human-related emissions are in many
[E]W VIWTSRWMFPI )ZIR WS EW IZIV QSVI ZEVMIH
organisations are now declaring, the rise in carbon
emissions shows no sign of slowing. The targets
SJ OIITMRK XLI EQSYRX SJ GEVFSR HMS\MHI MR XLI
EXQSWTLIVI HS[R XS  TTQ TEVXW TIV QMPPMSR 
ERHXLIEZIVEKIKPSFEPXIQTIVEXYVIVMWIFIPS['
EVI MRGVIEWMRKP] WIIR EW FIMRK YRVIEPMWXMG -R QER]
I]IW³[ILEZIEPVIEH]KSRIXSSJEV´ERHXLIGLEPPIRKI
is now to mitigate the damage and deal with the
consequences over the next twenty years until new
options come on line.The more hopeful ambition of
XEOMRKEGXMSRWXSLMXXLITVIJIVVIHTTQXEVKIXMW
also disappearing fast.

The failure of Copenhagen to agree a binding
agreement on greenhouse gases to which all
countries can set their targets demonstrates that
more time is needed before governments around
XLI [SVPH QEOI XLI RIGIWWEV] XSYKL HIGMWMSRW XS
halt the growth in carbon emissions. Although the
next decade may well see such an agreement come
into force, even the optimists recognise that the
XMQIWGEPIJSVMXWMQTEGX[MPPFIQSVIPMOIXLER
 +PSFEPP] EQFMXMSYW XEVKIXW QE] FI WIX FYX
global impact is a long way off.
From a technological perspective, the viable ‘clean
WSPYXMSRW´SJRYGPIEV[MRH[EZIERHWSPEVEVIRS[EPP
clear to many, but the timescales for action here are
EPWS[IPPFI]SRHXLIXIR]IEVLSVM^SR &YMPHMRKERH
GSQQMWWMSRMRKRYGPIEVTS[IVWXEXMSRWXEOIW½ZIXS
ten years and so, although China and others are now
GSRWXVYGXMRK E WMKRM½GERX RYQFIV MX MW GPIEV F] NYWX
PSSOMRKEX[LMGLKSZIVRQIRXWEVI]IXXSQEOIXLMW
HIGMWMSRXLEXER]WMKRM½GERXKPSFEPWLMJXXSRYGPIEVMW
EKSSH[E]SJJ-REHHMXMSREPXLSYKLWSPEV[MRHERH
wave are all growing and receiving more investment,
XLIWLEVISJXLI[SVPH´WIRIVK]RIIHWXLEXGERFI
QIXJVSQXLIWIWSYVGIWF]MWEXQSWX 
-R XIVQW SJ XLI QEMR HIZIPSTMRK IGSRSQMIW ERH
XLIMVETTIXMXIJSVIRIVK] XLI³IRIVK]PEHHIV´ HMEKVEQ
highlights the challenge. As economies grow, so do
XLIMVIRIVK]GSRWYQTXMSRPIZIPW LIRGI EWXLI&6-'

`8LIJYXYVISJ[IEPXL

MW IWWIRXMEP´ %GXMSR MW FIMRK GEPPIH JSV EGVSWW QER]
countries and organisations, and in many ways the
only option available to us in the next decade is to
XEGOPISYVXLMVWXJSVIRIVK]8SWXERHER]GLERGISJ
heading off seemingly inevitable climate change, we
all need to halve our annual energy consumption by
¯IZIV]TIVWSRERHIZIV]SVKERMWEXMSR

We cannot stop China and India from
growing.
GSYRXVMIW ERH SXLIVW EGLMIZI MRGVIEWMRK +(4 TIV
capita over the next decade, their average energy
consumption is also destined to increase. As Leo
6SSHLEVXTSMRXIHSYXMRXLIMRMXMEPTIVWTIGXMZISRXLI
JYXYVISJIRIVK]³[IGERRSXWXST'LMREERH-RHMEJVSQ
KVS[MRK´8EOMRKEPPGSYRXVMIW´ GYVVIRXTVSNIGXMSRWMRXS
EGGSYRX KPSFEPP] IRIVK] HIQERH MW PMOIP] XS HSYFPI
SZIV XLI ½VWX LEPJ SJ XLMW GIRXYV] ERH EGGSVHMRK XS
XLI-RXIVREXMSREP)RIVK]%KIRG]´WVIJIVIRGIWGIREVMS
‘over the next twenty years, global energy demand
[MPPMRGVIEWIEVSYRH ´
Viewing all this together, it is increasingly clear that,
SRGYVVIRXTVSNIGXMSRWMX[MPPFIEXPIEWXFIJSVI
ER] ¾EXXIRMRK SJJ SJ GEVFSR IQMWWMSRW [MPP SGGYV -J
ER EZIVEKI KPSFEP XIQTIVEXYVI VMWI SJ IZIR ' MW
XS FI EZSMHIH XLIR³ER EPXIVREXMZI [E] SJ XLMROMRK

4IVWYEHMRKYWXSHSXLMWMWRSIEW]XEWO FYXWIZIVEP
SVKERMWEXMSRW EVI WXEVXMRK XS QEOI QSZIW MR XLI
VMKLXHMVIGXMSR-RMR)YVSTI)32PEYRGLIHE
major campaign focused on ‘helping our customers
GYX XLIMV IRIVK] YWI´ -R [LEX JVSQ E FYWMRIWW
growth perspective, appears counter-intuitive for a
GSQTER]XLEXQEOIWQSRI]F]WIPPMRKIRIVK])32
is encouraging less demand. Other companies are
now planning to follow suit: being seen as one of
the organisations trying to proactively do something
about the problem is arguably good for the brand
ERHKSSHJSVQEVOIXWLEVI+SMRKSRMREFYWMRIWW
EWYWYEPJEWLMSRMWRSPSRKIVWIIREWZMEFPI7MRKETSVI
LEW PEYRGLIH E REXMSREP   IRIVK] IJ½GMIRG]
GLEPPIRKIERH.ETERF]QER]WXITWXLI[SVPH´WQSWX
energy-frugal developed country, is similarly trying
to further cut consumption.
However, to have a meaningful impact on emissions,
XLIFMKKIWXGLEPPIRKIMWXSEHHVIWWXLI[SVPH´WPEVKIWX

To stand any chance of heading off
seemingly inevitable climate change,
we all need to halve our annual energy
consumption by 2020 – every person
and every organisation.

0IWWIRIVK]`

The US economy has the potential
to reduce annual non-transportation
energy consumption by roughly 23%
by 2020.
IRIVK]GSRWYQIVWXLI97ERH'LMRE;LMPI'LMREMW
able to exert central control and build new nuclear
TS[IVWXEXMSRWMRXLI97XLI[SVPH´WPEVKIWXIRIVK]
consumer, the issue is all about changing consumer
FILEZMSYV %GGSVHMRK XS VIGIRX 1G/MRWI] VIWIEVGL
³XLI97IGSRSQ]LEWXLITSXIRXMEPXSVIHYGIERRYEP
non-transportation energy consumption by roughly
  F]  IPMQMREXMRK QSVI XLER  XVMPPMSR
MR [EWXI ¯ [IPP FI]SRH XLI  FMPPMSR YTJVSRX
MRZIWXQIRX RSX MRGPYHMRK TVSKVEQQI GSWXW  XLEX
would be required. The reduction in energy use
would also result in the abatement of 1.1 gigatons of
greenhouse gas emissions annually – the equivalent
SJ XEOMRK XLI IRXMVI 97 ¾IIX SJ TEWWIRKIV ZILMGPIW
ERHPMKLXXVYGOWSJJXLIVSEHW´8LITVSFPIQVMKLXRS[
is how to persuade a population used to consuming
over twice the energy per capita of most other
developed nations to drive less, and in smaller cars,
turn the thermostats down in the winter and use
less air-conditioning in the summer.
7SQI I\TIVXW LSTI XLEX XLI (IIT[EXIV ,SVM^SR
blow-out may well be the start of a change in
attitude, but, if it is not, many see other catalysts

ELIEH0SSOMRKJSV[EVHXSXLIRI\XJI[]IEVWQER]
see a tipping point approaching as more natural
HMWEWXIVW PMOI LYVVMGERI /EXVMRE MRGVIEWIH GSRGIVRW
over energy security and regular brown-outs in
major cities become commonplace. Although most
do not see that any government will be willing to
act to legislate to, say, quadruple the price of energy
XS JSVGI FILEZMSYV GLERKI E RYQFIV SJ MR¾YIRXMEP
commentators do envisage that ‘common sense will
IZIRXYEPP]TVIZEMP´8S[LEXI\XIRXGLERKI[MPPSGGYV
F]  MW GPIEVP] ER STIR UYIWXMSR FYX EW QER]
are broadcasting doom and gloom, many others
EVI PSSOMRK LSTIJYP %W SRI [SVOWLST TEVXMGMTERX
WYKKIWXIH ³(S RSX YRHIVIWXMQEXI XLI MR¾YIRGI SJ
XLI KVS[MRK QMHHPI GPEWWIW MR -RHME ERH 'LMRE XS
set an alternative path and create a better ambition
¯ SRI XLEX HSIW RSX WIIO XS IQYPEXI XLI 97´8LI
EVKYQIRXWLEZIFIIRQEHIEGXMSRMWWXEVXMRKXSXEOI
TPEGIERHWSQIGSQTERMIWEVITVSEGXMZIP]WIIOMRK
to change the status quo. Although in no way certain,
[I GER LS[IZIV FI MRGVIEWMRKP] GSR½HIRX XLEX F]
IEGLSJYW[MPPF]GLSMGISVEWEGSRWIUYIRGI
of regulation, be using less energy.

(SRSXYRHIVIWXMQEXIXLIMR¾YIRGISJ
the growing middle classes in India and
China to set an alternative path and
create a better ambition.
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Local currency
The revitalisation of bartering, decreased trust in banks and increasing
community focus broadens the adoption of alternative stores of value for trade.
Allied to the changing role of money globally, several
commentators see a rise in the wider adoption of
[LEX LEZI FIIR PEFIPPIH EW³PSGEP GYVVIRGMIW´ 3ZIV
the next decade, more people will probably prefer to
use more regional, local or even personal currencies.
Local currencies have been attracting a lot of
attention and there is history in this space ranging
from local exchange trading systems, frequently
HIVMHIH EW³FEF]WMXXMRK XSOIRW´ XS8MQI &EROW ERH
so on. However, the next generation of money may
FIQSVIEFSYXWSGEPPIH³EPXIVREXMZIGYVVIRG]´VEXLIV
than a return to the approaches of the past.
There have been many variants of local currencies
[MXLMRWTIGM½GEVIEWJSVWSQIXMQIFYXQSWXSJXLIWI
have been limited in terms of scalability. For example,
(MWRI](SPPEVFERORSXIWEVIMWWYIHERHEGGITXIHMR
(MWRI]XLIQITEVOWERHGEVV]TMGXYVIWSJGLEVEGXIVW
MRGPYHMRK1MGOI]1SYWI 4PYXSERH+SSJ] -R7SYXL
/SVIE 7EQWYRKIQTPS]IIWLEZIEPWSFIIRTEVXMEPP]
paid in the form of company currency which can
FIWTIRXMR7EQWYRKS[RIHWXSVIW )UYEPP] FYXPIWW
SJ½GMEPP] [MXLMRTVMWSRWGMKEVIXXIWLEZIFIIREPSRK
standing form of currency.
-R XIVQW SJ EGXYEP PSGEP GYVVIRG] XLEX GER FI YWIH
[MXL QYPXMTPI WXEOILSPHIVW VEXLIV XLER NYWX [MXLMR
one entity, several new examples have recently been
appearing. The image opposite is of a local currency
YWIHMR'SVR[EPPMRXLIXLGIRXYV]8[SLYRHIVIH

In 2005, a local currency was
MRXVSHYGIHMRXLI½WLMRKZMPPEKISJ
Kinsale in Ireland and since then the
idea has been building momentum.
]IEVWPEXIVMREPSGEPGYVVIRG][EWMRXVSHYGIH
MR XLI ½WLMRK ZMPPEKI SJ /MRWEPI MR -VIPERH ERH WMRGI
XLIRXLIMHIELEWFIIRFYMPHMRKQSQIRXYQ -RXLI
9/ EPSRI XLIVI EVI RS[ WIZIVEP W]WXIQW MR TPEGI
and, following on from the introduction of the Totnes
TSYRHMR(IZSRXLI0I[IWTSYRHMR7YWWI\ERHXLI
7XVSYHTSYRHMR+PSYGIWXIVWLMVIXLI&VM\XSRTSYRH
was launched just as the Future Agenda programme
OMGOIHSJJ8LMW[EWXLI½VWXXMQIXLIETTVSEGLLEH
been tried within a city.
“The Brixton pound is money that sticks to Brixton. It’s
designed to support Brixton businesses and encourage
local trade and production. It’s a complementary currency,
working alongside (not replacing) pounds sterling, for
use by independent local shops and traders.”
Proponents of such physical local currencies say they
FSSWX GSQQYRMX] IGSRSQMIW F] OIITMRK QSRI]
in the area, but critics dismiss them as fashionable
KMQQMGOWERHXERXEQSYRXXSTVSXIGXMSRMWQ

`8LIJYXYVISJ[IEPXL

In places such as Uganda and Ghana,
airtime has, for many, become the
alternative currency by which people
trade goods and labour.

;LIR [I PSSOIH EX XLMW XLVSYKL XLI ZMPPEKI PIRW
[I WE[ XLVII OI] IPIQIRXW EX TPE] MR¾YIRGMRK XLI
adoption of alternative currencies:
  XLI W[ETTMRK SJ XMQI ERH I\TIVMIRGI FIX[IIR
individuals (piano lessons for golf lessons, for
I\EQTPI 
  XLI MRGVIEWI MR FEVXIVMRK EW MX TVSZMHIW ER
alternative to cash that is both more affordable for
many and less embarrassing or confrontational than
cash; and

W]WXIQ -R EHHMXMSR XLI [SVPH SJ MRXIVREXMSREP
VIQMXXERGIPSSOWWIXXSGLERKIEWMXMWEPWSTSWWMFPI
to use airtime to transfer value on a global basis via
GSQTERMIWPMOI8VERWJIVXSERH1SVI1EKMG
The demonstrable collapse in the trust of traditional
FEROWMWSRIJEGXSVRYHKMRK(EZI&MVGL *SYRHIVSJ
XLI(MKMXEP1SRI]*SVYQXS[EVHWXLIJYXYVIKVS[XL
of local currencies:
“Many members of the public, whether through
½RERGMEP GEPGYPEXMSR SV SYXVEKI EVI RS[ TVITEVIH XS
give alternatives a try. In the UK, one such alternative
of note is Zopa, the peer-to-peer lending exchange. If
regional, local or personal currencies are to disrupt the
½RERGMEP W]WXIQ XLI] RIIH XS MRGPYHI ER EPXIVREXMZI
means of saving and lending, not merely spending. A
combination of P2P [peer-to-peer] currency and P2P
lending could very well deliver the key elements of a
new kind of money.”

 MRGVIEWMRKP]XLISTIRI\GLERKISJKSSHWXLVSYKL
such schemes as Freecycle, where a more connected
world has made sharing and reusing products more
IJ½GMIRXEXEPSGEPPIZIP;LIXLIVI\MWXMRKEWERSJ½GMEP
local currency or not, examples of the principle of
local exchange of value are increasingly visible.

A number of others engaged in the Future Agenda
TVSKVEQQI WTIGM½GEPP] QIRXMSRIH XLI EHZERXEKIW
that informal local means of exchange have in
playing outside the tax system. Although the possible
avoidance of sales tax or VAT was mentioned as a
potential barrier to wider introduction, the shift of
more trades out of the national currency systems

-R WIZIVEP%JVMGER GSYRXVMIW TISTPI LEZI W[ETTIH
the use of cash as means of exchange for a safer
WXSVI SJ ZEPYI ¯ QSFMPI TLSRI QMRYXIW -R TPEGIW
WYGL EW 9KERHE ERH +LERE EMVXMQI LEW JSV QER]
become the alternative currency by which people
trade goods and labour.This local currency is easy to
share and exchange, is understood by all, has clear
ZEPYIXLEXGERFIPMROIHXSXLIREXMSREPGYVVIRG]FYX
importantly, is seen as being outside the government

The shift of more trades out of the
national currency systems at a time
of rising public debt and individual tax
burdens was seen as a driver of change
towards alternatives.

0SGEPGYVVIRG]`

at a time of rising public debt and individual tax
burdens was seen as a driver of change towards
EPXIVREXMZIW -RZIRXSV SJ XLI %81 .SLR 7LITLIVH
&EVVSRLMKLPMKLXIHXLEX³-R-XEP]XLIKVI]IGSRSQ]MW
XLSYKLXXSFIRIEV -R&VMXEMRMXMWRIEVIV ´
Although in no way guaranteed to be pervasive,
many involved in the programme felt that local

currencies, or alternative means of value exchange,
[MPP FI TVIZEPIRX [SVPH[MHI F]  ;LIXLIV EW
versions of African mobile airtime, printed local
currencies or perhaps more regional extensions of
loyalty card points, the ability to use something other
than the euro, dollar or other national currency as
the means of exchange within your own community
MWERMRGVIEWMRKP]PMOIP]STXMSRJSVYWEPP
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Mobile money
3URYHQV\VWHPVEXLOWRQPRELOHFRQQHFWLYLW\DQGLQFUHDVLQJO\ȤH[LEOHPHDQV
of exchange provide a tipping point in the shift towards the cashless society.
The ability to replace cash with digital money
transferred via mobile phone has been one of the ‘next
FMKXLMRKW´JSV[IPPSZIVEHIGEHIRS[4VSTSRIRXWLEZI
for years been predicting widespread use of mobile
payments for a range of activities from transportation
XMGOIXMRKXSFY]MRKEGERSJGSPE8LI]TSWMXIHXLEXXLMW
[SYPHEPPXEOISJJMRXLIXIGLRSPSK]WEZZ])YVSTIER
QEVOIXWTVSFEFP]PIHF]TEVXRIVWLMTWFIX[IIRFEROW
-8½VQWERHQSFMPISTIVEXSVW;LEXJI[VIGSKRMWIH
was that regulation and the willingness of consumers
XSQEOIXLIWLMJX[SYPHFIWYGLEFEVVMIV[LEXIZIR
JI[IVWE[[EWXLEXWIVZMRKXLIYRFEROIHTSTYPEXMSR
in Africa would be the catalyst for change. Today, with
QSVIQSRI]¾S[MRKEVSYRH%JVMGEF]QSFMPITLSRI
the adoption of micro-payment systems spreading
globally and the associated regular coverage of the
impacts in the Financial Times, Wall Street Journal and
The Economist, many now believe that we really are at
a point of change.
The principle has been proved that innovation
often occurs where the need for change is greatest.
0SSO XS %JVMGE [LIVI XLIVI EVI JI[ FEROW TSSV
physical infrastructures and a rural population
SJXIRHITIRHIRXSRVIQMXXERGIWJVSQXLIGMX] -XMW
here that technology can really demonstrate value
F] SJJIVMRK E WIGYVI IJ½GMIRX EPXIVREXMZI XS GEWL
XVERWEGXMSRW7YGLLEWFIIRXLIWYGGIWWSJTVSHYGXW
PMOI14)7%MR/IR]EXLEX[IEVIEXETSMRX[LIVI
PSSOMRKJSV[EVHXSQER]I\TIVXWEW[IPPEWXLI
OI]TPE]IVWWYGLEWFEROWKSZIVRQIRXWERHVIXEMPIVW

can see a world, particularly in emerging economies,
where the majority of cash transactions have been
replaced by digital ones – and where most of these
will be made by our phones. Twenty years after the
invention of the Mondex electronic cash card system
EX2EX;IWX&EROMRXLI9/XLIVIEPMX]LEWGSQIXS
life on the rugged landscape of the African bush.
Consumer-focused digital money transactions via
QSFMPI TLSRI RS[ GSZIV FEROMRK WIVZMGIW IK
HITSWMXXEOMRKERHEGGSYRXQEREKIQIRX  XVERWJIVW
IK HMWXVMFYXMSR SJ WXEXI FIRI½XW SV TIVWSRXS
TIVWSRVIQMXXERGIW ERHTE]QIRXW IK WIXXPIQIRXW
SJ FMPPW ERH TYVGLEWIW SJ KSSHW ERH WIVZMGIW  -R
TVSZIRI\EQTPIWSJXLIWIWIVZMGIWEVIYTERH
running, not just in pilot programmes, but in full use by
QMPPMSRWSJTISTPIEVSYRHXLI[SVPH-R7SYXL%JVMGE
;M^^MX LEW TSWMXMSRIH MXWIPJ EW E ZMVXYEP FERO ERH
GYWXSQIVWGERYWIXLIMVTLSRIWXSQEOITIVWSRXS
person payments, transfer money, purchase pre-paid
electricity and pre-buy airtime for their mobile. This
WIVZMGIMWJSGYWIHSRXLIQMPPMSR7SYXL%JVMGERW
XLEXHSRSXLEZIFEROEGGSYRXWERHXLIWEQIQSHIP
MW MR YWI IPWI[LIVI MR /IR]E 14)7% GYWXSQIVW
ETTVS\MQEXIP]QMPPMSRSJXLIQ VIKYPEVP]XVERWJIV
money from one to another via their mobile, store
GEWLSRXLIMVTLSRIWERHEGGIWW1/)7,3EWITEVEXI
MRXIVIWXTE]MRKEGGSYRX MR8YVOI] QMPPMSRWSJTISTPI
WIRH QSRI] YWMRK8YVOGIPP´W QSFMPI WIVZMGI ERH MR
XLI4LMPMTTMRIW +'EWLMWELMKLP]WYGGIWWJYPQSFMPI
wallet service enabling cashless and cardless micro-

`8LIJYXYVISJ[IEPXL

As has been seen in Africa, if systems
are successful for the poor unbanked
XLI]EVIUYMGOP]EHSTXIHEWXLI
standard.
transactions, including payments to shops and utilities
ERH XVERWJIVW XS SXLIV TISTPI &] QIIXMRK E GPIEV
need to provide simple and secure access to basic
½RERGMEPWIVZMGIWXSXLSWI[MXLSYXFEROEGGSYRXWMR
the developing world, these and other systems have
made money transfer cheap and easy for millions.
8LI]EVIFIMRKIQFVEGIHEWTEVXSJQMGVS½RERGI
programmes across Asia and Africa and have global
WYTTSVXJVSQXLI;SVPH&EROEW[IPPEWELSWXSJ
major commercial organisations, including mobile
STIVEXSVWERHVIXEMPFEROW
&EGOMRXLIHIZIPSTIH[SVPH[LIVIXLIMHIEMRMXMEPP]
JEMPIH XS XEOI SJJ [I GER RS[ WII QER] SJ XLI
ingredients coming together for the shift to mobile
money. Foremost have been pre-pay cards on public
transit systems, such as Oyster Card in London,
which have now evolved into micro-payment
WGLIQIW -R .ETER SZIV  QMPPMSR TISTPI GEVV]
phones capable of serving as a wallet. With the roll
SYXSJ2*' RIEV½IPHGSQQYRMGEXMSR XIGLRSPSKMIW
now under way, the ability to migrate these to your
QSFMPIMWMQQMRIRX%GGSVHMRKXS:-7%)YVSTI³8LI
XIGLRSPSK] JSV TE]MRK [MXL GIPP TLSRIW F] ¾EWLMRK
them near reading equipment in stores or on public
XVERWTSVX MW VIEH] ERH XLI MRMXMEP JIIHFEGO MW KSSH
¯ XVMEPW WLS[ XLEX GSRWYQIVW SZIV[LIPQMRKP] PMOI
MX &YX XLI FMKKIWX TVSFPIQ LEW FIIR XLI FYWMRIWW
QSHIP´;MXL XLI MQTIXYW JSV GLERKI RS[ FYMPHMRK
and regulators recognising the need to enable

QSFMPI FEROMRK XS WGEPI XLI WYGGIWWIW JVSQ%JVMGE
and Asia are providing the basis for new business
QSHIPW KPSFEPP] 8LI MRHYWXV] MW QEOMRK WXVSRK
TVIHMGXMSRWEREP]WXWEX+-%ERH&IVK-RWMKLXJSVIGEWX
XLEX ³F]  QSFMPI ½RERGMEP WIVZMGIW [MPP FI
YWIHF]FMPPMSRTISTPIKPSFEPP]´ .YRMTIV6IWIEVGL
TVIHMGXW XLEX³EW QER] EW SRI LEPJ SJ XLI [SVPH´W
QSFMPI WYFWGVMFIVW [MPP FI QEOMRK QTE]QIRXW F]
 [MXLQMPPMSRTISTPIQEOMRKQTE]QIRXW
SRXLI-RHMERWYFGSRXMRIRXEPSRI´
-R LMW MRMXMEP ZMI[ SR XLI JYXYVI SJ QSRI] JSV XLI
*YXYVI %KIRHE TVSKVEQQI (EZI &MVGL WYKKIWXIH
that ‘Money as an acceptable means of exchange is
already undergoing change. Money is useless as a
medium unless it is acceptable to both parties in
E XVERWEGXMSR -R QER] GSYRXVMIW GEWL MW JEPPMRK EW E
TVSTSVXMSR SJ XVERWEGXMSRW´ ,I EWOIH³-R E HIGEHI
will cash still be there? Why? Might we eliminate
QSRI]XLVSYKL±XYVFSFEVXIV²#-WGEWLVITPEGIQIRX
realistic and under what circumstances? Why now?
;LMGL XIGLRSPSKMIW LEZI GSQI XSKIXLIV XS QEOI
this a point in time when the possibility of a change
from cash to an alternative means of exchange is not
SRP]GVIHMFPIFYXEPWSMRGVIEWMRKP]TVSFEFPI#´,IXLIR
gave his view that:
“The means of exchange is most immediately subject to
the pressure of rapid technological change, particularly
WMRGI[IEVIEXSRISJXLSWIMR¾I\MSRTSMRXWXLEXGSQI
along from time to time. The mobile phone is about to
become the most important means of exchange on a
KPSFEPFEWMWERHXLI½VWXXIGLRSPSK][MXLXLITSXIRXMEP
to replace notes and coins as the means of exchange
for the ‘average’ person.”
Others agree that, with everything that has gone before,
XLIXMQIMWVMKLXJSVGLERKI³;MPPIQ&YMXIV 4VSJIWWSV

1SFMPIQSRI]`

SJ)YVSTIER4SPMXMGEP)GSRSQ]EXXLI0SRHSR7GLSSP
SJ )GSRSQMGW ERH JSVQIV GLMIJ IGSRSQMWX SJ XLI
)YVSTIER&EROJSV6IGSRWXVYGXMSRERH(IZIPSTQIRX
MWRSXXLI½VWXIGSRSQMWXXSXLMROEFSYXKIXXMRKVMHSJ
GEWL &YXLIQE]FISRISJXLI½VWXXSXLMROEFSYX
getting rid of cash in a technological era that actually
QEOIWMXIRXMVIP]JIEWMFPI´
“If the central problem has been the cost of transactions
for poor people, and the central solution is to use mobile
phones to make transactions, then the key compromise
is straightforward to set out: We must encourage
easy-entry competition for low-value, interpersonal
transactions and allow not only mobile operators but
other newcomers to deliver a service.”
1SVI VIEPMWXMG PMQMXW JSV XLI /RS[=SYV 'YWXSQIV
/=' ERH%RXM1SRI]0EYRHIVMRK %10 TVSXSGSPW
and increasing competition in the provision of mobile
payment services will bring hundreds of millions of
TISTPIMRXSXLI½RERGMEPW]WXIQ8LMW[SYPHHIPMZIV
EWMKRM½GERXRIX[IPJEVIMRGVIEWIERHQEOIELYKI
difference to the daily lives of some of the poorest

‘People will always need cash for the
black economy and in many countries
XLEXMWWMKRM½GERX´

people. As has been seen in Africa, if systems are
WYGGIWWJYP JSV XLI TSSV YRFEROIH XLI] EVI UYMGOP]
EHSTXIHEWXLIWXERHEVH (IWMKRMRKJSVXLI³FSXXSQ
SJ XLI T]VEQMH´ MW E [MHIP] YWIH GLEPPIRKI FYX MR
mobile money transfer its worth is proven.
7S HSIW XLMW QIER XLI IRH SJ GEWL#8LI ZMWMSR SJ
  IPIGXVSRMG GEWL LEW EPVIEH] FIIR FSYRGIH
around for many years but few people truly see
XLMWEWEVIEPMX] -RE[SVOWLSTMR-RHME MX[EW
highlighted that ‘people will always need cash for
XLI FPEGO IGSRSQ] ERH MR QER] GSYRXVMIW XLEX MW
WMKRM½GERX´-RXLI9/EVSYRH SJGEWLTE]QIRXW
EVISYXWMHIXLIXE\EXMSRW]WXIQ MR-XEP] MXMW  MR
-RHME EVSYRH   ERH MR +VIIGI [IPP SZIV  
;LMPI WSQI QE] WII XLEX +VIIGI MW ER I\XVIQI
GEWIERHXLEXEWIGSRSQMGKVS[XLMR-RHMEGSRXMRYIW
QSVISJXLIQSRI]¾S[[MPPKSXLVSYKLXLISJ½GMEP
systems, it is clear that in most countries a good
percentage of the money that oils the wheels of
society and trade will continue to come from a
TSGOIXVEXLIVXLERETLSRI
However,
now everything – from all three
technological, regulatory, business and consumer
points of view – is coming together for a major shift
XSQSFMPIQSRI]XVERWEGXMSRW1ER]WIIXLEXF]
there will be fewer credit cards, less cash and well
over half of all consumer money transfers will be
digital, with the vast majority of these being done on
our phones.
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6MGLIVTSSVIV
Widening differences in wealth between and within urban and rural communities
extends the gap between rich and poor – but they still need each other.
-RVIGIRX]IEVWXLIKETFIX[IIRVMGLIVERHTSSVIV
households has widened in most areas of the world
despite strong economic growth that has created
millions of jobs. This has applied not only in the gaps
between some rich countries and some poor ones,
but also within many nations: the rich–poor gap in the
97LEWMRGVIEWIHNYWXEWMXLEWMR&VE^MP8LMWLEWFIIR
driven by a number of factors, many of which are
increasing rather than decreasing as we go forward.
9VFERMWEXMSRMWTIVLETWXLIQSWXWMKRM½GERXMWWYI8LI
ways in which governments use taxation and spending
on social activities to redistribute wealth show little
sign of changing; nor do the effects of access to
education as a catalyst for greater differentiation of
opportunity. Over the next decade, many experts
across the world see that the gap between the haves
and the have-nots will grow, even though there will be
ever more interdependency, in some areas, between
wealth generation across the social spectrum.
)\TIVXW WYGL EW IGSRSQMWX 2SVMOS ,EQE WII XLEX
XLI FMK IGSRSQMG MWWYI JSV XLI [SVPH MR XLI WX
century will be the huge gap between rich and poor:
³%FSYX SJLYQERMX]MRXLIVMGLIVGSYRXVMIWEVI
better off than at any time in history. However, more
XLERFMPPMSRTISTPIEVIPMZMRKSREHSPPEVEHE]SV
PIWW´0SSOMRKFEGOSZIVXLITEWXHIGEHISVWS3)'(
research shows that ‘the richest countries have
certainly got richer and some of the poorer countries
have done relatively badly, but the rapid growth in
MRGSQIWMR'LMREERH-RHMELEWHVEKKIHQMPPMSRWYTSR

QMPPMSRW SYX SJ TSZIVX]´8LI KET FIX[IIR VMGL ERH
TSSVMWKIXXMRKFMKKIVMRXLI[SVPH´WVMGLIWXGSYRXVMIW
¯ERHTEVXMGYPEVP]XLI9RMXIH7XEXIW¯EWXSTIEVRIVW´
MRGSQIW WSEV [LMPI SXLIVW´ WXEKREXI8LI MRGSQI SJ
XLIVMGLIWX SJTISTPIMWSREZIVEKIEGVSWW3)'(
GSYRXVMIW RIEVP]RMRIXMQIWXLEXSJXLITSSVIWX 
-R XLI 97 XLEX KET MW IZIR KVIEXIV ¯ EFSYX WM\XIIR
XMQIW¯ERHEGGSVHMRKXSXLI'IRXIVSR&YHKIXERH
Policy Priorities, this has more than tripled in the past
XLVIIHIGEHIW³97GMXMIWPMOI2I[=SVO 'LMGEKSERH
;EWLMRKXSREVIPIWWIUYEPXLERTPEGIWPMOI&VE^^EZMPPI
MR'SRKS 1EREKYEMR2MGEVEKYEERH(EZES'MX]MR
XLI4LMPMTTMRIW´
-R E X[IRX]]IEV WXYH] XLI 3)'( WEMH [IEPXL]
households are not only widening the gap with the
TSSV FYX MR GSYRXVMIW WYGL EW XLI 97 'EREHE -XEP]
2SV[E] ERH +IVQER] XLI] EVI EPWS PIEZMRK QMHHPI
MRGSQI IEVRIVW JYVXLIV FILMRH )EVRMRKW SJ JYPPXMQI
[SVOIVW LEZI FIGSQI QSVI RSX PIWW YRIUYEP MR
developed economies over the past decade as high
IEVRIVWLEZIFIGSQIQSVIWS6IWIEVGLF]4VSJIWWSV
.SLR,MPPWEXXLI0SRHSR7GLSSPSJ)GSRSQMGWWYKKIWXW
XLEX MRGVIEWMRK MRIUYEPMX] MR XLI 9/ EJXIV  LEW
QIERXXLEXF]MXLEHVIEGLIHMXWLMKLIWXPIZIPMR
XLI]IEVWWMRGI½KYVIWFIKERMR
-R 1YQFEM ³XLI [MHIRMRK KET FIX[IIR -RHME´W VMGL
ERHTSSVMWERYRHMWTYXIHJEGX´ ERH MRXLITVSGIWWSJ
overall growth, redistribution of wealth has become
E WIGSRHEV] MWWYI JSV QER] -R .SLERRIWFYVK MX [EW

`8LIJYXYVISJ[IEPXL

suggested that the gap between rich and poor was
being exacerbated by improved transport systems to
the townships – enabling the poor to come into the
city more easily and therefore maintaining the old
HMZMWMSRWFIX[IIRXLIFPEGOERH[LMXITSTYPEXMSRW
&YXMXMWMR0EXMR%QIVMGE[LIVIXLIKVIEXIWXKETWEVI
XS FI JSYRH ERH XLI] EVI MRGVIEWMRK 92 VIWIEVGL
WLS[W XLEX SZIV XLI VIKMSR XLI [IEPXLMIWX  
LSPHW RIEVP]   SJ XLI VIWSYVGIW FYX XLI XSXEP
MRGSQIJSVXLITSSVIWX MWSRP] SJ+(4-R
&VE^MP XLIQSWXI\XVIQIREXMSR XLIVMGLIWX SJ
XLITSTYPEXMSRLEWSZIV SJEPPMRGSQI[LMPIXLI
FSXXSQ LEWPIWWXLER 

-RGVIEWMRKYVFERMWEXMSRERHIWGEPEXMRKQMKVEXMSRTPYW
the associated rise of more unplanned slum districts
in high-growth cities is leading to rising numbers of
urban poor in both the developed and developing
[SVPH %W 4VSJIWWSV 6MGO] &YVHIXX LMKLPMKLXIH MR
his initial view of the future of cities, ‘migration and
in-migration has also created an urban underclass
[LMGLMWSJXIREPPSGEXIHXSWTIGM½GEVIEWSJXLIGMX]
Paris is a perfect example.The physical infrastructure,
with the beauty and qualities that we all admire, has
frozen.This means that all its growth (with increasing
MQQMKVEXMSR JVSQ  ERH SR[EVH  LEW GVIEXIH
KLIXXSMWEXMSR´ -WQEMP 7IVEKIPHMR (MVIGXSV SJ XLI
&MFPMSXLIGE%PI\ERHVMRE EHHIH XLEX³8LI REXYVI SJ
the economic activity in cities seems to be leading
to a greater degree of urban poverty as in-migration
ERHXLIQSZIXSXLIORS[PIHKIWSGMIX]JEZSYVXLI
educated and the nimble and drive the gap between
XLIVMGLERHXLITSSV[MHIV +LIXXSMWEXMSRMWEF]
product of the income gap as much as it is the result
SJ SWWM½GEXMSR SJ XLI GMX]´W TL]WMGEP WXVYGXYVI %VI
VIHMWXVMFYXMZI TSPMGMIW WYJ½GMIRX#%VI XLI] TSPMXMGEPP]
acceptable at the level that would be required to
LEZIERMQTEGXSRXLITVSFPIQ#´&YXMXMWRSXNYWXMR
cities where the rich–poor gap is increasingly evident:
MR&VE^MPSZIVLEPJXLIVYVEPTSTYPEXMSRMWMRTSZIVX]
MR1I\MGS ERHMR4IVY %WYVFERMWEXMSR
increases, those left behind are getting relatively
poorer. Although most of the wealth in rural areas
already comes from people in urban areas sending
QSRI] FEGO XLMW MW RSX FEPERGMRK XLI WMXYEXMSR -R
-RHME EKVMGYPXYVI MR MXWIPJ TVSHYGIW EVSYRH   SJ
XLI +(4 FYX QSVI XLER   SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR MW
involved in this sector.
0SSOMRK JSV[EVH XLI VMGL¯TSSV GLEPPIRKI ETTIEVW
HIWXMRIH XS FI IZIR KVIEXIV %W 92 ½RHMRKW LEZI
highlighted: ‘The more unequal that cities become,

6MGLIVTSSVIV`

The widening gap between India’s rich
and poor is an undisputed fact.
XLILMKLIVXLIVMWOXLEXIGSRSQMGHMWTEVMXMIW[MPPVIWYPX
MRWSGMEPERHTSPMXMGEPXIRWMSR8LIPMOIPMLSSHSJYVFER
YRVIWXMRYRIUYEPGMXMIWMWLMKL´8SHE]XLIGSYRXVMIWSJ
XLI3)'(EGGSYRXJSVEVSYRH SJKPSFEP[IEPXL
&]'LMRE-RHME &VE^MP -RHSRIWMEERH6YWWME[MPP
FIX[IIRXLIQEGGSYRXJSV SJKPSFEP+(4;MXLMR
these fast-growing nations, ever greater urbanisation
is creating more unplanned ghettos and exacerbating
XLIVMGL¯TSSVHMZMHI -RHMEMWXV]MRKXSVIFEPERGIXLMW
by, for example, giving slum dwellers money and land
SRXLIIHKIWSJGMXMIWPMOI1YQFEMSRP]XSWIITISTPI
WIPPXLIPERHERHQSZIFEGOMRXSXLIGMX][LIVIXLI
promise of wealth is greater.
China is acutely conscious of the potential political
instability that could result from greater imbalance
and has recently announced several policies that
WIIOXSGLERKIXLIYRHIVP]MRKH]REQMG 'SRGIVRIH
XLEX SZIVEPP +(4 KVS[XL FIPS[   GSYPH PIEH
XS MRXIVREP GSR¾MGX 'LMRIWI 4VIQMIV ;IR .MEFES
recently announced that China must reverse its
widening income gap between rich and poor and
XLEXXLIFIRI½XWSJEKVS[MRKIGSRSQ]WLSYPHFI
HMWXVMFYXIH QSVI JEMVP] -R E WTIIGL EX XLI WXEVX SJ
'LMRE´WERRYEPTEVPMEQIRXEV]WIWWMSRLIWEMH³;I[MPP
RSX SRP] QEOI XLI±TMI² SJ WSGMEP [IEPXL FMKKIV F]
HIZIPSTMRKXLIIGSRSQ] FYXEPWSHMWXVMFYXIMX[IPP´
As part of this initiative, China is aiming to reform the
LSYWILSPHVIKMWXVEXMSRW]WXIQXLEXGPEWWM½IWTISTPI
as either city or rural dwellers. This controversial

W]WXIQQIERWQER]QMKVERX[SVOIVW¯JEVQIVW[LS
XVEZIPXSXS[RWERHGMXMIWXS½RHFIXXIVTEMH[SVO¯
are unable to get proper services.
-R HIZIPSTIH IGSRSQMIW XLI GLEPPIRKIW EPWS PSSO
too daunting and further polarisation of rich and
TSSVMWSRXLIGEVHW%KEMREGGSVHMRKXSXLI3)'(
SZIV XLI TEWX X[S HIGEHIW ³HIZIPSTIH GSYRXVMIW´
governments have been taxing more and spending
QSVIXSSJJWIXXLIXVIRHXS[EVHWMRIUYEPMX]´FYX[LMPI
‘the redistributive effect of government expenditures
HEQTIRIH XLI VMWI MR TSZIVX] MR XLI W XLI]
EQTPM½IHMXMRXLIHIGEHIXLEXJSPPS[IH EWFIRI½XW
FIGEQI PIWW XEVKIXIH SR XLI TSSV´ +SZIVRQIRXW
often try to rebalance wealth distribution, but few
have been successful in the past.
As public spending in many developed economies is
GYXFEGOXSLIPTVIHYGITYFPMGHIFX QER]WIIXLEX
XLIVMGL¯TSSVKET[MPPFIQYGL[MHIVMRXIR]IEVW´
time. Top-down redistribution and recalibration
of wealth generation, as China is partly aiming to
achieve, could be one answer, but some question
this approach. Others see more focus on improving
WSGMEPQSFMPMX]EWXLI[E]XSKS &]TYXXMRKMRTPEGI
the means by which individuals and families can
climb up the economic ladder, it is argued that more
lasting change can be achieved. There are some
positive signs – such as the reversal of the digital
divide between those connected to the internet and
those not, seen as a result of the rollout of mobile
connectivity around the world – but overall most
I\TIVXW[IWTSOIXSJIIPXLEX[MPPFIE[SVPH
where the rich will have got richer and the poor will
have become relatively poorer.
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Third global currency
The economic rise of Asia and the need for an alternative to the US dollar as the
world’s reserve currency produces a parallel broad-basket Asian Currency Unit.
Alongside individual national currencies and regional
GYVVIRGMIWWYGLEWXLI)EWX'EVMFFIERHSPPEVERHXLI
;IWX%JVMGERJVERGXSHE]XLIVIEVIIWWIRXMEPP]X[SOI]
currencies that can be considered as global reserve
GYVVIRGMIW XLI 97 HSPPEV ERH XLI IYVS 8LIWI EVI
XLIGYVVIRGMIWMR[LMGLOI]GSQQSHMXMIWWYGLEWSMP
gold, steel and so on are priced; they are the primary
currencies against which all others are compared; and
they are the currencies that most national governments
ERHGIRXVEPFEROWLSPHEWTEVXSJXLIMVREXMSREPVIWIVZIW
&]MQTPMGEXMSRXLI]EVIXLIVIJSVIWIIREWXLIGYVVIRGMIW
SJKVIEXIWXWXEFMPMX]ERHXLISRIWXLEXOIITXLI[SVPH´W
XVEHIW]WXIQW¾S[MRK
However, things change and global reserve currencies
EVIRSXMQQYRIJVSQXLMW +SMRKFEGOEGIRXYV]SV
WS 9/WXIVPMRK[EWXLIHIJEYPXKPSFEPGYVVIRG] XLI
97HSPPEV[EWMRGVIEWMRKMRMR¾YIRGIERHXLIIYVS
had not even been conceived. Today, although they
are clearly the current leaders, both the dollar and
the euro are under increasing pressure. Momentum
is building up for a change, or at least the addition
of a third, alternative global reserve currency – one
that is less dependent on the West and one that
more readily supports the future needs of the global
½RERGMEPW]WXIQ%WXLI+LEWWYTIVWIHIHXLI+
QER] LEZI VIGSKRMWIH XLEX ½RERGMEP QEREKIQIRX
of the global system must become more equable.
6SFIVX>SIPPMGO4VIWMHIRXSJXLI;SVPH&EROVIGIRXP]
WEMHXLEXXLI97QYWX³FVEGIMXWIPJ ´ JSVXLIHSPPEVXS
FIVITPEGIHEWXLI[SVPH´WVIWIVZIGYVVIRG]

The fundamental drivers of this are the clear shift in the
centre of economic gravity towards Asia, the associated
growing economic importance of China and the
MRGVIEWIHVMWOWXIQQMRKJVSQKVS[MRKPIZIPWSJHIFXMR
XLI97-REHHMXMSRXLIVIGIRXTVSFPIQWMRXLIIYVS^SRI
have raised increasing concern over the long-term
credibility and viability of the euro as a common currency
across hence many economically varying countries, and
so its credibility as a stable global reserve currency.
+MZIRXLEX97TYFPMGHIFXLEWEPVIEH]TEWWIH SJ
+(4ERHGSYPHLMX MRXLIRI\XHIGEHIQER]EVKYI
XLEX³XLI97QE]VIUYMVIEQSVI¾I\MFPI½WGEPTSPMG]
than currently exists given its status as the now default
TVMQEV]GYVVIRG]´;MXL'LMREERHSXLIVWGSRXMRYMRK
XSTVSWTIVF]PIRHMRKXLI97QSRI]XSFY]QSVISJ
their products and services and so increasing debt and
dependency and with the continued rise of the cost of
alternative stores of value such as gold, one option for
XLI97KSZIVRQIRXMWXSHIZEPYIXLIHSPPEV8LMW[SYPH
help rebalance the system both domestically and locally,
support export growth and also give more economic
¾I\MFMPMX],S[IZIVEXXLMWXMQIHYIXSMXWKPSFEPTSWMXMSR
EWEVIWIVZIGYVVIRG]ERH'LMRE´WVIWMWXERGIXSJVII
¾SEXMRKXLIVIRQMRFMXLMWSTXMSRMWRSXEZEMPEFPI
At the same time, many high-growth Asian economies
EVIOIIRXSQSZISRJVSQRIIHMRKXSXVEHI[MXLIEGL
other via the dollar. Not only do they want to avoid
having to use the dollar as the de facto intermediary for
QER]MRXIVREXMSREPXVEHIW XLI]EPWS[ERXXSOIITXLIMV

`8LIJYXYVISJ[IEPXL

bias in favour of any one country or group of countries or
group of dominant institutions.”

money within their own control with less dependency
SRXLIWXVIRKXLSJXLI97IGSRSQ]ERHXLILMKLP]97
SVMIRXEXIHKPSFEP½RERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRW³;L]WLSYPH%WMER
WEZMRKW QEOI XLI VSYRH XVMT XS XLI 97#´ [EW E X]TMGEP
GSQQIRX[IIRGSYRXIVIH'LMRE-RHMEERH.ETEREW[IPP
as many others such as Thailand, Vietnam and Malaysia
EVIOIIRXSLEZIEREPXIVREXMZISTXMSRXSXLIHSPPEVFYX
this is increasingly seen as not being the euro.The evident
[IEORIWWMRXLIIYVS^SRI[LIVIWXVSRKIGSRSQMIWPMOI
+IVQER] LEZI GPIEVP] FIIR GEVV]MRK [IEO SRIW PMOI
+VIIGI GVIEXIW MRWXEFMPMX] ERH FIWMHIW XLEX XLI IYVS
GEREPWSFIWIIRXSFINYWXEWQYGLPMROIHXS;IWXIVR
½RERGMEPMQTIVEXMZIWEWXLIHSPPEV
“Over the next decade, we will move unmistakably
towards a multi-polar world which will be characterized
by a much broader consultative process that extends
to a larger number of jurisdictions. Greater coordination
EQSRKWXQENSVIGSRSQMIWSR½RERGMEPWIGXSVVIKYPEXMSR
will be needed, and this can be facilitated by the newly
enlarged Financial Stability Board based in Basle. At its
core, the coordination will have to be aimed at achieving
greater trust in the transparent and universally applicable
[SVOMRKSJXLI½RERGMEPW]WXIQ8LMW[MPPIWTIGMEPP]RIIH
XSHMWTIPXLIJIEVXLEXXLIKPSFEP½RERGMEPW]WXIQLEWE

(YVMRKXLIGSYVWISJXLI*YXYVI%KIRHETVSKVEQQI
XLIVI[EWQYGLHMWGYWWMSRSRXLMWXSTMG6ENMZ/YQEV
SJ -'6-)6 MR (IPLM EYXLSVIH E GLEPPIRKMRK MRMXMEP
perspective on the future of currency that was debated
MR[SVOWLSTWMR)YVSTIERH%WME -REHHMXMSR XEPOSJ
XLIHIGPMRISJXLIHSPPEVXLI97¯'LMREI\GLERKIVEXI
and the potential for alternatives was increasingly
VITSVXIHMRQYGLSJXLIQEMRWXVIEQ½RERGMEPTVIWW
All agreed that change is on the horizon but the
options and timescales for a third global currency to
LEZIERMQTEGX[IVILSXP]HIFEXIH )JJIGXMZIP] QSWX
experts see that three alternatives are available.
The China option is one that is seen as increasingly
possible, but not the right answer: the rise of
'LMRE´W IGSRSQMG TS[IV GVIEXIW E GEWI JSV XLI
VIRQMRFM VIZEPYEXMSR XS QEOI MX E KPSFEP VIWIVZI
currency but there are several fundamental
barriers to this. Firstly, the controls exerted by the
Chinese government on its currency mean that it is
HIZEPYIHEKEMRWXXLIVIWXSJXLI[SVPH´WGYVVIRGMIW
and especially the dollar, to give it export advantage.
As Niall Ferguson points out:
±&IGEYWI &IMNMRK OIITW XLI I\GLERKI VEXI ½\IH XLI
dollar cannot devalue against China (and other parts of
%WME HIWTMXIXLIPEVKI97XVEHIHI½GMXW²
Although the Chinese government started to relax the
TIKKMRKXSXLIHSPPEVMR.YRI XLIZEVMEXMSRFIMRK
EPPS[IHMWQEVKMREPEREP]WXWEX'VIHMX7YMWWIVIGOSRXLEX
XLI VIRQMRFM MW YRHIVZEPYIH F]  8LIWI GSRXVSPW
prevent the renminbi from having capital account
GSRZIVXMFMPMX]ERHWSHSR´XEPPS[MXXS¾SEXJVIIP]MRW]RG
with other currencies; the removal of these controls
would be a prerequisite for the renminbi to become

8LMVHKPSFEPGYVVIRG]`

Why should Asian savings make the
round trip to the US?
QSVIMR¾YIRXMEPSRXLI[SVPHWXEKI -REHHMXMSR WSQI
argue that, even if the Chinese government allowed
their currency to become fully convertible, China may
not be prepared politically to assume such a position of
KPSFEP½RERGMEPPIEHIVWLMTERHEWWSGMEXIHVIWTSRWMFMPMX]
A second option is for all countries to adopt what
EVI XIVQIH ³WTIGMEP HVE[MRK VMKLXW´ EW E TEVEPPIP
VIWIVZI GYVVIRG] JSV MRXIVREXMSREP XVEHI 7(6W EVI
XLI MRXIVREXMSREP VIWIVZI EWWIXW QEREKIH F] XLI -1*
8LI][IVIYWIHXSFSSWXKPSFEPPMUYMHMX]MR FYX
it is argued that ongoing applications should be made
QSVITVEGXMGEP7IZIVEPEHZMWIVWMRXLI97EVIOIIRSR
this approach because it provides an alternative to the
HSPPEVFYXHSIWRSXKMZIE[E]XSSQYGLMR¾YIRGIEW
PSRKEWXLI97MWWXMPPTEVXSJXLITSSP&YXQER]WYKKIWX
that this could constitute a true single world currency
and therefore is simply not practical: differential
MRXIVIWXVEXIWERHWIPIGXMZIQSRIXEV]TSPMGMIWQEOIMX
impossible and currency harmonisation cannot readily
be implemented across countries at different stages of
economic development. The considered view is that
XLI-1*MWRSXEWYTIVGIRXVEPFEROERHXYVRMRK7(6W
into a world currency is neither politically possible
RSVTVEGXMGEP -REHHMXMSRXLIPMOIWSJ1EVXMR*IPHWXIMR
4VSJIWWSV SJ )GSRSQMGW EX ,EVZEVH 9RMZIVWMX] LEZI
pointed out that the costs of such a single currency are
KVIEXIVXLERXLIFIRI½XWSJXLII\MWXIRGISJLIHKMRK
The third option for the third global reserve currency
is the creation of what has been termed the Asian
'YVVIRG]9RMXSVXLI%'98LMWMWEFEWOIXSJ%WMER
currencies that are used not as the primary currency
in each country but as a secondary parallel currency

JSV XVEHI +MZIR XLI WMQMPEVMXMIW XS [LEX LETTIRIH
MR)YVSTIMRXLIPEXIW QER]WIIXLEXXLI%'9
could be a precursor to a common future currency,
NYWXEWXLI)'9[EWJSVXLIIYVS,S[IZIVXLMWMWRSX
RIGIWWEVMP]XLIGEWI8LI%'9MWRSXMQTPMGMXP]PMROIH
to Asian monetary union, nor requires it, but is rather
E QIERW F] [LMGL XLI %WMER IGSRSQMIW GER XEOI
greater control of their world:
“If the Asian Development Bank takes the European
model forward and creates a parallel currency that is
a plural basket of national currencies, the Asian region
as a whole will gain some decoupling from the US
dollar. This will allow economic agents in the region to
MRZSMGI ½RERGMEP ERH XVEHI XVERWEGXMSRW MR E GSQQSR
currency and reduce exchange rate risks as well as
GLERRIP%WME´WWEZMRKWQSVIIJ½GMIRXP][MXLMRXLIVIKMSR
As a regional benchmark, the ACU will help share the
degree of divergence of each participating country’s’
currencies, which will improve the understanding of
generic problems in a particular currency’s market and
in pursuing macroeconomic policies.”
%OI]UYIWXMSRLIVIMW[LIXLIVXLI%'9[SYPHVIUYMVI
EPPRMRIXIIR%7)%2GSYRXVMIWXSTEVXMGMTEXIJVSQXLI
start, or whether it would be more pragmatic to begin
[MXLXLIJSYVFMKIGSRSQMIW¯'LMRE-RHME.ETERERH
7SYXL/SVIE¯ERHXLIREHHMRQSVIEWSXLIVWKEMR
stability. This would essentially copy the good aspects
SJXLI)'9 FIKMRRMRK[MXLXLIWXVSRKIWXIGSRSQMIW
[MXLSYXXV]MRKXSMRGPYHIIZIV]SRIXSSWSSR-XMWGPIEV
XLEXXLIGSRGITXSJXLI%'9LEW[MHIVERKMRKETTIEP
ERH FIRI½X FYX MW EPWS IZMHIRX XLEX TSPMXMGW GSYPH
get in the way – especially between China and the
other major regional economies. However, given that
the alternative is to maintain the dollar as the global
currency, with ever-rising pressure on the system,
WSQI FYXRSXEPP WIIXLEXF]EQSVIIUYEFPI
QSHIPPMOIXLI%'9GSYPH[IPPFIMRTPE]
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The future of happiness

As the third of the health, wealth and happiness
trio, the topics covered in this cluster address
a wide range of possible changes for the next
decade. The future of happiness can stretch across
a broad spectrum. At one extreme, we can see
the impact of societal change that will probably
affect all of us as the evident demographic shifts
around population growth and ageing are played
out. At the other, there are issues that will be very
personal in terms of our individual choices around
enjoying the life we have, connecting with others
and being part of communities that we opt into.
-RXLIQMHHPIXLIVIEVITVSFEFPIGLERKIWSRXLI
horizon that revolve around some of the choices
XLEXKSZIVRQIRXWGSQTERMIWERHWSGMEPRIX[SVOW
QE]QEOIJSVYWXS[LMGL[IQE]EWMRHMZMHYEPW
EPPVIWTSRHMRHIWMVIHSVYRI\TIGXIH[E]W-RXLI
discussions that led to the selection of the eight
topics in this cluster, there were many who see the
future as being less happy than today overall; but,
on balance, there were slightly more who felt that,
[MXLIZIV]XLMRKXLEXMWPMOIP]XSSGGYVXLI[SVPHSJ
GSYPHFIELETTMIVTPEGI

The topics covered in the following pages are:
Active elderly
'LSSWMRK+SH
'SGOXEMPMHIRXMXMIW
)RNS]MRKXLISVHMREV]
Less variety
Live experiences
7IEQPIWWQIHMEGSRWYQTXMSR
7[MXGLMRKSJJ

Active elderly
Wealthier, healthier older people increasingly engage in more active lives
having extended careers and becoming more politically involved.
According to the World Health Organization
;,3 F]XLIVI[MPPFISZIVEFMPPMSRIPHIVP]
TISTPI SR XLI TPERIX [MXL  QMPPMSR SJ XLIWI MR
XLI HIZIPSTMRK [SVPH -R 'LMRE XLI TVSTSVXMSR SJ
elderly people is on course to double in a period
SJ NYWX XLMVX] ]IEVW FIX[IIR  ERH  -R
*VERGIEWMQMPEVMRGVIEWIXSSO]IEVW -RXLI97
researchers expect the number of people over 65
XS QSZI JVSQ NYWX YRHIV  QMPPMSR XSHE] XS TEWW
 QMPPMSR F]  %PXLSYKL EW PMJI I\TIGXERG]
continues to lengthen, the number of very old
people will rise and so the burden on healthcare
W]WXIQW [MPP MRGVIEWI JSV XLI  XS  EKI KVSYT
improved healthcare and healthier living will result in
more active lives than preceding generations. Active
ageing is on the rise and, with it, some fundamental
changes in society, ranging from employment and
TEVIRXMRKXSPIMWYVIERHTSPMXMGW &] WSQIWII
that 55 will be the new middle age and many of
us will lead independent active lives until our late
seventies.
&]XLIVI[MPPHI½RMXIP]FIEKVIEXIVTVSTSVXMSR
SJ SPHIV [SVOIVW MR XLI [SVOJSVGI XLER XSHE]
experience will be valued as well as economic
contribution. Organisations are increasingly aware
of the loss of collective memory that occurs when
TISTPIVIXMVIERHWSQIWYGLEW4 ++IRIVEP1MPPW
)PM 0MPP] ERH &SIMRK LEZI FIIR YWMRK TVSKVEQQIW
such as yourencore.com to tap into this resource.

Experience will be valued as well as
economic contribution.
%XXLIWEQIXMQI EXXMXYHIWXSGSRXMRYIH[SVOEVI
shifting, with up to half of employees increasingly
OIIR XS OIIT [SVOMRK SR E JYPP SV TEVXXMQI
basis after retirement age. Third-generation career
[SVOIVW EVI VIKEVHIH EW ORS[PIHKIEFPI ¾I\MFPI
ERH I\TIVMIRGIH [SVOIVW ERH EVI VMWMRK LMKLIV SR
XLI[MWLPMWXSJQER]SVKERMWEXMSRW7S[IGERGPIEVP]
expect continued participation beyond 65 to be on
XLIEKIRHEJSVQSVIIQTPS]IVWF]
;LEXQEOIWXLMWTVIXX][IPPGIVXEMRMRQER]GSYRXVMIW
MW XLI IGSRSQMG TVIWWYVI XS OIIT TISTPI [SVOMRK
delay retirement and so reduce the pension gap.
%X XLI I\XVIQI MR .ETER [MXL ER EKIMRK TSTYPEXMSR
and one of the lowest birth rates in the world, the
RYQFIVSJ[SVOIVWMWSRGSYVWIXSVIHYGIJVSQ
million to 56 million over the next twenty years. With
KVSWW KSZIVRQIRX HIFX LIEHMRK XS[EVHW   SJ
+(4F] .ETERGPIEVP]RIIHWTISTPIXSWXE]MR
[SVOERHVIQEMRIGSRSQMGEPP]EGXMZIJSVPSRKIV1ER]
other developed economies face a similar, though
RSX WS I\XVIQI WMXYEXMSR -R +IVQER] JSV MRWXERGI
[LIVIXLIGSYRXV]´WSZIVTSTYPEXMSRMWI\TIGXIH
XSHSYFPIF] XLIVIXMVIQIRXEKIMWVMWMRKJVSQ
XSWXEVXMRKMRERHTSPMXMGMERWEVIXEPOMRK
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Men in their sixties and seventies are
also becoming fathers partly because
they can and more often because they
want to.
EFSYX  EW E PSRKXIVQ XEVKIX 8EM[ER VIGIRXP]
MRGVIEWIH MXW VIXMVIQIRX EKI JVSQ  XS  HYI XS
MRGVIEWMRKHIFX +VIIGIMWTPERRMRKXSWLMJXMXWSJ½GMEP
VIXMVIQIRX EKI JVSQ  XS  F]  ERH IZIR
France is adding a couple of years to its pensionable
EKIF]-RXLI9/KSZIVRQIRXERRSYRGIH
that, as well as bringing women into line with men in
XIVQWSJ[SVOMRKPMJI VIXMVIQIRXEKI[MPPMRGVIEWIXS
F] [MPPKSYTXSF]ERHQE]EPWS
LMXRSXPSRKEJXIVXLEX;LIXLIVF]HIWMVISVRIIH
around the world, over the next decade being old will
increasingly mean being economically active.
&I]SRH [SVOMRK XLIVI EVI WIZIVEP SXLIV EVIEW
where there is clear evidence for more active elderly
going forward. For instance, older parents: pregnancy
SZIVLEWFIGSQIMRGVIEWMRKP]TSWWMFPIXLEROWXS
EHZERGIWMRVITVSHYGXMZIXIGLRSPSK]ERH-:*%PVIEH]
MRXLI9/XLIVIEVISZIVFMVXLWE]IEVXS[SQIR
SZIV  ERH MR XLI 97 XLI ½KYVI MW EVSYRH 
[LMPIMR-RHMEMR3QOEVM4ER[EVKEZIFMVXLEX
XLEROWXS-:*³1IRMRXLIMVWM\XMIWERHWIZIRXMIW
are also becoming fathers partly because they can
ERHQSVISJXIRFIGEYWIXLI][ERXXS´ 'IVXEMRP]MR
WSQIQEVOIXW:MEKVELEWMRGVIEWIHXLITVSTSVXMSR
of the elderly having active sex lives but also there is
increasing evidence that more elderly divorced men
EVIOIIRXSWXEVXEJEQMP]ERHFIKMREKEMR

Attitudes among the over-sixties are also changing
XS QEOI XLIQ WSGMEPP] QSVI EGXMZI ERH WS QSVI
ZMWMFPI SR QER] E GSVTSVEXI VEHEV 0SSOMRK ELIEH
EW XLI +IRIVEXMSR <IVW FIGSQI IPHIVP] QER] HS
not expect their values and behaviours to change.
4IRWMSRIVW [MRHWYVJ ERH KS XS +PEWXSRFYV] JSV
example. One of the challenges being faced by many
GSQTERMIW MW LS[ XS QEVOIX TVSHYGXW ERH WIVZMGIW
XS XLIWI TISTPI ;MXL   SJ HMWTSWEFPI [IEPXL
GSRXVSPPIHF]XLISZIV½JXMIWERHQSVIXLERFMPPMSR
TISTPI SZIV  GSQTERMIW [MPP WSSR TE] EW QYGL
attention to understanding the different older groups
as they have traditionally done to the under-thirties.
The traditional stereotyping of old people as the grey
QEVOIX[MPPFIXYVRIHSRMXWLIEHEWQEVOIXIVWJSGYW
QSVISR[LIVIXLIQSRI]MW%VSYRH SJKPSFEP
advertising is currently aimed at the young and many
in the industry see that the greater wealth in the older
generations will lead to a shift towards seniors being
EWWIKQIRXIHEQEVOIXEWXIIREKIVW
The active elderly are also becoming more engaged
EVSYRHKPSFEPERHPSGEPGLEPPIRKIW -RXLI97XLIVI
EVIEPVIEH]SZIVQMPPMSRTISTPIEKIHSZIVXEOMRK
part in voluntary activities in educational, political
and religious organisations. More children are being
PSSOIH EJXIV EX OI] XMQIW F] XLIMV KVERHTEVIRXW
and, in many parts of the world where migration
has separated families, surrogate grandparenting

Companies will soon pay as much
attention to understanding the different
older groups as they have traditionally
done to the under-thirties.

%GXMZIIPHIVP]`

VSPIW EVI MRGVIEWMRKP] FIMRK XEOIR F] EGXMZI IPHIVP]
RIMKLFSYVW -R XLI [SVPH SJ TSPMXMGW -XEPMER 4VMQI
1MRMWXIV 7MPZMS &IVPYWGSRM MW  [LMPI -RHMER 4VMQI
1MRMWXIV1ERQSLER7MRKLMWERHXLIVIEVIELSWX
of other government posts around the world being
XEOIR F] TISTPI [IPP TEWX XLIMV SJ½GMEP VIXMVIQIRX
EKI -R WSQI GYPXYVIW XLI SPH LEZI EP[E]W FIIR
respected for their experience and wisdom; in
others the ambition and willingness of the active
IPHIVP]XSGSRXMRYIXSQEOIEGSRXVMFYXMSRXSTYFPMG
life is gaining ground.
Lastly, the seniors of tomorrow will also be more
technologically literate than those of today. While
EVSYRH SJTISTPIMRXLIMV½JXMIWMRHIZIPSTIH
IGSRSQMIW VIKYPEVP] YWI XLI MRXIVRIX EW XSHE]´W
middle aged become elderly and connectivity
increases, some expect to see even more frequent
use. The over-55 group is currently the fastestKVS[MRK WIKQIRX SR *EGIFSSO ERH [MXL QSVI

The over-55 group is currently the
fastest growing segment on Facebook.

access to technology and more experience, some
see a reducing digital divide between the young and
the old in the future.
-RQER]GSYRXVMIWXLIEZIVEKITIRWMSRSJXLITEWX[EW
designed to last around ten years, as life expectancy
[EWX]TMGEPP]EVSYRH;MXLEZIVEKIPMJII\TIGXERG]
EPVIEH]ETTVSEGLMRKMRWSQIVIKMSRWXLI]IEV
SPHW SJ  QE] [IPP LEZI X[IRX] ]IEVW ELIEH SJ
XLIQ&IMRKQSVIIGSRSQMGEPP]EGXMZIJSVPSRKIVMWER
increasing certainty for many, but it is highly probable
that the elderly will also be more socially and politically
active than ever over the next decade.
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'LSSWMRK+SH
The increasing fragmentation of society and looser connection between
religion and the state in some regions sees more of us turning to God.
There has always been a desire to counterbalance
choice and individual responsibility with a sense of
QSVEP GIVXEMRX] %W .SLR 1MGOPIXL[EMX ERH %HVMER
;SSPHVMHKITSMRXSYXMRXLIMVFSSOGod is Back³-RE
world of ever greater competition displacement and
opportunity, faith has become a useful attribute for
TVSWTIVSYWTISTPI&YXVIPMKMSREPWSJYP½PWEVSPIPS[IV
down in society providing support for those who have
PSWXSYXMRKPSFEPGETMXEPMWQSVJIIPFI[MPHIVIHF]MX´
This may well explain why, across the globe, belief in
+SHMWSRXLIMRGVIEWI
'LVMWXMERMX] ERH -WPEQ EVI XLI X[S KPSFEP VIPMKMSRW
ERHMRXLIXLGIRXYV]-WPEQLEWHSRIQYGLFIXXIV
XLER'LVMWXMERMX]MRXLITSTYPEVMX]WXEOIW8LI1YWPMQ
TSTYPEXMSR LEW KVS[R JVSQ  QMPPMSR MR 
XS  FMPPMSR XSHE] -R GSQTEVMWSR 'LVMWXMERMX] LEW
declined in the centre (there are more Catholics in
XLI4LMPMTTMRIWXLERXLIVIEVIMR-XEP] FYXI\XIRHIH
MRXS RI[ KISKVETLMIW TEVXMGYPEVP] 7SYXL %QIVMGE
-WPEQ SR XLI SXLIV LERH MW VIWYVKIRX EGVSWW XLI
Arab world and some Christian scholars predict
XLEX MX [MPP SZIVXEOI 'LVMWXMERMX] EW XLI [SVPH´W
FMKKIWXVIPMKMSRF] 1YWPMQGSYRXVMIWEVIEPWS
profoundly Muslim in a way that Christian countries
EVIRSX¯EGGSVHMRKXS4I[W+PSFEP%XXMXYHIW7YVZI]
 SJ-RHSRIWMERWERH SJ)K]TXMERWWE]VIPMKMSR
plays an important role in their daily lives. That is
not to say that the global spread of American-style
)ZERKIPMGEP 'LVMWXMERMX] LEW JEMPIH XS LEZI MQTEGX

-RHIIH 4IRXIGSWXEP HIRSQMREXMSRW MRGPYHMRK
GLEVMWQEXMGWEVIXLI[SVPH´WJEWXIWXKVS[MRKVIPMKMSYW
movements, now comprising one-quarter of the
[SVPH´W'LVMWXMERTSTYPEXMSRGSQTEVIH[MXLNYWX 
thirty years ago. According to the World Christian
)RG]GPSTIHME EFSYX  QMPPMSR %JVMGERW HIWGVMFIH
XLIQWIPZIW EW FSVREKEMR 'LVMWXMERW MR 
8SHE] XLI ½KYVI LEW WSEVIH XS QSVI XLER 
QMPPMSRSVSZIVSRIXLMVHSJ%JVMGE´WTSTYPEXMSR)ZIR
in China, a state historically tied to secularism, religion
TPE]WERMQTSVXERXVSPI[MXL SJXLITSTYPEXMSR
VIKEVHMRK MX EW ³ZIV]´ SV ³WSQI[LEX´ MQTSVXERX MR
XLIMV PMZIW ERH SRP]   WXEXMRK XLEX MX MW RSX EX EPP
MQTSVXERX )YVSTI EPSRI MW [VETTIH MR WIGYPEVMWQ
[MXLSRP] SJ)YVSTIERWWE]MRKVIPMKMSRMWZIV]
important to them, and this number would be even
PS[IVMJXLIQMKVERXTSTYPEXMSR[EWXEOIRSYXSJXLI
IUYEXMSR¯MR0SRHSR SJXLITISTPIKSMRKXS
church are African or Afro-Caribbean.
There are numerous reasons for the rise in spiritual
FIPMIJ -R E [SVPH [LIVI QMPPMSRW EVI WITEVEXIH
JVSQXLIMVLSQIWERH½RHXLIQWIPZIWMRYRJEQMPMEV
environments with very different cultural norms,
religion offers a sense of security, continuity and
purpose. Certainly it provides an anchor for the
millions of migrants who are leaving their traditional
villages for the new mega-cities. Large numbers of
]SYRK QIR [LS GSQI XS XLI XS[RW PSSOMRK JSV
[SVO LEZIJI[SXLIVXVEHMXMSREPWXVYGXYVIWXSOIIT

`8LIJYXYVISJLETTMRIWW

them under control. This is also true for the Muslim
TSTYPEXMSRMR)YVSTI[LMGLPSSOWWIXXSGSRXMRYIMXW
growth trajectory given the challenges at home and
the opportunities in the West. However, the situation
MWTVSFPIQEXMGFIGEYWIEPXLSYKLXLIGLERGIWSJ[SVO
in their country of origin may well be limited, many
1YWPMQW GSQMRK JVSQ )YVSTI´W WSYXLIVR FSVHIVW
½RH PMJI HMJ½GYPX RSX SRP] EVI XLI] WLSGOIH F] XLI
PMFIVEPMWQXLI]½RHMRXLI)YVSTIERGETMXEPWFYXEPWS
they can feel marginalised and isolated as many of
XLIQLEZIXSTMGOYTXLIPS[WOMPPIHSVWLSVXXIVQ
NSFWXLEX)YVSTIERWHSR´X[ERXER]QSVI 6IPMKMSR
TVSZMHIW ER EPXIVREXMZI XS XLI HMJ½GYPXMIW XLI] EVI
faced with and offers hope for the future.
From a practical perspective religion can act as an
MRJSVQEP GPYF 7MKRW SJ VIPMKMSYW GSQQMXQIRX EVI
KIRIVEPP] WTIEOMRK LEVH XS JEOI ERH WS TVSZMHI E
reliable signal to others; this produces trust and so
QEOIWFYWMRIWWIEWMIVXSXVERWEGX8LMWMWLEZMRKER
MQTEGXMRWYVTVMWMRKTPEGIW -REVIGIRXTETIV >LES
<MES 4VSJIWWSVSJ-RXIVREXMSREP&YWMRIWW)GSRSQMGW
EX&IMNMRK9RMZIVWMX] EVKYIWXLEX'LMRE´WIGSRSQ]MW

FIRI½XMRKJVSQXLIWTVIEHSJ'LVMWXMERMX]WE]MRKXLEX
‘from the perspective of human society the most
WYGGIWWJYPQSHIPMWGLYVGLQEVOIXIGSRSQ]8LEXMW
XSWE]XLILETT]GSQFMREXMSRSJEQEVOIXIGSRSQ]
that discourages idleness together with a strong
JEMXL IXLMGW XLEXHMWGSYVEKIWHMWLSRIWX]ERHMRNYV]´
<MES´WEWWIVXMSRMWXLEX'LVMWXMERMX]MWEWMKRSJLMKLIV
ideas and progress and that spiritual wealth and
material wealth go together. Certainly the growth in
the Christian fellowship is noticeable. According to
XLIPEXIWXWYVZI]WHSRIF]'LMRE4EVXRIVERH)EWX
'LMRE2SVQEP9RMZIVWMX]MR7LERKLEMXLIVIEVIRS[
FIX[IIRERHQMPPMSR4VSXIWXERXWMR'LMRE¯E
VMWIJVSQQMPPMSRMR-XWLSYPHEPWSFIRSXIH
that China is not just open to Christian philosophies;
MXEGXYEPP]LEWEWQER]1YWPMQWEW7EYHM%VEFMEERH
RIEVP] X[MGI EW QER] EW XLI IRXMVI )9 &] 
'LMRE GSYPH LEZI XLI [SVPH´W FMKKIWX 1YWPMQ ERH
biggest Christian populations.
There seems to be an inverse relationship between
the generosity of the welfare state and the success of
VIPMKMSR%WXLIWXEXIXEOIWSRQSVIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSV
health, education and so on, the need for religiousbased activities declines. This may be an additional
reason why religion is enjoying growth in many
developing countries which are too needy to afford
)YVSTI´W [IPJEVI TVSZMWMSR SV EVI TLMPSWSTLMGEPP]
disinclined towards a state welfare model – China
ERH7SYXL/SVIEMRTEVXMGYPEV6IPMKMSYWTLMPERXLVST]
is not exclusive to any one faith – Christians are
to be found feeding the poor but the Taliban also
use social welfare as way of engaging with the local
TSTYPEXMSR ¯ JSV I\EQTPI F] JYRHMRK ERH WXSGOMRK
LSWTMXEPW[MXLQIHMGEPWYTTPMIW -RKIRIVEP LS[IZIV
this approach may also shed light on why more
wealthy countries with a strong welfare state are
KIRIVEPP]QSVIWIGYPEV¯XEOI*VERGIJSVI\EQTPI

'LSSWMRK+SH`

Attending religious services weekly
rather than not at all has the same
effect on happiness as moving from the
FSXXSQUYEVXMPIXSXLIXSTUYEVXMPISJ
overall income distribution.
Although the implications for society of increased
interest in religion are huge, there was agreement
throughout our discussions that the topic is not
SJXIRKMZIRXLIWMKRM½GERGIMXHIWIVZIW-RHIIHUYMXI
the reverse. The tide is however turning and the
WIGYPEV MRWXMXYXMSRW EVI FIKMRRMRK XS EGORS[PIHKI
XLIMWWYI9RXMPVIGIRXP]WIGYPEVQMRHIHKSZIVRQIRXW
LEZI XVMIH XS OIIT JEMXL SYX SJ WXEXI MRWXMXYXMSRW
but the rise in religion may mean that many of the
electorate want their faith to guide those institutions
– and the politicians that run them. This debate is
building momentum in primarily Muslim countries
PMOI7]VMEERH)K]TX FYXI\TIGXMXXSEJJIGX)YVSTI
ERH XLI 97 XSS ¯ ER][LIVI MR JEGX [LIVI XLIVI
MW E WMKRM½GERX ERH KVS[MRK VIPMKMSYW TSTYPEXMSR -R
addition to migration, the internet and new methods
SJ IZERKIPMGEP TVEGXMGI QIERW XLEX XSHE]´W [SVPH MW
no longer divided into geographical areas where one
faith or another predominates.

7SQI WYKKIWX XLEX XLI VMWI SJ TSPMXMGEP -WPEQMWQ
particularly in its extreme form, has prompted a
FEGOPEWLEKEMRWXEPPVIPMKMSRW¯ERH MRHIIH MXMWXVYI
that religion is now often blamed for many of the
problems we face as a society, stretching from the
MWWYIW MR XLI 1MHHPI )EWX XS PSGEPMWIH GSQQYRMX]
TVSFPIQWMREVIEWWYGLEW&VEHJSVHMR)RKPERHSVXLI
Parisian suburbs. Certainly religion can be used as a
rallying cry for those disenfranchised by their current
IRZMVSRQIRXWFYXMX´WEPWS[SVXLVIQIQFIVMRKXLEX
religion has also inspired many to stand up and
HIJIRHWSGMIX]EKEMRWXXSXEPMXEVMERWXEXIW¯XEOI JSV
I\EQTPIXLI7EJJVSR6IZSPYXMSRMR1]ERQEV
Perhaps the increase in religious belief is ultimately
driven by the simple wish to be happy. Faith, after all, is a
TS[IVJYPKIRIVEXSVSJWSGMEPGETMXEPERHXLIVIMWEQEVOIH
correlation between religion, health and happiness. Pew
shows that Americans who attend religious services
SRGI SV QSVI XMQIW E [IIO EVI LETTMIV   ZIV]
LETT]  XLER XLSWI [LS HS RSX8LMW XVIRH LEW FIIR
JEMVP]WXIEH]WMRGI4I[WXEVXIHXLIWYVZI]MRXLIW
ERHMWQSVIVSFYWXXLERXLIPMROFIX[IIRLETTMRIWW
ERH[IEPXL -RJEGX³EXXIRHMRKVIPMKMSYWWIVZMGIW[IIOP]
rather than not at all has the same effect on happiness
as moving from the bottom quartile to the top quartile
SJSZIVEPPMRGSQIHMWXVMFYXMSR´ERHEW1MGOPIXL[EMXERH
;SSPHVMHKI TSMRX SYX MX MW E PSX IEWMIV XS HS 7QEPP
wonder more people are trying it.
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'SGOXEMPMHIRXMXMIW
The need to differentiate between real and virtual disappears: who you are ceases
to be a singular identity as we each have a multiple ‘cocktail identity’ portfolio.
%WXLI[SVPHFIGSQIWMRGVIEWMRKP]³EP[E]WSR´ ERH
³EP[E]WGSRRIGXIH´ EKVS[MRKRYQFIVSJYWQEREKI
SYVXMQIF]HIZIPSTMRK³QYPXMTPIMHIRXMXMIW´[LMGLEVI
ZEVMSYWP]YWIHEGVSWWSYV[SVOERHWSGMEPPMZIW -XMW
quite common today for one individual to have several
IQEMPEHHVIWWIW¯SRIJSV[SVOERSXLIVJSVLSQI
ERHERSXLIVXMIHMRXSSRISVQSVIWSGMEPRIX[SVOW
we could also have a couple of phone numbers and
WIZIVEP TVS½PIW SR8[MXXIV *EGIFSSO ERH XLI PMOI
0SSOMRK JSV[EVH EW XLI RYQFIV SJ JSVQW SJ [LS
we are and groups we may belong to increases, we
can expect things to get even more complex. While
some see a single universal persona existing across
multiple platforms and social interactions, others
WII E JEV QSVI JVEKQIRXIH ETTVSEGL FIMRK XEOIR
Whatever the case, the growing challenge lies in
understanding which or who is the real you.
%W 4VSJIWWSV 1MOI ,EVH] SJ XLI &VMXMWL 'SYRGMP
highlighted in his initial view on the future of
identity:
“The ‘dealing-with-multiple-identities’ challenge is
PMOIP] XS FIGSQI QSVI GSQTPI\ ERH QSVI WMKRM½GERX
As our world becomes smaller through migration and
mobility, both virtual and real, it may be that people
and groups will express themselves more insistently
through multiple rather than single identity lenses. So it
will be the particular ingredients of the ‘cocktail identity’

XLIGSQFMREXMSRSJTIVWSREWERHXLIMVGSRWIUYIRGIW 
[LMGL[MPPFIXLIQSVIWMKRM½GERX,S[[MPP[ITVSXIGX
and respect apparently contradictory and multiple
identities? Will it be through identity personas that we
HI½RISV[MPPMXFIJVSQERMRXIKVEXIHWIXSJZEPYIW#²
-R SRI [SVOWLST XLI GSQQIRX [EW QEHI XLEX
³*EGIFSSOERHWMQMPEVWSGMEPRIX[SVOWEPPS[TISTPI
to customise multiple online identities around
XLIQWIPZIW ¯ MX MW FIGSQMRK XLI RSVQ´ -R ERSXLIV
XLMW [EW FVSYKLX XS PMJI F] E ]IEVSPH KMVP [LS
LEH X[IRX]WIZIR *EGIFSSO TVS½PIW ERH XLMW [EW
seen to be typical in her peer group: one was the
TVS½PIXLEXLIVTEVIRXWERHXIEGLIVWGSYPHWIIERH
XLISRIXLEXMRJSYV]IEVW´ XMQI[SYPHFIZMWMFPIXS
the universities she hoped to attend; another was
WTIGM½GEPP] JSV MRXIVEGXMRK [MXL LIV WGLSSP JVMIRHW
ERH]IXERSXLIV[EWLS[WLIOITXLIVVIPEXMSRWFEGO
MR4EOMWXERYTHEXIH;LMPIXLIWIXLVIIEPPTVSZMHIH
HMJJIVIRXXEOIWSRXLIWEQITIVWSRERH[IVIGPIEVP]
designed to share different aspects of her life to
XEVKIX EYHMIRGIW LIV SXLIV X[IRX]JSYV TVS½PIW
[IVIEPPQEHIYTERHVERKIHJVSQE]IEVSPHFS]
XSE]IEVSPH[SQER )WWIRXMEPP]XLIWIEVIWSGMEP
experiments in which, for instance, she is pretending
XSFIE]IEVSPHMR7ER*VERGMWGSE]IEVSPHMR
Paris or just someone else she has dreamt up who
lives in her street. The girl in question is quite clear
[LMGLMWXLIVIEPLIVERH[LMGLMWQEOIFIPMIZIFYX
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This was brought to life by a 14-year-old
girl who had twenty-seven Facebook
TVS½PIWERHXLMW[EWWIIRXSFIX]TMGEP
in her peer group.
how can anyone in the outside world see who she
EGXYEPP]MW#-JEGSQTER][ERXIHXSQEVOIXTVSHYGXW
to her, then which of her multiple identities would
they focus on? As she and similar people go to
YRMZIVWMX] ERH IRXIV XLI [SVOTPEGI [MPP XLI] LEZI
more or fewer identities? Will managing so many
JEOIMHIRXMXMIWFIGSQIXSSI\LEYWXMRK#;MPPXLI]EPP
QIVKIMRXSSRIGSGOXEMPSV[MPPXLI]FIOITXWITEVEXI
as multiple parallel faces to the world?
-JXLMWMWRSXGSQTPMGEXIHIRSYKLXLIR[IEPWSLEZI
an underpinning shift occurring in some areas as a
GSRWIUYIRGISJVMWMRKQMKVEXMSREW1MOI,EVH]EPWS
suggested, ‘as the diaspora space grows, it provides
EPMROFIX[IIRMHIRXMX]LMWXSV]ERHRS[©-HIRXMX]
in a diaspora space or location develops as an
ongoing process that can change with situations and
I\TIVMIRGIW´%WTISTPIQSZIJVSQSRIGSYRXV]XS
another, they retain their homeland identity but also
merge it with their new home – and so become
-XEPMER%QIVMGER SV 0SRHSR-VMWL 7SQIXMQIW XLMW
WLMJXLETTIRWUYMGOP]FYXRSXEP[E]W3RIGSQQIRX
from the programme pointed out that ‘identity
EGVSWWFSVHIVWMWXLIXVYIRIIH´%RSXLIVLMKLPMKLXIH
XLMW [IPP MR XLEX³MR *VERGI [I LEZI E FVSEH MR¾Y\
of North African migrants that gradually assume a
Moroccan-French, Tunisian-French or similar identity.
&YXXLMWX]TMGEPP]XEOIWXLVIISVJSYVKIRIVEXMSRWXS
HIZIPST=IW [IQE]FIGSQI4EVMWMERQSVIUYMGOP]
XLER XLEX FYX EX E JYRHEQIRXEP PIZIP - WII XLEX

national identity is something we hold on to for as
long as possible. Children may be comfortable with
FIMRKJSVIQSWX4EVMWMER FYXXLI][MPPWXMPPXEPOQSVI
EFSYX XLIMV KVERHTEVIRX´W LIVMXEKI X[S SV XLVII
KIRIVEXMSRWEJXIVQSZMRKXS*VERGI´ +SMRKJSV[EVH
as people from different nations move around and
settle a long way from their homeland, the diaspora
QM\[MPPMRGVIEWIERH[MXLMXXLIEWWSGMEXIHMR¾YIRGI
on our self-identity.
We also have to consider the impact of increasingly
global common interest groups with which people
align their priorities. Whether cause-related (eg,
+VIIRTIEGI  FIPMIJ FEWIH IK 'LVMWXMER -WPEQMG 
WTSVXW SVMIRXIH IK &SWXSR 6IH 7S\  SV PMJIWX]PI
HVMZIR IKWTMVMXYEPSVKERMGJSSHSVKE] XLIKVS[XL
of the internet has enabled people all over the world
to connect and become a community. Many of the
connections between the new tribes and clans are
MRGVIEWMRKP] GVSWWFSVHIV MR REXYVI ERH MR¾YIRGI
and so are adding another dimension to the growing
identity smorgasbord that we can assemble.
0SSOMRK EX XLI HIGEHI ELIEH TISTPI LEZI LEH
alternative views of how this could all play out. At
one extreme, some see that we will have the option
to inhabit a world where multiple faces to external
communities are presented as a coherent mix: in the
³]SYRMZIVWI´IZIV]XLMRKXLEXGERFIMWGIRXVIHEVSYRH
XLIMRHMZMHYEP 2IX[SVOW MRJSVQEXMSR MHIRXMXMIWERH

Identity in a diaspora space or location
develops as an ongoing process
that can change with situations and
experiences.

'SGOXEMPMHIRXMXMIW`

In the ‘youniverse’, everything that can
be is centred around the individual.
Networks, information, identities and
relationships are all presented and
seen solely through the lens of personal
TVS\MQMX]ERHMR¾YIRGI

relationships are all presented and seen solely through
XLIPIRWSJTIVWSREPTVS\MQMX]ERHMR¾YIRGI%W[EW
WYKKIWXIH MR ER 0% [SVOWLST³HIZIPSTQIRXW WYGL
EW*EGIFSSO'SRRIGXERH3TIRKVEJX[MPPEKKVIKEXI
]SYV±PMOIW²ERHQEOI]SYVMHIRXMX]QSVITSVXEFPI´
At the other end of the spectrum, some see further
fragmentation of identity on the horizon to a point
where we manage our relationships, interests and

hence our multiple identities in isolation of each
other. The coherence is less visible to others, and
even to ourselves, but, at heart, still represents an
amalgam of who we are.
'SGOXEMP MHIRXMXMIW EVI LIVI XSHE] ERH LMKLP] PMOIP]
to increase in the future in both nature and scope.
Alongside the identities we create and manage,
whether in the real world or online, additional layers
FEWIHSR[LEXSXLIVWXLMROERHWE]EFSYX[LS[I
EVI[LEX[IXLMROERH[LEX[IHS[MPPMRGVIEWMRKP]
be publicly available: professional and amateur
critiques on top of and around the real you.
And so we are left with a two-part question. Will
[I GSRXMRYI XS FI LETT] [MXL XLMW GSGOXEMP SJ
information about who we are? Or, would it be
IEWMIV ERH QEOI YW LETTMIV XS WMQTP] GSRWSPMHEXI
IEGLSJSYVQYPXMTPIMHIRXMXMIWFEGOMRXSSRIERHWS
VIHMWGSZIVXLI³VIEPQI´#
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)RNS]MRKXLISVHMREV]
Growing satisfaction with the basics of life focuses more on making the most
of the day-to-day and increasingly valuing the ordinary.
)ZIR FIJSVI XLI IGSRSQMG HS[RXYVR MR )YVSTI
ERHXLI97XLEXWXEVXIHMRXLIVI[IVIWIZIVEP
signals that more people in these regions were
WIIOMRK E PIWW GSQTPMGEXIH PMJI %W SRI TEVXMGMTERX
GSQQIRXIH³%JXIV½JX]]IEVWMREGSRWYQIVFYFFPI
maybe it is time we again focus on what is really
MQTSVXERX´ %PPMIH XS XLMW WSQI VIWIEVGL WLEVIH EX
SRI SJ XLI IEVP] [SVOWLSTW TSMRXIH XS E WLMJX MR
EXXMXYHIW )YVSTIMWKSMRKFEGOXSFEWMGW¯FYX[MXL
a twist. From restaurants to holidays, to the simple
HE]XSHE]EGXMZMXMIWPMOIGEXGLMRKEFYWMRHIZIPSTIH
societies there is notable momentum building towards
placing a greater value of the ordinary. As austerity
measures introduced into the same countries start
XS FMXI WSQI WII XLEX VEXLIV XLER ½KLXMRK EKEMRWX
the economic necessity, many will embrace the
opportunity to drop down a gear or two and enjoy
the simpler times. This is certainly not currently on
the radar in fast-growing emerging economies –
where more, not less, is often the priority for many
– but some see that this attitude shift may spread
as people embrace a more sustainable and more
holistic view of life.
At one level, this is fuelled by the continuing interest
in the past, albeit a rose-tinted view. Traditional
living in terms of values, design and food has been
a growing aspiration over the past few years. The
[MHIWTVIEHTSTYPEVMX]SJ7LEOIVOMXGLIRWXLIKPSFEP

WYGGIWWSJWMQTPI7GERHMREZMERERH.ETERIWITVSHYGX
design and the organic food phenomenon can all, in
varied ways, be seen as ingredients in enjoyment of
XLISVHMREV] )UYEPP] XLITSTYPEVMX]SJSVKERMWEXMSRW
WYGLEWXLI7GSYXWERHXLIIRXLYWMEWQJSVKVS[MRK
your own vegetables also point to a rising interest
MR XLI FEWMGW -R IPIQIRXW SJ WSGMIX] XSHE] WSQI
commentators see this as a counterpoint to
RYQIVSYWJEOI EVXM½GMEPERHZMVXYEP[SVPHWXLEX[I
EVIFIMRKTVIWIRXIH[MXL-REHHMXMSRXLIGSRXMRYIH
pressure to perform is seen by many as ‘an enemy of
LETTMRIWW´ ERHXLI]LEVOFEGOXSPIWWMRXIRWIXMQIW
&YX MR HSMRK XLMW TISTPI [ERX XS³GSRRIGX [MXL E
VIEWWYVMRK VIEPMX] MR E RSRVSQERXMGMWIH [E]´ ERH
often with elements of modern convenience mixed
MR7S[IGERJSVI\EQTPIWIIXLIVIXYVRXSGEQTMRK
holidays but with extra comforts: from Mongolian
]YVXW MR 7[MX^IVPERH XS IGSPSHKIW MR 4SVXYKEP ERH
VYWXMG ZMPPEKIW MR 7TEMR ³KPEQ GEQTMRK´ MW E KVS[MRK
vacation option. Within the online world we can
also see fascination in the everyday: already many
TISTPIYWI*EGIFSSO8[MXXIVERHTIVWSREPFPSKWEW
online diaries and record the most banal comments
[MXLERYRWIRXMQIRXEPJSGYWIZSOMRKE³RSXLMRKQYGL
LETTIRMRK´ZMI[SJXLI[SVPH
Following varied discussions, what appears to be on
the horizon for the next decade are two main shifts
MREXXMXYHIW¯ERMRGVIEWMRKFEGOPEWLEKEMRWXI\GIWW

`8LIJYXYVISJLETTMRIWW

As an increasing majority take
satisfaction in ‘lagom‘ or ‘just enough’,
people are beginning to focus on living
more sustainable lives.

GEQTMRK JSV I\EQTPI  FYX EPWS GSRWMHIV XLI [E]
JSSHERHHVMROGERFIQEHIQSVISVHMREV]]IXGER
FI KMZIR E TVIQMYQ ZEPYI EX XLI WEQI XMQI ¯ MX´W
perfectly possible to pay a small fortune for that
)RKPMWLWXETPISJWEYWEKIERHQEWLEXER]RYQFIVSJ
³KEWXVSTYFW´EGVSWWXLI&VMXMWLGSYRXV]WMHI

ERHEGLERKIMRXLITIVGITXMSRSJ³SVHMREV]´;LMPI
pay restraint, higher taxes and reduced access to
IEW]GEWLEGVSWW)YVSTIEVIRS[MRGVIEWMRKP]GIVXEMR
QER] FIPMIZI XLEX XLI FEGOPEWL EKEMRWX I\GIWW [EW
already building ahead of the austerity programmes
that governments are now implementing to reduce
HIFX %W ER MRGVIEWMRK QENSVMX] XEOI WEXMWJEGXMSR MR
³PEKSQ³ SV ³NYWX IRSYKL´ TISTPI EVI FIKMRRMRK XS
focus on living more sustainable lives and use tried
and trusted credentials, such as local and familiar, to
reinforce the relevance of what is the ordinary dayto-day.

&] WIZIVEPGSRWYQIVMRWMKLXI\TIVXWWIIXLEX
much higher value is expected to be placed on the
SVHMREV]ERH³TVIQMYQMWEXMSR´ MWSRIVSYXIXLVSYKL
which this can be expressed and communicated.
People already pay a premium for the more
EYXLIRXMGTVSHYGXSVI\TIVMIRGI0SSOMRKELIEHXLMW
could equally apply to the more basic alternatives.
‘Ordinary basic interactions are important for
many and connections become enhanced both by
QEOMRK XLIQ QSVI WTIGMEP ERHSV QSVI WMQTPI´
The disadvantage, of course, is that in the future the
³SVHMREV]´QE][IPPSRP]FIEGGIWWMFPIXSXLSWI[LS
are wealthy enough to pay for it.

&IGEYWI [I PMZI MR ER IZIV JEWXIVQSZMRK ERH IZIV
more virtual world, many more people are now
craving a familiar routine. Although there are many
FIRI½XWXSXLIMRGVIEWMRKP]GSRRIGXIH[SVPHMXQIERW
that our time does not need to be segmented in the
WEQI[E]WEWFIJSVI¯JSVI\EQTPIJI[ORS[PIHKI
[SVOIVW LEZI E RMRIXS½ZI NSF RS[EHE]W 8LMW
means, in its simplest form, many want to have a few
normal routines in place – having regular meeting
times, exercise programmes, social engagements and
so on. They do this because it is getting increasingly
HMJ½GYPXXS½X³RSVQEP´PMJIMRXSXLIHE]
A major consequence of this could be that many
[MPPWIIOXSKMZIXLISVHMREV]KVIEXIVZEPYI¯ERHMR
WSHSMRKSJGSYVWIQEOMRKMXPIWWSVHMREV]%VKYEFP]
this is already happening in some sectors (luxury

%TEVEPPIPMWWYIMW[LEXMWFIMRKXIVQIH³WPS[PY\YV]´
Fuelled partly by image and partly by the sustainability
agenda, high-end products and services are focusing
QSVI SR IRNS]MRK I\TIVMIRGIW JSV PSRKIV %W 1EVO
4LMPMTWSJ.EKYEVLMKLPMKLXIHMRLMWTSMRXSJZMI[SR
the future of transport:
“Luxury goods buyers, I believe, will want to have items
that are visually more discreet. At the height of the
credit crunch, shoppers on New York’s 5th Avenue were

Many will seek to give the ordinary
greater value – and in so doing, of
course, making it less ordinary!

)RNS]MRKXLISVHMREV]`

disguising their designer label purchases in brown bags –
and this may not be a short-term fad. In other markets,
[IEVIPIEZMRKXLIIVESJFY]MRKHMWTSWEFPI-/)%IWUYI
KSSHWERHWIIOMRKMXIQWXLEXSJJIVPSRKIZMX]ERHUYEPMX]
– a future heirloom perhaps. This is, in some ways, a
return to the values of previous generations.”
-J WPS[ PY\YV] WIIOW XS JYVXLIV TVSQSXI RSWXEPKME
XLIR EW SXLIV WIKQIRXW SJ XLI QEVOIX JSPPS[ SR
premiumisation of the ordinary may become even
more widespread.
A big question about enjoying the ordinary as a
long-term consumer shift is in its global vs. regional
WGSTI;IWXIVR)YVSTIMWWIIREWXLILIEVXPERHJSV
this, and some suggest that this is because it is in
;IWXIVR)YVSTI[LIVIIGSRSQMGKVS[XLMWWXEVXMRK
to plateau, society is increasingly comfortable with
MXWIPJERHERMRGVIEWMRKP]WIGYPEVTSTYPEXMSRMWXEOMRK
a more responsible, sustainable focus on life. The
7GERHMREZMERZMI[SJXLIMRXIVTPE]FIX[IIRTISTPI
and nature is often cited as a role model here but
QER]WIIXLMWWTVIEHMRKJYVXLIV³-R;IWXIVR)YVSTI

We are leaving the era of buying
HMWTSWEFPI-/)%IWUYIKSSHWERH
seeking items that offer longevity and
UYEPMX]

E HIWMVI JSV KVIEXIV WMQTPMGMX] ERH QSVI±QI² ERH
±YW²XMQIHVMZIWVIWYVKIRGIMRXLIWMQTPIIZIV]HE]´
7SQII\TIVXWLS[IZIVEPWSTSMRXXSWMQMPEVEXXMXYHIW
IQIVKMRK MR TEVXW SJ XLI 97 [LMPI SXLIVW JIPX XLEX
³IRNS]MRK XLI SVHMREV]´ MW PEVKIP] EFSYX EHSTXMRK
some core values that have somehow got lost in the
economic scramble of the last few decades.
Maybe, as some have argued, a less consumerist,
less consumption-based aspiration will evolve as a
KPSFEPEQFMXMSR8LI%QIVMGER(VIEQSJIGSRSQMG
prosperity leading to happiness could, by the end of
the decade, be replaced by a more pragmatic goal of
QEOMRKXLIQSWXSJ[LEX]SYLEZI
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Less variety
The future of choice is about less variety, but not less interest, as retailers
SURYLGHDQLQFUHDVLQJO\HGLWHGSRUWIROLRWKURXJKHYHUPRUHHIȣFLHQWFKDQQHOV
One of the most provocative initial viewpoints in the
Future Agenda programme was that of the future
SJ GLSMGI F] 4VSJIWWSV .SWI 0YMW 2YIRS SJ -)7) MR
&EVGIPSRE -RMXLIMRHMGEXIHXLEX³EW'LMREERH-RHME
and other fast-developing economies become the
TVMQEV]KPSFEPQEVOIXTPEGIW XLIRIIHWERH[MWLIW
SJXLIFMPPMSRRI[GSRWYQIVW[MPPHSQMREXIXLSWI
SJXLIQMPPMSRSPHSRIWMRXLI97ERH)YVSTI
8LIHE]W[LIRXLI97WIXXLITEGIMRXLIGSRWYQIV
QMRHWIXEVISZIVERHXLMWMWRSXKSMRKXSGLERKI´
-REHHMXMSR LITVSTSWIHXLEX³XLIVIEPMXMIWSJKPSFEP
trade are all too clear and we can see the end of
ZEVMIX]-RJEGX[IGERWIIEGLERKMRKFEPERGIFIX[IIR
ZEVMIX]ERHGSWX 'SRWYQIVWEVIQEOMRKEXVEHISJJ
in a smart way and cost is winning. We therefore face
the challenge of how to deal with a reduction in the
number of options in the categories of consumption
FYXERI\TERWMSRMRXLIRYQFIVSJGEXIKSVMIW´ ,I
also argued the case that ‘fewer choices provide
LMKLIVPIZIPWSJWEXMWJEGXMSR TISTPIPMOIXSLEZIPSXW
of variety, but when faced with too many choices, we
tend to vacillate and delay decisions. We may want
XLMVX]SRISTXMSRWMRWXIEHSJWM\FYX[I½RHMXIEWMIV
XSGLSSWISRISJWM\XLERSRISJXLMVX]SRI´
-RQER]WYFWIUYIRX[SVOWLSTWERHHMWGYWWMSRW[MXL
food companies, retailers, media organisations and
consumer product manufacturers, there was wide-

Consumers are making a trade-off in a
smart way and cost is winning.
VERKMRKHIFEXIERHVIEGXMSRXSXLMWWYKKIWXMSR7SQI
VIGSKRMWIHXLEXMXQMKLXFIXVYIMRGIVXEMR½IPHWWYGL
as the automotive and fashion industries, but would
RSXETTP]MREVIEWPMOIJSSHERHIPIGXVSRMGW 3XLIVW
felt that outside the world of digital products and
services, a shift to less, not more, choice is credible.
Within this context, the future role of choice editors
and choice curators became a strong area of
discussion, and one that points to a future of more
MRJSVQIHFYXVIHYGIHGLSMGIMRQER]½IPHW
7SQI I\TIVXW EVKYIH XLEX GSRWYQIVW [MPP EP[E]W
want more choice:We see more individualisation and
QSVI TIVWSREPMWEXMSR XEOMRK TPEGI MR QER] WIGXSVW
ERHXLMWGERSRP]PIEHXSQSVIZEVMIX]´[EWEX]TMGEP
GSQQIRX )WTIGMEPP] MR XLI;IWX MX [EW EVKYIH E
number of times, people have got used to having
ever more variety and they are going to resist having
MX XEOIR E[E] JVSQ XLIQ %PWS WSQI LMKLPMKLXIH
that, especially in China, the desire for labels and
the latest products is in many ways already stronger
[MXLMR GIVXEMR TEVXW SJ XLI QEVOIX XLER MR XLI 97
³XLI 7LERKLEM WLSTTMRK I\TIVMIRGI MW IZIR [MHIV
XLEXXLEXMR0%´ -RQER]WIGXSVW XLIQEVOIX[MPPFI

`8LIJYXYVISJLETTMRIWW

New consumers will want access to
new products in the most economical
manner and if that means hypermarkets
with less SKUs (stock-keeping units)
than in the past then so be it.

driven by the consumer and increased consumption
around the world will result in more products and
hence more variety.
However, many others saw credibility in the
EVKYQIRX XLEX KVIEXIV IJ½GMIRG] [MXLMR XLI VIXEMP
sector will inherently drive towards more effective
discount stores providing lower cost products, but
with less variety. This is already evident in food
retailing with companies such as Aldi and Lidl, and
MR JEWLMSR [MXL XLI PMOIW SJ8/ 1E\\ ERH 4VMQEVO
The view that physical retailing will split between
those focused on speed and those focused on cost
was well supported: comments such as ‘speed to
QEVOIXMWXLIVIEPGLEPPIRKI¯MX[MPPFIEOI]MWWYI
for many companies in the future and this will be a
QENSV FEXXPIKVSYRH JSV GETEFMPMX]´ ERH³GSWX MW SRP]
MQTSVXERXMRPS[MRRSZEXMSRGEXIKSVMIW´LMKLPMKLXXLI
GVY\SJXLIMWWYI*EWXJEWLMSRERHMXWPMOIEGVSWWXLI
retail sector has a clear place and will, for those able
XS I\IGYXI MX FIXXIV XLEX XLI VIWX FI E TVS½XEFPI
VSYXI XS JSPPS[ )UYEPP] JSV XLI HMWGSYRX VIXEMPIVW
[MXL WGEPI ERH IWTIGMEPP] [MXL XLI PMOIP] EHZIRX SJ
ER MRXIVREXMSREP³%WMER%PHM´ MR XLI RI\X JI[ ]IEVW
the ability to give customers the basic products at
low cost will be paramount. While the hangover
JVSQ XLI HS[RXYVR MR XLI 97 ERH )YVSTI GSYPH
have an impact on this, the growth of the Asian

GSRWYQIV[EWWIIREWQSVIWMKRM½GERXMRXLMWEVIE
new consumers will want access to new products
in the most economical manner and if that means
L]TIVQEVOIXW [MXL PIWW 7/9W WXSGOOIITMRK YRMXW 
than in the past then so be it. The implicit impacts
here are the continued importance of the choice
editor and the end of the road for the middle
ground. To be successful, both the fast change, highinnovation and the low-cost routes to retail require
as small a selection of products as possible – but
ones that people want.
As such, the role of the retail buyer as the ‘choice
IHMXSV´ SR FILEPJ SJ XLI GSRWYQIV MW GVMXMGEP 8LI
winners will be the ones who choose the right mix
[MXLSYXQMWWIW%WSRI[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXTYXMX
“Going forward, they may want less choice but they will
need to transfer their trust to the retail and product
brands that best limit their choice. Consumers will
want to trust more companies to make choices on
their behalf and so choice editors will become more
WMKRM½GERX 'SRWYQIVW[MPPQSWXPMOIP]XVYWXXLIFVERHW
that make the more informed choice possible.”
The role of the department store and its equivalent
MW XLIVIJSVI PMQMXIH 9RPIWW XLI] GER MR XLIQWIPZIW
be the destination magnets and anchor brands
that malls are built around, shops that offer a wider
choice but at higher prices will, it was argued, have
less impact in the future physical retail world.
-R XLI SRPMRI IRZMVSRQIRX [LIVI XLIVI MW RS
apparent restriction on variety, many see continued
expansion of choice. What Amazon has done
JSV FSSOW ERH 6LETWSH] JSV QYWMG MW WIIR EW XLI
business model of the next decade for many other
EVIEW *VSQ && WYTTPMIVW XS LSPMHE]W XLI TMZSXEP

0IWWZEVMIX]`

Consumers will want to trust more
companies to make choices on their
behalf and so choice editors will
FIGSQIQSVIWMKRM½GERX
issue will be recommendation of purchase from
[MXLMRE[MHIVTSVXJSPMS%W[IXEGOPIXLIGLEPPIRKI
of ‘a situation of over-supply where consumers are
GSRJYWIH´ XLIGSRXMRYIHWYGGIWWSJXLIGYWXSQIVW
with-similar-searches-purchased type of approach
is seen to be a successful recipe for the future as
the successful companies curate rather than edit
consumer choice.
8EOMRKXLIZMI[ XLIVI[EWERSXLIVMWWYIXLEX
was consistently seen as a catalyst for less variety.This
MWXLIMRGVIEWMRKP]MR¾YIRXMEPWYWXEMREFMPMX]EKIRHE%X
an event in the Netherlands we heard that: ‘From a
sustainability point of view, the less variety option
must be the way to go. We can then optimise supply

GLEMRW ERH TVSHYGXMSR JSV XLI GSVI ERH QEOI XLI
non-core the expensive luxury that can subsidise
SXLIVW´%XERSXLIV[SVOWLSTMX[EWWXEXIHXLEX
“If we want to encourage consumer choice to have a
major role in changing the system, towards for example
more sustainable living, then we need to both change
the system and encourage the individual to make wiser
decisions. The system needs to be changed by moving
the boundary conditions to allow better, more informed,
better incentivised individual decisions that enable
the right thing. We need to start on small things while
sharing more knowledge about the big things and their
interdependencies.”
Many agree that the combination of increasingly
GSQTIXMXMZIFYWMRIWWQSHIPWQSVIIJ½GMIRXGLERRIPW
and a push on waste reduction, especially in the food
industry, will drive the vast majority of us to a future
of less variety. However, this does not mean less
MRXIVIWX (IWMKRMRK XLI RI\X FMK XLMRK JSV XLI RI\X
decade will be tougher than ever.
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Live experiences
The role of ‘live’ in an increasingly isolated world becomes more important to
create moments for deeper, richer connections and social bonding.
&IMRKTEVXSJXLIQSQIRXLEWEP[E]WFIIRWTIGMEP%
major international event such as the moon landing
or, on a more personal level, a family wedding
have been times when people want to collectively
come together as part of the live experience.
There is arguably nothing new in this and, in many
ways, the desire to be part of an event has been
steadily growing in line with TV access for many
years. However, as more of us live alone and many
[SVOEPSRI [IEVI SREZIVEKI WTIRHMRKPIWWXMQI
MRXIVEGXMRK [MXL SXLIVW 0SSOMRK XS XLI JYXYVI EW
virtual connections become more common than
real ones, the opportunities to be part of something
and share a moment in time with others will become
increasingly important. Media companies are placing
ever more focus on live events, music festivals and
shows are enjoying increased popularity, and informal
KEXLIVMRKWMRKIRIVEPEVISRXLIVMWI&]QER]
see that live experiences will be increasingly valuable
to us as common touch points in our lives.
Traditionally, live events have either been organised
around culture or sport and, in both of these areas,
direct participation or involvement as part of the
extended global viewing audience has clearly been
growing. After the business model of the music
industry was turned upside-down by downloading,
EXXIRXMSR W[YRK FEGO SRXS PMZI TIVJSVQERGI
3VKERMWEXMSRW WYGL EW %)+ ERH 0MZI2EXMSR LEZI

reinvented the music business model for venues
and the top acts and created huge events where
the performance, and not the music, is again the
core source of revenues. At the same time, there
LEWFIIREWMKRM½GERXKVS[XLMRPMZIQYWMGJIWXMZEPW
EVSYRHXLI[SVPH¯JVSQSTIVEXSVSGO1SVIQYWMG
IZIRXWXSSOTPEGIMRXLERIZIVFIJSVIERH MR
XLI9/ MRXLIVI[IVISZIVWIZIRX]VSGO JSPO
ERHNE^^JIWXMZEPWMRXLIQSRXLSJ.YP]EPSRI
-R WTSVX [LIVI XLI TL]WMGEP WTEGI MR ER EVIRE MW
the limiting factor, being part of the event via the
radio, TV or online has always been big but it is also
KVS[MRK WXIEHMP] )ZIRXW WYGL EW XLI 7YTIV &S[P
EXXVEGXSZIVQMPPMSR%QIVMGERZMI[IVWFYXXLMW
is dwarfed by more international occasions. The
;SVPH'YT*MREP[EW[EXGLIHF]EVSYRH
QMPPMSRTISTPI SRIMRXIRSJXLI[SVPH´WTSTYPEXMSR 
ERHMXMWGPEMQIHF]*-*%XLEXXLIEYHMIRGIJSVXLI
*MREPVIEGLIHQMPPMSR3ZIVLEPJXLI[SVPH´W
population regularly tune in to the Olympics and the
STIRMRKGIVIQSR]SJXLI&IMNMRK3P]QTMGWMW
the most watched event to date.
&YX MX MW RSX NYWX WTSVX ERH GYPXYVI XLEX TISTPI
want to be part of. Major news stories attract huge
international audiences as stories unfold and people
[ERXXSFITEVXSJXLIIZIRX3R.YP]SZIV
 QMPPMSR TISTPI [EXGLIH XLI%TSPPS  QSSR

`8LIJYXYVISJLETTMRIWW

PERHMRK 8LI WTPEWLHS[R SJ %TSPPS  ERH XLI
JYRIVEPSJ(MERE 4VMRGIWWSJ;EPIW EVIEQSRKXLI
other most notable global news events: the funeral
SJ4VMRGIWW(MERE[EW[EXGLIHF]FMPPMSRTISTPI
EVSYRHXLI[SVPH-RXLI97LMWXSVMGEPP]TVIWMHIRXMEP
debates have also drawn large audiences similar
to those for other special broadcasts such as the
Academy Awards. The most-watched debate so far
SGGYVVIH MR XLI XLMVH ERH ½REP I\GLERKI FIX[IIR
+ISVKI &YWL &MPP 'PMRXSR ERH 6SWW 4IVSX MR 
[LIRQSVIXLERQMPPMSRZMI[IVWXYRIHMR%VSYRH
 QMPPMSR TISTPI [EXGLIH &VMXEMR´W ½VWX XIPIZMWIH
IPIGXMSRHIFEXIMR%WRI[WGLERRIPWWYGL
EW '22 &&';SVPH %P .E^IIVE ERH XLIMV MPO LEZI
grown beyond TV and now operate across multiple
HMKMXEPTPEXJSVQWMQQIHMEXIEGGIWWXSFVIEOMRKRI[W
has become a common expectation, but one which,
[MXLXLIEHHMXMSRSJ8[MXXIV FPSKWERH*EGIFSSO MW
increasingly becoming a shared live experience.
However, in many eyes, the most successful live
experience of recent years in purely commercial
terms has been the rise of reality TV, from Big Brother
to Pop Idol 8IPIZMWMSR RIX[SVOW PSZI VIEPMX] 8:
FIGEYWIMXMWEKSSH[E]XSQE\MQMWITVS½X 7LS[W
with high ratings earn millions in advertising and
XLI]EVIEPWSPEVKIP]GLIETXSQEOI FIGEYWIVIEPMX]
8: WLS[W EVI YRWGVMTXIH RIX[SVOW VIEPMWI LYKI
savings because they do not have to pay writers.
Furthermore, these shows can be easily franchised
around the world. According to the Guinness Book
of World Records, Strictly Come DancingMWXLI[SVPH´W
QSWXWYGGIWWJYPVIEPMX]8:JSVQEX XLI&&'LEWWSPH
XLIWLS[XSGSYRXVMIWEVSYRHXLI[SVPH8LIPop
Idol JSVQEX[EWJVERGLMWIHXS[LMPIX Factor has
RS[ VIEGLIH  GSYRXVMIW ¯ VERKMRK JVSQ XLI 97
ERH)YVSTIXS'SPSQFMEXS1SVSGGSXS6YWWME -R
XLI9/VIEPMX]TVSKVEQQIWPMOII’m a Celebrity ... Get

Live experiences will be the moments
when brands come to life and touch
people in new ways.
Me Out of Here! and X Factor regularly attract an
EYHMIRGISJSZIVQMPPMSR¯SZIVSRIXLMVHSJXLI
REXMSREPEYHMIRGI -RXLI97 EXXMQIW American Idol
LEWEXXVEGXIHSZIV QEVOIXWLEVI6IEPMX]WLS[W
EVIFMKRSXNYWXFIGEYWIXLI]QEOIQSRI] FYXEPWS
because they create and exploit the immediacy
of the event. As such they attract a wide range of
audiences: one recent report highlighted that for
KMVPWEKIHFIX[IIRERH]IEVWSPHXLVIISYXSJ
four of their favourite television shows were reality
TV shows.
Alongside formal events, there has also been recent
KVS[XL SJ³KVETIZMRI KEXLIVMRKW´ 3RI SJ XLI QSWX
notable trends of the past few years has been the
VMWMRKTSTYPEVMX]SJ¾EWLQSFW[LIVIEPEVKIKVSYT
of people assemble suddenly in a public place,
TIVJSVQ ER³YRYWYEP ERH TSMRXPIWW EGX´ JSV E FVMIJ
XMQIXLIRHMWTIVWI8LI½VWX¾EWLQSF[EWGVIEXIH
MR1ERLEXXERMR1E]F]&MPP;EWMOWIRMSVIHMXSV
of Harper’s Magazine ;SVH EFSYX E ¾EWL QSF MW
RS[WTVIEHZMEWSGMEPRIX[SVOMRKWMXIWTVMZEXIFPSKW
public forums, personal websites, as well as by word
of mouth, text messaging and email. According to
;MOMTIHME ³8LI PEVKIWX TMPPS[ ½KLX ¾EWL QSF [EW
XLI;SVPH[MHI4MPPS[*MKLX(E]XLEXXSSOTPEGISR
1EVGL  3ZIVX[IRX]½ZIGMXMIWEVSYRHXLI
KPSFI TEVXMGMTEXIH MR XLI ½VWX ±MRXIVREXMSREP ¾EWL
QSF² [LMGL [EW XLI [SVPH´W PEVKIWX ¾EWL QSF XS
date. According to the Wall Street Journal, more than
 TEVXMGMTEXIH MR 2I[ =SVO 'MX] SZIVXEOMRK

0MZII\TIVMIRGIW`

0SRHSR´W7MPIRX(MWGSKEXLIVMRKEWXLIPEVKIWX
VIGSVHIH¾EWLQSF´ 3XLIVRSXEFPIWMKRM½GERX¾EWL
QSFWMRGPYHIHE1MGLEIP.EGOWSRXVMFYXIMR7XSGOLSPQ
a Sound of Music routine in Antwerp railway station
ERHEQYPXMGSYRXV]HERGIEWTEVXSJ)YVSZMWMSR
While some see these as increasingly commercial
KMQQMGOW SXLIVWLMKLPMKLXXLIQEWTLIRSQIREXLEX
show that people increasingly want to be part of
something.
7SGMEP GSQQIRXEXSVW LEZI I\TVIWWIH QER] ZMI[W
on why these varied live experiences are growing
in importance to us – from needing to feel part
of the story to having something to discuss with
friends through to believing that they are involved
are all perspectives. However, several people have
commented about the role of live experiences, and
especially TV-based ones, in connecting lonely people
[MXL E WYVVSKEXI JEQMP] -R E GSQQIRX VIQMRMWGIRX
of the Truman Show SRI [SVOWLST TEVXMGMTERX
QIRXMSRIHERIGHSXEPIZMHIRGIXLEXSRISJXLITIEO
times for viewing of a recent series of Big Brother
[EWEXEQMRXLIQSVRMRK[LIRIZIV]SRI[EW
asleep: people simply had the show on for company.
+MZIRXLEXQSVISJYWPMZIEPSRI WSXLIEVKYQIRX
goes, more of us will embrace the opportunity for
being part of the live experience no matter how dull
that may be.
Living alone, and therefore the possibility of loneliness,
MWGIVXEMRP]WSQIXLMRKXSGSRWMHIV-RXLI9/EPVIEH]
QSVIXLER SJTISTPIEKIHFIX[IIRERH

PMZIF]XLIQWIPZIW GSQTEVIH[MXL MR ERH
SZIV SJEPP9/LSYWILSPHWEVII\TIGXIHXSFI
³WSPS´ F]  -RXIVIWXMRKP] ]SYRK QIR EVI QSVI
PMOIP] XS PMZI EPSRI XLER ]SYRK [SQIR ¯   SJ
QIREKIHXSGSQTEVIH[MXL SJ[SQIR
Women generally tend to live alone when they
KVS[SPHIV%FSYXQMPPMSR%QIVMGERWPMZIHEPSRI
MREGGSYRXMRKJSVEFSYX SJEPPLSYWILSPHW
ERHRIEVP]SRIMRXIRSJXLISZIVEPP97TSTYPEXMSR
&]WSPSPMZMRKMRXLI97[MPPEGGSYRXJSVRIEVP]
 SJLSQIW-R.ETERSZIVSRIXLMVHSJLSYWILSPHW
[MPP FI GSQTSWIH SJ TISTPI PMZMRK EPSRI F] 
)ZIRMR%YWXVEPMEJSVIGEWXWTVIHMGXYTXS SJXLI
population living alone. These shifts, it is argued, will
increase the need for more people to connect with
SXLIVWEXOI]TSMRXWERHLIRGIXLIVMWIMRQSVIPMZI
moments.
Today we can already see the crossover between
live and virtual experiences. As we move forward,
many expect that these will blur to a point where
the two become merged. ‘Live experiences will
be the moments when brands come to life and
XSYGL TISTPI MR RI[ [E]W´ 7S WIIOMRK XS GVIEXI
E PMZI I\TIVMIRGI XS HVMZI XLI FVERH [MPP FI E OI]
challenge for many companies and not just those
within the entertainment sector. More organisations
[MPPWIIOXSQSRIXMWIXLMWERHJSPPS[MRKSRJVSQXLI
precedents in the music sector, business models will
FIVIMRZIRXIHXSQEOIPMZI XLII\GPYWMZI TVIQMYQ
TE]JSV IZIRX WYTTSVXIH F] JVII³ZMVXYEP´ EGGIWW JSV
XLSWI[LSGER´XFIXLIVI
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7IEQPIWWQIHMEGSRWYQTXMSR
Multiple media sources are instantly integrated at the point of consumption to
provide us with immersive access to tailored, bite-sized content.
How we access and consume information has
undergone rapid change over the past few years.
8LI VMWI SJ TPEXJSVQW MRGPYHMRK +SSKPI =SY8YFI
2IX¾M\ *EGIFSSO 8[MXXIV ERH XLI &&' M4PE]IV EW
well as the introduction of new devices such as
RIXFSSOW -48: XLI M4LSRI ERH XLI M4EH LEZI EPP
fundamentally affected how many of us now use and
MRXIVEGX[MXLQIHME+MZIRXLEXEPPSJXLIWIETTIEVIH
MRXLIPEWXHIGEHIEW[IPSSOJSV[EVHXSQER]
expect even greater change as the acceleration of
new technologies increases.
While some of the new platforms and devices that
will have an impact are yet to be invented, many
others are already in development and being planned
for mainstream rollout. As such, there are several
MQTIRHMRK WLMJXW EPVIEH] ZMWMFPI EW [I PSSO EX XLI
future of media creation, sharing and consumption.
,S[ UYMGOP] XLI] [MPP SGGYV ERH MR [LEX WTIGM½G
EVIEWEVISTIRXSHIFEXIERHTSXIRXMEPMR¾YIRGIF]
existing media organisations, but the effects they will
LEZISZIVXLIRI\XXIR]IEVWEVIFIGSQMRKGPIEV -R
recent times, the concept of seamless consumption
has been much hyped as an impending reality but has
]IXXSFIHIPMZIVIH-XRS[ETTIEVWXLEXQER]SJXLI
OI]XIGLRSPSKMIWERHFYWMRIWWQSHIPWXSIREFPIMXXS
happen are all starting to align: the Wired magazine
app on the iPad, which allows intuitive browsing
between text, video and image manipulation, is a

PIEHMRK WMKREP SJ [LIVI [I EVI LIEHMRK 6IWIEVGL
EX1-8´W1IHME0EFERHQYPXMTPI8)(TVIWIRXEXMSRW
also focus on how options for consumption are
changing.
A future in which we can all access a host of alternative
media sources as we switch between many different
devices from multiple sources in a smooth and
WIEQPIWW QERRIV MW MRGVIEWMRKP] IZMHIRX &] 
this will be ubiquitous and the norm for many of
us: our PCs, mobiles and TVs will have merged and
become integrated with a host of new devices that
allow us to access a global library of information and
HEXE )ZIV]XLMRKXLEXLEWIZIVFIIR½PQIH [VMXXIR
created or captured will be organised and indexed
automatically and be available to us all. All content,
including that which has just been created, will be
tagged and available to be shared by anyone and
IZIV]SRI XLVSYKL JYPP] STIR HEXE EVGLMZIW -RMXMEPP]

All content, including that which has
just been created, will be tagged and
available to be shared by anyone
and everyone through fully open data
archives.

`8LIJYXYVISJLETTMRIWW

led by public broadcasters but capitalised on by new
text, image and video search engines, the web will
automatically organise the most relevant material for
us. TV feeds, amateur video, relevant text and data
will all be auto-assembled for us and around us with
XLI½REPIHMXXEOMRKTPEGIEXXLITSMRXSJGSRWYQTXMSR
)ZIV]SRI[MPPLEZIEGSRXMRYSYWP]YTHEXIH YRMUYI
and tailored mix of different media that gives each
of us exactly the information we want.

The role of media companies will
shift from one of being creators,
commissioners, editors and schedulers
of their broadcast content to being
curators of everyone’s material.

8EPOMRKXSXLII\TIVXWMRXLIWTEGIRSXSRP][MPP[I
be presented with this constantly evolving mix of
content, but augmented video and text will provide
additional information as a layer on device screens
ERH[MXLMRLSPSKVETLMGTVSNIGXMSRW 7IEQPIWWQIHME
access and consumption will, it is predicted, be a
richer and deeper, more tailored experience. While
EKSSHTVSTSVXMSRSJYW[MPPWXMPP[ERXXLIWMXFEGO
and-relax passive consumption as opposed to the
more interactive and participative option, how and
what we consume will become more sophisticated
ERH PIWW PMRIEV =SYV 8: [MPP MRWXMRGXMZIP] ORS[
]SYVTVIJIVIRGIW ERHJEZSYVMXIW ERHWSWIRWIERH
WYKKIWX WMQMPEV ERH RI[ QEXIVMEP XS FIWX ½X ]SYV
mood. We will access information not via a remote
control, touch pad or mouse, but by using gestures
very similar to those seen in the movie Minority
Report and already being introduced in a simpler form
F] <FS\ -QEKIW ZMHIS ERH HEXE [MPP FI KEXLIVIH
WIPIGXIH I\TPSVIHERHWLEVIHMRXYMXMZIP]MR(ERH
provide you with a fully immersive experience – if
]SYWSHIWMVI-RQER][E]WXLIHMWXMRGXMSRFIX[IIR
GSRXIRX JSVQW [MPP FVIEO HS[R GSQTPIXIP] EW EPP
QIHMEWSYVGIWJVSQ8:½PQERHVEHMSXSRI[WFPSKW
ERHRIX[SVOW EVIMRXIKVEXIHERHGVSWWPMROIH &MXI
sized, tagged segments of video, audio and text will
be reassembled for you and by you around topics
of interest.

As all this technology is integrated to allow
the constantly evolving and seamless access to
information of all sorts, the business models of the
organisations which provide the source material will
FIVEHMGEPP]EPXIVIH.YWXEWXLIJYRHEQIRXEPH]REQMGW
of the music industry were reinvented in the past
few years, so over the next few will many parts of
XLIVIWXSJXLIQIHMEMRHYWXV]-RXLI8:MRHYWXV]XLI
role of media companies will shift from one of being
creators, commissioners, editors and schedulers
of their broadcast content to being curators of
IZIV]SRI´WQEXIVMEP8LI][MPPTVSZMHIZMI[IVW[MXL
access to a recommended repertoire of constantly
evolving content drawn from their own and other
GSQTERMIW´ GEXEPSKYIW ERH QM\IH [MXL MRGVIEWMRKP]
WSTLMWXMGEXIHYWIVKIRIVEXIHGSRXIRX-RQER]EVIEW
the co-creation of material – where fans and the
QIHME MRHYWXV] VIYWI ERH VIMRXIVTVIX IEGL SXLIV´W
GSRXIRX ¯ [MPP I\TERH XLI ³TVSEQ´ EVIRE .YWX EW
XVEHMXMSREP % 6 MR XLI QYWMG MRHYWXV] LEW FIIR
VITPEGIHF]XLIQEMRPEFIPWXVEGOMRK1]7TEGIEGXMZMX]
ERHWMKRMRKYTXLSWIEGXWXLEXKIXLMXWWSXLI
wider media industry may shift its modus operandi.
At the same time, increasingly demanding viewers
will want guaranteed quality and relevance and
so be prepared to pay for access to personalised
WSYVGIW JSV³NYWX XLI KIQW´ ¯ XLI] [MPP [ERX EPP XLI
highs and none of the lows and so the ability of

7IEQPIWWQIHMEGSRWYQTXMSR`

QER]FVSEHGEWXIVWXS½PPMRXLIKETWFIX[IIRTIEO
programmes with lower quality material will be
XEOIRE[E]

Gaming will increasingly set the
standards.

As the next generation of consumers becomes
XLI JSGYW ERH EPWS XEOIW GSRXVSP SJ XLI QIHME
industry, gaming will increasingly set the standards.
The expectations set in the multi-player, highly
TEVXMGMTEXMZIMRXIVEGXMZIFMPPMSRKEQMRKMRHYWXV]
[LIVI MRXIKVEXIH HIGMWMSR QEOMRK EPXIVREXMZI
outcomes and cross-referenced materials are the
RSVQ [MPP MR¾YIRGI LS[ XLI VIWX SJ XLI QIHME
MRHYWXV]XLMROWERHFILEZIW%PVIEH][IGERWIIXLI
MR¾YIRGISJCall of Duty, Grand Theft Auto and Halo
I\XIRHMRK FI]SRH XLI 4' 4PE]7XEXMSR ERH <FS\
into parallel worlds online as well as comment in
the real world.

&] XLIKEQMRKI\TIVMIRGI[MPPFIEWXERHEVH
expectation for many. Adverts will no longer be
JSYRHMRFVIEOWSVMRWITEVEXIEVIEWFYX[MPPFIJYPP]
IQFIHHIH MRXS QIHME GSRXIRX )REFPIH F] RI[
digital platforms, personalised product placement
will occur within, not outside, core media and so
the business models for many media companies
will fragment. Many see that the next decade will
be a time of reinvention for the media industry and
traditional players, mobile operators, new platforms
and globally open sources of material will all compete
and coalesce in new ways. One way or another
³WIEQPIWWGSRWYQTXMSR´[MPPFIXLI[E]ELIEH
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7[MXGLMRKSJJ
Being disconnected in an always connected world is a desire met by virtual
cocoons at home but real physical solitude becomes an option only for the rich.
-R SRI [SVOWLST MX [EW LMKLPMKLXIH XLEX MR ER
ever-present always-connected world, people will
sometimes want to disconnect, to switch off and be,
JSVEXMQIRSXEZEMPEFPI-RERSXLIVMX[EWQIRXMSRIH
XLEX JSV QER] TVSJIWWMSREPW XSHE] VEXLIV XLER XEPO
to their spouse, the last thing they do at night and
XLI½VWXXLMRKXLI]HSMRXLIQSVRMRKMWGLIGOXLIMV
QSFMPI JSV QIWWEKIW;LMPI WSQI ½RH XLMW PMJIWX]PI
attractive and in many ways addictive, for others it
has become apparent that it is not healthy and there
must be an alternative.
*SVRYQIVSYWTVSJIWWMSREPWERHORS[PIHKI[SVOIVW
being able to temporarily become isolated from the
EP[E]WSR [SVPH MW XLIVIJSVI WIIR EW E WMKRM½GERX
FEGOPEWLEKEMRWXWSQISJXLIXIGLRSPSKMGEPERHWSGMEP
advances of the last decade. Whether virtually or
in real life, the ability to have a moment or two of
solitude is destined to become a prized commodity
– but one that, given current trends, becomes less
EZEMPEFPI JSV QER] MR  %W WYGL JSV XLSWI XLEX
can afford it, solitude becomes a luxury.
%GGSVHMRKXSXLI3)'(XLIEZIVEKI7SYXL/SVIER
[SVOW  LSYVW IEGL ]IEV SV SZIV  LSYVW E
[IIO;LMPIXLMWMWXLII\XVIQI MRQER]GSYRXVMIW
[IX]TMGEPP][SVOSZIVLSYVWERHIZIRMR*VERGI
E GSYRXV] [IPP ORS[R JSV MXW LMKL PMZMRK WXERHEVHW
there is a shift to increase the average up from their

;IEVI½PPMRKSYVPMZIW[MXLQSVIERH
therefore the option to have less is
becoming a treasured ambition.
XEVKIXMRSVHIVXSMQTVSZITVSHYGXMZMX]8LI)9
[SVOMRKXMQIHMVIGXMZIMQTSWIWEQE\MQYQ[SVOMRK
[IIO SJ  LSYVW IZIV][LIVI I\GITX XLI 9/
which opted out. Overall, the global picture is one
[LIVISJ½GMEPHEXEWLS[WEWPS[HIGPMRIMRXLIXMQI
WTIRX[SVOMRKFYXMRQER]SJXLIORS[PIHKIFEWIH
WIVZMGIWIGXSVWSJJXLIGPSGOIQEMPWGSRJIVIRGIGEPPW
ERH[IIOIRH[SVOMRKEVIGSRWMHIVIHRSVQEP;LEX
is surprising to some is that, even in our leisure time,
many of us are choosing to be always connected.
According to Nielsen, the average internet user in
XLI97RS[WTIRHWSZIVLSYVWEQSRXLSRPMRI
[LMPIXLIEZIVEKI*EGIFSSOYWIVMWSRXLIWMXIJSV
SZIVLSYVWTIVQSRXL+IRIVEPP]WTIEOMRK[IEVI
½PPMRKSYVPMZIW[MXLQSVIERHXLIVIJSVIXLISTXMSR
to have less is becoming a treasured ambition. Time
to stop and get away from things is consequently
WXIEHMP]VMWMRKYTXLI[SVO¯PMJIFEPERGI[MWLPMWX
Although economic pressures in many countries
mean that earning an income is not an option to be
toyed with, there is mounting evidence that, given the

`8LIJYXYVISJLETTMRIWW

Time poverty is becoming as much a
problem as money poverty.

QEMRWXVIEQQIR´WQEKE^MRIWERH[IFWMXIWVIKYPEVP]
JIEXYVI XST  WTE PMWXW ERH QER] WII XLEX XLMW
popularity is driven primarily by the desire to fully
disconnect for a while.

GLSMGI QER] [SVOIVW [SYPH TVIJIV I\XVE LSPMHE]W
over extra money. Clearly this is not common globally
across every demographic, but in many areas of
XLI IGSRSQ] [LIVI XLI ³QSRI] VMGLXMQI TSSV´
are present, this is a growing issue. For those who
have high disposable incomes through well-paid
employment but relatively little leisure time as a result,
XMQITSZIVX]MWEKVS[MRKGSRGIVR &YXMXMWRSXSRP]
the rich: for some of those on low incomes who also
IRHYVIPSRK[SVOMRKLSYVWXMQITSZIVX]MWFIGSQMRK
as much a problem as money poverty.

However, for those times when a vacation is not
an option and the desire for disconnecting for an
hour or two rises, some notable developments are
XEOMRKTPEGI7IGSRH0MJI´WZMVXYEP[SVPHJSVI\EQTPI
TVSZMHIW ETTVS\MQEXIP]  QMPPMSR TISTPI [MXL E
QIERWSJIWGETMRKXLIVIEP[SVPHJSVE[LMPI)UYEPP]
ERH QSVI WMKRM½GERXP] XLIVI MW XLI LYKI TSTYPEVMX]
SJ KEQMRK 3RPMRI VSPITPE]MRK KEQIW PMOI World of
WarcraftVIKYPEVP]LEZISZIVQMPPMSRTEVXMGMTERXW
and also offer a way for many to switch off. Although
relaxing for some, others see that these and similar
high-impact virtual options are less about solitude,
disconnecting and tranquillity and more about
getting even more connected in a different world.

0SSOMRK ELIEH XS OIIT XLI FIWX XEPIRX WSQI
GSQQIRXEXSVWJIIPXLEXQER]GSQTERMIW´QSXMZEXMSR
and reward policies are being challenged to give
LEVH[SVOMRK IQTPS]IIW I\XVE XMQI XS FI E[E]
JVSQXLISJ½GIVEXLIVXLEREFSRYWXSOIITXLIQ
EX MX 7SQI SVKERMWEXMSRW TVIHMGX XLEX SZIV XLI
next decade we will increasingly see time traded
JSV QSRI] [SVOIVW [MXL YRYWIH LSPMHE]W [MPP WIPP
them to those who want more time and open but
informal trading of time off will increase – time itself
will become a commodity. The hope, of course, is
that this will lead to a healthier, happier and more
GSQQMXXIH[SVOJSVGI
When those with the time and the money do go on
holiday, the preferred options are increasingly either
WTEFEWIH VIWSVXW SV VIXVIEXW [LIVI EGXMZMXMIW XEOI
]SYE[E]JVSQMXEPP;MXLGLIETIV¾MKLXW EGGIWWXS
centres of relaxation has become easier and visiting a
spa has become an increasingly mainstream vacation
MRKVIHMIRX¯JSVQIRNYWXEWQYGLEW[SQIR7IZIVEP

For those after controllable, real isolation, there are
other options. A Faraday cage is an enclosure that
GYXW SYX IPIGXVMGEP WMKREPW -X MW SJXIR QEHI JVSQ E
TIVJSVEXIHQIXEPWLIIXSV½RI[MVIQIWLXLEXMWTEVX
SJERIPIGXVMG½IPHXLEXGYXWHS[RIPIGXVSQEKRIXMG
interference within the cage – either stopping
outside signals getting in, or inside signals getting out.
Traditionally used for computer test facilities and
microwave ovens, over the years they have also been
built into buildings where having communication
[MXLXLISYXWMHI[SVPHMWYRHIWMVEFPI(IEPMRKVSSQW
ERH GEWMRSW EVI TVSFEFP] XLI QSWX [IPPORS[R
ETTPMGEXMSRWFYXEWHMWGYWWIHMRSRI[SVOWLSTXLI]
EVIEPWS½RHMRKRI[SRIWGPSWIVXSLSQI%RYQFIV
of private homes around the world are including
rooms with in-built Faraday cages that can be
switched on to create a space where no electronic
GSQQYRMGEXMSRGERKIXMR;M½ QSFMPIGSRRIGXMSRW

7[MXGLMRKSJJ`

EW[IPPEWVEHMSERH8:WMKREPWEVIEPPFPSGOIHWSXLEX
within the room, occupants can really switch off. Not
only are such rooms being built into new homes
but do-it-yourself advice for building Faraday cages
is starting to appear more and more on the internet.
%PXLSYKLWSQIQE]WIIXLMWEWETSSVVI¾IGXMSRSR
SXLIVW´ EFMPMX]XSWMQTP]W[MXGLSJJXLIMVQSFMPI MXMW
notable how many recognise the issue and are being
attracted by the opportunity to have an accessible
sanctuary within the home.
9RHIVP]MRKXLMW SRILEWXSVIGSKRMWIXLEXJSVQER]
the ability to switch off and be temporarily alone
is an increasingly scarce luxury. From an economic
perspective, as highlighted above, some people do
not have the money to be able to disconnect. From
a social perspective, we are also seeing the growth
in some regions of the multigenerational household:
as lifespans are extended and out-patient care
is improved, grandparents are around for longer.
)UYEPP]EWVMWMRKLSYWITVMGIWMRQER]GSYRXVMIWEPMKR
with increasing costs of higher education, students

For many the ability to switch off and
be temporarily alone is an increasingly
scarce luxury.
are staying at home for longer. After half a century
of families becoming more geographically dispersed,
in some areas cohabitation in more crowded homes
is increasing and, with it, fewer opportunities for
solitude.
Whether through such physical alternatives as
IPIGXVSRMG MWSPEXMSR SV WIIOMRK QSVI WSGEPPIH
³UYEPMX] XMQI´ MX MW GPIEV XLEX E KSSH TVSTSVXMSR SJ
XLI [SVOMRK TSTYPEXMSR [ERX E FMX QSVI WSPMXYHI
Whether people want more privacy, to be fully alone
or to be with family and friends, it is evident that the
desire to be disconnected in an always-connected
world is on the increase. How far we will have gone
F]MWSTIRXSHIFEXI FYXXLIMRKVIHMIRXWJSV
change for some are all becoming aligned.
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The future of mobility

There is little doubt that over the next decade there
will be increased mobility. Although in some areas
less travel is possible, people and things overall will
be moving around the globe further and faster. The
future of transport and the future of migration were
two of the initial perspectives in the Future Agenda
programme that attracted a great deal of discussion
ERHJIIHFEGOJVSQEPPSZIVJVSQ&VYWWIPWXS
1IPFSYVRIJVSQ7LERKLEMXS6SQIERHJVSQ(IPLM
to Washington, everyone has strong opinions about
what should happen. However, what will happen in
the future of mobility over the next decade will, for
some, not be the end point but more of a transition.
)WTIGMEPP]MRXLIXVERWTSVXEXMSREVIREXLIJYXYVISJ
 GPIERQSFMPMX]MWGSRWMHIVIHXSFIJYVXLIVSYX
XLERFYXWSQISJXLIQEMRMRKVIHMIRXWSJXLMW
are coming together and will be increasingly evident
in the next few years. One notable feature of some
of the probable futures explored here is the pivotal
VSPISJ'LMRE¯MRTPERIWXVEMRWERHEYXSQSFMPIW-R
addition, there is an underlying driver of economic
wealth that will be both enabling investment in new
systems but also causing increasing migration and
mobility of people. Within the myriad conversations,
the eight probable futures selected here were the
ones that had the greatest potential impact for the
next decade.

The topics covered in the following pages are:
Asian aviation
Chinese trains
Clean shipping
)PIGXVMGQSFMPMX]
-RXIPPMKIRXLMKL[E]W
1YWPMQ)YVSTI
4ISTPIXVEGOMRK
9VFER MQ QSFMPMX]

Asian aviation
Led by more tourists and steady growth in cargo transportation, Asian aviation
places more orders and becomes the largest air market in the world.
-R XIVQW SJ ¾]MRK [I PMZI MR E [SVPH EX E TSMRX SJ
WMKRM½GERXGLERKIEVSYRHLEPJSJYWLEZINYWXWXEVXIH
to recognise that we need to travel less at the same
time as the other half want to travel more. Overall,
rising demand from both low-cost and premium
TEWWIRKIVW OIIR XS ¾] QSVI WLS[W PMXXPI WMKR SJ
abating in the next decade. Add in increased air
freight and there is little doubt that the number of
TEWWIRKIVERHGEVKSEMVQMPIW¾S[R[MPPVMWI]IEVF]
]IEVXLVSYKLXSERHFI]SRH8LI-RXIVREXMSREP
Air Transport Association projects that the number
of passenger departures each year globally will
VMWIJVSQFMPPMSRMRXSFMPPMSRF]
Although much of this growth can be seen to
FI KPSFEP [MXL XLI 97 GSRXMRYMRK XS TPE] E QENSV
VSPI %WME [MPP FI XLI QSWX WMKRM½GERX WSYVGI SJ EMV
transport expansion – and many of the orders for
the planes that will deliver this have already been
placed.
While the aviation industry has been under scrutiny
in many countries on account of its carbon emissions,
EWEWIGXSVMXMWSRP]VIWTSRWMFPIJSVEVSYRH SJ
XLI GEVFSR VIPIEWIH MRXS XLI EXQSWTLIVI (IWTMXI
XLI MRHYWXV]´W WXEXIH EQFMXMSR XS GET IQMWWMSRW F]
XLIVIEPMX]MWXLEXZIV]PMXXPISJRSXIGEREGXYEPP]
FIHSRIF]8LMWMWFIGEYWI½VWXP]XLIEZIVEKI
plane is in service for around thirty years and so the
G]GPI XMQI XS GLERKI XLI ¾IIX MW XSS PSRK ¯ FSXL
%MVFYWERH&SIMRKEVIEPVIEH]WIPPMRKQSVIIJ½GMIRX
TPERIW WYGLEWXLI%ERHXLI(VIEQPMRIV FYXMX

[MPPXEOIWIZIVEPHIGEHIWFIJSVIEPPSJXLISPHQSHIPW
LEZI FIIR VITPEGIH [MXL QSHIVR SRIW 7IGSRHP]
there are currently few technology options open
to the aviation sector for reducing emissions. Any
major innovation in aircraft propulsion units is
many years away, so the only change that can
be implemented during our time horizon is to
MRXVSHYGI FMSJYIPW MRXS XLI EZMEXMSR JYIP QM\ )ZIR
[MXLXLMWWLMJX MXMWZIV]YRPMOIP]XLEXEMVGVEJXEGVSWW
XLI[LSPIWIGXSV[MPPFIVYRSR FMSJYIPER]
time soon, so most experts in the industry are
planning for an extremely gradual shift – and hence
XLIXEVKIXW9RPMOISXLIVQSHIWSJXVERWTSVXMX
MWXLIVIJSVIYRPMOIP]XLEXXLIVI[MPPFIER]WMKRM½GERX
TPEXJSVQGLERKIF]
The major difference we will see a decade from
XSHE][MPPFIXLIWLIIVRYQFIVSJTPERIWMRXLIWOMIW
moving ever more people and goods around by air
FIX[IIR KVS[MRK RYQFIVW SJ EMVTSVXW +MZIR XLI
nature of the lead times in the aviation sector, this
can be guaranteed – the orders for the next decade
are already with the manufacturers.
&SXL %MVFYW ERH &SIMRK VIPIEWI X[IRX]]IEV
projections for the sector which provide some
WEPMIRX JEGXW +PSFEPP] &SIMRK JSVIGEWXW ER EZIVEKI
KVS[XL MR TEWWIRKIV RYQFIVW SJ EVSYRH   TIV
ERRYQ FYX³EMV XVEZIP JSV XLI%WME4EGM½G VIKMSR MW
I\TIGXIHXSKVS[EXEREZIVEKIVEXISJ ´%WE
consequence, over the next twenty years, ‘the Asia-

`8LIJYXYVISJQSFMPMX]

8LMW%WMER QEVOIX KVS[XL MW XLI VIWYPX SJ E VMWI MR
regional tourism and an increase in cargo.

4EGM½G¾IIX[MPPKVS[JVSQXSTPERIW´
ERHF]³%WME4EGM½G[MPPIEWMP]FIXLIPEVKIWXEMV
XVEZIPQEVOIXMRXLI[SVPH´
%MVFYWWIIWXLEX³KPSFEPEMVXVEJ½G[MPPXVMTPISZIVXLI
next twenty years and, as average aircraft size will
grow steadily, airlines will more than double the size
SJ XLIMV ¾IIXW´ 0MOI &SIMRK %MVFYW MHIRXM½IW %WME
EW XLI QENSV KVS[XL EVIE [MXL SZIV   SJ RI[
EIVSTPERI HIPMZIVMIW TPERRIH JSV XLI %WME4EGM½G
VIKMSR%XXLI-RHME%ZMEXMSR7LS[ XLI-RHMER
Civil Aviation Minister announced that he expected
-RHMEXSRIIHERSXLIVEMVGVEJXSZIVXLIRI\X
HIGEHI NYWX XS OIIT TEGI [MXL IGSRSQMG KVS[XL
%PWSSZIVXLIRI\XHIGEHI'LMRE´WHSQIWXMGQEVOIX
MWI\TIGXIHXSKVS[XS[EVHWXLIWM^ISJXLI97ERH
MRXIVREXMSREP ¾MKLXW FIX[IIR XLIWI X[S GSYRXVMIW
EVIJSVIGEWXXSVITVIWIRXQSVIXLER SJEPP¾MKLXW
F]

%WME4EGM½G[MPPIEWMP]FIXLIPEVKIWXEMV
travel market in the world.

Q

The desire to travel for a younger, wealthier and
increasingly middle-class Asian population will
PIEHXSWMKRM½GERXMRXVEVIKMSREPERHMRXIVREXMSREP
tourism. China alone is expected to produce
 QMPPMSR SYXFSYRH XSYVMWXW E ]IEV F] 
ERH EGVSWW%WME VIEP+(4MRXSYVMWQMWJSVIGEWX
XS KVS[ EX ER EZIVEKI SJ SZIV   TIV ERRYQ
SZIVXLIRI\XHIGEHIEHHMRKERI\XVEQMPPMSR
jobs.

Q

* VSQ E GEVKS TIVWTIGXMZI 'LMRIWI ¾MKLXW
HSQMREXI MRXIVREXMSREP XVEJ½G 2I[ PMROW
between China and Africa, especially, are growing
VETMHP] [MXL RI[ VSYXIW STIRMRK FIX[IIR OI]
hubs such as Nigeria on a regular basis. Airbus
I\TIGXW-RHME´W¾IIXXSKVS[XMQIWF]
Over the next twenty years, ‘the overall Asia4EGM½G JVIMKLXIV ¾IIX MW I\TIGXIH XS MRGVIEWI
½ZIJSPH´ VMWMRK JVSQ   SJ XLI KPSFEP ¾IIX MR
XSRIEVP] 

On top of this, many Asian countries are relaxing
regulatory restrictions to stimulate air travel and are
VETMHP]YTKVEHMRKXLIMVEMVTSVXW;LIVIEWXLIPMOIWSJ
/YEPE0YQTYV 7MRKETSVI ,SRK/SRKERH7LERKLEM
led the region over the past decade, other cities
are rapidly catching up. Over the next ten years,
'LMRETPERWXSMRZIWXFMPPMSRMRGPYHMRKRYQIVSYW
upgrades and nearly one hundred totally new
airports. With expanding international operations in
&IMNMRK 7LERKLEM /YRQMRK +YERK^LSYERH2ERNMRK
'LMRE[MPPLEZIQENSVEMVTSVXWF]-R-RHME
XLIGYVVIRX½ZI]IEVMRZIWXQIRXTPERLEWIEVQEVOIH
RIEVP]  FMPPMSR JSV EMVTSVX I\TERWMSR MRGPYHMRK
YTKVEHIWXLEXLEZIWXEVXIHMR2I[(IPLMERH1YQFEM

%WMEREZMEXMSR`

China will have 244 major airports
by 2020.
ERHRI[KVIIR½IPHGSRWXVYGXMSRXLEXLEWFIIRPIH
F],]HIVEFEHERH&ERKEPSVI%WQER]EWXLMVX]½ZI
airports are being improved and expanded in the
country. Half of all intra-Asian future demand will
be between just eleven cities. These will become
XSQSVVS[´WQENSVEZMEXMSRLYFW

caters for the third largest number of international
passengers (after London Heathrow and Hong
/SRK  &]  MX MW TPERRMRK XS EGGSQQSHEXI 
QMPPMSRTEWWIRKIVWE]IEV[MXL)QMVEXIWGEVV]MRKNYWX
PIWWXLERQMPPMSRSJXLIQ%HHMRKMR(SLEERH%FY
(LEFM ERH XLIMV EWWSGMEXIH EMVPMRIW [IPP SZIV 
QMPPMSR TEWWIRKIVW [MPP ¾] XS ERH XLVSYKL XLI +YPJ
F]¯[MXLSZIV SJXLIQLIEHMRKXSERH
from Asia. When these projections are combined
[MXLXLI%WMEREMVPMRI½KYVIW XLIWGEPISJKVS[XLMW
astounding.

Although the scale of change within Asia alone is
WMKRM½GERX XLIVI MW EHHMXMSREP KVS[XL MR EZMEXMSR
HMVIGXP]PMROIHXSXLI%WMERI\TERWMSR 1ER]SJXLI
RI[SVHIVWJSVTPERIWMR)YVSTIXLI%QIVMGEWERH
IWTIGMEPP]XLI1MHHPI)EWXEVIJSVTPERIWXLEX[MPP¾]
into Asia. For example, the expansion of facilities
EX (YFEM -RXIVREXMSREP %MVTSVX QIERW MX EPVIEH]

;LIXLIV XLVSYKL QSVI MRXIVREP HSQIWXMG ¾MKLXW
QSVIMRXVE%WMER¾MKLXWSVQSVIPSRKLEYPTEWWIRKIV
and cargo services to and from the rest of the world,
there is little doubt of the impact of Asian aviation
on the world landscape over the next decade or so.
The investment is already being made and so now it
is just about execution of the ambition.
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Chinese trains
China, the pacesetter for change in inter-urban transport, is investing over
$1 trillion expanding its rail network to 120,000 km by 2020.
-RE[SVPH[LIVIGMX]XSGMX]MRXIVYVFERXVERWTSVXEXMSR
is increasingly seen as the major growth area for mobility,
competition is rife between air, road and rail. Around
XLIKPSFIGMXMIWGSYRXVMIWERHVIKMSRWLEZIFIIRXEPOMRK
EFSYXXLIFIRI½XWSJWTIIHIJ½GMIRG]ERHGSRZIRMIRGI
SJXLIVIPEXMZISTXMSRWERHEVIZEVMSYWP]QEOMRKWSQI
serious commitments. While low-cost airlines continue
XSKVS[MRQER]QEVOIXWERHGEVS[RIVWLMTMWVMWMRK
steadily, many governments are investing heavily in rail
as the future of inter-urban transport. Having observed
XLIEHZERXEKIWSJLMKLWTIIHVEMPXVEZIPMR)YVSTIERH
.ETER[LMGLLEZIFIIRPEVKIP]MKRSVIHMRXLI97'LMRE
is now considered by many to be the pacesetter for
change.
A hundred and thirty years after the invention of
the railway and its growth as the primary form of
QEWW XVERWTSVX XLI MRXVSHYGXMSR SJ XLI ½VWX LMKL
WTIIH XVEMRW MR .ETER GEYKLX XLI MQEKMREXMSR SJ
many around the world. To help overcome capacity
GSRWXVEMRXW SR XLI I\MWXMRK RIX[SVOW XLI8S]OS XS
3WEOE8SâOEMHSâ 7LMROERWIR PMRI STIRIH XS GSMRGMHI
[MXLXLI3P]QTMGWMRERHMXW³FYPPIXXVEMRW´VEREX
WTIIHWSJSZIVOMPSQIXVIWTIVLSYV QTL 
7MRGI XLIR RI[IV JEWXIV XVEMRW LEZI GYX EVSYRH
an hour and a half off the usual four-hour journey.
0SSOMRK ELIEH XLI 'LYâSâ 7LMROERWIR QEKPIZ PMRI
TPERRIHJSVPEYRGLMR[MPPGYXXLIXMQIHS[RXS
NYWXSRILSYVEWXVEMRWXVEZIPEXSZIVOMPSQIXVIW
TIVLSYV QTL 

-R )YVSTI LMKLWTIIH XVEMR HIZIPSTQIRX MW PEKKMRK
FILMRH 7YTTSVXIH TVMQEVMP] F] XLI WXEXI VEMP[E]W
SJ*VERGIERH+IVQER]ERIX[SVOSJ8+:ERH-')
XVEMRWLEWFIIRKVS[MRKJSVXLITEWXJSVX]½ZI]IEVW
7XEVXMRK [MXL XLI 4EVMWXS0]SR8+: MRZIWXQIRX MR
LMKLWTIIHXVEMRWEGVSWW)YVSTILEWRS[I\XIRHIH
XLIRIX[SVOFI]SRHNYWX*VERGIERH+IVQER]MRXS
7TEMR7[MX^IVPERH&IPKMYQXLI2IXLIVPERHW-XEP]ERH
QSWXVIGIRXP]ZMEXLI)YVSWXEVXS0SRHSR6IKYPEVP]
STIVEXMRK EX WTIIHW YT XS  OQL XVEZIPPMRK
EVSYRH )YVSTI F] XVEMR LEW JSV QER] FIGSQI XLI
ideal. Faster than the car and more comfortable
than the plane, both business and leisure travellers
have increasingly opted for the train as the preferred
QSHISJGMX]XSGMX]XVERWTSVX8SHE][MXLSZIV
OQSJLMKLWTIIHXVEGOMR.ETERMR*VERGIERH
MRIEGLSJ+IVQER]ERH7TEMRXLIVSYXIWLEZI
been expanded, and clean, high-speed electric rail
transportation continues to secure more investment
from the varied governments.
&] GSQTEVMWSR XLI MQTEGX SJ LMKLWTIIH XVEMRW MR
XLI 97 LEW FIIR QMRMQEP %PXLSYKL XLI 97 JVIMKLX
XVEMRW EVI EQSRKWX XLI QSWX IJ½GMIRX MR XLI [SVPH
XLI] X]TMGEPP] VYR EX SRP]  QTL ERH WPS[ HS[R
TEWWIRKIV XVEMRW XS EVSYRH  QTL8SHE] [MXL NYWX
one high-speed rail line in operation, there is only just
SZIVOQSJXVEGO8LI%GIPE)\TVIWW [LMGL[EW
STIRIHMRVYRWFIX[IIR;EWLMRKXSR('ERH
&SWXSRZME2I[=SVO'MX]ERHX]TMGEPP]LMXWMXWXEVKIX
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China has seen high-speed trains as
ERSTTSVXYRMX]RSXSRP]XSIJ½GMIRXP]
connect its cities but also to invest in an
infrastructure for the 21st century and
further drive economic growth.
STIVEXMSREPWTIIHSJQTL OQL SREVSYRH
 SJNSYVRI]W+MZIRXLIWM^ISJXLIGSYRXV]ERHXLI
LMWXSV]SJXLI%QIVMGERVEMPVSEHWXLI97LEWXSHEXI
gained surprisingly little advantage from high-speed
rail. However, this situation is beginning to change.
-R  XLI ;LMXI ,SYWI ERRSYRGIH E WXVEXIKMG
TPERJSVLMKLWTIIHVEMPERHEFYHKIXWXMQYPYWSJ
FMPPMSR8LMWMHIRXM½IWXIRLMKLWTIIHVEMPGSVVMHSVWEW
potential recipients of federal funding. Those lines are
MR 'EPMJSVRME 4EGM½G 2SVXL[IWX 7SYXL 'IRXVEP +YPJ
'SEWX 'LMGEKS ,YF 2IX[SVO *PSVMHE 7SYXLIEWX
/I]WXSRI )QTMVI ERH 2SVXLIVR 2I[ )RKPERH
Of these, only the California line has so far gained
QYGL XVEGXMSR [MXL XLI 'EPMJSVRME ,MKL7TIIH 6EMP
%YXLSVMX]TPERRMRKPMRIWJVSQ7ER*VERGMWGS&E]ERH
7EGVEQIRXSXS0SW%RKIPIWERH-VZMRIZMEXLI'IRXVEP
:EPPI]EW[IPPEWEPMRIJVSQ0SW%RKIPIWXS7ER(MIKS
ZMEXLI-RPERH)QTMVI
-RGSRXVEWX 'LMRELEWWIIRLMKLWTIIHXVEMRWEWER
STTSVXYRMX]RSXSRP]XSIJ½GMIRXP]GSRRIGXMXWGMXMIW
FYX EPWS XS MRZIWX MR ER MRJVEWXVYGXYVI JSV XLI WX
century and further drive economic growth. Having
SRP] STIRIH MXW ½VWX 8+:PMOI GSRZIRXMSREP LMKL
WTIIHVSYXIFIX[IIR5MRLYERKHESERH7LIR]ERKMR
'LMREEPVIEH]LEWELMKLWTIIHXVEMRRIX[SVO
SJ SZIV  OQ XLI PEVKIWX MR XLI [SVPH F] JEV
%ZIVEKIWTIIHWSJOQL QTL SRXLI

OQVSYXIJVSQ;YLERXS+YERK^LSY2SVXLQEOI
XLMW GYVVIRXP] XLI [SVPH´W JEWXIWX GSQQIVGMEP XVEMR
service. As well as these conventional high-speed
XVEGOW 'LMRE EPWS LEW XLI [SVPH´W ½VWX GSQQIVGMEP
QEKPIZ VSYXI JVSQ 7LERKLEM EMVTSVX XS XLI
GMX] [LMGL [EW STIRIH MR 8VEMRW SR XLMW PMRI
EPVIEH]VYREXSZIVOQL
'LMRE LEW YVFERMWIH JEV QSVI VETMHP] XLER -RHME
and has built new infrastructure ahead of demand.
6IGSKRMWMRK FSXL XLI GLEPPIRKI ERH XLI FIRI½X MR
increasing the speed of travel across the country,
China is now investing over $1 trillion in expanding
MXWVEMPRIX[SVOXSOQF]¯XLIWIGSRH
PEVKIWXTYFPMG[SVOWTVSKVEQQIMRLMWXSV].YWXEWXLI
97MRZIWXIHMRXLILMKL[E]WEJXIVXLIHS[RXYVRMR
XLIWERHLIPTIHHVMZIKVS[XLMREYXSQSFMPIW
China has used the opportunity for well-targeted
IGSRSQMGWXMQYPYW 0MOI.ETER 7SYXL/SVIE *VERGI
7TEMR ERH +IVQER] FIJSVI 'LMRE MW VIWLETMRK MXW
landscape around train services by investing in a mix
SJ FSXL ZIV] LMKLWTIIH VEMP  OQL  ERH LMKL
WTIIH VEMP ¯ OQL  XLEX [MPP FI XLI KPSFEP
FIRGLQEVO JSV QEWW XVERWMX W]WXIQW 'EVKS ERH
passenger transport are being separated, double
XVEGOEVXIV]PMRIWEVIFIMRKIPIGXVM½IHERHXVERWTSVX
LYFW EVI FIMRK FYMPX MR  GMXMIW 8LI HIGMWMSRW
have already been made and the ambition will be
implemented. China has become the new test bed
JSVXLI[SVPH´WLMKLWTIIHXVEMRXIGLRSPSKMIWERHXLI
country is moving forward fast. As a recent article in

Like Japan, South Korea, France, Spain
and Germany before, China is reshaping
its landscape around train services.

'LMRIWIXVEMRW`

Time magazine put it: ‘At a time when infrastructure
MRXLI97ERH)YVSTIMWEKIMRKJEWX'LMRE´WVEMP[E]W
QE] KMZI MX E GSQTIXMXMZI IHKI SZIV XLI [SVPH´W
PIEHMRKIGSRSQMIW´
-RE[SVPHSJVMWMRKHIQERHJSVQSFMPMX] MRGVIEWMRK
city-to-city travel and escalating concerns about
fossil fuel-based road and air transport, electric highspeed trains are seen as the best option. However, it
MWGPIEVXLEXQER]SXLIVREXMSRWEVI]IXXSXEOIWYGL
bold steps forward and probably will not be able to
HIPMZIVQEXIVMEPGLERKIF].ETER*VERGI7TEMR
ERH +IVQER] EVI GSRXMRYMRK XS MRZIWX ERH FYMPH

At a time when infrastructure in the
US and Europe is ageing fast, China’s
railways may give it a competitive edge
over the world’s leading economies.
YTSRI\MWXMRKRIX[SVOWFYX[LMPIXLIVIMWQYGLXEPO
of new high-speed lines, there is little action and their
expansion is certainly not guaranteed. China is the
clear pace-setter for change in inter-urban transport
over the next decade. Will America follow?
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Clean shipping
8QGHULQFUHDVLQJSUHVVXUHWRLPSURYHHIȣFLHQF\JURZLQJIUHLJKWVKLSSLQJ
adopts a range of alternative policies and power systems.
7LMTTMRK EPVIEH] EGGSYRXW JSV RIEVP]   SJ XLI
[SVPH´WKVIIRLSYWIKEWIQMWWMSRWERHEWXLIZSPYQI
of global trade continues to grow, this proportion
MW EPWS WIX XS VMWI %GGSVHMRK XS XLI 92 ERRYEP
IQMWWMSRWJVSQXLI[SVPH´WQIVGLERX¾IIXWI\GIIHW
FMPPMSRXSRRIWSJ'3, twice that of the aviation
sector. While planes and cars have been a common
JSGYW MR XLI TSTYPEV QIHME MR XLI XLMRO XEROW ERH
transport forums around the world, ships have been
rising up the agenda. Not surprisingly, then, this is now
EKVS[MRKGSRGIVRJSVQER]KSZIVRQIRXWWIIOMRKXS
XEOI WXITW XS VIHYGI RSX SRP] '3 emissions but
also other environmental impacts such as waste
contamination. As a result, people are turning to the
GSRGITXSJGPIERWLMTTMRKERHXLIFIRI½XWXLEXMXGER
potentially provide.
7LMTTMRKMWEZMXEPGSKMRXLI[SVPH´WXVEHIQEGLMRI
Most people are unaware that almost every product
is transported by sea at some stage. Put simply, when
it comes down to shifting material around the planet,
ships offer the best option, particularly when it comes
XS FYPO XVERWTSVX SJ SVI GSEP SMP ERH GIVIEPW JSV
which there is no alternative. For consumer goods
and foods, the only option is the far more costly one
of air freight. As a result the global shipping industry
is booming.
Currently, maritime transport is handling around
 SJEPP[SVPHXVEHIERHMWVMWMRKWXIEHMP]3ZIVXLI

Most people are unaware that almost
every product is transported by sea at
some stage.
past decade, the number of cargo miles has doubled
JVSQFMPPMSRXSEVSYRHFMPPMSRXSRRI
miles. With the world economy set to continue to
I\TERHWXIEHMP]XLVSYKLXSERHFI]SRHQER]
WIIXLEXXLMW½KYVI[MPPEKEMRHSYFPISZIVXLIRI\X
HIGEHI -REHHMXMSR JVSQERIGSRSQMGTIVWTIGXMZI
since freight rates are very competitive, companies
XIRH XS OIIT SPH WLMTW MR WIVZMGI JSV PSRKIV XLER
originally planned. This means that while some ship
S[RIVWEVIXV]MRKXSMQTVSZIIJ½GMIRG]QER]SXLIVW
operate their ships as cheaply as possible and just
follow the minimum regulations.
Comparing air and sea transport is an issue that
several people have been focused on in recent years.
-RLMWFSSO Sustainable Energy – Without the Hot Air,
(EZMH 1EGOE] 4VSJIWWSV SJ 4L]WMGW EX 'EQFVMHKI
9RMZIVWMX]QEOIWWSQILMKLP]VIPIZERXTSMRXWSRXLI
QSZIQIRXSJTISTPI³*SVEXMQI-XLSYKLXXLEXXLI
way to solve the long-distance transport problem
was to revert to the way it was done before planes:
SGIER PMRIVW 8LIR - PSSOIH EX XLI RYQFIVW 8LI
sad truth is that ocean liners use more energy per

`8LIJYXYVISJQSFMPMX]

The sad truth is that ocean liners use
more energy per passenger-kilometre
(pkm) than jumbo jets.

TEWWIRKIVOMPSQIXVI TOQ  XLER NYQFS NIXW %X E
X]TMGEP   SGGYTERG] XLI IRIVK] GSRWYQTXMSR
SJEXSYVMWXGPEWWPMRIVMWO;LTIVTOQ¯
QSVIXLERX[MGIXLEXSJXLINYQFSNIX´,IEPWSWIIW
that, in the freight world, ‘international shipping is a
WYVTVMWMRKP]IJ½GMIRXYWIVSJJSWWMPJYIPW&YXJSWWMPJYIPW
EVI E ½RMXI VIWSYVGI ERH IZIRXYEPP] WLMTW QYWX FI
TS[IVIHF]WSQIXLMRKIPWI&MSJYIPWQE][SVOSYX
FYXERSXLIVSTXMSR[MPPFIRYGPIEVTS[IV´
3XLIVWLS[IZIVWIIXLEXXLIVIEVIQENSVIJ½GMIRG]
improvements to be gained in shipping beyond just
EW[MXGLSJTS[IVWSYVGI&IXXIVREZMKEXMSRRI[JYIP
consumption software and advanced materials are
in the repertoire, but clean shipping is increasingly
WIIR EW E OI] TEVX SJ XLI WSPYXMSR % GPIER WLMT MW
one designed and operated so that it maximises
XLI STTSVXYRMXMIW JSV MQTVSZIH IRIVK] IJ½GMIRG]
and reduced environmental impact. Over the past
few years, momentum for change has been building
ERH WTIGM½G EVIEW JSV RI[ ETTVSEGLIW EVI FIMRK
addressed: slower speeds, better hydrodynamics
and new power generation technologies are being
EHSTXIH XS MQTVSZI SZIVEPP JYIP IJ½GMIRG] PS[
sulphur fuels are being introduced to reduce exhaust
emissions to the air; waste reduction and onboard
recycling is increasing to reduce to zero the refuse,
sewage and cargo discharges to the sea.
Companies and governments around the world are
planning to change the status quo and are adopting

clean ship strategies. For example, twenty-seven
countries in the North Atlantic have signed the
4EVMW 1IQSVERHYQ SJ 9RHIVWXERHMRK ERH EKVIIH
XS GSRXVSP ZMWMXMRK WLMTW MR XLIMV TSVXW -R EHHMXMSR
XLI -RXIVREXMSREP 1EVMXMQI 3VKERM^EXMSR XLI 92
agency responsible for ship safety and environmental
protection, is introducing higher regulatory standards.

A clean ship is one designed and
operated so that it maximises the
opportunities for improved energy
IJ½GMIRG]ERHVIHYGIHIRZMVSRQIRXEP
impact.
Cargo owners are starting to specify environmental
performance targets for ships that are used to transport
their goods and cradle-to-grave environmental
footprinting is bringing wider consumer attention to
XLIWLMTTMRKMWWYI%XXLIWEQIXMQI½RERGMEPMRGIRXMZIW
– such as lower insurance costs for clean ships – are
being introduced and several governments and port
EYXLSVMXMIW EVI TPERRMRK PEVKIV ½RIW JSV TSPPYXIVW -R
.YRI  0PS]HW 6IKMWXIV XLI 0SRHSRFEWIH WLMT
GPEWWM½GEXMSRERHVMWOSVKERMWEXMSR ERRSYRGIHXLEXMX
MW[SVOMRKSRTVSZMHMRKEZIVM½GEXMSRWIVZMGIXSWLMT
S[RIVWXLEXMWETTVSZIHF]XLI'PIER7LMTTMRK4VSNIGX

Cargo owners are starting to specify
environmental performance targets for
ships that are used to transport their
goods.
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XLI SVKERMWEXMSR XLEX HIZIPSTIH XLI 'PIER 7LMTTMRK
-RHI\ [LMGL EREP]WIW XLI IRZMVSRQIRXEP MQTEGXW SJ
shipping – another structural shift for the maritime
MRHYWXV]XLEXMWRYHKMRKMXXS[EVHWMXWS[RVEROMRKSJ
ships by environmental performance.
7S [LEX [MPP WLMTTMRK PSSO PMOI MR # 1SVI
SVKERMWEXMSRWRS[JSVIGEWXXLEXF]EWMKRM½GERX
number of clean ships will have been built and will be
FIMRKMRXVSHYGIH&]XLIREXYVISJXLISZIVEPP
QIVGLERX ¾IIX [MPP FI GLERKMRK 1SWX WMKRM½GERXP]
from an overall emissions perspective will be the
adoption of new fuel and power options that are
already available or coming on stream soon: nuclearpowered vessels are common in the navy and are
MRGVIEWMRKP]FIMRKEHSTXIHJSVQIVGLERX¾IIXWQSVI
WLMTW EVI YWMRK PMUYI½IH REXYVEP KEW 02+  XS JYIP
XLIMV IRKMRIW [LMGL EVI WMKRM½GERXP] GPIERIV XLER
marine diesel ones; fuel cells are being developed
for marine applications; solar power is being used

By 2020, the nature of the overall
QIVGLERX¾IIX[MPPFIGLERKMRK
for onboard equipment; wind-assisted propulsion is
FIMRKVIMRZIRXIHVERKMRKJVSQXLIYWISJPEVKIOMXIW
to pull vessels along to the reintroduction of highXIGLWEMPWXLEXGER[SVO[MXLSXLIVTS[IVSTXMSRW
ERHTVSZMHI SJXLIIRIVK]VIUYMVIH
At the same time, new designs of ship hulls are
being introduced that reduce friction and so reduce
energy consumption. Low-friction paint coatings are
also becoming available. We can also expect to see
TIRXEQEVERW ¯ JEWX GEVKS WLMTW [MXL ½ZI LYPPW XLEX
½PP XLI KET FIX[IIR I\TIRWMZI EMV XVERWTSVX ERH
slow traditional ships. Clean ships will become a
common point of discussion, and not just in specialist
transport forums.
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)PIGXVMGQSFMPMX]
With France and Germany taking the initial lead roles, electric cars take off and
IRUPXSWRRIWKHZRUOGȂVYHKLFOHȤHHWE\
-X MW LEW FIIR E PSRK XMQI GSQMRK FYX XLMVXIIR
years after the global launch of the Toyota Prius
hybrid, a host of companies all have electric vehicles
scheduled for introduction over the next few years.
The alignment of technology development, targeted
incentives and economies of scale together with
a fundamental change in consumer sentiment has
started the shift towards a future where electric
QSFMPMX] LEW E WMKRM½GERX VSPI XS TPE] MR KPSFEP
XVERWTSVXEXMSR &] I\TIVXWTVIHMGXXLEXRIEVP]
one-third of all cars being sold will be electric and
XLEXIPIGXVMGGEVW[MPPJSVQYTXS SJXLI[SVPH´W
ZILMGPI¾IIX
)PIGXVMGQSFMPMX]MWRSXRI[MRXLIPEXIXLGIRXYV]
QER]SJXLI½VWXGEVWXSFITVSHYGIH[IVIIPIGXVMG
&IJSVI XLI MRXIVREP GSQFYWXMSR IRKMRI XSSO SZIV
IPIGXVMG GEVW [IVI QEOMRK E QEVO FVIEOMRK XLI
 OQL FEVVMIV MR  % ¾IIX SJ IPIGXVMG XE\MW
½VWX ETTIEVIH MR 2I[=SVO MR  ERH HIWTMXI
their relatively slow speed, electric vehicles had a
number of advantages over their competitors in
XLI IEVP] W PIWW ZMFVEXMSR PIWW RSMWI ERH PIWW
pollution. However, with increasing competition
from the internal combustion engine and sizeable
support from the oil industry, gasoline and diesel
ZILMGPIWFIGEQIQSVITSTYPEVERHWEPIWSJXLI½VWX
KIRIVEXMSRSJIPIGXVMGGEVWTIEOIHMR
One hundred years later, a second wave of electric
mobility is gaining momentum, driven by a number of

leading manufacturers and a massive swing of public
support for more sustainable transport solutions.
8LMW WXIT GLERKI LEW XEOIR WSQI XMQI XS QEOI
ER MQTEGX -R  +IRIVEP 1SXSVW ERRSYRGIH MXW
MRXIRXMSRXSQEVOIXIPIGXVMGGEVWERHMRXVSHYGIHXLI
+1 -QTEGX FYX SZIV XLI JSPPS[MRK X[S HIGEHIW
little was achieved and most of the concept cars
never made it into the showroom. However, the
past couple of years have seen the arrival of some
notable catalysts for change.
Although in many eyes electric cars are epitomised
F]XLIWQEPP-RHMERQEHI+;M^^ERHWMQMPEVZILMGPIW
high-speed electric sports cars have come out of
the shadows, most notably those being produced
F] 'EPMJSVRMEFEWIH8IWPE 8LI RSXMSR SJ  QTL
IPIGXVMGEPP]TS[IVIHGEVWXLEXGERKSJSVQMPIW
or more between recharging has captured the
imagination of many, resulting in a surge of investment.
-R GSQTEVMWSR XS XVEHMXMSREP GSQTIXMXSVW IPIGXVMG
vehicles offer a number of advantages: they are
quieter, accelerate faster, require less maintenance,
cost less on a per-mile basis and in many ways are
more sustainable because, in certain locations, they
can run on clean energy. At the same time, they
have the potential to be lighter.
However, while electrically powered transport for
personal use dropped off the agenda for around one
hundred years, public transport systems, particularly
in cities, have often used electric mobility solutions.

`8LIJYXYVISJQSFMPMX]

)PIGXVMGEPP]TS[IVIHXVEQWXVEMRWERHQIXVSWVYRRMRK
SR ½\IH TS[IV WYTTPMIW LEZI PSRK FIIR TEVX SJ
QER] GMXMIW´ XVERWTSVX MRJVEWXVYGXYVI -R XIVQW SJ
independent road-based mobility, electric buses have
been steadily introduced into many cities over the
past twenty years or so and are now part of many
E QE]SV´W ^IVSIQMWWMSRW TPERW %HH MR XE\MW ERH
HIPMZIV]XVYGOWERHXLIMQTIXYWJSVQYGLXIGLRSPSK]
development in electric mobility has come from public
transport. Coupled with the success of early hybrids,
EWMKRM½GERXWLMJXMWXEOMRKTPEGI1ENSVEHZERGIWLEZI
FIIR QEHI MR IJ½GMIRG] GSWX ERH [IMKLX MR TYFPMG
transport, particularly for drive trains and battery
XIGLRSPSK]8LMW ORS[PIHKI MW RS[ FIMRK ETTPMIH XS
personal transport. Although some, including several
MR E 7LERKLEM [SVOWLST UYIWXMSR I\MWXMRK FEXXIV]
technology, many others are placing heavy bets on a
FVIEOXLVSYKLMRXLIRI\XJI[]IEVW
-R WXIT [MXL XLMW FYVKISRMRK MRXIVIWX SZIV XLI
past year or two, more manufacturers have made
announcements about their plans for electric
ZILMGPIWMR&1;HMH½IPHXVMEPWSJXLIIPIGXVMG
ZIVWMSRSJMXW1MRM XLI1MRM) MR+IVQER] XLI9/
ERHXLI97 ERHXLIWI[IVIJSPPS[IHF]'LMREERH
*VERGIMR;LMPI+1LEWNYWXPEYRGLIHXLI
Chevrolet Volt/Opel Ampera electric hybrid, Nissan
has gone a step further with the introduction of the
Nissan Leaf, an all-electric vehicle, with full global
VSPPSYXTPERRIHJSV-REHHMXMSRGSQTERMIWPMOI
&IXXIV 4PEGI EVI IEVRMRK EXXIRXMSR JSV EPXIVREXMZI
solutions such as its battery swap system which
allows batteries to be exchanged automatically for
JYPP]GLEVKIHSRIWMRPIWWXMQIXLEREXVEHMXMSREPVI½PP
at a petrol station.
Although some question whether it will be in other
VIKMSRW [LIVI XLI IEVP] FVIEOXLVSYKLW XEOI TPEGI

The German car industry has signed up
to a government push to get a million
electric cars on to the roads by 2020.
much of the debate on the future of electric mobility
MRXLIQIHMELEWFIIRJSGYWIHSRXLI97ERH'LMRE
-R%YKYWX EREVXMGPIMRXLIMcKinsey Quarterly
argued that ‘a global electric-car sector must start
MR 'LMRE ERH XLI 9RMXIH 7XEXIW ERH MX QYWX FIKMR
with the two countries creating an environment for
automotive investors to scale their bets across both
REXMSRW´-XWYKKIWXIHXLEXEPXLSYKLTVMZEXIGSQTERMIW
will compete to provide the technologies, charging
stations and the vehicles, ‘the two governments can
no doubt create the conditions for them to succeed
– for example, by setting standards, funding the
VSPPSYX SJ MRJVEWXVYGXYVI ERH WTSRWSVMRK NSMRX 6 (
MRMXMEXMZIW´8LMW [EW WYTTSVXIH F] JEGXW ERH ½KYVIW
that show that if penetration of electric vehicles rises
EFSZI F]SMPMQTSVXWERH'3 emissions
would fall dramatically. To achieve this, China needs
XS WTIRH  FMPPMSR ERH FYMPH  GLEVKMRK
WXEXMSRW XLI GSVVIWTSRHMRK ½KYVIW JSV XLI 97 EVI
FMPPMSRERHQMPPMSRVIWTIGXMZIP]
;LMPI XLMW WSYRHW TVSQMWMRK WSQI [SVOWLST
participants highlighted two issues that might mean
XLMW97'LMREPIEHIVWLMTWLSYPHFIUYIWXMSRIH8LI
½VWX SRI GSRGIVRW XLI JEGX XLEX SXLIV GSYRXVMIW
have already made the necessary decisions and are
EGXMRK SR XLIQ )PIGXVMG GEV VIGLEVKMRK RIX[SVOW
EVIEPVIEH]FIMRKFYMPXMR(IRQEVO -WVEIPERH QSWX
WMKRM½GERXP]*VERGI;IIQTLEWMWI³QSWXWMKRM½GERXP]´
for France because it is there where government,
the car industry and the energy sector appear to be

)PIGXVMGQSFMPMX]`

QSWX EPMKRIH XLI 6IREYPX *PYIRGI >) XLI [SVPH´W
½VWXW[MXGLEFPIFEXXIV]IPIGXVMGGEVMWFIMRKPEYRGLIH
IEVP]MREXXLIWEQIXMQI6IREYPXERH)(*EVI
FYMPHMRKEREXMSR[MHIIPIGXVMGGEVVIGLEVKMRKRIX[SVO
EGVSWW *VERGI MR  ERH º QMPPMSR SJ MRMXMEP
WXEXIFEGOMRK[EWKYEVERXIIHF]4VIWMHIRX7EVOS^]
MR 3GXSFIV  7S XLI EPMKRQIRX SJ WMKRM½GERX
QEVOIX TSXIRXMEP XLI XIGLRSPSK] VIKYPEXMSR ERH
½RERGIVIUYMVIHXSIWXEFPMWLEWYMXEFPIIRZMVSRQIRX
JSV E FVIEOXLVSYKL GLERKI WIIQW XS FI GSQMRK
XSKIXLIV TVIXX] [IPP MR *VERGI -RHIIH EW QER]
other manufacturers focus more on hybrids and
L]HVSKIRSTXMSRW 6IREYPXMWXEOMRKEQFMXMSYWWXITW
JSV[EVH MRXS JYPP IPIGXVMG QSFMPMX] 'EVPSW +LSWR
FSWWSJFSXL6IREYPXERH2MWWERWIIWXLEX³&]
TYVIP]IPIGXVMG ^IVSIQMWWMSRZILMGPIW[MPPXEOI 
SJ XLI KPSFEP GEV QEVOIX´;LEX MW QSVI LI [ERXW
WYGLZILMGPIWXSEGGSYRXJSV SJ6IREYPX2MWWER´W
sales by then.
The second issue concerns the CO reductions
FIMRKGPEMQIHZIVWYWXLSWIFIMRKHIPMZIVIH-RQER]
countries, the switch from hydrocarbons to electrons
for transport is a diversion because they will still be
largely relying on oil, gas and coal to generate the
IPIGXVMGMX] MR XLI ½VWX TPEGI 7S XLI TSMRX SJ '3
production shifts from the vehicle to the power
WXEXMSRFYXWMKRM½GERXFVIEOXLVSYKLWEVIWXMPPVIUYMVIH
before effective and economic carbon capture and
WXSVEKI ''7  XIGLRSPSKMIW EVI VIXVS½XXIH XS XLI
I\MWXMRK IRIVK] FEWI -J IPIGXVMG QSFMPMX] MW KSMRK
XS LEZI WMKRM½GERX MQTEGX [MXLMR XLI RI\X HIGEHI
some argue that it needs to be aligned to major
WSYVGIW SJ VIRI[EFPI GPIER IRIVK] 7S PSSOMRK EX

XLIGYVVIRXPIEHIVWMRXLMW½IPHMXMWRSWYVTVMWIXLEX
(IRQEVO [MRH  -WVEIP WSPEV ERH*VERGI RYGPIEV 
are seen as front-runners. These locations have high
renewable supplies of electricity already installed or
being installed and, as such, they will gain most from
the associated carbon credits from the introduction
of electric mobility.
%PWS SJ KVIEX WMKRM½GERGI MW +IVQER] XLI KPSFEP
GIRXVISJEYXSQSXMZIHIZIPSTQIRXMRQER]TISTPI´W
I]IW8LI +IVQER GEV MRHYWXV] LEW WMKRIH YT XS E
government push to get a million electric cars on
XS XLI VSEHW F]  -RHYWXV] GSQQIRXEXSVW WE]
XLEX ³-J XLI] QEREKI MX [I´VI XEPOMRK EFSYX SRI MR
four new cars sold in that year being electric, which
MWEWXEKKIVMRKGLERKIMRNYWXXLIRI\XXIR]IEVW´ -R
GSSTIVEXMSR[MXL)3RERHSXLIVIRIVK]½VQW[LS
EVI FYMPHMRK XLI GLEVKMRK MRJVEWXVYGXYVI XLI PMOIW
SJ:; &1; ERH 1IVGIHIW&IR^ EVI EPP TPERRMRK
a host of new electric car launches over the next
GSYTPI SJ ]IEVW +IVQER KSZIVRQIRX WYTTSVX
and commitment to electric mobility is strong
and growing.
3RP] SJXLIQMPPMSRGEVWWSPHMR[IVI
L]FVMHW XLIVIWXLEZMRKTIXVSPSVHMIWIPIRKMRIW &]
WIZIVEPTVIHMGXMSRWMRHMGEXIXLEXYTXS SJ
XLI [SVPH´W GEV ¾IIX [MPP FI L]FVMHW FYX   [MPP
be electric powered. A century after the electric
car gave way to the internal combustion engine, the
combined action of many governments, companies,
2+3WMRZIWXSVWERHIRXVITVIRIYVWMWFVMRKMRKEFSYX
a renaissance that is on course to produce a major
global shift in the way our mobility is powered.
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-RXIPPMKIRXLMKL[E]W
Mesh networks and ubiquitous mobile connections deliver the automated
highways to improve safety, increase capacity and reduce congestion.
The intelligent highway is a term used by many in
the automotive industry and government bodies to
HIWGVMFIE[SVPH[LIVIGEVWHSR´XGVEWL GSRKIWXMSR
does not occur and there are no accidents; a world
where cars automatically detect a problem ahead
ERH EZSMH MX XLVSYKL IMXLIV WPS[MRK HS[R SV XEOMRK
EPXIVREXMZI VSYXIW -RXIPPMKIRX LMKL[E]W [LIR XLI]
EVVMZI [MPPWMKRM½GERXP]VIHYGIXLIRYQFIVSJHIEXLW
SR XLI VSEH ERH QEOI XVEZIP WQSSXLIV ERH JEWXIV
which will also mean that we use less energy for
mobility. This ambition of the transport professionals
has been much discussed and has been the focus
for numerous programmes over the years, but these
efforts have only led to many false starts. However, in
the opinion of many commentators, realisation of the
intelligent highways concept is on the horizon. With
forthcoming regulation, technology deployment and
GSSTIVEXMSRFIX[IIRQERYJEGXYVIVWXLI]PSSOWIXXS
FITEVXSJSYV[SVPHF]
Although private cars are a primary focus, commercial
vehicles are equally as important. As intelligent
LMKL[E]WI\TIVX6MGLEVH&MWLSTGSQQIRXIHSRXLI
Future Agenda blog:
“In the USA new truck-exclusion roads are being studied
for construction in parallel to major interstate highways
to relieve congestion. I think this will become reality –
and, when it does, trucks can start to cooperate with
IEGLSXLIVJSVKVIEXIVJYIPIJ½GMIRG]ERHPS[IVIQMWWMSRW
This is the platoon idea, and in its fullest form you have

roadways full of nothing but robotic trucks. This will be
very much within our reach within ten years and the
implementation issues revolve solely around the business
case, road facilities, and such like.”
At the extreme, intelligent highways enable the
introduction of the driverless car – an autonomous
ZILMGPIXLEXHVMZIWMXWIPJJVSQTSMRX%XS& WIPIGXMRK
the best route, avoiding congestion and choosing the
speed and distance from other vehicles to ensure that
there are no accidents.This is what you see played out
MRWGMIRGI½GXMSRQSZMIWJVSQBatman and Total Recall
to I, Robot and Minority Report. Over past decades,
there have been numerous research programmes
JSGYWIHSRXLMWKSEP MRGPYHMRKXLI%6+3TVSNIGXMR
-XEP]XLI*63+TVSNIGXMRXLI2IXLIVPERHWXLI(%64%
+VERH'LEPPIRKIMRXLI97ERHQSWXRSXEFP]JSVXLI
QIHME XLI  7ER (MIKS %YXSQEXIH ,MKL[E]
demonstration in which a number of driverless
GEVW JSPPS[IH IEGL SXLIV HS[R E  OQ XIWX XVEGO
-R SRXLISTIRVSEH E1IVGIHIW&IR^HVSZI
JVSQ1YRMGLXS'STIRLEKIRERHFEGOYWMRKWEGGEHMG
GSQTYXIV ZMWMSR ERH EGLMIZIH WTIIHW SJ SZIV 
OQLSZIVHMWXERGIWSJYTXSOQ[MXLRSLYQER
MRXIVZIRXMSR XLI %6+3 TVSNIGX YWIH WXIVISWGSTMG
vision algorithms to follow the white lines in the road
JSV  OQ [MXL XLI GEV MR JYPP] EYXSQEXMG QSHI
SZIV SJXLIXMQIERHEJXIVTVIZMSYWGSQTIXMXMSRW
MRXLIHIWIVX MRXLI(%64%+VERH'LEPPIRKI
E XIEQ JVSQ 'EVRIKMI 1IPPSR 9RMZIVWMX] [SR XLI
prize for a car that autonomously navigated through

`8LIJYXYVISJQSFMPMX]

By 2020 no one will be killed or
maimed in a Volvo.
ERYVFERIRZMVSRQIRX-R+1ERRSYRGIHXLEX
MX[SYPHWXEVXXIWXMRKHVMZIVPIWWGEVWF]ELIEH
SJPEYRGLMRKMR-R)YVSTIEYXSRSQSYWZILMGPI
demonstrators are being built in several locations
MRGPYHMRK 6SQI:MIRRE8VSRHLIMQ ERH ,IEXLVS[
Airport.
At the next step down from fully autonomous
vehicles, assisted driving is increasingly common in
cars of today. Adding to the long-standing cruise
control capability, manufacturers have variously
MRXVSHYGIHPERIHITEVXYVI[EVRMRKW]WXIQWERXMPSGO
FVEOMRKXVEGXMSRGSRXVSPRMKLXZMWMSRVIEVZMI[EPEVQW
ERH EYXSQEXMG TEVOMRK %HHMXMSREP HIZIPSTQIRXW
WYGL EW EYXSQEXMG IQIVKIRG] FVEOMRK MRXIPPMKIRX
speed adaptation and predictive cruise control are
also on the horizon. All of these technologies help
XLI HVMZIV XS GSRXVSP XLI GEV QSVI IJ½GMIRXP] ERH
so are proven ingredients for the overall intelligent
highways ambition. As Volvo, one of the leaders in
EYXSQSXMZIWEJIX]SZIVXLI]IEVWTYXWMX³-RTVMRGMTPI
EJYXYVI:SPZS[MPPFIEFPIXS±WTIEO²XSERSRGSQMRK
ZILMGPI TSXIRXMEPP] GSQQYRMGEXMRK =SY ERH - EVI
EFSYXXSGSPPMHILIEHSR -JSYVHVMZIVWHSR´XVIEGX
[I LEZI XS HS WSQIXLMRK XS EZSMH XLI HERKIV´ %
WXEXIHGSQTER]EMQMWXLEX³F]RSSRI[MPPFI
OMPPIHSVQEMQIHMRE:SPZS´
8LIVI MW LS[IZIV E QMWWMRK PMRO REQIP] XLI
integrated systems needed to allow cars to
communicate seamlessly with each other and the
ecosystem through which they are moving. This is
XLIOI]RIX[SVOXLEX[MPPEPPS[MRXIVEGXMSRFIX[IIR

XLIQSZMRKERH½\IHRSHIW MI ZILMGPIWERHXVEJ½G
WMKREPW IXG  ;LMPI WSQI SJ XLI MRMXMEP I\TIVMQIRXW
focused on embedding sensors into and alongside
XLI VSEHW XLMROMRK LEW UYMGOP] IZSPZIH XS XEOI
EHZERXEKI SJ +47 ERH ++ QSFMPI W]WXIQW
With vehicle infrastructure integration, as some are
calling it, standard wireless protocols will allow cars
XS GSQQYRMGEXI [MXL IEGL SXLIV ERH [MXL XVEJ½G
signals; at the same time, government agencies, car
QERYJEGXYVIVW ERH XVEJ½G GSRXVSP W]WXIQW [MPP FI
able to communicate directly with every vehicle.
-R XLI 97 XLIVI LEW FIIR WMKRM½GERX JSGYW SR
MRXIPPMKIRXLMKL[E]WEWEQIERWXSVIHYGIXLI
XVEJ½GJEXEPMXMIWXLEXSGGYVIZIV]]IEVEW[IPPEWXLI
FMPPMSRSJPSWWIWJVSQ[EWXIHJYIP IQIVKIRG]
VIWTSRWI GSWXW  QMPPMSR MRWYVERGI GPEMQW ERH
QIHMGEP FMPPW %MQMRK EX GSRRIGXMRK  QMPPMSR
ZILMGPIWXSXLIMRXIVRIX GSQTERMIWWYGLEW+SSKPI
Cisco and Microsoft have all announced plans for
EHZERGIHXVERWTSVXEXMSRGSQQYRMGEXMSRRIX[SVOW
-RXLI9/ERH'EREHE%ZMZEXLIMRWYVERGIGSQTER]
launched a product that paves the way for consumer
EGGITXERGISJWSQISJXLIOI]XIGLRSPSKMIWXLI³4E]
%W=SY(VMZI´ MRWYVERGI W]WXIQ8LMW YWIW WXERHEVH
QSFMPI 7-1 GEVHW [MXLMR GEVW XS EPPS[ XLIQ XS FI
XVEGOIHGSRXMRYSYWP]8LIYTWMHIJSVGYWXSQIVW[EW
cheaper insurance depending on where and when
they drive. The system also proved that, on a large
WGEPI ZILMGPI XVEGOMRK MW EPVIEH] JYPP] TVEGXMGEP8LMW
X]TISJXIGLRSPSK]MWFIMRKMQTPIQIRXIHMR)YVSTI
over the next couple of years under the eCall invehicle programme for emergency assistance, but
also allows other options such as road pricing without
toll-booths to come into place. Other systems use
VEHMS JVIUYIRG] 6*  XEKW XS GSQQYRMGEXI [MXL
and between cars (Zipcar uses this system to allow

-RXIPPMKIRXLMKL[E]W`

TISTPIEGGIWWXSMXWGEVWLEVMRKWIVZMGIW 1IER[LMPI
GSYRXVMIWPMOI7MRKETSVI[LMGL[IVIIEVP]EHSTXIVW
SJ VSEH TVMGMRK EVI RS[ PSSOMRK EX [MHIV +47
based systems. Together, these innovations not only
enable safer driving but are also the gateway to a
[MHIVWLMJXMRXLIGYVVIRG]SJXVEZIP7SQI&ERKEPSVI
[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXWGSRXIRHIHXLEXRI[TE]QIRX
mechanisms – where fuel, insurance, vehicle use and
travel overall are charged by distance – are already
operable within a short timescale.

participant from the communications sector, ‘paves
the way for the car to be the fourth space for mobile
GSRRIGXMSR´ *SVXLIQIWLRIX[SVOWXLEXQER]WII
as being the foundation for the next generation
of intelligent highway design to deliver the goods,
EPP GEVW XVEJ½G WMKREPW ERH MRXIKVEXIH MRJVEWXVYGXYVI
have to use the same system to enable fast and free
XVERWJIVSJHEXE .YWXPMOIXLIMRXIVRIXMXWIPJ RSSRI
[MPP S[R XLMW W]WXIQ[MHI RIX[SVO FYX IZIV]SRI´W
ERHIZIV]XLMRK´WTEVXMGMTEXMSR[MPPQEOIMX[SVO

While Western economies to date have invested
most in the concept and testing of intelligent
LMKL[E]W WIZIVEP [SVOWLST TEVXMGMTERXW JIPX XLEX
XLI FVIEOXLVSYKL MR XIVQW SJ MQTPIQIRXEXMSR SJ E
ZMEFPI WGEPEFPIW]WXIQQE]½VWXSGGYVMR-RHME;MXL
GSQTERMIW PMOI8EXE LEZMRK E WMKRM½GERX MRXIVIWX MR
FSXLXLIEYXSQSXMZIMRHYWXV]ERHXLI-8'WIGXSV MX
is possible that a partnership between Tata Motors
and Tata Consulting could be the catalyst for a mesh
RIX[SVO ETTVSEGL XS KVIEXIV EWWMWXIHHVMZMRK ERH
eventually the intelligent highway.

The other big hurdle is social acceptance of intelligent
highways and, by implication, autonomous vehicles.
8LI 9/ KSZIVRQIRX JSV I\EQTPI WIIW XLEX [LMPI
much of the technology and systems are available
ERHTVSZIRMX[MPPFIFIJSVIQER]SJXLIPIKEP
and consumer issues are agreed: trusting the system
rather than the driver to control the car is no easy
WXIT %W 1EVOYW %VQFVYWX QEREKIV SJ EHZERGIH
HVMZIV EWWMWXERGI EX +1 [EW UYSXIH EW WE]MRK
³(VMZIVW[MPPRSX[ERXXSKMZIYTEPPXLIJYR´ )UYEPP]
&1; [ERX XS GSRXMRYI XS TVSZMHI XLI ³YPXMQEXI
HVMZMRKI\TIVMIRGI´1ER]LS[IZIVEVIGSR½HIRXXLEX
SRGIXLIFIRI½XWSJWEJIVUYMGOIVXVEZIPEVIIZMHIRX
for the majority of drivers, the option of joining a
smooth intelligent highway system rather than the
usual nose-to-tail commute will become increasingly
attractive. There are clearly a number of outstanding
issues to be dealt with but, given the impetus and
the number of vehicles being added to the global
MRJVEWXVYGXYVI IZIV] HE] XLI [SVPH MR  GSYPH
well see us travelling on intelligent highways.

With many different systems in development
around the world, a critical issue for widespread
implementation will be the adoption of a common
TPEXJSVQ%VIGIRXGSQQIRXF]&SS^ 'SLMKLPMKLXIH
that ‘from a policy perspective, there is little question
but that an open standards approach, which would
allow all to use the same technology, would be
FIWX´ *SVHLEWEPVIEH]XEOIREWXITXS[EVHWXLMWF]
adopting an in-car WiFi system turning the entire car
MRXSELSXWTSX¯[LMGLMRXLI[SVHWSJE[SVOWLST
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1YWPMQ)YVSTI
With increasing economic migration the total Muslim population of Europe is
VLPLODULQVL]HWRWKDWRI*HUPDQ\DQGKDVDULVLQJFXOWXUDOSROLWLFDOLQȤXHQFH
Migration has been a contentious subject for a number
of years and, as politicians continue to avoid the heart
of the issue and media misrepresent many of the
arguments, the real implications are misunderstood.
Yet, in terms of impacts on other issues, migration is
TIVLETWXLIEVGLIX]TEPGVSWWGYXXMRKMWWYI-RLMWMRMXMEP
perspective on the future of migration, Professor
6MGLEVH &PEGO WXEXIH XLEX³MQQMKVERX MRXIKVEXMSR ERH
MRGVIEWMRK HMZIVWMX] MR )YVSTI ERH XLI 2SVXL EVI
WMKRM½GERXUYIWXMSRWJSVXSHE]´WWSGMIXMIW´
From the varied discussions around the topic it is
GPIEVXLEXMR)YVSTIXLIVIMWEQSYRXMRKTSTYPEXMSR
challenge that will lead to a shift in society. ‘The low
[LMXI FMVXL VEXI MR )YVSTI GSYTPIH [MXL JEWXIV
multiplying migrants, will change fundamentally what
[IXEOIXSQIERF])YVSTIERGYPXYVIERHWSGMIX]´
is one pertinent view. Many increasingly see that, to
sustain competitive growth in the face of declining
JIVXMPMX] )YVSTI [MPP WYTTSVX MRGVIEWIH QMKVEXMSR ¯
and this will largely come from North Africa and the
2IEV)EWX%PXLSYKLVE[HEXEMWLMKLP]WIRWMXMZIERH
hard to come by, leading commentators see that,
F]  IGSRSQMG QMKVEXMSR [MPP LEZI WXEVXIH XS
change the multicultural balance in a new direction.
)YVSTI [MPP FIGSQI MRGVIEWMRKP] 1YWPMQ ERH MJ
GYVVIRX XVIRHW GSRXMRYI SZIV   SJ )YVSTIER
nationals will be Muslim by the end of the decade.
There are a number of different scenarios being
HMWGYWWIHVIKEVHMRK)YVSTI´WSZIVEPPJYXYVITSTYPEXMSR

92½KYVIWTVIHMGXE HIGPMRIF]FYXEPWSXLEX
LEZMRKTIEOIHMRF]XLIXSXEPRYQFIVSJ
)YVSTIERW[MPPFIEVSYRHQMPPMSR[LMGLMWPEVKIP]
XLIWEQIEWXSHE] -RWIZIVEPTVSNIGXMSRW FIEVMRKMR
QMRHXLIMQTEGXSJ+IVQER]´WPS[FMVXLVEXIWSQI
EREP]WXW I\TIGX XLEX XLI 9/ [MPP FI )YVSTI´W QSWX
TSTYPSYW GSYRXV] F]  [MXL RIEVP]  QMPPMSR
inhabitants. While fertility rates and life expectancy
in different countries can be used for base-case
models, a big uncertainty is the impact of migration
[MXLMRERHMQQMKVEXMSRMRXS)YVSTI
-R ER IEVP] GSQQIRX XS XLI *YXYVI %KIRHE
TVSKVEQQI 4VSJIWWSV 6SFMR 'SLIR (MVIGXSV SJ
XLI -RXIVREXMSREP 1MKVEXMSR -RWXMXYXI EX 3\JSVH
commented that ‘the major challenges are to
predict the size, direction and character of global
QMKVEXMSR ¾S[W ERH XS QEREKI XLI WSGMEP ERH
TSPMXMGEPGSRWIUYIRGIW´ERHXLEX³XLIPIZIPSJMVVIKYPEV
¯YRHSGYQIRXIHXVEJ½GOIHMPPIKEP¯QMKVERXWMWPMOIP]
to remain high and probably increase as a proportion
SJXLI[SVPH´WQSFMPIPEFSYVJSVGI´8LEXWEMH WSQI
XVIRHWEVIFIGSQMRKGPIEV EGGSVHMRKXSVIGIRX)9
VITSVXW³WMRGI RIXQMKVEXMSRMRXSXLI)9LEW
VSYKLP] XVMTPIH XS EVSYRH  QMPPMSR TISTPI E ]IEV´
ERH ³QMKVEXSV] TVIWWYVI EX XLI )9´W FSVHIVW ©
GSYPHMRGVIEWIMRXLIJYXYVI´)YVSWXEXHEXEJVSQ
WYKKIWXWXLEX [MXLMRXLI)9 JVSQ HIEXLW[MPP
outnumber births and so natural growth will cease.
From that point on, positive net migration will be the
source of population growth. ‘Migration from other

`8LIJYXYVISJQSFMPMX]

VIKMSRWXLVSYKLRSVXLIVR%JVMGEXSVIEGL)YVSTIMW
PMOIP]XSMRXIRWMJ]´%PXLSYKL)YVSTILEWEPSRKLMWXSV]
of welcoming migrants, over recent years immigrants
have increasingly come from developing economies
ERH MR EGGIPIVEXMRK RYQFIVW &]  XLIVI [MPP
QSVIMRXIVREXMSREPQMKVEXMSRXLERIZIVERH)YVSTI
MW I\TIGXIH XS FI E TVMQEV] HIWXMREXMSR %W 6SFMR
Cohen stated: ‘The economic case for migration has
always been strong. Migrant labour is often cheaper,
QSVIVIPMEFPIERH MRGIVXEMRGEWIW ¾I\MFPI´
-WPEQ LEW FIIR TEVX SJ )YVSTI´W GYPXYVI JSV QER]
]IEVW *VSQ XLI GSR¾MGXW FIX[IIR %VEFW ERH XLI
&]^ERXMRI)QTMVIMRXLIXLERHXLGIRXYVMIWXSXLI
GSRUYIWX SJ 6YWWME ERH XLI 9OVEMRI F] XLI +SPHIR
,SVHIMRXLIXLGIRXYV]ERHXLIRXLII\TERWMSR
SJXLI3XXSQER)QTMVI)EWXIVR)YVSTILEWMRGPYHIH
E 1YWPMQ TSTYPEXMSR JSV QER] ]IEVW )UYEPP] SR
XLI -FIVMER 4IRMRWYPE JVSQ XLI XL GIRXYV] 1YWPMQ

JSVGIWI\IVXIHMR¾YIRGIEGVSWW7TEMRERHIZIRMRXS
*VERGI ,S[IZIV MX LEW FIIR MR XLI TEWX ½JX] ]IEVW
XLEXXLIRYQFIVWSJ1YWPMQWMR)YVSTILEZIWXEVXIH
XS KVS[ WXIEHMP] %W ³KYIWX [SVOIV´ MQQMKVEXMSR XS
support growth drew in people from the former
GSPSRMIW SJ *VERGI +IVQER] XLI 2IXLIVPERHW
&IPKMYQERHXLI9/XLI1YWPMQTSTYPEXMSRMRXLI)9
has risen, doubling in the past thirty years to around
QMPPMSRXSHE]%GGSVHMRKXSE&VSSOMRKWWXYH]
the countries with the largest percentages of Muslims
EVI *VERGI EX ER IWXMQEXIH   XLI 2IXLIVPERHW EX
 +IVQER]EX ERHXLI9RMXIH/MRKHSQEX SJ
XLITSTYPEXMSR 7MKRM½GERXRYQFIVWSJ1YWPMQWLEZI
congregated in a numerous urban areas and many
observers are aware that certain neighbourhoods in
WIZIVEP)YVSTIERGMXMIWEVIFIGSQMRKQSVI1YWPMQERH
XLEXXLIGLERKIMWKEXLIVMRKTEGI%GGSVHMRKXS/EVSP]
0SVERXE,YRKEVMERIGSRSQMWX³1YWPMQWEPVIEH]QEOI
YT SJXLITSTYPEXMSRMR1EVWIMPPIWERH6SXXIVHEQ
 MR1EPQS MR&VYWWIPWERH&MVQMRKLEQERH
 MR0SRHSR4EVMWERH'STIRLEKIR´8EOMRK)YVSTI
as whole into consideration, beyond the boundaries
SJXLI)9XLI+IVQER'IRXVEP-RWXMXYXI-WPEQ%VGLMZI
GEPGYPEXIHXLEXXLIXSXEPRYQFIVSJ1YWPMQWMR
[EWEFSYXQMPPMSR
%R)9VITSVXJVSQWXEXIHXLEX
“Europe’s immediate neighbourhood, the Middle East
and North Africa region, has the world’s second fastest
growing population, after sub-Saharan Africa. Future
QMKVEXMSR¾S[WXS[EVHWXLI)9[MPPQEMRP]EVVMZIJVSQ
the Mediterranean region, in view of differences in
living standards and population trends exacerbated by
natural resource constraints.”
Over the next decade, there will be continued change
MRXLI)YVSTIERTSTYPEGI[MXLXLIPEVKIWXWLMJXGSQMRK

1YWPMQ)YVSTI`

Muslims already make up 25% of the
population in Marseilles and Rotterdam,
20% in Malmo, 15% in Brussels and
Birmingham, and 10% in London, Paris
and Copenhagen.
JVSQXLITSWWMFPIIRXV]SJ8YVOI]MRXSXLI)98LMWEPSRI
[SYPHMRGVIEWIXLI1YWPMQTSTYPEXMSRF]EVSYRH
QMPPMSR 7IZIVEP GSQQIRXEXSVW I\TIGX XLEX I\GPYHMRK
6YWWME )YVSTI´W 1YWPMQ TSTYPEXMSR [MPP IEWMP] HSYFPI
F]ERHXLEX F] SRIMR½ZI)YVSTIERW[MPP
TVSFEFP]FI1YWPMQ)ZIR[MXLSYX8YVOI]MRXLI)9MR
the next decade, with a Muslim population equal to
XLEXSJ+IVQER] XLMW[MPPLEZIEWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSR
RSXNYWX)YVSTI´WGYPXYVIERHWSGMIXEPQEOIYTFYXEPWS
in how the region operates on the international stage.
*SVI\EQTPI MR+IVQER]WXEVXIHXSVIJSVQMXW
voting laws, granting certain franchise rights to the large
8YVOMWLTSTYPEXMSR
-R XLI WLSVX XIVQ [I GER TSWWMFP] I\TIGX QSVI
GYPXYVEP GSR¾MGX EW WMRGI  )YVSTI´W KVS[MRK
Muslim population has been the focus of debate on
QER] MWWYIW 7IZIVEP MRGMHIRXW MR VIGIRX ]IEVW LEZI
MRGVIEWIHXIRWMSRWFIX[IIRWSQI;IWXIVR)YVSTIER
WXEXIWERHXLIMV1YWPMQTSTYPEXMSRWXLI1EHVMH
ERH0SRHSREXXEGOWXLIFERSJXLILMNEF
ZIMP MR WGLSSPW GSYTPIH [MXL  VIKYPEXMSR XS

FER XLI RMUEF ERH XLI FYVUE MR *VERGI XLI 
4EVMW VMSXW XLI  (ERMWL GEVXSSR MRGMHIRX ERH
WIZIVEPLMKLTVS½PIQYVHIVW ,S[IZIV [LMPIXSHE]
QSWX SJ;IWXIVR )YVSTI´W 1YWPMQW EVI WXMPP TSSVP]
integrated into society and are self-segregated for
reasons such as language barriers and different
GYPXYVEPRSVQW PMOITVSLMFMXMSRWEKEMRWXHVMROMRK XLI
reality is that, despite the anxiety, Muslim integration
[MXLMR)YVSTIMWMQTVSZMRK +SMRKJSV[EVHXS[EVHW
 WIZIVEPEREP]WXWWIIXLEXXLIVIMWLSTIXLEXE
WXVSRKIV)YVS-WPEQMHIRXMX][MPPIQIVKIEW1YWPMQW
GSRXMRYI XS KVS[ MRXS )YVSTIER GYPXYVI 7SQI
experts believe that middle-class Muslims are much
QSVIPMOIP]XSJEZSYVEWWMQMPEXMSR³1YWPMQWMR)YVSTI
EVI [SVOMRK LEVH XS XV] XS ½RH [E]W XS IHYGEXI
XLIMVS[RGSQQYRMXMIWERHXEPOEFSYXXLIFEPERGI
between being Muslim and Western, not Muslim or
;IWXIVR´ 8LIVI EVI GPIEV YRIQTPS]QIRX GYPXYVEP
and political challenges to be addressed, but with
SZIVEPP IGSRSQMG KVS[XL MR )YVSTI HITIRHIRX SR
sustaining its population, and an increasing recognition
that this can only occur through immigration from
Muslim countries, the reality of a more Muslim
)YVSTIMWSRXLILSVM^SR%WXLI1YWPMQTSTYPEXMSR
KVS[W ¯ QSWX PMOIP] GSRGIRXVEXIH EVSYRH X[IRX]
XSXLMVX]OI]GMXMIWEGVSWW)YVSTI¯[IGERI\TIGX
multinationals to start to focus on this group as a
RI[ WIKQIRX 4VIZMSYWP] E RMGLI QEVKMREP QEVOIX
that was largely uneconomic to support due to size
or dispersion, improved connectivity and declining
GSWXW SJ EGGIWW [MPP QEOI XLI  QMPPMSR )YVSTIER
Muslims an increasingly addressable mainstream.
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4ISTPIXVEGOMRK
The acceptance of being tracked by your mobile is accelerated by ticketless
transport systems, increased surveillance and successful location-based services.
Anyone who has used an iPhone will be aware that
location services are now embedded in most smartTLSRIW&]XLIWXEVXSJXLIVI[IVISZIV
PSGEXMSRFEWIHM4LSRIETTW[MXLRI[SRIWFIMRK
VIPIEWIHIZIV]QSRXL)UYEPP]XLSWI[LSQEOIYWI
SJ+SSKPI0EXMXYHI[MPPORS[LS[IEW]MXMWXSWII
where their friends are, in real time, on the basis of
[LIVI XLIMV TLSRIW EVI *EGIFSSO 4PEGIW WMQMPEVP]
allows you to openly share your whereabouts. For
many, the ability to be located via the position of our
QSFMPI TLSRIW GER WIIQ PMOI E RI[ HIZIPSTQIRX
but it has actually been used for quite some time.
From a security perspective, when needed, and with
XLI GSSTIVEXMSR SJ XLI QSFMPI RIX[SVOW WIGYVMX]
services in many countries have been able to locate
suspects to within a meter or so by triangulating
signals from a mobile phone to the communications
QEWXWERHXLMWLEWFIIREOI]EWWIXMRXLITSPMGI´W
XSSPFS\ JSV SZIV X[IRX] ]IEVW RS[ 1SVI WTIGM½G
location of people has been possible in recent years,
even when a phone is switched off. As long as there
is a battery in the phone, it can be remotely turned
on, located and turned off in milliseconds and this

As long as there is a battery in the
phone, it can be remotely turned on,
located and turned off in milliseconds.

too has now become an additional security issue.
)WTIGMEPP][MXLTVSHYGXWPMOIXLIM4LSRI [LIVIXLI
battery is integrated into the product and cannot be
VIQSZIH XLMWIWWIRXMEPP]TVSZMHIWXVEGOMRK
potential of phones. This capability is now also
FIMRK I\TPSMXIH MR XLI GSQQIVGMEP [SVPH 7IVZMGIW
such as Loopt, Venti Coffee and Njection are using
this information to respectively broadcast your
[LIVIEFSYXW ½RHXLIRIEVIWX7XEVFYGOWERHRSXMJ]
you of speed traps.
Moving forward, as phones are used to enable
XMGOIXPIWW XVEZIP XLVSYKL GLEVKMRK XLI S[RIV [LIR
the phone rather than the person gets on and off
TYFPMG XVERWTSVX RIX[SVOW XLI YWI SJ XLI PSGEXMSR
of a personal mobile device as a reliable surrogate
for the individual is stimulating new applications in
LIEPXLGEVI½RERGMEPTE]QIRXWERHWSGMEPRIX[SVOMRK
to name just a few. However, it is not all just about
your mobile.
-R XLI 97 XLI 3R7XEV MRGEV GSQQYRMGEXMSR
system has been around for several years now and
TVSZMHIWHVMZIVW[MXLEFEGOYT[LIVIF]IQIVKIRG]
services can be called and locate a vehicle in case
SJEFVIEOHS[RSVEGGMHIRX%WXLMWXIGLRSPSK]LEW
become more widely adopted, the ability to use it to
XVEGOZILMGPIWLEWEPWSIZSPZIH 'EVLMVIGSQTERMIW
LEZIJSVWSQIXMQILEHXLIGETEFMPMX]XSEGXMZIP]XVEGO
[LIVI]SYHVMZIERHQEOIWYVIXLEX]SYHSR´XGVSWW
state and national borders without prior agreement

`8LIJYXYVISJQSFMPMX]

The use of the location of a personal
mobile device as a reliable surrogate
for the individual is stimulating new
ETTPMGEXMSRWMRLIEPXLGEVI½RERGMEP
payments and social networking.

– or, if you do, then they charge you for the privilege.
%PXLSYKLXLIVI[EWETVMZEG]FEGOPEWLMRMXMEPP]XSHE]
there is widespread acceptance of this capability.The
)9MWEPWSQERHEXMRKXLIMRGSVTSVEXMSRSJXLMWX]TI
SJXIGLRSPSK]MRXSIZIV]RI[GEVJVSQERHWS
WSSRXLI[LSPIZILMGPI¾IIX ERHLIRGIMXWHVMZIVW
[MPPFIEFPIXSFIXVEGOIH 2SXSRP]HSIWXLMWEPPS[
for better emergency assistance, it also facilitates the
introduction of pervasive road pricing and similar
schemes – without the need for toll booths.
1SZMRK E[E] JVSQ HIZMGIIREFPIH XVEGOMRK FYX SR
WMQMPEVPMRIWQER]SJYWEVIEPVIEH]FIMRKGPSGOIHMR
and out of transport systems and many public and
GSVTSVEXIFYMPHMRKW -RXLI9/ XLI3]WXIV'EVHSR
XLI 0SRHSR8VERWTSVX W]WXIQ MW MRGVIEWMRKP] PMROIH
to an individual credit card holder and so can tell
the system where you enter and exit the tube or
KIXSRERHSJJFYWIW 7MQMPEVW]WXIQWMR,SRK/SRK
and Melbourne provide the functionality and so, as
non-contact payment is adopted more widely, this
XVEGOMRKSJYWMRERHSYXEW[IPPEW[MXLMRXVERWTSVX
RIX[SVOW[MPPMRGVIEWI
While passes are common for many corporate
employees and visitors, the introduction of biometric
IRXV]W]WXIQW¯[LIXLIVFEWIHSR½RKIVTVMRXWZSMGI
recognition or iris scans and which are a common

feature at many airports – are adding an extra layer of
XVEGIEFMPMX];LMPIXLIWIGYVMX]FIRI½XWEVIGPIEVQENSV
issues around privacy are bubbling under the surface.
-REHHMXMSRXLIYFMUYMX]SJWIGYVMX]GEQIVEWMRQER]
YVFER GIRXVIW ERH XVERWTSVX RIX[SVOW EPWS EPPS[W
for the monitoring of people and their movement
ZMEJEGMEPVIGSKRMXMSRWSJX[EVI -R0SRHSR XLIQSWX
QSRMXSVIHGMX]MRXLI[SVPH[MXLSZIV''8:
cameras, the average person is photographed over
XMQIWEHE]%JXIVFIMRKVI½RIHEKEMRMRXLI½VWX
instance by the security services for national security
and counter-terrorism surveillance, this is now going
mainstream in the commercial world. Although the
subject of some concerns about privacy, after trialling
MR4MGEWWE+SSKPI´W+SKKPIWTVSNIGXMWFVMRKMRKJEGMEP
recognition to a wider audience to allow them to
search for something on the internet simply by
XEOMRKETMGXYVISJMXSREQSFMPITLSRI
Privacy campaigners have cautioned that adding
JEGMEP VIGSKRMXMSR XS +SKKPIW EPPS[W YWIVW XS XVEGO
WXVERKIVW XLVSYKL E TLSXSKVETL QEOMRK MX MRXS ER
MHIEPXSSPJSVWXEPOIVWERHMHIRXMX]JVEYHWXIVW &YXEW
SXLIVGSQTERMIW WYGLEW-WVEIPMWXEVXYT*EGIGSQ
are also developing face-recognition tools, a global
rollout is not far away. Although a privacy invasion
FEGOPEWL MW TSWWMFPI MR WSQI EVIEW QSWX WII XLEX
with more customer-focused applications coming
on-line every day, providing new information to all,
consumer resistance will be marginal.

Car hire companies have for some
time had the capability to actively track
where you drive.

4ISTPIXVEGOMRK`

0SSOMRKELIEHXS[IGERXLIVIJSVIWIIE[SVPH
in which, whether we want it or not, and whether we
WIIOXSEZSMHMXSVRSX[IEVIRSPSRKIVNYWXQSRMXSVIH
by border control when we leave and enter countries
FYX EVI EPP GSRWXERXP] XVEGOIH JSV FSXL WIGYVMX] ERH
GSQQIVGMEP ETTPMGEXMSRW 4IVZEWMZI TISTPI XVEGOMRK
will fast become the norm in most regions.

Google’s Goggles project is bringing
facial recognition to a wider audience to
allow them to search for something on
the internet simply by taking a picture
of it on a mobile phone.
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9VFER MQ QSFMPMX]
Informed choices, growth, congestion and regulation impact the world’s cities
WRGULYHDVKLIWWRPRUHVXVWDLQDEOHDQGHIȣFLHQWWUDQVSRUWRSWLRQV
Although all cities are in many ways different in
terms of layout and structure, and consequently
have different transport options, many share
similar issues and challenges around sustaining
KVS[XL [MXLSYX KVMHPSGO WIXXMRK MR;MXL MRGVIEWMRK
VIGSKRMXMSRRSXNYWXSJXLIIJ½GMIRG]ERHIQSXMSREP
problems resulting from congestion but also of the
environmental implications, many leading mayors and
WYTTSVXMRK EHQMRMWXVEXMSRW LEZI FIIR XEOMRK WXITW
XS IRGSYVEKI GMXM^IRW XS QEOI EPXIVREXMZI GLSMGIW
-RQER]HIZIPSTIH[SVPHGMXMIW TVMQEV]GLEPPIRKIW
include encouraging people to change their existing
habits and behaviours, while in the developing world
MX MW SJXIR E GEWI SJ IRGSYVEKMRK TISTPI XS QEOI
different choices about mobility than others have
made in the past. With car ownership rising steadily
MRQER]REXMSRWXLMWMWRSIEW]XEWO
The challenge of future urban transport was
I\EQMRIHMRERYQFIVSJHMJJIVIRX[SVOWLSTW[MXLMR
XLI *YXYVI %KIRHE TVSKVEQQI ¯ MR &ERKEPSVI
&VYWWIPW 2I[ (IPLM 0SRHSR 1IPFSYVRI 7LERKLEM
ERH7MRKETSVI%GVSWWEPPXLIWIHMWGYWWMSRWMXMWGPIEV
that the answer ‘is not simply about stopping people
YWMRKGEVWFYXMWEFSYXMQTVSZMRKXLIIJ½GMIRG]SJGEV
YWEKIERHTVSZMHMRKZMEFPIEPXIVREXMZIW´ RSVMWMXNYWX
about ‘encouraging people to travel less by better
GSPSGEXMRK LSQI [SVO ERH PIMWYVI´ SV³HIZIPSTMRK
[MHIV IGSPMXIVEG]´ -X MW EGXYEPP] EFSYX EPP SJ XLIWI
and more: urban transport is a complex issue driven

The key challenge is that as London in
2020 seeks to be more like Shanghai in
2010, can we stop Shanghai becoming
more like London?
by many different factors on top of the geographic
and cultural differences present.
8LIVI [MPP FI ER EHHMXMSREP  QMPPMSR GEV HVMZIVW
added to the world over the next decade, most of
them in cities in the developing world. According to
EVIGIRX7LIPP8VERWTSVX6IWIEVGL0EFSVEXSV]WXYH]
³8SHE]MR0SRHSR GEVNSYVRI]WEGGSYRXJSV SJ
NSYVRI]W ERH G]GPMRK   -R 7LERKLEM GEV NSYVRI]W
EGGSYRX JSV   [MXL G]GPMRK EGGSYRXMRK JSV  
SJ NSYVRI]W´ -R GSQTEVMWSR [MXL QER] 97 GMXMIW
London is a relatively good example of sustainable
developed-world urban transportation, albeit not as
KSSHEWTPEGIWPMOI1YRMGL%QWXIVHEQERH:MIRRE
%X XLI WEQI XMQI 7LERKLEM XSHE] MW F] RS QIERW
ER I\IQTPEV -R QER] [E]W 0SRHSR ERH 7LERKLEM
can be considered as typical, average examples of
developed- and developing-world urban mobility.
8LIOI]GLEPPIRKIMWXLEXEW0SRHSRMRWIIOWXS
FIQSVIPMOI7LERKLEMMRGER[IWXST7LERKLEM
FIGSQMRKQSVIPMOI0SRHSR#%W[EWQIRXMSRIHMR
E 7MRKETSVI IZIRX ³-R%WMER GMXMIW XLI GEV MW QSVI

`8LIJYXYVISJQSFMPMX]

realisation early on was that ‘urban transport planning
has to be integrated with the urbanisation policy to
GVIEXIIJ½GMIRXERHWYWXEMREFPIGMXMIW´

XLERNYWXEFSYXXVERWTSVXEXMSR -XMWEWXEXYWW]QFSP
)WTIGMEPP] MR -RHME ERH 'LMRE IZIR XLSYKL TISTPI
HSR´X RIIH E GEV XLI] EWTMVI XS S[RMRK SRI´ -R E
world where access to personal transportation is
a cultural ambition, a status symbol and, in many
places, a major advance, many of the discussions in
XLI*YXYVI%KIRHETVSKVEQQIPSSOIHEXLS[XLMW
conundrum can be accommodated.
Any global blueprint solution has to consider the
VERKI SJ EPVIEH] HI½RIH GSRWXVEMRXW WYGL EW GMX]
HIWMKR *SV I\EQTPI [MXL XLI FIRI½XW SJ MXW LMKL
HIRWMX] ,SRK /SRK GER WTIRH EVSYRH   SJ MXW
+(4SRMXWXVERWTSVXW]WXIQW [MXLTISTPIX]TMGEPP]
spending between thirty and sixty minutes a day on
TYFPMGXVERWTSVX[LIVIEWMR,SYWXSR[LIVI SJ
MXW+(4 WSXLVIIXMQIWEWQYGLTVSVEXE MWWTIRX
daily transportation time in cars is up to three hours
JSVIEGLTIVWSR%W)YVSTIERHXLI97EVIJSGYWMRK
more on regeneration for city planning,Asia is creating
brand new cities and extending existing ones, but
‘in several Asian cities, urbanisation is happening at
a rate that is much faster than transportation can
GSTI[MXL´9VFERHIWMKRMWGPIEVP]FSXLEGSRWXVEMRX
ERHERIREFPIVSJQSVIIJJIGXMZIYVFERXVERWTSVX-R
7MRKETSVI ERSJXIRGMXIHI\EQTPI  SRIMQTSVXERX

+MZIRXLEXXLIQENSVMX]EKVIIXLEX³GMXMIWWLSYPHFI
JSGYWIH SR TISTPI RSX GEVW´ SRI QYGLHIFEXIH
solution is clearly to regulate against the car.
While congestion charging, road pricing and lane
prioritisation for multi-passenger and low emission
vehicles has become increasingly popular in many
cities, others have tried alternative approaches. For
MRWXERGI EVIHYGXMSRSJXLIRYQFIVSJGEVTEVOMRK
WTEGIWMWYRHIV[E]MR0SRHSRERH&IMNMRK,S[IZIV
MJ XLMW LETTIRIH MR -RHME E TPEGI [LIVI PEFSYV MW
WXMPPGLIETIVXLERPERH EGGSVHMRKXSSRI[SVOWLST
comment,‘the result would be more cars on the road
EW TISTPI´W GLEYJJIYVW QIVIP] HVMZI EVSYRH [LMPI
XLIMV IQTPS]IVW EXXIRH E QIIXMRK SV KS WLSTTMRK´
-RE[SVPHSJWYGLZEVMIX]PIKMWPEXMRKEKEMRWXGEVWLEW
severe limitations, even though more people are
recognising the issues including ‘the negative health
EWTIGXWSJGEVWMRGMXMIW´
-R XIVQW SJ EPXIVREXMZIW QER] MR )YVSTI EHZSGEXI
[EPOMRK ERH G]GPMRK ERH WS SZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI
we can expect ever more dedicated cycle lanes
[MXLMRERHEVSYRHGMXMIW,S[IZIVMR(IPLMQER]SJ
the pavements are in a dangerous condition, while
MR E RYQFIV SJ 97 GMXMIW XLI] EVI RSRI\MWXIRX
Cycling might be an attractive option in places
PMOI%QWXIVHEQ &SKSXj ERH 7ER *VERGMWGS FYX MR
XIQTIVEXYVIWSJ'ERHLMKLLYQMHMX]TIVWYEHMRK
people that it is a progressive option for transport
can be an uphill struggle. What many agree upon is
the role of an integrated public transport system that
½XWXLITYVTSWI,S[IZIV[LIVIEWMRWYGLTPEGIWEW
'STIRLEKIR7LERKLEM&ERKOSOERH1IPFSYVRIXLMW
may mean buses, trams and trains, in other places

9VFER MQ QSFMPMX]`

In several Asian cities, urbanisation is
happening at a rate than is much faster
than transportation can cope with.
there may already be better answers: tut-tuts are
TIVJIGXP] WYMXIH XS -RHME NYWX EW VMGOWLE[W EVI XS
:MIXREQERH-RHSRIWME7IZIVEPTISTPIMR[SVOWLSTW
EVKYIHXLEX[MXLTIVJIGXP]¾I\MFPIIJ½GMIRXWSPYXMSRW
already in place, the need for monorails and metros
could be questioned. Although many cities are
MRZIWXMRKMRLMKLTVS½PIYVFERXVERWMXW]WXIQW XLIVI
MWWXMPPXLI³PEWXQMPI´ GLEPPIRKIJSVXLSWIRSXHMVIGXP]
SRXLIRIX[SVO
0SSOMRKJSV[EVHSZIVXLIRI\XXIR]IEVW MXMWGPIEV
that ‘the solutions must be different for different
GSYRXVMIW´-R%WMEEGSQQSREWTMVEXMSRMWXSGVIEXI
a multilevel approach where underground transit
W]WXIQWQSZITISTPIEVSYRHXLIGMXMIWUYMGOP] GEVW
EVI TYX YT MR XLI EMV SR ¾]SZIVW ERH XLI KVSYRH
MW JSV TISTPI -R QER] SJ XLI RI[ GMXMIW FIMRK
built, and some of the existing ones that are being
upgraded, this option has many supporters and
will, de facto, become the future. The new Chinese
GMXMIW SJ  LEZI EPVIEH] FIIR HIWMKRIH ERH WS
have their transport options. However, elsewhere,
many commentators see that a more sustainable
urban transport future can only be achieved if more
informed choices are made by governments and
organisations as well as individuals.

8LI VIGSKRMXMSR XLEX ³MR QSWX 3)'( GSYRXVMIW
XVERWTSVX YWYEPP] EGGSYRXW JSV SZIV   SJ XSXEP
KVIIRLSYWIKEWIQMWWMSRW´ MWMRGVIEWMRKP]MR¾YIRGMRK
planning policy for regeneration as much as newbuild. As such, pedestrianisation and cycle routes,
for example, are both on the increase. However,
[LMPI³TSPMG]QEOIVW FIPMIZI XLEX GEV YWIVW EVI EFPI
XSVIHYGIXLIMVGEVYWIQER]EVIYR[MPPMRKXSHSWS´
%WMXWIIOWXSFVIEOXLIZMGMSYWGMVGPISJXVERWTSVX
KVS[XL ERH HIGSYTPI XLI PMROEKI FIX[IIR MX ERH
economic growth, mobility management has to
therefore consider structural and attitudinal change.
-R XIVQW SJ MR¾YIRGMRK TIVWSREP FILEZMSYV XLI
VIGIRX 7LIPP860 EREP]WMW LMKLPMKLXIH XLI MQTEGX
that smarter choices can have – from better travel
plans, improved taxi services, changing access to
vehicles through car clubs and car-sharing schemes
and increased awareness of alternatives to the car,
EVIHYGXMSRMRGEVYWIMRXLI9/SJYTXS [EW
forecast. Whether or not they start with transit
system plans or shifts to cycling, all discussions on
future urban transport ended up highlighting the
RIIHXSVIHYGIGEVYWI -RXLIHIZIPSTIHERHXLI
developing worlds, in new and old cities, the big
push that is evidently building momentum is to use
manifold means to constrain movement by car and
VI[EVH EPXIVREXMZIW &]  EPXLSYKL KPSFEPP] [I
will clearly have more drivers in the world, the hope
of the planners is that the overall miles travelled by
car will be stable and that the increase in numbers
will be offset by a reduction in distance.
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The future of security

7IGYVMX]MWGSRWMHIVIHSRISJXLIGSVILYQER
needs and is an area that is under increasing
pressure. For some, this is more evident than
others. However, around the world, with increasing
ease of communication and connectivity, more
TISTPIERHXLIGIVXEMRX]SJOI]VIWSYVGI
constraints, we will all get used to more coverage
of security-related topics over the next ten years.
These will not be just issues about military or
national security, although this is evidently an
MQTSVXERXXSTMG[LIVIGLERKIWEVIXEOMRKTPEGI
The eight probable future changes covered in this
section also cover food security, health security,
energy security and water security. They deal will
fundamental concerns that nations and cities have
about securing supplies of the resources to feed
their populations, protect their health and access
XLIVIWSYVGIWXSKVS[-REHHMXMSRWSQISJXLI
issues addressed cover topics related to data
WIGYVMX]-RXLIEP[E]WGSRRIGXIHHEXEMRXIRWMZI
[SVPHXLEXQSVISJYW[MPPFITEVXSJF]
[LMGLHEXE[IXVYWXLS[MHIRXMX]MWZIVM½IHERH
how organisations manage the control of their
GSVTSVEXIHEXEEVIEPPEVIEW[LIVIWMKRM½GERX
change is possible. Touching all these elements, the
probable futures in this section hopefully stimulate
some new perspectives on the world we are
moving into.

The topics covered in the following pages are:
Alternative proteins
&MSWYVZIMPPERGI
'SVTSVEXI0)+3
Credible sources
(VSRI[EVW
7SPEVWYRVMWI
Virtual authenticity
Water management

Alternative proteins
The shift in global diet from rice to meat brings new sources of protein including
lab-grown manufactured meats and high protein vegetable combinations.
One of the common challenges with rising economic
growth is that of increased resource consumption.
%W LMKLPMKLXIH MR XLI ½VWX WIGXMSR SJ XLMW FSSO EW
+(4TIVGETMXEMRGVIEWIWWSHSIWJSSHGSRWYQTXMSR
once people have more money available, one of the
½VWXXLMRKWXLI]HSMWXSWIIOXSMQTVSZIXLIMVHMIX
Whether this involves an incremental shift to higher
quality or more tasty foods or a more fundamental
shift from, say, a rice-based diet to one with more
meat, the well-recognised global impact of increased
wealth is a higher calorie and, ideally, higher protein
PMJIWX]PI .YWXEWMRHMZMHYEPWGPMQF[LEXMWWIIREWXLI
energy ladder, so they also climb the calorie and
protein ladders.The more money we have, the more
or better foods we eat and this is pretty well a linear
relationship until the point when enough is enough.
Wrap all this together with an increasing population
and steadily rising economic growth worldwide
ERH [I JEGI E WMKRM½GERXP] KVS[MRK [SVPH TVSXIMR
demand. The big issue here is that complete protein
commodities are becoming increasingly scarce and
alternative sources will be required.
)ZIR [MXLSYX EPP XLI KVS[XL SR XLI LSVM^SR [I
EPVIEH]LEZIWSQITVSFPIQW[MXLTVSXIMRHI½GMIRG]
-R HIZIPSTMRK GSYRXVMIW [LIVI JSSH MW FEWIH SR
TPERX½FVIWTVSXIMRHI½GMIRG]MWEQENSVGEYWISJMPP
LIEPXL -R HIZIPSTIH IGSRSQMIW TVSXIMR HI½GMIRG]
is relatively rare but can still be found in the poorest
communities where poor diets are the most
GSQQSR 3R EZIVEKI [I EPP RIIH EVSYRH K SJ

TVSXIMRTIVHE]XSEZSMHEHI½GMIRG]ERHMRXLI97
XLIVIGSQQIRHIHHEMP]MRXEOI QIEWYVIHEWMRXEOI
TIVFSH][IMKLX MWKOK¯WSXSKJSVXLI
X]TMGEPQEPI-RXIVQWSJWSYVGIWERIKKTVSZMHIWK
SJTVSXIMR TMRXSJQMPO K ERHKSJGLMGOIR
GSRXEMRW K SJ TVSXIMR 6IH QIEXW GSRXEMR QSVI
TVSXIMRFYXEPWSLEZIEPSXQSVIJEX )\GIWWTVSXIMR
cannot be stored in the body so over-consumption
LEWRSFIRI½XERHMWIJJIGXMZIP]E[EWXI
Considering the number of people on the planet, the
rise of many up the protein ladder and the availability
of protein, the problem we face is that we are fast
running out of natural sources.Yes, we could all farm
and eat more meat but the environmental impact
of that in terms of land use, water consumption and
carbon emissions, to name just the obvious ones, is
unsustainable. Food security is an increasing issue
JSVQER]KSZIVRQIRXWEWXLI]WIIOXSIRWYVIXLEX
XLI]LEZIIRSYKLJSSHJSVXLIMVTSTYPEXMSRW7IZIVEP
nations are now developing food supply strategies
that will secure supplies in times of scarcity or higher
TVMGIW8LIJSSHTVMGIWTMOIGEYWIHVMSXWERH
civil unrest in a number of countries, including Yemen,
7SQEPME 7IRIKEP 4EOMWXER 1S^EQFMUYI -RHSRIWME
-RHME)K]TX-ZSV]'SEWX'EQIVSSR&YVOMRE*EWSXLI
4LMPMTTMRIWERH&ERKPEHIWL-J[IEVIKSMRKXSWEXMWJ]
the growing protein demand without resorting to
protectionist behaviours that lead to hoarding of
supplies, we need alternative sources.

`8LIJYXYVISJWIGYVMX]

The problem is that more and more of
us want to eat meat and less of us are
prepared to be vegetarian, even just for
a day a week.
-J [I [IVI TVITEVIH XS IEX QSVI SJ XLIQ XLIR
beans, whole grains and nuts are all good options
because animal protein and vegetable protein have
the same effects on health.The problem is that more
and more of us want to eat meat and less of us
are prepared to be vegetarian, even just for a day
E [IIO %HHIH XS XLEX XLI HIQERH JSV WS]FIER
a staple diet for animals, is rapidly getting out of
balance with supply. China already buys more than
half of globally traded soybeans and, according to
'EVKMPPXLI[SVPH´WPEVKIWXJSSHWYTTP]GSQTER]³XLI
GSYRXV]´W ERRYEP WS]FIER GSRWYQTXMSR [MPP VMWI EW
QYGLEW JSVXLIRI\XXLVIIXSJSYV]IEVW´3XLIVW
WIIXLEX F] KPSFEPHIQERHJSVWS]FIERW[MPP
FIHSYFPIXLEXSJ
3RI ZIV] KSSH PS[JEX WSYVGI SJ TVSXIMR MW ½WL
[LMGL TVSZMHIW EVSYRH  K SJ TVSXIMR TIV  K
SJ ½PPIX ,S[IZIV EGGSVHMRK XS SVKERMWEXMSRW WYGL
EW XLI -RXIVREXMSREP *SSH 4SPMG] 6IWIEVGL -RWXMXYXI
XLI EFMPMX] XS QIIX [SVPH HIQERH JSV ½WL JVSQ
REXYVEP½WLWXSGOWLEWVIEGLIHMXWTIEOERHRS[MW
HIGPMRMRK 3ZIV½WLMRKLEWHITPIXIHKPSFEPWXSGOWXS
such an extent that we can no longer rely on this
resource and the world will have to ‘turn increasingly
XS EUYEGYPXYVI SV ½WL JEVQW QEREKIH REXYVEP
½WLIVMIW ERHKIRIXMGEPP]MQTVSZIH JEWXKVS[MRK½WL
if it is to meet future food needs without ruining
KPSFEP EUYEXMG VIWSYVGIW´8LI )9´W ZMI[ MW XLEX³%W
KPSFEP½WLWXSGOWGSRXMRYIXSTPYRKI ½WLJEVQMRKMW

WIIREWE[E]SJGSRXVMFYXMRKXSJSSHWIGYVMX]´ ERH
EGGSVHMRKXSXLI-*46-³MR ½WLTVSHYGXMSR[MPP
VIP]PIWWSRREXYVEPWXSGOWERHQSVISREUYEGYPXYVI
ERHIRLERGIHWXSGOW´FYXMX[MPPXEOIEXPIEWXERSXLIV
X[IRX]½ZI ]IEVW FI]SRH XLEX FIJSVI EUYEGYPXYVI
QIIXWXLIQENSVMX]SJXLI[SVPH´W½WLRIIHW
The fact is, we need other alternatives and the main
focus is on manufacturing proteins. As highlighted by
.MQ/MVO[SSHMRXLIMRMXMEPTIVWTIGXMZISRXLIJYXYVI
of food: ‘The development of non-meat, high-protein
foods as meat alternatives or acceptable protein
ZIKIXEFPIEPXIVREXMZIWGSYPHLIPTYWQSVIIJ½GMIRXP]
QIIXXLIMRGVIEWMRK[SVPHTVSXIMRHIQERH´
The most progress in this area to date has been
in the Netherlands where in vitro meat production
is already occurring – albeit in a lab. ‘In vitro meat,
EPWS ORS[R EW GYPXYVIH QIEX MW ERMQEP ¾IWL XLEX
LEW RIZIV FIIR TEVX SJ E GSQTPIXI PMZMRK ERMQEP´
8SQEOIin vitroQIEXREXYVEPQYWGPIGIPPWEVIXEOIR
from a sample piece of real meat and proteins are
applied to help these grow into large portions of
meat. There are a couple of different approaches
XS XLMW XLEX LEZI FIIR XVMIH MR XLI ½IPH SJ XMWWYI
engineering and the greatest success has been seen
in the Netherlands where a matrix of collagen is
seeded with the muscle cells which are then bathed
in a nutrient solution and induced to divide and
QYPXMTP] -R  (YXGL WGMIRXMWXW WYTTSVXIH F]
government funding, grew meat in the laboratory
using cells from a live pig and they are now also
JSGYWIHSRYWMRKGLMGOIRGIPPW 3XLIVTVSKVEQQIW
EVI EPWS YRHIV [E] MR XLI 97 FYX EX XLI QSQIRX
XLI (YXGL WIIQ XS FI WIXXMRK XLI TEGI %PXLSYKL
some fear such lab-based products, in reality they
could be just as tasty as natural meats and may even
be healthier by virtue of having a lower fat content.

%PXIVREXMZITVSXIMRW`

'SWX[MWIGYVVIRXIWXMQEXIWWYKKIWXXLEX[MXLPMOIP]
technology improvements, in vitro meat would
FI EFSYX X[MGI XLI TVMGI SJ GSRZIRXMSREP GLMGOIR
but with the advantage that only the bits that we
[ERXEVIKVS[RVEXLIVXLERXLI[LSPIGLMGOIR8LI
STXMSRSJEVXM½GMEPGLMGOIRFVIEWXWMWGIVXEMRP]SRXLI
horizon.
&][MXLERI\XVEQMPPMSRSVWSTISTPISR
the planet, many of whom will be higher consumers
of meat, we can clearly see that natural proteins
will more expensive. The possibility that lab-grown
meat protein will be commonplace is increasingly
supported by world experts. However, there
are a couple of other options that should also be
considered.
First, and highest on the agenda of many organisations
MRGPYHMRK XLI 92 MW XLEX [I EPP GLERKI SYV JSSH
consumption behaviour and become part-time
ZIKIXEVMERW )ZIR MJ MX [IVI SRP] JSV SRI SV X[S
HE]W E [IIO MJ [I GSYPH VIHYGI EPP XLI [SVPH´W
GSRWYQTXMSRSJQIEXTVSXIMRWF] MX[SYPHKMZI
us some breathing space before alternatives – such
EWMRGVIEWIH½WLJEVQMRKERHIZIRZIKIXEFPITVSXIMRW
¯ GER IJ½GMIRXP] FI FVSYKLX MRXS TPE] XS QIIX XLI
[SVPH´WMRGVIEWMRKHIQERH -RWYTTSVXSJXLMW WSQI
are even advocating the rationing or premium pricing

The development of non-meat, highprotein foods as meat alternatives
or acceptable vegetable protein
alternatives could help us more
IJ½GMIRXP]QIIXXLIMRGVIEWMRK[SVPH
protein demand.

SJ³REXYVEP´QIEXXLVSYKLXLIMRXVSHYGXMSRSJWTIGM½G
taxes on meat.
7IGSRH ERHIZIRQSVIGSRXVSZIVWMEPP] XLIVIMWXLI
option of simply creating designer food sources.
Now that Craig Venter and his colleagues at
7]RXLIXMG +IRSQMGW ERH XLI 'VEMK:IRXIV -RWXMXYXI
have successfully created a synthetic bacteria cell,
the potential opportunities are endless. While the
initial focus is on moving on from simple bacteria to
creating algae that can play a major role in the bio-fuel
arena, plants and animals are also possible avenues
JSV XLMW XIGLRSPSKMGEP FVIEOXLVSYKL (IWMKRMRK RI[
FIWTSOIJSSHWSYVGIWEW[IPPEWVITPMGEXMRKI\MWXMRK
ones is therefore increasingly moving from the world
SJWGMIRGI½GXMSRMRXSEGVIHMFPIJYXYVITSWWMFMPMX]
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&MSWYVZIMPPERGI
Active gathering and interpretation of data related to threats to human and
animal health delivers faster early warning and situational awareness.
-R ER IVE SJ MRGVIEWIH KPSFEPMWEXMSR TYFPMG LIEPXL
and surveillance are playing an increased role in bioWIGYVMX] 4VSXIGXMRKYWJVSQXLISYXFVIEOSJHMWIEWI
has become an increasingly hot topic in healthcare
circles and is a focus for major investment. As part
of global and national health security systems, public
health surveillance is widely used for such activities as
detecting new cases; estimating impact; modelling the
spread of diseases; evaluating prevention and control
measures; and strategic prevention planning. To
achieve these ambitious objectives involves ongoing
and systematic collection, analysis, interpretation
and dissemination of a mass of health-related data
SR XLI TSTYPEXMSR %R IQIVKMRK ½IPH ORS[R EW
bio-surveillance, has involved the expansion of the
traditional public health surveillance into detecting
and predicting bio-terrorist threats and disease
SYXFVIEOWMRERMQEPWERHTPERXW8LMWMWJEVJVSQIEW]
and, as the world becomes more susceptible to
the rapid spread of epidemics and pandemics, we
JEGIEGLEPPIRKILMKLPMKLXIHF].EGO0SVHMRLMWZMI[
on the future of health – namely, that ‘our ability to
achieve global bio-surveillance for disease is limited
because of unequal infrastructure, inadequate local
MRZIWXQIRXW ERH SRP] PMQMXIH KPSFEP GSSTIVEXMSR´
7YGGIWWJYPP]HIPMZIVMRKERHSTIVEXMRKEVIPMEFPIFMS
surveillance system demands not just an alignment of
multiple sources of data but the analytical capability
XSQEOIWIRWISJXLIHEXEERHLMKLPMKLXXLIGVMXMGEP
patterns for disease detection and prevention. With

Protecting us from the outbreak of
disease has become an increasingly hot
topic in healthcare circles.
global health security increasingly high on national
agendas, many across the healthcare system see
bio-surveillance as a priority and one that could be
fundamental in changing how we deal with public
health in the future.
&MSWYVZIMPPERGIMWTVIWIRXP]HI½RIHEW³EW]WXIQEXMG
process that monitors the environment for
bacteria, viruses, and other biological agents that
cause disease; detects disease in people, plants,
or animals caused by those agents; and detects
ERH GLEVEGXIVMWIW SYXFVIEOW SJ WYGL HMWIEWI´ -X MW
a continuous process that encompasses not just
data collection from myriad sources but also rapid,
MRXIPPMKIRXEREP]WMWERHMRXIVTVIXEXMSR-XMWF]MXWZIV]
nature multidisciplinary, multi-organisational, data
MRXIRWMZI XMQI GVMXMGEP ORS[PIHKI MRXIRWMZI ERH
highly complex. As such, being able to bring together
all the necessary ingredients in an effective manner
is seen by many as one of the biggest challenges
XLEX [I GYVVIRXP] JEGI -QTVSZMRK XLI IJJIGXMZIRIWW
of bio-surveillance programmes and the use of new
technologies to enhance data collection and analysis

`8LIJYXYVISJWIGYVMX]

One major technological advance is the
WTVIEHSJ(2%½RKIVTVMRXMRKFI]SRH
GVMQI½KLXMRKMRXSXLIXVEGOMRKERH
detection of potentially harmful strains
in bacteria, plants and animals.
are therefore high on the list of imperatives for many
public health systems. Therefore, in recent years,
SVKERMWEXMSRWWYGLXLI97FEWIH'IRXIVJSV(MWIEWI
'SRXVSP '(' LEZIFIIRMRZIWXMRKMRTVSNIGXWPMOI
&MS7IRWI[LMGLMW³HIWMKRIHXSMRGVIEWIXLIREXMSR´W
emergency preparedness through the development
SJEREXMSREPRIX[SVOJSVVIEPXMQIHMWIEWIHIXIGXMSR
QSRMXSVMRKERHLIEPXLWMXYEXMSREPE[EVIRIWW´0MROMRK
XSKIXLIVHEXEJIIHWJVSQSZIVLSWTMXEPW MXMW
E QENSV WXIT F] XLI 97 MR HIXIGXMRK HMWIEWIW ERH
MW EPVIEH] WIIR³EW TEVX SJ XLI REXMSR´W SZIVEPP FMS
XIVVSVMWQERHIQIVKIRG]TVITEVIHRIWWWXVEXIK]´
One major technological advance is the spread of
(2%½RKIVTVMRXMRKFI]SRHGVMQI½KLXMRKMRXSXLI
XVEGOMRKERHHIXIGXMSRSJTSXIRXMEPP]LEVQJYPWXVEMRW
MR FEGXIVME TPERXW ERH ERMQEPW (2% ½RKIVTVMRXMRK
is, for example, now part of the screening process
JSV½WLGEXGLIWXSIRWYVIXLEXTSXIRXMEPP]HERKIVSYW
FEGXIVME PMOI E. coli EVI RSX TVIWIRX -X MW EPWS FIMRK
used to identify antibiotic-resistant strains to help
doctors either to select an antibiotic other than
the one to which the bacteria are resistant, or to
consider choosing alternative treatments.
Although less sophisticated than the systems being
VYRF]XLI'(' XLI;SVPH,IEPXL3VKERM^EXMSRE
HIGEHIEKSLEHEWMQMPEVEQFMXMSRJSVMXW-RXIKVEXIH

(MWIEWI7YVZIMPPERGI4VSKVEQQI[LMGLWXVIRKXLIRIH
disease surveillance capacity in over forty African
GSYRXVMIW 0SSOMRK ELIEH E QENSV GLEPPIRKI PMIW MR
creating a global bio-surveillance system that will
[SVO IUYEPP] [IPP EVSYRH XLI [SVPH %GGSVHMRK XS
[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXW GSPPIGXMRKVIPMEFPIHEXEJVSQ
XLI½IPHERHGSRRIGXMRKXLIWSYVGIWMRERIJJIGXMZI
QERRIV MXWIPJ VIUYMVIW ³E WMKRM½GERX GLERKI MR XLI
GYVVIRXWYVZIMPPERGITEVEHMKQ´%HHSRXLIPIZIPWSJ
intelligence required to be built into and support
data mining of such a wide range of information and
XLI FEVVMIVW EVI GPIEV ³-RXIKVEXIH W]WXIQW XLEX YWI
new data systems, analysis, visualisation and modelling
EW[IPPEWHIGMWMSREREP]WMWXSSPWEVIGPIEVP]VIUYMVIH´
many of which are now in development.
At the same time, more open human-to-human
GSQQYRMGEXMSR MW EPWS E OI] MRKVIHMIRX JSV KPSFEP
bio-surveillance, and this is one aspect that is now
QSVISVPIWWWYJ½GMIRXP]EHZERGIHXSLEZIERMQTEGX
%W XLI 'LEXLEQ ,SYWI 'IRXVI SR +PSFEP ,IEPXL
7IGYVMX]TYXWMX³;MXLXLIEHZIRXSJXLIMRXIVRIXERH
the blogosphere, there have been radical changes in
XLI[E]WXLEXTYFPMGLIEPXLVMWOWEVIGSQQYRMGEXIH
F] ERH XS XLI TYFPMG8LIWI GLERKIW GER MR¾YIRGI
national and international health policies that are
designed to respond to threats to our collective
LIEPXL´ 2SRXVEHMXMSREPWSYVGIWSJLIEPXLHEXEWYGL
as news stories, unstructured real-time text messages
between healthcare professionals and animal health
reports can, if properly integrated, provide core
elements of an effective system.
0SSOMRK ELIEH XS  XLI EQFMXMSR SJ ER
MRXIVREXMSREP W]WXIQ XLEX PMROW XSKIXLIV VIPIZERX
sources of dispersed data from such sources as
hospitals, animal health centres, local monitoring of
water sources for biological agents and even remote

&MSWYVZIMPPERGI`

monitoring of people and animals from space seems
XSFIMRGVIEWMRKP]VIEPMWEFPI-RXIVREXMSREPEKVIIQIRXW
legacy system integrations and open communication
of data are already in place. Once these are matched
up with the data analysis and visualisation software
already in use in other sectors, the anticipated
changes, it is argued, will occur. An increasing number
of healthcare experts can see just over the horizon
E JYXYVI [LIVI³EW WSSR EW ER SYXFVIEO SJ HMWIEWI
occurs, whether in humans or animals, it can be
VETMHP]XVEGOIHERHEREP]WIHWSXLEXXLIETTVSTVMEXI
VIWTSRWIW GER FI EGXMZEXIH´ ;MXL XLMW RSX SRP]
will we have faster early warning, detection and
situational awareness of threats to public health, but
we will also have the means to better plan for future
disease scenarios from multiple sources. Whether

As soon as an outbreak of disease
occurs, whether in humans or animals, it
can be rapidly tracked and analysed so
that the appropriate responses can be
activated.
VIWTSRHMRKXSIFSPE EZMER¾YSVFMSXIVVSVMWQ MXMW
ERXMGMTEXIHXLEX³PMROIHSZIVXERHGSZIVXWYVZIMPPERGI
will protect the populace – ideally as well in the
WSYXLIVR LIQMWTLIVI EW MW PMOIP] MR XLI 2SVXL´ -J
everything goes to plan, whether you live in New
=SVOSVXLI6MJX:EPPI]MQTVSZIHTYFPMGLIEPXL[MPPFI
underpinned by this type of global monitoring.
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'SVTSVEXI0)+3
With more free agents and outsourcing, non-core functions within organisations
are interchangeable and easily rebuilt around value-creating units.
Organisations have already started to be more
TIVQIEFPIERH¾I\MFPI-RGVIEWMRKYWISJGSRWYPXERXW
freelancers and other temporary staff has blurred
the boundary between employee and contractor in
QER]PEVKIGSQTERMIW-REHHMXMSRXLISYXWSYVGMRKSJ
WYGLJYRGXMSRWEW-8,6½RERGIERHSXLIVWSGEPPIH
³FEGOSJ½GI´ NSFW SJXIR XS HMJJIVIRX GSYRXVMIW LEW
saved money but also increased the complexity of the
SVKERMWEXMSREP JVEQI[SVO ;LMPI QER] GSQTERMIW
today still see themselves as entities with employees
in control of a wide range of value-creating and
support activities, by the end of the decade more
ERHQSVISVKERMWEXMSRW[MPPFIRIX[SVOW
‘While there will be a permanent core to the
business, it will become increasingly small and more
of a direction-setting and delivery-choreographing
IRXMX]´ &YWMRIWWIW SJ  [MPP LEZI JI[IV TISTPI
QEREKIVWMRGLEVKISJGSLSVXWSJ[SVOIVWERHQSVI
project managers ensuring that the right activities
EVI YRHIVXEOIR MR XLI QSWX IJJIGXMZI QERRIV
irrespective of whether the project team is internal
SVI\XIVREPXSXLISVKERMWEXMSR 7SQII\EQTPIWSJ
XLMW WLMJX EVI FIMRK GSPPEXIH MR XLI [SVPH´W FYWMRIWW
schools and associated organisations such as the
Management Lab in California.What they are pointing
to is a world where organisations are becoming
increasingly unbundled and recombined around
HMJJIVIRXXEWOWERHMWWYIW8LIEFMPMX]SJGSQTERMIWXS
manage a community, rather than employees with

Some organisations are now obliged
to plug and unplug the leadingedge capabilities to meet ever more
challenging local and global needs.
a clear reporting line, presents a challenge that will
FI HMJ½GYPX JSV QER] XS HIEP [MXL 7SQI FYWMRIWW
leaders are already learning how to play Corporate
0)+3 -R JEWXGLERKMRK QEVOIXW ERH XIGLRSPSK]
areas, more and more companies will have to learn
to plug and unplug capability from inside and outside
the organisation on a project-by-project basis.
The initial drivers for change in organisations are
KIRIVEPP] GSWX ERH IJ½GMIRG] 4VIWWYVI SR GSWXW
VIEGL ERH EGGIWW JSVGIH QER] ½VQW XS SYXWSYVGI
or offshore many of their commoditised functions.
Conversely, to date, most companies have generally
OITX XLIMV ZEPYI EHHMRK HMJJIVIRXMEXMRK GETEFMPMXMIW
³[MXLMRXLIXIRX´¯6 (QEVOIXMRKERHHIWMKRLEZIEPP
FIIRZMI[IHEWXLIOI]GETEFMPMXMIWERHWSLEZIFIIR
TVSXIGXIH RYVXYVIHERHOITXGPSWIXSXLIWXVEXIKMG
LIEVXSJXLI½VQ,S[IZIVEWGSQTERMIWERHFVERHW
are becoming increasingly more differentiated by
the world-class expertise they can access to create
and deliver their new products and services, some
organisations are now obliged to plug and unplug

`8LIJYXYVISJWIGYVMX]

Open innovation has encouraged the
heart of an organisation’s future growth
to become a network.
the leading-edge capabilities to meet ever more
challenging local and global needs.
As Chris Meyer highlighted in his initial perspective
SR XLI JYXYVI SJ [SVO ³;IF  MW XIEGLMRK
SVKERMWEXMSRW EFSYX XLI TS[IV SJ GSPPIGXMZI [SVO
TVSHYGX PIEHMRKXS)RXIVTVMWI ERSVKERMWEXMSREP
form with porous boundaries, shared responsibilities,
greater transparency, and fewer mandatory rules and
TVEGXMGIW´ -RGVIEWMRKP] HIGIRXVEPMWIH GSVTSVEXMSRW
are fast becoming a combination of amalgams
of a series of independent capabilities that share
common processes, systems and cultural norms
but are structured as separate business units or
TVS½X GIRXVIW [MXL MRHITIRHIRX QEREKIQIRX ERH
GYWXSQIVW 6ETMH GLERKIW MR XIGLRSPSKMIW QEVOIXW
and strategic priorities are increasingly resulting in the
separation and reformation of corporate structures
using these independent units as organisational
FYMPHMRKFPSGOW
3RIQENSVMR¾YIRGISRERHGEXEP]WXJSVXLMWLEWFIIR
XLI [MHIWTVIEH IQFVEGMRK SJ XLI³STIR MRRSZEXMSR´
TLMPSWSTL] [LIVI MHIEW ¾S[ MRXS XLI SVKERMWEXMSR
from an ever increasing ecosystem of partners,
universities, consultants, customers and entrepreneurs.
-R½VQWWYGLEW4 +[LMGLLEWWXEOIHELYKIFIXSR
XLISTIRMRRSZEXMSRTLMPSWSTL][MXLMXW'SRRIGX
(IZIPSTETTVSEGL XLMWLEWEPVIEH]QIERXEWLMJXXS
engaging a wider, deeper supply base of innovation
XLER [EW XVEHMXMSREP [MXL NYWX MRXIVREP QEVOIXMRK

ETTVSZIHEKIRGMIWERH6 (EWXLIJSGYW-REWMQMPEV
ZIMR 2SZEVXMW LEW EPVIEH] VIPSGEXIH MXW 6 ( ,5
JVSQ 7[MX^IVPERH XS 1EWWEGLYWIXXW ERH MW RS[ [IPP
TPYQFIHMRXSXLIPSGEPFMSXIGLW]WXIQ ERHXLIPMOIW
SJ1MGVSWSJX-&1ERH-RXIPLEZIEPPWIXYTVIWIEVGLPEFW
MR&IMNMRKXSEGGIWWXLIPSGEPXEPIRX IWTIGMEPP]EVSYRH
XLI½IPHSJWTIIGLVIGSKRMXMSR8LIWIGSQTERMIWEVI
in their different ways, all demonstrating the ability to
unbundle organisational capabilities from one part
of the business and align them with a wider external
ecosystem. Open innovation has encouraged the
LIEVXSJERSVKERMWEXMSR´WJYXYVIKVS[XLXSFIGSQIE
RIX[SVO+SMRKJSV[EVHWIZIVEPPIEHMRKGSQQIRXEXSVW
see a similar shift on the horizon for strategy.
3ZIV   SJ XLI 97 TSTYPEXMSR EVI EPVIEH]
³JVII EKIRXW´ [SVOMRK IMXLIV MRHITIRHIRXP] SV EW
subcontractors. Within ten years, around half of the
;IWXIVR[SVOJSVGIMWI\TIGXIHXSFIWIPJIQTPS]IH
MRGVIEWMRKP] [SVOMRK SR E TVSNIGXF]TVSNIGX FEWMW
This fundamental change is providing a plethora of
experts and consultants available as subcontracted
VIWSYVGIWXSFITYPPIHMRERHSYXSJ½VQWEWRIIHW
HIQERH%XXLIWEQIXMQILS[[I[SVOMWGLERKMRK
The project team members of today, and certainly
tomorrow, are increasingly people who have grown
up in the connected world. As many of these ‘digital
REXMZIW´KSQSFMPIERHFIGSQI³HMKMXEPRSQEHW´XLI]
[MPPFIPSSOMRKXSGVIEXIZEPYI[LIVIZIV [LIRIZIV
YWMRK [LEXIZIV HIZMGIW XLI] PMOI -R XLI ³EP[E]W
GSRRIGXIH´[SVPHXLMWFIGSQIWEREGGITXIH[E]SJ
life for those who can contribute the most.
%W 7[IHMWL EGEHIQMGW /NIPP 2SVHWXVSQ ERH .SREW
6MHHIVWXVEPIJSVIGEWXSZIVEHIGEHIEKSMRXLIMVFSSO
Funky Business, we have a world in which there are
³TISTPI [SVXL IQTPS]MRK´ ERH³SVKERMWEXMSRW [SVXL
[SVOMRKJSV´FYXF]XLMW[MPPMRGVIEWMRKP]FISRE

'SVTSVEXI0)+3`

temporary project-by-project basis. As such ‘the heart
of value creation for organisations will increasingly
shift outside the traditional corporate boundaries to
embrace people more interested in portfolio careers
XLER GSQTER] TVSKVIWWMSR´ 8LMW TPEGIW KVIEXIV
challenges for companies across the board, especially
MRQEREKMRKVMWO
;MXLSYXWSYVGIHFEGOSJ½GIJYRGXMSRWSVKERMWEXMSRW
GER QEREKI VMWO XS HIPMZIV] ERH WYTTSVX XLVSYKL
GSRXVEGXYEPWIVZMGIPIZIPEKVIIQIRXW 70%W XLEXWIX
out exactly what needs to be done and to what
WXERHEVH -R XLI [SVPH [LIVI MRRSZEXMSR WXVEXIK]
and the best ideas sit outside the organisation
and are developed by a group of individuals who
are attracted by the challenge and opportunity
for addressing them, the way companies manage
GSVTSVEXI VMWO RIGIWWMXEXIW E JYRHEQIRXEP WLMJX
from the past. Where business model discussions
QIER XLEX ORS[LS[ MW JVIIP] WLEVIH SYXWMHI XLI
constraints and protection of intellectual property
regulations, trust between colleagues and project
teams becomes ever more important. As one
[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXWE[MX
“The ability of corporations to serve their customers is
largely driven by access to and the use of data. Data

integration is a growing challenge. The future will see
more agile corporations, more decentralisation and new
IT infrastructures.”
At the same time, more organisations are seeing
a future in which their brand can no longer be
QEREKIH -RSRI[SVOWLST SPHERHRI[IGSRSQ]
GSQTERMIW HMWGYWWIH LS[ XLI EFMPMX] XS³FVSEHGEWX´
your brand to customers and the outside world was
EPVIEH]FIMRKVITPEGIHF]TEVXMGMTEXMSRMRRIX[SVOW
6EXLIV XLER FVERH QEREKIVW SVKERMWEXMSRW EVI
progressively having internal reputation managers
– value-protecting professionals that mix
XVEHMXMSREP46ERHMRZIWXSVVIPEXMSRW[MXLTVSEGXMZI
TEVXMGMTEXMSR MR TMZSXEP WSGMEP RIX[SVOW ;LEX MW
more, these individuals increasingly sit outside the
GSVTSVEXIIRXMX]ERH[SVOEWGSRWYPXERXW1SVISZIV
as highlighted by the foresight on differentiated
GSQQSHMXMWIH ORS[PIHKI ³[MXL XLI KVS[XL SJ XLI
creative commons and open source movements,
core components of corporate and institutional
ORS[PIHKI [MPP MRGVIEWMRKP] FI WLEVIH [MXLSYX
VIWXVMGXMSR´ -R E [SVPH [LIVI 'SVTSVEXI 0)+3 MW
the biggest game in town and companies continue
XS WIIO XS KVS[ KPSFEPP] XLVSYKL JEWX ERH QSVI
effective innovation, some pivotal business challenges
for the next decade are already quite clear.
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Credible sources
Greater information overload moves our focus from simply accessing data to
including the source of the insight to distinguish what we trust.
As connectivity increases and the information
being generated around the world rises, many of
us will be faced with ever more data, insight and
GSQQIRX XLEX [I [MPP LEZI XS XV] XS QEOI WIRWI
of. As was highlighted repeatedly in the Future
Agenda programme, ‘the biggest challenge is simply
XS QEREKI XLI LYKI EQSYRX SJ HEXE SYX XLIVI´
Many see that we already have too much data, are
too dependent on information and this prevents us
QEOMRKHIGMWMSRW

“In many areas, knowledge is already a commodity –
Wikipedia is one obvious example. If this trend increases,
then where is the power? One could ask whether access
to information really does empower the individual. I
would say only if the recipient knows what to do with
it. In the future we will move increasingly to wanting
‘data we choose’ to receive rather than just access to
hard data. This could lead to a narrowing of opinions
too early but clearly the successful recombination of the
HEXEVIGIMZIH[MPPPIEHXSMRGVIEWIHMR¾YIRGI²

“Too much reliance on data to guide our views has
meant that we have lost intuition. Going forward we
need to rise above the mass of information so that
once again we can make more focused decisions.”

Many see that this information–power balance is
GYVVIRXP]MREWXEXISJ¾Y\ERHSZIVXLIRI\XHIGEHI
GSYPHQSZIWMKRM½GERXP]

%WEVIWYPX QER]SVKERMWEXMSRWEVIWIIOMRKXSLIPT
QEOIWIRWISJXLIMRJSVQEXMSREZEMPEFPI%WTSMRXIH
SYXF](.'SPPMRWEX+SSKPIMRLMWMRMXMEPZMI[SJXLI
JYXYVISJHEXE³'SQTERMIWWYGLEW-&1 3VEGPIERH
7%7EVIQEOMRKWXVMHIWMRHEXEQMRMRKERHHEXEFEWI
management. Their research shows that intelligent
systems will become increasingly prevalent. Other
SVKERMWEXMSRW PMOI %QE^SR 7YR ERH IZIR +SSKPI
EVI HIQSRWXVEXMRK XLI EQE^MRK FIRI½XW MR WGEPI
and interoperability that come through moving data
WXSVEKI MRXS XLI GPSYH´ 8LI HMVIGXMSR SJ XVEZIP MW
clear and many are focused on delivering the best
answer ahead of the competition. However, there
are numerous concerns over the impact this shift
will have on how we use information.

At a structural level, the migration of computer
ETTPMGEXMSRW JVSQ XLI HIWOXST XS XLI [IF XLI WS
GEPPIHWLMJXXS³GPSYH´GSQTYXMRK[MPPMQTP]XLEXQSVI
of our personal and professional lives will be spent
using our web browsers. That means browsers will
LEZIXSFIWXEFPITS[IVJYPERHEFSZIEPPWIGYVI-R
the initial view on the future of data, it was suggested
that ‘if we consider what has been achieved in the
past ten years, over the next decade we have the
STTSVXYRMX] XS KMZI QSVI TS[IV XS YWIVW -R XLI
world of ubiquitous and uniform access, intelligent
agents and the semantic web, we have the potential
to enable even greater shifts in transparency and
access to data than previous generations could have
IZIVMQEKMRIH´*VSQ+SSKPI´WTIVWTIGXMZI³-JTISTPI
are comfortable sharing their search history with us,

`8LIJYXYVISJWIGYVMX]

Opinion is of little value until you can
authenticate it – so the challenge
will be to identify credible (authentic)
information.
we can use that as a valuable signal to provide them
QSVIVIPIZERXMRJSVQEXMSRQSVIUYMGOP]´
Within the next decade, some people see that
there will be so much information shared and freely
available that we will be able to create totally new
MRJSVQEXMSRMRJVEWXVYGXYVIW³-J JSVI\EQTPI [IXEOI
the data sets associated with the human genome,
then we can in principle create a complete world
family tree – we can have a search engine of the
[SVPH´W (2% ERH [I [MPP FI EFPI XS WII LS[ [I
are all individually related and so, as a consequence,
LS[ [I WIIO XS FILEZI XS[EVHW IEGL SXLIV QE]
GLERKI´ +VIEXIVWLEVMRKSJHEXEMWWIIRF]QER]EW
inevitable.
However, others disagree with this: ‘We need more
IJ½GMIRG] ERH KVIEXIV VIPIZERGI MRGSVTSVEXIH
into the system as we focus on information not
ORS[PIHKI )J½GMIRG] XMQIPMRIWW ERH VIPIZERGI EVI
critical and having a sea of data is without value. We
need more than search engine technology and to
JSGYWSRMRJSVQEXMSREVFMXVEXMSR´3VMRSXLIV[SVHW
±8LIJYXYVI[MPPFIEFSYXQSVIIJ½GMIRXHEXEYWI-J 
of what we get from current search engines is useless,
relevance is clearly a challenge. Therefore we have to
ETTP]QSVIMRXIPPMKIRXGVMXIVMEXS½PXIVSYVMRJSVQEXMSR¯
and this is all to do with redundancy of information.”

-R IJJIGX MX MW RSX XLEX [I RIIH QSVI MRJSVQEXMSR
but that we need more credible information. To
address this issue, those who are driving the web
forward anticipate that it will be more powerful,
¾I\MFPIERHYWIJYPMRXLI]IEVWXSGSQI³8LIQYGL
XSYXIH±WIQERXMG[IF²¯MR[LMGLXLIVIPEXMSRWLMTW
between pieces of information will be both apparent
ERHYWIEFPI¯QE]RSXFIMQQMRIRXFYXMX´WGIVXEMRP]
[MXLMR WMKLX -XW EHZIRX [MPP HVMZI JYVXLIV VIWIEVGL
ERHMX[MPPEPWSQEOIXLI[IFQSVIYWIJYPXSTISTPI
EVSYRH XLI [SVPH´;SYPHR´X MX FI KSSH XS LEZI E
W]WXIQXLEXEWOWUYIWXMSRWEW[IPPEWERW[IVWXLIQ#
Others concurred with this: ‘The semantic web will
TPE] E WMKRM½GERX VSPI MR LIPTMRK XS EPMKR XLI OI]
combinations of data we need to gain really useful
information. Over the next ten years, semantic search
engines will shift the intelligence behind search to a
JEVLMKLIVPIZIP8LIGLEPPIRKI[MPPFIMRQEOMRKXLI
WIEVGLIRKMRIWQSVIMRXYMXMZI´
One issue here is our increasing dependence on a
single source of information – namely, the leading
KPSFEPWIEVGLIRKMRIVYRF]+SSKPI³-J[IEVIPSSOMRK
to capture more information, we need multiple
sources, not just a single one. For real insights on the
[SVPH [I GERRSX XVYWX NYWX SRI WIEVGL IRKMRI´ %W
(MERI'S]PITSMRXIHSYXMRXLIMRMXMEPZMI[SRXLI
future of authenticity:
“The most effective way to counteract falsehoods in the
future will probably come from the pooling of many
messages and reports so the people can see where
there is a consistent story. The aggregation of different
WXSVMIWGSYPHFIETS[IVJYPXSSPJSVZIVM½GEXMSR²
However, some see that the growing gap between
the wisdom of the crowd and the ignorance of the

'VIHMFPIWSYVGIW`

mob will increasingly create the demand for greater
differentiation between believable views and more
RSMWIMRXLISRPMRI[SVPH.YWXLEZMRKQYPXMTPIWSYVGIW
is not enough: what people see as more important
are credible sources, ones in which we have full
GSR½HIRGI³;IRIIHXSLEZIXVYWXMRXLIQIHMYQEW
well as the data. We need to recognise the difference
between fact and opinion – and so be able to see
the credible from the incredible. The credibility of
MRJSVQEXMSR MW FEWIH SR XLI TVS½PI SJ XLI TIVWSR
offering it and going forward this will become more
WMKRM½GERX-REHHMXMSR[IRIIHXSFIGSKRMWERXSJXLI
drivers of trust such as governance, stewardship and
STIRRIWW´%GSQTPIQIRXEV]ZMI[[EWXLEX³STMRMSR
is of little value until you can authenticate it – so
XLIGLEPPIRKI[MPPFIXSMHIRXMJ]GVIHMFPI EYXLIRXMG 
MRJSVQEXMSR8LI HI½RMXMSR SJ [LEX MW GVIHMFPI QE]
have to change – in the future, credibility may be
HIPMZIVIHXLVSYKLEVEROMRKW]WXIQFEWIHSRXVYWX´
Another added:

Sources of information will be as
WMKRM½GERXEWXLIMRJSVQEXMSRMXWIPJ
depth of rigor. With too much data to process, we
are increasingly being shallow and broad in our views
VEXLIVXLERHIITERHREVVS[´;LEXTISTPIFIPMIZI
who they trust and what they see as credible are
judgements based on what information is available.
This will increasingly be not just the information that
companies and organisations put out into the media
maelstrom, but also what people say about them.

“With increased connectivity and sharing of data, we
will need more trusted intermediaries. Choice agents will
need to be trusted more and there will be a currency
of trust appearing. Sources of information will be as
WMKRM½GERXEWXLIMRJSVQEXMSRMXWIPJ²

-RXLITEVEPPIP[SVPHSJVIPMEFPIWSYVGIWJSVNSYVREPMWXW
those who are seen as offering the most credible
MRJSVQEXMSR [MPP VMWI XS XLI XST SJ XLI WXEGO SJ
trusted brands, media organisations and individual
commentators. Their opinions will be the most
valued and the most used to inform decisions. The
problem here is, however, that there is also a big
question over the business models that will be able
XS[SVOMRXLI[SVPHSJYFMUYMXSYWGLIETHEXE%W
yet, it is unclear how the infrastructure will actually
FI ½RERGIH SZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI ERH [LIXLIV
people will be willing to pay for better information.

For many of us, decisions are emotionally driven,
RSXHEXEHVMZIR (EXEEVIXLIVIXSTVSZMHIGSRXI\X
ERHEPPS[YWXSQEOIMRJSVQIHNYHKIQIRXW 7SQI
see that ‘if we are to be loaded with more data in
the future, it will lead to slower judgement without

“We are increasingly accustomed to free access to free
information and so shifting back to a pay-to-access
approach will be no easy move – particularly for the
]SYRKIV KIRIVEXMSR8LI UYIWXMSR MW WLSYPH EGGIWW XS
information be monetised and, if so, by whom?”
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(VSRI[EVW
Intelligent UAVs choose their victims themselves as the race for more focused
PLOLWDU\LQȤXHQFHOHDGVWRWKHSUROLIHUDWLRQRIDVVDVVLQDWLRQWRROV
Over the past couple of years, Afghanistan and
4EOMWXERLEZIWIIREWMKRM½GERXMRGVIEWIMRXLIYWISJ
HVSRIEMVGVEJXF]XLI97QMPMXEV]ERHSXLIVWIGYVMX]
services.They have become the proving ground for a
fundamental shift in how military power is exercised,
how information is collated and used and, ultimately,
how wars will be fought. With a military budget
XLEXEGGSYRXWJSVRIEVP]LEPJSJXLI[SVPH´WQMPMXEV]
WTIRH XLI 97 LEW FIGSQI MRGVIEWMRKP] EXXVEGXIH
to drones, which cost a fraction of the price of a
½KLXIV FYX LEZI XLI TSXIRXMEP XS TVSZMHI IUYEP MJ
RSX KVIEXIV TVIWIRGI ;MXL SZIV  YRQERRIH
EMVGVEJXEPVIEH]FIMRKYWIHF]XLI97QMPMXEV]EPSRI
and as other countries scale up their arsenal, by
XLIQENSVMX]SJFSXLWYVZIMPPERGIERHGSR¾MGX
[MPPFIYRHIVXEOIRF]MRGVIEWMRKP]WSTLMWXMGEXIHERH
MRXIPPMKIRXYRQERRIHEIVMEPZILMGPIWSV9%:W
-RMXMEPP] YWIH JSV WYVZIMPPERGI MR /SWSZS MR XLI PEXI
W ERH XLIR EVQIH JVSQ  XLI 4VIHEXSV
YRHIVXSSOSRISJMXW½VWX'-%GSRXVSPPIHEWWEWWMREXMSR
EWWMKRQIRXW MR =IQIR MR  7MRGI XLIR XLI
'LMRIWI6YWWMERW-WVEIPMW*VIRGLERH4EOMWXERMWLEZI
EPPFIIRYWMRK9%:W-R,I^FSPPEL¾I[HVSRIW
SZIV-WVEIPHYVMRKXLI0IFERSR;EV
&] XLI97%MV*SVGI[EW¾]MRKEXPIEWXX[IRX]
Predator drones each day in Afghanistan. Much of
their use has been for surveillance, with each drone

The US has become increasingly
attracted to drones which cost a
JVEGXMSRSJXLITVMGISJE½KLXIVFYX
LEZIXLITSXIRXMEPXSTVSZMHIIUYEPMJ
not greater presence.
TVSZMHMRKYTXSXIRZMHISWXVIEQWSJJSSXEKIFEGOXS
XLIMV³TMPSXW´ WMXXMRKIMXLIVMR/ERHELEV%MVFEWISV QSVI
PMOIP]  QMPIW E[E] MR WIGYVI JEGMPMXMIW MR%VM^SRE
SV 9XEL &]  ER YTKVEHIH ZIVWMSR SJ XLI QSVI
TS[IVJYP6IETIVHVSRIW[MPPFIGEVV]MRKYTXSXLMVX]
cameras each. Alongside surveillance activities, drones
EPWSGEVVMIHSYXSZIVQMWWMPIERHFSQFEXXEGOWMR
XLI ]IEV ¯ WXVMOMRK8EPMFER PIEHIVW ERH FSQFQEOMRK
JEGXSVMIW&]GSQTEVMWSREXXLITIEOSJEGXMZMX]MR-VEU
MRWIZIRX]WIZIRQMWWMPIWXVMOIW[IVIPEYRGLIH
-R 4EOMWXER [LIVI HVSRIW EVI VYR F] XLI '-% FYX
PEYRGLIH JVSQ 4EOMWXERM EMV½IPHW XLIVI LEW FIIR
increasing coverage of their controversial use for
the surveillance and assassination of both Taliban
ERH%P5EIHETIVWSRRIP -R XLIVI[IVIWM\X]
RMRIVIGSVHIHHVSRIEXXEGOWMR4EOMWXER -RXLI³%J
4EO´VIKMSR[LIVIQMPMXEV]KVSYRHEGXMSRMWGSQTPI\
where exerting military power in no-go areas has

`8LIJYXYVISJWIGYVMX]

Thousands of hand-launched drones
are used by soldiers to see what lies
over hills and these are getting so easy
to use that there are now even iPhone
apps for controlling them.
FIGSQI GSQQSRTPEGI ERH [LIVI VITSVXW SJ 97
casualties have been an increasingly unwelcome
item on CNN, the use of unmanned drones each
IUYMTTIH [MXL JSYV ,IPP½VI QMWWMPIW LEW FIIR ER
EXXVEGXMZI STXMSR ERH³XLI [IETSR SJ GLSMGI´ )ZIR
though many see that these assassination machines
EVI ZMWMFP] TVSZSOMRK MRGVIEWMRK ERKIV MR QSHIVEXI
society, their use is widely accepted and even
promoted in the media.
-XMWRSXNYWXXLIFMK4VIHEXSVERH6IETIV9%:WXLEX
are being used. Thousands of hand-launched drones
are used by soldiers to see what lies over hills and
these are getting so easy to use that there are now
IZIRM4LSRIETTWJSVGSRXVSPPMRKXLIQ1-8´W,YQER
and Automation Lab has led the development
SJ ETTW XLEX YWI XLI M4LSRI´W XSYGL WGVIIR XMPXMRK
WIRWSVW ERH + HEXE XVERWJIV XS REZMKEXI HVSRIW
and simultaneously view corresponding video feeds.
)PWI[LIVIEPVIEH]MRXLI½REPWXEKIWSJHIZIPSTQIRX
EVI GSRXVSP W]WXIQW XLEX EPPS[ E WMRKPI ³TMPSX´ XS
GSRXVSP EW QER] EW XLVII 9%:W WMQYPXERISYWP]
[LMPI &%) 7]WXIQW´ 8EVERMW HVSRI MW MRXIRHIH XS

be completely autonomous, and so does not need
LYQER TMPSXMRK 7GLIHYPIH JSV XVMEP ¾MKLXW MR 
the Taranis prototype shows the direction we are
LIEHMRK ¯ E TMPSXPIWW TPERI XLEX GER QEOI MXW S[R
HIGMWMSRWERHIZIRYRHIVXEOIEMVXSEMVGSQFEX%W
the world of gaming is integrated within military
W]WXIQWXLIQIERWSJ³GSZIVXERHSZIVXIRKEKIQIRX´
as the military terms it, are changing rapidly.
;LEXMWQSVIXLIJYVXLIVHMWGSRRIGXMSRSJXLI³TMPSX´
JVSQ XLI³EGXMSR´ MW EPVIEH] QEOMRK XLI IQSXMSREP
VIPEXMSRWLMTSJ[EV[IEOIVJSVWSQI8SHE]´WHVSRI
TMPSXWMRXLI97SJXIRPMZIE³RSVQEPPMJI´[LIVIXEOMRK
XLIOMHWXSWGLSSPMWTEVXSJXLIMVHEMP]VSYXMRIEWLMJX
¾]MRK HVSRIW SZIV%JKLERMWXER MW NYWX ERSXLIV LMKL
XIGLSJ½GINSF&YMPHMRKSRXLIMRGVIEWIHEYXSQEXMSR
of ordinance delivery that has gone before, the
psychological implications of such decreasing
contact between the source and recipient of action
are raising some major questions in the military and
beyond.
-R XIR ]IEVW´ XMQI QER] WTIGYPEXI XLEX HVSRIW [MPP
be engaging in aerial battle and choosing targets for
XLIQWIPZIW8LI97(IJIRWI(ITEVXQIRXMWEPVIEH]
½RERGMRK WXYHMIW SJ EYXSRSQSYW WIPJKSZIVRMRK

BAE Systems’ Taranis drone is intended
to be completely autonomous, and so
does not need human piloting.

(VSRI[EVW`

EVQIHVSFSXWXLEXGSYPH½RHERHHIWXVS]XEVKIXWSR
XLIMVS[R%RHEWJEVFEGOEWMRMXMEXMZIWWYGLEW
XLI%YXSRSQSYW -RXIPPMKIRX 2IX[SVO ERH 7]WXIQW
Program were planning to create an operational
HVSRI EVQ] F]  +SMRK FI]SRH EYXSTMPSXMRK
and pre-programming, these developments are
preparing the way for a world where hordes of
unmanned, unattended and untethered drones in
the air, on the ground and under water reinvent
XLI [LSPI GSRGITX SJ E QMPMXEV] WXVYGXYVI 0MROIH
XSKIXLIVF]ERMQTVIKREFPI[MVIPIWWQIWLRIX[SVO
GETEFPI SJ VSYXMRK HEXE FIX[IIR ¾]MRK HVSRIW

QSZMRKEXQTLXLMWW[EVQETTVSEGLXSQMPMXEV]
STIVEXMSRW MW XEOMRK QER] GSYRXVMIW VETMHP] MRXS
[LEX [EW TVIZMSYWP] E [SVPH SJ WGMIRGI ½GXMSR %W
one analyst quoted in the New York Times article said:
‘The systems today are very much Model T Fords.
8LIWIXLMRKW[MPPSRP]KIXQSVIEHZERGIH´

In ten years’ time, many speculate that
drones will be engaging in aerial battle
and choosing targets for themselves.
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7SPEVWYRVMWI
Increasing governmental focus on energy security and climate change drives
the uptake of large-scale solar as the leading renewable supply.
The combined pressures of rising global energy
demand, increasing concern about climate change,
KVIEXIV JSGYW SR XLI EHZERGI SJ ³TIEO SMP´ ERH
heightened awareness of the challenges around
IRIVK]WIGYVMX]EVIHVMZMRKQER]GSYRXVMIWXSPSSO
for alternative energy sources. While long-term
TVSWTIGXWVIWXSRXIGLRSPSKMGEPFVIEOXLVSYKLWERH
the wider adoption of nuclear energy to decrease
XLIYWISJJSWWMPJYIPWEWLMKLPMKLXIHMRXLI½VWXWIGXMSR
the next decade is still very much one in which oil,
gas and coal are the major sources of energy. With
-RHMEERH'LMREKVS[MRKJEWX ERHWSVIUYMVMRKIZIV
QSVI IRIVK] XS JYIP XLMW KVS[XL [MXL XLI 97 WXMPP
ZIV]QYGL³EHHMGXIHXSSMP´ERH[MXLKSZIVRQIRXW]IX
to agree a global way forward, the energy world in
[MPP EGGSVHMRKXS-RXIVREXMSREP)RIVK]%KIRG]
TVSNIGXMSRWWXMPPFISZIV JSWWMPJYIPFEWIH
However, by implication, over the next decade there
[MPPFIEWMKRM½GERXWLMJXMRXLIEHSTXMSRSJVIRI[EFPI
alternative energy supplies. Wind, wave, solar, nuclear,
bio, hydro and geothermal generation are all pushing
ahead, some with clear momentum and others with
inertia yet to be overcome. As different countries are
advocating different options, it is clear that there is
no single global answer. Coastal locations favour wind
turbines, mountainous districts favour hydroelectricity,
-GIPERHMWTYWLMRKELIEH[MXLKISXLIVQEPWSPEVMWXLI
favourite of sunny regions and, while some countries
[ERX EGGIWW XS RYGPIEV QER] SXLIVW HS RSX8EPOMRK

XLVSYKLXLITVSFPIQMRSYV[SVOWLSTW MXMWIZMHIRX
that, globally, the next decade is one in which solar
IRIVK] MW I\TIGXIH XS QEOI XLI QSWX LIEH[E]
SZIVEPP8SEGLMIZIGLERKIMRXLI½VWXTPEGI LS[IZIV
QER]I\TIVXWHVI[EXXIRXMSRXSX[SOI]MWWYIW
Firstly, we are using the wrong business models.
8LEXMW[IEVIXV]MRKXSPSSOEXXLITSXIRXMEPJYXYVI
WSPYXMSRW XLVSYKL XLI PIRW SJ XSHE]´W FYWMRIWW
models: ‘The current economic models we use are
not suitable for managing our future energy needs
[LIVIXLITE]FEGOTIVMSHW[MPPFIPSRKIVXLERXLI
YWYEP RSVQW;I RIIH XS TVSZMHI E JVEQI[SVO XS
appropriate change in the energy mix and support
the huge investment needed.The speed of transition
that we need to address the energy challenge is out
of sync with the established views on returns on
MRZIWXQIRX´
7IGSRHP]³MXMWRSXNYWXEFSYXXLIXIGLRSPSK] TSPMG]ERH
QEVOIXW EVI NYWX EW MQTSVXERX´8LMW ZMI[ MW FIGSQMRK
MRGVIEWMRKP] GPIEV EW KVIIR WXMQYPYW TEGOEKIW WXEVX XS
XEOI IJJIGX EPSRKWMHI XLI I\MWXMRK MRGIRXMZIW EPVIEH] MR
TPEGI +IVQER]´W ³JIIH MR´ XEVMJJ TVSZMHIW E PSRKXIVQ
guaranteed price for renewable energy that has made
MXEPIEHIVMRWSPEVIRIVK]HIZIPSTQIRX[LMPIXLI97
KSZIVRQIRX´WWYFWMHMIWJSVFMSJYIPWLEZIKSXXLIIXLERSP
ERHFMSHMIWIPQEVOIXKSMRKEGVSWWXLI%QIVMGEW%HH
in the failure of Copenhagen to agree any meaningful
global targets, growing concerns over the environmental

`8LIJYXYVISJWIGYVMX]

in the percentage of supply that nuclear provides
HYVMRK XLI RI\X HIGEHI ;I EVI EPWS PMOIP] XS WII
increased investment in proof-of-concept schemes
for wave power, but again this will not have achieved
E WMKRM½GERX WGEPI F]  +ISXLIVQEP ERH L]HVS
will continue to be limited to certain geographies
and many scenarios increasingly expect that the fuel
versus food debate concerning bio-fuels will have
FIIRI\EGIVFEXIHF]QSVIWTMOIWMRJSSHTVMGIWERH
KSZIVRQIRX9XYVRWSRWYFWMHMIW

MQTEGXWSJXLI'EREHMERXEVWERHWERH97KSZIVRQIRX
VIEGXMSR XS XLI (IIT[EXIV ,SVM^SR HMWEWXIV ERH SRI
can see a raft of new nationally focused policies on the
horizon. As countries scramble to protect their supplies
and gain individual energy security, and thereby steer
E[E]JVSQ[LEX7LIPPWIIWEWXLI³FPYITVMRX´WGIREVMSSJ
KVIEXIV KPSFEP GSSTIVEXMSR KSZIVRQIRXW [MPP WIIO XS
support the alternatives that are within reach from both
EXIGLRSPSKMGEPERHIGSRSQMGTSMRXSJZMI[)\TIVMIRGI
LEW WLS[R XLEX WYGGIWWJYP ETTVSEGLIW [SVO EX QER]
levels, so this combination of technology and economics
also has to align with social acceptance and political will.
8SKIXLIVXLIWIJEGXSVW[MPPQIERXLEX[IEVIPMOIP]XS
see increased investment in nuclear energy for those
XLEXLEZIEGGIWWXSXLIXIGLRSPSK]%WWYGLF]
in support of the traditional centralised view of supply,
there will be more nuclear power stations coming
on stream than ever but, given the overall dynamics
SJXLIWIGXSV XLIVIMWYRPMOIP]XSFIEXERKMFPIWLMJX

The fastest-growing area of renewable energy
WYTTP] EX XLI QSQIRX MW [MRH <M 0Y SJ ,EVZEVH
LEW WYKKIWXIH XLEX ³[MRH TS[IV MR XLI 97 GSYPH
TSXIRXMEPP]KIRIVEXIWM\XIIRXMQIWXLIREXMSR´WGYVVIRX
IPIGXVMGMX]TVSHYGXMSR´ ¯IZIR[LIRPMQMXMRKPSGEXMSRW
to rural, non-forested sites and offshore. Moreover,
‘worldwide, wind energy under the same constraints
could supply at least forty times the current electricity
GSRWYQTXMSR´;LEXMWYRGIVXEMRLS[IZIVMWXLIWTIIH
at which this capacity can be rolled out, at what cost
ERHF][LSQ7SRSSRIGERWE][LEXXLIMQTEGXSJ
[MRHTS[IV[MPPFIF]
A pivotal issue in any assumptions about wind power
MW XLEX SJ QEXIVMEPW EZEMPEFMPMX] ³-R E [SVPH [LIVI
telephone lines are routinely dug up so that people
can resell the copper, using millions of tonnes of it
MR[MRHXYVFMRIWWIIQWYRPMOIP]´%PXIVREXMZIQEXIVMEPW
such as high temperature superconductors are now
MRXVMEPETTPMGEXMSRW FYXXLIPMOIPMLSSHSJFIMRKEFPI
to scale these up substantially within ten years is
PS[7SHIWTMXIXLISTXMQMWQWLS[RF]WSQIQER]
others surmise that ‘current growth in wind turbines
[MPPRSXFIWYWXEMRIH´
This brings us to solar energy – a virtually
PMQMXPIWW GPIER VIWSYVGI -R MXW QSWX GSQQSR JSVQ
TLSXSZSPXEMG 4:  TERIPW GSRZIVX WYRPMKLX MRXS

7SPEVWYRVMWI`

IPIGXVMGMX]8]TMGEP GYVVIRX TERIPW LEZI ER IJ½GMIRG]
SJEVSYRH [MXLQSVII\TIRWMZISRIWEGLMIZMRK
 -RXLIRI\XJI[]IEVWI\TIVXWI\TIGXXLEXXLMW
³QE] VMWI XS EVSYRH  ´ -R  4: MRWXEPPEXMSRW
KVI[ F]   XS SZIV  +; SJ RI[ MRWXEPPEXMSRW
KPSFEPP] ;LMPI )YVSTI PIH F] +IVQER] GYVVIRXP]
EGGSYRXWJSVRIEVP] SJKPSFEPHIQERHSZIVXLI
next few years, many anticipate that more largescale solar power systems will be installed across the
[SVPH JVSQ XLI 97 ERH 'LMRE XS%JVMGE ERH -RHME
%W +IVQER WYFWMHMIW HIGPMRI MR PMRI [MXL GLIETIV
ERH QSVI IJ½GMIRX XIGLRSPSK] E XMTTMRK TSMRX SJ
GSQQIVGMEPZMEFMPMX][MPPSGGYV%GGSVHMRKXSXLI97
(ITEVXQIRXSJ)RIVK]´W7SPEV%QIVMGE-RMXMEXMZI4:
solar energy will be competitive without subsidy
F] .YWXEW[MXLSXLIVXIGLRSPSKMIW MRGVIEWMRK
capacity will result in a steady cost decline and ‘across
the supply chain, manufacturers are increasing cell
IJ½GMIRG]YWMRKXLMRRIVWMPMGSR[EJIVWERHMRGVIEWMRK
TS[IVMRPS[PMKLXPIZIPW´
-RXLIWLSVXXIVQ XLI977XMQYPYW&MPP [LMGL
MRGPYHIHFMPPMSRMRPSERKYEVERXIIWJSVGSQTERMIW
FYMPHMRK [MRH ERH WSPEV TPERXW MW KMZMRK E ½PPMT XS
XLI 97 QEVOIX %W 'EVSP 7YI8SQFEVM SJ XLI 97
(ITEVXQIRX SJ )RIVK]´W 2EXMSREP 6IRI[EFPI 0EF
TSMRXWSYXMRLIV VIGIRXFSSO³;EP1EVXMWEMQMRK
XSQIIX SJMXWTS[IVRIIHWJVSQVIRI[EFPI
IRIVK]´ ERH EWTEVXSJXLMW MWEPVIEH]MRWXEPPMRKWSPEV
TS[IV SR MXW WYTIVQEVOIX VSSJW MR 'EPMJSVRME ERH
,E[EMM -REHHMXMSR +SSKPI ELYKIIRIVK]YWIV LEW
ERRSYRGIH E TEVXRIVWLMT [MXL 7LEVT JSV 4: VSSJ
W]WXIQW )PWI[LIVI 'LMRE LEW EPWS MRXVSHYGIH E
WYFWMH]JSVWSPEVIRIVK]MRWXEPPEXMSRWERHMRXLI
5MRKLEMTVSZMRGIKEZIXLIKSELIEHJSVXLI[SVPH´W
½VWX+;WSPEVJEVQ 1SVIWMKRM½GERXP] MR.ERYEV]
 XLI -RHMER KSZIVRQIRX PEYRGLIH MXW 2EXMSREP
7SPEV1MWWMSR[LMGLMWEMQIHEXQEOMRK-RHMEEKPSFEP

There is little argument that, ‘in the long
term, all energy can be solar.
leader in solar energy and envisages an installed solar
KIRIVEXMSRGETEGMX]SJ+;F]ERH
+;F]
While some countries, such as those in northern
)YVSTI GSYPH KIX EVSYRH LEPJ XLIMV IPIGXVMGMX]
needs from PV and solar farms within their national
boundaries, if they had access to solar power
from other countries, solar could meet nearly
all electricity demand. According to calculations
F] I\TIVXW MRGPYHMRK 4VSJIWWSV (EZMH 1EG/E] SJ
'EQFVMHKI9RMZIVWMX]³EOQF]OQWUYEVI
EVIE SJ GSRGIRXVEXIH WSPEV TS[IV '74  W]WXIQW
MR XLI 7ELEVE GSYPH TVSZMHI IRSYKL TS[IV XS
QIIX )YVSTI´W GYVVIRX HIQERH´ 0SSOMRK ELIEH
SVKERMWEXMSRW WYGL EW ()7)68)' EVI TVSQSXMRK
XLI EHSTXMSR SJ '74 MR 1IHMXIVVERIER GSYRXVMIW
ERHLMKLZSPXEKI('XVERWQMWWMSRPMRIWEWEGVIHMFPI
[E] XS TVSZMHI )YVSTI [MXL WIGYVI GPIER IRIVK]
The same arguments clearly apply elsewhere in the
[SVPHERHWSQII\TIGXXLEXXLI]EVIPMOIP]XSSGGYV
½VWXMRIMXLIV-RHMESV'LMRE
As was pointed out in the most recent Technology
*YXYVIWTVSKVEQQILSWXIHF]7LIPP³+PSFEPIRIVK]
GSRWYQTXMSR MW EVSYRH ). TIV ]IEV 8LI WYR
HIPMZIVWXSXLIIEVXLEPQSWXQMPPMSR).SJIRIVK]
so, theoretically, the sun could provide at least eight
XLSYWERHXMQIWXLIIRIVK][IRIIH´8LIVIMWPMXXPI
argument that, ‘in the long term, all energy can
FI WSPEV´ ERH MX PSSOW PMOIP] XLEX XLI RI\X HIGEHI
will be when the shift to solar truly starts gaining
momentum.
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Virtual authenticity
7UXVWLQJRXUGLJLWDOFUHGHQWLDOVDOORZVXVWRSDUWLFLSDWHFRQȣGHQWO\LQRSHQ
global transactions to gain access to what we want when we want.
Proving what is real in an increasingly complex world
MW WIIR EW E WMKRM½GERX IQIVKMRK GLEPPIRKI F] QER]
organisations. Although individual companies and even
sectors have their own solutions to the problem of
ZIVMJ]MRK[LEXMWEYXLIRXMG XLIVIMWR´XEWMQTPIERW[IV
XSXLMW RSVMWXLIVIPMOIP]XSFI;LMPIXLMWMWEQENSV
challenge in the physical world, with the counterfeiting
of everything from aircraft parts and pharmaceuticals
XSGPSXLIWERH(:(WEPPSRXLIVMWIMRXLIZMVXYEP[SVPH
XLITVSFPIQMWIZIRKVIEXIV -RXLIZEVMIHHMWGYWWMSRW
relating to this topic during the programme, a number
SJEPXIVREXMZITIVWTIGXMZIW[IVIWLEVIHERHEWMKRM½GERX
proportion of them aligned around the crux of the
MWWYI³-RE[SVPH[LIVIMXMWIZIVIEWMIVXSQEOIGSTMIW
XLIWMKRM½GERGISJEYXLIRXMGMX]MWMRGVIEWMRKERHKEMRMRK
IZIVKVIEXIVQSVEPZEPYI´
%W(MERI'S]PILMKLPMKLXIHMRLIVMRMXMEPZMI[SRXLI
JYXYVISJEYXLIRXMGMX][IEVIPSSOMRKJSVZIVM½GEXMSR
across a number of different levels – from goods to
information and from an experience to our identity.
-R XIVQW SJ KSSHW ³JEOIW EVI TVSPMJIVEXMRK MR XLI
SRPMRI [SVPH ±*EOI² QYWMG ½PQW ERH WSJX[EVI EVI
WSPHXSXLIFIRI½XSJGYWXSQIVWFYXRSXSJGST]VMKLX
LSPHIVW´ 8LI GLEPPIRKI LIVI MW XLEX XLI JEOIW EVI
just as good as the legitimate originals and valuing
E JEOI MW RSX RI[ %W;IRH] 7GLYPX^ GSQQIRXIH
‘The arts have a long traditional of valuing copies:
Chinese painters traditionally learnt their craft by
GST]MRKEGORS[PIHKIHQEWXIVW [MXLXLIVIWYPXXLEX

8LIMRXIVRIXEQTPM½IWXLIUYIWXMSRW
of veracity and reliability which have
always affected the mass media.
EGORS[PIHKIH QEWXIVTMIGIW SJ 'LMRIWI EVX GER
XLIQWIPZIWFIGSTMIW´ 0MOI[MWI [IGERXSHE]TSMRX
to the popularity of remixes in the music industry
ERHJER½GXMSR [LIVILMKLUYEPMX]PMXIVEXYVIGERFI
created from substandard TV scriptwriting.
-R XIVQW SJ MRJSVQEXMSR³XLI MRXIVRIX EQTPM½IW XLI
questions of veracity and reliability which have
EP[E]W EJJIGXIH XLI QEWW QIHME´ ,IRGI EW SRI
GSQQIRXEXSVEHHIH³QSVITISTPIXVYWX;MOMTIHME
XLER'22´¯IZIRXLSYKLXLIPEXXIVMWETVSJIWWMSREP
RI[WSVKERMWEXMSR-RSRI[SVOWLSTXLIVI[EWQYGL
discussion of how the Obama election campaign
had used technology to create a seemingly authentic
experience: ‘The idea was that people could “get
MRWMHI² XLI GEQTEMKR ERH QEOI E HMJJIVIRGI 8LI
MQTVIWWMSRSJFIMRKTEVXSJXLIRIX[SVO[EWGIVXEMRP]
XLIVIIZIRXLSYKLXLIVIEPMX][EWTVSFEFP]HMJJIVIRX´
Technology, and especially the internet, was used to
give people the sense of being closer to the heart of
things than would otherwise have been possible, but
at the same time it probably also exaggerated their
perceived involvement.

`8LIJYXYVISJWIGYVMX]

Discussions with banks and data
companies consistently highlighted
the growing need for ‘global secure
identities’ that could be trusted and
used everywhere.
A lot of attention focused on how to authenticate
identity – particularly online. The big challenge as yet
unmet, it was largely agreed, is simply proving who
you are in order to access information, purchase a
product or a service or even gain entry to a building
with excess process and complexity.
“Many of us now have multiple, real and virtual identities,
and so can provide various sources of information that,
pulled together, can give a rich picture of who we are.The
UYIWXMSRMW[LSGERERHWLSYPHLEZIEGGIWWXSMX#²
%W SRI [SVOWLST TEVXMGMTERX TYX MX ³EYXLIRXMGEXMSR
MRZSPZIW XIGLRSPSKMGEP QIEWYVIW SJ ZIVM½GEXMSR ©
For example, biometric systems and digital rights
management are two existing systems of authentication
but, to date, and in spite of huge investment, digital
VMKLXWQEREKIQIRXLEWFIIREGSQTPIXIJEMPYVI´1ER]
I\MWXMRKEXXIQTXWXSGVIEXIW]WXIQWXLEX[SVOMRXLI
virtual space, and cannot be by-passed, have gained
support but have not yet developed momentum to
bring about global change.
%W.SLR'EVVTSMRXIHSYX MRWSQIEVIEW VIKYPEXMSR
QEOIWMHIRXMJ]MRKTISTPIEFMKKIVGLEPPIRKIXLERMX
TIVLETWSYKLXXSFI³*SVI\EQTPIMRXLI9/QSFMPI
TLSRIWEVIRSXWSPHXSTISTPIYRHIVERHWSEVI
designed, positioned and bought by parents and
given to their children. However, in restricting access

XSWTIGM½GGSRXIRXWYGLEWKEQFPMRKWMXIWERHTSVR
EQSFMPISTIVEXSVMRXLISV]ORS[W[LIXLIVSVRSX
SRISJMXWGYWXSQIVWMWYRHIVXLIEKISJ 7SQI
companies have already said that they intend to
EGLMIZIKVIEXIVPIZIPWSJKVERYPEVMX]JSVXLIWYFW
WSXLEX]SYRKTLSRIYWIVWGSYPHWSSRFIWXVEXM½IH
EWWYFW ¯W ¯WIXG´ &]GSQTEVMRKXI\X
patterns, phone usage and download behaviour, the
HMJJIVIRGIW FIX[IIR E ]IEVSPH KMVP ERH E 
]IEVSPHFS]EVIGPIEVERHWXITWGSYPHFIXEOIRXS
protect them from inappropriate content without
LEZMRKXSORS[XLIMVREQIERHEHHVIWW
However, the big problem is global authenticity:
LEZMRK E W]WXIQ XLEX [SVOW [MXLMR GIVXEMR REXMSREP
or regional boundaries or within certain sectors
FYX RSX SXLIVW MW RSX XLI ERW[IV (MWGYWWMSRW [MXL
FEROW ERH HEXE GSQTERMIW GSRWMWXIRXP] LMKLPMKLXIH
XLI KVS[MRK RIIH JSV³KPSFEP WIGYVI MHIRXMXMIW´ XLEX
could be trusted and used everywhere. While
government-level authentication of identity via
TEWWTSVXFMSQIXVMGMVMWWGERSV-(GEVHMWGSRWMHIVIH
to be largely in hand for the next decade, the more
open issue is that of proving who you are and
so, for instance, how creditworthy you may be in
VIPEXMSR XS E WTIGM½G XVERWEGXMSR 8LMW MW RSX NYWX
about proving that you are who you say you are
when at home using your PC, but doing so when
you buy something from France over the mobile
MRXIVRIX[LMPI]SYEVIMR-RHME8LMWWIGSRHPIZIPSJ
authentication of identity is relatively easy to achieve
once you have the right data. However, the problem
is that the existing data that retailers, utilities and
airlines need is currently spread across many other
½VQW GSPPIGXMZIP]WLEVMRKXLMWWSXLEX EWEGYWXSQIV
]SYHSRSXRIIHXSOIITSRTVSZMHMRKREQIEHHVIWW
HEXISJFMVXL 4-2RYQFIVERHTEWW[SVHIEGLXMQI
you want something is the core challenge and hence

:MVXYEPEYXLIRXMGMX]`

A ‘Google Identity’ service or similar that
allows us as customers to consolidate
all our personal data in one place for
sharing with whoever needs access to it
to validate who we are could well be in
common usage by 2020.
EPWS ER STTSVXYRMX] -RMXMEXMZIW PMOI 3TIR-( EVI E
step forward here but many see a more integrated
approach on the horizon.
(MERI'S]PITVIHMGXWXLEX³XIGLRSPSKMGEPWSPYXMSRW[MPP
FIGSQQSRTPEGIMRXLIRI\XJI[]IEVW´;LMPIWSQI
XEOI XLI ZMI[ XLEX XLIVI MW E VSPI JSV XLI ½RERGMEP
WIVZMGIWTPE]IVWWYGLEW:-7% 4E]4EP )\TIVMERSVE
similar organisation to become the host of shared
personal data to validate virtual authenticity, others
WIIXLEXVMKLXRS[XLIPMOIP]GSPPEXSV[MPPFIEGSQTER]
with a broader and established reach – namely

+SSKPI0SSOMRKEXXLIMQTEGXXLIGSQTER]LEWLEH
in the past decade and the data that it already has
on the majority of internet users, some see that a
³+SSKPI-HIRXMX]´ WIVZMGISVWMQMPEVXLEXEPPS[WYWEW
customers to consolidate all our personal data in
one place for sharing with whoever needs access to
it to validate who we are could well be in common
YWEKIF]
;LEXIZIV SVKERMWEXMSR QEOIW XLMW LETTIR QER]
believe that in the course of the next decade the
FYWMRIWWQSHIPWXLEXGVIEXIERIJ½GMIRXERHKPSFEP
GIRXVEPMWIH WSYVGI SJ RSRKSZIVRQIRX PIZIP 
personal data, one that is open and accessible, with
XLI VMKLX TIVQMWWMSRW [MPP LEZI QENSV MQTEGX -X
would be a service that reveals only the relevant
information needed to prove who you are, where
you live or how old you are to the organisation
XLEXRIIHWXSORS['PIEVP]XLIVIEVIWIVMSYWMWWYIW
about privacy and trust that might jeopardise such an
IRHIEZSYVFYXXLISZIVVMHMRKFIRI½XSJLEZMRKSRI
central information point for all may well overcome
this problem.
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Water management
$GYDQFHGZDWHUSXULȣFDWLRQLUULJDWLRQDQGGHVDOLQDWLRQWHFKQRORJLHVDUHXVHG
to help communities manage the growing supply–demand imbalance.
%WLMKLPMKLXIHMRXLIOI]VIWSYVGIGSRWXVEMRXWGLETXIV
water is the resource over which many governments,
corporations and communities have greatest
concern for the future. As populations increase and
move to urban areas, and as consumption rises in
line with economic growth, water stress will be the
main challenge for many parts of the world.
At a basic level, many parts of Africa and Asia will
suffer increased physical water stress as the available
[EXIVTIVTIVWSRJEPPWFIPS[XLI92QMRMQYQXEVKIX
SJ  PMXVIW TIV HE] -R QER] EVIEW WERMXEXMSR MXWIPJ
E921MPPIRRMYQ(IZIPSTQIRXKSEP MWMRGVIEWMRKP]
WIIREWHMJ½GYPXXSEGLMIZI8SHE] EVSYRHFMPPMSR
TISTPI PEGO EGGIWW XS EHIUYEXI WERMXEXMSR ERH XLI
EMQ SJ LEPZMRK XLMW ½KYVI F]  MW PMOIP] XS FI
QMWWIHF]EGSRWMHIVEFPIQEVKMR -RWSQITEVXWSJ
WYF7ELEVER%JVMGEEGLMIZMRKXLMWKSEPIZIRF]
is now considered to be an ambitious target.
*VSQ XLI 97 XS 'LMPI WSYXLIVR )RKPERH XS /IR]E
ERHXLIKVIEXIVTEVXWSJXLI1MHHPI)EWXXS7SYXLIEWX
Asia, water scarcity is forecast to have a severe
MQTEGX SZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI -RHIIH IGSRSQMG
water stress is expected to affect up to half of the
KPSFEP TSTYPEXMSR F]  -R QER] EVIEW MX MW RSX
XLEXXLIVIMWMRWYJ½GMIRX[EXIVSZIVERERRYEPG]GPI
FYXXLEXMXGSQIWMRTIEOWERHXVSYKLW³XLI[VSRK
[EXIV EX XLI [VSRK XMQI MR XLI [VSRK TPEGI´8LMW
MW MRGVIEWMRKP] SGGYVVMRK EW MR SRI WIEWSR ¾SSHMRK

Economic water stress is expected
to affect up to half of the global
population by 2020.
IRGSYVEKIWYWXSKIXVMHSJI\GIWW[EXIVEWUYMGOP]
as possible and, in another, drought leads us to try to
catch every drop.
%GGSVHMRKXSEVIGIRX;SVPH&ERO1G/MRWI]VITSVX
³F]TVSNIGXIHTSTYPEXMSRERHIGSRSQMGKVS[XL
[MPPPIEHXSKPSFEP[EXIVHIQERH MRI\GIWWSJ
GYVVIRXWYTTP]MJRSEHIUYEXIEGXMSRMWXEOIRMRXLI
coming years. This would leave one-third of the
[SVPH´WTSTYPEXMSR[MXLEGGIWWXSSRP]LEPJXLI[EXIV
MXRIIHW´
As governments develop national water strategies
and both cooperate and compete to secure water
supplies, companies will come under increasing
TVIWWYVI XS QEOI QSVI IJJIGXMZI YWI SJ [EXIV MR
XLIMV TVSHYGXMSR TVSGIWWIW 7SQI [MPP JSPPS[ XLI
PIEHXEOIRF]XLIPMOIWSJ7%&1MPPIV4 +ERH(S[
MRWMKRM½GERXP]VIHYGMRK[EXIVGSRWYQTXMSRERHXLI
principle of water footprints will gain fast traction
EW QIHME ERH KSZIVRQIRXW WIIO XS VEMWI TYFPMG
awareness of the water challenge.

`8LIJYXYVISJWIGYVMX]

7SQIEVKYIXLEX³XLI[EXIVTVSFPIQMWRSXSRISJ
[EXIV WGEVGMX] FYX QSVI SJ W]WXIQ QEREKIQIRX´
Therefore, in the next ten years, more pragmatic
short-term solutions to help communities better
manage the rising supply–demand imbalance will be
MQTPIQIRXIHMRWYGLEVIEWEW[EXIVTYVM½GEXMSRERH
irrigation. While the concept of a water grid, able to
shift resources around regions and between buildings
to balance supply and demand, is increasingly
discussed, in many areas the next ten years will be
more about driving consumption behaviour change.
At the same time, the politics of water will continue
to be a crucial issue.‘There are vested interests in the
supply and management of water and the associated
MQTEGX ERH MR¾YIRGI SJ PEVKIWGEPI MRJVEWXVYGXYVI
Most water infrastructures are managed both locally
and regionally but are usually seen from a centralised
TIVWTIGXMZI´
With momentum building up around the issue
of water use, the impetus for improved water
management will increase internationally. While
QENSVXIGLRSPSKMGEPFVIEOXLVSYKLWWYGLEWPS[GSWX
desalination will be sought and become major areas
of investment over the next decade, the utopian
vision of transforming sea water into fresh water
EZEMPEFPI JSV EPP [MPP RSX FI VIEPMWIH ³(IWEPMREXMSR
[MPPVIQEMREPY\YV]JSVVMGLGSYRXVMIWWYGLEW-WVEIP
XLI 9%) 7MRKETSVI ERH 7EYHM%VEFME´ -R EHHMXMSR
³HIWEP[EXIV´ MWXSSTYVIERHWS MRQER]GSYRXVMIW
minerals need to be added to satisfy public health
requirements.

Desalination will remain a luxury for
rich countries.

7SQI WE] XLEX XLI TVSFPIQ MW SRI SJ GSRWYQIV
YRHIVWXERHMRKERHFILEZMSYV-RQER]VIKMSRW[LIVI
supply is not yet constrained, water is seen as having
little value. People pay little attention to water because
it is too cheap for them to care about. The view is
that governments around the world should regulate
such that everyone has a water meter and we can
XLIRFYMPHE[MHIVTYFPMGYRHIVWXERHMRKSJYWEKI -R
general, the privatisation of utilities such as water does
not seem to have been effective and some companies
EVIRS[TVSEGXMZIP]LERHMRKFEGOXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]SJ
VYRRMRKXLIMRJVEWXVYGXYVIXSRSRTVS½XTYFPMGFSHMIW
ERHPSGEPEYXLSVMXMIW+SZIVRERGISRGEXGLQIRXEVIEW
MWOI]LIVI8LI9/W]WXIQMWXLISRP]SRI[LIVIXLI
actual water supply has been privatised but it operates
under government controls – and hence suffers from
an inability to create value for the management
companies.

;EXIVQEREKIQIRX`

‘The water problem is not one of
water scarcity but more of system
management’.
The need to have an infrastructure that provides us
all with water is the driving issue and we need to
question whether large companies and organisations
should be in control of this or whether it requires a
local community focus.There was general agreement
in the varied Future Agenda events that it really
comes down to how you set up the institutions
to achieve the aims and overcome the challenges
EX E PSGEP PIZIP -R YVFER IRZMVSRQIRXW MR EHHMXMSR
to forcing us to reconsider certain lifestyles water
scarcity could open up opportunities for innovation in
areas such as water capture, treatment, conservation
ERH IJ½GMIRG] 'LERKIW MR FILEZMSYV [MPP VIUYMVI
measuring our water consumption before we can
manage it and solutions such as smart metering will
½RHXLIMV[E]MRXSSYVLSQIW
Community-driven mechanisms are particularly
important in developing countries to ensure equity
ERH IJJIGXMZIRIWW 3RI WYKKIWXMSR MR -RHME [EW XS

[SVO QSVI GPSWIP] [MXL [SQIR EW MR XLI QEMR MR
many regions, it is they who fetch and carry water
and therefore control access. There is also much
XS FI KEMRIH JVSQ QEOMRK XLI QSWX SJ I\MWXMRK
resources by reducing wastage, increasing water
reuse, desalination and groundwater recharge.
7MQTPIFYXLMKLP]IJJIGXMZIXLMRKWPMOIVEMRLEVZIWXMRK
QEOIELYKIHMJJIVIRGIERH MRXLIJYXYVI FYMPHMRKW
will be better designed to align with this need.
The Economist is optimistic about the future and
argues that change will happen where it is needed
QSWX³-X[MPP FIMR EVIEWSJ LMKL TSPMXMGEP IGSRSQMG
ERH WSGMEP RIIH XLEX XLI OI] XIGLRSPSKMGEP GLERKI
MR[EXIV[MPPSGGYV´8LMWMW[L]7MRKETSVIMWWYGLE
focus for water and its investment in low-cost
desalination may be pivotal in the next decade.
³&SXL JVSQ KSZIVRQIRX ERH GSQTERMIW WYGL EW
,]¾Y\ QER]WIIXLEX7MRKETSVIMWELYFSJ[EXIV
XIGLRSPSK] HIZIPSTQIRX´ 3XLIVW EVI RSX UYMXI
so hopeful.
What everyone can agree on is that the issue is
critical and that the right for all to have access to
clean water is a priority. Therefore, a primary focus
over the next decade will be to manage our supplies
so as to enable this to happen.
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The future of locality

Finally we come to the future of all things local.
With urbanisation an overarching mega-trend
and so more of us, on average, living in urban
IRZMVSRQIRXWMRXLERHSXSHE]XLIMRGVIEWMRK
role of cities is another theme that drew a mass
of comment and debate throughout the Future
Agenda programme. From the design of future
cities to the increasing political and economic
MR¾YIRGISJXLI[SVPH´WQIKEGMXMIWSRXLIKPSFEP
stage, as well as how they compete, there is
evidently change in the air. There are also related
changes regarding the buildings in which we will
PMZIERH[SVOERHLS[[I[MPPKIXXSERHJVSQ
XLIQ-REHHMXMSR[MXLMRXLMWGPYWXIVSJXSTMGWPMROIH
to locality, we also cover such issues as future
GSQQYRMXMIWJIIHMRKXLIQERHQEOMRKQSVI
effective use of waste as a resource – all issues
around which many have strong opinions for the
future as well as some pretty clear directions
already being established. The environments in
[LMGL[IPMZIXEOIXMQIXSGLERKI¯YVFERTPERRIVW
SJXIR[SVOMRXMQIJVEQIWSJHIGEHIW,S[IZIV
from the programme discussions, it is apparent that
tangible change within the next ten years is both
possible and probable in several areas and so these
are the ones that we have highlighted here.

The topics covered in the following pages are:
Almost zero waste
&VMHKMRKXLIPEWXQMPI
Community living
(IRWIGMXMIW
-RXIPPMKIRXFYMPHMRKW
Local foods
Mega-city states
Migration magnets

Almost zero waste
Escalating waste production and new attitudes, approaches, regulation and
business models lead many to aim for an almost zero-waste society.
7SQI GSQQIRXEXSVW TVIHMGX XLEX XLI EQSYRX SJ
waste being generated will double over the next
twenty years. This is due to increasing population,
increasing urbanisation and increasing consumption.
The problem is shared with energy, food and water
supplies because the richer people get, the more
XLI]YWI;EWXIMWEPVIEH]XLIWSYVGISJEPQSWX 
SJXLI[SVPH´WKVIIRLSYWIKEWIWQSWXP]MRXLIJSVQ
of methane from rotting food. However, although
great improvements have been made in dealing with
it, the importance of waste management has been
low on the collective agenda for too long.
8LI EZIVEKI %QIVMGER XLVS[W E[E] SZIV  OK
SJVYFFMWLIEGL]IEV[LMPI MR)YVSTI IEGLTIVWSR
TVSHYGIW SZIV  OK SJ HSQIWXMG [EWXI ERH XLI
HIZIPSTMRK REXMSRW EVI GEXGLMRK YT JEWX &] 
-RHMERW [MPP FI TVSHYGMRK X[MGI EW QYGL EW XLI]
do now and Chinese people three times as much.
On top of this, we generate huge quantities of
GSRWXVYGXMSRHIFVMW MRHYWXVMEPIJ¾YIRX QMRIXEMPMRKW
WI[EKIVIWMHYIERHEKVMGYPXYVEP[EWXI (IEPMRK[MXL
it all is a costly exercise: rich countries spend some
FMPPMSRE]IEVHMWTSWMRKSJXLIMVQYRMGMTEP[EWXI
EPSRIERHERSXLIVFMPPMSRSRMRHYWXVMEP[EWXI
-RERYQFIVSJGSYRXVMIWXLITVMQEV]QIERWSJ[EWXI
HMWTSWEP MW PERH½PP ERH QER] WII XLEX XLMW GERRSX
GSRXMRYI¯EWMHIJVSQXLIEWWSGMEXIHVMWOWXSLYQER
LIEPXLERHXLIPSGEPIRZMVSRQIRX XLIVIWMQTP]MWR´X
IRSYKLPERHXS½PP=IXXLIQEMREPXIVREXMZI FYVRMRK

waste, can be just as bad, both for people and for
the planet.
The problem is that, with current practices, the world
NYWXGER´XGSTI1ER][SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXWWYKKIWXIH
that we need to decouple waste generation from
IGSRSQMGKVS[XL-X´WEGLEPPIRKIXSGLERKITISTPI´W
mindsets but some regions have already introduced
major initiatives to both reduce the amount of waste
produced and also increase the levels of recycling.
%X SRI I\XVIQI MR TPEGIW PMOI 7ER *VERGMWGS RI[
technologies are being introduced to automatically
WSVXHSQIWXMGXVEWLERHWSVIHYGIPERH½PP-RLMWMRMXMEP
ZMI[SRXLIJYXYVISJ[EWXI -ER;MPPMEQWWYKKIWXIH
XLEX³MR7[MX^IVPERHXLITVEGXMGISJHSQIWXMGWSVXMRK
of waste has become so culturally ingrained that the
country achieves some of the highest recycling rates
MR XLI HIZIPSTIH [SVPH´ ,S[IZIV WIZIVEP TISTPI
UYIWXMSRXLMWEWEQSHIPJSVSXLIVW³-[SRHIVLS[
far this model is transferable to other economies
ERHGYPXYVIW#´³-GERWIIE2SVXL)YVSTIEREHSTXMSR
UYMGOIVXLERER%WMERSRIERHWSUYIWXMSRMXWSZIVEPP
MQTEGX´
-RSXLIVTPEGIWIZIRLMKLIVPIZIPWEVIFIMRKEGLMIZIH
For instance, some claim that in Mumbai the natural
W]WXIQ SJ HSQIWXMG WSVXMRK XS VEKTMGOIVW SR XLI
GMX]´W HYQTW QIERW XLEX VIG]GPMRK VEXIW XST  
-R SRI 1YQFEM [SVOWLST MX [EW GPEMQIH XLEX XLMW
½KYVIMWEGXYEPP]RIEVIV 8LEXWEMHRSQEXXIVLS[
good Mumbai is at collecting its rubbish, its record

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

Mumbai model of waste collection. Alternative
approaches are needed.
A primary focus of regulatory and governmental
attention in many countries has been on waste
production by industry. Whether targeting waste
HMWGLEVKIMRXSVMZIVWVIG]GPMRKSJOI]QEXIVMEPWHIWMKR
for disassembly practices or replacement of multiple
plastic components with more sustainable options,
industries around the world are being encouraged
to improve production processes and reduce waste.
,S[IZIV MRSYV[SVOWLSTW MX[EWIQTLEWMWIHXLEX
not enough progress has been made and that, to
WYGGIWWJYPP] XEGOPI XLI [EWXI GLEPPIRKI ERH QSZI
us to a more balanced system, three primary
HIZIPSTQIRXWRIIHXS¯ERHQSWXPMOIP][MPP¯XEOI
place over the next decade.

MRHMWTSWMRKSJMXMWTSSV(YQTWEVIYRVIKYPEXIHWS
JSV I\EQTPI XLI GMX]´W FMKKIWX PERH½PP WMXI (ISREV
has no measures to control leaching, which means
XS\MRWEVIEPPS[IHXS¾S[XLVSYKLXLIWYVVSYRHMRK
QEVWLIWERHMRXSXLI%VEFMER7IE
1YQFEM´W[EWXIGSPPIGXMSRTVSGIWWIJJIGXMZIP][SVOW
largely because there are enough poor people
prepared to go through the cast-offs of the rich.
0SSOMRK JSV[EVH MX MW EVKYIH EW MRHMZMHYEP [IEPXL
increases and the incentives change, the system will
GLERKIERHTVSFEFP]FIGSQIPIWWIJ½GMIRX'IVXEMRP]
few other countries would welcome the current

8LI½VWXSJXLIWIMWMQTVSZMRKGSRWYQIVE[EVIRIWW
-X MW EVKYIH XLEX IZIR MR WSQI PIEHMRK )YVSTIER
countries, our eco-literacy is still very low. Although
TPEGIWPMOI%YWXVMEEVIWIIRXSFI[IPPELIEHMRXLMW
VIWTIGX XLIVIMWMRKIRIVEPEPEGOSJYRHIVWXERHMRK
of the impact that waste has on the environment
ERH XLI IGSRSQ] ERH XLI ORSGOSR IJJIGXW SJ
transporting and burning waste. As such, we can
I\TIGXEWMKRM½GERXVEQTMRKYTSJWGLSSPIHYGEXMSR
media campaigns and local council initiatives in the
next ten years to nudge people towards behaviour
change. ‘A world where we focus as much on waste
TVIZIRXMSREWSR[EWXIXVIEXQIRXMWIWWIRXMEP´
7IGSRHP]XLIQMRHWIXSJQER]MRMRHYWXV]EW[IPPEW
consumers, will need to shift towards waste being
seen as a resource rather than a by-product. As the
cost of dealing with waste escalates, new regulation
around full cradle-to-grave product lifecycles comes
MRXSJSVGIERHWXSVMIWWYGLEW2MOI´WYWISJVIG]GPIH

%PQSWX^IVS[EWXI`

The mindset of many in industry, as well
as consumers, will need to shift towards
waste being seen as a resource rather
than a by-product.
TPEWXMGWJSVMXW;SVPH'YTWLMVXWKEMRXVEGXMSR
QER] WII XLEX E JYRHEQIRXEP VIXLMRO [MPP SGGYV
as innovative businesses consider the possible
opportunities presented by waste materials. While
this may start with the more precious materials
in short supply – and therefore be of particular
MRXIVIWXXSXLIIPIGXVSRMGWWIGXSV¯MX[MPPUYMGOP]¾S[
through into the mainstream world of plastic bottles,
automotive components and food.
*SSH[EWXIMWMRGVIEWMRKP]ERMWWYI-RXLI9/XSHE]
SZIV   SJ JSSH MW [EWXIH MR XLI 97 XLI ½KYVI
MWIZIRLMKLIV -RE[SVPH[LIVIJSSHWIGYVMX]ERH
WYTTP] EVI FIGSQMRK OI] MWWYIW QER] SFWIVZIVW
argue that a tipping point will be reached where
attitudes to waste have to change. One suggestion
in Mumbai was that we should learn from the past
¯[L]RSXVIXYVRXSXLIHE]W[LIVILE[OIVWEXXLI
train station offer tea from clay cups rather than

polystyrene alternatives which are cast aside and
scattered across the platform?
Thirdly, and arguably most critically, new business
models for waste management will come into force
SZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI -R QSWX GSYRXVMIW [EWXI MW
seen from a centralised view with big investments
MR MRGMRIVEXSVW ERH XLI PMOI 8LI XVSYFPI MW XLEX
both the problem and the solution to better waste
management is one that sits more comfortably in
a small and distributed model. Local sorting and
localised reuse are catalysts for major improvements
MR [EWXI QEREKIQIRX FYX XLI ½RERGMEP MRGIRXMZIW
EVIVEVIP]XLIVI )ZIR[LIVIXLIVIEVI MRPSGEXMSRW
WYGL EW 1YQFEM EPPIKIHP] ³GSVVYTX TSPMXMGMERW EVI
supporting the creation of large centralised mixed
waste processing plants that will add complexity,
increase cost and reduce the overall system
IJ½GMIRG]´
Around the world, we heard that this shift towards
localised business models, ones in which we have
‘a more intelligent way of managing resources on
SYV SZIVEPP FEPERGI WLIIXW´ MW FSXL IWWIRXMEP ERH MJ
ER]XLMRKWMKRM½GERXMWXSVIEPP]GLERKILMKLP]TVSFEFPI
+SZIVRQIRXW ERH VIKYPEXSVW WLSYPH TIVLETW XEOI
note.
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&VMHKMRKXLIPEWXQMPI
0DNLQJSXEOLFWUDQVSRUWDVȤH[LEOHDVSULYDWHIRFXVHVDWWHQWLRQRQLPSURYLQJ
the last mile between multimodal hubs and the home/work destination.
8LI GSRGITX SJ³XLI PEWX QMPI´ GEQI MRXS GSQQSR
language when telecommunications and cable
television companies sought to deliver faster and
better services to their customers. Although they
GER KIX HEXE XS LYFW ERH I\GLERKIW UYMGOP] ERH
cheaply, the challenge becomes far more complicated
[LIRMXGSQIWXSVIEGLMRKXLI½REPHIWXMREXMSRWERH
wires and cables have to fan out to multiple homes
ERH SJ½GIW 2SX SRP] MW GSRRIGXMRK XLI PEWX QMPI
QSVII\TIRWMZIXLERSXLIVTEVXWSJERIX[SVOFYX
it is also often in the last mile where loss of service
quality occurs: reliability diminishes the farther you
are away from the local exchange.

This issue was seen to be just as
WMKRM½GERXMR(IPLMERH7LERKLEMEWMX
was in Brussels and Los Angeles.

The same challenge occurs in the logistics sector
as organisations increasingly offer their customers
HMVIGXHIPMZIVMIWXSLSQISVSJ½GI1ER]½VQWLEZI
therefore been trying to optimise an increasingly
GSQTPI\ W]WXIQ ERH WQSSXL XLI WYTTP] GLEMR -R
addition, in many developing countries, the last mile
has become a major problem for the distribution
of healthcare services and medicines, especially
ones such as vaccines that often require chilled
IRZMVSRQIRXW 97%-( EQSRK SXLIV SVKERMWEXMSRW
has responded by investing in the development of
new tools and approaches to modify their supply
GLEMRWMR%JVMGEERHMQTVSZIXLI½REPPIKSJHIPMZIV]
from urban depot to village health centre.

mile is an equal if not greater challenge for people
QSZIQIRX &VMHKMRK XLI PEWX QMPI SV ½VWX QMPI  EX
the start and end of the daily commute from home
XS [SVO ERH FEGO [EW WIIR EW SRI [E] MR [LMGL
we can improve personal mobility and encourage
TISTPIXSQEOIFIXXIVYWISJTYFPMGXVERWTSVX ERH
LIRGIVIP]PIWWSRXLIGEV-RXIVIWXMRKP]XLMWMWWYI[EW
WIIRXSFINYWXEWWMKRM½GERXMR(IPLMERH7LERKLEM
EWMX[EWMR&VYWWIPWERH0SW%RKIPIW%PXLSYKLXLIVI
are notable differences in the journey lengths and
modes of transport, the principle is exactly the same:
LS[HS[IFIXXIVGSRRIGXXLILSQISV[SVOTPEGI
XS ER IJ½GMIRX XVERWTSVX LYF#8LI GSRGIVR LIVI MW
XLEX GSQQYXIVW WIIQ HMWMRGPMRIH XS QEOI FIXXIV
YWISJXLITYFPMGXVERWTSVXW]WXIQWWSMJXLIKETMWR´X
FVMHKIHXLI][MPP½RHEHHMXMSREPVIEWSRWJSVWXMGOMRK
XSXLIMVGEVW-RQER]GSYRXVMIWEGSVITVSFPIQ[MXL
XLI½VWXPEWXQMPIMWWYIMWXLEXMXMRHYGIWTISTPIXSYWI
their vehicles for the whole journey and therefore
bypass public transport completely. Many in our
[SVOWLSTWEKVIIH³'EVWEVIYWIHSRP]FIGEYWISJE
PEGOSJFIXXIVEPXIVREXMZIW´

While these are all clearly major concerns, an issue
VEMWIHMRWIZIVEPSJXLI[SVOWLSTW[EWXLEXXLIPEWX

(IEPMRK [MXL XLI PSKMWXMGW WIGXSV XS FIKMR [MXL
[LIVI EGGSVHMRK XS XLI 'SYRGMP SJ 7YTTP] 'LEMR

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

Cars are used only because of a lack of
better alternatives.
1EREKIQIRX 4VSJIWWMSREPW   SJ XVERWTSVXEXMSR
costs are on average incurred in the last mile, there
are lessons both good and bad to be learned.
Firstly, the argument that home delivery is both
QSVIGSRZIRMIRXERHQSVIIJ½GMIRXLEWFIIRKEMRMRK
KVSYRHSZIVVIGIRX]IEVW)WTIGMEPP][MXLXLIVMWIMR
internet shopping, the opportunities for individuals
and businesses have been clear: customers can get
exactly what they want, delivered directly to their
HSSVW ERH WS HS RSX RIIH XS QEOI E NSYVRI] XS
EWLSTSVWYTTPMIVXLIQWIPZIW%WEVIWYPX IJ½GMIRX
HMWXVMFYXMSR ½VQW GER FYMPH E LIEPXL] FYWMRIWW
JYP½PPMRK XLMW RIIH -R EHHMXMSR XLI IRZMVSRQIRXEP
advantages have been highlighted to support the
GEYWI VIWIEVGL MR XLI 9/ JSV I\EQTPI LEW WLS[R
that a typical van-based home delivery service
TVSHYGIW SRP]   SJ XLI '3 emissions resulting
JVSQ MRHMZMHYEPW´ EZIVEKI XVMTW XS XLI WLSTW F] GEV
And the carbon footprint for a shopper going by
bus is seven times greater than the home delivery
option. On the downside, however, such has been
the success of the home delivery model in many
countries that it has attracted too many competitors
and there is now increasing congestion as multiple
deliveries are made to the same addresses each day.
8SGSYRXIVWYGLTVSFPIQW SVKERMWEXMSRWPMOI72'*
are planning integrated freight deliveries that bring
XSKIXLIVQYPXMTPIWYTTPMIVW´GSRWMKRQIRXWMRXSWMRKPI
shipments per destination. Accompanied by more
MRXIPPMKIRXTEGOEKIXVEGOMRKXIGLRSPSKMIW GSQTERMIW
WYGL EW 947 ERH *IH)\ WMQMPEVP] PSSO XS JYVXLIV
optimise and consolidate the last mile.

For people movement, the future is less technology
FEWIH FYX WLEVIW WSQI GSVI XLMROMRK [MXL XLI
PSKMWXMGWTIVWTIGXMZI QSWXWMKRM½GERXP] XLIGLEPPIRKI
is to provide seamless access and interaction with
different transport systems at local hubs. For many
would-be users of public transport, a fundamental
issue is how they get to their nearest access point.
While cycling is a common option worldwide, in many
countries no provision is made either for allowing
bicycles onto buses or trains, or for secure storage
at the local hub, never mind providing cycles to rent
EXXLISXLIVIRH-RZIWXQIRXWEVIFIMRKQEHIEGVSWW
many urban areas, from Paris and Amsterdam to
0SRHSRERH7ER*VERGMWGSXSEHHVIWWXLMWMQFEPERGI
)PWI[LIVIKSMRKSRJSSXMWERSTXMSRFYXRSXJSVEPP
³'MXMIWMR-RHMELEZIEZIV]TSSV±[EPOEFMPMX]MRHI\²
;EPOMRK MW QEHI MQTSWWMFPI RSX NYWX FIGEYWI SJ
harsh weather conditions (extreme heat, rain and
GSPH  FYX EPWS FIGEYWI SJ XLI EFWSPYXIP] EXVSGMSYW
WXEXI SJ JSSXTEXLW MR QER] -RHMER GMXMIW´ -R SXLIV
areas, the problem can be addressed by providing
KSSHGEVTEVOMRKWTEGIWEXLYFWWYGLEWFYWHITSXW
and railway stations.
-REFMHXSSJJIVTVEGXMGEPWSPYXMSRWXLEX[MPPIRGSYVEKI
greater use of public systems, some countries are
FYMPHMRKMRXIKVEXIHXVERWTSVXLYFWJSPPS[MRK8SO]SERH
1YRMGLEWVSPIQSHIPW XSEPPS[IJ½GMIRXQYPXMQSHEP
TYFPMG XVERWTSVX MR &SKSXj ERH 7LERKLEM -R WSQI
places these are being funded by governments
but in others large employers are paying for the
MRJVEWXVYGXYVIMRZIWXQIRX+MZIRXLIEHZERXEKIWXSFI
gained in terms of reducing overall commuting time

Cities in India have a very poor
“walkability index”.

&VMHKMRKXLIPEWXQMPI`

and providing less stressful travel, companies in several
developing economies are placing an emphasis on this.
Accompanied by more integrated communication and
XMGOIXMRKW]WXIQW[LMGLEPPS[IEW]W[MXGLMRKJVSQSRI
mode of transport to another, many urban planners
see that by the end of the decade people could be
QSZMRKXSERHJVSQ SRERHSJJIJ½GMIRXERH¾I\MFPI
transport systems as smoothly as parcels through a
PSKMWXMGWRIX[SVO

By the end of the decade people could
be moving to and from, on and off
IJ½GMIRXERH¾I\MFPIXVERWTSVXW]WXIQW
as smoothly as parcels through a
logistics network.

7YGLMWXLIZEVMIX]SJGMX]WGETIWEVSYRHXLI[SVPH
XLEXXLIVIGERFIRSMHIEPFPYITVMRX[LMGL[MPP[SVO
IZIV][LIVI FYX XLI GSQQSR EQFMXMSR SJ QEOMRK

TYFPMG XVERWTSVX EW ¾I\MFPI EW MRHMZMHYEP XVERWTSVX
MWKIRIVEXMRKQSQIRXYQ KPSFEPP] &VMHKMRKXLEXPEWX
QMPIMWOI]XSXLMW
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Community living
In rural and urban environments, the community is a prized goal for the
middle-aged middle classes as they seek to reconnect with ‘people like us’.
-R E RYQFIV SJ XLI *YXYVI %KIRHE IZIRXW XLI
MRGVIEWMRK RSX HIGVIEWMRK  HIWMVI EQSRK QER] SJ
us to reconnect with others in deeper, closer and
more localised communities came up as an issue.
-R HMWGYWWMSRW EFSYX XLI JYXYVI SJ GMXMIW MR )YVSTI
³ZMPPEKI´ GSQQYRMXMIW [MXLMR GMXMIW ¯ [LIVI PSGEP
facilities, local identities and closer connections all
I\MWX¯[IVIVITIEXIHP]LMKLPMKLXIHEWOI]MRKVIHMIRXW
for sustainable urban living: examples ranging from
+VIIR[MGL:MPPEKIXS,EQTWXIEHXS8LI1EVEMW[IVI
given as role models. The need for a community
to provide a common set of values and stability
for people with increasingly complex lives was also
VIGSKRMWIH MR E [SVOWLST LIPH MR ER 3\JSVHWLMVI
ZMPPEKITYF -RXLI97% XLIVMWMRKTSTYPEVMX]SJKEXIH
GSQQYRMXMIWSJXIRQEVOIXIHEWTPEGIWJSV³TISTPIPMOI
YW´[EWRSXIHRSXNYWXMRXLIJEWXKVS[MRKWTVE[PWSJ
Las Vegas and Houston but also in more established
PSGEXMSRWWYGLEW;EWLMRKXSRERH'LMGEKS(MWGYWWMSRW
MR-RHMEMHIRXM½IHXLIWIKVIKEXMSRSJKVSYTWSJTISTPI
on a building-by-building basis as both notable and a
growing trend – not just through an economic lens,
but also by creed. All over the world, it seems that
TISTPI EVI PSSOMRK XS VIGSRRIGX [MXL PMOIQMRHIH
others, with common values or similar status, as part
of a growing desire for community living.
3RSRIPIZIPXLIVIMWRSXLMRKRI[MRXLMW -RQER]
places, ethnic groups already choose to live together
[MXLMRWTIGM½G^SRIWSVEVIEW'LMREXS[RMWTSWWMFP]
the most visible manifestation of this in numerous

GMXMIWFYXXLMROEPWSSJXLI+VIIOGSQQYRMX][MXLMR
1IPFSYVRIGMXMIWPMOI&VEHJSVHMRXLI9/[LIVIXLIVI
MWELMKLGSRGIRXVEXMSRSJ4EOMWXERMW KE]GIRXVIWMR
7ER*VERGMWGS 6MSERH7]HRI] ERHIZIRXLII\TEX
KVSYTMRKW MR QER] GETMXEPW JVSQ (IPLM ERH &IMNMRK
XS &SKSXj ERH %ROEVE 4IVLETW EW I\IQTPM½IH F]
.I[MWL KLIXXSW TISTPI SJ WMQMPEV FEGOKVSYRH LEZI
always lived together. What is changing, however, is
XLI REXYVI SJ XLI KVSYTMRKW SJ³TISTPI PMOI YW´ ERH
also the manifestation of community living.
At one extreme, we have the steady rise of gated
GSQQYRMXMIW [LMGL WIIO XS MWSPEXI XLI VMGL SV
XLI YTTIV GPEWWIW -R &VE^MP ³GSRHSQuRMS JIGLEHS´
are closed housing estates with their own power
supply, sanitation and security to protect residents
JVSQ XLI ZMSPIRX SYXWMHI [SVPH 7MQMPEVP] MR TSWX
ETEVXLIMH7SYXL%JVMGE³WIGYVMX]ZMPPEKIW´SV³IRGPSWIH
RIMKLFSYVLSSHW´JYP½PEWMQMPEVJYRGXMSR-R%VKIRXMRE
³FEVVMSW TVMZEHSW´ LEZI FIIR WIIR EW E W]QFSP SJ
[IEPXL [LMPI MR 7EYHM %VEFME KEXIH GSQQYRMXMIW
exist to accommodate Westerners and their families.
The suburb of Fairview in the TV show Desperate
Housewives is a typical media view of an American
gated community. At the other end of the scale, we
GERGPIEVP]WIIEVIEWSJGMXMIWXLEXQEVOIXXLIQWIPZIW
EWLEZMRKWTIGM½GUYEPMXMIWMRSVHIVXSEXXVEGXGIVXEMR
types of people and, in some cases, they compete
[MXLIEGLSXLIVXSEXXVEGXWTIGM½GKVSYTW-R0SRHSR
this is visible at many levels, with the competition
FIX[IIR 'LMW[MGO ,EQTWXIEH ERH &EVRIW JSV

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

People are looking to reconnect with
like-minded others, with common values
or similar status.
young families being emulated by the Marylebone
ZIVWYW /IRWMRKXSR ZIVWYW -WPMRKXSR GSQTIXMXMSR JSV
TVIJEQMP] TVSJIWWMSREPW ³:MPPEKI PMZMRK´ [MXLMR GMXMIW
around the world has become an important feature
of the real estate business.
One commenter on the Future Agenda blog
envisaged ‘a rise in gated communities as the poor
KIXTSSVIVERHXLIVMGLKIXVMGLIV-RJEGX-WIIKEXIH
cities re-emerging. Not only will we have subdivisions
of major fast-growing cities such as Las Vegas (with
MXWMQFEPERGIHIGSRSQMGHMWXVMFYXMSR GSRXMRYMRKXS
KMZI VMWI XS KEXIH GSQQYRMXMIW FYX EPWS - WII XLEX
OI];IWXIVRGMXMIW[MPPFIGSQIIPIGXVSRMGEPP][EPPIH
.YWX EW MR QIHMIZEP XMQIW FIMRK MRWMHI VEXLIV XLER
SYXWMHIXLI[EPPEXXMQIWSJGVMWMW[MPPFITMZSXEP´
-R XLI [SVOWLST HMWGYWWMSRW XLI MRGVIEWMRK
WMKRM½GERGI SJ GSQQYRMX] PMZMRK [EW WMKREPPIH
numerous times with several different underlying
drivers. Foremost of these, and a shift from the past,
is the practical freedom for some to select where to
PMZIERH[SVOIREFPIHF]FSXLRI[XIGLRSPSKMIWERH
RI[[E]WSJ[SVOMRK8LIVSPPSYXSJ½\IHEW[IPPEW
mobile high-speed broadband in many countries has
given individuals the ability to connect with others
ER][LIVI MR XLI [SVPH EW IJ½GMIRXP] EW FIMRK MR E
GSVTSVEXISJ½GI8LMWQIERWXLEXTISTPIMRXLIQSWX
remote of villages will soon be able to access and
share data as effectively as those in the heart of the
metropolis.

As urbanisation drives a growing exodus of populations
from rural communities into cities, in some regions
the countryside is gradually becoming a place where
only the wealthy can live – effectively a playground for
XLIVMGL%GGSQTER]MRKXLMW XLIEHSTXMSRSJ¾I\MFPI
[SVOMRK F] GSVTSVEXI IQTPS]IVW QIERW XLEX WSQI
IQTPS]IIWGERIRNS]XLIFIRI½XSJXLMW TEVXMGYPEVP]
EW XLI RIIH XS FI EX [SVO XS FI WIIR XS LEZI E
³TVSTIV´NSFMWSRXLIHIGPMRIERHMRGVIEWMRKRYQFIVW
SJ ORS[PIHKI [SVOIVW HIGMHI XS KS JVIIPERGI *VII
EKIRXW EPVIEH] EGGSYRX JSV SZIV   SJ [SVOIVW MR
XLI 97 ERH XLMW TVSTSVXMSR MW I\TIGXIH XS I\GIIH
 MRXLIRI\XHIGEHIEWQSVITISTPIGLSSWIXS
[SVOSYXWMHIXLIGSVTSVEXIRSVQ
%W[IPSSOELIEH XLITSXIRXMEPJSVYWRSXXSLEZI
XS GSQQYXI SR E HEMP] FEWMW MW MRGVIEWMRK 6EXLIV
XLER JEGMRK PSRK NSYVRI]W XS ERH JVSQ [SVO EW
YVFER GSRKIWXMSR MRGVIEWIW ERH XLI ½RERGMEP
GSWX SJ GSQQYXMRK KVS[W VIQSXI [SVOMRK ERH
telepresence will enable more and more of us to
EZSMHYRTVSHYGXMZIXVEZIP&]XLIVIMWJSVIGEWX
to be an overall decline in the number of people in
)YVSTIGSQQYXMRKXSERSJ½GI%XXLIWEQIXMQI
within each local area, the rise of community hubs
[LIVITISTPIGERGSRRIGXFSXLWSGMEPP]ERHJSV[SVO
MWI\TIGXIHXSMRGVIEWI%WXLITIVZEWMZI7XEVFYGOW
STXMSRJSVXLIJVIIPERGI[SVOIVFIGSQIWXSSKVIEX
a compromise, many developers are now including

In some regions the countryside is
gradually becoming a place where only
the wealthy can live – effectively a
playground for the rich.

'SQQYRMX]PMZMRK`

HIHMGEXIH¾I\MFPI[SVOWTEGIW[MXLMRRI[LSYWMRK
HIZIPSTQIRXW -R EHHMXMSR EW GSPSGEXMSR SJ [SVO
and home becomes part of many urban planning
WGIREVMSW SJ½GIWTEGIMWMRGVIEWMRKP]FIMRKMRGPYHIH
in mixed developments so that the daily commute
could become a thirty-second ride in a lift.
The challenge for many urban planners and social
WGMIRXMWXWMW½RHMRKXS[LEXI\XIRXGSQQYRMX]PMZMRK
can be planned versus accommodated: how much
is it about zoning and cul-de-sacs, as occurs in many
new cities, rather than natural movement as districts
build up new identities and so attract different groups
SJPMOIQMRHIHMRHMZMHYEPW#3JGSYVWI MXGSYPHEPPKS
FEHP] [VSRK 8LI EYXLSV .+ &EPPEVH [EW IWTIGMEPP]
MRXIVIWXIH MR LS[ TISTPI PMZMRK XSKIXLIV MR EVXM½GMEP
environments often become detached from the
VIEP[SVPH 7IZIVEPSJLMWPEXIVRSZIPW WYGLEWSuperCannes, Cocaine Nights and Millennium People,
revisited the concept explored in his earlier High-Rise
of how tribalism could re-emerge within planned
GSQQYRMXMIW2IEP7XITLIRWSR´WWGMIRGI½GXMSRRSZIP
Snow Crash highlights a future where mass-produced
gated communities operate as independent sovereign
GMX]WXEXIWORS[REW³FYVFGPEZIW´

The challenge for many urban planners
ERHWSGMEPWGMIRXMWXWMW½RHMRKXS[LEX
extent community living can be planned
versus accommodated.
Although in many parts of the world, returning to
XLIVIEPZMPPEKIGSQQYRMX] EWTVIJIVVIHMR)YVSTI 
is not an option and the rural-to-urban migration
MW HI½RMXIP] E SRI[E] NSYVRI] XLI MQTYPWI JSV
VIGSRRIGXMRK [MXL³TISTPI PMOI YW´ MW E LMKLP] ZMWMFPI
trend in an increasing number of cities. For example,
in Mumbai this is illustrated by new apartment
FPSGOW FIMRK VIWIVZIH JSV WTIGM½G GVIIHW ERH MR
(YFEM F] XLI HMZMWMSR FIX[IIR REXMSREPW ERH I\
TEXW +MZIREPPSJXLMW MXETTIEVWXLEX EPXLSYKLGMXMIW
are becoming more international and multicultural
MR XLIMV SZIVEPP QEOIYT LYQER REXYVI GSRXMRYIW
to draw us towards those with similar mindsets and
behaviours.
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(IRWIGMXMIW
$VXUEDQPLJUDWLRQLQFUHDVHVHIȣFLHQWGHQVHO\SRSXODWHGFLWLHVQRW
distributed options, are the blueprints for more sustainable places to live.
&]  RIEVP]  FMPPMSR%WMERW [MPP PMZI MR GMXMIW
This urban growth is being fuelled by new levels of
mobility and the migration of diverse populations
[MXLMR REXMSRW ¯ IWTIGMEPP] MR 'LMRE -RHME ERH
&VE^MP8LIWI VYVEPXSYVFER QMKVERXW EVI EXXVEGXIH
to live in cities by a number of factors – more
opportunities, better jobs, better education and
better healthcare. However, while a better quality of
life is the aspiration, often the reality is very different.
)WTIGMEPP] MR%JVMGE YRIQTPS]IH YVFER TSTYPEXMSRW
JVIUYIRXP]GSRKVIKEXIMRWUYEXXIVGEQTW -RHIIH EW
they grow, most cities experience an equal growth in
WPYQW ,EZMRK³X[SGMXMIWMRSRI´ MWGSQQSRERHXLI
frequent attempts to shift the slums to the periphery
MRGVIEWIW XLI VMGL¯TSSV KET ERH QEOIW GMXMIW PIWW
sustainable: low-wage populations in particular need
XS FI RIEV XS XLIMV [SVO WS XLEX XLI] GER WTIRH
more time earning and less time travelling.
%GGSVHMRKXSXLI92 SRI½JXLSJEPPYVFERLSYWMRK
comprises temporary structures and a third of
XLI[SVPH´WYVFERTSTYPEXMSRPMZIWMRWPYQW -RWYF
7ELEVER%JVMGESZIV SJTISTPIPMZIMRYRTPERRIH
areas. ‘One billion people live in disease-spreading
slums characterised by inadequate housing, unsafe
HVMROMRK[EXIVERHSTIRWI[IVW]WXIQW8LMWQEOIW
the builders of informal housing the largest housing
developers in the world and it is they who are
GVIEXMRKXLIGMXMIWSJXSQSVVS[´

,S[IZIV EW 6MGO] &YVHIXX LMKLPMKLXIH [MXL XLI
VMKLXHIGMWMSRW[IGEREHHVIWWXLITVSFPIQW³8EOI
for example, Ciudad Neza in Mexico City where,
as hundreds of thousand immigrants arrive each
]IEV ER STIRIRHIH ERH RIX[SVOIH GSQQYRMX] MW
succeeding in establishing a lively economy out of
PMXIVEPP]RSXLMRK´7MQMPEVP]³2I[(IPLMLSPHWXS
QMPPMSRTISTPIHITIRHMRKSRXLIXMQISJHE]-XYWIH
to have the highest pollution rates in the world but
XLIRSZIVRMKLXEPPXLIEYXSVMGOWLE[WERHXLIFYWIW
[IVIQEHIXSGLERKIJVSQHMIWIPXSREXYVEPKEW -J
]SYGERYWIREXYVEPKEWMR2I[(IPLMXLIR[L]GER´X
]SYYWIMXIZIV][LIVI#8SO]SMWXLIPEVKIWXGMX]MRXLI
[SVPH -XWXVERWTSVXW]WXIQ MRXIKVEXIHF]SZIVLIEH
and underground rail systems, means that the average
commute is around one hour. Compare that to Los
Angeles, where the average commute is about two
LSYVWERHEXPIEWX SJXLITSTYPEXMSRXEOIWXLIGEV
XS[SVO-R8SO]S SJXLITSTYPEXMSRYWIWTYFPMG
transport.There is little doubt that, seen through the
PIRWSJIJ½GMIRG] QSVIHIRWIP]TSTYPEXIH GSQTEGX
cities are inherently more sustainable places to live
XLERXLIPMOIWSJ,SYWXSRERH1I\MGS'MX]´
However, some see that while they attract a lot
SJ EXXIRXMSR JSV XLIMV IJ½GMIRG] ³LMKLVMWI GMXMIW PMOI
1ERLEXXERERH,SRK/SRKEVIRSXXLIFIWXQSHIPW
for every location. Low-rise, medium-density cities
with between three and seven stories can also
TVSZMHI IJJIGXMZI ERH IJ½GMIRX GSQTEGX YVFER

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

IRZMVSRQIRXW ¯ JSV I\EQTPI PSSO EX 4EVMW [LMGL
MWXLIXLMVHQSWXHIRWIP]TEGOIHGMX]MRXLI[SVPH´
Others disagree and point out that, ‘Although Paris
is a good example of a dense city without high-rise,
MXEPWSLEWTVSFPIQW´ FIGEYWI³XLIGIRXVISJXLIGMX]
MW JVS^IR´ ERH EPP XLI TSWX[EV KVS[XL LEW GVIEXIH
ghettoisation which has resulted in increasing
imbalance in social mobility.
2MRIX]½ZI TIV GIRX SJ YVFER KVS[XL MR XLI RI\X
twenty years will be in the developing world and there,
especially, dense cities are seen as the way forward:
‘The future cities of Asia have to be dense rather than
WTVE[PW´&YXMRXLMWTISTPIVIGSKRMWIXLEXXLIVIMWRS
single global solution, no silver bullet, for city design:
‘Asia as a whole cannot have just one strategy. The
WSPYXMSRWQYWXFIHMJJIVIRXJSVHMJJIVIRXGSYRXVMIW´
While the global mega-city is one extreme
interpretation of a dense urban environment, others

see that groups of midi-cities are in many ways a
FIXXIV WSPYXMSR ³% RIX[SVO SJ MRXIVPMROIH GMXMIW´
[MXLIJ½GMIRXXVERWTSVXW]WXIQWSTIVEXMRKFIX[IIR
them can create a highly effective urban area
[MXLSYX XLI GLEPPIRKI SJ WGEPI MR SRI TPEGI 7SQI
commentators propose that the Netherlands, one
SJ XLI QSWX HIRWIP] TSTYPEXIH TEVXW SJ )YVSTI MW
JEWXFIGSQMRKERIX[SVOSJQMHMGMXMIW -RERIZIRX
LIPHMR7MRKETSVI XLMWZMI[[EWIRHSVWIH EW³RI[
cities must follow a poly-centre model rather than
having a single central business district. This will help
cities cut down on travelling distances and transport
HIQERH´%RHF]ERSXLIV³8LIVIMWRSRIIHXSJSGYW
on building mega-cities. The more compact the city,
the more sustainable it is. One possible solution is
the creation of a mega-region which will consist
SJ E RYQFIV SJ WQEPP ERH QMHWM^IH GMXMIW´ 8LMW MW
WYTTSVXIHF]EZMI[JVSQ7EYHM%VEFMEWYKKIWXMRK
that, while it is easy to get excited about the global
cities, local cities may have a greater overall impact,
especially when connected to the global cities by
IJJIGXMZI XVERWTSVX RIX[SVOW )UYEPP]³EGXMSRW WYGL
as decentralising schools or creating more local
shops would decrease the need for people to drive,
sometimes even long distances where people live
outside of the city centre, and consequently reduce
XLIGSRKIWXMSRERHTSPPYXMSRMRGMXMIW´
-XMWRSXEPPEFSYXYVFERI\TERWMSRLS[IZIV7IZIVEP
experts pointed out that we must remember that in
some parts of the world, cities are not getting larger:
³+PSFEPYVFERMWEXMSRMRXLISV]HSIWRSXQIERFMKKIV
GMXMIW MR TVEGXMGI -R )YVSTI HIGPMRMRK TSTYPEXMSRW
in some countries means many of our cities are
FIGSQMRKPIWWHIRWI´;LMPIJVSQ7MRKETSVI³%WME´W
experience of urbanisation is vastly removed from
XLEX SJ )YVSTI )YVSTI´W GYVVIRX GLEPPIRKI MW XLEX
SJ VIKIRIVEXMSR -R%WME MX MW XLEX TPYW XLI GVIEXMSR

(IRWIGMXMIW`

of brand-new cities that are economically and
IGSPSKMGEPP]WYWXEMREFPI´
Within the core idea of a dense city many people
LMKLPMKLXIH XLI RIIH JSV³UYEPMX] STIR WTEGIW´ ERH
better consideration of people: the comment that
³GMXMIW WLSYPH FI JSV TISTPI RSX GEVW´ [EW [MHIP]
endorsed. ‘A primary focus for future cities must
be to provide more quality open spaces – spaces
that all can enjoy. For example we should free up
EW QYGL TYFPMG WTEGI JSV GLMPHVIR 4EVOW EVI SJXIR
WSTSTYPEVXLEXXLI]EVIXSSHIRWIP]TEGOIH;L]
RSXTIHIWXVMERMWI SJSYVWXVIIXWEWXLMW[SYPH
LIPT XS TVSQSXI WSGMEP MRXIVEGXMSR#´ +VIIR WTEGI
TIV GETMXE MW SRI FIRGLQEVO SJ UYEPMX] SJ PMJI ERH
XLI;,3VIGSQQIRHWEXPIEWXQTIVTIVWSR -R
0SRHSRXLIEZIVEKIMWQ MR7LERKLEMMXMWQ
[LMPIMRXLIWTVE[PSJ0SW%RKIPIWMXMWPIWWXLERQ.
+EV]0E[VIRGISJ%VYTWE[XLEX³QYGLSJ[LEXMW
generally discussed in relation to measuring urban
environments addresses mobility, access, economic
security, and so on – the cores of human urban
systems. These are not, however, the cores of the
human experience that were uncovered during a
±GLSMGIXSWXE]²HMWGYWWMSR TISTPIW´ GLSMGIWXSWXE]
are rooted in non-monetary aspiration, fear and
RSWXEPKME EPP MWWYIW HMJ½GYPX XS UYERXMJ] FYX RS PIWW
MQTSVXERXJSVXLEX´
Another big concern raised by some about major
future cities is that many of them are continuing
to be built on the coast where better trade and
communication with other countries has been a
traditional rationale. With highly probable rises in
sea levels caused by climate change over the next
century, there is an emerging issue that most of
the coastal cities in the world are not designed
XS¾SEX SVHIEP[MXL¾SSHW 6IGIRXVIWIEVGLJVSQ

The future cities of Asia have to be
dense rather than sprawls.
XLI 7GMIRXM½G 'SQQMXXII SR %RXEVGXMG 6IWIEVGL
highlights that, ‘on current projections, the average
WIEPIZIP[MPPVMWIF]QF]XLIIRHSJXLIGIRXYV]´
8LMW[SYPHRSXSRP]QIERXLEXXLIPMOIWSJ'EPGYXXE
1YQFEM ERH (LEOE [MPP FI YRHIV [EXIV FYX EPWS
[MXLSYX GSRWMHIVEFPI ¾SSH TVIZIRXMSR MRZIWXQIRX
WS[MPP0SRHSR 2I[=SVO8SO]SERH7LERKLEM 3V
XS TYX MX ERSXLIV [E] EVSYRH   SJ XLI KPSFEP
population will be displaced. As many of ‘the cities
JSVXLIRI\XHIGEHILEZIEPVIEH]FIIRTPERRIH´XLMW
is worrying for some.
;LIR[ITPERJSVXLIJYXYVI6MGO]&YVHIXXWIIWXLEX
³'MXMIWSJXLIJYXYVILEZIXSFISVKERMG¾I\MFPIERH
versatile. As society and aspirations alter over time,
XLIGMX]LEWXSEHETXXSGLERKI 9XSTMERGMXMIWLEZI
RIZIV[SVOIH8LITISTPIXLEXGVIEXIH6SQI2I[
=SVO ERH 0SRHSR GIVXEMRP] HMHR´X XLMRO SJ XLIQ EW
½\IHEVXIJEGXWXLEX[SYPHR´XGLERKISZIVXMQI;I
have to be clever enough as urban designers to design
XLIGMX]PMOIEQIXEFSPMWQ PMOIEFSH];LIRMXKIXW
SPHIVERH[IEOIV ]SYHSGSVVIGXMZIWYVKIV] 'MXMIW
need to be versatile; otherwise they atrophy and die.
*SVI\EQTPIQER]GMXMIWSJXLITEWX½JX]]IEVWLEZI
FIIRHIWMKRIHEVSYRHXLIRIIHWSJXLIGEV &YXEW
oil costs soar, the city of the future will increasingly
need to adapt to modes of transportation that are
RSX TIXVSPHITIRHIRX´ 3XLIVW EKVII XLEX JYXYVI
cities have to be more sustainable: ideally, they will
‘produce more energy than they need, become net
carbon absorbers, collect and process waste within
GMX]PMQMXWERHGSPPIGXERHGPIERVIG]GPIH[EXIV´
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-RXIPPMKIRXFYMPHMRKW
6PDUWHUEHWWHUFRQQHFWHGVHOIPRQLWRULQJKRPHVDQGRIȣFHVSURYLGHVDIHU
more secure, low-energy buildings able to self-manage utilities.
One of the much discussed, but yet to be realised,
dreams for architects, engineers and progressive
developers is the idea of the zero-waste, zeroenergy building – one which, when in use, has zero
net energy consumption and zero carbon emissions.
%WSTIVEXMSREGGSYRXWJSV SJXLIXSXEP[LSPI
life energy consumption of a building and buildings
account for the majority of global CO emissions,
this would be an enormous step forward. Alongside
XLI HIWMKR SJ ER SJ½GI LSQI SV JEGXSV] ERH XLI
QEXIVMEPWYWIHMRMXWGSRWXVYGXMSR EOI]TEVXSJXLI
TVSGIWW MW XS GVIEXI ³MRXIPPMKIRX´ FYMPHMRKW ¯ SRIW
which adopt low- and high-tech methods to ensure
optimum management of resources.
;MXLXLIQENSVXIGLRSPSKMGEPEHZERGIWXEOMRKTPEGI
increased integration of control systems and, in
WSQI QEVOIXW VIKYPEXMSRW JSV XLI VSPPSYX SJ WQEVX
meter systems, all the ingredients for the high-tech
option are falling into place. With several countries
WYGLEW7SYXL/SVIEXEOMRKXLIPIEH WQEVXLSQIW
that control energy, ventilation, communication
WIVZMGIWERHWSSREVIWXEVXMRKXSFIFYMPX&]
many foresee that the majority of new buildings
being constructed around the world, and many that
are being refurbished, will be increasingly intelligent
and so provide a big push towards the zero-energy
building so avidly being striven for.
8SHE]   SJ XLI [SVPH´W VE[ QEXIVMEPW KS MRXS
FYMPHMRKWERHMRXLI97XLI]EPVIEH]VITVIWIRX 

Worldwide energy consumption for
buildings over the next twenty years will
grow by around 45%.
of total energy use, of which around half is wasted.
-R XLI )9 [LIVI EMVGSRHMXMSRMRK MW PIWW TVIZEPIRX
and the average home is smaller, buildings currently
EGGSYRXJSV SJIRIVK]IRHYWI%VIGIRXVITSVX
JVSQ XLI 71%68  TVSKVEQQI JSVIGEWXW XLEX
with increasing urbanisation, worldwide energy
consumption for buildings over the next twenty years
[MPPKVS[F]EVSYRH 8LIGLEPPIRKIMWGPIEVERH
EGXMSRMW½REPP]FIMRKXEOIR;LMPIXLIGSRGITXSJXLI
intelligent building has been around for several years
now, as we move towards delivering the reality, there
is increasing alignment around what it is and what it
can mean.
;MXLEZEWXEVVE]SJSVKERMWEXMSRWJVSQXLI)9ERH
XLIGMX]SJ2I[(IPLMXS-&1ERH'MWGSEPPTYWLMRK
towards the realisation of intelligent buildings, there
is a growing wish-list of the capabilities that they will
LEZI 1SWX EKVII XLEX EX XLI GSVI MW E RIX[SVOIH
digital control system that will manage a host of
services in the most sustainable and economical
QERRIV 3R XST SJ XLEX FEGOFSRI [I LEZI XLI
ability to manage and control energy and water
provision and consumption, heating and ventilation,
lighting, building access as well as options such as

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

Smart buildings can reduce energy
consumption and CO2 emissions by
50% to 70% and save 30% to 50% in
water usage.
WYVZIMPPERGIERHIZIRXVEGOMRKSJTISTPIERHXLMRKW
[MXLMRXLIFYMPHMRK 7SQIIZIRWIIXLEX EWTEVXSJ
new telecare and teleheath systems, buildings will
soon have a major role to play in healthcare and
FI E OI] GSQTSRIRX XS XLI VSPPSYX SJ EYXSQEXIH
people care.
%W-&1ZMI[WMX³XLSYWERHWSJWIRWSVWGERQSRMXSV
everything from motion and temperature to
humidity, precipitation, occupancy and light. The
FYMPHMRKHSIWR´XNYWXGSI\MWX[MXLREXYVIMXLEVRIWWIW
MX 7QEVXFYMPHMRKWGERVIHYGIIRIVK]GSRWYQTXMSR
and COIQMWWMSRWF] XS ERHWEZI XS
 MR[EXIVYWEKI´8LI71%68TVSKVEQQI
[LMGLPSSOWEXFSXLXIGLRSPSKMGEPERHWSGMEPGLERKI
around carbon emissions, sees that smart buildings
ERH EGGSQTER]MRK WQEVX KVMHW [MPP WEZI EVSYRH 
gigatonnes of COIUYMZEPIRXIQMWWMSRWMR
&] FVMRKMRK XSKIXLIV YFMUYMXSYW GSQTYXMRK ERH
³8LI -RXIVRIX SJ8LMRKW´ MRXS XLI FYMPX IRZMVSRQIRX
sensors and embedded micro- and nano-control
W]WXIQWGERIJJIGXMZIP]QEOIXLIMRXIPPMKIRXFYMPHMRK
and all its services into a highly tuned machine, just
PMOI MR E LMKLTIVJSVQERGI ZILMGPI8LI QENSVMX] SJ
energy, ventilation, access and water devices will have
IQFIHHIH6*-(GLMTWSV7-1GEVHWERHWSFIGSQI
intelligent objects within a wirelessly connected
environment. Clearly the volume and complexity
of all the information generated by the different

W]WXIQW [MXLMR IEGL FYMPHMRK [MPP FI WMKRM½GERX
but with the ever increasing availability of cheap
processing capability, most experts do not see this
as a barrier. What does raise concern are issues such
EWGSR¾MGXMRKWXERHEVHWMRXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRMRHYWXV]
HMJJIVMRK STMRMSRW SJ XLI FIWX WSPYXMSRW E PEGO SJ
½RERGMEPMRGIRXMZIWJSVFYMPHMRKS[RIVWXSMRZIWXMR
smart technology and the generally slow response
of the building sector to change. However, many
commentators pointed out that progress is on the
cards and momentum for change is itself building.
A critical element in all of this is the role of smart
meters which will be introduced across many parts
SJ XLI HIZIPSTIH [SVPH SZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI -R
XLI)9WQEVXQIXIVWEVIWIIREWTMZSXEPXSQIIXMRK
the energy consumption targets that have been
EKVIIH JSV  ;MVIPIWWP] GSRRIGXIH XS FSXL
utility suppliers and home management systems,
these will not only measure instantaneous energy
and water consumption but also be able to provide
pricing information to help building owners and
occupants tailor supply and demand. With their ‘biHMVIGXMSREPGSQQYRMGEXMSRGETEFMPMX]´XLEX[MPPIREFPI
YXMPMX]GSQTERMIWXSYRHIVXEOIFIXXIVHIQERHWMHI
management, these smart meters also open the
door to the idea of a smart grid where energy is
sent to, from and between different locations. With
each building effectively acting as an active node
in a grid, local energy production and storage can
FIGSQIJEVQSVIIJ½GMIRXERHGSRWYQTXMSRTIEOW
ERHXVSYKLWGERFIWQSSXLIH8EOIRMRGSRNYRGXMSR
with more distributed sources of renewable energy
supply such as wind, solar and biomass, the smart
KVMH ERH MRXIPPMKIRX FYMPHMRKW GER VIEPP] QEOI E
difference in energy consumption and sustainable
living. As part of the Future Agenda project, a team
SJTSWXKVEHYEXIWXYHIRXWEXXLI6S]EP'SPPIKISJ%VX

-RXIPPMKIRXFYMPHMRKW`

A critical element in all of this is the
role of smart meters which will be
introduced across many parts of the
developed world over the next decade.
HIWMKRIHEPSGEPMWIHWQEVXKVMHW]WXIQ³.YWX)RIVK]´
XLEXWLS[IHLS[XLMWGSRGITXQE]PSSOERHJIIPMR
VIEPMX]F]
On top of the functional side, many architects
ERH IRKMRIIVW EVI ZIV] OIIR XLEX JYXYVI MRXIPPMKIRX
FYMPHMRKWEVIEPWSFIXXIVTPEGIWXSPMZIERH[SVOMR
XLI]WLSYPHFI³WEJIERHWIGYVI´FYXEPWS³GSQJSVXEFPI
ERHQEOIYWJIIPLETT]ERHZEPYIH´8LIVIKYPEXSV]
EGXMSRWEPVIEH]YRHIVXEOIR[MPPIRWYVIXLEXMRQER]
QEVOIXW XLI GETEFMPMX] MW XLIVI JSV QSVI SJ XLI
MRJVEWXVYGXYVI XS FIGSQI MRGVIEWMRKP]³MRXIPPMKIRX´ MR

the way that utilities, communications and access are
managed. The challenge will be for us as individuals
to both change our consumption behaviours, many
SJ[LMGLGSR¾MGX[MXLMQTVSZIHIJ½GMIRG] [LMPIEX
the same time preserving – and ideally enhancing –
our ability to get the most out of our buildings.
The average building is around for sixty years so
whole-scale change to the zero-energy ambition
[MPP XEOI JEV PSRKIV XLER XLI XIR ]IEVW GYVVIRXP]
under discussion but, through a combination of
VIXVS½XERHRI[FYMPH SZIVXLIRI\XHIGEHI QER]
people are positive about progress in developed
ERH HIZIPSTMRK QEVOIXW -RHIIH WSQI WYKKIWX
XLEX PMROIHXSXLIVSPPSYXSJLMKLWTIIHFVSEHFERH
developing countries could use intelligent buildings
as another opportunity to leapfrog over the
developed economies which have more of a legacy
of infrastructure to deal with.
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Local foods
Increased transparency on food availability and security, land use and ecoliteracy accelerate mass consumption of locally grown and processed foods.
After nearly a century of interest in global foods
sourced from different countries, some developedworld nations have seen a steadily growing middleclass focus on returning to locally produced foods:
the organic movement, seasonal produce and
³PSGEZSVIW´ EVI EPP RS[ SR XLI JSSH MRHYWXV] VEHEV
%GVSWW XLI KPSFI MR XLI ZEVMSYW [SVOWLSTW ERH
HMWGYWWMSRWYRHIVXEOIREWTEVXSJXLI*YXYVI%KIRHE
programme, we can see an alignment of multiple
HVMZIVW SJ GLERKI EVSYRH JSSH JVSQ +1 GVSTW
and improved irrigation through to concerns about
national food security and an increase in urban
farming. Together these are leading many towards
a global solution to food supply that is increasingly
focused on the local. Although the approaches differ
from region to region and state to state, it appears
XLEXXLI[SVPHSJ[MPPFISRIMR[LMGLQSVI
people are better fed through more intelligent use
of resources.
7XEVXMRK[MXLXLIEVIEW[LIVIXLIVIMWRSXIRSYKL
food to feed the local population, we can see that in
VIGIRX]IEVWWIZIVEPJEGXSVWLEZIGSQFMRIHXSQEOI
things worse – from imbalanced population growth
to poor water management and the impact of global
trading on the price of commodities. However, as
SRI [SVOWLST TEVXMGMTERX LMKLPMKLXIH ³XLIVI MW RS
such thing as a world food shortage; it is a supply
and distribution problem and we therefore need to
FIFIXXIVEXQEREKMRKXLMW´

Alongside better management of supply chains and
more intelligent transportation of excess foods
MR WSQI QEVOIXW XS EVIEW SJ RIIH TISTPI TSMRX
to major technological advances being made by
WSQI SJ XLI [SVPH´W EKVMFYWMRIWWIW *SV I\EQTPI
1SRWERXSERH&%7*LEZIFIIR[SVOMRKSRHVSYKLX
XSPIVERX GSVR [MXL QSHM½IH KIRIW 8LIWI ERH
similar developments by other companies use new
technologies to ‘deliver yield improvements under
[EXIVWXVIWWIH GSRHMXMSRW´ 3ZIV XLI RI\X HIGEHI
they are destined to play an important role in the
JSSH WYTTPMIW SJ%JVMGE -RHME ERH TEVXW SJ%WME EW
[IPPEWTEVXWSJXLI97ERH)YVSTIEW[EXIVWXVIWW
increases. These crops can be grown locally, close to
the population and so reduce dependency on longHMWXERGIEMHERHXVEHI%W.MQ/MVO[SSHLMKLPMKLXIH
in the initial perspective on the future of food,
³[I RIIH XS WMKRM½GERXP] MRGVIEWI KPSFEP VIWIEVGL
investment in biotechnology, genetics, food science
ERHRYXVMXMSRXSVIEGLXLIXIGLRMGEPFVIEOXLVSYKLW
required for a second agricultural green revolution
XLEX[MPPIREFPIYWXSJIIHXLI[SVPH´
For countries with enough food today, a rising
future concern is that of food security and being
able to guarantee adequate supply to feed growing
TSTYPEXMSRWMRVIWSYVGIGSRWXVEMRIHXMQIW)WTIGMEPP]
as diets change and increasing numbers of us
GSRWYQIQSVIQIEXXLIORSGOSRIJJIGXWSRSXLIV
foods as well as on water and farming mean that
MRQER]TEVXWSJXLI[SVPHXLIVI[MPPFIGSR¾MGXMRK

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

Several workshop participants saw that,
by 2020, GM crops will be accepted
globally and that regulatory bodies
WYGLEWXLI)9[MPPLEZIWMKRM½GERXP]
loosened restrictions on them.
pressures around land use. Add in the possibility of
³TIEO ½WL´ ERH³TIEO KVEMR´ XS KS EPSRK [MXL³TIEO
SMP´ ERHXLIGSRXMRYIHMQTEGXSJXLIKVS[XLMRFMS
fuels over the next few years, and even countries
that are currently over-supplied with food will have
to plan more carefully in the future. Whether it is
food vs. fuel competition for land or simply more
people consuming more, constraints on food supply
EVIMQQMRIRX8LI;SVPH7YQQMXSR*SSH7IGYVMX]
organised by the Food and Agriculture Organisation
SJ XLI 9RMXIH 2EXMSRW *%3  MR 6SQI MR 
highlighted that ‘the global food security situation
has worsened and continues to represent a serious
XLVIEX´ %X E REXMSREP PIZIP MR -RHME MR  XLI
Ministry of Agriculture published a National Food
7IGYVMX]1MWWMSR[LMGLMRGPYHIHETPERXS³MRGVIEWI
XLITVSHYGXMSRSJVMGIF]QMPPMSRXSRRIW [LIEX
F]QMPPMSRXSRRIWERHTYPWIWF]QMPPMSRXSRRIW
F] XLI IRH SJ XLI )PIZIRXL 4PER MR ´ -R 
XLI 9/ ERRSYRGIH E REXMSREP JSSH WXVEXIK] GEPPMRK
JSV E &VMXMWL JEVQMRK³VIZSPYXMSR´ [MXL ,MPEV] &IRR
XLI XLIR )RZMVSRQIRX 7IGVIXEV] WE]MRK XLEX ³;I
need to produce more food. We need to do it
WYWXEMREFP] %RH [I RIIH XS QEOI WYVI XLEX [LEX
[I IEX WEJIKYEVHW SYV LIEPXL´ %GVSWW XLI [SVPH
GSYRXVMIW EVI XEOMRK XLI JSSH WIGYVMX] MWWYI ZIV]
seriously and the goal of increasing the amount of
PSGEPP]TVSHYGIHJSSHMWEOI]GSQTSRIRX

We also have the opportunity to develop more
IJ½GMIRX JEVQMRK QIXLSHW;LMPI SVKERMG JSSH ERH
XLI PMOI MW E WYMXEFPI MHIEP JSV SYV KEVHIRW ERH XLI
outlets serving wealthy consumers, some people
assert that it cannot be a role model for feeding
the mass population. Large-scale farming to feed the
[SVPH´WQMPPMSRWVIUYMVIWQSVIVI½RIHGVSTWERHXLMW
MQTPMGMXP]QIERW[MHIVEGGITXERGISJ+13 7IZIVEP
[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXWWE[XLEXF]+1GVSTW
will be accepted globally and that regulatory bodies
WYGL EW XLI )9 [MPP LEZI WMKRM½GERXP] PSSWIRIH
restrictions on them.
Another commonly agreed view is that we will see
EVMWIMRXLIRYQFIVERHWM^ISJYVFERJEVQW &SXL
JVSQ E HIWMVI XS OIIT WSQI JSSH TVSHYGXMSR ERH
TVSGIWWMRK EW GPSWI XS XLI QEVOIX EW TSWWMFPI ERH
JVSQ XLI STTSVXYRMX] XS QEOI FIXXIV YWI SJ SYV
urban green spaces and roofs, many see urban faming
XEOMRK SJJ %X SRI PIZIP XLMW [MPP FI IRGSYVEKIH F]
GMX]TPERRIVWERHQE]SVWOIIRXSIRWYVIPSGEPJSSH
WIGYVMX]%GGSVHMRKXS%VYT´W*SVIWMKLXXIEQ³LEPJSJ
7LERKLEM´W TSVO ERH TSYPXV]   SJ MXW ZIKIXEFPIW
ERH SJMXWQMPOERHIKKWGSQIJVSQXLIGMX]ERH
MXWSYXWOMVXW´)PWI[LIVIMR%WME SJ,ERSM´WJVIWL
vegetables come from farms within and around the
GMX] -R XLI HIZIPSTMRK [SVPH PSGEP JSSH WYTTP] LEW
FIIREOI]GSRGIVRJSV]IEVWERH[MPPGSRXMRYIXS
FIETVMSVMX]MRXLIGSQMRKHIGEHI -R)YVSTIERH
XLI97LS[IZIVXLIVILEWFIIREWLMJXXSMQTSVXMRK
foods from half way around the world – lamb from
2I[>IEPERHEWTEVEKYWJVSQ/IR]EOM[MJVYMXWJVSQ
Chile and so on.
&YX [MXLJSSHWIGYVMX]FIGSQMRKEFMKKIVMWWYI [I
can expect to see more urban farming occurring in
XLI;IWX-RGMXMIW[LIVIXLIVIEVIFVS[R½IPHWMXIW
people are already starting to use land for farming

0SGEPJSSHW`

We will see a rise in the number and
size of urban farms.
VEXLIV XLER LSYWMRK (IXVSMX MW XLI TVMQI I\EQTPI
here: ‘The amount of vacant and abandoned land in
(IXVSMX[SYPHVSYKLP]EHHYTXSXLIWM^ISJXLIGMX]
SJ 7ER *VERGMWGS´ ERH WS [MXL YVFER PERH GLIETIV
XLEREVEFPIPERH .SLR,ERX^ERHLMWGSPPIEKYIWEVI
leading programmes to grow fruits and vegetables
JSV PSGEP GSRWYQTXMSR )PWI[LIVI [LIVI PERH MW
QSVI ZEPYEFPI XLIVI EVI TPERW XS QEOI QSVI YWI
SJ ¾EX VSSJW JSV EKVMGYPXYVI ERH MRXVSHYGI ZIVXMGEP
YVFER JEVQW *VSQ 2I[ =SVO ERH 0SRHSR XS
1I\MGS 'MX] LMKLP] IJ½GMIRX QYPXMWXSVI] ZIVXMGEP
farms incorporating hydroponics and aeroponics
are destined to become a common feature. One
XIEQMRXLI6S]EP'SPPIKISJ%VXTVSNIGXGSRHYGXIH
as part of the Future Agenda programme focused
its attention on how innovative, sustainable building
systems in unplanned ghettos of fast-growing cities
could be used to provide vertical walls for growing
crops for both home consumption and sale. Around
the world, people and governments are starting to
shift urban farming up the list of priorities to a point
[LIVIMX[MPPLEZIEWMKRM½GERXMQTEGXSRTEVXWSJXLI
food system.

0EWXP] [I EPWS LEZI XLI MRGVIEWMRK MR¾YIRGI SJ XLI
environmental and sustainable viewpoints. While
[SVOWLST TEVXMGMTERXW JIPX XLEX  MW XSS WSSR
for such developments as personal eco-footprints
XSXEOILSPHERHHVMZIGSRWYQIVGLSMGIWIZIVEPHMH
feel that wider eco-literacy over the next decade
will help people to explore alternative food options
more intelligently. This will not just be simply about
choosing not to eat products from certain locations
EW E GSRWIUYIRGI SJ ³JSSHQMPIW´ FIGEYWI XLI
CO savings of growing produce in greenhouses
as opposed to air freighting them are sometimes
QEVKMREP 6EXLIV MX [MPP FI GSRWYQIVW GLSSWMRK XS
consume more local, seasonal food; retailers choosing
to steer choice by labelling and product selection, so
³RYHKMRK´ XLIMV GYWXSQIVW XS[EVHW PSGEPP] WYTTPMIH
and processed products; and more of us generally
becoming aware of the overall environmental
footprints of certain foods – in terms of water, waste
and energy.
&]MXWIPJ XLIIGSJVMIRHP]ZMI[[MPPXEOIEPSRKXMQI
XS WMKRM½GERXP] WLMJX XLI QEMRWXVIEQ FYX XEOIR MR
conjunction with the other developments in food
security, national food strategies, technology and
commercial choices for food manufacturers and
VIXEMPIVW QER] WII E [SVPH MR  [LIVI PSGEP
foods will again become the global norm.
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Mega-city-states
Increasing competition between cities overrides national priorities as mayors
lead bold initiatives to place their cities at the forefront of the global stage.
-R XLI .YHKI (VIHH GSQMG FSSO WIVMIW 1IKE'MX]
3RIMWELYKI½GXMSREPGMX]WXEXIGSZIVMRKQYGLSJ
XLIIEWXIVR9RMXIH7XEXIW PMROMRKERYVFERGSVVMHSV
WXVIXGLMRKJVSQ%XPERXEXS5YIFIG;MXLETSTYPEXMSR
SJSZIVQMPPMSRMXMWSRISJEVSYRHXLMVX]QIKE
cities that dominate the world, and outside which, in
'YVWIH)EVXLXLIVIMWRSPE[-X´WXVYIXLEXXLMWMWER
I\XVIQIZMI[SJPMJIMRXLIRHGIRXYV] FYXWSQI
would say that the growth and importance of megaGMXMIWMWZIV]QYGLEWXGIRXYV]MWWYI
Today, many see that cities rather than nations
EVI XEOMRK XLI FMK WXITW JSV[EVH MRXVSHYGMRK RI[
approaches, adopting new strategies and generating
more growth for the world. After a couple of
centuries where nations drove the agenda, some
people suggest that we are witnessing a rebirth of
6SQER QIHMIZEP ERH IZIR XLGIRXYV] XMQIW EW
GMXMIWFIGSQIXLIGIRXVISJEXXIRXMSRI\IVXMR¾YIRGI
ERH FIGSQI QEKRIXW JSV MRRSZEXMSR &]  MX MW
clear that the new mega-cities will not only be the
beacons for the future but also that they will both
cooperate and compete with one another.
City-states of the past have been the centres of power,
SJ GYPXYVI ERH SJ XVEHI *VSQ XLI ERGMIRX +VIIO
GMXMIW SJ%XLIRW 7TEVXE ERH 'SVMRXL XLI 7YQIVMER
GMXMIWSJ&EF]PSRERH9V ERH6SQIEXXLILIEVXSJ
XLI 6SQER )QTMVI XLVSYKL XS GIRXVEP%WMER GMXMIW
WYGLEW7EQEVOERHERH&YOLEVE ERHXLITS[IVJYP
-XEPMERGMXMIWSJXLI1MHHPI%KIWGMX]WXEXIWLEZILEH

a central role in history. Largely independent entities
with a focus on the urban centre, city-states have
been run in the interests of their citizens rather than
the wider regions within which they are situated.
'MXMIWWYGLEW:IRMGI *PSVIRGIERH+IRSEHI½RIH
XLIMV IVE ERH MR XLI XL GIRXYV] WSZIVIMKR GMX]
WXEXIWMR+IVQER]ERH7[MX^IVPERHMRGPYHMRK+IRIZE
*VEROJYVX &VIQIR 0YFIGO ERH &EWIP EHSTXIH E
similar ambition. Although today we only have a few
WSZIVIMKR GMX]WXEXIW PIJX ¯ REQIP] 7MRKETSVI XLI
Vatican City and Monaco – we do have a number of
urban areas that have a high degree of autonomy and
essentially function as city-states within the nations
XLI]FIPSRKXS 'ERFIVVE:MIRRE &VYWWIPW +IRIZE
,EQFYVK 1SWGS[ &VEWMPME ERH &YIRSW %MVIW EPP
GSQI XS QMRH -R EHHMXMSR [I LEZI GMXMIW WYGL EW
;EWLMRKXSR('1I\MGS'MX]-WPEQEFEH2I[(IPLM
ERH /YEPE 0YQTYV XLEX EVI JIHIVEPP] EHQMRMWXIVIH
EW[IPPEWTPEGIWPMOI,SRK/SRKERH1EGEY[LMGL
operate as autonomous cities in China. Although
EVKYEFP] RSX ]IX EW HMVIGXP] MR¾YIRXMEP EW XLI GMX]
states of the past, many predict that some of these,
and other notable additions, will become the natural
drivers of change in the future.
-R  ER EVXMGPI MR Foreign Affairs ³8LI 6MWI SJ
XLI 6IKMSR 7XEXI´ WYKKIWXIH XLEX³8LI REXMSRWXEXI
has become a dysfunctional unit for understanding
ERH QEREKMRK XLI ¾S[W SJ IGSRSQMG EGXMZMX] XLEX
HSQMREXI XSHE]´W FSVHIVPIWW [SVPH 4SPMG]QEOIVW
TSPMXMGMERW ERH GSVTSVEXI QEREKIVW [SYPH FIRI½X

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

Today, just forty city-regions account for
two-thirds of the world economy and
90% of its innovation.
JVSQPSSOMRKEX±VIKMSRWXEXIW²¯XLIKPSFI´WREXYVEP
economic zones – whether they happen to fall
within or across traditional political boundaries. With
XLIMV IJ½GMIRX WGEPIW SJ GSRWYQTXMSR MRJVEWXVYGXYVI
ERH TVSJIWWMSREP WIVZMGIW VIKMSRWXEXIW QEOI MHIEP
IRXV][E]W MRXS XLI KPSFEP IGSRSQ] -J EPPS[IH
to pursue their own economic interests without
jealous government interference, the prosperity of
XLIWIEVIEW[MPPIZIRXYEPP]WTMPPSZIV´
7M\XIIR ]IEVW PEXIV 4EVEK /LERRE (MVIGXSV SJ XLI
+PSFEP +SZIVRERGI -RMXMEXMZI EX XLI 2I[%QIVMGE
Foundation, wrote an article for Foreign Policy
IRXMXPIH ³8LI 2I\X &MK8LMRK 2ISQIHMIZEPMWQ´ MR
which he proposed that, ‘as countries stumble to
right the wrongs of the corporate masters of the
YRMZIVWI XLI]EVIHVMZMRKYWVMKLXFEGOXSEJYXYVI
XLEXPSSOWPMOIRSXLMRKQSVIXLERERI[1MHHPI%KIW
XLEX GIRXYVMIWPSRK TIVMSH SJ EQSVTLSYW GSR¾MGX
from the 5th to the 15th century when city states
QEXXIVIHEWQYGLEWGSYRXVMIW ©8SHE] NYWXJSVX]
city-regions account for two-thirds of the world
IGSRSQ] ERH   SJ MXW MRRSZEXMSR 8LI QMKLX]
Hanseatic League, a constellation of well-armed
2SVXLERH&EPXMG7IEXVEHMRKLYFWMRXLIPEXI1MHHPI
Ages, will be reborn as cities such as Hamburg
ERH (YFEM JSVQ GSQQIVGMEP EPPMERGIW ERH STIVEXI
±JVII^SRIW²EGVSWW%JVMGEPMOIXLISRIW(YFEM4SVXW
World is building. Add in sovereign wealth funds and
private military contractors, and you have the agile
KISTSPMXMGEPYRMXWSJERISQIHMIZEP[SVPH´

-RLMWWIQMREPFSSO City of Quartz 1MOI(EZMWWE[
that, in the future, Los Angeles will have become a
GSRGIRXVEXMSR SJ GSQTIXMRK WQEPPIV GMX]WXEXIW &]
GSRXVEWX4EYP7EJJSLEWGSQQIRXIHXLEX³SYV[SVPH
is moving from one of nation-states to one of cityWXEXIW 6EXLIVXLERXLIJYXYVIFIMRKSRISJXLI97
ZIVWYW'LMREMXMWKSMRKXSFI7MPMGSR:EPPI]ZW&IMNMRK
SV'LMGEKSZW 4EVMW )EGLHSQMRERXGMX][MPPHI½RI
MXWVIKMSR;MXLXLI±¾EXXIRMRK²SJXLI[SVPH'LMGEKS
MWRSPSRKIVZ]MRK[MXL97GMXMIWPMOI2I[=SVOJSV
MR¾YIRGIGSQQIVGIERHNSFWFYXSXLIVQENSVGMXMIW
MR XLI [SVPH´8LI 1-8 TVSKVEQQIMW NYWX
one of several research studies under way that are
PSSOMRKEXJYXYVIYVFERIRZMVSRQIRXW4VIHMGXMRKXLEX
XLIVI [MPP FI RMRIXIIR GMXMIW [MXL SZIV  QMPPMSR
TSTYPEXMSRW MR XLI WX GIRXYV] XLMW WIIW XLEX³XLI
VMWISJWYTIVGMXMIWMWXLIHI½RMRKQIKEXVIRHSJXLI
WXGIRXYV]´
(YVMRK XLI *YXYVI %KIRHE TVSKVEQQI XLI
MRGVIEWMRKP] WMKRM½GERX VSPI SJ E KVSYT SJ IPMXI
cities was mentioned at a number of events. From
trade to migration to innovation, the leadership of
IQIVKMRKQIKEGMXMIW[EWVEVIP]UYIWXMSRIH-RWSQI
areas, we can already see examples of where cities
are leading the way for change. For example, with
the introduction of congestion zones in London and
JEX XE\IW MR 2I[=SVO GMXMIW EVI HSMRK XLMRKW XLEX
REXMSREP KSZIVRQIRXW [MPP RSX -R XLI EFWIRGI SJ
EKVIIQIRXSRGPMQEXIGLERKIFIX[IIRXLI[SVPH´W
REXMSRW MR 'STIRLEKIR MR  E RYQFIV SJ XLI
[SVPH´WPIEHMRKGMXMIWEVIXEOMRKEGXMSR8LI'GMXMIW
WIIXLEXXLI]LEZIEGIRXVEPVSPIXSTPE]MRXEGOPMRK
climate change and ‘by fostering a sense of shared
TYVTSWI XLI'RIX[SVOSJJIVWGMXMIWERIJJIGXMZI
JSVYQMR[LMGLXS[SVOXSKIXLIVWLEVIMRJSVQEXMSR
ERH HIQSRWXVEXI PIEHIVWLMT´ 8LI QE]SVW GLMIJ
ministers and governors of these cities believe that

1IKEGMX]WXEXIW`

with their Climate Change Action Plans they can
collectively do something that nations seem to be
unable to do.
Multinational businesses increasingly differentiate
KPSFEPYVFERQEVOIXWJVSQREXMSREPSRIWERHGVIEXI
WTIGM½G TVSHYGXW ERH WIVZMGIW XEVKIXIH SR XLI
GSQQSR RIIHW SJ VMWMRK QIKEGMX] TSTYPEXMSRW -R
XIVQW SJ QEVOIX JSGYW GSQTERMIW GER WII QSVI
MR GSQQSR FIX[IIR 7LERKLEM 1YQFEM ERH 2I[
=SVO XLER XLI] GER FIX[IIR 2I[=SVO ERH -HELS
1IKEGMXMIW EVI EPVIEH] LMKLP] EXXVEGXMZI QEVOIXW MR
XLIMV S[R VMKLX ERH EW XLI] KVS[ XLIMV MR¾YIRGI
[MPP WTVIEH %W 2IEP 4IMVGI SJ 1G/MRWI] LEW TYX MX
‘National economies essentially are constellations of
regional economies, each with a major city at the
GSVI´-RERIZIRXMR7MRKETSVIMX[EWLMKLPMKLXIHXLEX
³JSVX]½ZI]IEVWEKS7MRKETSVI[EWRSXYVFERMWIHERH
there were slums around the city centre. However,
FIMRKEGMX]WXEXITYX7MRKETSVIMREYRMUYITSWMXMSR
XS XEGOPI XLMW GLEPPIRKI8LI KSZIVRQIRX JVSQ XLI
ZIV]FIKMRRMRKXSSOEKVIEXMRXIVIWXMRLS[XLIGMX]
WLSYPH YVFERMWI ¯ [LEX TSPMG] JVEQI[SVOW WLSYPH
FIEHSTXIH8LYW7MRKETSVI´WYVFERMWEXMSRLETTIRIH
MREZIV]TPERRIHQERRIV´
8LI TLIRSQIRSR SJ XLI WSGEPPIH ³IRHPIWW GMX]´
has been explored in a number of areas, including
XLI 9VFER%KI TVSNIGX PIH F] XLI 0SRHSR 7GLSSP
SJ )GSRSQMGW %GGSVHMRK XS 92,EFMXEX ³PEVKIV

combinations of urban areas will be one of the most
WMKRM½GERXHIZIPSTQIRXWMRXLI[E]TISTPIPMZIERH
IGSRSQMIWKVS[MRXLIRI\X½JX]]IEVW´8LI[SVPH´W
QIKEGMXMIWEVIQIVKMRKXSJSVQZEWX³QIKEVIKMSRW´
[LMGL QE] WXVIXGL LYRHVIHW SJ OMPSQIXVIW EGVSWW
GSYRXVMIW ERH FI LSQI XS QSVI XLER  QMPPMSR
TISTPI8LI[SVPH´W½VWXQIKEGMX]GSQTVMWMRK,SRK
/SRK 7LIR^LIR ERH +YERK^LSY MW EPVIEH] LSQI
XS EFSYX  QMPPMSR TISTPI 3XLIV QIKEVIKMSRW
LEZIJSVQIHMR.ETERERH&VE^MPERHEVIHIZIPSTMRK
MR-RHME;IWX%JVMGEERHIPWI[LIVI8LIXSTX[IRX]
½ZIGMXMIWMRXLI[SVPHEGGSYRXJSVQSVIXLERLEPJ
SJ XLI [SVPH´W [IEPXL ERH XLI ½ZI PEVKIWX GMXMIW MR
-RHME ERH 'LMRE RS[ EGGSYRX JSV   SJ XLSWI
GSYRXVMIW´ [IEPXL 2EKS]E3WEOE/]SXS/SFI MW
I\TIGXIHXSLEZIETSTYPEXMSRSJQMPPMSRF]
ERH [MPP IJJIGXMZIP] FI XLI TS[IVLSYWI SJ .ETER E
similar effect on an even larger scale is occurring in
JEWXKVS[MRK³YVFERGSVVMHSVW´ WYGLEWXLEXFIX[IIR
1YQFEMERH(IPLM
&] [IGERI\TIGXXLEX EPSRKWMHIEJI[WIPIGX
intergovernmental programmes and more regional
economic partnerships, the catalysts for major change
in the world will increasingly come from the forty
or so mega-cities that drive the global economy, are
home to many of its population and set the future
agenda. Whether this will be a return to the role
SJGMX]WXEXIWSJXLITEWXSVEZIVWMSRSJXLI.YHKI
(VIHHJYXYVIMWSJGSYVWISTIRXSUYIWXMSR
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Migration magnets
Immigration is part of economic development strategies and, especially in
low-fertility economies, nations position themselves to attract migrants.
Migration both within and between countries has
been on the increase for many years and shows little
sign of slowing as we move forward. As Professor
6MGLEVH&PEGOLMKLPMKLXIHMRXLIMRMXMEPTIVWTIGXMZISR
the topic:
“Although international migration has increased over
the past few decades, it has done so slowly, rising from
just 2% to around 3% of the world’s population over the
period from 1970 to 2005. It seems highly probable
that this percentage will continue to rise slowly over
the coming decade, or at least not fall, implying that by
2020 there will be more international migrants in the
world than there are today.
“In addition, although it appears that new migration
¾S[W ¯ MR XIVQW SJ SVMKMRW ERH HIWXMREXMSRW ¯ EVI
emerging all the time, it also seems likely that the
major ‘channels’ of international migration will be the
same in 2020 as they are today, with few new major
‘poles of attraction’, and few new emerging countries
of emigration – beyond the possibility of mass exodus
associated with economic or political collapse in a small
number of countries.”
8LIWIWSGEPPIH³TSPIWSJEXXVEGXMSR´ LEZIEPWSFIIR
XIVQIH³QMKVEXMSRQEKRIXW´ EWXLI]LMKLPMKLX[LIVI
and why people want to move from one area to
ERSXLIV -R QER] GSYRXVMIW XLI MRXIVREP QMKVEXMSR
magnets are increasingly the cities where wealth

generation is seen to occur, which in turn attracts
the people who are able to move – generally the
]SYRK%WQIRXMSRIHF]6MGO]&YVHIXXMRXLIMRMXMEP
point of view on the future of cities:
“Urban growth is being fuelled by new levels of mobility
and migration of diverse populations within and across
nations, especially in China, Brazil and India. These
rural-to-urban migrants are attracted by the tantalising
prospects of jobs and opportunity and driven by the
harsh realities of rural life. Cities like Mumbai experience
forty-two people moving into the city per hour.”
-R WIZIVEP SJ XLI *YXYVI %KIRHE IZIRXW MX [EW
mentioned that, in the coming years, cities and city
economies within countries will increasingly compete
JSVXLIFIWXXEPIRX .YWXEWMRXLITEWXHIGEHISVWS
as some regions have campaigned ferociously for
direct investment and sought to attract companies
to create jobs and stimulate economic growth, over
the next ten years we can expect to see different
cities within the same country competing with
each other to attract the best people to help drive
future growth. Whether this is by creating the best
universities, hosting the best companies to attract
top graduates or providing better housing and
living conditions for families, the fast-growing urban
IRZMVSRQIRXW ERH GMX]WXEXIW MR -RHME ERH 'LMRE ¯
EW[IPPEWMRHIZIPSTIHIGSRSQMIWPMOI)YVSTIERH
XLI 97 ¯ EVI EPP KIEVMRK YT XS QEVOIX XLIQWIPZIW

`8LIJYXYVISJPSGEPMX]

As such, countries will start to compete more for
the migrants they need. Today, there are just a few
nations such as Canada, Australia and New Zealand
XLEXEVIEGXMZIP]ERHSTIRP]WIIRXSIRGSYVEKIWOMPPIH
immigration. They all have a unique model aimed at
building their populations with the best people and
SRP] EGGITX WOMPPIH QMKVERXW XLEX ½PP WTIGM½G KETW
EW GPIEVP] PEMH SYX MR XLIMV TYFPMG TSPMGMIW -R 2I[
>IEPERH   SJ XLI TSTYPEXMSR EVI QMKVERXW ERH
MR%YGOPERHXLMW½KYVIMWRIEVP] -R'EREHEXLI
KSZIVRQIRX´WMQQMKVEXMSRTPERGPIEVP]WIXWSYXLS[
ERH[LIVIERSXLIVMQQMKVERXW[LSEVVMZI
annually will be integrated into the country and help
to drive economic growth.

EWEXXVEGXMZIKVS[XLQEKRIXW&IMRKXLIQEKRIXXLEX
attracts the best talent will increasingly be seen as an
economic and social priority by many a city mayor.
At a national level, as fertility rates continue to
drop, dependency ratios accelerate and the desire
for sustained economic growth continues in many
developed countries, country-to-country migration
will be increasingly seen in a positive economic light.

Over the next ten years we can expect
to see different cities within the same
country competing with each other to
attract the best people to help drive
future growth.

Following the lead of such countries as Canada, where
immigration has clearly supported growth to such
an extent that it has become multinational as well as
QYPXMGYPXYVEPSXLIVW[MPPWIIOXSWIPIGXMZIP]EXXVEGXXLI
FIWXWOMPPWIXWEZEMPEFPI%WSRI[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERX
highlighted, ‘over the next decade, Canada, Australia
and New Zealand will be joined by such countries as
.ETERQYGLSJ;IWXIVR)YVSTIERHQE]FIIZIRXLI
97´.ETERERH;IWXIVR)YVSTIIWTIGMEPP]EVIJEGMRK
declining birth rates and rising pressures on their
economies to sustain growth in the long term. As
such, although in the past they have been accused of
creating barriers to immigration, in the future they
EVII\TIGXIHXSWIIOMQQMKVERXWXSTVSZMHIWTIGM½G
WOMPPW2SPSRKIVWEXMW½IH[MXLRSQMREPRIXQMKVEXMSR
at a country level they will all compete for the best
doctors, nurses, engineers and teachers.
'SRWIUYIRXP] EW TISTPI PMOI 4IXIV 1G0ISH LEZI
LMKLPMKLXIH ³*IIHIV GSYRXVMIW [MPP FI WTIGM½GEPP]
targeted in order to provide nations with the right
WOMPP ERH GYPXYVEP QM\ ERH GSYRXVMIW [MPP TVSQSXI
XLIQWIPZIWEWMHIEPQMKVEXMSRHIWXMREXMSRW´

1MKVEXMSRQEKRIXW`

In many developed countries, countryto-country migration will be increasingly
seen in a positive economic light.
New feeder countries will, in turn, evolve their
emigration strategies. Whereas today there are just
a few countries, such as the Philippines, that actively
IRGSYVEKI WOMPPIH [SVOIVW XS IQMKVEXI XS SXLIV
GSYRXVMIW XS [SVO ERH WIRH FEGO QSRI] XS XLIMV
families, as international remittances from migration
scale up in their contribution to national economies,
more and more countries will follow suit. This
QE] FI IWTIGMEPP] WMKRM½GERX MR EVIEW WYGL EW WYF
7ELEVER%JVMGEERHGSYPHTPEGIEQENSVFYVHIRSR
XLIWYGGIWWJYPKVS[XLSJXLILSQIPERH -REHHMXMSR
XLVSYKLXE\MRGIRXMZIWERHXLIPMOI QSVIGSYRXVMIW

MR)YVSTIERHFI]SRH[MPPWIIOXSEXXVEGXFEGOXLI
WOMPPIH[SVOIVWXLEXXLI]QE]LEZIPSWXMRXLITEWX
With this changing dynamic, migration may well cease
to be seen in a negative light and couched as a cultural
XLVIEX MR XLI QIHME -J XLI] [ERX XS FI XST SJ XLI
migration magnet league table, cities and countries
will need to place greater emphasis on supporting
a multicultural society, ensuring that migrants are
[IPGSQIHERHXLIMVWOMPPWTYXXSKSSHYWI

*IIHIVGSYRXVMIW[MPPFIWTIGM½GEPP]
targeted in order to provide nations
with the right skill and cultural mix and
countries will promote themselves as
ideal migration destinations.
6IPEXIH
insights

4EKI

4EKI

4EKI

4EKI

`*YXYVI%KIRHE

PART 3

Moderators of the future

Part 1 focused on the four macro-certainties, the
things we see from the Future Agenda programme
XLEXEVIEPQSWXHI½RMXIP]KSMRKXSSGGYVSZIVXLI
RI\XHIGEHIMQFEPERGIHTSTYPEXMSRKVS[XLOI]
resource constraints; the shift of economic power
XS%WMEERHYRMZIVWEPHEXEEGGIWW-R4EVX
we highlighted forty-eight probable futures that
contributors to the programme suggest could
happen, but which are dependent on contingencies,
some of which are relevant to many of the issues
discussed. These contingencies may accelerate,
decelerate, postpone or even prevent the scenarios
SYXPMRIHMR4EVX7SQIEVIUYMXIWTIGM½GERHVIPEXI
to a technological advance (such as stem cells for
LEPXMRK%P^LIMQIV´W SVEVIKYPEXSV]GLERKI WYGLEW
EPPS[MRKWQEVXQIXIVWXSIREFPIH]REQMGTVMGMRK 
Others have a more emotional relevance and relate
to a societal change, such as the wider acceptance of
euthanasia or a shift in behaviour so that in addition
XSEGORS[PIHKMRKGPMQEXIGLERKIGSRWYQIVWKSSR
XSXEOIEGXMSRXSQMXMKEXIMXWMQTEGX
Alongside these contingencies, we can also see
some general trends or umbrella themes. We
WIIXLIWIEWXLIQEMRMR¾YIRGIWERHWYKKIWXXLEX
they will shape a range of probable changes, again
EGGIPIVEXMRKSVHIGIPIVEXMRKXLIMVMQTEGX-RSVHIV
to understand how these changes may happen, we
LEZIXSYRHIVWXERH[LEXXLIMR¾YIRGIWEVILS[
XLI][MPPEJJIGXMRHMZMHYEPGLSMGIWSGMEPRIX[SVOW
organisations and institutions and, in turn, how
these choices will affect others.

8LI[E][IFILEZIERHLS[[IQEOIHIGMWMSRW
is, of course, immensely complicated and beyond
XLIWGSTISJXLMWFSSOFYXXSYWERHXLSWI[LS
participated in the programme, there are three
QEMRMR¾YIRGIWXLEXEVI[SVXL]SJHMWGYWWMSR
1 The impact that trust and privacy will have
on society,
 8LIVSPISJKPSFEPZWPSGEPHIGMWMSRWERH
 8LIREXYVISJGLSMGIMXWIPJ
We need to consider how each will evolve in
scope and scale and what their direct and indirect
impact could be over the next ten years. We need
XSYRHIVWXERHLS[XLI]GSYPHMR¾YIRGIWSQISJ
the dilemmas we face and the potential trade-offs
that need to be considered.
;MPP[IJSVI\EQTPIQSVI[MPPMRKP]XEOIHIGMWMSRW
that try to address short-term problems at the
expense of the longer term? Will we favour the
interests of individuals or small groups over those
of the many? Will we put the growth of the
economy ahead of protection of social values and
of the environment? And should we drive change
top-down with central control or bottom-up with
HMWXVMFYXIHHIGMWMSRQEOMRK#

Trust and privacy
Why worry about trust?
8VYWXGERFIHI½RIHEWERMRHMZMHYEP´WGSR½HIRGI in
SXLIVWXSJYP½PXLIMVTVSQMWIWSVXSFIGSRWMWXIRXMR
their policies, and their ethical codes and remain in
line with the law-XMWEQIEWYVISJSYVFIPMIJMRXLI
JEMVRIWWERHLSRIWX]SJSXLIVW-XMWMQTSVXERXFIGEYWI
MX MR¾YIRGIW XLI [E] TISTPI ERH SVKERMWEXMSRW
cooperate and it is essential if social institutions such
as governments, economies and communities are to
JYRGXMSR'SRWMHIVMRKXLIOI]GIVXEMRXMIWERHMRWMKLXW
we have already discussed, it seems clear that who, –
or what – we trust and how we are trusted will have
IZIRKVIEXIVWMKRM½GERGIMRXLIRI\XHIGEHIXLERMX
has in the past.
)ZMHIRGIWYKKIWXWXLEXEXVYWXIHGSQQYRMX]MWSRI
in which individuals, corporations and the state will
prosper. Over the next ten years expect the need
for individuals to place more trust in organisations
to grow. Primarily this is because the challenges we
face are growing too big to deal with effectively as
individuals. For example, if we want to ensure there
is enough food to feed the growing population,
XLI YWI SJ³TLEVQE´ SV KIRIXMGEPP] QSHM½IH JSSHW
and sources of alternative proteins may well need
KVIEXIV EGGITXERGI ¯ TEVXMGYPEVP] MR )YVSTI [LMGL
XVEHMXMSREPP] LEW FIIR STTSWIH XS +13 8LMW
means consumers will have to put their trust in the

scientists and the government bodies that support
and monitor the development and rollout of these
TVSHYGXW +MZIRXLIWSGMIXEP LMWXSVMGEPERHVIPMKMSYW
associations with food, this will be more acceptable
to some than to others.
9RHIVWXERHMRKLS[ERH[LSQXSXVYWXMWMQTSVXERX
FIGEYWI [LIR XVYWX MW FVSOIR SV RSX IWXEFPMWLIH
there are often negative consequences. This is true
for all aspects of life, be they personal, corporate
SV VIKYPEXSV] 7SQIXMQIW XLI FVIEOHS[R GER FI
catastrophic – for example, some have suggested
XLEX E FVIEOHS[R SJ XVYWX FIX[IIR GSRWYQIVW
MRZIWXSVW FEROW KSZIVRQIRX VIKYPEXSVW ERH XLI
QIHME PMIW EX XLI LIEVX SJ XLI FEROMRK GVMWMW XLEX
LMX MR  0ETWIW MR XVYWX TEVXMGYPEVP] FIX[IIR
different cultures, can also damage social cohesion –
XEOIJSVI\EQTPIXLIVMSXWMR4EVMWMERWYFYVFW
which pitted disaffected Muslim youths against the
*VIRGLTSPMGI-XGEREPWSTPE]LEZSG[MXLMRHMZMHYEPW
4YFPMG½KYVIWEVITIVLETWTEVXMGYPEVP]ZYPRIVEFPIEW
I\9/ 4VMQI 1MRMWXIV +SVHSR &VS[R WS TEMRJYPP]
discovered when he destroyed any hope of his reIPIGXMSRF]EGGMHIRXEPP]QEOMRKTYFPMGLMWYR¾EXXIVMRK
view of an elderly widow (and until that point a
WXEYRGLWYTTSVXIV MRXLIGEQTEMKR

8VYWXERHTVMZEG]`

Trust in the state
Trust is necessary for good government. The core
philosophy of democracy is based on trust as voters
put the sovereignty of the nation-state in the hands
of politicians. Trust gives legitimacy to regimes so
there is greater willingness by citizens to comply with
MXWVYPMRKW %WSGMIX]XLEXPEGOWXVYWXMRKSZIVRQIRX
often fails to comply with its rulings, resulting in
WXVMOIW HIQSRWXVEXMSRW ERH SXLIV IZMHIRGI SJ GMZMP
YRVIWX 0EGO SJ XVYWX MR WXEXI KSZIVRERGI GER EPWS
MRLMFMXHIZIPSTQIRXERHTEVXMGMTEXMSR-R1YQFEMEX
E[SVOWLSTSRXLIJYXYVISJGMXMIW MX[EWKIRIVEPP]
agreed that corruption at a city-state level was such
XLEXQER]GETEFPITISTPI[IVIHMWMRGPMRIHXSXEOI
part. ‘There is an educated middle class who need
XS XEOI WSQI EGXMSR ERH VIWTSRWMFMPMX] 8LI] LEZI
HVSTTIHMXXLIWIHE]W -XMWXSSGSVVYTXLIVIXSKIX
MRZSPZIH´0EGOSJXVYWXGEREPWSVIHYGIXLIGVIHMFMPMX]
of state information – even if it is independent and
EGGYVEXI8EOIJSVI\EQTPIXLI9/TYFPMG´WHMWFIPMIJ
YTSR XLI ERRSYRGIQIRX XLEX ³GVMQI ½KYVIW LEH
VIHYGIHMRXLI9/ JEPPMRKF] MR.YP]´7M\X]
six per cent of people believed instead that crime
PIZIPWLEHVMWIRERHHMWQMWWIHXLI½KYVIWTYFPMWLIH
F]XLI,SQI3J½GI
0EGOSJXVYWXMRXLIMRWXMXYXMSRWSJXLIWXEXIGEREPWS
provide a fertile ground for the growth of radical or
I\XVIQI MHISPSKMIW -R WSQI GEWIW HMWIRJVERGLMWIH
individuals turn to other places for structure.
'SRWMHIV JSV I\EQTPI XLI KERK GYPXYVI SJ 7SYXL
0SRHSR 6MS ERH 1SWGS[ 8LMW GER FI EXXVMFYXIH
to an underclass of young people who do not feel
part of the mainstream, and so have created an
alternative society with very complex societal rules
and regulations of their own.

As the concept of government has evolved, we no
longer feel comfortable depending on the actions
of one organisation to ensure good government.
(MWGYWWMSRW [MXLMR XLI [SVOWLSTW WYKKIWXIH XLEX
governments which partner with third parties such
EW2+3WXSEHHVIWWXLIGLEPPIRKIWSJXLIHE]EVI
PMOIP]XSFIFIXXIVXVYWXIHXLERMJXLI]HSRSX8LMW
TSMRXSJZMI[[EWEPWSGPIEVP]VI¾IGXIHMR)HIPQER´W
8VYWX&EVSQIXIVJSV[LMGLWXEXIHXLEX2+3W
are considered to be most trusted as institutions
and that trust in their ability to deliver is on the
MRGVIEWI8LMWMWWTIGM½GEPP]IZMHIRXMR'LMRE[LIVI
XVYWX MR 2+3W LEW WSEVIH F]   WMRGI  E
VI¾IGXMSRTIVLETWSR'LMRE´WKVS[MRKSTIRRIWWERH
wealth and the resulting demand for environmental
responsibility, education and public health.
*VERGMW *YOY]EQE EQSRK SXLIVW EVKYIW XLEX XVYWX
FSSWXWIGSRSQMGIJ½GMIRG]-RLMWFSSOTrust: The Social
Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity he points out that:
“People who do not trust one another will end up
cooperating only under a system of formal rules and
regulations, which have been negotiated, agreed to,
litigated, and enforced, sometimes by coercive means
… Widespread distrust in a society, in other words,
imposes a kind of tax on all forms of economic activity,
a tax that high-trust societies do not have to pay.”
He suggests that those countries with strong
IGSRSQMIW WYGL EW +IVQER] EVI EPWS XLSWI XLEX
have exhibited strong elements of trust. He goes
on to argue that it is easier to trust those who
share similar experiences and values, as this reduces
TSXIRXMEP GSR¾MGXW SJ MRXIVIWX -J XLMW EVKYQIRX MW
correct, as society becomes increasingly global in
nature, the ability to identify these areas of common
MRXIVIWXXVYWX[MPPFIGSQIQSVIHMJ½GYPX

`1SHIVEXSVWSJXLIJYXYVI

Trust in business
Trust and an understanding of its importance in
the commercial world is gradually climbing up the
corporate agenda, despite the fact that corporations
in recent years have been driven primarily by
GSQTIXMXMSRTVS½XGSWXQMRMQMWEXMSRERHXLIIJ½GMIRX
YWISJVIWSYVGIW8LI)HIPQER&EVSQIXIVWLS[WJSV
XLI ½VWX XMQI MR XLI XIR ]IEVW XLI VITSVX LEW FIIR
running, that trust and transparency are as important
XSEGSQTER]´WVITYXEXMSREWXLIUYEPMX]SJTVSHYGXW
ERHWIVZMGIWMXTVSZMHIW *YVXLIVQSVI MRXLI97ERH
QYGLSJ;IWXIVR)YVSTIXVYWXERHXVERWTEVIRG]EVI
RS[VEROIHEWQSVIMQTSVXERXXLERTVSHYGXUYEPMX]
ERHF]JEVSYXVERO½RERGMEPVIXYVRW
Alongside this, consumers are becoming more
EXXYRIHXSXLIZEPYISJXLIRSR½RERGMEPVIWTSRWMFMPMXMIW
of commercial organisations. There are now many
I\EQTPIW SJ GSQTERMIW [LMGL LEZI TVS½XIH F]
JSWXIVMRKGYWXSQIVKSSH[MPPLERHPMRKVMWOVIWTSRWMFP]
and motivating their employees while also managing
GSWXWERHHVMZMRKMRRSZEXMSR -RXLI9/ .SLR0I[MW
ERH XLI 'SSTIVEXMZI &ERO EVI KSSH I\EQTPIW SJ
XLMWETTVSEGLMRHIIHMRXLI'SSTWE[E 
MRGVIEWI MR TVS½XW MR MXW ½RERGMEP HMZMWMSR HIWTMXI E
  MRGVIEWI MR [VMXIHS[RW ERH MR  EPP .SLR
0I[MWIQTPS]IIW SV³TEVXRIVW´ [IVIEFPIXSFIRI½X
JVSQE FSRYW
Although this focus on the non-commercial elements
of business may well be a straightforward response
to the damaging effect of the credit crunch, it is
FIGSQMRKTEVXMGYPEVP]MQTSVXERXJSVMRHMZMHYEP')3W
XSEGXMZIP]FYMPHXVYWX+IRIVEPP]WTIEOMRKXLI]EVIXLI
human face of the organisation so their behaviour
FSXLMRERHSYXWMHIXLIFSEVHVSSQMWEVI¾IGXMSRSJ
XLIGSQTERMIWXLI]VITVIWIRX%W%RXLSR]7IPHSRMR

LMWFSSOSRXVYWXTSMRXWSYX³XLIHIQERHJSV')3W
XS LEZI E ZMWMSR FI]SRH QIVI TVS½X QE\MQMWEXMSR
MWPMOIP]XSTIVWMWXEWXLIVIGIWWMSRGSRXMRYIWXSFI
JIPX´*YVXLIVQSVIXVYWXMR')3WGERFIHVEQEXMGEPP]
affected by public perception, particularly if they are
GEYKLXSYXMRXLIMVYRKYEVHIHQSQIRXW &4´W')3
Tony Hayward was reminded of this when his wish
XS³KIXQ]PMJIFEGO´[EWFVSEHGEWXEVSYRHXLI[SVPH
much to the disgust of many Americans whose
livelihoods and lifestyles had been devastated by the
SMP WTMPP JVSQ XLI (IIT[EXIV ,SVM^SR I\TPSWMSR MR
XLI+YPJSJ1I\MGS

Trust in information
Traditional news sources currently face an
unprecedented challenge in terms of both credibility
and competition. This was discussed at length in one
[SVOWLST [LIVI MX [EW EKVIIH XLEX WSQIXLMRK MW
changing around the way people trust the media, given
XLEXQSVITISTPIXYVRXS;MOMTIHMEJSVMRJSVQEXMSR
than to CNN. ‘They represent different organisations
¯;MOMTIHMEMWSTIREQEXIYVERHHIQSGVEXMG[LMPI
CNN is supported by professional media who have a
HMJJIVIRXEKIRHE´WEMHSRITEVXMGMTERX;LEXIZIVXLI
VIEWSRMRWXIEHSJPMWXIRMRKXSXLIPMOIWSJ'22SV%P
.E^IIVETVSKVEQQIWWSQITISTPI[LS[MWLXSWXE]
informed are building their opinions on the views
SJ YRGVIHIRXMEPPIH ³I\TIVXW´ SJXIR ZME ;MOMTIHME
They are also turning towards the blogosphere
where they can more easily identify and team up
with people who have a similar viewpoint.The desire
to counter this goes some way to explain why in
recent times there seems to have been a substantial
increase in the number of academics and industry
experts in the traditional media, tv, radio and print,
news channels.

8VYWXERHTVMZEG]`

%W LMKLPMKLXIH MR 4EVX  XLI JEGX XLEX XLIVI EVI
multiple ways to access the opinions of credible
experts suggests that, in the future, there will have
to be a visible shift in the role of many players in the
media industry, from being choice editors to choice
GYVEXSVW-RSVHIVXSWYVZMZIRI[WGLERRIPW[MPPLEZI
to reposition themselves not only as credible sources
SJMRJSVQEXMSRFYXEPWSEWSRIWXLEXLEZI½PXIVIHSYX
inaccuracies and put the news in a wider context.
Faced with ever more information and more ways
in which to access it, people will increasingly focus on
content from believable sources. They will therefore
turn to organisations they trust to provide a clear
analysis of what it all means. Whether the original
information comes from a corporate press release
or the mobile phone of a passer-by, consumers will
FI PSSOMRK JSV WLSVX GYXW XS HIGMHMRK [LEX XS TE]
attention to, what to watch and what to ignore.
/I] QIHME FVERHW [MPP FIGSQI WLSVXLERH [E]W SJ
guiding choice; simple heuristics in an overwhelming
world.
Of course, in the end we will all play in both
camps, partly drawn to the mass appeal of shared
media language and stories to build community
and common reference points, and another part
HVE[RXS½RHMRKSYXSYVS[RWTIGM½GRMGLI³1YPXM
QIHMEXEWOMRK´MWFIGSQMRKXLIRSVQ¯JSVI\EQTPI
following the news on a Twitter feed, while logging
in to a news wire, watching the story develop on
8: ERH QIWWEKMRK E JVMIRH EFSYX MX -R XLI JYXYVI
the virtual sharing of events (particularly live TV,
[LIVIXLIHVEQEYRJSPHW PMROMRKMRQYPXMTPIQIHME
sources to create the feel of the community, the feel
of participation, will become commonplace.

Trust in the community
8VYWXQEOIWYWLETTMIVERHLIEPXLMIVEWEGSQQYRMX]
indeed there is a distinct correlation between trust
and well-being. A good way of building trust in small,
PSGEPGSQQYRMXMIWMWJSVXLITISTPIXSKIXXSORS[
IEGLSXLIV%PXLSYKLXLITVSWTIGXSJ³QSVI[SVOMRK
JVSQLSQI´LEWFIIRHMWGYWWIHJSVQER]]IEVWMXHSIW
now seem that improved connectivity and increased
HITIRHIRGISRORS[PIHKI[SVOIVW[MPPQIERXLEX
over the next ten years, a growing proportion of
professionals should be able to spend more time at
LSQI¯SVEXPIEWXSYXWMHIXLIXVEHMXMSREPSJ½GI
Many rural and suburban communities are currently
sparsely populated during the day; with many of
[SVOMRKEKIPIEZMRKLSQIIEVP]XSKIXXSXLIMVNSFW
ERHGSQMRKFEGOPEXIEXRMKLXXLIWXVIIXWEVIPIJXXS
mothers with very young children and the elderly.
This can lead to a sense of isolation among many,
alongside a decline in community services such as
youth clubs, lunch groups for the elderly and so on.
0SSOMRKJSV[EVH XLIXVIRHXS[EVHWLSQI[SVOMRK
could produce communities that are more vibrant
XLVSYKLSYX XLI [IIO 4ISTPI [SVOMRK JVSQ LSQI
will have more time to get involved with their local
areas and provide support for others. This raises the
genuine possibility of community life being rebuilt in
many areas over the next decade.
%HH MR XLI IWXEFPMWLQIRX SJ PSGEP WLEVIH SJ½GI
spaces within villages and suburbs and so increased
support of, and interaction between, more viable
local businesses and we could see a reduction in
isolation and the expansion of communities around
RI[ WSGMEP ERH IGSRSQMG RIX[SVOW ERH EVIEW SJ
common interest and services.

`1SHIVEXSVWSJXLIJYXYVI

8LEXWEMH EWMKRM½GERXMWWYIEVMWMRKJVSQXLIVIQSXI
[SVOMRK WGIREVMS MW XLI IVSWMSR SJ XVYWX ¯ SV EX
least the shifting paradigm for trust. Many of the
contributions to the Future Agenda debate have
highlighted the increasing use of, and dependence
SRZMVXYEPVIPEXMSRWLMTWEQSRKXSHE]´WXIIREKIVW %W
XLI]IEVSPHWSJXSHE]FIGSQIXLI]IEVSPHWSJ
LS[MQTSVXERX[MPPVIEPVIPEXMSRWLMTWFI[MXLMR
the local community versus online interactions with
PMOIQMRHIH MRHMZMHYEPW EVSYRH XLI [SVPH# &VMRKMRK
this into the local community context, the issue of
who people will trust and why may become more
WMKRM½GERX8LIEFMPMX]XSTL]WMGEPP]MRXIVEGX[MXLSXLIVW
at a local level provides the foundation of relationships
which some see as far stronger than virtual ones.
(IWTMXI XLI IZMHIRXP] KVS[MRK KPSFEP ERH TIVWSREP
FIRI½XWSJSRPMRIWSGMEPRIX[SVOW WSQIHSRSXWII
them as a substitute for the grounding providing by
the community school and wider local life.
8LISRPMRI[SVPHEWMHIMXMWGIVXEMRP]IEWMIVXSQEOI
HIGMWMSRWEVSYRHXVYWXMRWQEPPIVGSQQYRMXMIW-RHIIH
smaller groups tend to engender greater trust and
therefore a high level of support and understanding.
The challenge is in recognising the tipping point in
terms of the size where trust in the whole starts
to diminish and subgroups form, as occurs in larger
communities.

Trust and the individual
The argument goes that, although it is possible to live
a life with low levels of trust, it will not necessarily be
ELETT]SRI -X[MPPGIVXEMRP]FIXMQIGSRWYQMRKEW
[IIRHPIWWP]LEZIXSGLIGOERHHSYFPIGLIGOSXLIV
TISTPI´W[SVOSVHSIZIV]XLMRKJSVSYVWIPZIW -J[I
trust someone enough, we are happy to cooperate

[MXL XLIQ ERH PIX XLIQ QEOI HIGMWMSRW SR SYV
FILEPJ -RTEVX XLIVIEWSRJSVXLMWMWXLEXXLIEFMPMX]
to trust others can free us up to do the things we
VIEPP][ERXXSHS -XGEREPWSEPPS[YWXSLERHSZIV
decisions or actions that we feel poorly equipped
for to other people or organisations.
+MZIRXLIGLEPPIRKIWERHHMPIQQEWXLEX[IEPPJEGI
ranging from local issues such as rubbish collection
and noise pollution to larger societal issues such as
climate change, disease prevention and so on, the
majority of us often express concern but then pass
SRXLIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVQEOMRKHIGMWMSRWXSXLSWI
that we trust – believing that they are more capable
of sorting out our problems – so we do not have to
XEOIER]JYVXLIVEGXMSR-RQER]MRWXERGIWXLMWGERPIEH
XSEPEGOSJMRHMZMHYEPEGXMSRXSEHHVIWWXLITVSFPIQ
%W =EPI 9RMZIVWMX] TW]GLSPSKMWX 7XERPI] 1MKVEQ
HIWGVMFIHMRLMWEVXMGPI³8LI4IVMPWSJ3FIHMIRGI´³MR
a complex society it is easy to ignore responsibility
[LIRSRIMWSRP]ERMRXIVQIHMEXIPMROMREGLEMR´
(IPIKEXMRKVIWTSRWMFMPMX]FIGEYWI[IXVYWXSXLIVWXS
do a better job than we would is all very well, but
when community-based actions are needed as part
SJXLIWSPYXMSRXSWTIGM½GTVSFPIQW WYGLEWGPMQEXI
GLERKI XVYWXMRKSXLIVWXSXEOIXLIRIGIWWEV]EGXMSR
MWRSXIRSYKL7QEPP[SRHIVXLEXEVIGIRX%GGIRXYVI
VITSVX WYKKIWXW XLEX³-R XLI JYXYVI GSRWYQIVW [MPP
need to understand the trade-offs and competing
objectives in energy policy to provide suitable
WYTTSVXXSTSPMXMGEPSJ½GMEPWERHVIKYPEXSVWXSIHYGEXI
and include the public in choices for the longer term
GLERKIW -XMWGVMXMGEPXLEXGSRWYQIVWFIE[EVIXLEX
there are no simple solutions and that any choice
will have direct implications.This awareness will allow
TSPMG]QEOIVWXSFIKMREQSVIMRJSVQIHHIFEXI´

8VYWXERHTVMZEG]`

A decline in trust?
-R VIGIRX XMQIW XLI IGSRSQMG HS[RXYVR IRHIQMG
corruption and mismanagement on an unprecedented
scale has meant that trust in traditional institutions,
be they corporations, government, or even the family
unit, appears to be on a gradual decline (although the
)HIPQER8VYWX&EVSQIXIVLEWWLS[REXIRXEXMZIKPSFEP
VMWIJSV 8LIWTIGM½GVIEWSRWJSVXLMWEVIQERMJSPH
XLI TIVGIMZIH KVIIH ERH ½RERGMEP QMWQEREKIQIRX
SJ FEROW XLI JEMPYVI SJ KSZIVRQIRXW XS TVIZIRX
the economic downturn, government corruption,
involvement in unpopular wars, disputes in the church
around homosexuals and female clergy, discovery of
long-term child abuse by members of the Catholic
Church, and disillusion with the institution of marriage
VYRRMRK EX EFSYX   MR XLI 97  8LIWI EVI NYWX
some examples that seemingly signal that traditional
institutions are failing to live up to expectations.
-RHIIHSRI[SVOWLSTTEVXMGMTERXWYKKIWXIHXLEX³XLI
VIGIRXKPSFEP½RERGMEPGVMWMWLEWFIIRWSJYRHEQIRXEP
XLEXMRWSQIGEWIWMXLEWWLEOIRXVYWXMRXLIGETMXEPMWX
QSHIPMXWIPJ ´&IPMIJMRTVIZMSYWP]LIPHGSRZMGXMSRWLEW
FIIR UYIWXMSRIH ERH QER] TISTPI EVI PSSOMRK JSV
new terms of reference and new organisations to
trust.This might explain why so many people are now
XYVRMRK SVVIXYVRMRK XSVIPMKMSRJSVLIPTMRJEGMRKXLI
challenges in their lives.

Trust in faith?
;MXL XLI KPEVMRK I\GITXMSR SJ )YVSTIERW TISTPI
everywhere are turning to religion for answers. This
means that, alongside economic growth, religious
KVS[XL WIIQW XS FI XEOMRK TPEGI -R    SJ
XLI[SVPH´W'LVMWXMERWPMZIHMR)YVSTIERHXLI97¯
XSHE]  PMZIMRXLIHIZIPSTMRK[SVPH%QIVMGEMW

XLI SRP] HIZIPSTIH GSYRXV] XLEX WXMPP XEOIW VIPMKMSR
WIVMSYWP]0SSOMRKEXXLI4I[+PSFEP%XXMXYHIW
WYVZI] [I GER WII XLEX   SJ TISTPI MR XLI 97
GSRWMHIV VIPMKMSR ZIV] MQTSVXERX ¯ ERH XLEX ½KYVI
NYQTW XS   MJ ]SY EQIRH MX XS WE]³WSQI[LEX
MQTSVXERX´ ¯FYXIZIRXLEXGSQTEVIWTSSVP]XSXLI
VIPMKMSYW MRXIRWMX] SJ 4EOMWXERMW   SJ [LSQ WE]
VIPMKMSRMWZIV]MQTSVXERXERH WE]MXMWWSQI[LEX
MQTSVXERX )ZIRMR'LMRE EWXEXILMWXSVMGEPP]XMIHXS
WIGYPEVMWQVIPMKMSYWFIPMIJMWKEMRMRKXVEGXMSR[MXL 
of the population regarding it as very or somewhat
MQTSVXERX MR XLIMV PMZIW ERH SRP]   WXEXMRK XLEX
MXMWRSXEXEPPMQTSVXERX &]GSQTEVMWSR MR*VERGI
the most secular of all the countries Pew surveyed,
SRP]   WXEXIH XLEX VIPMKMSR [EW ZIV] MQTSVXERX
-RHIIH QSWX )YVSTIER GSYRXVMIW [MXL E 'LVMWXMER
heritage have seen a decline in traditional religious
observance at the same time as they have seen an
MRGVIEWI MR 1YWPMQ MQQMKVEXMSR % WXEVO GSRXVEWX
results between the secular establishment and
religious values. This is perhaps at its most extreme
when you consider difference between the Muslim
faith, with its strict rules on alcohol and dress, and
the freedom offered by the West. This growth in
JEMXLERHPEGOSJXVYWXMRXLII\MWXMRKW]WXIQWMWLEZMRK
MRXIVIWXMRK GSRWIUYIRGIW ¯ XEOI JSV I\EQTPI XLI
KVS[XLSJMRXIVIWXJVII VMWOEZIVWI7LEVMELFEROMRK
which has been gaining ground quietly since before
XLIFEROMRKGSPPETWI

Trading trust
Trust is becoming increasingly important when we
consider the amount of personal data now held
by governments and large organisations. Primarily
this is because of the way in which it is being used,
sometimes without our permission. Often we
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provide personal information freely for the purpose
of a transaction, and it is a breach of our trust if
XLMWMRJSVQEXMSRMWTEWWIHSR[MXLSYXSYVORS[PIHKI
SV QSVI PMOIP] [MXLSYX SYV YRHIVWXERHMRK XLEX
the information will be shared more widely. For
I\EQTPI [MXLGSQTYXIVHEXEXVEGOMRK MXMWTSWWMFPI
XSJSPPS[EGVIHMXSVPS]EPX]GEVHLSPHIV´WTYVGLEWIW
ERHJVSQXLMWMRJSVQEXMSRXEVKIXQEVOIXMRKXS[EVHW
ER MRHMZMHYEP´W WTIRHMRK LEFMXW8LI WLEVMRK SJ HEXE
among organisations means that it is also possible
JSVSXLIVWXS³QMRI´HEXEXSKIXLIVWSXLEXIZIRXYEPP]E
picture can be built up showing who you are, where
]SYPMZI[LEX]SYFY]MJ]SY´ZIIZIVHIJEYPXIHSRE
TE]QIRX IZIVLEHTEVOMRKXMGOIXW [LS]SYVJVMIRHW
are and so on. As consumers gradually understand
the implications of this, and if organisations do not
manage to hold information securely and responsibly,
trust inevitably will decline.

Why does privacy matter?
-RE[E]XLI¾MTWMHISJXVYWXMWTVMZEG]EWYFNIGX[LMGL
MWMRGVIEWMRKP]YRHIVXLIWTSXPMKLX 9RXMPVIGIRXP]XLI
right to privacy was not considered of particular
importance – mainly because it was relatively
HMJ½GYPXXSKEMREJYPPTMGXYVISJERMRHMZMHYEP´WLEFMXW
and activities. The internet, mobile telephones and
an increased concern about national safety have
GLERKIH EPP XLEX 7SQI EVKYI XLEX EJXIV EPP [I EVI
living in a society that is under threat and we have
to accept that our right to personal privacy should
be set aside for the greater good. This is why we
queue up without protest and allow complete
strangers to go through our hand luggage at airports.
Alternatively, others say although there is a vast
amount of personal electronic information available,
XLIVIMWRSNYWXM½GEXMSRJSVWMQTP]EGGITXMRKEHIGPMRI

in personal privacy as a necessary precaution against
XIVVSVMWXEXXEGOW
+MZIRXLMWMXMW[SVXL[LMPIWXSTTMRKXSGSRWMHIVXLI
scope and scale of the surveillance society many of
YW RS[ PMZI MR8LI MWWYI MW RSX RI[ -R  The
Economist pointed out: ‘These days, data about
TISTPI´W [LIVIEFSYXW TYVGLEWIW FILEZMSYV ERH
personal lives are gathered, stored and shared on
a massive scale. Most of the time, there is nothing
SFZMSYWP] QEPMKR EFSYX XLMW +SZIVRQIRXW WE]
they need to gather data to ward off terrorism or
protect public health; corporations say they do it to
HIPMZIVKSSHWERHWIVZMGIWQSVIIJ½GMIRXP] &YXXLI
ubiquity of electronic data-gathering and processing
– and above all, its acceptance by the public – is still
astonishing, even compared with a decade ago. Nor
MWMXGSR½RIHXSSRIVIKMSRSVTSPMXMGEPW]WXIQ´
This matters because the protection of personal data
MW JVEYKLX [MXL TVSFPIQW (EXE MW FSXL IEW] XS PSWI
and also easy to exploit. Worse, many people are only
vaguely aware of the implications that loss of personal
HEXE GER LEZI -R XLI WEQI EVXMGPI E 'EQFVMHKI
9RMZIVWMX] TVSJIWWSV 6SWW%RHIVWSR SJJIVIH E ZMZMH
analogy comparing the current situation to a ‘boiled
JVSK´¯XLIJVSKJEMPWXSNYQTSYXSJEWEYGITEREWXLI
[EXIVMRWMHIKVEHYEPP]LIEXWYT8LIEREPSK]MWGPIEV-J
our right to privacy is gradually eroded over the years
MXWPSWW[MPPLEVHP]FIJIPX &YXMRXLIIRH EWEWSGMIX]
[IQMKLX½RHSYVWIPZIWMRXLIWEQITSWMXMSREWXLI
frog. This might sound melodramatic – and, to be
fair, Anderson went on say that this is not an
inevitability – but the point is made.
% [SVOWLST [I LIPH SR XLI JYXYVI SJ TVMZEG] MR
;EWLMRKXSR('GSRGYVVIH[MXL%RHIVWSR´WXLISV]
-X[EWYRMZIVWEPP]EKVIIHXLEXKSZIVRERGIMRXLI97
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QEOIWMXYRPMOIP]XLEXXLIVI[MPPFIEQENSVVIKYPEXSV]
change in favour of increasing the individual right to
TVMZEG] [MXLSYXEWMKRM½GERXGEXEP]WX¯F][LMGL[I
mean a huge breach such as the loss of public tax
SVFEROEGGSYRXVIGSVHWXLITYFPMGEXMSRSJWIRWMXMZI
patient records, identity theft on a large scale or
some other revelation around the use of personal
data for unlawful transactions.
The challenge is that many consumers are unaware
of the extent of their own data trail left on multiple
systems and are completely oblivious to the daily
round of potentially useful information they can
TVSZMHI 'SRWMHIV E HE] MR XLI PMJI SJ 0SRHSR´W
citizens: they will leave their apartment monitored
by CCTV, stand at a bus stop again monitored by
CCTV, use electronic payment to board a bus or
E XVEMR KS XLVSYKL WIGYVMX] ERH GPSGO MR EX [SVO
WMKRSRXSXLIMVPETXSTQEOIEJI[TLSRIGEPPWIMXLIV
by mobile or land-line, pay for something with a
GVIHMX GEVH IXG -R WS HSMRK XLI] EPPS[ WSQISRI
to monitor their every movement and activity. This
whole process is repeated on the way home most
HE]W SJ XLI [IIO *YVXLIVQSVI XLI MRJSVQEXMSR MW
gathered indiscriminately about everyone – there is
SRI''8:GEQIVEJSVIZIV]XIRTISTPIMRXLI9/
– rather than in previous times where surveillance
of an individual was targeted and necessitated
considerable effort.
(2% LEW EPWS FIGSQI ER MRGVIEWMRKP] TSTYPEV
WYVZIMPPERGI XSSP FYX HIWTMXI MXW LMKL TVS½PI ERH
beloved as it is of police dramas, it is not always
EGGYVEXI (IWTMXIXLMW QMPPMSRTISTPI  SJXLI
&VMXMWLTSTYPEXMSREVIRS[SRXLIREXMSREPHEXEFEWI
[LMGL[EWWIXYTMR1SWXSXLIV)9GSYRXVMIW
LEZIRSQSVIXLERTVS½PIWSRXLIMVW8LMW
HMJJIVIRGIMWFIGEYWIMR&VMXEMR(2%LEWFIIRXEOIR

JVSQER]SRIEVVIWXIHJSVE³VIGSVHEFPI´SJJIRGIWYGL
EWFIMRKHVYROERHHMWSVHIVP] -XMWXLIRWXSVIHJSV
life, even if that person is never charged or is later
acquitted. As the Economist points out, no other
democracy does this.
-RQER]HIQSGVEGMIWIPIGXVSRMGWYVZIMPPERGILEWRSX
]IXLEHEFMKMQTEGXSRQSWXTISTPI´WPMZIW FYXEW
the amount of data collected and stored about us
MRGVIEWIW WS HSIW XLI VMWO SJ EFYWI 4IVLETW XLEX´W
all very well in the West, but consider the potential
impact of this in countries where hard-fought
personal freedom and civil liberty is in its infancy.
What if things go wrong there?

Privacy, trust and technology
With technological innovation and economic
opportunity, many of us live in a much more
interconnected world than our parents and more
people than ever now live in cities far away from the
communities in which they were born. The internet
has certainly widened our circle, giving access to a
global community in a way that was never available
to previous generations. The effect of all this is that
[IRS[LEZIJEVQSVIMRXIVEGXMSRWSJEPPOMRHW[MXL
a range of organisations and individuals, many of
whom we have not met, or with whom we have a
very tenuous relationship. This has provided us with
a wealth of information delivering both social and
IGSRSQMGFIRI½X¯JSVI\EQTPIVIWIEVGLLEWWLS[R
that there is a clear correlation between mobile
TIRIXVEXMSR ERH +(4 KVS[XL MR IQIVKMRK QEVOIXW
– but at the same time, the ability to be globally
MRXIVGSRRIGXIH LEW EQTPM½IH UYIWXMSRW SJ VIPMEFMPMX]
veracity and privacy. The problem is not a new
SRI¯[ILEZIEP[E]WLEHXS[SVOSYX[LSERH[LEX
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XSXVYWX¯FYXEW(MERI'S]PIIPSUYIRXP]TYXMXMRLIV
initial point of view for the Future Agenda programme,
³XLIWOMPPSJZIVM½GEXMSRLEWFIGSQIJYRHEQIRXEP´
)PIGXVSRMG GSQQYRMGEXMSRW ERH EGGIWW XS HEXE
have also thrown up a new challenge and that is,
quite simply, how do we manage the amount of
information currently available? There is a clear
trend towards increasing volumes of data being
shared, stored, accessed and mined – and much of
this will be personal data relating to individuals. All
indicators show a steady growth in pervasive usergenerated content, ever-expanding data collection
by governments and corporations (for example, in
WSGMEPRIX[SVOW MRGVIEWIHGSPPIGXMSRSJXVERWEGXMSREP
data, improved decision-support algorithms, new and
ubiquitous wireless technologies and connectivity,
and new types of data from an ever-widening range
of next-generation sensors. This is all adding to the
collective store of information being created and
made available for use. At the same time, the cost of
data storage will continue to fall and in the end, be
reduced to almost nothing.
Over the next decade, as data collection grows
exponentially, so will the value of the information.
Therefore, it will become increasingly important
to identify who we trust to have access to it.
Consumers will become aware of both the worth of
their personal information and the damage that can
FIGEYWIHF]EFYWISJMX8LMWMWPMOIP]XSSGGYVEXXLI
same time as organisations recognise this value and
GVIEXIXLIQEVOIXQIGLERMWQWERHZILMGPIWXLVSYKL
which it can be monetised – at its most simple, this
will be in the form of more sophisticated, targeted
EHZIVXMWMRK +SZIVRQIRXW[MPPEPWSWIIOXSMQTVSZI
the integration and intelligence that can be gained in
order to deliver a smarter and safer planet.

As a consequence, in many countries, the burgeoning
share of the population who care about their data
will become increasingly concerned and want to
better control access to their personal information.
They may well also turn to collective information
WLEVMRK MR WSQI MRWXERGIW WYGL EW LIEPXL )\TIGX E
¾YVV]SJTIVWSREPMWIHXIGLRSPSKMIWXSGSQIXSXLI
fore which will help improve monitoring, diagnosis
ERHXVIEXQIRXEWXLIIJJIGXWSJKIRSQMGORS[PIHKI
WXEVX XS LEZI MQTEGX 8EGOPMRK HMEFIXIW ERH SXLIV
chronic diseases through collective information
sharing requires individuals to trust a system in which
patients are willing to share medical diary data. The
challenge will be to foster trust in the organisations
XLEXLSPHXLIHEXE )\TIGXRI[ WTIGM½GTVSXIGXMSRW
to be provided to the users – but not necessarily all
YWIVWERHTVSFEFP]RSXMREPPPSGEXMSRW-RSXLIVEVIEW
[LIVI XLI FIRI½XW SJ WLEVMRK HEXE EVI PIWW GPIEV
there may be a greater reluctance to participate.
As a result of all the technilogical innovations, it
MW FIGSQMRK QSVI ERH QSVI HMJ½GYPX XS QEREKI
personal information. There are numerous
reasons for this: the increasing decentralisation of
WIVZMGIW ERH WXSVEKI [MPP QEOI GSRXVSP ERH GPIEV
responsibility for data protection an open issue;
the international nature of information will present
greater challenges relating to how we consider
and manage where it should be located; changes
to current telecom structures and interoperability
between different technologies will present a range
of new issues for us to master; and, at the same time,
consumers will become increasingly aware of more
local, individualised online communities. The proper
management of this through individual actions,
government regulation and corporate governance is
a tough challenge as we head into the next decade.

8VYWXERHTVMZEG]`

-R SVHIV XS FI WYGGIWWJYPP EPP XLSWI MRZSPZIH
technologists, regulators and, to a lesser extent,
consumers, need to understand the innovations
XEOMRK TPEGI 8LMW MW RSX WXVEMKLXJSV[EVH KMZIR XLI
GYVVIRX VEXI SJ GLERKI -R TEVXMGYPEV XLI] [MPP LEZI
XSKVETTPI[MXLXLIGSRGITXSJXLI³VMKLXXSJSVKIX´
given that data communications are increasingly
FIMRKEVGLMZIH)VEWMRKSYVHMKMXEPJSSXTVMRXMWEPVIEH]
HMJ½GYPXFYXMRXLIJYXYVII\TIGXMXXSFIGSQIIZIR
harder to do and increasingly important as the
*EGIFSSOKIRIVEXMSRKVS[WYTERHLEWXSHIEP[MXL
the consequences of potentially embarrassing or
damaging memories from the past.

Sharing information
The internet, with its philosophy of openness, quite
literally created a World Wide Web of trusted and
XVYWXMRKYWIVW9RXMPVIGIRXP]XLEXMW2I[MWWYIWXSHS
[MXLWIGYVMX] FEROMRKWGEQWERHMHIRXMX]XLIJXLEZI
all put our trust in the system to the test.This means
that the information people are willing to share is
changing and there are shifts in how they share it.
%W VIGIRX GSRXVSZIVWMIW EVSYRH +SSKPI &Y^^ ERH
*EGIFSSO´W TVMZEG] WIXXMRKW IRKIRHIV [MHIV TYFPMG
reaction, individuals may want to share less, or at
PIEWXLSPHFEGOMRJSVQEXMSR
At the core of this, people will increasingly come
to realise the fundamental issues involved with
WLEVMRK XLIMV HEXE 7SQI QE] UYIWXMSR XLI GSWX
FIRI½X VEXMS MR XIVQW SJ [LEX EVI SV EVI RSX XLI
MQQIHMEXI TE]FEGOW XS FI KEMRIH JVSQ WLEVMRK
;LMPI MX MW TSWWMFPI XLEX E REXMSREP SV QSVI PMOIP]
ERMRXIVREXMSREP³4VMZEG]'LIVRSF]P´ [MPPFIRIIHIH
for major regulatory change, for individuals the
consistent drip-feed of breaches of trust might

have a similar effect and could change behaviour
and attitudes. Perhaps, despite our overwhelming
willingness to communicate, ongoing lapses in privacy
by corporate and government organisations, widely
reported in the media, will motivate individuals to
PMQMX XLIMV SRPMRI TVS½PIW ERH GLSSWI RSX XS WLEVI
TIVWSREPHEXEIPIGXVSRMGEPP] -XQMKLXFIXLMWPEGOSJ
trust in the system rather than public regulation
which will act as the online policeman of the future.
8LMW WGIREVMS MW EPP XLI QSVI PMOIP] [LIR ]SY
consider that information is increasingly global and
therefore beyond the reach of national regulation
and protection. Will people continue to share
information as routinely as they do now? There are
SFZMSYW FIRI½XW MRGPYHMRK GSRZIRMIRGI WTIIH ERH
access to associated but relevant information, but
equally there are disadvantages, particularly if trust
in the system fails.

Consumer privacy
4VMZEG]ER\MIXMIWERHEKVS[MRKPEGOSJXVYWXMRPEVKI
online organisations could be mitigated by open,
MRXIVSTIVEFPIRIX[SVOWXLEXKMZIYWIVWGSRXVSPSZIV
their own information in the future. This would
meant that people could then choose who to share
their information with, decide to remove it from one
organisation and transfer it to another, and, most
importantly, they would be able to delete it altogether
without concern that it will be cached somewhere
to resurface later. Here there is an opportunity for a
trusted intermediary who can facilitate this interface
¯E³HEXEFERO´JSVI\EQTPISVE[E]JSVGSQTERMIW
to lend their algorithms and their technologies to
YWIVW[LSOIITGSRXVSPSJXLIMVMRJSVQEXMSRVEXLIV
than giving it to companies to process within their
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own technological domain. There are already shifts
MR JSV I\EQTPI XLI ½RERGMEP WIVZMGIW MRHYWXV] XS
provide or create new trusted intermediaries to
hold and share private data about customers. These
may, within certain constraints, lead to changes in
GSRWYQIVJSGYWIHHEXEYWI7SQITEVXMGMTERXWMRXLI
programme see that in future we should advocate an
ownership model where the user and the company
GSPPIGXMRKXLIYWIV´WMRJSVQEXMSREVINSMRXGYWXSHMERW
of that data.
+VIEXIV XVERWTEVIRG] QE] EPWS LEZI ER MQTEGX SR
GSRWYQIV EXXMXYHIW -J JSV MRWXERGI GSQTERMIW LEH
to disclose how much the information they have is
actually worth to them in business terms, individuals
may recognise more readily the balance of the
GSWX¯FIRI½XIUYEXMSRERHQEOIGSRWGMSYWGLSMGIW
EFSYX [LEX XS WLEVI ERH [MXL [LSQ -R E LIEPXL
infrastructure based on mobile phone technology, it
was found to be a more effective form of transparency
to authorise wide access to patient records among
healthcare providers, but notify the patient when a
record had been accessed, rather than control and
TVIETTVSZI ZMI[IVW SJ MRJSVQEXMSR -R LIEPXLGEVI
particularly, wider use of consumer data is clearly
WIIRF]QER]EWEFIRI½XFYXSRI[MXLXLITSXIRXMEP
for great individual costs given the complexities of
reimbursement of healthcare costs from insurance
GSQTERMIWMRWSQIIGSRSQMIW -REVIEW[LIVIXLI
potential is great for harm to individual consumers
JVSQ QMWYWI SJ HEXE [I WLSYPH RSX XEOI XLMW JSV
granted. We must be careful not to give an illusion
SJGSRXVSP¯MRIJJIGXMZIGSRXVSPWXLEXPIXYWIVWXLMRO
they have complete control over their data when
they do not.
*SVQER]WIVZMGIW MXMWHMJ½GYPXXSQSZI GSVVIGXSV
erase data, so privacy must be a priority feature.

4ISTPIQYWXGPIEVP]WIIXLIFIRI½XWSJWLEVMRKXLIMV
information. Current legal structures designed to
protect privacy may not actually serve as a catalyst
for this: privacy as a legal compliance issue is a
cost, not a feature, and legal compliance does not
WTYV TVMZEG] MRRSZEXMSRW -R EHHMXMSR QSWX SJ XLI
discussion today considers only current technologies
– instead we need to recognise that someone might
be able to protect their privacy or breach such
TVSXIGXMSRYWMRKEXSXEPP]HMJJIVIRXXIGLRSPSK] )ZIR
if competition did spur innovation, we may see a
³HERGMRK TEVXRIV´ IJJIGX WMRGI MX MW XLI MRXIRX SJ EPP
companies to maximise the value of data.

Systemic privacy
Although much attention is focused on the privacy
relationship between the individual and companies,
we should also recognise the shift in the citizen–
government data relationship. While there is
widespread acceptance of increased government
surveillance to counter national security threats
from terrorism and so on, in some countries there
is resistance to overt rather than covert personal
MRJSVQEXMSR GSPPIGXMSR (EXE GSPPIGXMSR GER TVSZMHI
WSGMIXEP FIRI½XW MR EVIEW FI]SRH REXMSREP WIGYVMX]
– public health, for example. To help manage the
VMWMRK WSGMIXEP½RERGMEP FYVHIRW SJ GLVSRMG HMWIEWIW
JSVI\EQTPI WSQIKSZIVRQIRXWEVIQEOMRKYWISJ
connections between areas such as individual health
costs, food preferences and behaviours.
)UYEPP] XLIEHZIRXSJWQEVXQIXIVWEWTEVXSJXLI
wider smart grid is prompting discussion about
XLI MRXVSHYGXMSR SJ ¾I\MFPI H]REQMG TVMGMRK SJ
IRIVK] ERH [EXIV XLEX [MPP MR¾YIRGI TEXXIVRW SJ
GSRWYQTXMSR %PXLSYKL FIRI½XW GER FI WLS[R
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E FEPERGI QYWX FI WXVYGO FIX[IIR XLSWI FIRI½XW
and the invasiveness of the data collection and the
costs or harm to citizens. Negative reactions may
arise with an approach that relies purely on the
³WXMGO´ FYXWYGLERETTVSEGLQE]FIQSVIIJJIGXMZI
MRMXMEPP];IPPJSGYWIHMRGIRXMZIW¯XLI³GEVVSXW´¯QYWX
EPWSTPE]ETEVX (MWGSYRXWXSMRGIRXMZMWIWLEVMRKSJ
data may well be introduced and pricing policies will
change so, for example, we pay per mile travelled
rather than per gallon of gasoline or per year of car
MRWYVERGI,S[IZIVMREPPXLMW[IQYWXOIITMRQMRH
there are various values at play here.

The next generation
As members of the next generation live ever more
virtual lives, the amount and value of their data is on
XLI VMWI 3RI GSQQSR EWWYQTXMSR MW XLEX XSHE]´W
GLMPHVIRERHXIIREKIVWHSR´XGEVIEFSYXXLIMVTVMZEG]
and are not fully aware of the availability of their
data.That is not strictly true and is a view increasingly

FIMRKGLEPPIRKIH 7XYHMIWWYGLEWXLSWIF]XLI4I[
6IWIEVGL'IRXIVEVIWLS[MRKEQYGLQSVIRYERGIH
approach, highlighting that youngsters do want
control over their data, but who they trust and who
XLI] [ERX XS OIIT MRJSVQEXMSR JVSQ MW GSQTPIXIP]
GSRXI\XYEP 9RMZIVWMX] WXYHIRXW JSV MRWXERGI GEVI
less about government or corporate access to their
information than they do about the university itself
(which, in their lives, really plays the role of both
KSZIVRQIRX ERH GSVTSVEXMSR  ;I WLSYPH RSX FI
surprised that attitudes to privacy and trust amongst
young people are a function of age and experience,
not a generational shift. With maturity comes an
understanding of the consequences of sharing data,
and behaviour change is evident amongst some.
%PVIEH]XSHE] QER]OMHWEVIXEOMRKMRJSVQEXMSRSJJ
XLIMV*EGIFSSOERH1]7TEGITVS½PIWERHVIWXVMGXMRK
[LEXHEXEEVISTIRXSXLITYFPMG0SSOMRKELIEH[I
can only expect this trend to increase as the private
data/public data balance changes. Later generations
EVIPMOIP]XS½RHXLIRIKSXMEXMSRFIX[IIRTYFPMGERH
private online lives much easier.

+PSFEPZIVWYWPSGEP
Global or local?
Alongside getting to grips with the balance between
trust and privacy over the next ten years, we need
to consider how change happens. To what extent, for
example, do things develop because of cooperation
between individuals, companies and governments as
opposed to people, companies or nations doing their
own thing? An important issue today is the role of
KPSFEP SVKERMWEXMSRW XLIMV MR¾YIRGI YTSR MRHMZMHYEP
states and, indeed, the impact that state will have on
communities and ultimately individuals. As highlighted
by the discussions around global pandemics, electric
mobility, a third global reserve currency, local foods
ERHQMKVEXMSRQEKRIXWHIGMWMSRW[MPPLEZIXSFIXEOIR
on the basis of the balance between global versus local
needs and priorities. Will we, for instance, increasingly
³XLMROKPSFEPERHEGXPSGEP´SV[MPP[IFIEFPIXSIJJIGX
GLERKI EX E KPSFEP PIZIP MR GSRGIVX [MXL SXLIVW# -R
many ways the balance between these two is the
basis of all human behaviour and so can be seen as a
moderator of the future and a catalyst for change.
-RLMWFSSO The World is Flat, Thomas Friedman argues
XLEXXLI³FMKKIWXWSYVGISJJVMGXMSRMWXLIREXMSRWXEXI´
'IVXEMRP] PSSOMRK EVSYRH XLI KPSFI EX XLI GYVVIRX
EVIEW SJ GSR¾MGX MX MW HMJ½GYPX XS EVKYI EKEMRWX XLMW
8LITVSFPIQMW EWLYQERW [IPMOIXSFIPSRKXSE
group. Hence we crave a sense of identity to bind us
together and for many years a sense of nationalism
provided the glue. Times are changing, however.

1MOI ,EVH] WYKKIWXIH MR LMW MRMXMEP TIVWTIGXMZI SR
the future of identity that, ‘as our world becomes
smaller through migration and mobility, both virtual
and real, it may be that people and groups will
express themselves most insistently though multiple
VEXLIVXLERWMRKPIMHIRXMXMIW´8LIUYIWXMSRMWLS[XLMW
will affect the way we deal with the challenges ahead.
;MPPXLIMRXIVGSRRIGXIHKIRIVEXMSRGSPPIGXMZIP]XEOI
responsibility for global change or will it simply realign behind new groupings of self-interest?
The current world order, especially its institutions such
EW2%83ERHXLI92 [EWIWXEFPMWLIHEJXIV;SVPH
;EV--ERH[EWGVIEXIHXSHIEP[MXLXLIPMQMXEXMSRW
of nation-states endeavouring to stop wars between
countries and provide a platform for dialogue. Not
WYVTVMWMRKP] XLI TVMSVMX] [EW [SVPH TIEGI +MZIR
XLIVILEWFIIREWMKRM½GERXMRGVIEWIMRXLIRYQFIVSJ
REXMSRWXEXIW XLI92FIKER[MXLQIQFIVWERH
MXRS[LEW  XLIJEGXXLEXEXLMVHKPSFEP[EVLEW
been avoided is evidence that the overall strategy has
[SVOIH8LEXWEMHXLMWWYGGIWWLEWFIIRXIQTIVIHF]
XLIJEMPYVISJXLI92XSMRXIVZIRIXSWXSTWSQISJXLI
worst atrocities in our recent history, most noticeably
XLIKIRSGMHIWMR6[ERHEERH&SWRME
6IGIRXP]XLIVILEWFIIREGLERKISJIQTLEWMW2SX
only has anxiety around security become of more
international concern but the shift in the economic
balance of power has meant that America and
)YVSTIGERRSPSRKIVWIXXLIKPSFEPEKIRHE[MXLSYX

+PSFEPZIVWYWPSGEP`

XLIMRZSPZIQIRXSJ'LMRE -RHME 7SYXL%JVMGE &VE^MP
ERH SXLIVW ;LEX WXEVXIH SYX MR  EW XLI +
ERH XLIR FIGEQI XLI + ERH XLIR XLI + [LIR
6YWWMENSMRIHMR MWRS[XLI+ -XWQIQFIVW
VITVIWIRX SJKPSFEPKVSWWREXMSREPTVSHYGX 
SJ[SVPHXVEHI MRGPYHMRKMRXVE)9XVEHI ERHX[S
thirds of the world population. As it stands, alongside
SXLIV MRWXMXYXMSRW WYGL EW XLI -1* ERH XLI;SVPH
&EROXLI+MWMRGVIEWMRKP]VIWTSRWMFPIJSVQEREKMRK
KPSFEP½RERGMEPW]WXIQW%JXIVXLIIGSRSQMGGVMWMWLMX
MR  XLI + KVI[ MR WXEXYVI ERH XLI HIFEXIW
XLEXXEOITPEGI[LIRXLIKVSYTRS[QIIXWWLETI
national agendas on various policies relating to trade,
I\GLERKIVEXIWERH½RERGMEPWIGXSVVIKYPEXMSR
-R EHHMXMSR XS IGSRSQMG ERH WIGYVMX] MWWYIW XLI
world also faces global challenges that transcend
national boundaries in ways which could hardly have
been anticipated in the immediate post-war era.
Climate change, health security, water management
and organised crime are now high on the agenda and
need to be addressed by international collaboration
on an unprecedented scale.

Global collaboration
+PSFEPGSPPEFSVEXMSRWIIQWXS[SVOQSWXIJJIGXMZIP]
[LIR XLIVI MW E GPIEV TVSFPIQ XS EHHVIWW8EOI JSV
I\EQTPI XLI MWWYI SJ GSR¾MGX ERH³FPSSH HMEQSRHW´
The trade in these illicit stones has fuelled decades
of bloodshed and devastation in countries such as
%RKSPE '|XI H´-ZSMVI XLI (IQSGVEXMG 6ITYFPMG SJ
XLI'SRKSERH7MIVVE0ISRI8LI/MQFIVPI]4VSGIWW
led by the diamond-producing African countries
themselves, is a joint government, industry and civil
WSGMIX]MRMXMEXMZIXSWXIQXLI¾S[SJXLIWIHMEQSRHW
-XMQTSWIWI\XIRWMZIVIUYMVIQIRXWSRMXWQIQFIVWXS
enable them to certify shipments of rough diamonds

EW³GSR¾MGXJVII´8LI/MQFIVPI]4VSGIWWRS[LEWJSVX]
RMRI QIQFIVW VITVIWIRXMRK WIZIRX]½ZI GSYRXVMIW
[MXL XLI )YVSTIER 9RMSR ERH MXW 1IQFIV 7XEXIW
counting as an individual participant. No one would
say that the process is perfect but diamond experts
IWXMQEXI XLEX GSR¾MGX HMEQSRHW RS[ VITVIWIRX E
JVEGXMSRSJ SJXLIMRXIVREXMSREPXVEHIMRHMEQSRHW
GSQTEVIH[MXLIWXMQEXIWSJYTXS MRXLIW
+PSFEP XIGLRSPSK] RIX[SVOW EVI EKRSWXMG WS MR
addition to offering great opportunities for legitimate
business they also provide great opportunities for
GVMQI¯QSRI]PEYRHIVMRKERHHVYKXVEJ½GOMRK JSV
I\EQTPI 1SRI] PEYRHIVMRK MW E TEVXMGYPEVP] XVMGO]
TVSFPIQ 7SQIWYKKIWXPEYRHIVIHQSRI]EQSYRXW
XSFIX[IIRFMPPMSRERHXVMPPMSRE]IEVSXLIVW
WYKKIWXMXGSYPHVITVIWIRXEWQYGLEW SJKPSFEP
+(4;LEXIZIVXLIVIEP½KYVIMXWIIQWSRIVIEWSR
that we are failing to address the problem in any
WMKRM½GERX [E] MW FIGEYWI KPSFEP GSPPEFSVEXMSR SR
crime has not been effective and regional laws are
allowing the bad guys to get away with it.
8YVRMRKXSLIEPXLEOI]TVMSVMX]JSVKPSFEPGSPPEFSVEXMSR
MWXLIRIIHXSQEREKIERHGSRXVSPHMWIEWISYXFVIEOW
We have already discussed how increased trade and
travel spread disease with extraordinary speed – at
XLIXMQISJ[VMXMRKXLMWFSSO %YKYWX EVSYRH
 QMPPMSR TEWWIRKIVW LEZI XEOIR E ¾MKLX XLMW ]IEV
alone. On top of this, the poor quality of healthcare
WIVZMGIWMRWSQIVIKMSRWQIERWXLEXXLIVMWOSJXLI
spread of infectious diseases is growing. Pandemic
SYXFVIEOW SJ HMWIEWI EVI FIGSQMRK QSVI GSQQSR
These need not necessarily be new diseases – many
SJ XLI ³XVEHMXMSREP´ OMPPIVW LEZI KVS[R VIWMWXERX XS
existing treatments. The World Health Organization
states that, in some places, one in four people with
XYFIVGYPSWMW 8&  FIGSQIW MPP [MXL E WXVEMR XLEX GER
no longer be treated with standard drug regimes.

`1SHIVEXSVWSJXLIJYXYVI

-RHMZMHYEP WXEXIW GER HS PMXXPI SR XLIMV S[R XS GSTI
[MXL TVSFPIQW WYGL EW XLMW ERH XLIVI MW E VMWO XLEX
VMGLIVGSYRXVMIWQE]MKRSVIJYRHEQIRXEPHI½GMIRGMIW
in health infrastructures in their poorer neighbours
¯ XLI ZIV] TPEGIW [LIVI SYXFVIEOW GER SGGYV %W
highlighted by the earlier insights on global pandemics
and bio-surveillance, a priority for the WHO is
therefore to gather and share disease information,
statistics and policy on a global basis. We also need
to develop and implement strategies for containing
SYXFVIEOWERHWLEVMRKFIWXTVEGXMGIEVSYRHXLIKPSFI
8LI7%67SYXFVIEOMRGPIEVP]HIQSRWXVEXIHXLEX
failure to act swiftly to contain the spread of disease
can have both societal and economic implications; the
estimates of business and spending loss are around
 QMPPMSR &YMPHMRK SR XLI MQTVSZIH VIWTSRWI XS
,2MR[IGERI\TIGXXLI[SVOSJXLI;,3
to play an even more prominent role on the world
stage in the next ten years.
-RXLI[EXIVEVIREXLIVILEWFIIRMRGVIEWMRKGSRGIVR
MR VIGIRX ]IEVW SZIV XLI PMOIPMLSSH SJ [EXIV [EVW
%W[EXIVWXVIWWIHVIKMSRWMRXLI1MHHPI)EWX%JVMGE
and Asia have started to try to secure new supplies
of fresh water, some commentators predicted the
VIXYVR SJ GSR¾MGX SZIV [EXIV EW E WLMJX JVSQ SMP³-W
[EXIVXLIRI[SMP#´ LEWFIIRETSTYPEVTLVEWI8LI
VIEPMX] WS[ILIEVHMRXLI3\JSVH[SVOWLSTMRXLI
9/ MW XLEX XLIVI EVI QER] I\EQTPIW SJ GSYRXVMIW
cooperating over water supplies, even if some of
them are in dispute over land and other resources:
for example, countries in the Congo river basin are
[SVOMRK XSKIXLIV XS IRWYVI XVERWFSVHIV [EXIV
management based on joint strategies and principles.
8LI(IQSGVEXMG6ITYFPMGSJXLI'SRKS'EQIVSSR
6ITYFPMGSJXLI'SRKSERH'IRXVEP%JVMGER6ITYFPMG
LEZIEPWSFIIR[SVOMRKXSKIXLIVSRMWWYIWWYGLEW
decreasing pollution and improving access to water
sources.

Climate change is another area where national
boundaries have little relevance and where many
see that Copenhagen failed to generate meaningful
EKVIIQIRX &] GSRXVEWX XLI 1SRXVIEP 4VSXSGSP SR
substances that deplete the ozone layer is a good
I\EQTPISJLS[MRXIVREXMSREPEGXMSRLEWLEHQEVOIH
WYGGIWW -RHIIH MX LEW FIIR LEMPIH EW ER I\EQTPI
of exceptional international cooperation, with /S½
Annan quoted as saying that it is ‘perhaps the single
QSWX WYGGIWWJYP MRXIVREXMSREP EKVIIQIRX XS HEXI´
8LI1SRXVIEP4VSXSGSP[SVOIHFIGEYWIXLIVI[EW
GSQTIPPMRKWGMIRXM½GHEXE EREKVIIHERW[IVSRXLI
way forward and an iconic public impression of the
hole in the ozone layer above the Antarctic.
,S[IZIV YRPMOIXLILSPIMRXLIS^SRIPE]IV[LMGL
offered a wealth of clear data to support the
need for multilateral action, climate change is a
QYGL QSVI WYFNIGXMZI TVSGIWW [MXL MRWYJ½GMIRX
consensus on the extent of its impact. For example,
XLI -RXIVKSZIVRQIRXEP 4ERIP SR 'PMQEXI 'LERKI
predicts a wide range of outcomes from a mildly
[EVQMRK KPSFEP XIQTIVEXYVI MRGVIEWI SJ ' F]
XLI IRH SJ XLI GIRXYV] XS E LSXLSYWI SJ '
This uncertainty – the time lag between initiatives
to reduce climate change and a noticeable decline
MR XIQTIVEXYVI ¯ QEOIW MX HMJ½GYPX TEVXMGYPEVP] JSV
politicians driven as they are by electoral cycles, to
HIPMZIVGLERKISRER]WMKRM½GERXWGEPI%HHIHXSXLMW
the immediate economic expediencies of the global
recession could, in some way, explain the reasons
FILMRH XLI JEMPYVI SJ XLI 'STIRLEKIR 7YQQMX XS
achieve what was originally planned.
%PXLSYKLRSXEWMR¾YIRXMEPEWXLI]GSYPHFIKMZIRXLI
challenges outlined above, it is clear that there is still a
VSPIJSVKPSFEPMRWXMXYXMSRW7SQILEZIEPVIEH]GLERKIH
XLI PMZIW SJ QMPPMSRW SJ XLI QSWX RIIH] ¯ XEOI JSV
I\EQTPIXLI[SVOSJXLI;SVPH,IEPXL3VKERM^EXMSR

+PSFEPZIVWYWPSGEP`

XLI 9RMXIH 2EXMSRW 'LMPHVIR´W *YRH 92-')* 
[LMGLJSGYWIWSRXLIVMKLXWSJXLIGLMPHSVXLI92
(IZIPSTQIRX4VSKVEQQI[MXLMXW[SVOSRTSZIVX]
reduction. These organisations are testament to the
effectiveness of international collaboration. That said,
organisations such as these tend to be bureaucratic
and slow and, given some of the challenges we now
face, it is clear that we have a long way to go to achieve
GLERKI 0EGOSJTVSKVIWWSRXLIFMKMWWYIW¯TSZIVX]
sanitation, climate change – has led some to question
whether implementation of solutions at a global level
is the best way to drive this change. Clearly there is
a role for global organisations to analyse, quantify and
monitor activities, share best practice even, but as they
EVIRSXLIPHHMVIGXP]EGGSYRXEFPI XLI]LEZIXS[SVO
[MXLMRGSR½RIWERHEVIXLIVIJSVIPMQMXIHMRXLI[E]
they can act and operate. They can set an ambition
and direction but rarely, it seems, execute actions to
LMXXLIXEVKIXWWYGGIWWJYPP]%W[IPSSOXSXLIJYXYVI
XLIMWWYIW[IJEGIEVIXSSWMKRM½GERXERHXSSKPSFEPXS
deal with without them but global initiatives are only
effective with national and local support.

Global markets
Thomas Friedman argues that globalisation in the
WXGIRXYV]MWFYMPXSRXLITS[IVSJXLIMRHMZMHYEP
to collaborate and compete on a world wide basis.
,IWXEXIHXLEX³FIGEYWIXLI[SVPHMW¾EXXIRMRKERH
WLVMROMRK +PSFEPMWEXMSRMWKSMRKXSFIQSVIERH
more driven not only by individuals but also by a
much more diverse – non Western, non white –
KVSYT SJ MRHMZMHYEPW´ -R XLI ]IEVW XS GSQI MX [MPP
FI MRGVIEWMRKP] HMJ½GYPX XS HMJJIVIRXMEXI FIX[IIR
organisations, large or small, on the basis of location.
8LMW ¾EXXIRMRK SYX SJ FYWMRIWW TVSGIWWIW LEW PIH XS
KVS[MRKTVIWWYVIXSFVIEOHS[RXVEHIFEVVMIVWERH[I

RS[ WII REXMSRW EVSYRH XLI KPSFI OIIR XS PMFIVEPMWI
trade regionally, bilaterally and unilaterally. The growing
acceptance of free trade and trade groups such as NAFTA
2SVXL%QIVMGE *VII8VEHI%KVIIQIRX  XLI )9 ERH
in particular bilateral trade agreements (especially with
'LMREERHSXLIVGSYRXVMIW LEWEGGIPIVEXIHGSYRXV]XS
GSYRXV]XVEHMRK QEOMRKMXIEWMIVJSVQYPXMREXMSREPWERH
smaller companies to do business internationally.
Although there is hope that the reduction of trade
FEVVMIVW[MPPLEZIWMKRM½GERXFIRI½XWMRXLIPSRKXIVQ
there is still a long way to go.The world trade system
is currently labouring under a massive proliferation of
VIKMSREPXVEHIEKVIIQIRXW6MGLEVH&EPH[MR4VSJIWWSV
SJ-RXIVREXMSREP)GSRSQMGWEXXLI+VEHYEXI-RWXMXYXI
+IRIZEWEMH³8LMWXERKPISJXVEHIHIEPWMWEFEH[E]
to organise world trade. The discrimination inherent
MRVIKMSREPMWQMWEPVIEH]IGSRSQMGEPP]MRIJ½GMIRXFYX
its costs are rising rapidly as manufacturing becomes
IZIVQSVIMRXIVREXMSREPMWIH7XEKIWSJQERYJEGXYVMRK
that used to be performed in a single nation are now
often geographically unbundled in an effort to boost
IJ½GMIRG]7YTTP]GLEMRWWTVIEHEGVSWWQER]FSVHIVW
9RFYRHPMRK [LMGL EGGIPIVEXIH WMRGI XLI W MW
the most important new element in the regionalism
HIFEXI -XMWXLIVIEWSR[L]FYWMRIWWMWTYWLMRKWS
QER]REXMSRWXS±XEQIXLIXERKPI²´
This complex regulatory model is having a particularly
negative effect on poor nations, as it is prohibitively
I\TIRWMZIJSVXLIQXSGSQTIXI(IZIPSTQIRXEMHXS
emerging economies is one way of addressing the gap
between the rich and poor nations but history has
WLS[RXLEXHIWTMXIWMKRM½GERXMRZIWXQIRXMXMWHMJ½GYPX
to ensure that money is well spent or even arrives at
its intended destination. An alternative solution is to
remove trade tariffs from products made in poorer
GSYRXVMIWF]JSVI\EQTPII\XIRHMRKWGLIQIWPMOIXLI
³)ZIV]XLMRKFYX%VQW´MRMXMEXMZI

`1SHIVEXSVWSJXLIJYXYVI

Working locally across the world
3TIR EGGIWW XS MRJSVQEXMSR MR XLI [SVOTPEGI MW RS[
becoming commonplace for many organisations.
'LVMW 1I]IV´W ZMI[ SJ³)RXIVTVMWI ´ [MXL MXW³TSVSYW
boundaries, shared responsibilities, greater transparencies
ERH JI[IV QERHEXSV] VYPIW ERH TVEGXMGIW´ MW IREFPMRK
QER]TEVXMGYPEVP]TIVLETWMRXLI;IWXXS½RHNSFW[LMGL
are more diverse and stimulating whilst at the same time
enjoying the comfort of our own home. High-speed
internet connections mean that many of us can now
PMZIPSGEPP]FYX[SVOKPSFEPP] WTERRMRKGSRXMRIRXWEXXLI
GPMGOSJEFYXXSR8LMWEFMPMX]XSGSRRIGX[SVPH[MHI[MPP
offer some the luxury of being able to spend more time
EXLSQIERHTEVXMGMTEXIQSVIMRPSGEPEGXMZMXMIW -XEPWS
QIERW XLEX XLI [E] [I PMZI ERH [SVO GSYPH GLERKI
VIHYGMRKXLIRIIHXSXVEZIPXSERHJVSQSJ½GIPSGEXMSRW
ERHMRGVIEWMRKXLIRIIHJSVPSGEPMWIHLYFW[LIVIPMOI
QMRHIHTISTPIJVSQHMJJIVIRX[EPOWSJPMJIGERIRNS]E
WIRWISJXSKIXLIVRIWW-RXLMWPMKLXWSQIWIIKPSFEPMWEXMSR
as a potential saviour of community living.
%PXLSYKLMXMWTSWWMFPIJSVWSQIXSYWI³)RXIVTVMWI´
as a means of staying in touch while eschewing the
need to travel, for many others the requirement to
½RH[SVOLEWQIERXERIRJSVGIHHMWTPEGIQIRXJVSQ
JEQMP]ERHJVMIRHW7SQIJIEVXLEXMRGVIEWMRKQMKVEXMSR
[MPPPIEHXSXLI³1G(SREPH´WIJJIGX´XLI³;IWXIVRMWEXMSR´
SJ GYPXYVI ]IX XLI EFMPMX] XS OIIT MR XSYGL QE] [IPP
mean that cultural diversity will enjoy a renaissance as
migrants are able to access a wealth of information from
XLIMVGSYRXV]SJSVMKMR (MEWTSVEGSQQYRMXMIWEVSYRH
XLI [SVPH GER YWI XSHE]´W KPSFEP QIHME RIX[SVOW XS
maintain contact with their communities. For example,
MXMWTIVJIGXP]TSWWMFPIJSVER]SRIPMZMRKMR2I[=SVOXS
KSSRPMRIXSPMWXIRXS'LMRIWIQYWMG [EXGLER-RHMER
RI[WGLERRIPSVPSSOYTE7VM0EROERVIGMTI;LEXIZIV
their nationality, access to connectivity allows people to
QEMRXEMRERHWLEVIPMROW[MXLXLIMVXVEHMXMSRW

At the same time, the fact that people in emerging
economies are able to innovate without having to
emigrate means that local cultures have a better
GLERGI SJ WYVZMZEP -X MW RS PSRKIV XLI GEWI XLEX ER
1&%KVEHYEXIJVSQ(IPLMLEWXSQSZIXS0SRHSR
SV2I[=SVOXSKIXEKSSHNSF¯LISVWLIMWIUYEPP]
PMOIP]XS[ERXXSKSXS&ERKEPSVISV1YQFEM
.SIP'E[PI]:4SJ'SVTSVEXI7XVEXIK]EX-&1 XEPOW
EFSYX³PSGEPMWMRKXLIKPSFEP´[LIVIGSQTERMIW[LMGL
understand the emerging global infrastructure then
adapt all the new tools it offers to local needs. This
applies just as much to the multinational as the selfemployed car mechanic who uses the internet to
source cheaper spare parts from foreign suppliers.

Link of local to global
.EQIW+PIMGO[EWSRISJXLIEYXLSVW[LSFVSYKLX
chaos theory to the mainstream. One of the issues
LMKLPMKLXIH MR XLMW [EW XLI FYXXIV¾] IJJIGX [LIVI
HYIXSXLIMRXIVGSRRIGXMSRSJXLI[SVPH´W[IEXLIV
W]WXIQW³EFYXXIV¾]¾YXXIVMRKMXW[MRKWMR&VE^MPGSYPH
GEYWIEXSVREHSMR8I\EW´ SVEX]TLSSRMR%WME8LI
global economy is itself now a set of interconnected
local and regional economies and man-made systems
where actions in one area can have an impact on
ERSXLIV7SQISJXLMW[IYRHIVWXERHFYXRSXEPP;I
are only just starting to recognise how some of the
W]WXIQW [I LEZI GVIEXIH EGXYEPP] [SVO ERH LS[
XLI] EVI MRXIVHITIRHIRX ;LMPI XLI PMROW FIX[IIR
97WYFTVMQIQSVXKEKIWERH+VIIGI´WTYFPMGHIFX
have recently become apparent, many observers
expect that such causal relationships will multiply in
XLIGSQMRKHIGEHI8LMW[MPPFIRSXSRP]MR½RERGMEP
systems but also across public healthcare, nutrition
and information.

+PSFEPZIVWYWPSGEP`

-R ER EP[E]WGSRRIGXIH [SVPH XLI WTIIH EX [LMGL
events amplify across systems seems to be increasing
steadily and leading, in some places and some parts
SJ WSGMIX] XS JIIPMRKW SJ FIMRK SYX SJ GSRXVSP .YWX
EW [I XLSYKLX [I ORI[ LS[ XLI KPSFEP ½RERGMEP
W]WXIQ[SVOIHERHXLIRLEHWSQIREWX]WLSGOW[I
can expect to experience new changes in the future.
What is important here is that we recognise how a
local event can change global attitudes.

GLEVKMRK ERH WQSOMRK FERW MR TYFPMG EVIEW LEZI
[SVOIHJVSQEGXMSRXEOIREXEPSGEPPIZIP%PXLSYKL
we live in an increasingly globalised world, we need
to also recognise that globalisation does not in itself
cause the changes to happen. Certainly the more
connected systems within which we now operate
GERWMKRM½GERXP]EGGIPIVEXIERHEQTPMJ]EGLERKIFYX
it is the difference between global and local which is
QSWXWMKRM½GERX

7SQI SJ XLI QSWX RSXEFPI GLERKIW MR TYFPMG TSPMG]
over recent years have come from actions that others
LEZI GSTMIH 8EOI JSV I\EQTPI XLI MRXVSHYGXMSR SJ
XLI GSRKIWXMSR GLEVKI MR 0SRHSR ERH XLI WQSOMRK
FERMR2I[=SVO FSXL[IVIPSGEPQSZIWXSEHHVIWW
local issues and both have since been adopted and
EHETXIHMRQER]SXLIVREXMSRW;MXLKVSYTWPMOIXLI
'MRSTIVEXMSRXSWLEVII\TIVMIRGIFIX[IIRGMXMIW
we can expect to see more new approaches and a
JEWXIVQMKVEXMSRSJMHIEW7SJSVI\EQTPILS[UYMGOP]
will the world adopt a fat tax on high-calorie foods
XS XV] XS LEPX XLI SFIWMX] ITMHIQMG#;MPP 2I[=SVO
MRXVSHYGMRK E³WSHE XE\´ SR GSPE EGX EW E GEXEP]WX JSV
GLERKI EW SXLIV GMXMIW VEXLIV XLER REXMSRW XEOI XLI
MRMXMEXMZI#;LMPIXLIXLGIRXYV][EWGLEVEGXIVMWIH
by a drive towards global platforms and standard
TVSHYGXWQE]FIXLIWXGIRXYV][MPP[MXRIWWEQYGL
more varied world with locally appropriate solutions
implemented using local resources and so increasing
XLIVIWMPMIRGISJXLIW]WXIQWXSWLSGOWERHWYVTVMWIW

What we also need to recognise is that while many,
including the Future Agenda team, have used the
XIVQ³KPSFEPPSGEP´XSGETXYVIXLMWVIPEXMSRWLMTMRVIEPMX]
global is often not global at all but instead national or
VIKMSREP8LI)9JSVMRWXERGIMWEVIKMSREPFSH]XLEXEX
SRIPIZIPMWNYWXEPSGEPTPE]IVSRXLI[SVPH´WWXEKI[MXL
the ability to pass regulation on say, smart meters, that
could have a global impact just as its policies against
+1 JSSH LEZI RSX %X XLI WEQI XMQI EW E GVSWW
KSZIVRQIRX FSH] XLI )9 SJXIR JEMPW XS KIX XLMRKW
done at a regional level which individual countries or
GMXMIW [MXLMR MXW JSSXTVMRX GER HS )UYEPP] MR XLI 97
there have been many instances on issues as varied
as stem cell research and environmental controls
when individual states such as California have been
EFPIXSQEOIEGLERKIXLEXMW[E]FI]SRH[LEXXLI
97KSZIVRQIRXEXEJIHIVEPPIZIPGERKIXEKVIIQIRX
JSV%RH [LMPIFIMRKXLI[SVPH´WPIEHMRKWYTIVTS[IV
there have been several examples – from the invasion
SJ-VEUXSXLIEHSTXMSRSJ+1JSSH¯[LIVIXLI97
LEWFIIRYREFPIXSXEOIXLI[SVPH[MXLMX

Global and local

+PSFEPPSGEP EW E HVMZIV SJ JYXYVI GLERKI MW ER
important issue that matters as much at an
individual/village level as it does at a national/world
PIZIP 7SQIXMQIW XLMRKW LETTIR FIGEYWI IZIV]SRI
agrees that it is the right thing to do, and so get on
[MXLMX 7SQIXMQIXLMRKWLETTIRFIGEYWIWSQISRI
just does it and others copy.

What, we hope, this illustrates is that global change
can occur both from globally agreed courses of action
ERH JVSQ PSGEP MRMXMEXMZIW 8LI /MQFIVPI] 4VSGIWW
ERH XLI 1SRXVIEP 4VSXSGSP LEZI [SVOIH FIGEYWI
of global agreements just as much as congestion

Choice
The nature of choice
Alongside the global/local, top-down versus bottomup view of change, it is important to recognise that,
while the way decisions are made can differ widely,
LS[[IEWMRHMZMHYEPWQEOIGLSMGIWMWEPWSEQENSV
MR¾YIRGISRLS[XLIJYXYVI[MPPVSPPSYX&YXQEOMRK
decisions is not easy, especially when the emotional
ERH TSPMXMGEP QE] FI EW WXVSRK EW XLI VEXMSREP -R
education, business and government circles, people
LEZI XS QEOI GSRWGMSYW GLSMGIW XLEX EVI LMKLP]
MR¾YIRGIHF][LEXXLI]JIIP;LEX[IFIPMIZIQE]
be less dependent on hard data and instead more
MR¾YIRGIH F] SYV TIVGITXMSRW SJ LS[ SXLIVW [MPP
view us, our understanding of social norms, the
MRGIRXMZIWERHTIREPXMIWXLEX[IXLMRO[MPPEGGVYIXS
us and our memories of how similar experiences
have made us feel.

ERSXLIV TIVWSR´W [MWLIW ERH XLIVIJSVI RS PSRKIV
sees himself as responsible for his actions. Once this
critical shift of viewpoint has occurred in the person,
EPPSJXLIIWWIRXMEPJIEXYVIWSJSFIHMIRGIJSPPS[´ 7S
it seems, for big decisions, many in the world will
EKVII[MXL[LEXMWWEMHF]EYXLSVMX]½KYVIWXLVSYKL
delegation or recognition of responsibility. This is
WYTTSVXIH½JX]]IEVWPEXIVF]%GGIRXYVIVIWIEVGLSR
energy choices which concludes that ‘while concerns
over energy-related issues are high, consumers are
YR[MPPMRK XS HS WMKRM½GERXP] QSVI XLIQWIPZIW FYX
are happy for action such as developing low-carbon
WSYVGIWSJTS[IVXSFIXEOIRF]XLIIRIVK]WYTTP]
WMHI´;LIR JEGIH [MXL HMJ½GYPX GLSMGIW [I PMOI XS
XEOIXLIIEW]STXMSR¯ERHSJXIRXLIIEWMIWXSTXMSRMW
XSPIXSXLIVWQEOIXLIGLSMGIJSVYW)RGSYVEKMRKXLI
TYFPMGXSKIXMRZSPZIHMRPSRKXIVQHIGMWMSRQEOMRK
is therefore a big hurdle for many governments.

&EGO MR XLI W XLI EJSVIQIRXMSRIH =EPI
TW]GLSPSKMWX 7XERPI] 1MPKVEQ YRHIVXSSO WSQI
research on obedience and willingness to obey
EYXLSVMX] ½KYVIW ,MW ½RHMRKW PIH XS X[S XLISVMIW
8LI ½VWX XLI XLISV] SJ GSRJSVQMWQ WYKKIWXIH ³%
WYFNIGX[LSLEWRIMXLIVEFMPMX]RSVI\TIVXMWIXSQEOI
decisions, especially in a crisis, will leave decision
QEOMRK XS E KVSYT ERH MXW LMIVEVGL]´ 8LI WIGSRH
the agent state theory, outlined that: ‘The essence of
obedience consists in the fact that a person comes
to view himself as the instrument for carrying out

-R XLI [SVPH SJ WMQTPIV GLSMGIW WYGL EW [LEX
TVSHYGXW XS FY] [I EVI KIRIVEPP] LETTMIV QEOMRK
decisions, but here also there are some interesting
MWWYIW-RLMWSVMKMREPZMI[SRXLIJYXYVISJGLSMGIJSV
XLITVSKVEQQI 4VSJIWWSV.SWI0YMW2YIRSSJ-)7)
shared some insights from some recent research:
³-X QE] WIIQ GSYRXIVMRXYMXMZI FYX JI[IV GLSMGIW
TVSZMHI LMKLIV PIZIPW SJ WEXMWJEGXMSR TISTPI PMOI XS
have lots of variety, but when faced with too many
choices, we tend to vacillate and delay decisions.
We may want thirty-one options instead of six, but
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[I½RHMXIEWMIVXSGLSSWISRISJWM\XLERSRISJ
XLMVX]SRI-REWIVMIWSJI\TIVMQIRXW[MXLQIRERH
women from a range of different cultures we found
that the greatest level of satisfaction, both with the
½REP GLSMGI ERH XLI HIGMWMSRQEOMRK TVSGIWW [EW
reached when people chose from an intermediate
number of alternatives as opposed to large or small
GLSMGIWIXW8LIWI½RHMRKWLEZITVEGXMGEPMQTPMGEXMSRW
for people offering many choices to customers,
GSRWYQIVWERHIQTPS]IIWXSHE]´ 4VSJIWWSV2YIRS
ERH SXLIVW´ ZMI[W EVI XLEX IZIR JSV VIPEXMZIP] IEW]
decisions, in the future we may increasingly be offered
fewer choices and be happier with that. However,
the question then is: who will decide which options
we are given?
8LIFSSONudgeF]6MGLEVH8LEPIVERH'EWW
7YRWXIMR LEW FIIR GVIHMXIH [MXL GLERKMRK XLI [E]
QER]TSPMXMGMERWEVSYRHXLI[SVPHEVIPSSOMRKEXLS[
to get things done. Anecdotally on the reading list of
QER])9QMRMWXIVWMXI\TPSVIWLS[GSLIVIRXGLSMGIW
can be made by presenting decisions differently and
proposes that ‘default outcomes of a situation can be
arranged to be the outcome desired by the person
SVSVKERMWEXMSRTVIWIRXMRKXLIGLSMGI´%GGSVHMRKXS
the authors this is an underused method and has
QER]EVIEWSJETTPMGEXMSRWYGLEW½RERGMEPTPERRMRK
sustainable consumption and healthcare. For example,
EW LMKLPMKLXIH F] WYGGIWW MR 7TEMR ERH &IPKMYQ E
greater supply of transplant organs can be created
by using a system of presumed consent followed by
an opt-out rather than opt-in process: the default
is that we are all organ donors and have to choose
RSX XS FI EW STTSWIH XS YW TVSEGXMZIP] QEOMRK
the decision to be a donor. As such, the number of
LIEVXW OMHRI]WERHSXLIVSVKERWEZEMPEFPILEWVMWIR
WMKRM½GERXP]MR7TEMRERH&IPKMYQ8LMWMWXLIGSRGITX
SJ³GLSMGI EVGLMXIGXYVI´ [LMGL MW LS[ XLI STXMSRW

EZEMPEFPIJSVYWXSGLSSWIJVSQEVIPEMHSYX0SSOMRK
ELIEHXSXLI[SVPHSJWSQIWIIXLEXXLMW[MPP
FILYKIP]MR¾YIRXMEPMRHIXIVQMRMRKLS[JSVI\EQTPI
fat taxes, carbon credits, personal healthcare budgets
and pay-per-mile transportation will be shaped and
EHSTXIH MR HMJJIVIRX GSYRXVMIW 6IEPXMQI HEXE ERH
even predictive analysis, will enable individual people,
GSQTERMIW ERH KSZIVRQIRX HITEVXQIRXW XS QEOI
FIXXIVHIGMWMSRW FYXOI]XSXLMWMWLS[XLISTXMSRW
are presented.
There are also decisions that are made for us that we
are rarely aware of. For many of us, global standards
EVIRSXWSQIXLMRK[IXLMROSJSREHE]XSHE]FEWMW
yet they shape much of what we do and determine
some of the choices available to us. Whether the
WXERHEVHW ERH TVSXSGSPW XLEX QEOI XLI MRXIVRIX
JYRGXMSRXLIWXERHEVHWXLEXLEZIFIIRHI½RIHWSXLEX
(:(WEPP[SVOXLIWEQI[E]LIEPXLWXERHEVHWXLEXWIX
out how drugs should be tested or standards around
XMQI ½RERGI ERH PEFSYV XLIWI KPSFEP EKVIIQIRXW
MR¾YIRGIYWKVIEXP]%PXLSYKLSJXIRGSRWMHIVIHEFMX
HYPP MRWXMXYXMSRWWYGLEWXLI-73LEZIFIIRTMZSXEPMR
[SVOMRK [MXL GSQTIXMRK GSQTERMIW EGVSWW HMJJIVIRX
sectors to set down the way things will operate and
[SVO XSKIXLIV XS QEOI XLMRKW WMQTPIV ERH QSVI
IJ½GMIRX7XERHEVHWEVIGLSMGIWXLEXLEZIFIIRQEHI
for us at a global level just as much as tax levels are set
nationally or regionally.
0SSOMRK JSV[EVH EW 'LMRE MRGVIEWMRKP] WIXW XLI
standards that others will follow, questions are being
raised about which institutions will be the most
MR¾YIRXMEP ERH [LEX GYWXSQW [MPP FI VI¾IGXIH MR
the rules of interoperability that result. As the main
TVSHYGIV ERH GSRWYQIV SJ QSWX SJ XLI [SVPH´W
products, China will have the lead and, if companies
in other countries wish to trade with China they will
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have to follow Chinese standards for manufacture
ERHSTIVEXMSR;LMPIXLI-73QE]WXMPPLEZIEKYMHMRK
role, some see that its rudder will be very much
steered by China.
While some issues in the past may have been too
HMJ½GYPX JSV YW XS QEOI GLSMGIW SR EW [I FIGSQI
QSVIE[EVISJXLIQERHXLYWJIIPFIXXIVEFPIXSXEOI
EZMI[ [IFIGSQIQSVIGSR½HIRXMRSYVHIGMWMSR
QEOMRK *SV I\EQTPI QER] GSQQIRXEXSVW FIPMIZI
XLEXSZIVXLIRI\XHIGEHI[I[MPPMRGVIEWMRKP]QEOI
choices about the environment based on a global view.
8LI;SVPH[MHI*YRHJSV2EXYVI ;;* TYFPMWLIH
XLI MR¾YIRXMEP 0MZMRK 4PERIX VITSVX MR  [LMGL
showed that wild species and natural ecosystems
are under pressure around the world. All areas that
they detailed, from pollution and over-exploitation to
climate change and habitat loss, ‘stem ultimately from
LYQERHIQERHWSRXLIFMSWTLIVI´
8LI+PSFEP*SSXTVMRX2IX[SVOLEWTVIWIRXIHXLMWMR
ELMKLP]XERKMFPI[E]F]PSSOMRKEXLS[QER]TPERIXW´
worth of resources we are currently consuming:
³8SHE]LYQERMX]YWIWXLIIUYMZEPIRXSJTPERIXWXS
provide the resources we use and absorb our waste.
8LMWQIERWXLEXMXRS[XEOIWXLIIEVXLSRI]IEVERH
½ZI QSRXLW XS VIKIRIVEXI [LEX [I YWI MR E ]IEV´
1ER]TISTPIJIIPXLEXXLMW³RYQFIVSJTPERIXW´ZMI[MW
far easier to understand than carbon footprints, food
QMPIWIQFIHHIH[EXIVERHXLIPMOIERH[MPPFIGSQI
a major datum by which we measure activity going
forward. As a globally relevant reference, some are
putting their weight behind it becoming a core metric
by which alternatives are compared and thereby allow
more informed choices to be made. As environmental
GSRGIVRW FIGSQI QSVI MR¾YIRXMEP XLER IGSRSQMG
SRIWMRWSQIVIKMSRWXLMWGSYPHFIEQENSVMR¾YIRGIV
of choice.

Common causes and global champions
Another element in how change happens is when
there is a global cause to support, and how it is
supported. Those such as the eradication of global
poverty and hunger, reducing child mortality,
improving sanitation and combating %-(7 are part
SJ XLI 92´W 1MPPIRRMYQ (IZIPSTQIRX +SEPW ERH
XLIVIJSVI WXIIV TSPMG] ERH VIWSYVGIW )UYEPP] XLIVI
are causes such as ending whaling and preserving
free speech that are more effectively led and
GLEQTMSRIH F] 2+3W WYGL EW +VIIRTIEGI ERH
%QRIWX]-RXIVREXMSREP%XXLIWEQIXMQIXLIVIEVI
GEYWIWXLEXEVIXEOIRYTF]TLMPERXLVSTMGZIRXYVIW
WYGLEWXLI'PMRXSR*SYRHEXMSR[LMGLMW[SVOMRK[MXL
XLI'GMXMIWXSVIHYGIKVIIRLSYWIKEWIQMWWMSRW
ERHXLI+EXIW*SYRHEXMSR[LMGLMW[IPPSRXLI[E]
to helping eradicate polio and improving access to
ZEGGMRIW-REHHMXMSRXLIVIMWXLIGEXEP]XMGVSPITPE]IH
F]GIPIFVMXMIWJVSQ+ISVKI,EVVMWSRMRVEMWMRKJYRHW
JSV &ERKPEHIWLM VIJYKIIW XS &SF +IPHSJ [MXL 0MZI
%MHXSTVSZMHIJEQMRIVIPMIJ XS&SRSERHXLI6IH
FVERHXLEXWYTTSVXWXLI+PSFEP*YRHXS*MKLX%-(7
8&ERH1EPEVME
All of these, and more, are examples of how
momentum around an issue can be built up in a way
that connects people and organisations around the
[SVPH XS ½KLX E GSQQSR IRIQ] 8LI] EVI SJXIR
different from government agendas, or cut across
them, and are too big to be dealt with in local isolation.
What they create are common causes that we can
all understand but then use a global champion as the
GEXEP]WXJSVGLERKI;LIXLIVER2+3EJSYRHEXMSR
SVEVSGOWXEV XLIWIKPSFEPGLEQTMSRWLIPTXSFVMRK
issues to our attention and provide a conduit for
EGXMSRERHWSLIPTYWQEOIGLSMGIWXSKIXMRZSPZIH
in change that is often global in scale and impact.
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The next decade
As highlighted by many of the views gained from the
Future Agenda programme, over the next decade
we have some major challenges to face and some
FMKHIGMWMSRWXSQEOI(IEPMRK[MXLXLIMQTPMGEXMSRW
of just the four issues detailed as certainties in Part 1
will be a major test. Providing accommodation, food
and employment for another billion people at the
WEQIXMQIEWQER]SJXLIOI]VIWSYVGIWSR[LMGL[I
depend for our livelihoods or just to live are running
SYXGSYPHFIWIIREWERMQTSWWMFPIXEWOLS[IZIV[MXL
global connectivity, universal access to information
and the massive growth in economic power that is
XEOMRKTPEGIMR%WMEERHSXLIVHIZIPSTMRKIGSRSQMIW
around the world, the talents, technologies and
½RERGIXLEX[IRIIHXSYWIEVIEVKYEFP]FIGSQMRK
EZEMPEFPI;LIR[IPSSOEXWSQISJXLISXLIVMWWYIW
HMWGYWWIHMR4EVXJVSQIPIGXVMGQSFMPMX]ERHEPQSWX
^IVS[EWXIXSLEPXMRK%P^LIMQIV´WVIHYGMRKXLIVMGL¯
poor gap and better managing our water supplies,
XLIVIEVIELSWXSJHIGMWMSRWXSFIXEOIRERHGLSMGIW
to be made.

;I EPP PMZI MR PSGEP GSQQYRMXMIW QEOMRK HIGMWMSRW
and choices on a day-to-day basis that may seem
far removed from global concerns such as climate
change, resource shortages, poverty and the future
of currency. However, in this connected world,
as more are recognising, the collective decisions
XLEX [I XEOI SZIV XLI RI\X JI[ ]IEVW [MPP LEZI E
WMKRM½GERXMQTEGXMRXLIPSRKXIVQ7SQISFWIVZIVW
even predict that the nature of the infrastructure,
GPMQEXIERHIGSRSQMGKVS[XLJSVXLIWXGIRXYV]
and beyond will be shaped by pivotal decisions that
EVI XEOIR FIX[IIR RS[ ERH ³8LI MQTEGX SJ
XLIGLSMGIWERHXVEHISJJW[IQEOISZIVXLIRI\X
JI[ ]IEVW [MPP FI JIPX JSV HIGEHIW XS GSQI´ ,S[
[IQEOIXLSWIGLSMGIW[MPPFILIEZMP]MR¾YIRGIHF]
[LEX[ILEZISYXPMRIHWSJEVMR4EVXERHWS[I
RIIHXSYRHIVWXERHTSXIRXMEPPMROEKIWFIX[IIRERH
across these issues.

(MQIRWMSRWJSVGLERKI
&VMRKMRK EPP XLMW XSKIXLIV [I GER WII XLEX MR
discussing the issues of trust and privacy, global/local
ERHGLSMGI WSQISJXLIXSTMGWIZMHIRXP]SZIVPET -J
for instance, we have more trust in an organisation
XLIR [I EVI PIWW PMOIP] XS FI EW GSRGIVRIH EFSYX
TVMZEG] MJ EW E TEXMIRX - LEZI KVIEX GSR½HIRGI MR
XLILIEPXLGEVIW]WXIQXLEX-YWI -[MPP[MPPMRKP]KMZI
them access to as much of my personal data as
XLI]GERQEOIYWISJ-EQQSVIPMOIP]XSKMZIXLIQ
MRJSVQEXMSR EFSYX Q]WIPJ FIGEYWI - XVYWX XLIQ XS
QEOIFIXXIVHIGMWMSRWSRQ]FILEPJERHTVSZMHIQI
[MXLXLIFIWXWYTTSVX8LIGSRZIVWIMWEPWSXVYI -J
you have low trust in an institution, you will be more
cautious about sharing data and hence privacy will
FI E FMKKIV MWWYI JSV ]SY 7S SRI [E] SJ PSSOMRK
EX XLI ½VWX X[S MWWYIW MW XS ZMI[ XLIQ EW TEVX SJ
a single dimension of how things can change. The
way we interact with institutions, governments,
companies and individuals lies on a spectrum. One
IRH MW GLEVEGXIVMWIH F]³WXVSRK GSPPEFSVEXMSR´ [MXL
high trust and low concerns for privacy while the
SXLIVIRHGERFIWIIREW³MRHITIRHIRXEGXMSR´ [MXL
low trust and hence high concern for privacy.
Turning to the global/local discussion, some of our
examples illustrate that many of the big decisions
being made around the world are having an impact
on issues that are often initially left to global decisionQEOIVW FYX MR XLI IRH EVI TVIIQTXIH F] PSGEP
actions. While many agree that high-calorie food is
bad for us, we recognise that most governments and

major companies will not proactively decide to ban
XLIQ-RQSWXGSYRXVMIWXLIFMKXSTHS[RHIGMWMSRW
XEOI XMQI XS QEOI ERH WS MX MW QSVI TVEGXMGEP JSV
EGLEMRSJWYTIVQEVOIXWXSHIGMHIXS JSVI\EQTPI
TYXLMKLGEPSVMIJSSHWMREWITEVEXI³MRHYPKIRX´ EMWPI
and so present customers with easier health-related
choices. There are exceptions though, such as in
Finland, where the highly consensual population
embraced wide-ranging government action to
change national diets in order to reduce the high
Finnish mortality rates associated with cardiovascular
disease; the measures included not having high-fat
QMPO EZEMPEFPI MR WLSTW ,S[IZIV MR KIRIVEP PSGEP
WIIQWUYMGOIVXLERKPSFEP
While globalisation has increased our ability to
exchange ideas across geographical boundaries and
the systems now in place accelerate and amplify this
communication, the nature of how change happens still
very much revolves around whether people, companies
or governments agree to do something together as a
GSPPIGXMZISVMRMWSPEXMSR %GSQQSR[E]SJPSSOMRK
at this is that change can happen in the top-down
³GIRXVEPMWIH´QERRIV[LIVIEPPWMKRYTXSXLIGLERKIERH
act on it, or it can occur in the bottom-up decentralised
QERRIV[LIVIHIGMWMSRWERHEGXMSRWEVI³HMWXVMFYXIH´F]
HIWMKRSVGSRWIUYIRGI7SQIXMQIWEGXMSRXLEXQMKLXFI
GSRWMHIVIHFIXXIVYRHIVXEOIRMREGIRXVEPMWIHQERRIV
GERLEZILMKLIVWYGGIWW[LIRHMWTIVWIHE;SVPH&ERO
WXYH]MRLMKLPMKLXIHXLEX³HIGIRXVEPMWEXMSRMRXLI
form of moving government closer to the people
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Centralised Agenda Setting

One step
at a time

Great leap
forward

Independent
Action

Strong
Collaboration
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Tomorrow’s
people

Distributed Agenda Setting

by empowering local governments helps to reduce
GSVVYTXMSR HYI XS MRGVIEWIH EGGSYRXEFMPMX]´ %PXLSYKL
there are many issues that require centralized decision
QEOMRK JSV SXLIVW XLI HMWXVMFYXIH ETTVSEGL QE] FI
more effective.
Add in to this the apparent desire for us as individuals
XS QEOI IEW] VEXLIV XLER HMJ½GYPX GLSMGIW SV EX
PIEWX GLSSWI JVSQ E PMQMXIH TSVXJSPMS SJ STXMSRW 
XLIR XEGOPMRK WSQI SJ XLI FMK MWWYIW JSV XLI RI\X
HIGEHI FIGSQIW IZIR QSVI SJ E GLEPPIRKI -J [I
consider future changes that could occur, such as
those detailed as outcomes of the Future Agenda
TVSKVEQQIMRXLITVIGIHMRKTEVXWSJXLMWFSSO [I
can see that we need to accommodate numerous
different possible contexts within which that change
will happen.

We have two dimensions to consider – one of
WXVSRKGSPPEFSVEXMSR [MXLLMKLXVYWXERHPS[TVMZEG] 
versus independent action (with low trust and high
TVMZEG]  ERH SRI SJ GIRXVEPMWIH ZIVWYW HMWXVMFYXIH
agenda setting. Putting these together we can see
four different possible worlds in which change may
occur. These could be seen as four scenarios within
which the future may develop and we all need
to be cognisant of them. None of them is certain
and none can be selected as a preferred route by
a government, a company or an individual. While
WSQIEVITSXIRXMEPP]QSVIPMROIHXSWTIGM½GXSTMGW
than others, they are all possible ways of something
XEOMRKTPEGIERHEVIXLIVIJSVIEPPGVIHMFPI[SVPHWMR
which the future can unfold.
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Great leap forward
-RE[SVPHSJGIRXVEPMWIHEKIRHEWIXXMRKERHWXVSRK
collaboration, we can rely on high levels of institutional
MR¾YIRGI ERH GPIEV GSQQSR KPSFEP EMQW [LMPI EX
the same time having good partnerships between
organisations willing to trust each other and openly
share information. This is the world Copenhagen
was aiming at, but missed, and is also the one that
will best enable us to deal with global pandemics,
use less energy and reduce the gap between rich
ERHTSSV-XMWLS[EXLMVHKPSFEPGYVVIRG][MPPQSWX
PMOIP]GSQIMRXSFIMRK8LMWMW[LIVIXLI³KVIEXPIET
JSV[EVH´ GERLETTIRFYXMXMWEPWS[LIVIIRSVQSYW
effort is required to get everybody not only to agree
on the issues, the ambition and the direction, but
EPWS XS EKVII XS TYPP XSKIXLIV XS QEOI MX LETTIR
8LMW MW EFSYX [SVOMRK JSV XLI KVIEXIV PSRKXIVQ
KSSH[LIVIWLSVXXIVQWEGVM½GIWQE]RIIHXSFI
made by some but where all agree on the need to
HSWSQIXLMRKWMKRM½GERXJSVXLIGSPPIGXMZIFIRI½X

Tomorrow’s people
&]GSRXVEWX MRE[SVPHSJWXVSRKGSPPEFSVEXMSRFYX
HMWXVMFYXIH EKIRHE WIXXMRK HIGMWMSRW [MPP FI XEOIR
locally but individual organisations, cities and nations
will openly share their experience and insights. While
the actions that occur are primarily locally focused
and driven by individual views on the right way
JSV[EVH STIRMRRSZEXMSRERHORS[PIHKIXVERWJIVMW
VEQTERX -RHMZMHYEPWWXMPPWLEVIERHGSPPEFSVEXIIZIR
if they are deciding what to do separately. This is
the world of city-states doing their own thing but
being part of a club; it is a world in which mobile
money can have an impact as each region adopts its
own version but they are interoperable and share

TPEXJSVQW MXMW[LIVI³XSQSVVS[´WTISTPI´ XEOIXLI
decisions that are right for them but do so by sharing
and learning from others such that all can progress,
even if not following the same path. For many, this is
the way most things in the past have happened and
so is a default setting for the future.

Backyard barricades
The world of independent action and decentralised
EKIRHEWIXXMRKMWSRIMR[LMGLEW0IS6SSHLEVXTYXMX
in the initial view on the future of energy, ‘nations will
rush to secure energy resources, fearing that energy
security is a zero-sum game, with clear winners
ERH PSWIVW´ 8LMW MW [LIVI ³FEGO]EVH FEVVMGEHIW´ EVI
erected as each individual, village or country does its
S[RXLMRKERHWIIOWXSWIVZIERHWIGYVIXLIMVS[R
agendas without reference to others.This is where allout competition is the name of the game, where the
short term is probably more important than the long
term and where economic growth is prized above all
IPWI -XMWE[SVPHSJWIPJMRXIVIWXERHTVSXIGXMSR[MXL
high suspicion of change, slow innovation and bilateral
HIEPW VEXLIV XLER KPSFEP EKVIIQIRXW 6IKYPEXSV]
hurdles are erected to protect intellectual property
ERH OIIT XLMRKW GPSWI -VSRMGEPP] XLMW MW E [SVPH XLEX
could accelerate trends towards local foods, local
GYVVIRG] ERH [EXIV QEREKIQIRX EW PSSOMRK EJXIV
]SYVS[RMWXLITVMSVMX]FYXMWEPWSE[SVPHQSVIPMOIP]
to move towards more drone wars and increasing
reinvention, less migration and more waste.

One step at a time
Lastly, we have to consider the world of independent
action but centralised agenda setting. This is a world
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in which we move incrementally towards a better
JYXYVI³SRI WXIT EX E XMQI´ [LIVI EPP EKVII SR XLI
FMK TMGXYVI FYX HIEP [MXL MX MR XLIMV S[R [E] -X MW
where all share a common ambition but no one can
EKVIIXLIVMKLX[E]XSEGXSRMXERH[IHSR´XXVYWX
each other enough to want to cooperate. People
and organisations have a global view, but, with all
the best intentions, place their own needs ahead
of the collective good. This is where, for example,
EPP VIGSKRMWI OI] VIWSYVGIW HIQERHW FYX QEREKI
XLIMVS[RVIWSYVGIW[MXLMRXLEXGSRXI\X-XMWE[SVPH
that favours different regions all supporting electric
mobility by creating the right solutions for their
RIIHW FYX [MXLSYX WLEVMRK XIGLRSPSK] TPEXJSVQW -X
is where competition increases but within a global
context and so issues such as mass medical tourism
and migration magnets come to the fore ahead of
others.

All four of these are credible worlds in which
HMJJIVIRX[E]WSJQEOMRKGLERKIWXEOITVMSVMX]8LI]
share some common features but are also distinct
MR LS[ GLERKI [MPP TPE] SYX 9RJSVXYREXIP] [I
cannot choose which one to follow because all are
possible. At times and in certain locations around
different topics, some may be more probable than
others but they are all still credible and therefore
have to be accommodated. We cannot choose to
go for one scenario and ignore the other three and
QYWXTPERJSVEPPSTXMSRW ,S[[IEPPQEOIGLSMGIW
ERH MR¾YIRGI XLI JYXYVI [MPP FI EW ER EQEPKEQ SJ
multiple technological, social and economic issues,
but how we deliver those choices will probably need
to be in reaction to the way our world moves.
-RXLI½REPTEVXSJXLMWFSSO [IWLEPPPSSOEXWSQI
of the implications of all this for governments,
organisations and individuals.

`*YXYVI%KIRHE

PART 4

Innovating the future
Having explored the certain and probable
changes for the next decade, including the
drivers and moderators of these changes,
Part 4 draws some conclusions and raises a
series of key considerations for governments,
organisations and individuals. Governments
need to address these questions so they
can make the right policy decisions and
enact effective regulation. The questions
for organisations are aimed at stimulating
innovation and provoking responsiveness
to change. For us as individuals, we need to
understand what our roles will be by 2020
and identify how and where we can exert our
influence in the decade to come.

-RRSZEXMSREW[IPPEWJSVIWMKLX
The rationale behind the Future Agenda project was
twofold: open foresight and stimulating innovation.
We all need to be more informed about the big
issues and challenges we face, so a primary focus
has been to obtain a better impression of what
XLI[SVPH[MPPPSSOPMOIMR8SHSXLMW[ILEZI
combined different perspectives and cut across
different sectors to create a richer, deeper picture
of the future. This has allowed us to have a clearer
ZMI[SJXLITVSFEFPIZIVWYWXLITSWWMFPIERHQEOI
connections between different events that may
SGGYVMRSVHIVXSLIPTYWXSQEOIQSVIMRJSVQIH
decisions.
While this has been the central theme of the
programme to date, it was always intended that
XLIMRWMKLXWXLEXQEOIYTXLIQENSVMX]SJXLMWFSSO
should act as stepping-stones to additional activity.
;I[ERXXSIRGSYVEKITISTPIXSXLMROEFSYXXLI³WS
[LEX#´MRSVHIVXSLIPTGSQTERMIWKSZIVRQIRXWERH
individuals build strategies to prepare for the future.
8LMW MW [L] [I HIGMHIH XS QEOI XLI MRJSVQEXMSR
we collated as widely available as possible so that
everyone could have immediate access and use it to
WXMQYPEXIXLIMVXLMROMRK
One notion that we all seem to agree on is that
³FYWMRIWW EW YWYEP´ MWR´X ER STXMSR ERH XLIVIJSVI
WSQIXLMRKLEWXSGLERKI -REHHMXMSR MXWIIQWGPIEV
XLEXXLIGLSMGIW[IQEOIMRXLIRI\XJI[]IEVW[MPP
KVIEXP] HI½RI RSX NYWX XLI [SVPH MR  FYX EPWS

the shape of the world that our grandchildren will
MRLIVMX8LMW MW [L] [I FIPMIZI XLEX [LIR XLMROMRK
about the future, it is important to be open to
different approaches and consider the opportunities
presented by different industries and seemingly
unrelated initiatives. After all, real innovation often
occurs at the intersection of disciplines and the
cross-over between sectors as technologies and
business models jump from one area to another.
-XMWEPWS[SVXLGSRWMHIVMRKXLITSWWMFMPMX]XLEXGLERKI
GSYPH IQIVKI JVSQ YRPMOIP] TPEGIW WXMQYPEXIH F]
unexpected events rather than being driven from a
XSTHS[R KPSFEP MRMXMEXMZI 4SPMG]QEOIVW FYWMRIWWIW
ERH OI] MR¾YIRGIVW GER SJXIR XEOI EHZERXEKI SJ
XLMW ERH LEZI E WMKRM½GERX VSPI MR EQTPMJ]MRK ERH
accelerating the pace and scope of change by investing
MR WYTTSVXMRK MRJVEWXVYGXYVI IRGSYVEKMRK XLI³VMKLX´
habits and choices through education, information
and incentives, developing reinforcement policies
ERHFVMRKMRKXSQEVOIXRI[TVSHYGXWERHWIVZMGIW
Throughout all our discussions, there was general
agreement that if we are to deal with some of the
major challenges that evidently face us over the
next decade we need to innovate across the board.
We need new policies and regulations to both
accommodate and moderate some of the events
that we can now see on the horizon, and we also
need to create new products, services and business
models that will both create value as well as change
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the rules of the game so that, as an increasingly
KPSFEPWSGMIX][IGERQEOIXERKMFPIWYWXEMREFPIERH
positive progress.

Seeing the bigger picture
-J TVSKVIWW MW XS FI QEHI JVSQ MRRSZEXMSR EX E
LMKLIV FVSEHIV PIZIP XLIR MX MW RIGIWWEV] XS XEOI
a view beyond the usual horizons. This is not
just about seeing further into the future in your
own sector but also means better understanding
forthcoming developments in other areas and
recognising how they could have an impact on your
future.
Previous initiatives have demonstrated that before
]SY GER WXEVX XS XEOI HIGMWMSRW SR ]SYV TSXIRXMEP
JYXYVIJSGYW]SY½VWXRIIHXSKEMREGPIEVSZIVZMI[
[LMGLWLSYPHFIEGSQFMREXMSRSJ[LEX]SYORS[
from within your industry and what you can learn
from outside your industry that could potentially
have implications for you.
1EXGLMRKXLI³MRWMHISYX´ERHXLI³SYXWMHIMR´ZMI[W
enables organisations to identify a host of innovation
opportunities beyond an internal extrapolation
of today. This is an approach that was initiated
F] 7LIPP ERH LEW FIIR [MHIP] EHSTXIH F] SXLIVW
VERKMRKJVSQ4 +ERH1EVWMRXLITVMZEXIWIGXSV
XSKSZIVRQIRXFSHMIWJVSQ-VIPERHXS7MRKETSVIMR
XLI TYFPMG EVIRE 9RHIVWXERHMRK XLI FMKKIV KPSFEP
TMGXYVIELIEHSJQEOMRKHIGMWMSRWSRXLI³WS[LEX#´
has helped them all see emerging opportunities
ahead of their peers.

Challenging existing views
*SV QER] SVKERMWEXMSRW QEOMRK YWI SJ GVIHMFPI
JSVIWMKLX XS ZEPMHEXI I\MWXMRK XLMROMRK MW XST SJ XLI
agenda. Many a company and many a government
have strong views built up from years of experience
and these often form the basis of their core strategic
EWWYQTXMSRW %W QSWX SVKERMWEXMSRW WIIO XS LEZI
differentiated and robust growth strategies for the
future, we hope the Future Agenda insights will be
used to challenge and then support their existing
TIVWTIGXMZIW +SZIVRQIRXW [MPP JSV I\EQTPI LEZI
validated perspectives and policies that they may
already have in place around issues as varied as food
and energy security, migration, privacy and healthcare
GSWXW)UYEPP]GSQTERMIWQE]LEZIFIIREFPIXSZIVMJ]
existing views on the demographic shifts around
an ageing and an increasingly urban population;
XLI GLEPPIRKIW SJ STIVEXMRK MR E RIX[SVOIH [SVPH
where capabilities are temporary; the opportunities
available in better managing increasingly scarce
VIWSYVGIWSVXLITSXIRXMEPXLEXPMIWMRVIXLMROMRKERH
reinventing business models.
While this is very useful in areas such as economic
planning and government research funding
prioritisation, other organisations also see value in
using new insights to challenge and change their
I\MWXMRKZMI[W%W[IPPEWTMGOMRKXLIIPIQIRXWXLEX
QET SRXS XLI ³SVKERMWEXMSREP QMRHWIX´ WSQI [MPP
use the Future Agenda insights to see how they
could change the status quo and undermine the
assumptions that have been made in the past. As
+) LEW XIVQIH MX WIIOMRK XS ³HIWXVS] ]SYV S[R
FYWMRIWW´ MW E LMKLP] IJJIGXMZI [E] SJ MHIRXMJ]MRK
]SYV [IEORIWWIW ERH KETW MR WXVEXIK] 6EXLIV XLER
using new insights to prop up current views, having
them challenge these perspectives and see how a
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challenger brand or nation could usurp the current
leadership is a great way to spot the issues that may
need attention.

Accommodating wild cards
Within this context, it is often easy to focus only on
the high-impact, high-probability futures. While these
are clearly important, focusing solely on these can
be problematic. High-impact, low-probability events
can also be the source of major change and, if they
SGGYVGERWMKRM½GERXP]YRHIVQMRIEKSZIVRQIRX´WSV
GSQTER]´WKVS[XLWXVEXIKMIW
8S EHHVIWW XLMW GSQTERMIW WYGL EW 2SOME
GSQTPIQIRX [LEX XLI] ORS[ ERH FIPMIZI [MXL
GSRWMHIVEXMSR SJ ³[LEX MJ#´ WGIREVMSW %W 2EWWMQ
2MGLSPEW8EPIFHIWGVMFIWMRLMWFSSOThe Black Swan,
this is a way of understanding the possible effects
SJLMKLMQTEGX PS[TVSFEFMPMX]IZIRXW 6IGIRXGEWIW
[SYPHMRGPYHIJSVI\EQTPIXLIZSPGERMGEWLGPSYH-R
the main, these events are ignored by governments
ERHGSQTERMIWEPMOIFIGEYWIXLIQMRYXIPMOIPMLSSH
of their occurrence – perhaps a one in a million
GLERGI¯QEOIWXLIQEPQSWXMQTSWWMFPIXSTPERJSV
They are therefore not automatically resourced but,
[LIRXLI]HSLETTIRXLIMVMQTEGXMWWMKRM½GERX
We suggest that pragmatic organisations need to
focus just as much on the possibilities as on the
TVSFEFMPMXMIW EW XLI] TPER JSV XLI JYXYVI &] KEMRMRK
a view of what might potentially have an impact
on their plans and what the implications could be,
XLI]GERXLIRHIGMHI[LIVIXSQEOIXLIRIGIWWEV]
investments. For some organisations, the answer is
to direct the majority of attention towards scoping
and delivering the big deals for the future but, at the

same time, ensure there is a dedicated team in place
XSPSSOEXXLITSXIRXMEP[MPHGEVHW &]WIXXMRKYTER
³IEVP] [EVRMRK W]WXIQ´ XLEX XVEGOW MHIRXM½IH LMKL
impact, low-probability events, such as, for example,
XLI³4VMZEG]'LIVRSF]P´HMWGYWWIHIEVPMIVMRXLMWFSSO
organisations, be they government or corporate, can
then have a richer picture of the opportunities and
threats ahead of them.

Building scenarios
%W 4IXIV 7GL[EVX^ GSJSYRHIV SJ +&2 VIGIRXP]
SYXPMRIH ³7GIREVMS TPERRMRK MW E QIXLSHSPSK]
designed to help guide groups and individuals
through exactly this creative process. The process
begins by identifying potential forces of change, then
combines them in different ways to create a set of
diverse stories – or scenarios – about how the future
GSYPHIZSPZI 7GIREVMSWEVIHIWMKRIHXSWXVIXGLSYV
XLMROMRKEFSYXFSXLXLISTTSVXYRMXMIWERHSFWXEGPIW
that the future might hold. They explore the
dynamics that might alter, inhibit, or enhance current
trends, often in surprising ways. Together, a set of
scenarios captures a range of future possibilities,
good and bad, expected and surprising – but always
TPEYWMFPI -QTSVXERXP] WGIREVMSWEVIRSXTVIHMGXMSRW
6EXLIVXLI]EVIXLSYKLXJYPL]TSXLIWIWXLEXEPPS[YW
to imagine, and then to rehearse, different strategies
for how to be more prepared for the future – or,
more ambitiously, how to help shape better futures
SYVWIPZIW´
Creating such views of the future as clear stories
has been part of the strategic process in companies
ERHGSYRXVMIWJSVERYQFIVSJ]IEVW0SSOMRKELIEH
as the global interconnection between events grows
and the speed at which change occurs accelerates,
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we can already see many more organisations
adopting this process. However, in doing so, there is
EVMWOXLEXWSQI[MPPYWIWGIREVMSWWMQTP]XSI\TPEMR
XLI HIZIPSTQIRX SJ XLIMV QEVOIX SV VIKMSR [MXLMR
XLI ORS[RORS[R FSYRHEVMIW ;I XLMRO XLMW MW E
QMWXEOIERHLEWPIHXSMHIRXMOMXKVS[XLWGIREVMSWMR
numerous corporations where a technology-enabled
future is believed to be inevitable, which means the
only questions that are raised are around priority and
WTIIHSJETTPMGEXMSR-RXLIGSWQIXMGWWIGXSVHMJJIVIRX
organisations have similar views on the future impact
SJ [IPPRIWW ERH XLI GVSWWSZIV [MXL LIEPXLGEVI -R
the world of food, many companies have scenarios
around the impact of convenience and nutrition, but
not so many also consider security-of-supply issues
SVXLIEGGITXERGISJ+1ERHTLEVQEJSSHW

as an integral part of this. On other occasions, this
[MPP FI E WIGSRHEV] PE]IV XLEX ½XW EPSRKWMHI QSVI
regional- or sector-based scenarios.

+SMRK FEGO XS XLI GSQQIRXW MR 4EVX  EFSYX XLI
RIIHXSEPWSI\TPSVIXLIYRORS[RWEGGSQQSHEXMRK
XLIFVSEHIVZMI[MWGVMXMGEP6EXLIVXLEROIITMRKXLI
scope close to the core, the leaders in scenario
HIZIPSTQIRX PSSO EX XLI FMK TMGXYVI FI]SRH XLIMV
WTIGM½G EVIE SJ MRXIVIWX ERH XLIR ½PXIV SYX XLI
implications for their own activities and interests
afterwards.

Identifying growth opportunities
&] YWMRK XLI MRWMKLXW JVSQ XLI *YXYVI %KIRHE
programme that apply within and around an area
of focus, and combining them with existing internal
views of how the future may unfold, we hope
organisations will be able to build different pictures of
XLIJYXYVIXLEXGERFIYWIHXSWXMQYPEXIRI[XLMROMRK
7SQIXMQIW XLIWI SVKERMWEXMSRW QE] MRGPYHI XLI
perspectives on trust, cooperation and centralised
ZIVWYWHMWXVMFYXIHEKIRHEWIXXMRKSYXPMRIHMR4EVX

As the Future Agenda programme has progressed,
we see some signals of change that organisations
may want to consider. For example:
Q

 YI XS E TIVGIMZIH PEGO SJ WYGGIWW JVSQ
(
centralised action on global issues, people are
again coming together at the community level to
do practical things that are within their control.

Q

 I[MRWXMXYXMSRWJVSQXLI'XSPSGEZSVIWEVI
2
developing to support these initiatives and share
stories and best practices.

Q

 LIVI MW WMKRM½GERX TSXIRXMEP JSV FILEZMSYVEP
8
GLERKIEVSYRHJSVI\EQTPIIRIVK]YWIXSQEOI
a difference whilst we await global deployment
of new technologies.

Q

Many institutions are developing a better
YRHIVWXERHMRKSJLS[XS³RYHKI´GLSMGIWXSLIPT
TISTPIQEOIFIXXIVHIGMWMSRWERHXSGLERKIXLI
nature of demand.

Q

Technology can be used to help shift demand –
EWIZIV]XLMRKFIGSQIW³WQEVX´MXFIGSQIWIEWMIV
JSVYWXSQEOIXLIVMKLXGLSMGIW

Q

 YX XLIVI MW EPWS GSRGIVR EVSYRH KETW MR
&
YRHIVWXERHMRKXLEXGSRWYQIVWERHTSPMG]QEOIVW
have about many of the issues and challenges.

At a time when others may be more focused on
the predictable, shorter term, having a strong, longer
term perspective is essential. From government
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departments and intergovernmental institutions such
EW XLI -)% XS QYPXMREXMSREPW WYGL EW )VMGWWSR *SVH
and PepsiCo, major organisations around the world
EVIPSSOMRKJSVXLIJYXYVIZMI[XSHVMZIMRRSZEXMSR
-QTPMGMX[MXLMRXLMWMWXLIRIIHXSI\TPSVIOI]STXMSRW
ERHMQTPMGEXMSRW8LIUYIWXMSRWXSEWOMRGPYHI;LEX
EVIXLIGSRWIUYIRGIWXSYWMJ<LETTIRW#-J[IFIX
SREPXIVREXMZI%[LEXEVIXLIGLERGIWXLEX&'ERH
(GSYPHSGGYVERH[MXL[LEXMQTEGX#,S[GER[I
use our capabilities to enable a wider change? These
EVIEPPUYIWXMSRWXSEWO
&]FIKMRRMRK[MXLMRJSVQIHERHGVIHMFPIZMI[WJVSQ
across different areas, the Future Agenda programme
is designed to act as a catalyst to emphasise new
issues at a level deeper than would otherwise be
XLIGEWI .YWXEWLEWEPVIEH]LETTIRIHMRERYQFIV
of areas with organisations from the healthcare and
media sectors through to transport and energy, we
hope that the insights will be used to highlight a
number of major new growth platforms.

Questions
+MZIR XLI FVIEHXL SJ XLI MRWMKLXW WYQQEVMWIH MR
XLMWFSSO ]SYQMKLXLEZILEHRYQIVSYWUYIWXMSRW
come to mind already.
7SQI SJ XLI WEPMIRX MWWYIW XLEX HIWIVZI JYVXLIV
consideration could include the impact of public
debt in the West; the rise of the Asian consumer;
GSRGIVRWSZIVWIGYVMX]SJWYTTP]SJOI]QEXIVMEPWERH
their associated prices; the need to shift to a lowcarbon economy; the possible split of the developed
world into a two-speed grouping; increasing security;
societal shifts around privacy; the interconnectedness
of global systems; fragmented organisational structures
and new alliances; the impact of new technologies;
advances in medicine; the role of the elderly in
society; the shift from ownership to access; or the
impact of growing unemployment in mega-cities.
While each organisation and individual will have a
HMJJIVIRXYRHIVWXERHMRKSJXLIWTIGM½GMQTEGXWERH
implications of many of the issues discussed, it is
clear from this project and many of the subsequent
programmes already under way that there are
some common questions that many participants
EVIWIIOMRKXSERW[IV 7SQISJXLIWIGERFIWIIR
at a government/regulatory level, others at more
of a company/organisational level and still more at
an individual/personal level. To help start additional
conversations and stimulate some thoughts, in the
following pages we have outlined ten questions for
each of these levels that we hope will be useful.

Ten questions for governments
Are we really focusing on the big issues for the next decade?
;IORS[EFSYXGPMQEXIGLERKIERHXLIIRIVK]GVMWMWFYXEVILIEPXLJSSHERH[EXIVEWLMKLEWXLI]WLSYPH
FISRSYVEKIRHE#%VI[IQEOMRKEWWYQTXMSRWEFSYXGMXM^IRW´[MPPMRKRIWWXSWLEVIHEXE#

Do we share the big challenges we all face with the right people and organisations?
,S[QER]SJYWEVIFIMRKWXVEMKLX[MXLXLITYFPMGSRXLIPMOIP]MQTEGXSJE'VMWIMRXIQTIVEXYVI XLI
increasing cost of healthcare for the ageing and those with chronic disease, and how to pay for it all?

To what extent can we really use taxation and policy to change behaviour?
Can we nudge people to adapt to a new world, eat less meat and use less energy or will we have to ban
GIVXEMRTVSHYGXWERHMJXLEXHSIWR´X[SVOLS[IJJIGXMZI[MPPXLIXE\PIZIVFI#

Which new areas of the economy should we be investing in for the future?
;MPPSYVGYVVIRXPSGEPWXVIRKXLWFIPSRKXIVQKPSFEPWYGGIWWIW#7LSYPH[IWXSTWYTTSVXMRKPIKEG]MRHYWXV]
and shift to a new world and, if so, where can we have the greatest effect?

What new skills will we need to have access to in order to support higher growth?
(SIWSYVTSTYPEXMSRLEZIXLIGETEFMPMXMIWFIWXWYMXIHXSXLIGLEPPIRKIWELIEH#,S[UYMGOP]GER[IVIIUYMT
SYV[SVOJSVGIW[MXLXLIVMKLXWOMPPW#7LSYPH[IWXEVXEXXVEGXMRKXLIFIWXQMKVERXWELIEHSJSXLIVW#

Which regions of the world will we need to cooperate more effectively with?
;MPPSYVGYVVIRXXVEHMRKTEVXRIVWFIXLIFIWXSRIWMR#%WXLIGIRXVISJTS[IVWLMJXWXS%WMEWLSYPH[I
forge new bilateral agreements or can we all act together as a coherent bloc?

Which currency should we be saving and trading in?
(S[ILEZIXLIVMKLXFEPERGISJJSVIMKRVIWIVZIW#%VI[IXSSHITIRHIRXSRXLI97HSPPEVSVXLIIYVS#,S[
prepared are we to trade in alternative currencies and change our reserve mix?

What is the balance between providing education and providing pensions?
7LSYPH[IMRZIWXQSVIMRXLIRI\XKIRIVEXMSRXLER[IHMHXLIPEWX#'ER[IVIP]SRXLIMVMRGSQIXE\XSTE]
for the rising cost of the elderly or should we put money aside to get us through?

8IRUYIWXMSRWJSVKSZIVRQIRXW`

How well are we prepared to deal with inevitable surprises?
(S[ILEZIXLIVMKLXFMSWYVZIMPPERGIMRTPEGIXSTVSXIGXSYVREXMSR´WLIEPXL#%VI[ISZIVHITIRHIRXSRXLI
[VSRKWSVXWSJJSSH#,S[KSSHMWSYVHEXEWIGYVMX]ERHGER[IFIWIPJWYJ½GMIRXMRIRIVK]F]#

Will we tackle the big challenges in isolation or will we collaborate?
How well aligned are we with other countries on the pivotal issues? Will we all agree on the right path and
[SVOMRYRMWSRSVEVIXLIVIEVIEW[LIVI[I[MPPKSSYVS[R[E]ERHMJWS[LIVI#

Ten questions for organisations
How well do we recognise the big issues on the horizon?
%VI[IVIEPP]GLEPPIRKMRKSYVWIPZIWXSPSSOFI]SRHXLIWXEXYWUYSXSYRHIVWXERHLS[GLERKIWSYXWMHISYV
control will impinge on our sector and to plan for a different future?

How well do we understand the full implications of resource constraints?
Will we face problems from water shortages? How will we cope with less energy? How will we secure access
to the materials that are running out and what options do we have for change?

Where can we use existing capabilities to create new sources of value?
%WXLI[SVPHGLERKIW[LEXRI[EGXMZMXMIW[MPPGSQIXSXLIJSVI[LIVISYVWOMPPWERHI\TIVMIRGIGERFIQSVI
IJJIGXMZIP]HITPS]IHERHLS[GER[IFIWXXEOIEHZERXEKISJXLISTTSVXYRMXMIW#

8S[LEXI\XIRXHS[II\TIGXXSLEZIMR¾YIRGISZIVSYVLYQERVIWSYVGIW#
-JXLI[SVPHMWKIXXMRKWQEPPIVERH¾EXXIVERHXLIFIWXXEPIRXMWQSFMPILS[GER[IEXXVEGXXLIOI]TISTPI[I
RIIHJSVXLIJYXYVIXS[SVO[MXLYWLS[GER[IWXMQYPEXIXLIQERHLS[[MPPXLI]FIVI[EVHIH#

What will we be required to report to stakeholders in 2020?
Will water footprints and carbon footprints become compulsory and what about energy use? Will intangibles
FIQSVIMQTSVXERXXLER½\IHEWWIXWERH[LEXPIZIPWSJVMWO[MPPFIEGGITXEFPIXSXLIQEVOIX#

Is our understanding of future areas of opportunity better than that of our peers?
%VI[ITE]MRKIRSYKL EXXIRXMSRXS[LEX[IHSR´XORS[#(S[IYRHIVWXERHXLIJYXYVI ER]FIXXIVXLER
others? How vulnerable are we to change from outside and how and where can we best understand this?
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How well equipped are we to respond to adjacent sector changes?
-J RI[ XIGLRSPSK] HIZIPSTQIRXW SV GLERKIW MR GYWXSQIV VIPEXMSRWLMTW SGGYV MR SXLIV EVIEW LS[ GER [I
FIWXXEOIIEVP]EHZERXEKISJXLIWIMRSYVS[RWTEGIERHHS[IORS[LS[XLI]GSYPHXLVIEXIRSYVGYVVIRX
activities?

How well are we tracking the possible future risks and challenges?
Are we paying enough attention to monitoring threats to both our core and potential new areas of activity?
Can we create competitive advantage by spotting new opportunities earlier than others?

How will we manage our reputation in the future?
;MPP [I FI EFPI XS GSQQYRMGEXI [MXL WXEOILSPHIVW MR #;MPP [I FI MR GSRXVSP SJ SYV FVERH SV [MPP
GSRWYQIVWLEZIQSVIMR¾YIRGI#%VI[ITVITEVIHXSGLERKIXLI[E][IEGX#

%VI[IWYJ½GMIRXP]MR¾YIRXMEPMRRI[VIKYPEXSV]GLERKI#
Where will the new international standards emerge from and how can we be involved? Are we able to match
SYVKPSFEPERHPSGEPSTIVEXMSRWXSGLERKMRKPIKEPJVEQI[SVOW#

Ten questions for individuals
How can I play a part in changing the status quo?
,S[ERH[LIVIGER-EWSRITIVWSRQEOIXLIKVIEXIWXMQTEGX#;LEXMWWYIMWQSWXVIPIZERXXSQI#;LS[MPP
-XVYWXXSKMZIQIEGGYVEXIMRJSVQEXMSR#

How can I better live within the means of the planet?
;MPPXIGLRSPSK]EPPS[QIXSHSIZIV]XLMRK-[ERXSV[MPP-LEZIXSYWIJI[IVVIWSYVGIW#;LEXWEGVM½GIWQE]
-RIIHXSQEOI#7LSYPH-NYHKI[IEPXLMRXLIWEQI[E]EWQ]TEVIRXW#

;LMGLSJQ]HEMP]GLSMGIW[MPPLEZIKVIEXIWXMR¾YIRGISZIVXLIJYXYVI#
7LSYPH - [EPO XS [SVO SV FY] E FMOI#;MPP ER IPIGXVSRMG GEV FI EJJSVHEFPI# 7LSYPH - FIGSQI E TEVXXMQI
ZIKIXEVMER#-WPMZMRKMRXLIGMX]XLIFIWXSTXMSRJSVQIERHWLSYPH-LEZIEWQEPPIVETEVXQIRX#
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Am I prepared to pay the full cost for things in the future?
;MPP-TE]EKEPPSRJSVJYIPºEPMXVIJSVQMPOSVJSVEPSEJSJFVIEH#;MPP-TE]Q]GEVFSRXE\ERHJEX
XE\SRIEGLTYVGLEWISVEKEMRWXQ]QSRXLP]TIVWSREPEPPS[ERGI#;LEXEQ-[MPPMRKXSHS[MXLSYX#

To what extent should I openly share information about myself?
,S[[MPP-QEOIERHQEMRXEMRJVMIRHWLMTWMRXLIJYXYVI#;MPPQ]ZMVXYEPRIX[SVOWFIEWMQTSVXERXEWXLI
TISTPI-QIIXMRXLI³VIEP´ [SVPH#;MPP-SRP]WLEVIQ]TIVWSREPMRJSVQEXMSR[MXLQ]GPSWIWXJVMIRHWFYXFI
prepared to give all my health data to the government?

;LIVIMRXLI[SVPH[MPP-½RHXLIKVIEXIWXSTTSVXYRMXMIW#
-J-WXE]LIVI [MPPXLIVIFIIRSYKLJSVQIXSHSSV[MPP-RIIHXSQSZI#(SREXMSREPFSYRHEVMIWQEXXIV#
7LSYPH-GSRWMHIVQSZMRKXSERSXLIVGSYRXV]SVGSRXMRIRXSVNYWXFI[MPPMRKXSXVEZIPJYVXLIVXS[SVO#

What professions will exist in 2020?
;LEXWLSYPH-PIEVR#,S[[MPP-QEREKIERHTPERJSVEGLERKMRKGEVIIVTSVXJSPMS#7LSYPH-FIGSQIEFMS
MRJSVQEXMSRMWXETVMZEG]SJ½GIVEVITYXEXMSRIRLERGIVSVERYVFERJEVQIV#3VEQ-FIXXIVSJJEWEXIEGLIVE
doctor or a lawyer?

How can I best plan for retirement?
'ER-EJJSVHXSPMZIXSFI#7LEPP-I\TIGXXS[SVOFI]SRH#,S[[MPP-OIITQ]WIPJLIEPXL]ERHEGXMZI#
;LEXJSSHWWLSYPH-IEXERH[LIVIWLSYPH-PMZI#

How should I raise my children to prepare them for their future?
;LEXMWXLIFIWX[E]XSIHYGEXIXLIQ#,S[HS-IRWYVIXLI]LEZIXLIVMKLXI\TIGXEXMSRWERHZEPYIW#

What will I believe in?
,S[[MPP-ORS[[LEX-WLSYPHFIPMIZIMR#;LEXERH[LS[MPP-XVYWX#7LSYPH-GSRWMHIVXLISTTSVXYRMXMIW
offered by religion?
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1 THE FOUR CERTAINTIES
-RWXMXYXIJSVXLI*YXYVILXXT[[[MJXJSVK
-&1+PSFEP-RRSZEXMSR3YXPSSOLXXT[[[MFQGSQMFQKMSYWIR
6YQWJIPH2%83WTIIGLSJLXXT[[[REXSMRXHSGYWTIIGLWKLXQ
924STYPEXMSR(MZMWMSR*EGXWLXXT[[[YRSVKIWETSTYPEXMSRTYFPMGEXMSRWTSTJEGXWTSTJEGXWCTHJ
924STYPEXMSRXS*SVIGEWXLXXT[[[YRSVKIWETSTYPEXMSRTYFPMGEXMSRWPSRKVERKI
;SVPH4ST½REPTHJ
3)'(*EGXFSSOLXXT[[[SIGHSVKHSGYQIRXIRCCCCC
CCLXQP
924STYPEXMSR(MZMWMSR;SVPH1SVXEPMX]7YQQEV]http://www.un.org/esa/population/publications/
[SVPHQSVXEPMX];16LXQ
924STYPEXMSR(MZMWMSR;SVPH*IVXMPMX]4EXXIVRW7YQQEV]http://www.un.org/esa/population/publications/
[SVPHJIVXMPMX][SVPHJIVXMPMX]LXQ
)GSRSQMWX7TIGMEP6ITSVXSR*IVXMPMX]LXXT[[[IGSRSQMWXGSQRSHI
924STYPEXMSR(MZMWMSR-RXIVREXMSREP1MKVEXMSR7YQQEV]http://www.un.org/esa/population/
TYFPMGEXMSRW1MKVEXMSRC'LEVX-XX1MKCGLEVXLXQ
-RWXMXYXIJSV+IVQER)GSRSQ]6ITSVX  SRIRKMRIIVWLSVXEKIhttp://www.euractiv.com/en/
WSGMEPIYVSTIIYPEFSYVWLSVXEKIXMQIFSQFEVXMGPI
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924STYPEXMSR(MZMWMSR%KIMRK7YQQEV]LXXT[[[YRSVKIWETSTYPEXMSRTYFPMGEXMSRW;4%
;4%C;SVOMRK4ETIVTHJ
924STYPEXMSR(MZMWMSR9VFERMWEXMSR7YQQEV]http://esa.un.org/unpd/wup/wall-chart_1.htm
-)%/I])RIVK]7XEXMWXMGWLXXT[[[MIESVKXI\XFEWIRTTHJJVIIOI]CWXEXWCTHJ
-)%)RIVK]7GIREVMSWXSLXXT[[[MIESVKXI\XFEWIRTTHJJVIICTHJ
³,S[1ER]=IEVW0IJX#´¯New Scientist  http://www.newscientist.com/data/images/
EVGLMZINTK
-&1+-3;EXIV6ITSVXhttp://www.ibm.com/ibm/gio/media/pdf/ibm_gio_water_report.pdf
92)7'3;SVPH;EXIV(IZIPSTQIRX6ITSVX¯;EXIVMRE'LERKMRK;SVPHhttp://www.unesco.org/water/
[[ET[[HV[[HV
-*46-HEXESRJEVQMRKIJ½GMIRG]LXXT[[[FYWMRIWW[SVPHMRMRHI\TLT)GSRSQ]ERH&EROMRK*VSQ
Plough-To-Plate.html
'-%*EGXFSSOLXXTW[[[GMEKSZPMFVEV]TYFPMGEXMSRWXLI[SVPHJEGXFSSO
Niall Ferguson, The End of Chimerica  LXXTLFW[OLFWIHYMXIQLXQP
+SPHQER7EGLW¯0SRK8IVQ3YXPSSOJSV&6-'7LXXT[[[KSPHQERWEGLWGSQMHIEWFVMGWPSRKXIVQ
SYXPSSOLXQP
+SPHQER7EGLW¯-WXLMWXLI&6-'7(IGEHI#LXXT[[[KSPHQERWEGLWGSQMHIEWFVMGWFVMGWHIGEHILXQP
)EWXSV*EQMRI¯The Economist *IFVYEV] LXXT[[[IGSRSQMWXGSQRSHI
%GGIRXYVI:SHEJSRI'EVFSR'SRRIGXMSRW6ITSVX  LXXT[[[ZSHEJSRIGSQIXGQIHMEPMFGVC
GEVFSR4EV*MPIHEXGEVFSRC[IFCTHJ
-'6-)6:SHEJSRI¯-QTEGXSJ1SFMPI4LSRIW6ITSVX  LXXT[[[MGVMIVSVKTHJTYFPMGCTSPMG]NERTHJ
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2 DRIVERS OF CHANGE: KEY INSIGHTS
The future of health
Automated people-care
%WWMWXIHPMZMRKXIGLRSPSKMIWJSVSPHIVERHHMWEFPIHTISTPIMRLXXT[[[JEWXYOSVKTEKIHSGYQIRXW
½PI3JGSQ EWWMWXIH PMZMRK WIVZMGIW VITSVXTHJ
M6SFSX*YXYVISJ6SFSXMGWMR,IEPXLGEVILXXT[[[MVSFSXGSQWTGJQ#TEKIMH! MH! VIJIVVIV!
9/4IVWSREP'EVIEX,SQI&MPPLXXT[[[HLKSZYOIR4YFPMGEXMSRWERHWXEXMWXMGW0IKMWPEXMSR
%GXWERHFMPPW(,C
Clinical enhancement
(EVTEI\SWOIPIXSRWLXXT[[[LS[WXYJJ[SVOWGSQI\SWOIPIXSRLXQ
7SPHMIVSJXLIJYXYVILXXT[[[R]TSWXGSQTRI[WSTMRMSRSTIHGSPYQRMWXWMXIQCG6P]KPW.,N8*L'%<*
/1NWIWWMSRMH!&'(&*('*
6E]XLISRI\SWOIPIXSRLXXT[[[VE]XLISRGSQRI[WVSSQXIGLRSPSK]VXRCI\SWOIPIXSR
Helicon: LXXT[[[LIPMGSRXLIVETIYXMGWGSQGKMFMRQEMRTP#WIGXMSR!7GMIRXM½G
Turbo-charging the brain: LXXT[[[WGMIRXM½GEQIVMGERGSQEVXMGPIGJQ#MH!XYVFSGLEVKMRKXLIFVEMR
(MEFIWMX]
(MEFIXIWXLITVMGISJMRGVIEWMRKTVSWTIVMX]¯(IYXWGLI&ERO6IWIEVGL  http://www.dbresearch.com/
463((&6C-28)62)8C)2463(463(THJ
³)TMHIQMSPSKMGERHIGSRSQMGGSRWIUYIRGIWSJXLIKPSFEPITMHIQMGWSJSFIWMX]ERHHMEFIXIW´¯Nature
.ERYEV] LXXTYWIVWS\EGYObGLVMHIXEMPW2EXYVI1IHCCTHJ
8EGOPMRK3FIWMXMIW*YXYVI'LSMGIW¯4VSNIGX6ITSVX9/+SZIVRQIRX3J½GIJSV7GMIRGIhttp://www.
JSVIWMKLXKSZYO3FIWMX]THJ
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;SVPH(MEFIXIW*SYRHEXMSRhttp://www.worlddiabetesfoundation.org/
&PSSQFIVK7E]WE7SHE8E\³1EOIW7IRWI´LXXT[[[R]XMQIWGSQR]VIKMSRWSHELXQP
+PSFEPTERHIQMGW
;SVPH,IEPXL3VKERM^EXMSR¯4ERHIQMG6IWTSRWILXXT[[[[LSMRXGWVHMWIEWIMR¾YIR^ETERHIQMGIR
³4ERHIQMG,SX7TSXW1ETE4EXLXS4VIZIRXMSR´¯7GMIRXM½G%QIVMGER: LXXT[[[WGMIRXM½GEQIVMGERGSQ
article.cfm?id=pandemic-hot-spots-map
7MRKETSVI¾YTERHIQMGKYMHIWLXXTETTGVMWMWKSZWK(EXE(SGYQIRXW6IWSYVGIW*PY4ERHIQMG+YMHIW
*PY4ERHIQMG+YMHIW*09C4%2()1-'C+9-()C)2+0-7,C03;C6)7THJ
,EPXMRK%P^LIMQIV´W
%P^LIMQIV´W%WWSGMEXMSR*EGXWERH*MKYVIWhttp://www.alz.org/documents_custom/report_
EP^JEGXW½KYVIWTHJ
³%P^LIMQIV´W(MWIEWI°,S[0SRK&IJSVI;I*MRHE'YVI#´LXXT[[[FIVOIPI]HEMP]TPERIXGSQ
MWWYIEVXMGPI#LIEHPMRI!%P^LIMQIVW(MWIEWI,S[0SRK&IJSVI;I*MRHE'YVI
³7XIQGIPPWGERVIWGYIXLIQIQSV]JVSQ%P^LIMQIV´WHMWIEWI´¯Daily Telegraph  http://www.telegraph.
GSYOWGMIRGIWGMIRGIRI[W7XIQGIPPWGERVIWGYIXLIQIQSV]JVSQ%P^LIMQIVWHMWIEWIGPEMQ
scientists.html
³%P^LIMQIV´W*SVIWXEPPMRKXLI(EVORIWW[MXL2I[%TTVSEGLIW´¯7GMIRXM½G%QIVMGER: http://www.
WGMIRXM½GEQIVMGERGSQEVXMGPIGJQ#MH!EP^LIMQIVWJSVIWXEPPMRKXLIHEVORIWW
0YRH9RMZIVWMX]7XIQ'IPP'IRXIVhttp://www.med.lu.se/stemcellcenter
7XIQGIPPWXSEMHWXYH]SJ4EVOMRWSR´WLXXT[[[S\EGYOQIHMERI[WCWXSVMIWLXQP
Mass medical tourism
'SWQIXMG7YVKIV]7XEXMWXMGWhttp://www.cosmeticplasticsurgerystatistics.com/statistics.html
%VEZMRH)]I,SWTMXEPWhttp://www.aravind.org/
2EVE]ERE,SWTMXEP¯-RXIVREXMSREP4EXMIRXWhttp://www.narayanahospitals.com/internationaldivision.html
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Narayana Hospital – Model for Affordable Care: LXXTORS[PIHKI[LEVXSRYTIRRIHYMRHMEEVXMGPI
GJQ#EVXMGPIMH!
³,IRV]*SVHSJ,IEVX7YVKIV]´¯Wall Street Journal: LXXTSRPMRI[WNGSQEVXMGPI2%C;7.C
49&7&LXQP
(IPSMXXI1IHMGEP8SYVMWQ9THEXILXXT[[[HIPSMXXIGSQEWWIXW(GSQ9RMXIH7XEXIW0SGEP %WWIXW
(SGYQIRXWYWCGLWC1IHMGEP8SYVMWQCC[IFTHJ
Pharma foods
92*%3,IEPXLERH2YXVMXMSREP4VSTIVXMIWSJ4VSFMSXMGWhttp://www.who.int/foodsafety/publications/
fs_management/en/probiotics.pdf
2I\X+IRIVEXMSR2YXVEGIYXMGEPW6ITSVX  LXXT[[[KPSFEPFYWMRIWWMRWMKLXWGSQGSRXIRXVFLGXTHJ
&MSXIGLRSPSK]-RHYWXV]3VKERM^EXMSR*%58VERWKIRMG%RMQEPWhttp://www.bio.org/animals/faq.asp
+SPHIR6MGIhttp://www.goldenrice.org/
7]WXIQMGIYXLEREWME
&VE^MPLIEPXLGEVIGSWXWLXXT[[[WGMIPSWTSVKTHJVTWTZREZRTHJ
)RHSJPMJI[EVRMRK¯&PSSQFIVKLXXT[[[FPSSQFIVKGSQETTWRI[W#TMH! WMH!EZ6*+2*5[C[
&&'VITSVXSRIYXLEREWMELXXT[[[FFGGSYOFPSKWXLIIHMXSVWIYXLEREWMECHIFEXILXQP
Terry Pratchett lecture on assisted suicide: LXXTRI[WFFGGSYOLMYOWXQ
³%WWMWXIHWYMGMHIPIKEPGLERKIW´¯Guardian 9/ LXXT[[[KYEVHMERGSYOWSGMIX]EWWMWXIHWYMGMHI
(MKRMXEWhttp://www.dignitas.ch
)<-8http://www.exitinternational.net/page/Home
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The future of wealth
(MJJIVIRXMEXIHGSQQSHMXMWIHORS[PIHKI
Thomas Friedman: http://www.thomaslfriedman.com/
;SVO*SYRHEXMSRVITSVXSR-RRSZEXMSR'VIEXMZMX]ERH)RXVITVIRIYVWLMTMRLXXT[[[XLI[SVO
JSYRHEXMSRGSQVIWIEVGLTYFPMGEXMSRWTYFPMGEXMSRHIXEMPEWT\#S-XIQ-H! TEVIRX4EKI-(! 4YF8]TI=
+EV],EQIPSRRSRWXERHEVHORS[PIHKILXXTFPSKW[WNGSQQEREKIQIRXQEREKIQIRX´W
dirty-little-secret/
1EZIR6IWIEVGLhttp://www.mavenresearch.com/
1-83TIR'SYVWI;EVIhttp://ocw.mit.edu/OcwWeb/web/home/home/index.htm
(]REQMGTVMGMRK
)9WQEVXQIXIVVSPPSYXLXXT[[[KVIIRFERKGSQWQEVXQIXIVVSPPSYXXSVIEGLFRMRIYVSTIF]
WE]WKVIIRFERKCLXQP
Airsage: http://www.airsage.com
7IRWI2IX[SVOWLXXT[[[WIRWIRIX[SVOWGSQ
Lease everything
Zipcar: http://www.zipcar.com/
7TSXMJ]http://www.spotify.com/
&MG]GPIVIRXEPMR4EVMWhttp://www.velib.paris.fr/
6IREYPX8[MRKSVIG]GPEFMPMX]LXXT[[[VIREYPXGSQIRGETIGSPIWGVMXIVIWVIREYPXIGSTEKIWVIREYPX
IGSGLEQTMSRWEWT\
Less energy
-)%;SVPH)RIVK]*EGXWLIIXLXXT[[[MIESVK[ISHSGW[ISJEGXCWLIIXWC;)3CTHJ
)3R9WI0IWW)RIVK]LXXT[[[ISRXEPOMRKIRIVK]GSQ
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1G/MRWI]97)RIVK])J½GMIRG]6ITSVXLXXT[[[QGOMRWI]GSQGPMIRXWIVZMGI
IPIGXVMGTS[IVREXYVEPKEWHS[RPSEHWYWCIRIVK]CIJ½GMIRG]CJYPPCVITSVXTHJ
Local currency
&VM\XSRTSYRHhttp://brixtonpound.org/what/
9KERHE1SFMPI%MVXMQIhttp://mmublog.org/africa-east/mtn-mobile-money-spotlight-on-uganda/
Mobile money
Wizzit: http://www.wizzit.co.za/
14)7%LXXT[[[WEJEVMGSQGSOIMRHI\TLT#MH!
+PSFI+'EWLhttp://site.globe.com.ph/
(MKMXEP1SRI]*SVYQhttp://digitaldebateblogs.typepad.com/digital_money/
.YRMTIV6IWIEVGLSRQTE]QIRXWLXXTNYRMTIVVIWIEVGLGSQZMI[TVIWWVIPIEWITLT#TV!
)VRWX =SYRK1SFMPI1SRI]6ITSVXLXXT[[[I]GSQ4YFPMGEXMSRZ[09%WWIXW1SFMPIC1SRI]*MPI
Mobile_Money.pdf
6MGLIVTSSVIV
3)'(+VS[MRK9RIUYEP6ITSVXLXXT[[[SIGHSVKHSGYQIRXIRCCC
CCCCLXQP
07)6ITSVX¯%R%REXSQ]SJ)GSRSQMG-RIUYEPMX]MRXLI9/LXXTWXMGIVHPWIEGYOHTWGEWIGV
'%7)VITSVXTHJ
92,EFMXEX¯7XEXISJXLI;SVPH´W'MXMIW¯'MXMIWJSV%PP&VMHKMRKXLI9VFER(MZMHIhttp://www.
YRLEFMXEXSVKTQWWPMWX-XIQ(IXEMPWEWT\#TYFPMGEXMSR-(!
Third global currency
6SFIVX>SIPPMGO97(SPPEV´W4VMQEG]2SXE'IVXEMRX]¯&PSSQFIVK  http://www.bloomberg.com/
ETTWRI[W#TMH!RI[WEVGLMZI WMH!ENCP;1V15
Niall Ferguson, The End of Chimerica  LXXTLFW[OLFWIHYMXIQLXQP
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'LMREGYVVIRG]HIGMWMSRFSSWXWVMWOWIRXMQIRX¯Financial Times  LXXT[[[JXGSQGQWW
IFGFHEHJEJJIEFHGLXQP
-'6-)6¯*IEWMFMPMX]SJER%WMER'YVVIRG]9RMXLXXTMHIEWVITIGSVKTMRHMGVMIVLXQP
-WXLIVIRQMRFMXLIRI\XKPSFEPGYVVIRG]#¯McKinsey Quarterly: LXXT[[[QGOMRWI]UYEVXIVP]GSQ-WCXLIC
VIRQMRFMCXLICRI\XCKPSFEPCGYVVIRG]C

The future of happiness
Active elderly
Yourencore: http://www.yourencore.com/
6IXMVIQIRXEKIWLXXT[[[EKIYOSVKYOPEXIWXRI[WKIVQERVIXMVIQIRXEKIWLSYPHFI
3QOEVM4ER[EV¯[SVPH´WSPHIWXQSXLIVLXXT[[[XMQIWSRPMRIGSYOXSPRI[W[SVPHEWMEEVXMGPIIGI
'LSSWMRK+SH
God is Back: LXXTYWTIRKYMRKVSYTGSQRJ&SSO&SSO(MWTPE]LXQP#+SHC-WC&EGOC
.SLRC1MGOPIXL[EMX
4I[W+PSFEP%XXMXYHIW7YVZI]http://pewglobal.org/
³1EVOIX)GSRSQMIW[MXL'LYVGLIWERH1EVOIX)GSRSQMIW[MXLSYXGLYVGLIW´4VSJIWWSVSJ-RXIVREXMSREP
&YWMRIWW)GSRSQMGWEX&IMNMRK9RMZIVWMX]>LES<MEShttp://www.danwei.org/business/churches_and_the_
QEVOIXCIGSRSQTLT
'SGOXEMPMHIRXMXMIW
*EGIFSSO'SRRIGXLXXTHIZIPSTIVWJEGIFSSOGSQFPSKTSWX
*EGIFSSO3TIRKVETLLXXTHIZIPSTIVWJEGIFSSOGSQHSGWSTIRKVETL
Guinness Book of World Records: http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/
)RNS]MRKXLISVHMREV]
+PEQGEQTMRKhttp://goglamping.net/
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7PS[PY\YV]LXXT[[[QWRFGQWRGSQMHWMXIRI[W[IIO
Lagom: LXXT[[[XVIILYKKIVGSQ½PIW[SVHCSJCXLIC]IECTLT
Less variety
-)7)¯'LSMGI,S[1YGL-W8SS1YGL#LXXTMRWMKLXMIWIIHYHSGEWT\#MH! EV!
6LETWSH]http://www.rhapsody.com/welcome.html
Live experiences
%)+LXXT[[[EIK[SVPH[MHIGSQCQYWMGQYWMGLXQP
LiveNation: http://www.livenation.com/
7IEQPIWWQIHMEGSRWYQTXMSR
Wired magazine iPad app: LXXT[[[[MVIHGSQQEKE^MRIQEKCIHMXSVWCPIXXIV
1-81IHME0EFhttp://www.media.mit.edu/
7[MXGLMRKSJJ
3)'(/SVIE;SVOPMJILXXT[[[SIGHSVKHEXESIGHTHJ
)9;SVOMRK8MQI(MVIGXMZIhttp://ec.europa.eu/WSGMEPQEMRNWT#GEX-H! PERK-H!IR MRX4EKI-H!
2MIPWIR97-RXIVRIX9WI%REP]WMWLXXTFPSKRMIPWIRGSQRMIPWIR[MVISRPMRICQSFMPIJEGIFSSOYWIVW
EZIVEKILVWEQSRXLMRNERYEV]EWHMKMXEPYRMZIVWII\TERHW

The future of mobility
Asian aviation
-%8%¯7XEXISJ-RHYWXV]LXXT[[[MEXESVKTVIWWVSSQWTIIGLIW4EKIWEWT\
%MVFYW+PSFEP1EVOIX*SVIGEWXLXXT[[[EMVFYWGSQIRGSVTSVEXIKQJ
&SIMRK'YVVIRX1EVOIX3YXPSSOhttp://www.boeing.com/commercial/cmo/
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New Airports for China: LXXT[[[GLMREHEMP]GSQGRFYWMRIWWGSRXIRXCLXQ
;SVPH8SYVMWQ%WWSGMEXMSR¯8SYVMWQhttp://www.unwto.org/facts/eng/vision.htm
Chinese trains
,7&'¯'LMRE6EMP[E]W)\TERWMSRLXXT[[[LWFGRIXGSQWSPYXMSRWIQIVKMRKQEVOIXWGLMRECI\TVIWWLXQP
³)RKMRIWSJ+VS[XL´%YWXMR6EQWI]Time  http://www.time.com/time/magazine/
EVXMGPILXQP
977XVEXIKMG4PERJSV,MKL7TIIH6EMPLXXT[[[[LMXILSYWIKSZFPSK%:MWMSRJSV,MKL7TIIH6EMP
Clean shipping
-RXIVREXMSREP1EVMXMQI3VKERM^EXMSRhttp://www.imo.org/
1EG/E](EZMHSustainability Without the Hot Air: http://www.withouthotair.com
'PIER7LMTTMRK3VKERM^EXMSRhttp://www.cleanshipping.org/
7IEWEX6MWO¯'PIER7LMTTMRKLXXT[[[WIEWEXVMWOSVKRTLT#TEKI!
)PIGXVMGQSFMPMX]
Tesla Motors: http://www.teslamotors.com/
6IREYPX>IVS)QMWWMSR:ILMGPIWhttp://www.renault-ze.com/
&IXXIV4PEGIhttp://www.betterplace.com/global-progress
³'LMREERHXLI978LI4SXIRXMEPSJE'PIER8IGL4EVXRIVWLMT´¯McKinsey Quarterly  http://www.
QGOMRWI]UYEVXIVP]GSQ%YXSQSXMZI7XVEXIK]C%REP]WMW'LMRECERHCXLIC97C8LICTSXIRXMEPCSJCECGPIER
XIGLCTEVXRIVWLMTC
+IVQER2EXMSREP4PEXJSVQJSV)PIGXVMG1SFMPMX]LXXT[[[ZSPOW[EKIREKGSQZ[EKZ[GSVTMRJSCGIRXIV
IRRI[W:SPOW[EKIRC%+C-RZMXIWC+IVQERC'LERGIPPSVCXSC.SYVRI]CXSCXLIC*YXYVILXQP
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-RXIPPMKIRXLMKL[E]W
(%64%+VERH'LEPPIRKIhttp://www.darpa.mil/grandchallenge/index.asp
7ER(MIKS%YXSQEXIH,MKL[E]4%8,TVSNIGXLXXT[[[TEXLFIVOIPI]IHYRELWG
*63+TVSNIGX2IXLIVPERHWLXXTJEGYPX][EWLMRKXSRIHYNFWMXVERWTEVOWLYXLXQ
:SPZSWEJIX]EMQLXXT[[[ZSPZSGEVWGSQYOXSTEFSYXRI[WIZIRXWTEKIWHIJEYPXEWT\#MXIQMH!
&SS^ 'S¯8LI-RXIPPMKIRX,MKL[E]%7QEVX-HIE#http://www.strategy-business.com/article/
PM#KOS!H
)9I'EPP4VSKVEQQIhttp://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/esafety/index_en.htm
1YWPMQ)YVSTI
)YVSWXEXhttp://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/eurostat/home
)YVSTI-RXIKVEXMRK-WPEQ¯'SYRGMPSR*SVIMKR6IPEXMSRW  LXXT[[[GJVSVKTYFPMGEXMSR
europe.html
(IQSKVETLMG'LEPPIRKIWJSV)YVSTI  LXXTIGIYVSTEIYVIKMSREPCTSPMG]WSYVGIWHSGSJ½G[SVOMRK
VIKMSRWTHJVIKMSRWCHIQSKVETLMGTHJ
³8LI'LERKMRK*EGISJ)YVSTI´(EZMH'SPIQER9RMZIVWMX]SJ3\JSVHhttp://www.oeaw.ac.at/vid/empse/
HS[RPSEHIQTWICCTHJ
4ISTPIXVEGOMRK
iPhone location services: LXXTWYTTSVXETTPIGSQOF,8
+SSKPI0EXMXYHIhttp://www.google.com/intl/en_us/latitude/intro.html
+SSKPI+SKKPIWLXXT[[[KSSKPIGSQWYTTSVXQSFMPIFMRERW[IVT]#LP!IR ERW[IV!
Face.com: http://face.com/
*EGIFSSO4PEGIWLXXTFPSKJEGIFSSOGSQFPSKTLT#TSWX!
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9VFER MQ QSFMPMX]
8607LIPP'MX]&PYITVMRXW¯4EXL[E]WXS7YWXEMREFPI1SFMPMX]LXXT[[[XVPGSYOHS[RPSEHWKIRIVEP
'MX] &PYITVMRXW 4EXL[E]W XS 7YWXEMREFPI 1SFMPMX]THJ
4VSJIWWSV.IJJ/IR[SVXL]³8VERWTSVX,IEZIRERH,IPP´¯-87  LXXT[[[JLJVEROJYVXHIHIQIHME
JF7XYHMIRKEIRKI9VFERC%KKPSQIVEXMSRWVIWIEVGLMXWCJSGYWCC½REPTHJ

The future of security
Alternative proteins
-RXIVREXMSREP*SSH4SPMG]6IWIEVGL-RWXMXYXI¯*MWLXSLXXT[[[MJTVMSVKTYFPMGEXMSR½WL
'LMRE'SVR7S]FIER(IQERHXS'PMQF¯Business Week  LXXT[[[FYWMRIWW[IIOGSQRI[W
GLMREGSVRWS]FIERHIQERHXSGPMQFI\IGYXMZIWE]WGSVVIGXLXQP
(ITPIXIH½WLWXSGOWLXXT[[[IYVEGXMZGSQIRGET½WLJEVQMRKWIIRHVMZMRKJSSHWIGYVMX]EVXMGPI
#6IJ!677
Meat tax: LXXT[[[JSSHREZMKEXSVYWEGSQ*MRERGMEP-RHYWXV]&MSIXLMGWTVSJIWWSVEVKYIWJSVQIEXXE\
In vitro meat: http://www.invitromeatfoundation.eu/home_en.html
Meat Free Mondays: http://www.supportmfm.org/index.cfm
7]RXLIXMG+IRSQMGWhttp://www.syntheticgenomics.com/
&MSWYVZIMPPERGI
&MSWIRWIhttp://www.cdc.gov/biosense/
;,3-RXIKVEXIH(MWIEWI7YVZIMPPERGI4VSKVEQQIhttp://www.afro.who.int/en/clusters-a-programmes/dpc/
integrated-disease-surveillance.html
'LEXLEQ,SYWI'IRXVISR+PSFEP,IEPXL7IGYVMX]LXXT[[[GLEXLEQLSYWISVKYOVIWIEVGLKPSFEPCLIEPXL

6IWSYVGIWERHVIJIVIRGIW`

'SVTSVEXI0)+3
The Management Lab: http://www.managementlab.org/
*YRO]&YWMRIWWLXXTSPHJYRO]FYWMRIWWGSQJYRO]
Credible sources
7IQERXMG;IFLXXT[[[[SVKW[
(VSRI[EVW
³(VSRIW%VI;IETSRWSJ'LSMGIMR*MKLXMRK%P5EIHE´¯New York Times  http://www.nytimes.
GSQFYWMRIWWYEZLXQP
&%I8EVERMWLXXT[[[FEIW]WXIQWGSQ7MXIW8EVERMWMRHI\LXQ
+IRIVEP%XSQMGWhttp://www.ga-asi.com/
7SPEVWYRVMWI
1MGLEIP1S]IV³'PMQEXI'LERKI1E]1IER7PS[IV;MRHW´LXXT[[[WGMIRXM½GEQIVMGERGSQEVXMGPI
cfm?id=climate-change-may-mean-slower-winds
Sustainability Without the Hot Air(EZMH1EG/E]http://www.withouthotair.com
7SPEV%QIVMGE-RMXMEXMZI 97(3)VITSVXW LXXT[[[IIVIIRIVK]KSZPMFVEV]HIJEYPXEWT\#TEKI!
7LIPP8IGLRSPSK]*YXYVIWhttp://www.shell.com/home/content/innovation/news/technology_futures/
'EVSP7YI8SQFEVMPower of the People: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSQ4S[IV4ISTPI%QIVMGEW)PIGXVMGMX]
7TIEOIVWHTVIJ!WVCC#MI!98* W!FSSOW UMH! WV!
Virtual authenticity
3TIR-(http://openid.net/
/RS[=SYV'YWXSQIV4VSGIWWhttp://www.complinet.com/connected/solutions/global-screening/sanctionsenforcements/
+SSKPIFSWW[EVRWSRWSGMEPYWISJQIHMELXXT[[[FFGGSYORI[WXIGLRSPSK]
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Water management
;SVPH&ERO1G/MRWI]¯'LEVXMRK3YV;EXIV*YXYVILXXT[[[QGOMRWI]GSQ%TTC1IHME6ITSVXW;EXIV
'LEVXMRKC3YVC;EXIVC*YXYVIC*YPPC6ITSVXCTHJ
;&'7(,7GIREVMSWLXXT[[[[FGWHSVK(SG6SSXPT<XIY%92U\/+3/2>LWGIREVMSWTHJ
7%&1MPPIV;EXIV*SSXTVMRXMRK6ITSVXLXXT[[[WEFQMPPIVGSQ½PIWVITSVXW[EXIVCJSSXTVMRXMRKCVITSVXTHJ
;EXIV6ITSVX¯Economist  LXXT[[[IGSRSQMWXGSQRSHI

The future of locality
Almost zero waste
;EWXI6ITSVX¯Economist  LXXT[[[IGSRSQMWXGSQRSHI
)9;)))MRMXMEXMZIhttp://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/weee/index_en.htm
&VMHKMRKXLIPEWXQMPI
'SYRGMPSJ7YTTP]'LEMR1EREKIQIRX4VSJIWWMSREPWhttp://cscmp.org/
0SKMWXMGW6IWIEVGL'IRXVI,IVMSX;EXX9RMZIVWMX]¯'EVFSR%YHMXMRKXLI³0EWX1MPI´http://www.imrg.
SVK)' LXXT-RJS*MPIW %)&''*(½PI3RPMRI
'SRZIRXMSREP 'SQTEVMWSR ,IVMSX ;EXX THJ
Community living
Cisco Telepresence: LXXT[[[GMWGSGSQIR97RIXWSPRWRIX[SVOMRKCWSPYXMSRWCWSPYXMSRCWIKQIRXC
home.html
.+&EPPEVHhttp://www.ballardian.com/
(IRWIGMXMIW
9VFER%KI4VSNIGX¯07)http://www.urban-age.net/
;,3+PSFEP%KI*VMIRHP]'MXMIWLXXT[[[[LSMRXEKIMRKTYFPMGEXMSRW+PSFEPCEKICJVMIRHP]CGMXMIWC
+YMHIC)RKPMWLTHJ

6IWSYVGIWERHVIJIVIRGIW`

'PMQEXI'LERKIERHXLI)RZMVSRQIRX¯7GMIRXM½G'SQQMXXIISR%RXEVGXMG6IWIEVGLhttp://www.scar.org/
publications/occasionals/acce.html
92,EFMXEXhttp://www.unhabitat.org/
-RXIPPMKIRXFYMPHMRKW
26)0>IVS)RIVK]&YMPHMRKWLXXT[[[RVIPKSZHSGWJ]SWXMTHJ
71%68TVSKVEQQILXXT[[[WQEVXSVK
-&17QEVXIV&YMPHMRKWLXXT[[[MFQGSQWQEVXIVTPERIXYOIRKVIIRCFYMPHMRKWZMWMSRWMRHI\LXQP
'MWGS-RXIPPMKIRX&YMPHMRKWLXXT[[[GMWGSGSQ[IFWXVEXIK]HSGWXVIG+VYTTS6)8-THJ
Local foods
;SVPH7YQQMXSR*SSH7IGYVMX]  http://www.fao.org/wsfs/world-summit/en/
-RHME2EXMSREP*SSH7IGYVMX]1MWWMSRhttp://nfsm.gov.in/
9/2EXMSREP*SSH7XVEXIK]LXXT[[[JSSHZMWMSRKSZYOTEKIWJSSHWXVEXIK]
,ERX^*EVQW(IXVSMXhttp://www.hantzfarmsdetroit.com/
Mega-city states
''MXMIWLXXT[[[GGMXMIWSVK
6MWISJXLIVIKMSRWXEXILXXT[[[JSVIMKREJJEMVWGSQEVXMGPIWOIRMGLMSLQEIXLIVMWISJXLIVIKMSR
state
The Next Big Thing: Neomedievalism4EVEK/LERRELXXT[[[TEVEKOLERREGSQ#T!
1-84VSKVEQQILXXT[[[SVK
9VFER%KI4VSNIGX¯07)http://www.urban-age.net/
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Migration magnets
1MKVEXMSR(IZIPSTQIRX6IWIEVGL'IRXVIhttp://www.migrationdrc.org/index.html
'EREHE-QQMKVEXMSR4PERLXXT[[[GMGKGGEIRKPMWLHITEVXQIRXQIHMEVIPIEWIWEWT
4IXIV1G0ISHSR'EREHE-QQMKVEXMSRhttp://itunes.apple.com/us/podcast/german-marshall-fund-podcast/
MH

3 MODERATORS OF THE FUTURE
Chris Patten, ;LEX2I\X#7YVZMZMRKXLI8[IRX]½VWX'IRXYV]: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYO;LEX2I\X7YVZMZMRK
8[IRX]½VWX'IRXYV]HT
Thomas Friedman, 8LI;SVPHMW*PEX8LI+PSFEPM^IH;SVPHMRXLI8[IRX]½VWX'IRXYV]http://www.amazon.
GSYOKTTVSHYGXVIJ!SWWCTVSHYGX
Thomas Friedman, Hot Flat and Crowded: Why The World Needs A Green Revolution – and How We Can Renew
Our Global Future: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYO,SX*PEX'VS[HIH6IZSPYXMSR+PSFEPHTVIJ!RXXC
EXCITCHTXC
)HIPQER8VYWX&EVSQIXIVLXXT[[[IHIPQERGSYOXVYWXFEVSQIXIV
%RXLSR]7IPHSRTrust: How We Lost it and How to Get it Back: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYOKT
TVSHYGXVIJ!SWWCTVSHYGX
6YWWIPP,EVHMRTrust: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYOKTTVSHYGXVIJ!SWWCTVSHYGX
1EVIO/SLR Trust: Self-Interest and the Common Good: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYOKTTVSHYGX
ref=oss_product
6MGLEVH(E[OMRWThe God Delusion: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYO+SH(IPYWMSR6MGLEVH(E[OMRW
HT<VIJ!WVCC#W!FSSOW MI!98* UMH! WV!
.SLR1MGOPIXL[EMXERH%HVMER;SSPHVMHKI God is Back: How the Global Rise of Faith is Changing the World:
LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYO+SH&EGO+PSFEP*EMXL'LERKMRKHTVIJ!WVCC#W!FSSOW MI!98*
UMH! WV!

6IWSYVGIWERHVIJIVIRGIW`

6MGLEVH8LEPIVERH'EWW7YRWXIMRNudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth and Happiness: http://
[[[EQE^SRGSYO2YHKI-QTVSZMRK(IGMWMSRW,IEPXL,ETTMRIWWHTVIJ!WVCC#MI!98* W
!FSSOW UMH! WV!
1EPGSPQ+PEH[IPPThe Tipping Point: How Little Things Can Make a Big Difference: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYO
8MTTMRK4SMRX0MXXPI8LMRKW(MJJIVIRGIHTVIJ!THCWMQCFC
7XERPI]1MKVEQThe Perils of Obedience: http://www.grossmont.edu/bertdill/docs/perilsobed.pdf
Accenture, The New Energy World – The Consumer Perspective: LXXT[[[EGGIRXYVIGSQ+PSFEP7IVZMGIW
&]C-RHYWXV]9XMPMXMIW6CERHC-)RIVK]'SRWYQIVLXQ
4I[6IWIEVGL'IRXVI  Teens, Privacy and Online Social Networks: LXXTTI[VIWIEVGLSVKTYFW
XIIRWTVMZEG]¯SRPMRIWSGMEPRIX[SVOW
The Economist³0IKEPGSRJYWMSRSR-RXIVRIXTVMZEG]8LIGPEWLSJHEXEGMZMPM^EXMSRW´http://www.economist.
GSQRSHI
The Economist³%WYVZI]SJQSFMPMX]%[SVPHSJ[MXRIWWIW´LXXT[[[IGSRSQMWXGSQRSHI
The Economist³'MZMPPMFIVXMIW¯WYVZIMPPERGIERHTVMZEG]0IEVRMRKXSPMZI[MXL&MK&VSXLIV´http://www.
IGSRSQMWXGSQRSHI
6MGLEVH&EPH[MR³1YPXMPEXIVEPMWMRKVIKMSREPMWQ8LI;83´WRI\XGLEPPIRKI´http://www.voxeu.org/index.
TLT#U!RSHI
*VERGMW*YOY]EQETrust: The Social Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYO8VYWX
7SGMEP:MVXYIW'VIEXMSR4VSWTIVMX]HT
.EQIW+PIMGOChaos – Making a New Science: LXXT[[[EQE^SRGSYO'LESW1EOMRK7GMIRGI.EQIW+PIMGO
HT

4 INNOVATING THE FUTURE
+&28LI6SGOIJIPPIV*SYRHEXMSR¯7GIREVMSWJSVXLI*YXYVISJ8IGLRSPSK]ERH-RXIVREXMSREP(IZIPSTQIRX
LXXT[[[VSGOIJIPPIVJSYRHEXMSRSVKRI[WTYFPMGEXMSRWWGIREVMSWJYXYVIXIGLRSPSK]

About the team
8LI*YXYVI%KIRHETVSKVEQQI[EWYRHIVXEOIRF]
ER MRXIVREXMSREP XIEQ [SVOMRK XSKIXLIV XS HIWMKR
HIPMZIVERHW]RXLIWMWIXLI½JX][SVOWLSTWRYQIVSYW
online discussions and additional dialogues with
organisations around the world.
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8LI XIEQ [EW PIH F] (V8MQ .SRIW [LS SVMKMREPP]
conceived the programme, ran the majority of the
[SVOWLSTW ERH YRHIVXSSO QYGL SJ XLI W]RXLIWMW
Tim has supported a wide range of government and
corporate organisations in identifying future growth
platforms over the past decade and is a regular
WTIEOIV EX MRXIVREXMSREP GSRJIVIRGIW SR XLMW XSTMG
He can be contacted on tim.jones@futureagenda.org
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Q
Q
Q
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'EVSPMRI(I[MRKPIHXLI*YXYVI%KIRHETVSKVEQQI
[MXLMR:SHEJSRI SVKERMWIHQER]SJXLI[SVOWLSTW
ERHXSSOXLIPIEHVSPIMRXLIGSPPEXMSRSJEPPMRWMKLXW
Caroline can be contacted on caroline.dewing@
vodafone.com
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7YTTSVXMRK8MQERH'EVSPMRI[EWELSWXSJJSV[EVH
PSSOMRKTISTPI[LSKEZIXLIMVXMQIERHMHIEWXSXLI
programme. These included:
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 SR%FVELEQEXXLI*YXYVIW'SQTER]MR2I[
(
=SVO
Q .EGUYM%PPIREXXLI&VMXMWL'SYRGMPMR;EWLMRKXSR
('
Q )PMJ%VWPEREX:SHEJSRI8YVOI]MR-WXERFYP
Q 2MGO]'LEQFIVWSJ&IWX*SSX*SV[EVHMR3\JSVH

Q
Q
Q

 EWI]'LETTIPPI/EVP7PSSX[IKERH&MRE]E
/
2IYTERIEX:SHEJSRI+VSYTMR0SRHSR
Tom Chignall at Vodafone New Zealand in
%YGOPERH
2YVM'SPEOSKPYEX(SKER1IHME-RXIVREXMSREPMR
-WXERFYP
'SVRIPME(ELIMQERHXIEQEX>C4YROX¯8LI
*SVIWMKLX'SQTER]MR+IVQER]
1EHZIRHVE(EWERH4VIQE7LVMOVMWLEREEX
:SHEJSRI-RHMEMR1YQFEM
6SKIV(IRRMWEX-RRSZEXMSR1EXXIVWMR2I[
Zealand
;MPP+EKPI]ERH%RHVI['YVV]EXXLI*YXYVIW
Company in London
;IRH].SVHEREXXLI&VMXMWL'SYRGMPMR0SRHSR
8LIQFE/MRERIERH0IZIVRI'EWWEX:SHEGSQ
MR.SLERRIWFYVK
%RH]0I[MWERMRHITIRHIRXGSRWYPXERXMRXLI9/
(EZI1G'SVQMGOERMRHITIRHIRXGSRWYPXERX
based in London
%HEQ2I[XSREX6S]EP(YXGL7LIPPMR8LI,EKYI
-ER2SFPIEX4ITWM'S-RXIVREXMSREP
6EGLIP4LMPMTWEX3VEGPI9/
.YPME6E[PMRWEXXLI&VMXMWL'SYRGMPMR+IVQER]
8SFMEW6SSRI]ERH%XMJ7LIMOLEX#;LEX-JMR
London
(V;IRH]7GLYPX^EX-R½RMXI*YXYVIWMR3\JSVH
%RYTEQ=SKERH7YQEXM2EKVEXLEX1MVEFMPMW
%HZMWSV]MR2I[(IPLM
)MVMRM>EJIMVEXSYERH'MRH]HI/SRMRGOEX
:SHEJSRI+VSYTMR&VYWWIPW
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-REHHMXMSRXLIVI[IVIWM\XIIRTISTPI[LSTVSZMHIH
the initial personal perspectives upon which the
programme dialogue was built. These were:
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 EZI&MVGLEX'SRWYPX,]TIVMSRMR7YVVI]
(
4VSJIWWSV6MGLEVH&PEGOEXXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ
7YWWI\
4VSJIWWSV7XI[EVX&YVREX'7-63MR1IPFSYVRI
4VSJIWWSV6MGLEVH&YVHIXXEXXLI0SRHSR
7GLSSPSJ)GSRSQMGW
(.'SPPMRWEX+SSKPIMR0SRHSR
(MERI'S]PI3&)SJ)RPMKLXIRQIRX)GSRSQMGW
ERHXLI&&'8VYWXMR0SRHSR
.ER*EVNLEX)VMGWWSR6IWIEVGLMR7XSGOLSPQ
4VSJIWWSV1MOI,EVH]3&)EXXLI&VMXMWL
Council in London
.MQ/MVO[SSHEX+IRIVEP1MPPW-RGMR1MRRIETSPMW
(V6EZMN/YQEVEX-'6-)6MR2I[(IPLM

Q
Q

 V.EGO0SVHEX2EZMKIRMGW-RGMR'EPMJSVRME
(
'LVMW1I]IVEX1SRMXSV2IX[SVOWMR&SWXSR
4VSJIWWSV.SWI0YMW2YIRSEX-)7)MR&EVGIPSRE
1EVO4LMPMTWEX.EKYEV0ERH6SZIVMR'SZIRXV]
0IS6SSHLEVXEX6S]EP(YXGL7LIPPMR8LI
Hague
4VSJIWWSV-ER;MPPMEQWEXXLI9RMZIVWMX]SJ
7SYXLEQTXSR

8LI ½JX] [SVOWLSTW XLEX JSVQIH XLI GSVI SJ XLI
TVSKVEQQI HMEPSKYI [IVI YRHIVXEOIR F] XLI
team around the world. The locations of these
[SVOWLSTWMRGPYHIH%YGOPERH&ERKEPSVI&EVGIPSRE
&IVPMR &VMKLX[IPPGYQ7SX[IPP &VYWWIPW 'LMGEKS
'LVMWXGLYVGL )MRHLSZIR -WXERFYP .SLERRIWFYVK
London, Los Angeles, Madrid, Melbourne, Mumbai,
2I[ (IPLM 2I[ =SVO 3\JSVH 6SQI 7LERKLEM
7MRKETSVI8EPPMRR;EWLMRKXSR('ERH;IPPMRKXSR

The ultimate success of the Future Agenda programme is dependent on the enthusiastic support and
participation of people who want to help shape the future, who have generously shared their expertise and
FIIRTVITEVIHXSGLEPPIRKIXLIWXEXYWUYS ;I[SYPHPMOIXSXLEROIZIV]SRI[LSLEWGSRXVMFYXIHIMXLIV
SRPMRIXLSYKL[SVOWLSTWF]TEVXMGMTEXMRKMRHMWGYWWMSRWSVGSQQIRXMRKSRXLISYXTYXW;ILSTI[ILEZI
TVSZMHIHEREGGYVEXIVI¾IGXMSRSJXLIZMI[WI\TVIWWIHERHXEOIJYPPVIWTSRWMFMPMX]JSVER]QMWXEOIW
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